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INTRODUCTION 
Defendants Jody Williams ("Williams") and Holme Roberts & Owen LLP ("HRO") 
are not entitled to summary judgment on plaintiffs' claims that those defendants 
breached their fiduciary duty of confidentiality owed to plaintiffs as plaintiffs' lawyers. 
There are, at a minimum, disputed issues of material fact with regard to those claims 
which must, under Utah law, be decided by a jury after trial and not by the Court on 
summary judgment. 
"Where an attorney is hired solely to represent the interests of a client, his 
fiduciary duty is of the highest order and he must not represent interests adverse to 
those of the client." Smootv. Lund. 369 P.2d 933, 936 (Utah 1962). "[H]e must adhere 
to a high standard of honesty, integrity and good faith in dealing with his client. He is 
not permitted to take advantage of his position . . . to impose upon the client; nor to 
conceal facts or law, or in any way deceive him without being held responsible 
therefor." id, 
Williams and HRO seek to avoid responsibility for their breaches of the duties of 
honesty, integrity and good faith that they owed to USA Power. They are asking the 
Court to overlook the facts of this case and pardon their breaches as a matter of law. 
However, the facts overwhelmingly demonstrate: (1) Williams/HRO represented USA 
Power relative to its development of a power plant in Mona, Utah; (2) Williams/HRO 
learned confidential information that transcended every aspect of USA Power's 
business; (3) while still representing USA Power, WiUiams/HRO switched sides and 
represented PacifiCorp relative to the development of a competing power plant in 
Mona, Utah; (4) Williams/HRO used and/or disclosed the confidential information 
learned in representing USA Power to benefit the bigger, richer client - PacifiCorp; and 
(5) had Williams/HRO not used and/or disclosed USA Power's confidential information 
for PacifiCorp's benefit, USA Power would have benefitted economically, including by 
receiving millions of dollars from the sale of the Spring Canyon project assets to 
PacifiCorp or receiving tens of millions of dollars from a long-term power purchase 
agreement with PacifiCorp. 
The facts establish the duties Williams/HRO owed to USA Power. The facts 
establish WilliamsVHRO's breach of those duties, and the facts establish that 
WilliamsVHRO's breach caused USA Power's damages. Accordingly, this case should 
be decided by the jury. The Court should not, as a matter of law, let Williams/HRO 
escape responsibility for their breaches 
WILLIAMS/HRO'S PURPORTED STATEMENT 
OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL "FACTS" 
Defendants Williams/HRO have cherry-picked from the record those portions 
they will argue to the jury, excluding the entire remainder of the record which 
demonstrates they breached their duty of confidentiality owed to plaintiffs as plaintiffs' 
lawyers. Williams' and HRO's purported "undisputed material facts", needless to say, 
omit material facts, are materially misleading and ask the Court to make inferences that 
are contrary to the record. 
Pursuant to Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, USA Power has set 
forth verbatim each paragraph of Williams/HRO's purported "undisputed facts" which 
plaintiffs dispute. Following each disputed paragraph, plaintiffs set forth the basis for 
disputing the paragraph and the record demonstrating the facts are disputed, 
such knowledge and experience in Mona. 
There is no evidence Williams had specific knowledge or experience with regard 
to water rights in Juab County or Mona, Utah at the time USA Power hired her in April 
2001. In fact, it took Williams well over a year to learn these ropes in Mona and to 
negotiate and finalize an agreement for USA Power to acquire water rights to use in 
Mona for the Spring Canyon project; USA paid Williams tens of thousands of dollars to 
learn and utilize this information that was specific to Mona. [Exs. 47-60, 69, 86-87, 89-
93;seeExs. 139A-143A] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 7: 
7. The identity of water rights owners is publicly available, among other 
places, on the Utah Division of Water Rights website. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds that it omits material facts and 
therefore is materially misleading, and to the extent it implies that locating potential 
sellers, negotiating with them, verifying their water rights, finalizing agreements, and 
obtaining approval of change applications can be achieved by simply consulting publicly 
available information. [Koltick at p. 15] See Response to paragraph 6. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 8: 
8. The State Engineer is also conversant with who owns water rights and 
who may be willing to sell and freely supplies such information. Williams had discussed 
such matters with the State Engineer's office on many occasions. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Responses to paragraphs 6 and 7. 
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WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 9: 
9. Power Partners hired Williams because she had substantial experience in 
water law. Specifically, USA Power Partners believed her to be "familiar with what was 
going on in the State of Utah" and expected her to know the "general range of the price" 
of water rights in Utah. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Responses to paragraphs 5-7. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 10: 
10. Power Partners initially focused on Vernal and Nephi as potential sites 
and Williams, accordingly, investigated potential water rights for use in Vernal and then 
Nephi, Utah. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 5. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 11: 
11. Thereafter, in the fall of 2001, Power Partners identified real estate owned 
by Michael Keyte ("Keyte") near Mona, Utah for potential purchase. Williams and David 
Hansen of Hansen Allen and Luce, the water engineers hired by USA Power Partners, 
then investigated water rights for use near Mona, Utah. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 5. 
In addition, Williams was instrumental in convincing Michael Keyte to discuss 
selling his real property to USA Power. Williams advised USA Power in the 
negotiations, prepared and reviewed the purchase contracts, held the money in escrow, 
and dealt with the title company for USA Power. Williams also provided information 
and advice on suitable sites before USA Power even focused on Mona, Utah or Mr. 
Keyte's real estate. [Exs. 70-71, 86-87; Ted Dep. at 77, 81, 85, 88] 
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water rights and the Keyte real property while it was negotiating with PacifiCorp for 
PacifiCorp to purchase the Spring Canyon assets and while USA Power was competing 
to be awarded the long term power purchase agreement pursuant to the RFP. 
USA Power only quit paying to extend the options in 2006 because, once 
Williams switched sides and PacifiCorp stole the Spring Canyon project and built the 
Currant Creek plant using USA's trade secrets, there was no longer any realistic 
possibility that USA Power could build a power plant in Mona, Utah using the Mona 
substation and sell that power to a guaranteed market. [Exs. 82-85; Olive at 16-18] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 24: 
24. The Spring Canyon Energy water rights option agreements with Keyte and 
Garrett have expired. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 23. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 25: 
25. After the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreements with Keyte and 
Garrett were finalized in August of 2002, Holme Roberts' remaining outstanding 
assignments for Power Partners consisted of the limited tasks of filing change 
applications to change the water rights' point of diversion, place of use and nature of 
use and finalizing a letter regarding the Keyte and Garrett water rights and transactions 
(the "water letter") and memoranda addressing the due diligence undertaken regarding 
the Keyte and Garrett water rights. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 16-20. 
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WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 26: 
26. The water letter and the due diligence memoranda were completed on 
September 18, 2002 and September 30, 2002, respectively. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 16-20. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 27: 
27. The change applications were also completed and filed with the Utah 
Division of Water Rights in September, 2002. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 14, 16-20. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 28: 
28. With the completion of the water letter and due diligence memoranda and 
the filing of the change applications, as of the end of September, 2002, Holme Roberts' 
work for Power Partners was essentially complete, except for isolated follow-ups 
concerning the status of the change applications. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 16-20. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 29: 
29. Change applications are a matter of public record and notice of the Keyte 
and Garrett change applications were each published twice in the Nephi Times News. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore 
is materially misleading, and to the extent it implies everything Wiliiams/HRO learned 
regarding Spring Canyon's water rights was publicly available information or the 
services they performed were Williams' general accumulated knowledge. 
The information that was made public was very limited in scope. [Koltick at p. 
15] For example, the price at which USA Power had the option to purchase the Keyte 
and Garrett water and the price of the options were confidential and not public 
information. [Ted Dep. at 187; Vuyovich Dep. at 109] Likewise, the information 
Williams and Vuyovich learned with regard to water rights, purchasing water rights, 
obtaining public support and obtaining approval of water change applications and 
approvals in Mona was confidential and specific and was learned only with a great 
investment of time and USA Power's payment of tens of thousands of dollars. 
WilliamsA/uyovich/HRO could not use or disclose that confidential knowledge and 
information without USA Power's knowledge and consent. [Ted Dep. at 408-10; Morris 
at p. 4] USA Power never consented to the use or disclosure of its confidential 
information for PacifiCorp's benefit. [Ted Dep. at 407, 410-11; Morris at 6] See 
Response to paragraphs 5, 14, 16-20. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 30: 
30. The Utah State Engineer approved the Spring Canyon Energy/Garrett 
change application on December 13, 2002. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 14, 16-20. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 31: 
31. The Utah State Engineer approved the Spring Canyon Energy/Keyte 
change application on January 22, 2003. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 14, 16-20. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 32: 
32. Vuyovich, another attorney at Holme Roberts, spoke with Power Partners' 
Lois Banasiewicz on January 9, 2003 regarding the Garrett change application, and on 
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January 24, 2003, informed Power Partners' Ted Banasiewicz that the Keyte change 
application had been approved. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 16-20. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 33: 
33. Vuyovich treated all information he obtained from Power Partners as 
confidential, did not communicate it to PacifiCorp and did not use any information he 
obtained from Power Partners in any subsequent water rights work. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. 
Vuyovich, under Williams' direction and supervision, represented USA Power for 
over 2 1/2 years, both at KLM and HRO. Vuyovich worked directly with USA Power and 
assisted Williams with the work she performed for USA Power. In this capacity, he 
learned substantial and material confidential information about the Spring Canyon 
project. [Exs. 47-60, 69, 86-87, 89-93, 144A,145A, 146A, 147A] 
Vuyovich, working with Williams and HRO, then switched sides and represented 
PacifiCorp relative to PacifiCorp's competing Currant Creek project. [Exs. 31-45; 
Vuyovich Dep. at 7-8, 16-17, 18-23, 40-41, 43, 64, 69, 73, 91-92, 121] Vuyovich's 
representation of PacifiCorp on the Currant Creek project was detrimental to USA 
Power, and the confidential information he possessed about the Spring Canyon project 
would benefit PacifiCorp. [Ted Dep. at 369-78; Morris at p. 4-5; Koltick at p. 5, 8-10, 
14-17, 18] He assisted PacifiCorp in developing a competing bid against USA Power 
for the 2003-A RFP by acquiring an essential requirement - water - for PacifiCorp to 
win (and USA Power to lose) the bid. [HRO-PC 000099; 000030, 001413; Ex. 10 at p. 
148; Exs. 31, 33, 68] PacifiCorp, in preparing and winning the bid, used USA Power's 
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confidential information and trade secrets and could not have prepared or won the bid 
without that information, those trade secrets and USA Power's lawyers -
WilliamsA/uyovich/HRO. [Koltick at p. 15-16; Ted Dep. at 407-11, 580-84] 
Vuyovich never disclosed his adverse representation of PacifiCorp to USA Power 
or sought its consent to the representation. [Vuyovich Dep. at 121] Despite the initial 
and increasing conflict created by Vuyovich's and Williams' representation of PacifiCorp 
or Currant Creek, Vuyovich remains adamant there was no conflict, none at all. 
[Vuyovich Dep. at 118-121] 
Based on these facts, a jury could reasonably conclude that Vuyovich used 
and/or disclosed USA Power's confidential information in his representation of 
PacifiCorp on its Currant Creek project. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 34: 
34. Williams treated all information she received from Power Partners as 
confidential, did not disclose any information received from Power Partners to 
PacifiCorp and did not use any information obtained from Power Partners in any 
subsequent water rights work. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. 
Williams had confidential information of USA Power's which she obtained during 
the course of her representation of USA Power. She obtained that information directly 
from USA Power and she obtained it in the course of representing USA Power. The 
confidential information she learned was not publicly available, was not her general 
acquired knowledge from past work, and took her over 2 1/2 years to learn. USA 
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Power paid almost $100,000 for Williams to learn and effectively use that information 
from USA Power. [Exs. 47-60, 69, 86, 89-98, 146A, 147A, 148A] 
Williams' representation of USA Power involved all aspects of USA Power's 
development of the Spring Canyon project. She regularly discussed and advised USA 
Power with regard to its business plans and strategies. [Ex. 23 at 00863; Morris at p. 5; 
Morris Analysis at fl 5; Ted Dep. at 67-68, 73-75] She represented and advised them 
with regard to: (1) the evaluation and selection of Mona as the site; (2) creation of 
Spring Canyon Energy LLC to hold the assets of the Spring Canyon development; (3) 
acquisition of the right to purchase real property on which to build the Spring Canyon 
power plant; (4) annexation and rezoning of that real property to permit construction 
and operation of the Spring Canyon power plant on the property; (5) acquisition of the 
right to purchase water rights necessary for operation of the Spring Canyon power 
plant, including locating potential sellers, researching and verifying their ownership of 
the water rights and the water rights' priority, and obtaining approval of a change 
application transferring the ownership of the water rights to USA Power and converting 
the use from surface to ground water; (6) obtaining an air permit authorizing operation 
of a 225 MW power plant and locating air credits to increase the air permit to authorize 
a 525 MW plant; (7) public relations work with the local government officials to obtain 
public support for the Spring Canyon power project; (8) marketing the Spring Canyon 
project to potential purchasers; (8) negotiating with PacifiCorp for PacifiCorp to 
purchase the Spring Canyon assets or enter into a long-term power purchase 
agreement with USA Power-once USA Power constructed the Spring Canyon project. 
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[Exs. 47-60, 69, 70-71, 74, 76, 78, 86-87, 89-99, 146A, 147A, 148A; Ted Dep. 67-68, 
73-76, 200-01, 214-15; Williams Dep. 50] 
USA Power never consented to Williams using or disclosing for the benefit of 
any third party the confidential information she learned from and in representing USA 
Power and at USA Power's substantial expense. [Ted Dep. at 584; Morris p. 6] 
The confidential information Williams learned in her representation of USA 
Power was information that squarely fit the services Williams/HRO was required to 
provide and provided to PacifiCorp in acquiring water rights for the Currant Creek plant. 
The confidential information Williams learned would and did benefit PacifiCorp. [Morris 
p. 5] Williams acquired water rights for PacifiCorp in 20% of the time it took her to 
acquire water rights for Utah Power. [Ted Dep. at 410] Williams/HRO may have 
contacted one of the people from whom USA Power purchased water and contacted 
people and companies Williams/HRO had contacted in their search for water for USA 
Power. [Ex. 17, 66, 73, 100; Bates No. HRO-00861; Williams Dep. at 193-95, 251] 
PacifiCorp knew the price USA Power paid for its water rights, information that was not 
public information. [Ted Dep. at 356-357; Lois Dep. at 195] 
PacifiCorp purports to have developed its Currant Creek project in approximately 
four months. The time necessary to develop a power project ranges between 18 and 
24 months prior to construction. [Koltick at p. 14-17] It took USA Power almost two 
years to develop the Spring Canyon project and cost millions of dollars. [Koltick at p. 9] 
PacifiCorp had not evaluated the technical or economic feasibility of building a power 
plant in Mona, Utah at the time it discovered USA Power had substantially completed 
development of the Spring Canyon project and acquired the essential assets to build a 
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power plant in Mona, Utah. [Koltick at p. 16; see also Ex. 355 at p. 3, 5] PacifiCorp did 
no independent work to develop the Currant Creek project until March 2003, four 
months before it submitted its bid based on the Currant Creek plant. [Koltick at p. 15-
17] Just one month before PacifiCorp decided to develop a competing power plant to 
supply power by 2005, PacifiCorp - Rand Thurgood - had concluded Spring Canyon 
was "the only viable project site that is capable of meeting a 2005 online date." [Ex. 
355 at pp. 3, 5; accord Ex. 265] The first thing Pacificorp did when it decided to 
develop a competing plant and look for water rights for the project was contact 
Williams. [Thurgood Dep. at 209-11, 215] 
The Currant Creek plant is the Spring Canyon project. The Currant Creek plant 
is located in the same proximity to the Mona Substation as the site selected for the 
Spring Canyon energy plant. The plants themselves are the same in all material 
aspects, including but not limited to: (1) Dry cooling; (2) Zero wastewater discharge; (3) 
Natural gas source is Questar's Mainline 104; (4) Same fuel transmission path; (5) 
Same interconnection at Mona Substation; (6) Same voltage for interconnect at 345 kV; 
(7) Same capacity steam turbine generator; (8) Gas combustion turbines are GE Class 
7FA frame-type; (9) "Two on one" combined cycle configuration; (10) Each gas turbine's 
nominal rated capacity is 140 MW; (11) Additional duct burner capacity is approximately 
the same; (12) Total plant capacity is approximately the same. [Koltick at p. 5, 18; 
accord Ted Depo. P. 369-78]. Williams, as USA Power's attorney, was privy to all this 
information about the Spring Canyon project. See Response to paragraph 5. 
Given those facts, as well as the facts regarding the scope and depth of the 
confidential information obtained by Williams, the jury can draw the reasonable 
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inference that Williams and HRO used and disclosed USA Power's confidential 
information and trade secrets for PacifiCorp's benefit. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 35: 
35. On September 11, 2002, Power Partners provided PacifiCorp with two 
volumes of information it deemed confidential relative to its proposed power plant 
development in Mona, Utah: 
On September 11th, having secured the Confidentiality Agreement, 
USA Power turned over two volumes of information designated 
"Confidential" to PacifiCorp. These volumes detailed USA Power's 
Development of the Spring Canyon project concept over the 
preceding two years, including proprietary details of the power plant 
design, source of water, cooling technology, turbine design, fuel 
sources and electric transmission path, as well as engineering 
drawings of site plans and elevation drawings for critical plant 
components... 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute to the extent it implies that all of the confidential 
information of USA Power's that Williams had was contained in those binders, and that 
that information was no longer confidential because USA Power shared that information 
with PacifiCorp pursuant to a confidentiality agreement As repeatedly demonstrated, 
Williams represented USA Power and learned confidential information about every 
aspect of USA Power's Spring Canyon project. See Response to paragraphs 5, 16-20. 
Additionally, the confidential information of USA Power's that Williams 
possessed did not lose its confidential nature or allow Williams to use or disclose it for 
PacifiCorp's benefit and to USA Power's detriment when USA Power shared it with 
PacifiCorp. All the confidential information about the Spring Canyon project that USA 
Power shared with PacifiCorp was shared after PacifiCorp agreed to and signed a 
written confidentiality agreement. [Exs. 9, 10, 11, 16; Ted Dep. at 159, 170-172; Lois 
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Dep. at 169, 181, 184] USA Power shared that information with PacifiCorp for the sole 
purpose for PacifiCorp to conduct its due diligence to determine if it wanted to purchase 
the Spring Canyon project assets or enter into a long-term power purchase agreement 
with USA Power for USA Power to provide power from the Spring Canyon power 
project. Under the terms of the Confidentiality Agreement, PacifiCorp was prohibited 
from using or disclosing the confidential information for any purpose other than 
evaluating whether it wanted to purchase the assets or enter a power purchase 
agreement. PacifiCorp was prohibited from using or disclosing the confidential 
information for PacifiCorp's benefit. [Ex. 9] 
In addition, the paragraph is disputed on the grounds it omits material facts and 
therefore is materially misleading. The quotation from the Complaint does not take into 
account the detail and importance of that information. Indeed, both Ted and Lois 
testified at length about the information contained in Vols. 1 & 2, the value of that 
information, why the information was confidential and proprietary and gave USA Power 
a competitive advantage, and that they required PacifiCorp to sign a Confidentiality 
Agreement before turning any of that information over to PacifiCorp. [Ted Dep. at 159, 
170-72; Lois Dep. at 169, 181, 184, 222; see Koltick at pp. 15-16] Ted and Lois also 
testified at length about the breadth and detail of the confidential information Williams 
and her law firms obtained, including everything contained in Vols. 1 & 2, during their 
representation of USA Power. [Ted Dep. at 67-68, 73-76, 174-184, 200-01, 214-15, 
248-49, 255-57; Lois Dep. at 293-97, 304, 334-35] 
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WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 36: 
36. Volume II of the information contained the Keyte and Garrett Water Right 
Option and Purchase Agreements with Spring Canyon Energy. The Keyte and Garrett 
Water Right Option and Purchase Agreements specified the purchase price for the 
water rights per acre foot and the option fees for the water rights to be paid by Spring 
Canyon Energy. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the ground that it omits material facts and 
therefore is misleading, and to the extent it implies that the information was not 
confidential because USA Power shared that information with PacifiCorp pursuant to a 
Confidentiality Agreement. See Response to paragraphs 5, 14, 35. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 37: 
37. Volume II also contained the September 18, 2002 water letter, which set 
forth the agreed upon per acre foot purchase price for the water rights and the option 
fees and the September 30, 2002 due diligence memoranda. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the ground it omits material facts and therefore is 
misleading, and to the extent it implies the information in Volume II and that Williams 
possessed was no longer confidential because USA Power shared it with PacifiCorp 
pursuant to a Confidentiality Agreement. See Response to paragraphs 5, 147 35. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 38: 
38. USA Power Partners contends that on February 18, 2003 it delivered to 
PacifiCorp a third volume of information Power Partners deemed confidential. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute to the extent it implies all of the confidential 
information of USA Power's that Williams had was contained in those binders and on 
the grounds it omits material facts and therefore is materially misleading. 
Volume III (Ex. 16) was stamped confidential by USA Power and given to 
PacifiCorp subject to the Confidentiality Agreement. Volume III contained highly 
sensitive and proprietary information about the Spring Canyon project. Among other 
material, it contained the pro formas for the Spring Canyon project that had taken 
almost two years and millions of dollars to develop and which categorically 
demonstrated that the Spring Canyon project was not only technically feasible but 
economically feasible. It showed that a gas fired combined cycle, air cooled power 
plant in Mona, Utah would be profitable. [Ex. 16; Koltick at 10-17] This was information 
Williams had learned during her representation of USA Power. See Response to 
paragraphs 5, 16-20. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 39: 
39. Volume III contained the Memorandum Decisions from the State Engineer 
approving the Keyte and Garrett change applications. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore 
is materially misleading, and to the extent it implies the information in Volume III and 
that Williams possessed was no longer confidential after USA Power shared it with 
PacifiCorp pursuant to a Confidentiality Agreement. See Response to paragraph 38. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 40: 
40. According to Plaintiffs, the information that Plaintiffs provided to 
PacifiCorp included the following: 
(1) the exact site of the power plant, (2) the source of the fuel, (3) 
the method of combustion, (4) the air-cooling technology, (5) the 
transmission path of the fuel arriving at the plant and the electricity 
leaving the plant, (6) the source and negotiated price of land 
and water rights, (7) the build-out design of the plant, including 
engineering drawings of the turbines, transformers and generators, 
(8) the estimated costs to develop, construct and operate the plant, 
(9) the pro forma economic projections of the completed project, 
and (10) the level of community tolerance for such an intensive 
industrial use. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 38. [Morris 
Analysis at U 5] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 41: 
41. In March, 2003, Rand Thurgood ("Thurgood"), then Managing Director of 
Resource Development for PacifiCorp, contacted Williams to assist PacifiCorp in 
obtaining water rights for use at a potential power plant. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore 
is materially misleading. 
On March 3, 2003, while Williams/HRO were representing USA Power and while 
PacifiCorp was in serious negotiations with USA Power to purchase the Spring Canyon 
assets, Williams/HRO agreed they would represent PacifiCorp to acquire water rights to 
develop a competing power plant in Mona. [See Exs. 7-8, 12-14, 17-19, 31, 69, 115, 
165, 253] Williams/HRO did not disclose their representation of PacifiCorp to USA 
Power or seek USA Power's consent. [Williams Dep. at 233; Vuyovich Dep. at 121] 
PacifiCorp did not disclose to USA Power that it was developing a competing power 
plant in Mona or that PacifiCorp was using USA Power's lawyers - Williams/HRO - to 
acquire the water rights for that competing plant. [Thurgood Dep. at 264, 329-331; Ted 
Dep. at 213] USA Power did not know PacifiCorp was developing a competing power 
plant in Mona - the Currant Creek plant. USA Power did not know Williams/HRO was 
acquiring water for PacifiCorp for the Currant Creek plant. [Ex. 117; Ted Dep. at 213] 
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Rand Thurgood - the PacifiCorp employee who was negotiating PacifiCorp's 
purchase of the Spring Canyon assets from USA Power, and who was developing 
PacifiCorp's Currant Creek project, knew: (1) Williams/HRO represented USA Power 
on the Spring Canyon project which had taken over 2 years and millions of dollars to 
develop [Ex. 11; Thurgood Dep. at 217, 328-331; Ted Dep. at 410-11]; (2) PacifiCorp 
did not intend to purchase the Spring Canyon assets from USA Power but instead 
intended to issue an RFP, 2003-A, for bids to supply power to PacifiCorp from the 
Mona substation beginning in 2005, and to submit a competing bid against USA Power 
for the long-term power purchase agreement with PacifiCorp [Thurgood at 209, 214-
15]; (3) USA Power was the only potential bidder that already had done the 
development work and owned the assets necessary to construct a power plant in Mona 
to supply power by 2005 [Exs. 265, 355 at pp. 3, 5]; (4) PacifiCorp had not performed 
the development work or acquired the assets necessary to independently develop a 
competing plant in time to meet the 2005 deadline for power production [Koltick at 15-
16]; (5) Water was an essential component for the Mona power plant Thurgood wanted 
to develop [Thurgood Dep. at 227]; (6) While Thurgood had never retained 
Williams/HRO to obtain water for PacifiCorp on the development of any other power 
plant [Thurgood Dep. at 225]; and (7) PacifiCorp had possession of USA Power's 
material, confidential information regarding USA Power's development of the Spring 
Canyon project subject to a confidentiality agrefement prohibiting PacifiCorp's use or 
disclosure except to perform due diligence with regard to purchasing the Spring Canyon 
project assets. [Exs. 10, 11,-16] Williams possessed invaluable confidential 
information about developing a power plant in Mona and obtaining water rights for the 
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plant, significantly reducing the time and expense required for PacifiCorp to develop a 
competing power plant in Mona [Ex. 11; Lois Dep. at 226, 228-30; Ted Dep. at 410-11; 
Thurgood Dep. at 217-18; Williams Dep. at 148]. Development generally took between 
18 and 24 months. [Koltick at p. 14] 
At that time, Thurgood also knew it was critical that PacifiCorp develop and 
construct the Mona plant used to supply the power required by the RFP. Scottish 
Power, the sole shareholder of PacifiCorp, was unhappy with PacifiCorp's financial 
return, and the Utah Public Service Commission had made it clear public utilities, such 
as PacifiCorp, could only earn a return through rate-base and not as independent 
power producers. [Malko at 21-22; Malko Dep. at 54-55] PacifiCorp building its own 
plant in Mona, Utah based on its own development after winning an RFP would give a 
significant return to Scottish Power, appease the Public Service Commission, and 
enhance PacifiCorp's assets if Scottish Power decided to sell PacifiCorp. [JcL; Ex. 386 
at Bates No. 16554] Buying USA Power's project - Spring Canyon - would not meet 
these same objectives. [Malko at pp. 21-22; Malko Dep. at 154-55] 
When Thurgood asked Williams to represent PacifiCorp in acquiring water for its 
competing power plant, Williams/HRO knew: (1) USA Power was negotiating with 
PacifiCorp for PacifiCorp to purchase the Spring Canyon assets; [Ex. 99; Williams Dep. 
at 298-99; Ted Dep. at 163-65, 168-69, 200-02; Lois Dep. at 161-66, 169-72, 384-85] 
(2) she had confidential information she had learned in representing USA Power that 
would benefit PacifiCorp and be detrimental to USA Power; [Morris at p. 5-6; Response 
to paragraph 5] and (3) PacifiCorp would be a long-term lucrative client of 
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Williams/HRO that may take all its legal work to another law firm if she did not agree to 
represent PacifiCorp on this matter. [See Exs. 31-46; Williams Dep. at 110-114] 
Thurgood and Williams/HRO knew Williams/HRO's representation of PacifiCorp 
would create a conflict of interest, and simply engaged in a pretextual conversation - no 
longer than a minute - in which they agreed there was no conflict. [Thurgood Dep. at 
217-18; Williams Dep. at 85] PacifiCorp had never before asked her whether she had a 
conflict representing PacifiCorp on a matter [Williams Dep. at 212]; Thurgood had never 
retained Williams/HRO to acquire water for any power plant development; and had no 
other lawyer in mind or as a back-up if Williams/HRO had said "no." [Thurgood Dep. at 
243-44] 
Thurgood and Williams/HRO understood that PacifiCorp's development and 
construction of a power plant in Mona sounded the death knell for the Spring Canyon 
project. [Ex. 71; See Koltick at p. 8; Olive at p. 17] Thurgood and Williams never 
discussed whether there was a conflict again. [Thurgood Dep. at 219, 264] Williams 
never did research, sought advice or evaluated whether there was a conflict. [Williams 
Dep. at 89, 153-55, 163-64] 
Thurgood, on the other hand, advised PacifiCorp's in-house lawyer, Michael 
Jenkins, of his conversation with Williams after Williams had begun work. [Thurgood 
Dep. at 263] Jenkins asserted the attorney-client privilege in refusing to state the 
grounds for his conclusion there was no conflict. [Jenkins Dep. at 128-29] 
At the time of the Jenkins/Thurgood discussion, Jenkins knew that PacifiCorp 
was negotiating with USA Power to purchase the Spring Canyon project, Williams/HRO 
represented USA Power, and Williams' legal services for PacifiCorp were for a power 
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plant that would eliminate the real opportunity for USA Power's Spring Canyon project 
to be awarded a long-term power purchase contract. [Jenkins Dep. at 45, 81-82] 
Jenkins gave Thurgood legal advice with regard to terminating the negotiations with 
USA Power, and Thurgood cc'd Jenkins on the email to USA Power terminating the 
negotiations when he had not cc'd Jenkins on any communications with USA Power 
previously. [Ex. 19; Jenkins Dep. at 92-93; Thurgood Dep. at 435] 
Neither Williams/HRO nor PacifiCorp disclosed to USA Power that Williams/HRO 
was acquiring water to use at a competing power plant in Mona. [Williams Dep. at 232-
33; Ted Dep. at 355-56] 
Williams/HRO never reevaluated or considered whether their representation of 
PacifiCorp on the Currant Creek project created a conflict of interest even after they 
learned PacifiCorp had terminated negotiations with USA Power [Vuyovich Dep. at 40-
41, 43, 91-92; Ted Dep. at 308-10]; PacifiCorp had issued RFP 2003-Ato supply power 
to PacifiCorp from the Mona substation beginning in 2005 [Exs. 66, 68; Williams Dep. 
at 194, 227, 232; Ted Dep. at 308-10]; PacifiCorp had acquired the Panda site in Mona 
[Williams Dep. at 195; X-66]; both PacifiCorp and USA Power were submitting 
competing bids [Vuyovich Dep. at 40-41, 43, 69; Ted Dep. at 308-10; Thurgood Dep. at 
211, 220]; Williams/HRO's acquisition of water rights for PacifiCorp was essential for 
PacifiCorp's project to be awarded the RFP [Williams Dep. at 163-64, 214, 232-33, 287-
89; Thurgood Dep. at 227]; and the water Williams acquired for PacifiCorp may 
adversely affect the water rights she acquired for USA Power. [X-104; Thurgood Dep. 
at 237, 239-40] 
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After PacifiCorp awarded itself the RFP, USA Power learned Williams was 
representing PacifiCorp on its bid. [Ted Dep. at 357-62] USA Power immediately wrote 
Williams objecting. [Ex. 118] Williams ignored USA Power's objection and never 
responded. [Williams' Response to First Set of Request for Admissions at 87-88] 
Instead, Williams represented PacifiCorp in the Public Service Commission proceeding 
against USA Power. [Williams Dep. at 290-96; Exs. 41, 111-113] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 42: 
42. Thurgood inquired about Williams' previous representation of Power 
Partners, which Thurgood was aware of due to the information PacifiCorp had received 
from Plaintiffs. Williams responded that her work for Power Partners was complete. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 41. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 43: 
43. Other than informing Thurgood that her work for Power Partners was 
complete, Williams did not discuss Power Partners with Thurgood. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 41. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 44: 
44. After Thurgood called Williams in March, 2003, over the next five months 
Williams reviewed various water rights sources for potential acquisition by PacifiCorp. 
Williams' review did not include water rights belonging to Keyte or Garrett. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. 
Williams' notes of her meetings with Rand Thurgood regarding her 
representation of PacifiCorp^state "contact Michael Keyte." [Ex. 100] HRO in its 
representation of PacifiCorp unquestionably contacted Noreen Harper, a person who 
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Williams had contacted during her representation of USA Power. [Vuyovich Dep. at 16-
17] PacifiCorp's offers to purchase water were the same price USA Power had paid 
Garrett and Keyte. [Ted Dep. at 356-57, 678; Lois Dep. at 195-96] Williams has 
admitted she may have discussed the water she purchased with USA Power with 
Thurgood. [Ex. 68; Williams Dep. at 173, 217, 234] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 45: 
45. In late July, 2003, Williams became aware of a potential water rights 
source through WW Ranches, LLC ("WW Ranches"). 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 41, 44. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 47: 
47. Williams knew that Wangsgard and White were in the business of buying 
and selling water rights and informed them of PacifiCorp's water needs for a potential 
power plant in Juab County. It was left entirely up to Wangsgard and White to figure 
out how to supply the quantity of water needed by PacifiCorp at the specific location. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds that it omits material facts and 
therefore is materially misleading, and to the extent it implies Williams was not 
responsible for her conflicting representation of PacifiCorp or obtaining the water rights 
necessary for PacifiCorp to submit a proposal for and be awarded the RFP. [Exs. 68, 
104-05, 107-08, 110-112, 118; Ted Dep. at 407-09; Williams Dep. at 287-89; Thurgood 
Dep. at 227, 237, 239-40; Morris at p. 5; Morris Analysis at fl 5] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 48: 
48. In response, after meeting with James Riley at the State Engineer's office 
on August 6, 2003, Wangsgard sent Williams a proposal to sell water to PacifiCorp for 
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consumptive power generation use near Mona. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 41, 44, 47. 
WILUAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 49: 
49. WW Ranches conceived the idea of taking water rights originating in a 
different county, a different water rights area, and from a different source and changing 
the location and use of those water rights to that designated by PacifiCorp. Wangsgard 
and White had previously accomplished numerous similar transactions. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 41, 44, 47. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 50: 
50. The package of water rights that WW Ranches put together for PacifiCorp 
included water rights WW Ranches already owned in water coming from Utah Lake. It 
also included shares of irrigation water from Utah County that WW Ranches acquired to 
sell to PacifiCorp. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 41, 44, 47. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 51: 
51. On September 2, 2003, WW Ranches and PacifiCorp entered into a 
Water Rights Purchase Agreement. WW Ranches and PacifiCorp subsequently 
entered into a Revised and Restated Water Rights Purchase Agreement on October 6, 
2003. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 41, 44, 47. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 52: 
52. Williams had no role in coming up with WW Ranches' idea or in finding 
the water rights WW Ranches sold to PacifiCorp. The price that WW Ranches charged, 
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PacifiCorp for the water rights was based on WW Ranches' consideration of several 
factors, including the price WW Ranches had paid for the water, how long it had held it, 
how risky the transaction was, the opportunity to market the water somewhere else and 
what the market would bear. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 52. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 53: 
53. WW Ranches set the price for the water rights it sold to PacifiCorp. The 
price set by WW Ranches was not based on any information provided to WW Ranches 
by Holme Roberts or Williams. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 5, 14, 41, 44, 47. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 54: 
54. Williams never discussed with WW Ranches the price that Spring Canyon 
Energy had agreed to pay for the Keyte and Garrett water rights or any aspect of Spring 
Canyon Energy's agreements with Keyte and Garrett. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 18, 33-35, 41, 44, 47. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 55: 
55. Williams never attempted to acquire water rights from Keyte or Garrett on 
behalf of PacifiCorp. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 14, 44, 47. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 56: 
56. Plaintiffs' breach of fiduciary duty claim in Count Four is based in part on 
an allegation that Holme Roberts and Williams used Plaintiffs' confidential and/or 
proprietary information. 
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USA RESPONSE: Disputed on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore 
is materially misleading. 
The breach of fiduciary duty claim in Count V is based on HRO and Williams' 
breaches of their fiduciary duties by breaching the duty of loyalty and the duty of 
confidentiality. The breaches of the duty of confidentiality are based on defendants' 
use and/or disclosure of USA Power's confidential information. [Morris at pp. 5-6; 
Second Amended Comp, fflj 106-111] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 57: 
57. Plaintiffs' breach of duty of confidentiality claim in Count Five alleges that 
Holme Roberts and Williams breached their duty of confidentiality by "using or 
disclosing on behalf of PacifiCorp, confidential proprietary information of [Plaintiffs], 
including the terms of the water agreements negotiated in Juab County on behalf of 
[Plaintiffs]." 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraphs 18, 21, 33-34, 41, 46, 
and 55. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 58: 
58. When asked to identify Plaintiffs' evidence that Williams disclosed 
confidential information, Banasiewicz, a principal of USA Power, identified (1) the bills 
submitted by Williams to PacifiCorp, which he asserts demonstrate "the body of 
knowledge that Ms. Williams gained as a result of doing work for Spring Canyon Energy 
and USA Power Partners and that [the] same body of experience was used to assist 
PacifiCorp in obtaining water rights," and (2) the fact that Williams obtained water for 
PacifiCorp's competing project in the same location in less time. 
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USA RESPONSE: Disputed on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore 
is materially misleading, and to the extent it implies Williams/HRO did not have USA 
Power's confidential information or did not use or disclose that information for 
PacifiCorp's benefit and to USA Power's detriment. 
The deposition testimony of the three principals of USA Power creates disputed 
issues of material fact regarding whether Williams used or disclosed USA Power's 
confidential information for PacifiCorp's benefit. [See Morris at p. 6] The principals are 
not the lawyers in this case, they are not charged with marshaling and presenting the 
evidence, and their answers provide information from which a reasonable inference can 
be drawn that Williams used and/or disclosed USA Power's confidential information for 
PacifiCorp's benefit. See Response to paragraphs 18, 33, 34. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 59: 
59. When asked to identify the actual confidential information that he 
contended Williams disclosed, Banasiewicz did not identify a single piece of 
information. Rather, Banasiewicz simply reiterated that the "body of knowledge" that 
Williams developed while working for Plaintiffs was Plaintiffs' "property" that was made 
available to PacifiCorp. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 58. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 60: 
60. When David Graeber ("Graeber"), another principal of USA Power, was 
asked what information he had that Williams or anybody at Holme Roberts had used 
confidential information to the detriment of Plaintiffs, Graeber testified that (1) Williams 
was engaged by PacifiCorp as early as February, 2003, and (2) that Williams drafted a 
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memorandum "having to do with water rights in that area that utilized a price that had 
been . . . negotiated with [Plaintiffs'] water rights sellers." 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 58. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 61: 
61. When questioned further regarding the memorandum, Graeber admitted 
that he could not describe the memorandum that Williams allegedly prepared, could not 
recall how many pages it had, or even remember if he read it. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 58. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 62: 
62. Absent further review of Williams' billing records, Graeber could not 
identify any information, other than the above-referenced memorandum, that shows 
Williams or Holme Roberts used or disclosed the terms of the water agreements 
negotiated in Juab County on behalf of Plaintiffs to PacifiCorp. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 58. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 63: 
63. When Lois Banasiewicz ("Mrs. Banasiewicz"), the third principal of USA 
Power, was asked what personal knowledge she had of whether or not Williams had 
disclosed any information to PacifiCorp, Mrs. Banasiewicz responded that while not a 
party to the conversation, she had been present when her husband received a phone 
call from Keyte, who was upset that PacifiCorp was offering other Juab County water 
rights owners the same price for water that USA Power Partners had paid. Mrs. 
Banasiewicz only heard her husband speak and admitted that she did not know who 
had made the offer or to whom that offer had been made. 
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USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 58. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 64: 
64. Mrs. Banasiewicz also stated that she believed Williams had disclosed 
confidential information based on the existence of a memo from Williams to Thurgood 
identifying actions taken by PacifiCorp to acquire water for the Currant Creek project 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 58. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 65: 
65. That memo is simply a factual chronology of the actions taken by 
PacifiCorp to acquire water for Currant Creek. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 58. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 66: 
66. That memo does not mention Plaintiffs, Keyte or Garrett, any aspect of 
Plaintiffs1 water rights transactions or the price Spring Canyon agreed to pay Keyte and 
Garrett. 
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 58. 
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ARGUMENT 
USA Power has alleged, and the record overwhelmingly demonstrates, that 
Williams and HRO breached the fiduciary duties of loyalty and confidentiality that they 
owed to USA Power and their lawyers.4 [2nd Amended Complaint, Count Four fl 100-
105]. In their motion for partial summary judgment, however, defendants have focused 
solely on the duty of confidentiality. [See Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment Re: Confidential Information]. Accordingly, USA Power limits this 
memorandum to demonstrate that, at a minimum, there are disputed issues of material 
fact as to whether defendants breached their fiduciary duty of confidentiality. 
I. Williams Breached Her Fiduciary Duty of Confidentiality When She 
Disclosed And/Or Used The Confidential Information She Had Learned In 
Her Representation Of USA Power To Benefit PacifiCorp And Injure USA 
Power. 
An attorney is liable for legal malpractice based on the breach of a fiduciary duty 
when the plaintiff can show: 1) the existence of an attorney-client relationship; 2) a 
breach of the attorney's fiduciary duties; 3) causation; and 4) damages. Kilpatrick v. 
Wiley, Rein & Fielding. 909 P.2d 1283, 1290 (Utah Ct. App. 1996). In this case, the 
facts establish each of these elements, proving Williams/HRO breached the fiduciary 
duty of confidentiality they owed to USA Power and are liable for that breach. 
A. USA Power Had An Attorney-Client Relationship With Williams/HRO, 
and Williams/HRO Owed USA Power Fiduciary Duties. 
Williams/HRO were USA Power's attornies. An attorney-client relationship exists 
when a party reasonably believes that the attorney represents them. Kilpatrick v. Wiley, 
4As USA Power's attorneys, Williams and HRO owed fiduciary duties to USA Power. These 
duties are "two-fold: undivided loyalty and confidentiality." Kilpatrick v. Wiley, Rein & Fielding, 909 P.2d 
1283, 1290 (Utah Ct. App. 1996). USA Power has alleged Williams and HRO breached both these duties, 
and can establish the breach of both these duties. 
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Rein & Fielding, 37 P.3d 1130, 1140 (Utah 2001). USA Power reasonably believed 
Williams/HRO represented it with regard to development of its electric power project in 
Mona, Utah. 
USA Power entered into a retainer agreement with Williams on May 7, 2001. 
[Ex. 23] The agreement was signed by Williams on behalf of her law firm, Kruse, Landa 
& Maycock ("KLM"), and by Lois Banasiewicz on behalf of USA Power. [Ex. 23 at HRP-
00867] According to the agreement, Williams agreed "to represent [USA Power] and to 
perform legal services on [USA Power's] behalf." [Ex. 23 at fl 1] Under the terms of 
the retainer agreement, Williams promised that her scope of representation would 
include: 
"reviewing documents and assembling relevant facts; participating in . . . 
conferences; advising about business strategies and transaction 
structures; negotiating and preparing agreements . . . drafting 
correspondence, communications, filings and pleadings; researching legal 
issues and relevant facts; preparing for and participating in presentations, 
hearings, and conferences, and a variety of other matters." 
[Ex. 23 at H 3]5 
At the same time the retainer agreement was signed, USA Power provided 
Williams' law firm with a $10,000 retainer. [Ex. 23 at HRO-00868] Within one year, 
KLM had charged USA Power over $65,000 for legal services, with Williams' work 
accounting for over $45,000 of that amount. [See Exs. 47-60] 
In July of 2002, Williams moved to HRO. USA Power, at Williams' request, 
agreed to Williams and HRO's continued representation by informing KLM that "[w]e 
5The retainer agreement required any change to the agreement to be in a writing signed by both 
parties. The agreement was never changed to limit or modify the scope of Williams' representation. 
Williams never told USA Power it was limiting the scope, she never limited the scope, and USA never 
believed the scope of the representation was limited. [Ex. 23 at 00866; Morris at p. 5; Williams Dep. at 97, 
101, 108, 134; Morris Analysis at ffij 3, 5] 
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want Williams to continue to represent USA Power at the new firm" and requesting that 
all USA Power's files be sent to Williams at HRO. [Ex. 28] All USA Power's files were 
sent to Williams and HRO, and Williams/HRO continued to represent USA Power at 
HRO. Indeed, HRO charged USA Power over $31,000, with Williams' work accounting 
for over $8,000 of that amount. [See Exs. 69, 86, 89-98, 146A, 147A, 148A] 
In short, Williams and her law firms represented USA Power and billed almost 
$100,000 for their representation. [Exs. 47-60, 69, 86-87, 89-93; Malko at p. 22] Morris 
at p. 3] The provisions of the retainer, the legal work, and legal fees are not the only 
evidence demonstrating the attorney-client relationship; myriad other documents 
confirm Williams' role as USA Power's attorney. [See e.g., Ex. 11 at pp. 191-203, 217-
221, 245, 267; Ex. 16 at pp. 1115, 1120; Exs. 25, 70, 73, 76] 
Because there can be no question as to the attorney-client relationship between 
Williams/HRO and USA Power, there is also no question as to the duties Williams/HRO 
owed USA Power. [Morris at p. 3-4] When Williams/HRO decided to represent USA 
Power, they agreed to more than a lucrative business deal for Williams and the law 
firms; they also agreed to adhere to a high standard of honesty, integrity and good faith 
in dealing with their client, USA Power. Smoot v. Lund, 369 P.2d 933, 936 (Utah 1962). 
They agreed to a fiduciary duty that prevented them, inter alia, from using or disclosing 
USA Power's confidential information without its consent, Shaw Res. Ltd. LLC v. Pruitt, 
Gushee & BachtelL P.C.. 142 P.3d 560, 567 (Utah Ct. App. 2006), and they agreed not 
to represent interests adverse to those of USA Power's. kL at 569-70; Smoot, 369 P.2d 
at 936. 
Williams/HRO breached these duties. 
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B. Williams/HRO Breached Their Duty Of Confidentiality When They 
Obtained Confidential Information From USA Power And Used 
And/Or Disclosed That Information To USA Power's Detriment And 
PacifiCorp's Benefit. 
Williams/HRO breached the fiduciary duty of confidentiality they owed to USA 
Power In this case, substantial evidence demonstrates that Williams/HRO' (1) 
obtained confidential information from USA Power; and (2) used and/or disclosed that 
information to USA Power's detriment and PacifiCorp's benefit. See Shaw Res., 142 
P.3d at 567; Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers §60(1 )(a).6 However, 
no matter how much evidence USA Power presents or how many motions HRO files, 
the issue of breach cannot be decided by this Court on summary judgment. It must be 
decided by the jury after trial on the merits. 
"Ordinarily, whether a defendant has breached the required standard of care is a 
question of fact for the jury." Harline v. Barker, 854 P.2d 595, 599 (Utah Ct. 
App.1993) (emphasis added). "Consequently, a motion for summary judgment should 
be denied where the evidence presents a genuine issue of material f a c t . . . . A genuine 
issue of fact exists where, on the basis of the facts in the record, reasonable minds 
could differ on whether defendant's conduct measures up to the required standard." ]cl 
There is more than sufficient evidence for a reasonable mind (juror) to determine 
Williams/HRO conduct did not measure up to the required standard. 
In its brief, HRO seems to suggest that USA Power must show Williams both disclosed and used 
USA Power's confidential information While Williams did indeed use and disclose USA Power's 
information, the law only requires use or disclosure See Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing 
Lawyers §60(1 )(a) ("{T]he lawyer may not use or disclose confidential client information ") (emphasis 
added), IcL § 60 cmt c(i) ("Both use arid disclosure are prohibited w) (emphasis added), ]d_ § 16 cmt e 
("A lawyer may not use or disclose sensitive information about the client ") (emphasis added) 
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1. Williams/HRO Obtained Confidential Information From USA Power 
Williams represented USA Power for over two and a half years and HRO 
represented USA Power for almost 20 years. Williams/HRO obtained confidential 
information regarding every aspect of USA Power's Spring Canyon Energy Project. A 
lawyer's duty of confidentiality extends "not only to matters communicated in confidence 
by the client, but also to all information relating to the representation, whatever its 
source." Utah R. Prof I Conduct 1.6 cmt. 3. 
Williams/HRO wants this Court to believe the confidential information they 
received was limited to information regarding water rights. [See HRO's Memo in 
Support of Partial Summary Judgment P. 3, fl 5]. Williams/HRO did indeed learn 
confidential information from USA Power regarding its acquisition of water rights. [See 
e.g., Ex. 11 at pp. 191-94, 197-203, 217-221; Exs. 47-60, 69-71, 75, 82-87, 88-93] 
However, the extent of their knowledge of confidential information and use/disclosure of 
the confidential information is not so limited. 
Williams, for more than two and half years, learned and advised USA Power 
about its business strategies. [See Ex. 23 at U 3; Morris at p. 3; Ted Dep. at 73-75] 
Williams learned and advised USA Power about its structure and goals. [Ted Dep. at 
67-68, 76] Williams learned and advised USA Power about the reasons for selecting 
Mona, Utah as the site of the power plant. [Williams' Dep. at 50; Exs. 56, 57, 70-71, 
76-78, 135A; Bates Nos. HRO-00063-69; HRO-00798-800] Williams learned and 
advised USA Power about its real estate purchases. [Exs. 56, 57, 76-78, 135A; Bates 
Nos. HRO-00065-69, HRO-00798-800; Morris at p. 3] Williams learned and advised 
USA Power about the annexation of its real estate by Nephi City. [Exs. 48, 51-52, 54, 
59, 79-81, 135A; Ted Dep. at 67-68; Morris at p. 5] Williams learned and advised USA 
Power about its air permits. [Exs. 48, 60, 87, 144A; Williams Dep. at 167-69; Rawson 
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Dep. at 42-43; Ted Dep. at 75] Williams learned and advised USA Power about its 
public relations. [Ted Dep. at 75; Ex. 52, 55, 74-76; Williams Dep. at 253-54, 257, 260] 
Williams learned and advised USA Power about its negotiations for the sale of Spring 
Canyon. [Exs. 10-11, 86, 87, 88, 99; Ted Dep. at 200-01, 214-15; Williams Dep. at 
266-76] And, as a member of USA Power's development team, Williams learned and 
advised USA Power about "all of the issues associated with the project that were then 
current and . . . how [USA Power] would move on to the next step with each issue." 
[Ted Dep. at 73-75] In short, Williams learned and advised USA Power about every 
stage of the entire power plant project.7 
Williams/HRO's suggestion that all or portions of the information Williams 
received was not confidential because USA Power disclosed it to prospective 
purchasers or because the information was generally known in the industry is simply 
wrong. "Confidential client information consists of information relating to the 
representation of a client, other than information that is generally known." Restatement 
(Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers § 59. "Information is not generally known when a 
person interested in knowing the information could obtain it only by means of special 
knowledge or substantial difficulty or expense." kL cmt. d. Thus, "[a] lawyer may not 
justify adverse use or disclosure of client information simply because the information 
has become known to third persons, if it is not otherwise generally known." |dL cmt. d. 
The information Williams/HRO obtained while representing USA Power was not 
generally known. USA Power's Spring Canyon energy project "took substantial time 
and an estimated three million dollars to develop." [Koltick at p. 9] Williams was 
informed and provided advice as to the critical results of every hour and every dollar 
7One of the principals of USA Power testified: u[W]e did not make a move in Utah without asking 
Ms. Williams for her opinion." [Ted Dep. at 68] The invoices from Williams' firms corroborate his 
testimony. [See Exs. 47-60, 69, 86, 89-98, 146A, 147A, 148A] 
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USA Power spent on the project. [Ex. 23, Ted Dep. at 60, 68, 73-75; Williams Dep. at 
266-76] Indeed, Williams/HRO billed USA Power almost $100,000 to learn, research, 
and advise USA Power about the very information they used and/or disclosed to USA 
Power's detriment and PacifiCorp's benefit. [Exs. 47-60, 69, 86-87, 89-93; Malko at p. 
22] Their own actions confirm that the information could only be obtained by means of 
special knowledge, with substantial difficulty, and at significant expense. 
Furthermore, Williams/HRO's suggestion that the facts of Kilpatrick parallel this 
case is also mistaken. In Kilpatrick. the plaintiffs freely gave a third party financial 
information and then claimed their attorneys disclosed that same financial information 
to the same third party. Williams' disclosure is distinguishable for three reasons. 
First, unlike Kilpatrick. all of the information USA Power provided to PacifiCorp 
was subject to a rigid confidentiality agreement. [Ex. 9; see also Thurgood Dep. at 288-
90, 293] Rand Thurgood, his self-serving testimony, asserted that PacifiCorp treated all 
of the information it received from USA Power as confidential, and did not "use it in 
any way, shape or form." [Thurgood Dep. at 330] Contrary to his testimony, the facts 
of this case overwhelmingly demonstrate PacifiCorp did use USA Power's confidential 
information for its own economic benefit and to USA Power's detriment. Thus, the only 
real issue is the source by which PacifiCorp obtained USA Power's confidential 
information. 
In that regard, the jury could draw three conclusions: (1) Mr. Thurgood's self-
servings statements are not credible and PacifiCorp obtained USA Power's confidential 
information from USA Power only; (2) Mr. Thurgood's statements are credible and 
PacifiCorp obtained USA Power's confidential information from the only other source -
Williams/HRO; or (3) Mr. Thurgood is lying and, in addition, Williams/HRO also 
7
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provided PacifiCorp with USA Power's confidential information.8 However, the ability of 
Williams/HRO and PacifiCorp to point fingers at each other does not mean they are 
entitled to summary judgment. Indeed, it is their finger-pointing that renders the answer 
to this issue squarely within the jury's province. 
Second, unlike Kilpatrick. USA Power did not provide PacifiCorp with all of the 
information it claims Williams/HRO used and/or disclosed. USA Power provided 
PacifiCorp with three binders of information and had numerous discussions with 
PacifiCorp regarding its Spring Canyon Project that were material, confidential 
information which were designated as confidential, and shared pursuant to a signed 
confidentiality agreement. [See Exs. 10, 11, 16] That confidential information, while 
voluminous and material, did not constitute the entire realm of confidential information 
Williams learned after two and a half years of representation and $100,000 of legal 
fees. Nor does that confidential information constitute the entire realm of the 
confidential information Williams/HRO used and/or disclosed. [Compare Ted Dep. at 
67-68, 73-76, 200-01, 214-15, wjth Exs. 10, 11, 16] 
Third, unlike Kilpatrick. there is more than sufficient evidence for a jury to 
conclude that Williams/HRO used and/or disclosed USA Power's confidential 
information. 
2. Williams/HRO Used and/or Disclosed USA Power's Confidential 
Information 
There is ample evidence that Williams/HRO used and/or disclosed USA Power's 
confidential information to benefit USA Power's competitor - PacifiCorp. Accordingly, 
summary judgment is inappropriate. 
The facts demonstrate this third scenario is what happened in this case. 
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Williams' motion seems to suggest that the only way USA Power can establish 
Williams' breach of her duty is to produce the proverbial smoking gun - either a 
document that proves such disclosure or an admission by the defendants. This 
suggestion is flat wrong.9 
To survive summary judgment, USA Power needs only to present evidence 
sufficient only to establish a genuine issue of material fact. Waddoups v. Amalgamated 
Sugar Co., 54 P.3d 1054, 1063 (Utah 2002). A genuine issue of material fact can exist 
in a breach of confidentiality case without pointing to a "particular item of confidential 
information used." Chrysler Corp v. Carey. 5 F. Supp. 2d 1023, 1033-34 (E.D. Mo. 
1998). Instead, USA Power must only present evidence that would allow a jury to infer 
that Williams used and/or disclosed USA Power's confidential information. See id.; 
Bear River Mut. Ins. Co. v. Williams. No. 20050618-CA, 2006 WL 3627565 at *3 (Utah 
Ct. App. Dec. 14, 2006) (tt[W]e view the facts, and all reasonable inferences drawn 
therefrom in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party.") (internal quotations 
omitted); Madison v. Deseret Livestock Co.. 574 F.2d 1027, 1036 (10th Cir. 1978) 
("[Inferences from circumstantial facts may frequently amount to full proof of a given 
theory, and may . . . even be strong enough to overcome the effect of direct testimony 
to the contrary."). 
This rule not only complies with the general summary judgment standard, see 
Williams, 2006 WL 3627565 at *3, but also acknowledges the impossibility of 
defendants HRO and Williams are seemingly confused by the notion of circumstantial evidence, 
and therefore attempt to label all such evidence as "speculative." This attempt is contrary to the law. 
"Circumstantial evidence consists of proof of facts or circumstances which give rise to a 
reasonable inference of the truth of the facts sought to be proved." Alfieri v. Alfieri, 733 P.2d 4, 10-11 
(N.M. App. 1987). "In a civil case, circumstantial evidence is competent to prove a fact in issue and it is 
unnecessary that such proof rise to the degree of certainty to support only one conclusion to the exclusion 
of ail others." Id ; accord Michalic v. Cleveland Tankers, Inc., 364 U.S. 325, 330 (1960); Madison v. 
Deseret Livestock Co.. 574 F.2d 1027, 1036 (10th Cir. 1978). 
establishing every step of Williams' breach. See Bevan v. Fix, 42 P.3d 1013, 1031 
(Wyo. 2002) (noting this difficulty); Reppert v. Hooks. No. 07-97-0302-CV, 1998 WL 
548784, at *10 (Tex. Ct. App. Oct. 12, 1998) (same): see also Madison. 574 F.2d at 
1037 ("[SJummary judgment should not be based on the deposition or affidavit of an 
interested party . . . as to facts known only to him . . .."). The evidence in this case is 
more than sufficient for a reasonable juror to conclude that Williams used and/or 
disclosed USA Power's confidential information. 
First, the fact of Williams/HRO's simultaneous adverse representation renders 
summary judgment inappropriate. Utah has not addressed the issue of whether an 
attorney's simultaneous adverse representation creates a presumption of an attorney's 
breach of the duty of confidentiality or simply a factual inference on which the jury may 
rely.10 There is authority from other jurisdictions for both positions. Several courts have 
ruled there is a presumption that an attorney has breached her duty of confidentiality 
when it can be shown she represented clients with adverse interests. See e.g., Damron 
v. Herzog, 67 F.3d 211, 214 (9th Cir. 1995); Lott v. Avrs, 611 S.W. 2d 473, 474 (Tex. 
App. 1980). This rule is a simple extension of factually similar attorney disqualification 
cases which also apply this presumption. See e.g.. Artificial Nail Tech., Inc. v. 
Flowering Scents. LLC, No. 2:06CV609DAK, 2006 WL 2252237 at *3 (D. Utah Aug. 4, 
2006). 
10Williams/HRO's arguments to the contrary are weak at best. Williams/HRO argue that the court 
in Shaw Resources ruled the jury could not infer disclosure based on simultaneous adverse 
representation. This argument fails. 
Shaw Resources never states any such ru!e. See Shaw Resources, 142 P.3d at 560. 
Furthermore, Shaw Resources did not involve simultaneous adverse representation - a fact conceded by 
the defendants who argue that the case establishes only that there is no presumption when an attorney 
represents clients in the same business and geographic local. [HRO's Mem. in Support 19 (emphasis 
added)] Finally, the plaintiffs in Shaw had failed to provide the alleged information as part of the record 
and failed to establish its confidential nature. 
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Courts which have not created such a presumption have ruled that an attorney's 
adverse representation creates a factual inference on which the jury may rely. 
Accordingly, these courts have also denied or overturned summary judgment. See 
Carey. 5 F. Supp. 2d at 1033-34; see also Bevan. 42 P.3d at 1031-32. 
For example, in Carey, defendants left a law firm that had represented Chrysler 
in various class action lawsuits and agreed to serve as plaintiffs counsel in a putative 
class action against Chrysler. Chrysler sued for breach of the duty of confidentiality, 
and defendants moved for summary judgment. The court denied summary judgment 
after noting that "the evidence of a relationship . . . between the cases are facts the jury 
may consider in determining whether it should draw an inference that confidential 
information was used." Carey. 5 F. Supp. 2d at 1033-34. Likewise, in Bevan. the court 
ruled that the attorney's adverse representation could "give rise to the inference that 
confidential information may have been used to the detriment of the former client." 
Bevan. 42 P.3d at 1031-32. 
Regardless of which view Utah courts adopt, summary judgment is inappropriate 
in this case. Williams/HRO's representation of PacifiCorp was directly adverse to USA 
Power. [Morris at p. 5] Williams knew both clients were developing competing power 
plants in Mona, Utah. [HRO-PC 000030; Ex. 110 at pp. 4, 110-11; Vuyovich Dep. at 
30] Williams knew that either "PacifiCorp or someone else [would] build a plant near 
Mona and [would] need water." [HRO-PC 000099] And, Williams knew that PacifiCorp 
was in direct negotiations to purchase her other client's - USA Power's - competing 
power plant. [Ex. 99; Ted Dep. at 157-58, 200-01; Williams' Dep. at 300-01] Given 
Williams' conflicting representation, at the very least, it is reasonable for the jury to infer 
that USA Power's confidential information was used and/or disclosed to benefit 
PacifiCorp. 
However, even laying aside any presumption or inference drawn from Williams' 
adverse representation, summary judgment is still inappropriate. The facts of this case 
demonstrate that PacifiCorp relied on USA Power's confidential information, and it is 
entirely reasonable for a jury to conclude, at a minimum, that Williams provided some of 
that information to PacifiCorp. 
For example, "[t]he PacifiCorp Currant Creek Project is the same project as the 
Spring Canyon Energy Concept in all material aspects." [Koltick at 18] "The Currant 
Creek plant is located in the same proximity to the Mona Substation as the site selected 
for the Spring Canyon Energy plant." [Id.] Furthermore, the plants themselves are the 
same in all material aspects, including but not limited to: (1) Dry cooling; (2) Zero 
wastewater discharge; (3) Natural gas source is Questar's Mainline 104; (4) Same fuel 
transmission path; (5) Same interconnection at Mona Substation; (6) Same voltage for 
interconnect at 345 kV; (7) Same capacity steam turbine generator; (8) Gas combustion 
turbines are GE Class 7FA frame-type; (9) "Two on one" combined cycle configuration; 
(10) Each gas turbine's nominal rated capacity is 140 MW; (11) Additional duct burner 
capacity is approximately the same; and (12) Total plant capacity is approximately the 
same. Qd.at 5, 18; accord Ted Dep. at 369-78] Williams was privy to all this 
information. 
Additionally, PacifiCorp developed its project in an impossibly short amount of 
time. There was an approximate 4 month period between: (1) PacifiCorp's decision 
not to purchase the Spring Canyon Energy Project from USA Power and (2) Pacificorp's 
submission of its Next Best Alternative in response to its own RFP. [Ex. 19; Rand Dep. 
at 151-52; Ted Dep. at 407-11, 580-89; Koltick at 14-16] "It is unreasonable for 
PacifiCorp to claim it independently performed the work within 4 months when 
development of a similar project typically requires (at minimum) 18 to 24 months." 
[Koltick at 14] Even more specifically, Williams "duplicated efforts for PacifiCorp in 20 
percent of the time that it took her to perform those efforts for [USA Power]." [Ted Dep 
at 410] 
In short, there is substantial evidence from which a jury could find that 
Williams/HRO obtained confidential information from USA Power, and Williams/HRO 
used and/or disclosed that information to benefit PacifiCorp and to the detriment of 
USA Power. As such, it is inappropriate to grant summary judgment on this issue. 
C. Williams/HRO's Breach Of Their Fiduciary Duty Of Confidentiality 
Caused USA Power's Damages. 
USA Power's injuries were caused by Williams/HRO's breach of their duty of 
confidentiality. While a plaintiff seeking damages in a legal malpractice action is 
required to establish causation, it is inappropriate in cases such as this to decide this 
issue on summary judgment. See Kilpatrick. 909 P.2d at 1292 (Utah Ct. App. 1996). 
"Utah litigants do not easily dispose of the element of causation on summary judgment." 
Id. All that is required to defeat summary judgment is some evidence upon which a 
reasonable jury could infer causation. \± That minimal requirement is more than 
satisfied in this case.11 
To begin with, it is important to understand that it was only feasible to build one 
power plant in Mona, Utah. Either "PacifiCorp or someone else [will] build a plant near 
Mona and will need water." [HRO-PC 000099 (emphasis added); accord Ex. 71; Koltick 
at p. 8; Olive at p. 17] The facts demonstrate that the work Williams performed was 
essential to ensuring it was PacifiCorp, and not USA Power, that built the Mona power 
plant. 
11
 Not only is there substantial evidence of causation, but USA Power seeks, as relief, 
disgorgement of all of the fees it paid to Williams and her law firms, relief that does not require evidence of 
causation. See Burrow v. Arce, 997 S.W.2d 229, 240 (Tex. 1999); Restatement (Third) of the Law 
Governing Lawyers § 37 cmt d. 
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Williams told PacifiCorp - Rand Thurgood, Merrill Brimhall, and Claudia Conder 
- that: "It is unlikely that PacifiCorp's proposal will succeed in the RFP process without 
a firm water supply . . . . " [HRO-PC 000030] PacifiCorp needed a firm water supply "to 
justify building and operating the plant." [HRO-PC 001413; accord Ex. 68] Perhaps 
Williams herself stated it best: "[PacifiCorp's] plant can't be built without water. It can't 
be operated without water." [Ex. 110 at p. 148] 
Williams/HRO provided PacifiCorp with the water supply that was so essential to 
PacifiCorp's competing plant. [Exs. 6, 31-43; Rand Dep. at 207, 209-11, 219-21] In 
fact, the record demonstrates "Jody single handedly" secured the acquisition of 
PacifiCorp's water supply. [Ex. 107; accord Exs. 108, 109; Ex. 110 at pp. 147-48] 
Amazingly, after learning USA Power's confidential information, it took Williams 
only approximately 20% of the time she spent to secure the same rights for USA Power. 
[Ted Dep. at 410] This reduction in time was key to the development of PacifiCorp's 
competing power plant. [HRO-PC 001425] PacifiCorp had less than 6 months to 
complete work that would normally take between 18 and 24 months. [Koltick at 14-16; 
Ted Dep. at 407-11, 580-84] 
Had Williams/HRO not switched sides and used and/or disclosed USA Power's 
confidential information, PacifiCorp would not have secured the water it needed to 
justify building and operating its plant, and PacifiCorp would not have achieved its 
impossible deadline. [See Koltick at 14-16] 
Furthermore, Williams/HRO's actions caused USA Power's negotiations for the 
sale of its power plant to fail. USA Power was involved in negotiations with PacifiCorp 
for the sale of its Spring Canyon assets. [See Exs. 17,18, 355, 357] In fact, USA 
Power and PacifiCorp had reached an agreement in principle to sell the plant for $3 
million plus a Joint Development Agreement. [Ted Dep. at 286-88] Not surprisingly, 
the agreement and all further negotiations were called off shortly after Williams 
switched sides and began representing PacifiCorp, assuring it that she could meet 
PacifCorp's impossible deadlines. [Compare Ex. 31 with Ex. 19 and PacifiCorp 
30(b)(6) Dep. at 29; see also Williams Dep. at 166-67] 
To summarize, USA Power has more than sufficient evidence from which a jury 
could conclude Williams/HRO's breach was the cause of USA Power's damages. USA 
Power was the only entity that had developed a site for an electric power plant in Mona, 
Utah and, in fact, was identified by PacifiCorp as "the only viable project site that is 
capable of meeting a 2005 online date." [Ex. 355 at pp. 3, 5] However, Williams 
switched sides a month later and PacifiCorp was suddenly able to develop a power 
plant in an impossible amount of time. [Ex. 31; Koltick at 14-15] As a result, USA 
Power's negotiations with PacifiCorp ceased. 
To understate the issue, it is entirely reasonable for the jury to conclude that 
Williams/HRO caused USA Power's damages. 
D. USA Power Suffered Damages As A Result Of Williams/HRO's 
Breach of Confidentiality 
USA Power was involved in negotiations with PacifiCorp for the sale of its Spring 
Canyon project assets and had reached an agreement in principal for a $3 million 
purchase price with a Joint Development Agreement. [See Exs. 355, 357] These 
negotiations were called off shortly after Williams/HRO switched sides and began 
representing PacifiCorp. [Compare Ex. 19 with Ex. 31 and PacifiCorp 30(b)(6) Dep. at 
29] USA Power's damage expert has testified that the damages USA Power suffered 
from Williams/HRO's breach of her duty, at the very least, is $5,300,000. [Malko at 10-
13] His testimony is in accordance with the terms of the agreement in principal. [Ted 
Dep. at 286-88] 
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Moreover, USA Power, at PacifiCorp's urging, participated in PacifiCorp's RFP 
process, devoting over seven months of its time and resources. USA Power came in 
second place - directly behind the project Williams/HRO worked on for PacifiCorp. USA 
Power's damage expert has testified that a fair estimate of USA Power's damages 
based on these additional events is at a minimum $24,700,000. [Malko at 10, 13-17] 
CONCLUSION 
The facts of this case demonstrate there are issues of material fact and that a 
jury should have the opportunity to hold Williams/HRO responsible for their breaches of 
the duty of confidentiality they owed to USA Power. Accordingly, defendants 
Williams/HRO's motion for partial summary judgment should be denied. 
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WILLIAMS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT RE: CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION was mailed, postage prepaid, to the 
following: 
Thomas R. Karrenberg, Esq. 
ANDERSON & KARRENBERG 
50 West Broadway, #700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
P. Bruce Badger 
Fabian & Clendenin 
215 South State Street, 12th Floor 
P.O. Box 510210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Michael G. Jenkins 
Assistant General Counsel 
PacifiCorp 
1407 West North Temple, Suite 310 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
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P. Bruce Badger (A4791) 
Peter W. Billings (A0330) 
Kevin N. Anderson (A0100) 
Jason W. Hardin (A8793) 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN, 
A Professional Corporation 
215 South State Street, 12th Floor 
P.O. Box 510210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Telephone: (801)531-8900 
Facsimile: (801) 531-1716 
Michael G. Jenkins (A4350) 
Assistant General Counsel, PacifiCorp 
1407 W. North Temple, Suite 310 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
Telephone: (801) 220-2233 
Facsimile: (801) 220-3299 
Attorneys for Defendant PacifiCorp 
IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
USA POWER, LLC; USA POWER 
PARTNERS, LLC; and SPRING 
CANYON ENERGY, LLC, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
PACIFICORP; JODY L. WILLIAMS and 
HOLME, ROBERTS & OWEN, LLP, 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK GREEN 
Civil No. 050903412 
Judge Tyrone E. Medley 
Defendants. 
STATE OF GEORGIA ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF FULTON ) 
Mark Green, being first duly sworn, deposes and states: 
1. I am currently employed by Mirant Corporation as Program Manager for Air 
Quality and Construction. 
2. I was employed by Shaw/Stone & Webster from October 2001 to August 2006. 
3. I was the project manager for the study and estimate phase and ultimately the 
Manager of Projects, Gas Turbines for the design, engineering and construction of the combined 
cycle power plant that Shaw/Stone & Webster designed, engineered and constructed for 
PacifiCorp named Currant Creek, which is located next to the Mona switching station in Juab 
County, Utah. 
4. The location of Currant Creek is a logical choice for a combined cycle power 
plant because it is next to PacifiCorp's switching station, which provides transmission of the 
electricity produced by the power plant, and it is in proximity to two natural gas transmission 
lines that can provide fuel for the plant. Currant Creek was designed to interconnect to 
PacifiCorp's transmission system at the Mona switching station at 345 kV, because this is the 
voltage carried on PacifiCorp's transmission system at the switching station. 
5. Shaw/Stone & Webster designed, engineered and constructed the Apex 1 
combined cycle power plant in Las Vegas, Nevada, for Mirant Corporation, that was completed 
in 2003. 
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6. Like the Apex 1 plant and many other combined cycle plants with which I am 
familiar, Currant Creek is a 2 on 1 combined cycle design, meaning it has two natural gas 
turbines and a single steam turbine generator. Currant Creek and Apex 1 were both designed and 
engineered based on Shaw/Stone & Webster's reference plant design for a 2 on 1 combined 
cycle power plant with air cooling. Currant Creek, like Apex 1, is based on a recognized and 
proven 2 on 1 combined cycle configuration that is well understood and widely utilized in the 
electric power plant industry. 
7. Although there are minor differences in output rating between Apex 1 and Currant 
Creek, due primarily to differences in elevation, higher expected temperatures at Apex 1, and the 
use of steam injection at Apex 1, the plants are essentially sisters. Both plants utilize two General 
Electric 7FA7241 gas turbines with almost identical nominal ratings; both plants have two 
similarly sized heat recovery steam generators equipped with selective catalytic reduction 
systems; both plants have a single similarly sized steam turbine generator; both plants have duct 
firing with similar capability; both plants are 100% dry cooled; and both plants are designed for 
zero wastewater discharge. 
8. A combined cycle plant in a 2x1 configuration was not a secret; a combined cycle 
plant with General Electric 7FA gas turbines was not a secret; a combined cycle plant with heat 
recovery steam generators was not a secret; a combined cycle plant with additional duct burner 
capacity was not a secret; a combined cycle plant with a steam turbine generator was not a 
secret; a combined cycle plant that is air cooled was not a secret; a combined cycle plant 
designed for zero wastewater discharge was not a secret. All of these features of a combined 
cycle power plant were openly used in the electric generation industry well before 2002. 
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9. At PacifiCorp's request, Shaw/Stone & Webster performed and assembled a 
detailed Project Cost Analysis for what was to become the Currant Creek power plant. As the 
project manager, I oversaw this work. 
10. Shaw/Stone & Webster prepared its Project Cost Analysis for the following 
scenarios: 
a. A simple cycle plant with two "F" class gas turbines to be converted into a 
nominal 500 MW 2x1 combined cycle power plant; 
b. A simple cycle plant with two "F" class gas turbines to be converted into a 
nominal 500 MW 2x1 combined cycle power plant, and an additional 2x1 power block 
configured for combined cycle yielding an additional nominal 500 MW; 
c. A simple cycle plant with two "F" class gas turbines; 
d. A simple cycle plant with four "F" class gas turbines to be converted into 
a nominal 1000 MW 2x1 configured combined cycle power plant. 
11. A number of Shaw/Stone & Webster's employees, including Dave Galpin, Rich 
Sowers, Rod Gartner, Rob Gappa and Elmer Mitchell began this work in late April 2003. The 
Project Cost Analysis, which included plant configuration, site arrangements, conceptual design, 
preliminary plant water balance calculations and the basis of design, was completed and 
submitted to PacifiCorp in a large binder on or about June 9, 2003. Completing this work during 
the period from April-June was not unusual. The detailed Project Cost Analysis utilized Shaw/ 
Stone & Webster's in-house databases and reference plant designs, and was a normal part of 
Shaw/Stone & Webster's regular business designing and engineering combined cycle power 
plants like Currant Creek, Apex 1, and other combined cycle plants in the United States and 
around the world. 
12. Shaw/Stone & Webster began the preliminary engineering for the Currant Creek 
power plant when PacifiCorp issued a Limited Notice to Proceed in August 2003. A number of 
Shaw/Stone & Webster's employees participated in the engineering work, including Dennis 
Reed, Rod Gartner, Rich Sowers, Steve Pozder, Ray Herrera and John Hunt. As the Manager of 
Projects, Gas Turbines, I oversaw this work. The Limited Notice to Proceed was in effect until 
the contract with PacifiCorp was signed in February 2004. 
13. Shaw/Stone & Webster began construction of the Currant Creek power plant in 
January 2004 under an interim construction contract associated with the Limited Notice to 
Proceed. The simple cycle phase went into commercial operation in June 2005. The combined 
cycle phase went into commercial operation in March 2006. 
14. The design, engineering and construction of Currant Creek represents Shaw/Stone 
& Webster's own efforts. Shaw/Stone & Webster did not use any information from, or about, 
USA Power, USA Power Partners, Spring Canyon Energy, or the Spring Canyon Energy project, 
in any aspect of the Currant Creek power plant, whatsoever. 
DATED this 11 day of April, 2007. 
Mark Green 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 17*- day of April 2007. 
My Commission Expires: 
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Notary Public x ~ 
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a u f m a n ( i r J l ^ ^ t ' p Kristopher S. K fman 
TOMSIC & PECKLLC B^. SW fct« 
136 East South Temple, Suite 800 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 532-1995 
Robert Surovell 
J. Chapman Petersen 
Surovell, Markle, Isaacs & Levy 
4010 University Drive, Suite 200 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
Telephone: (703) 251-5400 
Attorneys for Plaintiff USA POWER, LLC; 
USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC; 
SPRING CANYON, LLC 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
USA POWER, LLC, USA POWER 
PARTNERS, LLC, and SPRING 
CANYON ENERGY, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PACIFICORP, JODY L. WILLIAMS and 
HOLME, ROBERTS & OWEN, LLP., 
AFFIDAVIT NO. 1A OF PEGGY A. 
TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO 
PACIFICORP'S AND 
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTIONS RE: 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
(DEPOSITION EXCERPTS) 
Civil No. 050903412 
Judge Tyrone E. Medley 
Defendants. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Peggy A. Tomsic, being first duly sworn, states as follows: 
1. I am the owner of Tomsic Law Firm and a member in good standing of the 
Utah State Bar. I am one of the lawyers who represents the plaintiffs in this action. 
2. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Kenneth Ian Andrews. 
3. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from the depositions of Lois Banasiewicz. 
4. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from the depositions of Ted Banasiewicz. 
5. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of David J. Barlow. 
6. Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of F. David Graeber. 
7. Attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from the deposition of Michael Jenkins. 
8. Attached as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Raymond Racine! 
9. Attached as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from the deposition of Blaine Rawson. 
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10. Attached as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
deposition of Mark Tallman. 
11. Attached as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from the depositions of Rand Thurgood. 
12. Attached as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
30(b)(6) deposition of Rand Thurgood. 
13. Attached as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 
30(b)(6) deposition of Robert Van Engelenhoven. 
14. Attached as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from the deposition of Steven Vuyovich. 
15. Attached as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from the depositions of Jody Williams. 
DATED: June 20, 20C 
SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this 20th day of June, 2007. 
Notary Public 
Residing at: JAJhh£&. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on t h e ^ day of June, 2007, a true and correct copy of 
AFFIDAVIT NO. 1A OF PEGGY A. TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO PACIFICORP'S AND 
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTIONS RE: SUMMARY JUDGMENT (DEPOSITION 
EXCERPTS) was hand delivered to the following: 
Thomas R. Karrenberg, Esq. 
ANDERSON & KARRENBERG 
50 West Broadway, #700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
P. Bruce Badger 
Fabian & Clendenin 
215 South State Street, 12th Floor 
P.O. Box510210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Michael G. Jenkins 
Assistant General Counsel 
PacifiCorp 
1407 West North Temple, Suite 310 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
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retrofits for our coal-fired plants. 
Q. Okay. When I say "your group," I'm 
speaking specifically to the Resource Development 
Group . 
A. Okay. I just want to make clear that it 
was not just focused on developing resources. That 
also included construction, it included construction 
of the Gadsby Plants. I mean, the peakers. It 
included development of our Clean Air Initiative 
Program. It also involved -- I was involved with the 
sale of the Natchez hydroelectric facility. So our 
scope was a little broader than I think what I have 
pointed out. 
Q. Okay. Well, I'll tell you what. Fair 
enough, but for purposes of this line of questioning 
I would just like to talk about the developing 
options category. 
A. Okay. 
Q. In March 2002, I asked you what existing 
options were on the table for PacifiCorp and you've 
identified Gadsby repowering and a coal-fired plant 
in Hunter. And I'll get back to those in a second. 
Any other options that were known or 
available to your group at that time? 
A. A variety of options had been brought to 
CitiCourt, LLC 
801.532.3441 
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1 us in terms of purchase options, either as an 
2 investment or PPAs. 
3 Q. Do you remember what they were? 
4 A. I do not remember all of them. I know the 
5 Apex Plant by Mirant was one. At that time I believe 
6 Panda had been having some discussions with Rand 
7 Thurgood. I do not know the depth of those 
8 discussions. Our primary focus at that time was the 
9 Gadsby option and the coal-fired option. 
10 Q. Okay. Going back to Gadsby, at this point 
11 Gadsby -- well, strike that. What was your existing 
12 megawattage of Gadsby before you put on the 
13 additional power? 
14 A. The three steam units are 60, 75 and 100 
15 megawatts. So that's 235 megawatts net. 
16 Q. And then you added 120 to that? 
17 A. 120, yes. 
18 Q. So when you talk about Gadsby repowering, 
19 were you talking about an entirely new project or 
20 what are you talking about there? 
21 A. We were looking at a variety of options at 
22 Gadsby. We were looking at 1-by-l combined cycles, 
23 we were looking at 2-by-l combined cycles, we were 
24 looking at combinations of gas-fired plant and using 
25 the existing steam turbines. We looked at a variety 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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Q. What I'm saying, Mr. Andrews, is, was 
there some type of report prepared about this 
potential purchase? 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. All right. Let me ask you a couple of 
questions. Are you familiar with the Mona area? 
A. I'm familiar with it. If that's -- what 
does that mean, are you familiar? 
Q. Well, have you ever been there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Had you ever been there prior to 2003? 
A. No. 
Q. When was the first time that you visited 
Mona? 
'04. 
September of -- no. I would say early 
Q. And what was the purpose of your visit? 
A. It was a site visit to look at some of the 
earth moving that was ongoing at that time. 
Q. All right. What I would like to do next 
is talk about the parties that we represent, which 
there are three different parties in this case: USA 
Power, USA Power Partners and then Spring Canyon, 
LLC. 
I think the way I would like to begin by 
CitiCourt, LLC 
801.532.3441 
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1 A. I don't know. I might have, I don't 
2 remember. 
3 Q. Do you remember what the flow of 
4 discussion was in regard to that topic? 
5 A. Well, this is a personal recollection, 
6 that I voiced my -- I thought that that was a good 
7 choice given where Utah was in its drought 
8 conditions. And there was, I believe, and this is 
9 maybe a very rough recollection, that there was 
10 always a performance impact associated with air 
11 cooling. 
12 Q. And when you say "performance impact," do 
13 you mean a negative impact? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Do you remember any response by the USA 
16 Power principals on that point? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. You testified this meeting lasted 
19 approximately 90 minutes, correct, as best you can 
20 recall? 
21 A. As best as I can recollect. 
22 Q. After the meeting, do you remember if the 
23 participants went out to lunch? 
24 A. I don't believe so. 
25 Q. Well, did you go out to lunch? Let me ask 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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r e g a r d t o d e v e l o p i n g r e s o u r c e o p t i o n s ? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what was your role? 
A. My role was typically in developing 
performance estimates. 
Q. And when you say --
A. Packaging all of the various components to 
make sure that we had evaluated all of the pieces. 
Q. And do you remember developing performance 
estimates in this case for the Spring Canyon project? 
A. No. 
Q. And now we're up at this point in January 
of 2003. As of January 2003, had you developed any 
performance estimates for any potential generation 
project at Mona? 
A. No. 
Q. When you say "performance estimates," are 
we speaking in terms of output, heat rate, things of 
that nature? 
A. Correct, availability. 
Q. Do you remember at this point, once again 
we're up to January 2003, at this point what projects 
had you developed performance estimates for? 
A. Gadsby, Hunter. 
Q. Any others? 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 plant has better performance than an air-cooled 
2 plant, all things being equal. 
3 Q. And that was the assumption that you had 
4 in March of 2003? 
5 A. Actually, in March 2003 our decision was 
6 not made. We were open to either opportunity. 
7 Q. Had you done any preliminary work relating 
8 to the Mona site in regard to this issue? 
9 A. No. Our assumption was that water would 
10 be available. 
11 Q. What was the basis for that assumption? 
12 A. I would be making an assumption at this 
13 time why we would be thinking that. 
14 Q. Well, did you have any conversations with 
15 anybody about the availability of water at that time? 
16 MR. BADGER: When are we talking about? 
17 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) March 2003. 
18 A. I didn't. 
19 Q. Do you have any firsthand knowledge as to 
20 whether or not water was available? 
21 A. I did not. 
22 Q. Was it something you had ever investigated 
23 prior to March of 2003? 
24 A. I had not. 
25 Q. I b e l i e v e you t e s t i f i e d e a r l i e r t h a t the 
C i t i C o u r t , LLC 
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use of the cooling technology has an impact both on 
the cost and on the efficiency of the plant, correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Had you all done any testing or modeling 
on that issue in regard to the Mona site prior to 
March 2003? 
A. No. 
Q. Was that something that you did 
subsequently? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did you do that? 
A. I would dare say late April. 
Q. And who did that work? 
A. We did some studies with Stone & Webster 
and also with Burns & McDonald to evaluate 
performance impacts of air versus wet cooling. 
Q. You said Stone & Webster and what was the 
name of the other vendor? 
A. Burns & McDonald . 
Q. Burns and --
A. Burns & McDonald. 
Q. McDonald. And when did you receive those 
results back? 
A. It would have been that same time frame. 
I'm making this the April time frame. 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 NBAs at this point. 
2 A. $280 million, something like that. 
3 Q. Okay. And that was the EPC cost? 
4 A. Well, the EPC cost, in our construction 
5 models we were only going to EPC the balance of 
6 plant. PacifiCorp was going to be responsible for 
7 the procurement of the major equipment. So in total, 
8 the BOP, EPC and the total costs of the major project 
9 I think was about $280 million, but don't hold me to 
10 that. 
11 Q. Okay. You also talked about ancillary 
12 services from the NBA. What did you mean by that? 
13 A. The ability for a plant to provide 
14 spinning reserve. The amount of time it needs for a 
15 hot start, a warm start and a cold start, what the 
16 minimum downtime would be, what the time would be. 
17 Those are essentially services that a generator is 
18 providing to the system other than providing power. 
19 Q. And then finally you used the phrase 
20 "performance characteristics." 
21 A. That gets back to how quickly can the 
22 generator move to meet, you know, changes in load. 
23 How quickly can certain components be brought on and 
24 off line. What is the minimum load characteristic of 
25 the plant depending on the number of gas turbines 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 water-cooled plant would be a lower cost producer of 
2 electricity. Given that our mandate is to provide 
3 power at the lowest cost, that would be our preferred 
4 approach given water availability. 
5 Q. Do you know whether or not Panda Energy 
6 had proposed an air cooled or a water-cooled plant? 
7 A. I have no idea. 
8 Q. Have you ever had a chance to look at the 
9 assets that were purchased from Panda? 
10 A. I have looked at their assets, but their 
11 assets did not include a design for us, that I 
12 remember. 
13 Q. Do you remember what you actually looked 
14 at that was provided by Panda? 
15 A. A filing drawer of stuff. We bought MET 
16 data, we bought options for the land, we bought a MET 
17 tower. That's all I can remember at this time. 
18 Q. Let me put the question this way. Leaving 
19 out the options for the land, did anything that you 
20 acquired from Panda have value to you in putting 
21 together what I'll call the Currant Creek project? 
22 A. Absolutely. 
23 Q. What had value? 
24 A. The MET data. 
25 Q. How was t h a t v a l u a b l e ? 
C i t i C o u r t , LLC 
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reviewing in the fall of 2002? 
A. I don't remember reviewing it in 2002. 
Q. Would that information have had any 
interest to you? 
A. It would have had interest to me. 
Q. Had you all at this point actually done a 
cost breakout for building this type of plant? 
MR. BADGER: When? 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) October 2002. Or 
strike that, September, 2002. 
A. No, we had not. 
Q. All right. Let me turn next to -- well, 
actually, let me stay with this letter for one 
second. The EPC contract detail, do you see that? 
Do you see that table there? 
MR. BADGER: On P17? 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) On P17. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you see where it has a total EPC 
contract cost? 
A. Okay. 
Q. Had you all at this point actually 
calculated a cost for building a plant of this size 
at Mona? 
A. I believe I just answered that. 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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Q. So the answer i s no? 
A. No. 
Q. All right. Was this information that was 
valuable to you in September of 2002? 
A. If your question is did we use this 
information, we did not. 
Q. My question is, did it have any value to 
you? 
A. If it had value, I don't know how to 
ascribe the value. 
Q. Well, would it have been something that 
you were interested in? 
A. I'm always - -
MR. BADGER: Hang on, hang on, hang on. 
I'm going to object that it lacks foundation. 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) You can answer. 
A. I'm interested in a lot of things. That 
doesn't mean it has a lot of value. 
Q. Would it have been interesting to you for 
someone that was looking at Mona as a potential site 
to build a 500-megawatt power plant? 
MR. BADGER: Lacks foundation, calls for 
speculation . 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) You can answer. 
A. Your question again? 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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MR. PETERSEN: Can you read it back? 
(Pending question read back as follows: 
"Q Would it have been interesting 
to you for someone that was looking at 
Mona as a potential site to build a 
500-megawatt power plant?") 
MR. PETERSEN: I'm going to rephrase that 
because my mother was an English teacher. 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Did these figures have 
any interest to you as someone potentially 
considering building a 500-megawatt power plant at 
Mona? 
MR. BADGER: Objection, lacks foundation, 
calls for speculation. 
THE WITNESS: As I understand your 
question, it presumes that we were going to go build 
a 500-megawatt plant. 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) It doesn't presume 
that, it says you were considering the option. 
A. No. If I may, I'm going to restate my 
answer to answer a somewhat different question. If, 
as an investor, I was interested in participating in 
a 500-megawatt plant I would be interested in this 
number. 
Q. Would you be interested in this number as 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 someone working for PacifiCorp looking for resource 
2 options, including potentially a power plant at Mona? 
3 MR. BADGER: Object, lacks foundation, 
4 calls for speculation. 
5 THE WITNESS: It would be of interest. 
6 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) All right. I want to 
7 look at a couple more items here. If we could turn 
8 to P156. It's a letter dated July 1st, 2002 from 
9 Waldron Engineering dealing with plant water 
10 requirements. Do you see that? 
11 A. Uh-huh (affirmative) . 
12 MR. BADGER: Yes? 
13 MR. CALL: I'm sorry, what page? 
14 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) 156. Do you remember 
15 reviewing this letter? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. Okay. Do you remember reviewing any 
18 letters from Waldron Engineering relating to water 
19 usage for a potential Spring Canyon plant? 
20 A. I recollect reviewing water balances, but 
21 not this letter. 
22 Q. Well, let me turn to page 2, which is P157 
23 of this letter. Do you see that? And if you would 
24 just take a moment and read that last paragraph. 
25 A. (Witness reviewed document.) 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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Q. Mr. Andrews, I see you've jumped ahead and 
you're looking at that Plant Water Balance chart? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that something you remember reviewing 
back in 2002? 
A. I remember reviewing the water balance. I 
don't remember looking specifically at these 
drawi ngs, but --
Q. Are you looking at the backup information 
there? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Let me phrase it this way. Do you 
remember seeing this data regarding water usage? 
A. Okay, yes. 
Q. And once again, was that an item of 
interest to you in --
A. Water usage is an item of interest in the 
development of any power plant. 
Q. Was it an item of interest for this 
project specifically, the Spring Canyon? 
A. It would be an item of interest in the 
development of a power plant, yes. 
Q. First of all, I want to go back to P157. 
And I asked you to read that second paragraph there. 
Do you see where it makes a conclusion about annual 
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1 solicitations to many parties for the sale of their 
2 bankruptcy assets. 
3 Q. Okay. And it's your testimony that was 
4 January or February of 2003? 
5 A. I believe that's when Geneva sent out 
6 their letter. 
7 Q. Now we're in spring 2003. In spring 2003, 
8 did your group ever talk about the availability of 
9 water at Mona? I'm not talking about assumptions or 
10 anything else. Did you speak about the availability 
11 of water at Mona? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And who did you have those conversations 
14 with? 
15 A. It would have been with Rand. Rand would 
16 have been involved. I don't know who else would have 
17 been participating in the discussions. 
18 Q. And was the assumption still that, quote, 
19 "water would be available," unquote, at Mona? 
20 A. What was the assumption. No, I don't 
21 think there was necessarily an assumption that water 
22 in some form would be available to meet either a wet 
23 or dry-cooling scenario. 
24 Q. Sc there was no assumption at that point? 
25 A. Right. And I believe that in our letter 
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1 sent out to the various constructors clearly 
2 indicated that the water position had not been 
3 identified yet. 
4 Q. At that point, which is to say spring 
5 2003, was your group confident about obtaining water? 
6 A. I can't speak to what our group's general 
7 vi ew on that i s. 
8 Q. How about what was your personal view? 
9 MR. CALL: Objection, no foundation. 
10 THE WITNESS: I assume one way or another 
11 that for water cooling -- I mean for dry cooling that 
12 sufficient water could be obtained because the amount 
13 of water is significantly less than for a wet-cooling 
14 plant. 
15 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Do you know where that 
16 water would come from at that point? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Did you have any discussion about the fact 
19 that Jody Williams was representing PacifiCorp in 
20 early-2003 or spring 2003? 
21 A. Did I have any discussions about Jody 
22 Williams representing PacifiCorp in early 2003, is 
23 that your question? 
24 Q. My question was, did your group have any 
25 discussions about the fact that Jody Williams was 
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A. That is correct. 
Q. And he very well could have been engaged 
in other activities with respect to evaluating Mona 
that you weren't aware of; is that true? 
A. That' s correct. 
Q. Mr. Thurgood ultimately made the decision 
about dry versus wet cooling for your group, did he 
not? 
A. He did. 
Q. And you don't know all of the factors that 
he considered in making that decision, do you? 
A. I do not. 
Q. But it was an economic decision, wasn't 
it? 
A. 
Q. 
It was. 
And was the cost of a pipeline to 
transport water from Utah County to the Mona site 
part of that consideration? 
MR. PETERSEN: I'll object to leading on 
the very off chance this is ever used de bene esse. 
I was allowing this to go, but if the leading 
questions continue I'll start to object. 
Q. (BY MR. CALL) Was the cost of building 
that pipeline a part of that economic decision? 
MR. PETERSEN: Same objection. 
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THE WITNESS: There are many factors that 
would have been involved in this, evaluating wet 
versus dry, and the cost of the pipeline would have 
been part of that evaluation. 
Q. (BY MR. CALL) Now, if Mr. Thurgood had 
been in discussions with Panda in 2001, would you 
have necessarily been aware of those discussions? 
A. No, I would not. 
Q. And if Mr. Thurgood had been evaluating 
other opportunities and other sites for power plants, 
would you have necessarily been aware of that? 
A. No. 
MR. CALL: Thank you. I have nothing 
further. 
MR. BADGER: I have a couple of questions. 
EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BADGER: 
Q. Turning to Exhibit 10, I'll put my copy of 
that in front of you, to the best of your knowledge, 
has PacifiCorp ever made any use of any information 
in this Exhibit 10? 
MR. PETERSEN: Objection to vague. You 
can answer. 
Q. (BY MR. BADGER) Yeah. 
A. Have they ever used any o f t h e i n f o r m a t i o n 
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in this 
Q. Exhibit 10. 
A. The first answer is no. We did use some 
of the air quality NOI information was used in 
evaluating the performance of the plant when it came 
to the certificate filing in terms of assessing 
Spring Canyon's capabilities to be dispatched. 
Q. With respect to Exhibit 11, to the best of 
your knowledge, has PacifiCorp ever made any use of 
any information in this Exhibit 11? 
MR. PETERSEN: Same objection, vague. 
THE WITNESS: No. 
MR. BADGER: I have no questions. 
MR. PETERSEN: All right. 
MR. BADGER: For the record, the witness 
would like an opportunity to read his transcript and 
to offer any corrections as they may be necessary. 
If we could agree maybe that the reporter will get me 
the witness's transcript for reading and I'll get it 
to the witness and make sure that it gets back to the 
reporter in the requisite number of days. 
(The taking of the deposition was 
concluded at 4:19 p.m.) 
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A. I graduated in 1975. 
Q. And are you currently employed? 
A. Yes, I am currently employed. 
Q. For whom? 
A. I work for an LLC, US BioGen. I'm a 
member of that LLC. 
Q. How long have you been working for 
US BioGen? 
A. Just the past year or two, in addition to 
USA Power, LLC. 
Q. Can you give me the approximate month when 
you commenced employment for US BioGen? 
A. We formed US BioGen in 1975. However, 
that's not a compensated position. I'm a partner in 
this LLC. 
Q. As of this date, have you derived any 
revenues from US BioGen? 
A. No, we have not. 
Q. Prior to your affiliation with US BioGen, 
were you employed? 
A. With US -- USA Power Partners or USA 
Power, LLC. 
Q. Okay. You said USA Power or --
A. You can say USA Power, LLC. 
Q. And what was your position with USA Power? 
CITICOURT, LLC 
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A. I was a member with USA Power. 
Q. When did you commence your affiliation 
with USA Power? 
A. USA Power, LLC, was formed in January --
no. I'm sorry. I think it was formed in March 
of 2001 officially as an LLC. 
Q. That's when it commenced its operations? 
A. Yes -- excuse me. Can you be more 
specific with operations? Are you referring to 
drawing in of revenue? 
Q. No. It's business activities. 
A. Okay. Business activities started 
September of 2000. 
Q. September of 2000. 
A. Um-hum. 
MS. TOMSK: You have to say yes or no, 
Lois. Um-hum is a hard one for the reporter. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. I'm sorry. 
Q. (By Mr. Call) Going back to US BioGen for 
a minute --
A. Um-hum. 
Q. -- how many members are there of US 
Bi oGen? 
A. Four members. 
Q. Yourself? 
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A. Myself. 
Q. Dave Graeber? 
A. Mr. Graeber. 
Q. Mike Zimmer? 
A. Mike Zimmer. 
Q. And? 
A. And Ted Banasiewicz. 
Q. What is the business of US BioGen? 
A. It's industrial real estate development. 
We're developing an ethanol facility. 
Q. Is it in the development of power plant 
site business? 
A. Not currently, no. 
Q. Has it ever been in that business? 
A. No. Let me -- let me rephrase that. It 
was in our original business plan. However, our 
development efforts have been focused solely on the 
ethanol facility. 
Q. Why is that? 
MS. TOMSIC: I'm going to object to the 
question on the grounds it's irrelevant. 
Q. (By Mr. Call) You stated that development 
of power plant sites was in the original business 
plan --
A, Um-hum. 
CITICOURT, LLC 
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Q. -- for US BioGen --
A. Um-hum. 
Q. -- correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And you have not pursued that particular 
aspect of your business plan, have you? 
A. No, we have not, not in the power aspect, 
power generation aspect. 
Q. Why not? 
A. Well, we submitted a bid to PSCO in early 
2005, and we were not selected as a winner of that 
bid. It was providing PSCO with renewable energy. 
Q. So the efforts you made in that regard 
were not successful, correct? 
A. Correct. 
MR. BADGER: Could you spell PSCO, please? 
THE WITNESS: Well, it's Public Service 
of -- Public Service of Colorado, I believe. It's 
PSCO. That's the acronym for it. 
MR. BADGER: Thank you. 
(A discussion was held off the record.) 
Q. (By Mr. Call) Okay. Here we go. 
A. Um-hum. 
Q. When was t h e f i r s t t i m e you worked f o r a 
b u s i n e s s or o r g a n i z a t i o n t h a t was i n v o l v e d i n t h e 
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business of developing power plant sites? 
A. That was in very late '96, actually 
started 1997, January '97. 
Q. What was the business that you were 
involved with at that time? 
A. It was Atlantic Generation, which was an 
unregulated sub of Atlantic Electric which was a 
utility in New Jersey. 
Q. What was your position with Atlantic 
Generation. 
A. I was a contractor individual, and my 
title with that contract was project manager. 
Q. I'm not sure I heard you correctly. You 
say you were a contractor individual? 
A. Yeah. I was a contractor for Atlantic 
Generation. They hired me as a contractor. 
Q. You were not an employee of the company? 
A. Not an employee, no. 
Q. By contractor you mean you were an 
independent contractor? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And what was the nature of the 
contract you had with them? 
A. It was to assist them with the facility 
and other facilities as well, to manage the 
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day-to-day aspects of the project. The particular 
project that I was hired for -- well, initial project 
I was hired for was a biomass facility in New Jersey, 
and it was the development of a hundred-megawatt 
biomass facility that was formerly a coal plant. 
Q. Was that coal plant converted to a biomass 
facili ty? 
A. I believe eventually it was, yes. 
Q. But after you ceased any work for --
A. After I ceased, right. 
Q. How long were you an independent 
contractor for Atlantic Generation? 
A. A year and a half, I believe. 
Q. Tell me when you terminated your 
relationship with them. 
A. It was in the middle of 1998. Maybe it 
was spri ng of '98. 
MS. TOMSIC: And let me just caution you. 
Let him finish his question. I know you know where 
he's goi ng - -
Um-hum. 
•- but let him finish --
Um-hum. 
- and then answer it, just 
THE WITNESS 
MS. TOMSIC: 
THE WITNESS 
MS. TOMSIC: 
because it will be really hard for her to pick up 
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both of you. 
Q. (By Mr. Call) You said the initial 
project that you worked on was the biomass facility 
project which ultimately came to fruition after you 
ceased working with Atlantic Generation. Any other 
projects you worked with Atlantic Generation on? 
A. Um-hum, yes. 
MS. TOMSK: And I'm going to object to 
the question to the extent the predicate attempts to 
mischaracterize and summarize her testimony and is 
not necessary to the question asked, 
(A discussion was held off the record.) 
Q. (By Mr. Call) Now, were there any other 
projects that you worked in the capacity of 
independent contractor with Atlantic Generation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was the next one? 
A. It was one small project that we were --
we were doing some due diligence with. It was to 
convert saltwater to freshwater, distillation. 
Q. Did that have anything to do with power 
generati on? 
A. If we had placed — it did, yes, in the 
fact that if we developed a small power plant, that 
we could use the thermal energy to operate the 
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distillation process to convert that saltwater to 
freshwater. 
Q. To use to cool the plant if it was ever 
built? 
A. Well, just the thermal steam was the 
energy source. 
Q. Okay. Thank you. 
How long did you work on that small 
proj ect? 
A. 
Q. 
I worked on that for about four months. 
Until you ceased being associated with 
Atlantic Generation? 
A. I believe that's true, yes. 
Q. So the only two projects that you worked 
on with Atlantic Generation were the biomass -- the 
conversion of the coal facility to the biomass 
facility and the saltwater to freshwater conversion? 
A. Um-hum, or you can say distillation. 
Q. Distillation --
A. Um-hum. 
Q. -- process? 
MS. TOMSK: Don't say um-hum. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. I'm sorry. 
Q. (By Mr. Call) We all do it. 
A, Um-hum -- yes. Yes, yes. 
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Q. Okay. Were there any aspects of power 
generation that you were involved in with the 
saltwater distillation process project? 
A. Could you be more clear on your question 
there? I'm not sure what you're asking. 
Q. I don't think I can. Other than -- what 
was your job or what role did you play in the 
saltwater distillation process? 
A. My job primarily was meeting with public 
officials in that local area to further pursue their 
need for freshwater, also analyze the water source 
which this community was getting its water from. I 
studied and analyzed the reasons why they needed a 
distillation facility and why they were pursuing this 
and just -- I represented Atlantic Generation in any 
public forum. 
Q. And I apologize if I asked you this, but 
with respect to the conversion of the coal plant to a 
biomass facility --
A. Um-hum. 
Q. -- what were your specific duties? 
A. Well, primarily I was brought into this 
particular project because they were sourcing 
municipal solid waste as their fuel source. My 
previous experience, I had a certain amount of 
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knowledge of the fuel source that they were acquiring 
or hoping to acquire to place into their plant. 
Q. By fuel source, you mean the solid waste? 
A. The solid waste, yes. 
Q. What were the circumstances surrounding 
your ceasing work as an independent contractor for 
Atlantic Generation? 
A. I'm sorry. I didn't hear your question. 
Q. What were the circumstances surrounding 
the termination of your work as an independent 
contractor for Atlantic Generation? 
A. The termination of my work for Atlantic 
Generation? Okay. Atlantic Generation was being 
purchased by Delmarva, which was another regulated 
utility that served the Delaware-Maryland. Because 
of that, Atlantic Generation or what was then formed 
to be Connective -- that was the change of the name 
from Delmarva and Atlantic Generation to Connective. 
Connective decided that in the utility deregulation 
market, as it was heading in that direction, that 
they were going to phase out their -- their business 
development efforts for new resources and 
subsequently phased out that department. 
Q. Do you hold any professional licenses or 
certi fi cati ons? 
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1 A. Not currently, no. 
2 Q. Have you ever? 
3 A. I was -- a New Jersey real estate license. 
4 Q. When was that? 
5 A. That was back in -- let me see -- '92 
6 through '98. 
7 Q. Did you make a living selling real estate? 
8 A. No, I did not. 
9 Q. Are you a member of any professional 
10 organizations? 
11 A. No, not at this time. 
12 Q. And other than as a Realtor, have you ever 
13 been a member of any professional organizations? 
14 A. Perhaps years ago, and I -- my -- my 
15 career stems back over 20 years, and I'm trying to 
16 remember the name of the organization. It was for 
17 businesswomen. It was a local chapter. And I'm -- I 
18 can't remember the name of it, but it was, you know, 
19 a businesswoman's association. 
20 Q. And I don't want to --
21 A. And that was many, many years ago. I have 
22 not since. 
23 Q. Thank you. 
24 A. Um-hum. 
25 Q. I don't want to -- I'm not trying to 
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characterize your testimony, but just directing your 
attention back to when you said you were familiar 
with the source of solid waste --
A. Um-hum. 
Q. -- how long were you in the solid waste 
industry? 
A. I was in the solid waste industry 
approximately eight years, maybe over, over eight 
years . 
Q. From, say, 1988 to 1996 or '7? 
A. Actually, it was -- I started in early 
1984 --
Q. What is --
A. -- and I left that side of the business in 
'92, early '92. 
Q. What is the solid waste business? 
MS. TOMSK: You mean at the time that she 
was employed in it? 
MR. CALL: Thank you. 
THE WITNESS: The solid waste business was 
the collection, disposal, construction of -- that 
dealt with recycling, commercial, residential -- is 
that what -- was that your question? 
Q. (By Mr. Call) Trash? 
A. Um-hum, trash . 
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Q. Thank y o u . 
What did you do from 1992 until you became 
an independent contractor for Atlantic Generation? 
A. Well, in 1992 to '93 I was a stay-at-home 
mom. I chose to take some time off to be with my 
children. In 1994 I resumed back to work. I was a 
controller for Marriott. 
Q. What were your duties as controller for 
Marri ott? 
A. It was to -- it was to oversee the 
day-to-day activities of the hotel on a financial 
basis. I prepared reports and financial reporting to 
the investors of the company on a quarterly basis. I 
reported to Marriott on a financial basis monthly. I 
performed monthly closes, annual closes, did midyear 
projections, forecasting and annual budgets. 
Q. Okay. This was not for the entire 
Marriott corporati on? 
A. No. This was for a franchise. 
Q. For one single hotel? 
A. Um-hum. 
Q. That was a franchise of the Marriott 
Corporati on? 
A. That's correct. However, my financial 
reporting was -- I also had responsibilities 
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reporting to the Marriott Corporation. 
Q. I imagine they wanted to see what the 
numbers were. 
A. They wanted -- they wanted their fees. 
Q. Okay. Have you ever heard of an entity by 
the name of APD, Inc.? 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. How have you heard of that company? 
A. Well, it was an organization that I formed 
as a New Jersey corporation. 
Q. I found an APD, Inc., in Delaware --
A. Um-hum. 
Q. -- but none in New Jersey. 
When did -- this was an actual corporation 
you formed? 
A, Right. We were trading as APD, Inc. The 
actual legal name of that project is Acme Project 
Development. 
Q. Would you spell that for me, please? 
A. Acme, A-c -- Acme, A-c-m-e, Project 
Development. It was originally formed to be -- the 
intention was to be formed as Atlantic Project 
Development. 
Q. But it was unavailable? 
A. I'm not sure of the availability. We had 
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Q. Let me direct your attention to Section 
11.4 at the bottom ot page USA 102707. 
MR. BADGER: You're on Exhibit 150, right? 
MR. CALL: That is correct. 
THE WITNESS: 707, and what was the --
Q. (By Mr. Call) Section 11.4. 
A. 707? Am I missing something here? 
Oh, okay, there. Yes, I see that. 
Why was that provision inserted in this Q. 
amendment? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
May I read it for a second? 
Absolutely. 
It's a promise that we made to Sooner 
Power Partners. 
Q. Did you meet that promise? 
A. I believe we did. I see the word 
"substantially complete." Substantially can -- you 
know, has -- to me does not have a -- what do I want 
to say? It's not absolute. 
Q. Okay. But the site in Utah was 
substantially completed on or before August 31, 2002? 
A. I would agree with that, yes. 
Q. And the site was the site that became 
known as the Spring Canyon site, correct? 
A. Well, this says "site located" and, 
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bracketed, "Utah. " 
Q. Right. 
A. So it doesn't specifically say Spring 
Canyon, but I can probably speak to the fact that 
that was what -- what it was inferred to. 
Q. That was the only site that you were --
that was left that you were pursuing, wasn't it? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. So it would have to be that one. 
A. Right. I just wanted to tell you that it 
said -- it had bracketed Utah, and whenever I see a 
bracket, it's -- in any type of document, it's --
it's usually a term that's -- that needs to be --
provide more definition for it or become more 
definitive for our work. 
Q. In your -- excuse me. Are you finished? 
A. l a m . 
Q. In the year 2001, Power Partners was 
pursuing sites in other locations, correct? 
A. My answer to that, yes. During that 2001 
period -- I'm just trying to determine when we 
started to narrow it down. But I think for the most 
part of 2001, we were. 
Q. Yeah. 
A. Yes. 
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saying we, USA Power Partners. 
Q. Were you present? Were you present when 
he was told? 
A. No. I believe that was probably a phone 
call Dave made to Carl because that was his -- that 
was his role, to -- he was the contact person. 
Q. So you don't have any personal knowledge 
about whether Sooner Power Partners was ever informed 
of a straight $3 million offer from PacifiCorp; is 
that correct? 
MR. CALL: Object to the question on the 
grounds that it's been asked and answered and it's 
argumentative. 
THE WITNESS: I don't have any written 
knowledge, but I do have personal knowledge that they 
were notified that PacifiCorp provided us with a firm 
offer on March 14, 2003. 
Q. (By Mr. Call) After this e-mail was sent 
to Mr. Thurgood on March 11th? 
MS. T O M S K : And by this, you mean 
Exhibit 165? 
MR. CALL: I did. Thank you. 
THE WITNESS: What was your question? 
Q. (By Mr. Call) By after this -- by March 
-- you're talking about some other offer that was 
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made after this point in time, correct? 
A. I'm talking about a $3 million offer. 
That's what you asked me. I answered your question. 
Q. What were the terms of that offer? 
A. It was a $3 million offer Rand had 
provided to us. He said that was all his management 
would approve for the purchase of the assets for 
Spring Canyon Energy. And, also, he wanted to enter 
into a long-term, meaning five-year, development 
contract with USA Power, LLC, to further the 
development efforts for PacifiCorp to site and locate 
and develop new asset resources. 
Q. Were you a party to this conversation? 
A. I was right next to Ted when he made --
had that phone call. 
Q. Was Ted speaking on the telephone? 
A. He was. 
Q. And which telephone was this? Is this the 
one in ---your home phone? 
A. It was. 
Q. Ted was not on a speakerphone, was he? 
A. No, he wasn't. 
Q. So you didn't actually hear the words that 
were spoken by Mr. Thurgood during this conversation, 
did you? 
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1 excited about the progress. Other than entering into 
2 the confidentiality agreement with PacifiCorp and 
3 providing them with Volumes 1 and 2 of the -- what do 
4 you call them? -- the preliminary offering memorandum 
5 materials, what other progress had you made? 
6 MS. TOMSK: And I'll object to the 
7 question on the grounds that it mischaracterizes her 
8 former testimony. She's described already what they 
9 said. 
10 Q. (By Mr. Call) Okay. Let me back up. Did 
11 Mr. Graeber specifically state, I'm excited about the 
12 progress with PacifiCorp? 
13 A. No. He just always acted that way. 
14 Q. Okay. So you were --
15 A. I interpreted his feelings by his 
16 expressions. 
17 Q. So he did not say that? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Thank you. 
20 Now, with respect to the meeting at UAMPS, 
21 did you go to that meeting? 
22 A. I did go to that meeting. 
23 Q. Okay. You, Mr. Graeber, Mr. Banasiewicz 
24 and Ms. Williams went to that meeting? 
25 A. That's correct. 
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1 I Q. That was that following morning on 
2 I September 12, 2002, right? 
3 A, That's correct, Jody Williams was there, 
4 represented us as our attorney for USA Power 
5 Partners. 
6 Q. Was there anything discussed about 
7 PacifiCorp in connection with the UAMPS meeting? 
8 A. I don't recall at this time. 
9 Q. Did you drive to UAMPS with Ms. Williams? 
10 A. Yes, we did. 
11 Q. And at this meeting with UAMPS, did you 
12 learn that they were not interested in acquiring any 
13 assets from Power Partners? 
14 A. Yes, we did -- I did. Yes, I did. 
15 Q. Were you present at the meeting at Dave 
16 Hanson's office in late April of 2001 that 
17 Mr. Graeber and your husband had where Jody Williams 
18 was present? 
19 A. No, I was not present. 
20 | Q. I didn't think you were. I just wanted to 
21 clarify that. 
22 A. Um-hum. 
23 Q. Now, you, your husband, Mr. Graeber, 
24 Blaine Rawson and Jody Williams had lunch at the 
25 New Yorker on June 25, 2002, correct? 
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and Dave Graeber. From PacifiCorp, Rand Thurgood, 
Ian Andrews and Stacey Kusters via telephone. 
Q. Where did the meeting take place? 
A. It took place here in Salt Lake City at 
the PacifiCorp offices. 
Q. How long did the meeting last? 
A. I think the meeting lasted approximately 
two hours and then followed up with a lunch meeting 
with Rand Thurgood immediately afterwards for another 
hour. 
Q. Where? 
A. At the New Yorker. 
Q. Did Mr. Thurgood sign the confidentiality 
agreement that day? 
A. That was the first item on the agenda, 
yes . 
Q. Did you witness him signing it? 
A. I did witness him signing it, and I also 
witnessed Mr. Graeber signing it. 
Q. Did anyone from your group give PacifiCorp 
any materials? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did -- what was given to them? 
A. Volume 1 and Volume 2 of our Preliminary 
Offering Memorandum. And Ted Banasiewicz handed 
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those to Rand Thurgood and verbally told Rand to keep 
this confidential, and he agreed to do that, verbally 
and in writing. 
Q. Were they in three-ring binders? 
A. They were. 
Q. How thick were the binders? 
A. They were pretty thick. I think the first 
one was probably about that thick. 
Q. What would you say, two, two and a half 
i nches? 
A. Maybe a little bit bigger than that. And 
the second one was a little bit smaller. 
Q. So they weren't the same size? 
A. No, I don't believe they were. 
Q. What color were they? 
A. I believe they were white. 
Q. Who put the --
A. Just to make something clear, we did -- we 
did provide blue binders as well. We did have blue 
binders. But as a rule, we provided white binders. 
Q. You've lost me. In this meeting --
A. It was two binders, white, as far as I 
know at this time. 
Q. Was there -- did Ted give Rand one copy of 
Volume 1 and one copy of Volume 2? 
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1 
2 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Who put t hose b i n d e r s t o g e t h e r ? Was i t 
you? 
A. Yes, I d i d . 
Q. Were the binders, to the best of your 
knowledge, ever supplemented? 
A. Volume 1 and Volume 2 stood on their own. 
Any supplement was provided in Volume 3. 
Q. Let me hand you what's previously been 
marked as Exhibit 10. We have that big, thick, 
volume of exhibits in front of you Mr. Call has been 
kind enough to -- thumb through that to Exhibit 10. 
Identify Exhibit 10. That's Volume I. isn't it? 
A. This is Volume 1 of the Preliminary 
Offering Memorandum. 
Q. And then go to Exhibit 11, if you would. 
A. Um-hum. 
Q. And this is Volume 2? 
A. Yes, this is Volume 2 dated September '02. 
Q. And it's your testimony that both of these 
what we've marked now as Exhibit 10 and 11 were given 
to Mr. Thurgood on September 11, 2002, true? 
A. True. 
Q. Pardon me for just a minute. 
A. Sure. 
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reviewed the bid document, the RFP itself, 2003-A, 
and I went through the summary of our bids that we 
provided to PacifiCorp. 
Q. When you say summary of your bids --
A. We provided a summary of our bids to 
PacifiCorp, and it was — I can't remember the 
section, but it was titled "Project Bid Summary," and 
it summarized the four bids. 
Q. Okay. Anything else? 
A. I think that's it for now. That's all I 
can recall at this time. 
Q. What documents did you review last night 
to refresh your recollection? 
A. My phone records. 
Q. Anything else? 
A. I did review our file copy of Volume 2. 
Q. Okay. After the meeting on September 11, 
2002, what was the next meeting that you were at with 
PacifiCorp? 
A. That was February 18, 2003. 
Q. Where did that meeting take place? 
A. That meeting took place here in Salt Lake 
City in the PacifiCorp offices. 
Q. Who was present? 
A. From USA Power, myself, Ted Banasiewicz 
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and Dave Graeber, and from PacifiCorp, Rand Thurgood, 
Ian Andrews. And I believe there were two or three 
other gentlemen from PacifiCorp. 
Q. Was there anyone who participated via 
telephone? 
A. Yes, that's -- Stacey Kusters participated 
by telephone. 
Q. What was said during that meeting? 
A. Well, the meeting started with Ian Andrews 
ushering into the conference room. Ted Banasiewicz 
provided Ian with Volume 3. 
Q. Did you witness that? 
A. I did witness that. 
Q. Proceed. 
A. Then we proceeded to have a discussion. 
Rand led the meeting, and he asked us what our 
preference was, to sell the assets of Spring Canyon 
Energy or a power purchase agreement. USA Power's 
response was a power purchase agreement. Rand 
informed us that was not likely the direction that 
PacifiCorp was going to go in, that he was interested 
in buying the assets of the project. 
Q. What else was said? 
A. We discussed the economic pro formas that 
we provided. We provided the assumptions to our 
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pro formas and discussed the economics, viability, 
economic viability of the project. 
Q. What else? 
A. Rand Thurgood said that he had bought the 
Panda site option and the met data. 
Q. What else? 
A. He followed with an offer for the Spring 
Canyon Energy assets for $2 million. 
Q. And what was the response to that? 
A. USA Power's response was that $2 million 
was not market for our project, and we were not going 
to accept $2 million. 
Q. Who said that on behalf of your group? 
A. I believe it was Dave Graeber. It was 
Dave Graeber or Ted Banasiewicz. 
Q. Did Mr. Thurgood respond? 
A. Yes, he did. He responded. 
Q. What did he say? 
A. He said that -- he had the notebook in 
front of him. He said, This is a project -- it's a 
one on one, and to me its value is $2 million. And 
when I say "notebook," it was Volume 3. 
And we said it wasn't a project that was a 
one on one, it was a project for a two on one, and we 
had submitted our air permit and all that was needed 
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were the emission credits to complete that 
appli cati on . 
Q. Did Mr. Thurgood respond to that? 
A, Mr. Thurgood responded to the fact that he 
still believed it was a one on one and $2 million was 
what he thought it was valued. And we responded that 
we weren't going to accept that, that it was worth 
far more than 2 million and that it -- I believe it 
was said that - - Dave Graeber said the value of it 
was over 10 million. 
Q. How did the meeting conclude? 
A. Well, after we set the value at 
10 million - - and I'm thinking it's in that range - -
Ian Andrews put out an offer of 5 million. 
Q. What was the response to that? 
A. The response that Dave Graeber said was, 
We've never received anything on your letterhead. If 
that's what you want to offer, put it in writing. I 
have to take it back to my partners, and we will 
respond within 24 hours of receiving that written 
offer . 
Q. As nearly as you can tell me, tell me 
exactly what Mr. Andrews said when he made this offer 
of --
A. Would you take $5 million. 
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1 Q. And you took that to be an offer by 
2 Mr. Andrews for $5 million? 
3 A. We took that as being an offer from 
4 PacifiCorp, and that's why we said please put it in 
5 writing so we can respond to it. 
6 Q. Okay. Did anything happen in the meeting 
7 after that? 
8 A. No. I believe the meeting concluded after 
9 that. 
10 Q. How long did the meeting take? 
11 A. Between one and two hours. Rand had 
12 ordered lunch in for us, so we sat and had lunch. 
13 Q. Do you believe, based on what you 
14 observed, that Dave Graeber would have heard Ian 
15 Andrews make this statement, Would you take 
16 $5 million? 
17 A. Could you repeat that question again? 
18 Q. Um-hum. Based on what you observed, do 
19 you believe Dave Graeber heard Mr. Andrews make that 
20 statement? 
21 A. I know Mr. Graeber heard that statement. 
22 We all heard that statement. 
23 Q. And Mr. Graeber would have realized that 
24 it was Mr. Andrews, not someone else in the meeting, 
25 making that statement, true? 
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remember the name of the hotel. 
Q. Was it a Sheraton, do you know? 
A. Sheraton or Hilton. 
Q. What caused you to — before I ask that, 
who went with you? Was your husband — you and your 
husband? 
A. Ted Banasiewicz, yes. 
Q. Was Dave Graeber there? 
A. No, he was not in attendance. 
Q. What caused you and Mr. Banasiewicz to go 
to that prebid conference? 
A. We were in Portland. We arranged to be 
there. Rand had -- Ted and Rand came to a verbal 
agreement on March 14th on the project, on the sale 
of the assets, and we went to Portland. We told Rand 
we'd be there on the week of the 17th, and Rand said 
he was going to arrange the meetings for the 18th and 
the 19th. He wasn !t quite sure of the date. We were 
in Portland for -- to actually close the transaction 
of that verbal agreement for $3 million and also to 
close a transaction on a long-term development 
agreement that Rand felt that he could get approval 
from his management. 
Q. Okay. What --
A. And, also, I believe Ted had a meeting set 
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up with Pacific Transmission on the 20th, Thursday, 
the 20th. 
Q. Now, what caused you to go to the prebid 
conference? 
A. We got a -- when I say "we," Ted and I 
received a message from Rand Thurgood. We picked up 
the message the morning of the 18th. And I'm not 
sure if the message was left in the evening of the 
17th or morning of the 18th. However, we picked up 
the message from Rand Thurgood, and Rand left a 
message saying that he had cancelled our meetings for 
the 18th and the 19th, his management had decided not 
to pursue the purchase of the Spring Canyon Energy 
assets and that he would encourage us to participate 
in the prebid RFP. 
Q. When you say you picked up the message, 
picked it up from where? 
A. Our cell phone. It was Ted's cell phone. 
We picked up the message on the 18th, the morning of 
the 18th. 
Q. Um-hum. Turn to Exhibit 252. This 
Exhibit 252 is your Verizon bill that covers the 
period February through March of 2003; is that 
correct? 
A. That's correct. 
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Q. Have you found this incoming call from 
Mr. Thurgood on this bill? 
A. That incoming call, it was a message, I 
stated earlier, that he left. 
Q. Yeah. 
A. Okay. Our phones were turned off at 
night. We don't know what time that message was 
left. 
Q. So it wouldn't show as an incoming call? 
Is that your statement? 
A. No, it would not show as an incoming call. 
However, PacifiCorp, if they have their records, 
would show that as an outgoing call. 
Q. Urn-hum. Now, you think that Mr. Thurgood 
made a $3 million offer on Friday, March 14, and that 
PacifiCorp would have been prepared to close the deal 
with you on March the 18th in Portland; is that 
right? 
A. When you say "close the deal," what do you 
mean by that? 
Q. Well, that's your term. You said that you 
were there, ready to close --
A. Close the transaction. 
Q. Okay. Well, let me rephrase my question, 
then. 
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Did you think that if Mr. Thurgood had 
made an offer on Friday, the 14th, that PacifiCorp 
would be prepared to close the transaction in 
Portland on March the 18th? 
A. I believe that they were prepared to close 
that transaction on the 18th. 
Q. With one intervening business day, that 
being Monday, the 17th? 
A. PacifiCorp had already offered us an offer 
in writing on February 27th. That was a document — 
it was a very simplistic document that was written. 
It would not have taken much of a legal exercise in 
order to change that to a $3 million offer. 
Q. When you say "close the transaction," what 
do you mean? 
A. When I say "close the transaction," it 
could mean a binding MOU, it could mean a binding 
letter of intent until more definitive documents were 
produced. I don't necessarily mean that the check 
was cut. Executed documents. 
Q. And your understanding was that the 
transaction would have been for a power purchase 
agreement or for the purchase of assets? 
A. The purchase -- the purchase of assets for 
$3 million and a long-term development agreement for 
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five years for 300,000 a year. 
On that call on March the 14th, I did hear 
Ted say to Rand that, Lois and I are willing to move 
to Salt Lake to pursue that endeavor. I did hear 
that. 
Q. In his letter dated February 27th, 2003, 
Mr. Thurgood had asked Mr. Banasiewicz to respond by 
listing the Spring Canyon Energy assets on a blank 
page that was marked as Appendix A, true? 
A. That's true. 
Q. Did Mr. Banasiewicz or anyone else in your 
group -- and when I say "your group," I mean you, 
Dave Graeber, Ted Banasiewicz. 
A. Um-hum. 
Q. Did anyone else in your group ultimately 
provide that Appendix A filled out to PacifiCorp? 
A. Yes, sir, we did. 
Q. When? 
A. That was completed March the 14th, and we 
provided that to PacifiCorp, to Rand directly, via 
e-mail. 
Q. How do you know that? 
A. Because I prepared that. 
Q. Have you seen that e-mail? 
A. I have seen Appendix A. 
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1 Q. How do you know it was provided on the 
2 14th? 
3 A. Because we provided it when we came to the 
4 verbal agreement. We didn't provide it any time 
5 before that because we did not have an agreement. 
6 Q. There was a telephone call between Ted 
7 Banasiewicz and Rand Thurgood on the 14th of March, 
8 2003, right? 
9 A. That's correct. 
10 Q. Now, are you telling me that -- then when 
11 was -- that e-mail providing the filled in 
12 Appendix A, when did that occur relative to that 
13 telephone conversation? Was it before, during or 
14 after? 
15 A, I believe it may be after. 
16 Q. Why was it not provided before? 
17 A. Because we didn't reach an agreement, 
18 verbal or otherwise. 
19 Q. So you think that it was provided after 
20 the telephone call; is that right? 
21 A. That's how I can remember it at this time. 
22 Q. So without having Appendix A filled in.so 
23 that he knew what the assets were, is it your 
24 understanding, then, that Mr. Thurgood made an offer 
25 for $3 million and a long-term development agreement 
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b e f o r e he had r e c e i v e d t h a t f i l l e d i n Append ix A - -
A. Yes. 
Q. -- from your group? 
A. Mr. Thurgood knew the assets of Spring 
Canyon Energy because we provided that to him in 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3, along with other documents that 
we faxed and e-mailed to him, with our engineer, with 
the consultant, Waldron Engineering, and also with 
the communications that we provided to Stacey. 
Q. Why, then, provide him with Appendix A 
filled in? Why not just say, You know what our 
assets are? 
A. This was a request from Rand, and we 
wanted to honor his request. 
Q. But your -- is it your testimony that you 
honored that request after Rand Thurgood had made an 
offer for $3 million and a long-term development 
agreement? 
A. That would be my testimony at this time. 
That's how I recall it at this time. 
Q. That e-mail, your group did not provide it 
as part of its initial disclosures, did it? 
A. No, we did not. 
Q. Why? 
A. We do not save e-mails. I do not save 
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Whether it's binding in the legal sense, that's -- I 
have no idea on that because I am not a lawyer. 
But it was our conclusion that Rand did 
offer us a binding agreement for us to come to 
Portland to close that transaction. And when I say 
"close that transaction," I didn't expect PacifiCorp 
to cut a check for 3 million, I expected us to move 
into more definitive agreements that were executed. 
Q. Is it your understanding that a contract 
was performed between PacifiCorp and your group for 
PacifiCorp to buy Spring Canyon Energy's assets for 
$3 million and a long-term development agreement? 
MS. T O M S K : Object to the question on the 
grounds it calls for a legal conclusion and on the 
grounds it's ambiguous. 
THE WITNESS: As I stated before in my 
previous testimony, I came to the conclusion, based 
on how I interpret the word "binding," an agreement 
between two parties, whether it's verbal or written, 
that we did have a contract with PacifiCorp for 
PacifiCorp to purchase $3 million. However, I did 
not feel we had a binding agreement with PacifiCorp 
for a 300 million -- a $300,000 long-term, five-year 
development agreement. 
Did that answer your question? 
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Q. (By Mr. Badger) I think what you've told 
me is that your understanding was that there was a 
contract for $3 million but not a contract for a 
long-term development agreement. 
A. That's correct. 
Q. What happened in the negotiations after --
we stopped -- we went as far as March 1, 2003, and 
you told me about Rand talking to Ted about 
$3 million and a long-term development agreement. 
Now, what was the next step in the 
negotiations after that? 
A. We got in the car and drove to Portland 
with an anticipation to meet with Rand Thurgood and 
other parties from -- from Portland ~- from 
PacifiCorp in Portland to close that transaction. We 
arrived in Portland, I believe, on the 16th, and on 
the morning of the 18th we -- we received a voice 
message, a voice mail message from Rand Thurgood 
stating that his upper management did not want to 
proceed with the purchase of the Spring Canyon Energy 
assets and encouraged us to participate in the RFP. 
Q. What was the next step in the course of 
negotiations? 
A. After that voice mail, Ted tried" to reach 
Rand several times, and on the 20th of March both 
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Rand and Ted had a conversation regarding 
PacifiCorp's decision not to proceed with the Spring 
Canyon Energy project assets. 
Q. How do you know that a conversation took 
place? Were you part of it? 
A. I -- I was not part of it, but I did 
witness my husband making that call -- receiving that 
call. 
Where were you? 
We were in Portland. 
At a hotel or --
Yes, we were, um-hum. That was the 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Marriott 
Q. 
phone? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Who else was present when Ted was on the 
Just myself. 
What did you hear him say? 
I believe he -- as I remember right now, 
he discussed with Rand the reasons why PacifiCorp 
management decided to terminate the negotiations for 
the Spring Canyon Energy project. I also heard Ted 
speak of the RFP and the RFP process, and that was 
the direction that PacifiCorp had intended to move 
i nto. 
Q. After -- have you completed your answer? 
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A. No, I have not finished. 
Q. I'm sorry. I apologize. 
A. Rand provided to Ted the information 
regarding the RFP prebid meeting, and Rand stated to 
Ted that Spring Canyon Energy's bid was their bid to 
lose -- was our bid to lose in the RFP because we 
were -- our advantage that we had with the advance of 
our development with Spring Canyon Energy. 
Q. It sounds as though you were listening in 
on this conversation, but you were not, were you? 
A. No, I was not. I heard my husband speak 
to Rand, and then immediately after the call, Ted 
reviewed the points of the conversation that Rand 
made with Ted. 
Q. This language about your bid to lose, did 
Ted tell you that's what Rand Thurgood had said to 
him? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Now, have you completed your answer to 
that question? 
A. Also, Ted verbally asked Rand, since we're 
not proceeding with the sale of the Spring Canyon 
Energy assets, to return all of our materials, Volume 
1, 2 and 3, and also the materials we provided via 
fax to him regarding the technical information and 
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A. Oh, just in very layman terms. This is — 
this is work that's performed by ABB Consulting that 
are experts in doing this type of analysis. 
Q. Tell me your understanding of what a fatal 
flaw analysi s is. 
A. Okay. And you understand I'm not an 
engineer, I'm telling you in my own words. 
The fatal flaw analysis is analysis to a 
particular, I guess you can call it switching station 
or substation or transmission line to see the 
feasibility of putting power -- additional power to 
that transmission line, transmission station, how 
much power can be put into that area and how much 
power can be exported from that area from that 
substation. And also, it's providing the 
information, telling the person if it's doable or 
not. 
Q. Is it your understanding that PacifiCorp 
utilized this fatal flaw analysis in developing its 
Current Creek Power Plant? 
A. In -- in that it was incorporated in the 
document labeled Volume 1 of the preliminary 
memorandum of understanding, yes, they used it in 
their development of Current Creek. 
Q, And what facts are you aware of that 
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suggest that to you? 
A. That -- the fact that I understand that 
PacifiCorp utilized our information to develop their 
Current Creek project. They could not have completed 
their concept in as short a time as they did without 
utilizing Volume 1, Volume 2 and Volume 3 and 
supplemental information we provided thereafter. 
Q. Okay. I've asked for what facts you're 
aware of that suggest to you that PacifiCorp utilized 
this fatal flaw analysis in developing the Current 
Creek Power Plant. Have you given me your complete 
answer? 
A. In my -- in my mind, yes, I have given you 
my complete answer. 
Is there a letter from Questar in this 
I believe there is, or perhaps Volume 2. 
Are you looking through Volume 1? 
I did. I'm looking to Volume 2's table of 
Volume 1? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
contents. 
Q. Yeah. I'm looking through Volume 1. I 
don't see it either. 
A. I*m on Exhibit 11. 
Q. Uh-huh , y e s . I t ' s i n t he i n d e x , i s n ' t i t , 
or the t a b l e o f c o n t e n t s - -
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Q. You said "Volume 1," and I think you 
misspoke. I think you meant Volume 2. 
A. Volume 2. Thank you. Yes. 
Q. So what facts are you aware of that 
suggest to you that PacifiCorp made use of this 
Questar letter in developing Current Creek? 
A. Well, as I have stated previously, the 
fact that Current Creek was developed in a short time 
frame, which took us months -- years, actually, to 
come to this conclusion and to research the gas 
available and the transportation available that, yes, 
they utilized this information, and I believe they 
are using this main line 104 today. 
Q. Have you given me a complete answer to my 
question? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How did your group determine that Questar 
provided gas transmission service to Mona? Did you 
look it up on the Internet? 
A. I don't remember. I don't -- I don't 
recall that information at this time. 
Q. Or did you just simply call up Questar in 
Salt Lake City and ask? 
A. I -- I wasn't the contact person with 
Questar, and I don't recall calling them myself and 
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1 2003. 
2 A. That's correct. 
3 Q. Directing you to that telephone call, and 
4 it's my understanding that as of the end of that 
5 telephone call, you believed you had a verbal 
6 agreement with PacifiCorp for PacifiCorp to buy the 
7 assets of the Spring Canyon Energy project from Power 
8 Partners for $3 million. 
9 A. We had an agreement, yes. 
10 Q. For $3 million? 
11 A. For $3 million. 
12 Q. And would it be fair to state that on 
13 March 14, 2003 you were willing to accept $3 million 
14 for the assets of the Spring Canyon Energy project? 
15 A. I believe I've testified in my previous 
16 testimony that we were willing to accept that 
17 $3 million in addition to the long-term development 
18 agreement Rand referred to us to enter into. 
19 Q. So it was conditioned upon having a 
20 long-term development agreement? 
21 A. No, it wasn't. 
22 Q. So you were willing to accept the sum of 
23 $3 million for the sale of all the assets of the 
24 Spring Canyon Energy project? 
25 A. All those assets as they existed to that 
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d a t e , y e s . 
Q. Thank y o u . 
But three days earlier you were not 
willing to accept $3 million for the Spring Canyon 
Energy assets? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. What changed between March 11 and 
March 14? 
A. I believe our team got together, Dave 
Graeber, Ted and ourselves -- and myself, and 
communicated with Carl Anderson regarding the 
negotiations, and we were in agreement to settle for 
the $3 million so that we can move on. 
I'm not finished with my statement. 
Carl Anderson and Sooner Power Partners 
had no desire to pursue any more power development 
efforts in the power industry, and they made that 
clear to us. So when Rand also provided an 
additional contract to USA Power, he was offering us 
a job, and that was — that was something that we --
that was very favorable to us. 
Q. But you understood that --
MS. T O M S K : She's not done, Scott. 
Q. (By Mr. Call) You stopped, and I assumed 
you were finished. 
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Partners, you would expect to see that in her 
invoices, wouldn't you? 
A. I would. But there were a lot of times 
when she did not include those things in her bill. 
For example, all the dinners that we spoke about at 
the New Yorker and some of the lunches. 
Q. Those were not billed for, were they? 
A. I did not see those on our bill. And I 
assume that since we were paying the tab she chose 
not to bill for that -- she chose not to include that 
on her bill. 
Q. Okay. You understand that the plaintiffs 
in this case claim that Jody Williams disclosed 
confidential proprietary information belonging to 
them to PacifiCorp? 
A. We do. 
Q. What evidence do you have that that 
actually occurred? 
A. That evidence takes a number of forms. 
One of those forms is the bills that she has 
submitted to us, the bills that she has submitted to 
PacifiCorp. They offer evidence that her work for 
those two competing parties was identical. 
The other evidence that I have is the fact 
that she obtained water for PacifiCorp's competing 
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1 | project in the same location in a much less amount of 
2 | time than what she had taken for us. 
3 Q. Anything else? 
4 A. That's substantially accurate. 
5 Q. When you say the bills evidence the 
6 disclosure of confidential information that belonged 
7 to the plaintiffs to PacifiCorp, what is it about the 
8 bills that evidence that? 
9 A. I think the bills in their entirety show 
10 the body of knowledge that Ms. Williams had obtained 
11 as a result of doing work for Spring Canyon Energy 
12 and USA Power Partners and that same body of 
13 experience was used to assist PacifiCorp in obtaining 
14 water rights in the same location for the same 
15 purpose as we had already done. 
16 Q. Anything else? 
17 A. That's my testimony at this time. 
18 Q. Okay. What specific piece of information 
19 that you contend is confidential and proprietary to 
20 the plaintiffs did she disclose to PacifiCorp? 
21 A. All of that. 
22 Q. No. I want to know what in particular you 
23 contend she disclosed to PacifiCorp. 
24 A. My testimony is that the entire time that 
25 she was working for us she developed a body of 
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able to serve the market before the competition 
because there's a finite room in basically any 
location for the amount of fuel that can be 
transported into an area, the amount of electricity 
that can be transported out and the amount of air 
quality that can be polluted before there is no 
longer room for the next competitor. 
Q. Okay. Mr. Banasiewicz, I'm going to ask 
-- move on to a different topic. Mr. Call asked you 
questions yesterday about different site options that 
you all looked at, all of which were feeding into the 
Mona Substation. Do you recall the line of 
questioning yesterday? 
A. The line of questions specifically about 
northeast Utah? 
Q. 
Vernal 
Correct. And you were asked about 
Yes A. 
Q. - - as a potential site location? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was attractive about Vernal vis-a-vis 
other locations you looked at? 
A. Well, the Vernal location was investigated 
as an alternative to constructing a project in the 
Mona vicinity. We've talked at length about how 
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little water there is in the Mona area and that there 
is water resources in the Vernal area. There's also 
a direct transmission line that I believe is less 
than 345 kV that goes directly to the Mona Switching 
Stati on . 
The reason that we had looked at that 
location is that it at first blush seemed to provide 
the access to the Mona Switching Station that we were 
looking for and, therefore, access to the two primary 
electrical markets that we were looking for, but it 
also provided the potential for wet cooling versus 
dry cooling. And even in the arid climates, a 
wet-cooled facility is more desirable to a dry-cooled 
facility. And Ms. Williams helped us evaluate those 
water resources in the Vernal area and traveled to 
the Denver area to meet with the attorneys 
representing the owners of water rights in that area. 
Q. But you didn't go forward in Vernal? 
A. No. Although Ms. Williams felt that that 
was a viable source of water rights, and perhaps was, 
there were other aspects of that location that we 
felt were less beneficial than to developing a 
facility first in Nephi arrd then moving to the --
moving closer to the Mona Switching Station. 
Q. All right. Just skipping through here 
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1 us. We went with them on several occasions. 
2 Q. Did you go meet with them? 
3 A. Oh, yes. Yes. Here in Salt Lake. 
4 Q. Did you take Dan Jensen with you? 
5 A. Dan didn't come to all of the meetings. : 
6 think he came to one of the meetings and we - - I 
7 brought other engineers with me when we met with them 
8 subsequently to negotiate a water agreement. 
9 Q. Did you talk price? 
10 A. Oh, yes. And we got to the point, you 
11 know, where we were working with the attorney 
12 representing them that we had an agreement in place 
13 and we needed to pay some money to them in order to 
14 proceed forward. At this point we still didn't have 
15 a firm home for this power and whether we were 
16 actually going to be able to build this project or 
17 not was kind of iffy at that point without that. And 
18 we had people in Panda that liked the site so much 
19 that they wanted to go ahead with developing it. And 
20 what I had done at this point is basically take 
21 everything to a certain point, getting the land 
22 options, getting the MET data, getting ready to pull 
23 the trigger on the water, getting - - talking to the 
24 state, getting approval for our air permit modeling 
25 process. And we, of course, were also looking at 
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1 was necessary. Plus the land was so cheap. It was 
2 just amazingly cheap. And, again, when we went to 
3 get the land, we didn't tell anybody what we were 
4 looking to do because we didn't want the price of the 
5 land to go up. And everything was pretty 
6 confidential at that stage. And that was one of the 
7 first things that we did very early in the process, 
8 back before the MET data and all of that, got options 
9 on this land. 
10 Q. Who figured out what property you wanted 
11 to target? 
12 A. I did. I did. And, you know, I had been 
13 out to the site a number of times and looked to the 
14 north, to the south, and determined that something to 
15 the east probably would work the best. And I, you 
16 know, took engineers out there, our substation 
17 engineers, and they figured out how the 
18 interconnection would probably go. We had run a line 
19 just to the north and then bring it back into the 
20 substation that way, and that also confirmed for me, 
21 you know, that this was a good site. Just the lay of 
22 the land and all this other stuff. 
23 Of course, one of the things that we 
24 needed to do with the land is do some sort of 
25 environmental historical analysis, and we retained 
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A. Yes, for the -- I was the project director 
and so everything ran through me. I tasked other 
people to actually accomplish this, but they reported 
back to me and I put it into the report here and got 
them to sign off. The internal version of this 
thing, before we actually put this together for our 
Monday morning meetings, is I would go around and get 
peoples' initials on this to say that that's accurate 
for the part that they were tasked to do. 
MR. BADGER: Let's take a break for a 
mi nute. 
(Break) 
(EXHIBIT-293 WAS MARKED.) 
Q. (By Mr. Badger) I've handed you what we 
have marked as Exhibit 293. I'll represent to you 
these are Rand Thurgood's notes out of a notebook 
that he kept, and they suggest that there was a 
meeting on June 19 of 2001. 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. With a guy by the name of Sam Doaks? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And a guy by the name of David Barlow? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you meet with Rand Thurgood in June of 
2001? 
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1 I A. Yes. 
2 1 Q. Is it likely that that meeting occurred on 
3 June 19th? 
4 MS. TOMSK: I'll object to the question 
5 on the grounds there's a lack of foundation, calls 
6 for speculation and conjecture of the witness. 
7 THE WITNESS: Yes, this is the time when 
8 we met with him. 
9 Q. (By Mr. Badger) Is this the first time 
10 you met with Rand Thurgood? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. How did that meeting occur? Did he call 
13 you, you called him, or you met in the middle of the 
14 street? 
15 A. I called him. We had heard about Rand 
16 Thurgood in our previous meeting up in Portland with 
17 PacifiCorp, and he was the man that we needed to deal 
18 with, and preparatory to this meeting we did a lot of 
19 this just to --
20 Q. "This" meaning what, exhibit --
21 A. The thing that's 292, the time lines, the 
22 money that was spent on the project to that point. 
23 Everything having to do with the water, the 
24 transmission. The public relations. The zoning. 
25 All of this we put in place beforehand, the idea 
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1 being that when we went to Rand we wanted to give him 
2 the impression, based on everything that we had done, 
3 that this was a credible project, that we were 
4 planning on building, and to convey to him in very 
5 certain terms that regardless we were going to build 
6 this project and that if he was interested in 
7 purchasing power from it, then we would look 
8 favorably on that, but even without his 
9 participation, that we would still build this with 
10 the alternative markets being California and other 
11 companies like UAMPS here in the state. And, of 
12 course, we had the interconnection study already paid 
13 for, everything all in place. Prior to this, we gave 
14 him a rundown of the equipment that we were planning 
15 on using. 
16 Q. What did you tell him in that regard? 
17 A. That 7FBs2-on-l configuration with 
18 supplemental firing. 
19 Q. He has written down here "anticipate 7FB.n 
20 The turbine was a 7FA? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Is there such a thing as a 7FB? 
23 A. I always called it a 7FA, is what I think 
24 I've referred to it in all of my other -- now, 
25 there's a 7EA and there's small distinctions in the 
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1 configuration in those machines, but I'm not expert 
2 enough to tell you exactly what the differences were 
3 there. 
4 Q. I interrupted you. You were telling me 
5 what you told Rand about the equipment. 
6 A. Right. It was basically 7F equipment. 
7 Q. Okay. 
8 A. Which version of the F we would end up 
9 going with probably would be determined by what was 
10 actually available to us at the time when we were 
11 ready to take delivery of this. 
12 Q. When you met with Rand in this meeting on 
13 June 19 of 2001, did you meet in Salt Lake City? 
14 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). Yes. Sam and I 
15 flew out and met with him. 
16 Q. Who else was there? 
17 A. It was just Sam and myself. 
18 Q. Where did the meeting take place? 
19 A. In Rand's office. 
20 Q. At the One Utah Center? That's a 
21 high-rise building here downtown. 
22 A. Yes. Yes. That's where we met. 
23 Q. During that meeting, did you explain to 
24 Rand that you proposed to build a power plant in 
25 Mona? 
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A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
gas plant? 
Yes. 
Did you tell him where? 
Yes. 
Did you tell him specifically where? 
Yes. 
Did you tell him it was to be a natural 
Yes A. 
Q. Did you tell him it was to be a 
combined-cycled combustion turbine plant? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you tell him how many megawatts you 
proposed to build? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you tell him? 
A. I told him it was roughly 1100 megawatts. 
Q. Did you tell him these were 2-on-l units? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you talk to him about the gas source 
or the pipeline route? 
A. Definitely. 
Q. What did you tell him? 
A. I told him that we had the two pipelines 
that we planned on connecting to and we were going to 
realize some competitive advantage because we had 
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1 those two pipeline supplies that we could pull gas 
2 from. And that was kind of a key point there 
3 because, again, if you're only tied into one gas 
4 line, then you are at the mercy of that one supplier. 
5 And I don't know. Well, in a way, yes and no. 
6 Q. Did you take maps with you to this 
7 meeting? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Did you have a map that showed the 
10 proposed lateral route for the gas? 
11 A. Yes. In fact, if we go back and look at 
12 Exhibit 284, I'm sure that this was something we 
13 would have taken with us. 
14 Q. Did you take any other materials to this 
15 meeting? 
16 A. Yeah. We had a full presentation of 
17 everything that we had done just to show him 
18 everything that we had completed. Of course, we had 
19 -- we always put a confidentiality agreement in 
20 place. But, you know, my early fear that PacifiCorp 
21 was going to develop their own project and beat us to 
22 the punch, but by the time we met with Rand we had 
23 enough momentum going that we didn't think that that 
24 was going to be a problem. And we knew that we would 
25 be able to respond to the IRP and give him a cost for 
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1 that power and, you know, this is being a viable 
2 alternative. 
3 Q. Leading up to this meeting, did you called 
4 Rand on the phone to set up the meeting? 
5 A. Right. Yes. 
6 Q. Did you have other telephone conversations 
7 with him prior to this meeting? 
8 A. Only to set up the meeting. 
9 Q. How long did that call take? 
10 A. To set up the meeting? 
11 Q. Yes. 
12 A. I think we probably talked for maybe 10, 
13 15 minutes, or something like that is all. 
14 Q. Did you go into details about your 
15 project? 
16 A. No. We said that we would need to get a 
17 confidentiality agreement put in place, which is the 
18 way we typically did business. We always got that. 
19 And he said that wasn't a problem, to just send us 
20 what we had and once they had executed that, then we 
21 set up the actual meeting. 
22 Q. If I go down the list here in Rand's 
23 notes, number one, "Panda privately held in Dallas. 
24 Merchant power, 17,000 megawatts under development." 
25 Did you talk about those things with Rand? 
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1 A. Oh, yes. That's all part of showing that 
2 we were credible, that we had done this sort of thing 
3 before, this wasn't our first project. And the 
4 funding that we had obtained to develop all of this 
5 stuff was substantial. Just for -- we did a joint 
6 funding from Wall Street for our Gila River project 
7 and our El Dorado project located in Arkansas and the 
8 total amount of that was in excess of a billion 
9 dollars. And the fact that these consortium banks 
10 had stepped up to fund this thing, had the confidence 
11 enough in us to actually put their money there lent a 
12 lot of credibility to the fact that when we went to 
13 get funding for the Panda Mona project, then we would 
14 definitely obtain it. 
15 Q. It looks like you talked about your 
16 Arizona project? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Number four, "project financed." Is that 
19 basically what you have just been telling me? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And you talked about those topics with 
22 Rand in this meeting? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Number five, "would look at either PPC or 
25 equi ty posi tion." 
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A. Right. 
Q. Any idea what PPC means? 
A. Power purchase contract. 
Q. Oh, got it. Did you talk about that with 
Rand? 
A. Yes, we did. And typically when we talked 
to people that were potential buyers in this thing, 
we offered an equity position if they -- just to 
float that and see if that was something that they 
were interested in. 
Q. The next one, number six, "conducted 
transmission studies." Did you tell Rand that you 
had done that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Had you done that? 
A. Yes. We had been to PacifiCorp and had 
them -- well, we had them do the interconnect 
agreement, but, you know, Pat Burnett had done some 
internal analysis and in talking to Portland, they 
gave him their view of this. One of the things that 
was interesting on this topic is when we came out and 
talked to Rand, some of the things that he told us 
about the transmission analysis was a little bit 
different than what we had heard from PacifiCorp 
Portland. 
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1 Q. Number seven, "all to be marketed north." 
2 Was that a topic that you discussed with Rand? 
3 A. Yes. But I don't know that that is 
4 entirely accurate, these being his notes, not mine. 
5 Q. Yes. 
6 A. I would have said that we were looking at 
7 multiple markets for this. 
8 Q. Number nine, "would connect to both 
9 Questar and Kern." 
10 A. Pipelines. 
11 Q. You talked to Rand about that? 
12 A. Yes. And that was, like I said, a major 
13 advantage that we thought that we had with the 
14 location of this project. 
15 Q. Number 10, "water almost tied up." Did 
16 you talk to him about that and Kennecott? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And the reference about water being tied 
19 up, that was with respect to Kennecott and the things 
20 you have already told us today? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Number 11, "anticipate 7FB Gs 2x1 
23 supplemental firing for peaking." Have you told me 
24 what you have told Rand in this meeting about the 
25 equipment that you talked about? 
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1 A. Yes. You know, when we went back and 
2 talked about our other power projects that we had 
3 developed, that were in development, we talked about 
4 that technology being used. We knew that that was 
5 something that people always responded to favorably, 
6 because the GEF class machines were the state of the 
7 art, proven technology at the time. Other units like 
8 Westinghouse and Siemens and things like that, they 
9 had some advantages, but they weren't proven in the 
10 marketplace. They were located at that time in a 
11 handful of projects around the world, whereas the 7F 
12 technology was in hundreds of different projects. 
13 Q. Did you talk to Rand about the fact that 
14 your project was going to be water-cooled and not 
15 air-cooled? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Tell me what was said about that. 
18 A. Well, again, you know, that was part of 
19 our standard footprint to use water wherever we 
20 could. I think that we may have mentioned the 
21 air-cooled analysis that we had done, and since we 
22 felt that water from Kennecott was going to be a done 
23 deal if we just pulled the trigger on it, that was 
24 our preferred way of going on this. And if we --
25 when we went ahead with this, that was what we were 
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1 planning on doing, was use the water. 
2 Q. Did you get a sense of whether or not 
3 Rand -- did you form an impression as to whether Rand 
4 understood the technology that you were talking 
5 about? 
6 MS. TOMSK: I'm going to object to the 
7 question on the grounds there's a lack of foundation 
8 and it calls for speculation and conjecture of the 
9 witness and it's ambiguous. 
10 MR. BADGER: Go ahead. 
11 THE WITNESS: Rand had seemed to have very 
12 thorough knowledge of different kinds of equipment, 
13 and when we mentioned the configuration and the 
14 equipment, it seemed to meet his approval, which, of 
15 course, was what we were looking for, because we 
16 wanted this project to be as real to him as it was to 
17 us. 
18 Q. (By Mr. Badger) Did he question you about 
19 the prospect of using an air-cooled condenser versus 
20 cooling towers? 
21 A. You know, when he talked about that, he 
22 mentioned the political price that comes with using 
23 water and likely objections to using water in a 
24 facility like this, and we came back and said, well, 
25 we've been negotiating with Kennecott on this for 
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1 some time. Their water rights go back, some of the 
2 earliest water rights, if not the earliest, in Utah 
3 Lake, and they -- the chance for somebody to dispute 
4 those we thought was really -- dispute them 
5 successfully was fairly minimal. We always knew that 
6 there was going to be a fight, but we thought this 
7 was doable and we tried to convey that to him. 
8 Looking under 12, it looks like we made 
9 our point with him about the equipment because he put 
10 down best available current technology. 
11 Q. Is that what BACT means to you? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. A thousand megawatts and you put down "all 
14 at once." Did you talk about that? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. What was said? 
17 A. Well, we planned on building it all at 
18 once rather than phasing it in there, we figured, 
19 since we have all the contractors out there. We 
20 actually realized some cost savings in some of our 
21 past facilities by building it all at once rather 
22 than phasing it up. It layers on costs, things like 
23 this. 
24 One of the things that he came back to us 
25 is he mentioned that what they would prefer is a 
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phased construction of, say, 500 megawatts, and he 
also took us down to the Gadsby plant and showed 
us 
Q. The same day? 
A. Yes. He took us down there and showed us, 
gave us a tour of the Gadsby facility, and mentioned 
to us that -- proposed to us that we might consider 
building a plant there at Gadsby for PacifiCorp 
rather than Mona. And, you know, we looked at all of 
this and listened to what he had to say about that. 
They had plenty of water up there, which was a good 
thing. The problem of building a plant in a 
non-containment zone like Salt Lake City would have 
been enormous, we thought. The political battle 
relative to what we had experienced at Mona would be 
an entirely different environment. And we didn't --
that didn't meet, you know, with us very favorably. 
So subsequently when we got back to him, 
you know, to comment on what we thought about this 
stuff, you know, we kind of gave him that impression 
of what our analyses was, and he acknowledged that we 
were right. But in terms of where they needed this 
power transmission-wise, locating it at Gadsby would 
have been a preferred option for him in some 
respects, but then again where we were looking at 
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1 Mona as a site that we can access multiple markets, 
2 if we did something up in Gadsby, then I think we 
3 told him that we would have to have a power purchase 
4 agreement in place, you know, because he's the only 
5 buyer at that point, pretty much. 
6 Q. The second page, under timing. 
7 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
8 Q. You notice that he's written, "let them 
9 know of interest soon" and "may be interested in 
10 Hunter 4." 
11 Let me focus on "let them know interest 
12 soon." Did you tell them you wanted to talk to Rand 
13 in terms of if you are interested, please let us know 
14 as quickly as you can sort of thing? 
15 A. Oh, definitely. Because we had all these 
16 things queued up to go forward and PacifiCorp's 
17 interest in a power purchase contract was key for us 
18 to go forward, even though, as we portrayed on the 
19 first page here, "do not have to have PPC's in place 
20 before starting." We may have said that to him. 
21 Q. Were you bluffing? 
22 A. Yes. We were bluffing, because, you know, 
23 I had already told the powers to be back at Panda 
24 that I wasn't going to build a project without some 
25 sort of anchor tenant. 
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1 MS. TOMSIC: Bruce, I hate to raise this, 
2 but if I don't eat, I get hypoglycemia. Do you plan 
3 on taking even a short break? 
4 MR. BADGER: I am now. How long do you 
5 need, Peggy? 
6 (Off-the-record discussion.) 
7 (Lunch break.) 
8 Q. (By Mr. Badger) I have a question for 
9 you, Dave, about the status of the interconnect with 
10 PacifiCorp as of June 19 of 2001. 
11 A. We had --
12 Q. Hang on. Let me ask my question. 
13 A. Go ahead. 
14 Q. What was the status of the interconnect 
15 with Panda and PacifiCorp as of June 19, 2001? 
16 A. We didn't ever execute on the actual 
17 interconnect, but -- the interconnection study. We 
18 had been communicating with PacifiCorp for a long 
19 period prior to that and trying to get them to 
20 respond. I wanted to have that in place showing that 
21 we had gotten the cost for that before we went to 
22 meet Rand, however, it didn't line up exactly as I 
23 planned, you know, and it ended up, you know, we sent 
24 the check off for that just a little bit after we had 
25 met with Rand. 
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1 Q. Because if I look at Exhibit 290, that's 
2 the one with the check. 
3 A. Right. And that you will notice on the 
4 date of that, that it was just a little bit after. 
5 Q. July --
6 A. After we met. 
7 Q. July 23rd? 
8 A. Yes. It was like a month later or 
9 something like that. 
10 Q. Did you tell Rand in your meeting on June 
11 19th where you stood with the Steckler transmission? 
12 A. We told them we were going to have them 
13 give us the cost for the interconnection and that we 
14 planned on getting that as soon as we could. Then I 
15 -- I don't know. I might have mentioned something of 
16 the fact of, you know, that it was frustrating that 
17 they were so slow in responding to everything, but I 
18 understood that they weren't just looking at us as, 
19 you know, an only client. They had a number of 
20 things on their plate there. 
21 (EXHIBIT-294 WAS MARKED.) 
22 Q. (By Mr. Badger) Let me show you what we 
23 have marked as Exhibit 294. Do you recognize this? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. What is it? 
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1 I these documents and I haven't seen anything specific 
2 I to that question right now. 
3 Q. Did you ever meet anyone from PacifiCorp 
4 down at the Mona site? 
5 A. From PacifiCorp, the Mona site, no. 
6 Q. So in terms of the PacifiCorp sites that 
7 you ever visited with PacifiCorp, would it be fair to 
8 say that it was the meeting that you previously 
9 described where you accompanied Mr. Thurgood to the 
10 Gadsby plant in Salt Lake? 
11 A. Yes. We looked at that facility, but we 
12 did not take the time to travel to Mona. 
13 Q. You had mentioned several 2-on-l plants 
14 that Panda actually had up and running prior to 2000 
15 and then in 2001. I believe there were four of them. 
16 A. The two Texas plants. 
17 Q. Arizona and Arkansas. 
18 A. Arizona and Arkansas, yes. 
19 Q. Were any of those plants as of 2001 an 
20 air-cooled design plant? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Have any of them ever been converted to an 
23 air-cooled design plant, to your knowledge? 
24 A. Not to my knowledge. 
25 Q. Have you ever done an efficiency cost 
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1 the water. But then again, we thought that we would 
2 be able to get the water every -- the two times that 
3 I had -- that I remember having Paul look at this, 
4 they -- he gave me the figures and when I reviewed 
5 them, they looked like they were higher. You know, 
6 my bosses, you know, basically thought that it cost 
7 more and they wanted me to pursue the water option on 
8 this thing and not really focus on the air-cooled. 
9 Panda didn't do air-cooled projects. We hadn't done 
10 that. And so we didn't have a lot of experience with 
11 it. Personally I thought that if it worked for 
12 plants like Apex, I was -- I always wondered why we 
13 couldn't make it work there at Mona. That's one of 
14 the reasons I had them revisit this study and make 
15 sure that they thought that it was correct. I don't 
16 think that they were operating from any kind of an 
17 agenda or anything like this, you know. I think that 
18 it was an honest analysis. 
19 Later on, with regard to, you know, even 
20 when we were -- after we had sold Mona, Panda was in 
21 the mode of acquiring assets and they were going to 
22 either finish the development of those assets or 
23 something and then flip them. Possibly do that. 
24 They talked to a number of what we considered 
25 depressed assets. There was a Duke plant down near 
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1 I haven't read the -- if I'm the designated person in 
2 the document, but I've assumed that role. 
3 Q. And is that through the fact that you are 
4 the managing member individually of USA Power, LLC, 
5 which is the manager of Power Partners, LLC? 
6 A. I think so. 
7 Q. Has anybody else assumed that role? 
8 A. Not that I'm aware of. Excuse me. I take 
9 that back. There are -- there were occasions when 
10 Lois Banaciewicz also assumed that. I recall there 
11 are two managing members in Spring Canyon. I believe 
12 that 's to be. 
13 MR. KARRENBERG: Does anybody know the 
14 next number? 
15 MR. CALL: 197. 
16 (EXHIBIT-197 WAS MARKED.) 
17 Q. (By Mr. Karrenberg) I'm showing you what 
18 has been marked as Exhibit Number 197, which I 
19 believe is a resume for yourself; is that correct? 
20 A. Yes, it is. It includes some of the 
21 things I have done. 
22 Q. Do you know when this was prepared? 
23 A. No, sir, I don't. 
24 Q. Were you the person who prepared this? 
25 A. I am assuming I did. 
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Q. Does this list all of your background in 
the power business or the energy business? 
A. No, it does not. 
Q. Can you tell me what is not on here? 
A. I did a consulting assignment with KPMG in 
Dallas close to the time of the Matrix Hydroenergy 
engagement. 
Q. Anything else? 
Any relating to the power business? 
Yes. 
That would probably be -- power and 
A 
Q 
A 
energy? 
Yes Q. 
A. Okay. Yes, that's it. I've been involved 
in other consulting efforts and businesses outside of 
the power as well. 
Q. And does this resume correctly list your 
educational background? 
A. It does. 
Q. And is that your correct military 
background as well? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. I noticed on here that most of your 
background was in banking and then in 1998 you got 
into Powerbridge, Inc. 
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1 A. No, sir. It was in 1988. 
2 Q. '88, I'm sorry. Thank you for correcting 
3 me. How did it come about that you came from banking 
4 into this other business dealing with the power? 
5 A. I had during the --there was a banking 
6 crisis, so to speak, in the State of Texas during the 
7 mid to late eighties, and I had pretty much had my 
8 belly full of banking and the regulatory world and 
9 the finger pointing and accusations of strife, and 
10 one of my customers at the time at Riverside Bank, 
11 and also was a customer of mine at Texas National 
12 Bank, was in the cogeneration business, and I had 
13 financed he and one of his partners in a small 
14 cogeneration business. And they had sold their 
15 business to Sithe Industries in San Diego. And I had 
16 expressed my desire one day to leave the banking 
17 world and just reinvent myself as something else and 
18 that I was tired of dealing with regulatory -- I'll 
19 use the term clowns, because that's what they had 
20 become. And this one guy, Jim Clements said, hey, 
21 I'm coming off a noncompete, why don't we form a 
22 power business. 
23 You have to understand one of my first 
24 assignments coming out of naval officer candidate 
25 school was to be the assistant engineering officer on 
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1 a Fletcher class destroyer, and I was given the 
2 opportunity to go to the 18 week Navy steam school 
3 for engineering officers, and I learned a great deal 
4 about how to operate a 600 pound steam plant on a 
5 Navy destroyer. A Navy destroyer is essentially a 
6 big cogent plant with propellers on it with screws, 
7 and I really enjoyed my time down the hull in the 
8 power plant for that ship, and this was an 
9 opportunity to get back into that arena. And I felt 
10 it was a natural transition or segue because I could 
11 still utilize my financial capabilities. I was a 
12 computer -- I was computer literate in modeling and 
13 feasibility, and so we formed a company. 
14 Q. So you got tired of the regulatory hassles 
15 in the banking business and decided to go into a nice 
16 industry like energy with its minor non- regulatory 
17 hassles; is that right? I'm being a little 
18 facetious, Mr, Graeber. 
19 A. Well, I am too. We can tell stories 
20 outside of this deposition about the regulatory 
21 world. I prefer the energy regulatory world rather 
22 than the 24-year-old FDIC examiner who knows 
23 everything. 
24 Q. What was the assignment you had with KPMG 
25 that you mentioned earlier? 
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1 A. The Dallas office of KPMG, specifically 
2 the valuation group led by a gentleman named David 
3 Neremore, had contacted me on several occasions to 
4 assist them in adding to their utility practice. 
5 KPMG was not a big utility audit or tax firm and they 
6 wanted to get into that area and move into that side. 
7 I had contacts in the utility industries and I knew 
8 the utility world somewhat. I knew the power and 
9 energy. And so they had assignments from time to 
10 time where they were asked to value power plants or 
11 value potential power plants for clients having to do 
12 with lawsuits, having to do with certain litigation 
13 for establishing value, and that's what I was -- I 
14 was part-time. I would go to their office in Dallas, 
15 usually for three to four hours a day, making calls, 
16 marketing calls, and also assisting valuations. 
17 Q. So do I understand this correctly that you 
18 were assisting these accountants in doing valuations 
19 of various power projects? 
20 A. That's correct. 
21 Q. And this was for litigation purposes? 
22 A. It was for valuing - - l e a n give you one 
23 specific instance to kind of give you the flavor for 
24 that, if you don't mind. One particular case 
25 involved a power plant that had not been built in the 
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1 | State of New York because the PPA had run out of 
2 I time, and the reason the PPA had expired was because 
3 the State of New York's environmental agency had 
4 provided the wrong environmental data to the project 
5 developer. And by the time the corrected 
6 environmental data had been discovered, the faulty 
7 data had been discovered and the new data had been 
•8 issued. The PPA with Niagara Mohawk had expired, and 
9 so this developer sued the state of New York for 
10 $34 million. And I was asked to value the potential 
11 of the power plant they were -- they would have 
12 constructed, and I did. 
13 Q. Was that typical of the kind of projects 
14 you did when you were consulting for KPMG? 
15 A. That's typically what I did, yes. 
16 Q. Can you tell me which of these various 
17 entities you have been involved with have actually 
18 built any power plants? 
19 A. Powerbridge. 
20 Q. And that indicates, it says, it developed 
21 two 110 megawatt cogeneration plants. Did it 
22 actually build those? 
23 A. No, sir. We were not the constructor of 
24 those. We were -- Zurn-Nepco was the constructor. 
25 MR. BADGER: Spell that, if you would. 
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THE WITNESS: Z-U-R-N, next word Nepco, 
N-E-P-C-0. They were based out of Seattle. 
Q. (By Mr. Karrenberg) When you say the 
constructor, you mean they were the contractor? 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). Excuse me. Yes. 
Q. But was Powerbridge the owner at that 
time --
A. No. No. 
Q. -- that contracted? 
A. No. No. We were not the owner. We were 
-- we had created the project for our so-called 
sponsors, which was North Canadian Power, a 
subsidiary of North Canadian Oil. 
Q. Could you explain to me what you mean when 
you say created the project? 
A. We discovered the -- let me digress. 
Powerbridge had concentrated its efforts, it started 
out as a consulting firm to power plant developers 
initially to do feasibility work for entities such as 
North Canadian Power, for Insearch, for entities that 
had a corporate desire to get into independent power 
projects. And we had zeroed in on the prospect or 
the difficulty in getting a long-term natural gas 
supply to these projects. And we had come upon the 
ability to find and source long-term, meaning greater 
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1 than 15 years, natural gas supplies through either 
2 mine-mouth operations or through groups that had 
3 long-term gas supplies that they wanted to put into 
4 power projects. The reason this was -- long term gas 
5 contracts at that time were kind of the achilles heel 
6 of power development, independent power development, 
7 because typically most natural gas groups only wanted 
8 to sell natural gas for five-year periods. They 
9 didn't want to extend it out. And we had worked the 
10 market pretty hard to find and construct different 
11 types of contract scenarios that would lead to longer 
12 term gas supplies. And because of that we were able 
13 to come upon certain power purchase agreements that 
14 were available that were just sitting idle because 
15 they didn't have a long-term gas supply. And one of 
16 those was the ones that North Canadian and Peoples 
17 Gas there in Tampa eventually used to develop these 
18 two projects. 
19 Q. So let me see if I can distill that answer 
20 a little bit so that I can understand it in my head. 
21 When you say you created that project, there was an 
22 entity out there that had a power purchase agreement 
23 with somebody, correct? 
24 A. That's correct. 
25 Q. And what you were able to do is go out and 
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1 | find them a long-term natural gas supply? 
2 I A. Actually, the person or the entity that 
3 had the PPA, the power purchase agreement, with 
4 Florida PowerCorp was a subsidiary of Peoples Gas in 
5 Tampa. Tampa, Florida. And they didn't have the 
6 expertise to develop the plant. And so we, through 
7 our contacts, facilitated getting North Canadian 
8 Power and utilizing North Canadian Oil & Gas out of 
9 Calgary to bring in natural gas from Alberta, Canada, 
10 all the way down through eventually the Sonat 
11 pipeline and into the Florida Gas pipeline that runs 
12 around the Gulf of Mexico into Florida to bring 
13 natural long-term gas supplies into that project. So 
14 by putting those entities together, we were able to 
15 get a profit interest in the project as a developer. 
16 Q. You didn't do anything, at least through 
17 Powerbridge, of acquiring the site, did you, the 
18 physical site? 
19 A. Powerbridge never owned the site, no, sir. 
20 Q. Did it do anything for designing the 
21 actual power generation facility? 
22 A. We were involved in all aspects of that. 
23 Q. What did you do in regard to designing the 
24 power generation facility? 
25 A. We brought in -- we facilitated, made the 
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1 introductions and brought in Stewart & Stevenson and 
2 General Electric to provide the modular power island 
3 for all of those projects. We got General Electric 
4 and Stewart & Stevenson to package LM 6000s. That 
5 was a brand new engine at the time. And we basically 
6 were project facilitators to bring in all the parts 
7 together for that. We did not -- we did not acquire 
8 the financing for it. 
9 Q. But you didn't actually do any of the 
10 design work, you went outside to like General 
11 Electric and got them to do it? 
12 A. That's correct. We were not engineers to 
13 do that. No, sir. 
14 Q. Did Powerbridge itself get any of the 
15 permits that were necessary? 
16 A. What do you mean did Powerbridge? 
17 Powerbridge is not an environment permitting company, 
18 but we contracted with Dr. Ted Guth to do the air 
19 permitting and he contracted with a local Florida --
20 I don't recall the name of the air sciences, air 
21 permitting group locally in Florida, but we were 
22 involved in that, yes. 
23 Q. And when you contracted to get Dr. Guth to 
24 do this air permitting work, was that to get an air 
25 permit for Powerbridge? 
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1 A. No, sir. It was for the two projects. 
2 The projects were known as the Golden Gym project and 
3 the Las Pasco project. They were not known as the 
4 Powerbridge project. 
5 Q. So you were providing services to, if I 
6 understand this correctly, to an owner who was 
7 building a power project? 
8 A. To two owners. 
9 Q. Two owners? 
10 A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
11 Q. And through some of the work and services 
12 you were able to provide, such as arranging for the 
13 long-term natural gas supply, you were able to get a 
14 profit participation? 
15 A. That's correct. 
16 Q. But you never did operate a plant, right? 
17 A. We did not operate. That was not what we 
18 did. No, sir. 
19 Q. Did Venus Exploration ever actually build 
20 any plants itself? 
21 A. No sir. Venus Exploration was merely an 
22 oil and gas exploration company. 
23 Q. And it never developed any power plants? 
24 A. No, sir. 
25 Q. How about Premier Oil Limited out of 
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London? 
A. No, sir, they never built any power 
projects, nor was that my task. I was not involved 
with them to assist them in any power plant 
construction. I was merely involved with Premier to 
try to commercialize some of their reserves and see 
if I couldn't commercialize producing reserves that 
they had into various utilities around the world. 
Q. Now, are you still involved with Matrix 
Hydroenergy? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. When did that terminate? 
A. That terminated probably in late 1998. 
Q. So from that we can probably deduce, then, 
Exhibit 197 was prepared sometime in 1998? 
A. Yes, sir. I'm not familiar with this, 
when the date of this resume was created. 
Q. Well, I'm just meaning since you listed 
Matrix 
A. Yeah. 
Q. - - and you have it in March of 1998, so it 
wouldn't have been done earlier if you were done with 
them by the end of 1998, so it must have been in 
between --
A. That's a reasonable conclusion. I would 
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1 believe. 
2 Q. So sort of like between here and here, 
3 it's got to be here. 
4 A. That's right. 
5 Q. Did Matrix, while you were there, develop 
6 any power plants? 
7 A. No, sir. Matrix was involved in a design 
8 for a low rpm and low water pressure head hydro turbo 
9 generator that would fit in an existing lock on a 
10 river such as the Missouri River and also on the 
11 upper stages of the Mississippi. And some of the 
12 locks that we were pursuing was to try -- and also on 
13 the Ohio River, by the way, we were looking to 
14 implement this new technology to create low rpm 
15 generation from existing lock facilities on the 
16 river. Kind of an add-on to various. And I was 
17 called in to do feasibility work on that. 
18 Q. And you then indicate in your resume, 
19 Exhibit 197, that you were a principal in that LLC. 
20 Does that mean that you were a member? 
21 A. I was a member of that, yes, sir. That's 
22 correct. 
23 Q. And when you l e f t i n l a t e 1998, or 
24 t h e r e a b o u t s , d i d you g i v e up your membership or 
25 t r a n s f e r i t t o somebody? 
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1 A. I did. 
2 Q. Now, could you give me a brief history of 
3 your experience since you left Matrix? 
4 A. Primarily I got involved with Ted and Lois 
5 Banaciewicz. I acted as a participant in some site 
6 development activities with a group known as, I think 
7 it's called APD or ADP. I can never remember which. 
8 I was not a member of that LLC or that company, but I 
9 assisted Lois Hale and Ted Banaciewicz at that time 
10 on some projects that we were pursuing in the PJM. 
11 That's the Pennsylvania, Jersey, Maryland ISO area of 
12 the northeast. And their background was from the 
13 New Jersey,, Pennsylvania, New York area. And I was 
14 going to -- I assisted them in some of these sites, 
15 primarily to do feasibility work, and also to perhaps 
16 introduce - - if we did have a project that was 
17 feasible to introduce outside financing sources. 
18 Q. Was that the first time you did any work 
19 J with Ted and Lois? 
20 A. The first time I did any work with Ted and 
21 Lois, I think that's correct. 
22 Q. How did you come to meet either one of 
23 them? 
24 A. I had met Ted on several occasions. 
25 One -- I guess the first time I met Ted, Stewart & 
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1 Stevenson being a packager of GE Aero Derivative 
2 Turbines annually had a skiing event. They call it 
3 CUSKI. C-U-S-K-I. It stands for something like 
4 customer awareness. It's a boondoggle type of thing 
5 where they've got everybody who was project 
6 developers on a ski outing in Steamboat Springs 
7 annually. And I met Ted for the first time when we 
8 were invited to that. And I'm trying to think if 
9 that was in the '90 -- it was probably in the '95 
10 time frame. '96 time frame. 
11 Q. How about Lois? 
12 A. Lois, the first time I met Lois was when I 
13 went up to work on the projects up in the 
14 Pennsylvania area. 
15 Q. And you said that was APD, you thought. 
16 Was that the Atlanta Project Development? 
17 A. That's correct. 
18 Q. And how did it come about that you got 
19 invited to assist on that, do you know? 
20 A. I was available and they -- Ted is an 
21 engineer, and I had a broad background in knowing 
22 project developers and project non-regulated 
23 sub-companies that had funding capabilities that 
24 would perhaps fund some of the developments that we 
25 were working on. 
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1 water rights were acquired that were so far away, it 
2 was going to perhaps adversely drain the water from 
3 our water table. 
4 Q. You were basing that on information you 
5 received from Michael Keyte? 
6 A. From Michael Keyte and Blake Garret both. 
7 Q. Did they both tell you that? 
8 A. Blake didn't tell me that. He may have 
9 told Mr. Keyte or he may have told Ted. 
10 Q. But Mr. Keyte told you that? 
11 A. Mr. Keyte felt that that was one of the 
12 reasons for opposing it. 
13 Q. But did he tell you it would affect your 
14 rights because of that? 
15 A. He wasn't telling me that as a water 
16 engineer. He was telling me that as a landowner of 
17 somebody that he had sold his water rights to us and 
18 that he wanted us to be apprised that there might be 
19 some deterioration in the well. 
20 Q. And what did you do to investigate that 
21 possibility? 
22 A. I sent a memo to Jody Williams asking for 
23 a conference to find out what I could do to 
24 investigate that. I sent a memo, an e-mail to her 
25 asking her if she still represented me with regard to 
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1 those water rights and I never got a response back 
2 from her. 
3 Q. Is that the e-mail you sent to her on 
4 November 6th? 
5 A. I sent her an e-mail. Was it dated 
6 November 6th? 
7 Q. Yes. 
8 A. Okay. 
9 Q. Is that the e-mail you are referring to? 
10 A. That's correct. 
11 Q. Outside of sending an e-mail to Jody that 
12 she didn't respond to, what else did you do to 
13 investigate Mr. Keyte's assertion about what may 
14 happen with PacifiCorp's water rights or application 
15 to transfer certain water rights? 
16 A. Well, it was my understanding that we were 
17 kind of the -- the horse had already been let out of 
18 the barn in that there was really not much else we 
19 could do in subsequent days and weeks after that. 
20 Q. How about answering my question? 
21 A. If you could repeat your question. 
22 Q. Besides sending an e-mail to Jody Williams 
23 which she didn't respond to, what else did you do to 
24 investigate Mr. Keyte's assertion that the water 
25 transfer application filed by PacifiCorp might affect 
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water right because it dated to 1864, whenever the 
Lite reservation was formed. So their water rights 
were senior to, say, a water right that was acquired 
in 1964. 
Q. What else was discussed in this meeting? 
A. Those were the things that I remember most 
in that Jody would get back to us with an engagement 
letter and she basically told us that she would love 
to be our attorney in Utah. That she had vast 
experience in addition to water rights, that she and 
her members of her law firm could help us in lots of 
ways in Utah. 
Q. What did she tell you about her vast 
experience in addition to water rights? 
A. That she understood -- she mentioned that 
she was politically in touch with either the 
lieutenant governor or the governor took her to her 
junior high prom and that she could help us 
politically. And we related to her that politics 
was not our strong suit in that we prefer to keep our 
project activities so-called under the radar and we 
did not want anybody to know politically or publicly 
what we were going to do with our project until the 
project was actually ready to be announced. We had 
discussed about the -- about Panda and how Panda 
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operated differently from us in our project 
development activities and we told her that Panda was 
a very public group and that they -- their first 
efforts were to seek publicity for a project and that 
we did not like to operate that way. 
Q. Outside of having gone to the prom with 
the governor or lieutenant governor, what else did 
Ms. Williams tell you about her vast experience other 
than in water law? 
A." She indicated that she had -- she knew a 
lot of the people in the state that would be 
beneficial to help us not only require water rights, 
but to help us in Juab County and the different areas 
that we were targeting. 
Q. Did she tell you what people she knew? 
A. I don't know that she told us at that 
meeting specific names. 
Q. What else did she tell you about her vast 
experience in addition to water law other than the 
political connections arising from her date for 
junior prom in knowing people that could help you in 
the sites you were interested in? 
A. I don't know that she told us anymore at 
that meeting. She also at that meeting gave us some 
directions to find the office - - state office for 
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1 Lois was present or not. 
2 Q. Where did that meeting take place? 
3 A. Attheiroffices. 
4 Q. Do you know when? 
5 A. I think it was in 2002. 
6 Q. Do you know what season? 
7 A. No, I don't. I don't remember that. It 
8 could have been 2001, but I believe it was 2002. 
9 Q. Did you give Tom Florence a copy of volume 
10 one? 
11 A. I don't recall if we did or not. 
12 Q. Did you get a signed confidentiality 
13 agreement from him? 
14 A. I don't know if we did or not. That was 
15 our typical procedure to receive that. 
16 Q. It could be, though, that you gave Tom 
17 Florence volume one and never did get a signed 
18 confidentiality agreement, true? 
19 A. It could be, but it's doubtful. 
20 (EXHIBITS-225 AND 226 WERE MARKED.) 
21 Q. (By Mr. Badger) You have been handed what 
22 we marked as Exhibit 225. This purports to be a 
23 letter dated December 16, 2002 from you to a fellow 
24 by the name of Doug Hunter, the general manager at 
25 UAMPS. Confirm for me that this is a letter you 
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1 wrote on or about December 16, 2002. 
2 A. It is. 
3 Q. I'll give you a moment to read through it. 
4 MR. PETERSEN: Take your time to read it. 
5 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
6 (Reading) Okay. 
7 Q. (By Mr. Badger) The first paragraph says 
8 that you had given, or you or someone else, either 
9 you or Ted or Lois, had given to Tom Florence a copy 
10 of the Preliminary Offering Memorandum on August 21, 
11 2002? 
12 A. That's correct. 
13 Q. Did you do that? 
14 A. I think we did. 
15 Q. And that Preliminary Offering Memorandum 
16 is volume one, is it not? 
17 A. I think you're absolutely correct. 
18 Q. And the purpose of writing this letter was 
19 to explain that UAMPS had prepared a confidentiality 
20 agreement, but that the confidentiality went the 
21 other way, so that anything that UAMPS provided to 
22 USA Power was going to be confidential, but that 
23 wasn't really what you and Ted and Lois intended. 
24 You expected that the confidentiality would run the 
25 other way, right? 
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A. That's correct. 
Q. Here's an exhibit that we marked as 
Exhibit 22 6. Exhibit 226 is the confidentiality 
agreement that UAMPS prepared and the one in which 
you refer in this September 16, 2002 letter, true? 
MR. PETERSEN: Take a moment to look at 
it. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
(Reading) It appears to be essentially 
the confidentiality in question. 
Q. (By Mr. Badger) As of September 16, 2002, 
then, you had given UAMPS a copy of volume one 
without a signed confidentiality agreement, true? 
A. I can't testify to that, but it appears in 
the correspondence that that is the case. 
Q. You don't have any other information other 
than what is in this correspondence about that topic, 
do you? 
A. That's correct. 
MR. BADGER: That's it for now. Let's go 
to lunch, and can we endeavor to be back in an hour? 
(Lunch break) 
(Mr. Michael Jenkins joins the 
depos i tion . ) 
(Mr. Chapman Petersen leaves the 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Can you elaborate on why it's 
3 critical7 
4 A. I t 's ail critical because it 
5 supports the necessary permits that are required 
6 before a project can move out of development and 
7 into detail design. 
B Q. Is it also important for assessing 
9 the financial viability of a project? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 MR. CALL: Objection. Leading. 
12 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
13 Q. All right. I am going to show you 
14 some documents you produced, and just if you can 
15 identify them for the record — 
16 A. Umm-hmm. 
17 MR. PETERSEN: What number are we 
18 on? 
19 MR. CALL. 323. 
20 MR. BADGER: Do you have one you 
21 want me to hand to the court reporter7 
22 MR. PETERSEN. She can just use the 
23 witness* once it*s — if you could mark that, ma'am, 
171 
Yes. 
— that occurred? 
Yes, the time frame is about that 
1 A. 
2 Q. 
3 A. 
4 time. 
5 CL Which is to say April — 
6 A. April, yeah, of 2001. 
7 Q. All r ight I'm going to hand you 
8 what would be next which I guess will be 325. 
9 (Racine Exhibit 325 was 
10 marked for identification ) 
11 BY MR. PETERSEN. 
12 Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify that 
13 document7 
14 A. Yes, this is a weather base printout 
15 of weather data for Vernal, Utah, and one of the 
16 first things that we do when we get a request for a 
17 particular site is look at the ambient temperature 
18 profile for the site in order to arrive at predicted 
19 performance for a plant that would be built at that 
20 location. 
21 Q. And is this information relevant in 
22 terms of calculating performance for a plant at that 
23 location7 
170 
1 and then hand it back to wttness. 
2 What number are we on? 
3 MR. CALL: 324. 
4 (Racine Exhibit 324 was 
5 marked for identification.) 
6 Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify whafs 
7 been marked as Exhibit 3247 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And what is this? 
10 A. I t 's e-mail from myself to Ted. 
11 Q. Okay. And what's the subject 
12 line — first of all, whafs the date on that 
13 e-mail7 
14 A. April 18th f 2001 . 
15 Q. And what is the subject7 
18 A. Subject is the Vernal project and 
17 the estimated output. 
18 Q. You were asked a question earlier, I 
19 believe, by Mr. Badger asking when you started 
20 working on behalf of USA Power in the Utah area. 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Does this refresh your recollection 
23 as to when — 
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1 A. It 's essential because a gas turbine 
2 performance varies with altitude as well as ambient 
3 temperature, and you'll see that the altitude at 
4 Vernal was 5,259 — five thousand two hundred 
5 fifty-nine feet. 
6 Q. And what was the print date on this7 
7 I believe it's in the lower nght-hand corner. 
8 A. Yes, June 11th, 2001. 
9 Q. AH nghty. I'm next going to hand 
10 you what should be number 320 — 
11 MR. CALL: 6. 
12 MR. PETERSEN: 6. And I want you to 
13 hand that to the court reporter. 
14 (Raane Exhibit 326 was 
15 marked for identification.) 
16 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
17 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
18 Q. And, Mr Racine, what is this 
19 document? 
20 A- This was the summary of estimated 
21 performance of a plant design with a — with an 
22 air-cooled condenser, and it shows the variation and 
23 design point, if you will, if you pick a design 
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1 at — at five inches, you show how it varies at 
2 four, five and six inches. 
3 There's a — the budgetary basis 
4 that I was using was about $18,000,000.00 for a 
5 cooler — air-cooled condenser that would produce 
6 five inches at the design point, and then how that 
7 capital cost would vary if I chose a design point at 
8 four inches, the five inches and the six inches for 
9 this site. 
10 Q. And what was the purpose of putting 
11 together this table? 
12 A. Well, let's see. 
13 As I recall, we were trying to 
14 decide what — how much — if you look at the ~ 
15 this also tells you the steam power, and this is 
16 really the crux of what I was doing here. 
17 You look at the steam turbine output 
18 versus — versus the back pressure, and you can see 
19 that there's about eight megawatts — a seven- or 
20 eight-megawatt difference between six inches and 
21 four inches. 
22 So this is really evaluating the 
23 steam turbine penalty versus design point for the 
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1 I f you spend less money, the back 
2 pressure goes up and you get lower output out of the 
3 steam turbine. 
4 Q. And that's what you were doing in — 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. - Exhibit 326? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 In summary, it's a sensitivity 
9 analysis of cost — air condenser cost versus back 
10 pressure, word that was on the design. 
11 (Racine Exhibit 327 was 
12 marked for identification.) 
13 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
14 Q. And, Mr. Racine, can you identify 
15 Exhibit 327? 
16 A. Yes, this was my record of a 
17 telephone conversation with Ted on August 28th of 
18 •01. 
19 Q. Okay. Just for the record, I'll say 
20 there's some handwritten sheets that are stapled 
21 together, so, if you can, identify all of them. 
22 A. Okay. Yes, the second — the second 
23 sheet had to do with another piece of property in 
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1 air-cooled condenser. 
2 Q. Now, are you aware this is a 
3 document that you produced as part of your USA Power 
4 file? 
5 A. Yes, it is. 
6 Q. Why would this be relevant for the 
7 USA Power project, this - this calculation here? 
8 A. Just — well, it's to arrive at what 
9 the design point for the back pressure ought to be 
10 on that air-cooled condenser. 
11 Q. You talked about a phrase called 
12 steam turbine penalty. 
13 Is that also sometimes called the 
14 energy penalty, or is that something different? 
15 A. Yes, that would be — that would be 
16 the energy penalty. 
17 Q. And what is the energy penalty? 
18 A. It 's the difference in the steam — 
19 steam turbine output that you get as you change the 
20 design point for that particular condenser. 
21 I f you spend more money, you can get 
22 a lower back pressure which helps the steam turbine 
23 output. 
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1 Colorado that Ted was looking at and referred to as 
2 Mustang. Some information there, and then the 
3 third — the third sheet, September of ' 01 , was an 
4 estimate of water usage for Utah. 
5 Q. Is that — does it say: For Utah 
6 config at the top? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And what's that referring to? 
9 A. These were notes -- these were notes 
10 to myself for the tasks that were to be undertaken 
11 for Ted to determine the inlet chilling duty and to 
12 revise the Mustang curves for the adjusted heat 
13 duties based on the water usage. 
14 Q. All right. Let me go back to the 
15 very first page of Exhibit 327. 
16 And I want to drop down to the 
17 bullet point that says: Scope. 
18 Do you see that? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Now, you were asked earlier in this 
21 deposition about essentially what your task was from 
22 USA Power in regard to the Utah project. 
23 Does looking at Exhibit 327 refresh 
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1 your recollection as to what your task was? 
2 A. Yes, that's - that's — that's a 
3 good description of the scope that Ted and I 
4 discussed for the upcoming work. 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 A. Which was to do the equipment 
7 arrangements, the plot plans, the heat balances, the 
8 water and waste water systems and the emissions 
9 data. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. And of those, the emissions data 
12 was — and working with the Utah DAQ was probably 
13 the bulk of the work that we billed. 
14 Q. Now, below that do you see where it 
15 says: Configurations options? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. At this point had USA Power decided 
18 as to how they were going to build this plant in 
19 Utah? 
20 MR. CALL: Objection. No 
21 foundation. Calls for speculation. 
22 THE WITNESS: No. 
23 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
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1 A. That means — the 7FB is a reference 
2 to the current up-rated model of the 7FA which GE is 
3 marketing, has replaced the 7FA. 
4 The CC is combined cycles. This 
5 means a two-on-one combined cycle of about 500 
6 megawatts. 
7 And the four — excuse me — the 
8 LM6000 reference is — the LM6000 is an aircraft 
9 derivative unit of about 45 megawatts at ISO 
10 conditions of about 45 times 4, so you put four of 
11 those together with the heat recovery and steam 
12 turbine for a combined cycle configuration, and for 
13 those we would consider both the wet and the dry 
14 cooling as well. 
15 Q. At this point had you all decided 
16 between a 7FB or the LM6000? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Did you test both those models? 
19 A, We — we ran estimated performance 
20 on both of those. 
21 The driver on decision is 
22 basically ~ of either of these models is based on 
23 what Ted and Dave thought they would be able to 
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1 Q. Well, let me rephrase that. 
2 Did you have conversations with the 
3 principals of USA Power about possible options 
4 about — let me rephrase that again. 
5 Did you have conversations with the 
6 principals of USA Power about possible options in 
7 Utah? 
8 A. Yes, and on — on this sheet where 
9 it says: Configuration options, you'll see that I 
10 checked off that Ted and I discussed looking at both 
11 a two-on-one, this is two by 7FB combined cycle, as 
12 well as four LM6000 combined cycle options with both 
13 a wet tower and a dry cooling condenser. 
14 Q. So you were tasked to look at all 
15 those options— 
16 A. To look all four of those, yes. 
17 Q. At this point, which is to say 
18 August of 2001, had you ruled out any of these 
19 options? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. All right. Now, going black to 
22 these configuration options, where it says: Two by 
23 7FB CC, what does that mean? 
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1 market from a power perspective. 
2 The two by 7FB being in the 
3 neighborhood of 500 megawatts, and the four by 
4 LM6000 would be, at that altitude, probably — 
5 probably about half of that, 240 to 250 megawatts. 
6 Q. All right. 
7 (Racine Exhibit 328 was 
8 marked for identification. 
9 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
10 Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify Exhibit 
11 328? 
12 A. Yes, these are my notes on a dry 
13 condenser versus wet cooling tower. 
14 And it looks like kind of a summary 
15 of what I — what I needed to do and — 
16 Q. Well, let me ask you this: Is this 
17 a summary of work you performed, or is this a 
18 summary of tasks you were taking on? 
19 A. I t looks like it may be a 
20 combination. 
21 I t may have started out as a list of 
22 tick items to address, and them some — some results 
23 are noted on here as well, as you can see at the 
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1 bottom, the air condenser plot requirement, the size 
2 requirement. 
3 Q. Can you just walk us through — what 
4 is that calculation at the bottom — at the bottom 
5 of Exhibit 328? 
6 A. Yeah, we had — we had a 26-acre 
7 site amounting to about one point one million square 
8 feet, and the size of the cooling tower required 
9 would be 73,000 square feet, so about six and a half 
10 percent of the area — plot area is required for 
11 just the cooling tower itself. 
12 And I had made a note on here of the 
13 additional capital costs for a dry tower versus a 
14 conventional steam condenser, 14 million. 
15 And then additional costs that 
16 needed to be considered for the wet cooling tower 
17 with the cost of water, the treatment cost and the 
18 disposal cost. 
19 Q. Where did you get these numbers that 
20 you used in Exhibit 328? 
21 A. The — 
22 MR. CALL: Objection. Compound. 
23 Vague. 
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1 addition to go dry cooling versus wet. 
2 And it also shows the associated 
3 output penalty associated with the air condenser due 
4 to the fact that the steam turbine would be 
5 operating at a higher back pressure than with a 
6 wet — wet tower. 
7 And it also included an estimate of 
8 the water consumption that would be required, and I 
9 have a water cost at $250.00 per acre foot. 
10 Q. The word "output penalty/ is that 
11 what you referred to earlier as the steam turbine 
12 penalty? 
13 A. Yes. Yes. 
14 Q. Okay. And also the energy penalty? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. What do we have attached on 329? I 
17 think it's a second page there. 
18 A. Okay. 329 is the ~ my hand 
19 calculations of what some of the changes are that 
20 are summarized in the e-mail. 
21 And a note that it was from some 
22 work that had been performed for Ted on the Pocola 
23 project. 
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1 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
2 Q. You can answer. 
3 A. Okay. The 14 million, for example, 
4 is based on equipment cost quotations for the dry 
5 tower, and the square footage is simply off of the 
6 site plot plan and the drawing for the air 
7 condenser. 
8 Q. Okay. All righty. I'm going to 
9 hand you what will be 329. 
10 (Racine Exhibit 329 was 
11 marked for identification.) 
12 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
13 Q. Can you identify Exhibit 329? 
14 A. It's an e-mail from myself to Ted 
15 dated July 12th, 2001 . 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. And Dave. Both Ted and Dave. 
18 Q. And what's the subject of the 
19 e-mail? 
20 A. Subject is the air-cooled condenser 
21 information. And in there we — summarizing for him 
22 the cost of the air-cooled condenser and — versus 
23 the wet cooling, showing a 13 point 8 million dollar 
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1 Q. Okay. 
2 A. And the changes that needed to be 
3 made from Pocola were based on the fact that Utah 
4 was now at feet 5,200 or so versus Pocola which was 
5 much lower, closer to sea level, a couple hundred 
6 feet, maybe. 
7 Q. At the bottom of that second page, 
8 do you see where there's a comparison of back 
9 pressures? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And what do you have there? 
12 A. That we lose about five percent 
13 output, about four — total of about 14 megawatts as 
14 a result of air-cooled condenser versus wet. 
15 Q. And those calculations on page 2, 
16 who made those? 
17 A. Those are mine. 
18 Q. And where it says: Negative five 
19 percentage and negative ten percent, do you see 
20 that? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. What does that represent? 
23 A. Okay. The total of — I believe 
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1 those — those are referring to the steam turbine 
2 output expected at a different back pressure that 
3 was used on Pocola, and that it's five percent — 
4 the one case is — the 3 point 46 inches is 247 
5 megawatts less than the calculation — excuse me. 
6 That total is five percent — the 
7 247 megawatts is five percent less than the 
8 reference. The 234 megawatts at five inches is ten 
9 percent less than the reference, and the difference 
10 between those two numbers is the 14 megawatts. 
11 Q» Going back up towards the middle of 
12 the page, it says: 14 megawatts, and then next to 
13 it it has a doilar figure over KW. 
14 A. Nine hundred and eighty-five per 
15 kilowatt. 
16 Q. And what does that figure represent? 
17 A. Okay. That represents the cost of 
18 that power. 
19 In other words, the differential 
20 cost between the wet and the dry, divided by the 
21 incremental output of 14 megawattsr it's an 
22 equivalent cost of $985.00 per kilowatt which shows 
23 that it's an expensive differential in — in — or 
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1 configurations, and, again, it was at 5,260 for the 
2 elevation for Utah. 
3 Q. Why is that relevant, the elevation? 
4 A. He was — because of the performance 
5 and impacts taking the — the engines to that — 
6 that height. 
7 Q. How -
8 A. And — excuse me. 
9 And this ~ this was related to work 
10 that I had previously done at — for Ted at the 
11 Mustang site. 
12 Q. And let me ask you this question. 
13 You mentioned the elevation, or I guess I mentioned 
14 it in my question, 5,260 feet, is that, within your 
15 experience, an unusual elevation for a power plant? 
16 A. No. Well, power — power plants can 
17 be built at any elevation. It's just a matter of 
18 the economic payout is less because the output is 
19 less. 
20 Q. How is it — for example, is It less 
21 at sea level, or less at a higher elevation? 
22 A. It 's less at the higher elevation, 
23 right. 
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1 increment in power for wet cooled versus dry. 
2 Q. All righty. 330. 
3 (Racine Exhibit 330 was 
4 marked for identification.) 
5 THE WITNESS: Okay. This Exhibit 
6 330 is an e-mail from myself to Deanne Hughes at 
7 Cardinal Engineering. 
8 Cardinal Engineering was a firm that 
9 Ted was using for permit support initially prior to 
10 Ted - Ted Guth. 
11 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
12 Q. And what is attached to the e-mail? 
13 A. Okay. We were showing the estimated 
14 water usage for both the LM6000 simple cycle and 
15 LM6000 combined cycle. 
16 Q. Mr. Racine, you were asked earlier 
17 in the deposition as to whether or not alternatives 
18 were considered to the GE 7FA condenser — or, 
19 excuse me, the turbine. 
20 Does this refresh your recollection 
21 as to whether alternatives were considered? 
22 A. Yes, the LM6000s were being 
23 considered as well in both simple and combined cycle 
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1 Q. And can you just very briefly 
2 explain why that is? 
3 A. That's due to the density of the 
4 atmosphere decreasing as the altitude is increased. 
5 Q. As part of the development process, 
6 do you test these items or test this factor of 
7 elevation? 
8 A. Well, that's what - that's what's 
9 involved in the performance analysis. 
10 The site elevation is a crucial 
11 input in the calculation of the expected performance 
12 output and heat rate for the plant. 
13 Q. Okay. 
14 (Racine Exhibit 331 was 
15 marked for identification.} 
16 MR. BADGER: Did we already mark 
17 this? 
18 MR. PETERSEN: What's the number, 
19 then? 
20 MR. BADGER: I don't know. I wonder 
21 if it's included in — 
22 MR. PETERSEN: There's many 
23 variations on this, so why don't we just make it a 
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1 duplicate for now, and If it turns out it is a 
2 duplicate, then we can register t h a t 
3 THE WITNESS: The ones we looked at 
4 earlier were dry cooling, and this is a wet cooling 
5 tower. 
6 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
7 Q. All right. Can you identify, then, 
8 what we have as Exhibit 331? 
9 A. Yes, this is — this is my estimated 
10 plant water balance for 207FA combined cycle for a 
11 site in Nephi, Utah. 
12 Q. And — go ahead. 
13 A. Yeah. 
14 And it involves the application of a 
15 w e t cooling tower, and this perhaps would have been 
16 work that w e did to develop the worst case for Ted, 
17 which would be from — worst case f rom a permitting 
18 standpoint, which would be the max imum water 
19 consumption and water discharge, and so this was 
20 done for the w e t cooling tower arrangement. 
21 Q. Okay. Do you see a print date there 
22 on the lower right-hand corner? 
23 A. This is September 14, 2 0 0 1 . 
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1 feet versus w h a t the gas turbine output is at the 
2 Pocola elevation. 
3 Q. And running through the rest of 
4 these numbers, jus t in — can you tell us, just in 
5 summary fashion, what do we have here? 
6 A. Basically what I was doing here is I 
7 was estimating the change in the heat rejection to 
8 the condenser, either w e t or dry cooling tower, 
9 based on the change in exhaust energy from the gas 
10 turbine a t those t w o elevations because that is wha t 
11 determines how much power you get out of your steam 
12 turbine, and taking that ratio through gives you the 
13 basis for adjusting the evaporating loss which is 
14 proportional to the heat rejection of a w e t cooling 
15 tower at that elevation. 
16 So basically I 've got two plants, 
17 one that I 've got an evaporation loss that I know of 
18 at a lower elevat ion. I can adjust that to the 
19 higher elevation based on the difference in gas 
20 turbine exhaust energy. 
21 Q. The results that you have at the 
22 bottom in GPM, what do those represent? 
23 A. Right. Okay. There's a chilling — 
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1 Q. And at this point
 ywas — to the best 
2 of your knowledge, was USA Power still considering 
3 wet cooling as an option? 
4 A . Yes. 
5 Q. And this table was made pursuant to 
6 that consideration? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 (Racine Exhibit 3 3 2 was 
9 marked for identification.) 
10 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
11 Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify Exhibit 
12 332? 
13 A. Yes, these are my hand calculations 
14 of adapting a performance calculation to Nephi at an 
15 elevation of 5,133 feet versus the performance that 
16 w e had run for Ted a t Pocola elevation. 
17 Q. Okay. At the top where it says: F 
18 equals GT PERF - -
19 A. Right. 
20 Q. — over the other GT PERF, what is 
21 that equation? 
22 A. That's basically a ratio of the 
23 gas — what the gas turbine output would be at 5 ,133 
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1 this is assuming inlet chilling a t Nephi as wel l . 
2 There's additional evaporation loss that's required 
3 for the inlet chilling cooling tower of 147 GPM, and 
4 that has to be added to the w e t cooling tower water 
5 consumption to come up for a total for the site. 
6 Q. And so adding those two numbers 
7 together would give you ~ 
8 A. Right. 
9 Q. - what? 
10 A. That's — would give me the number 
11 that I would look at on the water balance of about 
12 24 — wel l , the w e t cooling tower was 2 ,445, and 
13 then — at least on — on this one here, September 
14 14th , I 've got 168 GPM for the gas turbine inlet 
15 chilling, and that 's probably at - -
16 Q. And is that evap 147, Is that a part 
17 of your calculation? 
18 A. Yes, that 's what — that 147 is 
19 buried in this 168. I probably put — because this 
20 was a hand calculation, I probably put some margin 
21 on that number and came up with the 168 for the, 
22 excuse me, w a t e r balance. 
23 Q. And that's the — what we're looking 
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at is Exhibit 331. That's -
A. Yes, the water balance on 3 3 1 . 
Q. Okay. S o -
A. Exhibit 331 . 
Q. So the equations on 332 are linked 
to the table on 331? 
A. I t appears they are, yes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Yes, they are. 
I see the evaporative water usage I 
calculated here is 2,445, and that is the entry that 
was made on this water balance, 2,445 for the 
cooling tower. 
Oh, excuse me. 
And I see the — the 147 is there 
also. I t 's not 168. The 168 was the inlet — the 
make-up water flow to the chilling system. The 147 
is the evaporative. 
Q. And that's the numeral that's 
circled on Exhibit 331? 
A. That's right. That's right. So 
these are the calculations that were the basis for 
that water balance. 
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Q. What was the purpose of putting 
together this water balance that's Exhibit 331? 
A. This was for the water permit 
applications. 
Q. Okay. All righty. This we may have 
seen earlier, but I think there are some handwritten 
notes that make it distinctive. j 
A. Right. 
(Racine Exhibit 333 was 
marked for identification.) 
BY MR. PETERSEN: 
Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify Exhibit 
333? 
A. 333 is a printout of the GE customer 
cycle deck that I use for estimating gas turbine 1 
performance, and there are several sheets here, and 
it looks like they are all of that nature. 
The second sheet is for the Pocola 
site of 625-foot elevation. 1 
The first sheet is the site 1 
conditions for the Utah site, which is 5,133 feet. 1 
And this gives me (he difference in 
gas turbine exhaust energy that's produced by the 
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7FA at those two respective elevations. I 
Q. The handwritten comments here on 
Exhibit 333, whose are those? 
A. Those are mine. 
Q. And those are — just for the 
record, the handwritten comments we looked at 
earlier on exhibits are also yours; is that correct? I 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. So on this one, Exhibit 333, 
what do the handwritten comments represent? 
A. This is an estimate of the chilling 
duty that's required per gas turbine, and this goes 
into the estimate of the power and — the auxiliary 
power required for the inlet chilling, as well as 
the evaporative water loss that will be required to 
operate that chiller. 
And I will just point out these ~ 
these are dated September 14th, 2001. 
Q. At this point are you modeling an 
air cooled or a dry-cooled project? 
A. This calculation itself is just for 
the gas turbine and the inlet chiller, and it — j 
this information could have been used for either the 
_ 
wet or the dry cooling for the steam turbine. This 
would apply to either — either condenser. 
(Racine Exhibit 334 was j 
marked for identification.) 1 
BY MR. PETERSEN: 
Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify Exhibit 
334? 
A. 334 is a copy of a TopoZone printout 
that I get. 
Attached to it is the weather base 
data for Nephi, Utah, and it shows the prospective 
piece of property that Ted and Dave had an option on 
to buy. 1 
Q. And that's in Nephi? 
A. Yes. J 
Q. Draw your attention to page 2. 1 
If you look at the print date at the j 
very right-hand corner — do you see that? 
A. Yeah, this is October 4th, 2001. 
Q. You were asked earlier about the I 
Nephi project. 1 
Does this refresh your recollection 
as to when USA Power was considering that project? j 
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1 A. Yes, this would have been the 
2 initial information that I would use in kicking off 
3 any work with regards to Nephi. 
4 Q. And I handed you two documents 
5 together here because I think they're related. 
6 MR. BADGER: Are we marking them 
7 separately? 
8 MR. PETERSEN: Well, why don't we 
9 see if he can identify them. If they're the same 
10 thing, we'll mark them together. And I'll let him 
11 decide that. 
12 MR. BADGER: Hang on a second. 
13 Let's give our court reporter an opportunity here 
14 to — let's go off the record for just a second. 
15 (Discussion off the record.) 
16 (Raane Exhibit 335 was 
17 marked for identification.) 
18 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
19 Q. Mr. Racine, cam you identify Exhibit 
20 335? 
21 A. 335, the first page is a fax from 
22 Ted to myself, 1 0 / 2 6 / 0 1 , and it contains information 
23 about the fuel supply line that was running by the 
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1 development process; correct? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Is this calculation that we see in 
4 Exhibit 335 a part of what your work scope was? 
5 A. Yes, it's part of what we normally 
6 need to do in developing a site. 
7 The question here was whether or not 
8 a new gas line was going to be needed. 
9 (Racine Exhibit 336 was 
10 marked for identification.) 
11 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
12 Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify Exhibit 
13 336? 
14 A. Okay. 336 is an e-mail from Michael 
15 Mark, an engineer in our office, to myself 
16 confirming that he has gotten the Gate Cycle program 
17 to the point where we're ready to move forward doing 
18 the plant — combined cycle calculations, and there 
19 are handwritten notes on the front of it here 
20 that — of this exhibit that indicate record of my 
21 discussion with Michael regarding the various 
22 conditions that we needed to investigate using the 
23 Gate Cycle program. 
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1 site -- near to or by the site that he was 
2 considering, and the question was to determine 
3 whether or not the pipeline was large enough to 
4 deliver the amount of fuel that he would need to 
5 operate the 207FA plant that he was contemplating. 
6 And the second sheet is my 
7 calculations in this regard dated 1 0 / 2 6 / 0 1 , that 
8 same day, and I determined that his fuel load was 
9 many times greater than the current pipe capacity, 
10 gas line, yeah, than the current gas line could 
11 supply to the plant, that a new line ~ gas company 
12 would need to provide a new fuel line for the plant. 
13 Q. The figure 322 point 3, do you see 
14 that? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. What does that represent? 
17 A. That's millions of BTUs per hour. 
18 That would be the current that — that would be the 
19 fuel requirement for the plant, and the current 
20 capability of that line was to supply maybe about 
21 one-third of that 104 point 1 million BTUs. 
22 Q. Now, Mr. Racine, you. testified 
23 earlier that calculating fuel was a part of the 
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1 I t shows a range of ambient 
2 temperatures; it shows options when the chiller will 
3 be in service; it shows when duct firing should be 
4 applied, and with and without; and then we're also 
5 going to be looking at part load conditions with no 
6 firing and no chilling. 
7 Q- Okay. Just very briefly, just 
8 staying on that front page, the columns that you 
9 have here starting with GT inletf can you just tell 
10 us for the record, what do those columns represent? 
11 A. Okay. The GT inlet column is the 
12 gas turbine compressor inlet temperature that it 
13 sees. 
14 You'll see that at zero degrees it's 
15 the same as the ambient; at 50 degrees it's the same 
16 as the ambient; at 59 ~ the second column is the 
17 ambient in Fahrenheit. 
18 At 59 degrees the chiller is in 
19 operation so that the inlet air is being chilled to 
20 50 degrees so the gas turbine thinks it's seeing a 
21 50-degree day, and the inlet chiller continues to 
22 hold the 50 degree inlet temperature to the gas 
23 turbine as the ambient temperature goes from 59 to 
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1 80 and 100. 
2 Q. Okay. Now, the — what do we have 
3 in the next column, then? 
4 A. The next column is just indicating 
5 that we have chilled and duct firing conditions 
6 going on in the — in the HRSG. Duct firing is 
7 carried out in the heat recovery steam generator. 
8 Q. Okay. 
9 A. And then the next column is just the 
10 firing only; that is, there is no chilling — no 
11 chilling going on, and the ambient temperatures, 
12 then, would be used for the gas turbine performance 
13 from zero to a hundred degrees. 
14 Q. Okay. I believe you mentioned in 
15 your direct testimony in response to Mr. Badger 
16 about the Gate Cycle test. 
17 Can you just elaborate? What is the 
18 Gate Cycle test? 
19 A. The Gate Cycle program is a computer 
20 program that takes gas turbine performance 
21 information and incorporates that into a combined 
22 cycle configuration and allows us to estimate the 
23 total plant output in fuel required to — to 
203 
1 that cannot be exceeded for the steam turbine. 
2 CL And your office did all this 
3 testing? 
4 A. Yes. I would call it calculating, 
5 not testing. 
6 Q. Okay. And the attached pages, are 
7 those the results of the calculations? 
8 A. No, these are the inputs that were 
9 needed for those calculations. 
10 Q. Okay. Let's go to the next exhibit. 
11 (Racine Exhibit 337 was 
12 marked for identification.) 
13 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
14 Q. Mr. Racine, you've been handed 
15 Exhibit 337. 
16 What do we have here? 
17 A. This is an e-mail from myself to Ted 
18 dated 30 November 2001 . 
19 Q. And what's the subject? 
20 A. The subject is the Nephi performance 
21 curves, and what we have is the initial result of 
22 the calculations that I just described looking at 
23 the plant performance at a various ~ at various 
202 
1 represent the operating condition of the plant so 
2 that the following ~ I'll just mention, the 
3 additional pages in here on this exhibit are the 
4 expected gas turbine performance data for all of the 
5 various combinations of ambient temperature and 
6 chilling conditions that — and part load conditions 
7 that we needed to run in the Gate Cycle model in 
8 order to come up with the performance curves that we 
9 have seen earlier. 
10 Q. Okay. The handwritten comments, are 
11 these yours on this Exhibit 336? 
12 A. Yes, they are. 
13 Q. The one on the front page where It 
14 says: Design PT at 59 degrees with duct firing and 
15 then continues to go on, what does that represent? 
16 A. Okay. This says that the design 
17 point is going to be 59 degrees with the duct firing 
18 on and using an air-cooled condenser at five inches 
19 of back pressure, designed for five inches of back 
20 pressure on the steam turbine, and that we're going 
21 to check the — for that cooling tower, we need to 
22 check what the maximum back pressure is going to be 
23 at a hundred degrees F because there are limitations 
204 
1 values of ambient temperature and various conditions 
2 with the combinations of chilling and duct firing 
3 being on or off. 
4 Q. Is this the end product of the Gate 
5 Cycle test? 
6 A. Yes, we take output from Gate Cycle 
7 and use that to create the tables that you see on 
8 the curve. 
9 And the second page of the exhibit, 
10 that data is from Gate Cycle output, and that is 
11 used to create the curves that are shown on that 
12 page. 
13 Q. So, in essence, you take the data 
14 points from Exhibit 336 and use them to produce 
15 Exhibit 337; is that correct? 
16 336 was the preceding — 
17 A. I'm sorry, yes. 
18 336 was — was the outline of what 
19 we wanted to accomplish in terms of modeling the 
20 plant performance with — along with the gas turbine 
21 data that would be input into the program. 
22 Q. Right. 
23 A. 337 shows the resulting curves 
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representing t h e plant performance after running the 
Gate Cycle calculations. 
(Racine Exhibit 3 3 8 w a s 
marked for identif ication.) 
Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify Exhibit 
338? 
A. Yes, this is an e-mai l f r o m myself 
to Ted dated 3 0 November 2 0 0 1 , and we ' re discussing 
the Nephi w a t e r balance, and this appears t o be a 
wa te r balance for the max ambient t empera tu re case 
a t 1 0 0 degrees w i t h full firing and inlet chilling 
of the gas turb ine and — 
Q. Stop r ight there. 
Why do you test that case? 
A. Because this — this would be t h e 
max imum evaporat ion rate required f rom t h e inlet 
chilling system, and it is also for a dry-cooled 
configuration. There is no w e t cooling tower on 
this. 
Q. All right. Well , you cheated 
because that — my next question was going to be: 
How is this water table different than what we 
looked at a few minutes ago? 
206 
A. Okay. Jumping ahead, then , t h e 
difference is t h a t there is no w e t cooling t o w e r in 
this w a t e r balance. I t is only t h e gas turbine 
inlet chilling t h a t is the pr imary consumer of 
water , which is about 2 4 0 GPM. 
Q. And whafs the water supply that you 
have earmarked on Exhibit 338? 
A. We ' re showing a total incoming wate r 
supply of 3 5 4 GPM required. 
MR. PETERSEN: Try that one. 
(Racine Exhibit 339 was 
marked for identification.) 
BY MR. PETERSEN: 
Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify Exhibit 
339? 
A. Exhibit 3 3 9 is a fax f rom myself to 
Dr. Ted Guth , and it includes performance data and 
curves t h a t w e had just looked a t in Exhibit 3 3 7 . 
Yep. 
MR. PETERSEN: Here you go. I only 
have one. Do you want me to take a break and make a 
copy, or — I just have a question or two. 
MR. CALL: I don't care. 
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(Racine Exhibit 340 was , 
marked for identification.) 
BY MR. PETERSEN: 
Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify Exhibit 
340? 
A. This appears to be e-mai l — 
in-office e-mai l correspondence between myself and 
Michael Mark of our staff, and I was asking him to 
reconfirm the air-cooled condenser design condit ion. 
W e were preparing for a conference 
call w i th Questar, our potential partner, and I j 
wanted to be sure that the performance information 
if I — basing the air-cooled condenser at a 
f ive-inch back pressure was — was good, and Michael 
responded back to m e and indicated, yes , t h a t it — I 
it lined up w i t h w h a t w e had published, and he 
provided me w i t h t h e duty information, the approach I 
temperature , and that it was done a t an outside I 
ambient air tempera ture of a hundred degrees. 
Q. 3ust in layman's terms, what do the 
words "duty" and "approach" mean as they're used in 
this context? 
A. Yeah , the duty — the duty is the 
208 
heat rejection capacity that 's required for the I 
design of the air-cooled condenser, and the I 
approach — the approach temperature is how closely 
the temperature of the condensate wi l l approach the I 
temperature of t h e ambient air that 's being used t o I 
cool the s t e a m . I 
And in this case it's 34 degrees, 
t h e condensate temperature would be 1 3 4 , and an 1 
outdoor ambient temperature of a hundred degrees. j 
(Racine Exhibit 3 4 1 was 1 
marked for identif ication.) 1 
BY MR. PETERSEN: 
Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify Exhibit | 
341? 
A. Exhibit 3 4 1 is a copy of a note tha t J 
I had in my f i le tha t kind of reminded me of w h a t 
the change in back pressure on the s team turbine was 
wor th , and my notes here were indicating that a 
change f rom three inches of back pressure and — j 
three inches of mercury back pressure w i t h a w e t [ 
tower versus f ive inches, which is all you could 
attain w i t h a dry cooler, would be wor th about th ree 
megawat ts in plant output. j 
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1 And then I just also note here that 
2 there's four point eight megawatt auxiliary load for 
3 the chiller. 
4 Q. Now, when you say: Worth about 
5 three megawatts, what do you mean? 
6 A. Meaning that the steam turbine 
7 output with the dry condenser would foe about three 
8 megawatts less than — than with a wet cooling 
9 tower. 
10 Q. So once again this — 
11 A. So that's the penalty. 
12 Q. That's the penalty we've spoken 
13 about? 
114 A. Right. 
J15 Well, actually the bottom line. 
16 Q. Okay. 
[ 17 A. That's just attributable to steam 
18 turbine back pressure, but the bottom line is, as 
19 I've noted here, is about five to six megawatts on a 
20 design day of wet cooled versus dry. 
21 Q. But then it says what — 
22 A. And then in addition, the other 
23 consideration is that they would need to pay for 
210 
1 water if they were to be wet cooled. 
I 2 Q. And do you see the — 
I 3 A. And the water consumption would be 
4 about 3,200 GPM, 
I 5 Q. And that's based on your earlier 
I 6 calculations. i 
7 A. Yes. 
8 (Racine Exhibit 342 was 
I 9 marked for identification.) 
10 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
11 Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify Exhibit 
12 342? 
13 A. 342 is a handwritten summary of 
14 to-do items that I prepared on May 21st of *02. | 
15 Q. And what was the number one item? 
16 A. Number one item was to create a 
17 profile of annual water use for the max case based 
118 on the monthly average temperature data, and the — 
19 and I made a note here that the current contract is I 
20 for 550 acre feet usage. I 
21 And that was the information I 
22 referred to earlier that I had gotten from Dave I 
23 Graeber. 
I 211 i 
1 Q. Who would you have spoken with 
2 before you put together this list on Exhibit 342? 
I 3 A. I t would have been Ted, Ted and/or 
4 Dave. 
5 Q. Okay. Do you know why annual water 
6 use is the number one issue? 
7 MR. CALL: Objection. No 
8 foundation. I t calls for speculation. I 
9 MR. PETERSEN: Well, let me rephrase 
10 that. 
11 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
12 Q. Do you know If annual water use or 
13 water use was the number one issue? 
14 MR. CALL: Same objections. 
15 THE WITNESS: No, I don't know If It 
16 was the number one. 
17 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
18 Q. Okay. Let me move on, I think, to 
19 the second part of that. I 
20 Just pass that along. I 
21 (Racine Exhibit 343 was I 
22 marked for identification.) I 
23 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
212 
1 Q. All righty. Can you identify j 
2 Exhibit 343, Mr. Racine? 
3 A. This is an exhibit dated ~ excuse I 
4 me. I 
5 Yes, dated May 22nd, 2002, from 
6 myself to Ted Guth and Ted Banasiewicz. 
7 Q. The only thing I'm interested in is 
8 drawing you down to the bottom paragraph where it 
9 says: Ted B. 
10 Do you see that? I 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Do you see what your paragraph at J 
13 the bottom there says? 
14 A- Yes, basically he's — I 'm saying 
15 that — telling him that I'm going to work up the 
16 annual water consumption profile, and that we also I 
17 had the PacifiCorp forms for providing the info to 
18 support the interconnection study, and I had some 
19 electrical guys in the shop assigned to filling out 
20 those forms and getting that done. I 
21 Q. And they worked with Ted on the I 
22 interconnection study? 
23 A. I t was just a matter, I think, of 
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1 filling out forms, and then we sent them — sent 
2 them to Ted. 
3 Q. I want to draw your attention to the 
4 water consumption profile phrase. 
5 Do you remember having a 
6 conversation with Ted on or about this t ime 
7 regarding annual water consumption? In other words, 
8 do you remember him giving you a task to do this? 
9 A. Oh, I think that 's — I was 
10 referring to this on Exhibit 3 4 2 , the i tem number 
11 one. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. Yeah. Right, right. Referring back 
14 to that. 
15 (Discussion off the record.) 
16 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
17 Q. Mr. Racine, jus t to re-ask an 
18 earlier question, does this refresh your 
19 recollection as to whether or not you and Mr. 
20 Banasiewicz had a conversation about an assignment 
21 to do annual water consumption? 
22 A . Yes. 
23 CL And when would that have occurred? 
215 
1 previously, I 'm now using 184, and the basis for 
2 that was the 147 calculated, and I put some margin 
3 on there based on the fact that this was a hand 
4 calculation. 
5 Q. So the 147 -
6 A. Well, I -
7 Q. Strike that. 
8 Let me take this piece by piece. 
9 What does the 147 represent? 
10 A. The 147 was f rom a previous 
11 calculation that w e had seen earlier for the gas 
12 turbine inlet — 
13 Q. Okay. 
14 A . — chilling usage. 
15 And I was putting 25 percent on that 
16 to come up wi th 184 , and I have a note here to use 
17 184 at that point. 
18 Q. What is i t - where it says: Wet 
19 cooling system 8 cycles, what does that represent? 
20 A. That represents the amount of — in 
21 cooling tower technology, there's a term called 
22 cycles of concentration, and it represents the 
23 amount of t imes that water retained in the basin 
214 
1 A. And that occurred May 21st, ' 02 . 
2 And that was the number one item on my exhibit here, 
3 3 4 2 . 
4 Q. Okay. 
5 A . And the next day in this e-mail , 
6 Exhibit 3 4 3 , 1 was referring back to that indicating 
7 that I was going to next be working on the annual 
8 profile of water usage. 
9 (Racine Exhibit 344 was 
10 marked for identification.) 
11 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
12 Q . Mr. Racine, can you identify Exhibit 
13 344? 
14 A. Yep, 3 4 4 is a water balance that was 
15 being prepared for Spring Canyon, and it was based 
16 on a balance formerly done for Nephi. 
17 Q. And how did that change the 
18 analysis, just looking at Exhibit 344? 
19 A . The usages were changing in terms of 
20 the amount of water required by the inlet chilling, 
21 was going to be changed to — looks like 184, and I 
22 was bumping up the — 147 , excuse me. 
23 Yeah, I was — where it was 240 
216 
1 would be circulated throughout the system before i t 
2 gets rejected to — to the waste discharge stream. 
3 And it's basically a ratio of 
4 blow-down from a cooling tower to the make-up coming 
5 in. 
6 And w e have to make some assumptions 
7 about that early on, not knowing what the water 
8 analysis is. 
9 I f you have good water, you can 
10 reduce — you can actually, excuse me, increase the 
11 cycles and reduce your water usage, but if the water 
12 quality is not ideal, then you have to reduce the 
13 cycles, and then that increases the amount of water 
14 that 's required. 
15 So that's the significance of making 
16 the 8 cycle note on this. 
17 Q. I notice that it sys at the bottom 
18 right-hand — bottom right-hand corner there's a 
19 print date. 
20 Do you see that? 
21 A. Yes, November 29th , ' 0 1 . 
22 Q. And we've talked about different 
23 sites, Vernal, Nephi, and now you see Spring Canyon 
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handwritten. 
Do you see that? 
A. Umm-hmm. 
Q. You have to say yes or no. 
A. Yes. 
Q. You've been very good so — do 
you — does that refresh your recollection as to 
when USA Power focused In on the Spring Canyon site? 
A. Yes. Yes. 
And would It have been on or about Q. 
that time? 
A. 
frame '01. 
Q. 
It -- November, yes. November time 
Okay. 
(Racine Exhibit 345 was 
marked for identification.) 
BY MR. PETERSEN: 
Q. Mr. Racine, can you identify what's 
been marked as Exhibit 345? 
A. Yes, it's an e-mail. This is an 
e-mail from myself to Ted and dated 29th of May 
2002. 
Q. Now, earlier you were asked a 
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1 the firing of the HRSG would only occur during June, 
2 July, August and September for the hours indicated. 
3 And the appropriate losses were 
4 added up, and in this case we see that it would take 
5 44 percent of the available water contract that was 
6 proposed. 
7 Q. And thafs the worst case, the 44 
8 percent? 
9 A. And this — this would be — and 
10 this is data for Spring Canyon project ~ 
11 Q. You look in the upper left-hand 
12 corner it says: Worst case. 
13 A. Yes, this is the worst case, and 
14 then there was an expected case. 
15 Q. And what's the result of the 
16 expected case? 
17 A. Expected case would be 24 percent of 
18 the available water. 
19 Q. All right. 
20 A. And should we add here the 
21 calculations were for the dry-cooling tower 
22 arrangement because — 
23 Q. Okay. 
218 
1 question about annual water consumption profile. 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Do you recollect that question? 
4 A. Yes, I do. 
5 Q. Was this document thafs Exhibit 
6 345, is that relevant to that task? 
7 A. Yes, it has an attachment to it 
8 which is the Excel spreadsheet model of the plant to 
9 calculate an average annual water consumption based 
10 on certain operating parameters and assumptions. 
11 Q. And, just briefly, I see 550 per 
12 year. 
13 What does that refer to? 
14 A. That's acre feet that was 
15 available ~ of water available in the contract that 
16 Dave was talking about. 
17 And this was — the table was just 
18 basically taking through the -- month by month the 
19 operating assumptions and the number of hours of 
20 operation, when the chiller would be operating only 
21 during the months of May, 3une, July, August and 
22 September and October. 
23 Firing would only occur during — 
220 
1 A. — that's not mentioned on here. 
2 Q. Well, let me go back so the 
3 record ~ Exhibit 345, the water table that you ~ 
4 or, excuse me, the spreadsheet, as you called it, 
5 that you put together is for a dry cooling ~ a 
6 dry-cooled project? 
7 A. I t appears that I've got — let's 
8 see what's in here for a minute. 
9 Chiller, firing factor — yeah, I've 
10 got the combined cycle make-up, I've got the — no, 
11 I'm sorry. 
12 This is — this is a wet-cooling 
13 tower design with the make-up kilo-gallons that you 
14 see, the 3,285, this — the second line below the 
15 table is the cooling tower usage. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. And then the inlet chiller usage, 
18 evaporation, and then Y is the — I think we should 
19 determine whether this was wet or dry. 
20 And I'm not conclusive on that right 
21 now. 
22 Q. Well, this talks about a cooling 
23 tower on page 345 -- excuse me, on the e-mail. 
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A. I don't think wet cooling tower 
numbers are in there. They're not. I don't see 
them, so this was without the wet-cooling tower. 
Q. So, therefore, «t*s the dry 
cooling — 
A. Well, yeah. This was — this was 
what the results were going to be without — without 
the wet cooling with the dry tower. 
Q. Move on to Exhibit 346, which I 
think I've already handed to you. 
(Racine Exhibit 346 was 
marked for identification.) 
BY MR. PETERSEN: 
Q. Can you identify Exhibit 346? 
A. 346 is the — an update of the plant 
performance curves that we had spoken of earlier. 
And this was in June — June 6th of 
'02. 
And this was — this was done for 
the Spring Canyon site, and you'll note my pencil 
mark-up in the upper right-hand corner. We — at 
that point we changed the job number from 112 dash 
01 to 02. 
222 
Q. And why did you change the job 
number? 
A. Because of the change to the Spring 
Canyon. We started referring to it as the Spring 
Canyon project at that point. 
CL Okay. For the record, this was a 
print date June 6th, 2002. 
Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was there anything new — I know 
we've looked at these curves earlier, and you've — 
A. Yes. 
Q. — testified they were an output of 
the Gate Cycle; correct? 
A. Right, and what was missing — we — 
there was another combination of information that 
was not shown previously, and that's the third block 
of information that says: Chiller off, and: Duct 
burner off. 
And I believe that's what was 
added — no, wait a minute. 
Excuse me, the fourth. 
Q. Would it be the block that has the 
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arrow pointing to it? 
A. No, no, I went back and looked, and 
it was the fourth — excuse me, the fourth block 
that says: Chiller on, duct burner off, estimates 
only. 
Because I had to estimate that from 
the previous — from the previous data. 
Q. So that is what was added to — j 
A. I believe — if we check, I believe 
that is what was added, that combination. I 
That's basically what the revision 
was in going to the — this R2 version of the 
performance curve. j 
(Racine Exhibit 347 was I 
marked for identification.) I 
(Discussion off the record.) I 
BY MR. PETERSEN: 
Q. What number are we on? I 
A. Exhibit 347. 
Q. Okay. Mr. Racme, can you identify 
347? 
A. Again, an e-mail to Ted Guth from I 
myself dated June 11th, 2002. 
_ 
Q. And -
A. And the subject is the air-cooled 
condenser PM10. 1 
And the permitting activity — the 
folks in Utah had posed the question to Ted about 
this PM10 emission from a cooling tower. 1 
Well, PM10 from a cooling tower 
applies to wet cooling towers but not dry cooling 
towers, and that was the subject of this — of this 
ermail. 1 
Q. Was it your impression, based on I 
your interaction with UDAQ, there was not a wealth 
of experience jn dealing with dry cooling? 1 
A. Yes. 
MR. CALL: Objection. No j 
foundation — 1 
MR. PETERSEN: You can testify to 
your ~ 
MR. CALL: Foundation, calls for 
speculation. j 
THE WITNESS: In my dealings with 
Utah environmental folks, the — there was a lot of 
questioning from the person that I was working with, 
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1 MR. CALL: We're on. 
2 MR. PETERSEN: Still on. Okay. 
3 MR. BADGER: We've had our court 
4 reporter in Utah act as the custodian for ail of the 
5 deposition exhibits, and I would prefer in this 
6 case, Chap, that we have the court reporter send me 
7 these original exhibits when she sends me my copy of 
8 the deposition transcript, and then I'll make sure 
9 that they end up with City Court Reporting in Salt 
10 Lake with our court reporter there for safe keeping. 
11 Are you okay with doing that? 
12 MR. PETERSEN: I'm fine with that. 
13 My only request would be is if you 
14 send it to Utah, would you do it — could you also 
15 send a PDF copy to me? I'll buy a copy of the 
16 transcript, but that way it just helps me to keep it 
17 organized. 
18 MR. BADGER: So we're going to have 
19 the court reporter send me the original deposition 
20 exhibits when you send me my copy, and I'll need a 
21 full copy. We have what we call a minuscript in 
22 Utah, it's a split — four to a page. Can you 
23 provide me with that? And also an ASCI disc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
I, Raymond F. Racine, the witness 
herein, have read the transcript of my testimony and 
the same is true and correct, to the best of my 
knowledge, with the exception of the following 
changes noted below, if any: 
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please. Okay. 
MR. PETERSEN: Great. 
(Whereupon the deposition was 
concluded at 2:14 p.m.) 
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today, do you have any knowledge or information 
relative to that subject matter? 
A. I want to be clear that we're obviously -• 
as shown by the invoice that I sent, there were 
discussions that went back and forth regarding the 
air quality and modeling issues that perhaps we 
didn't summarize today. A lot of them I don't 
specifically recall, but I know that the bill showed 
that there were a few conversations that we didn't go 
over specifically. But they were all in the same 
tenor and discussion -- I mean topics that we 
discussed today. 
(A discussion was held off the record.) 
Q. (By Ms. Tomsic) Let me ask you this 
question because I believe you've identified three 
specific communications that you could recall with 
USA Power. 
A. Okay. 
Q. You'd indicated that you'd had initial 
contact with someone with USA Power to discuss 
possibly representing them. 
A. Yes. 
Q. You indicated you had the luncheon at the 
New Yorker. 
A. Uh-huh. 
CITICOURT, LLC 
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1 Q. And you indicated you'd had a subsequent 
2 conversation with people from USA Power relative to 
3 the work that you were doing. 
4 A. I'm sorry. Which work is that? 
5 Q. Working or looking at --
6 A. Theairquality. 
7 Q. the air modeling, right. 
8 A. I don't know if that was subsequent to or 
9 previous to lunch at the New Yorker. I just know it 
10 happened in that -- as I said before, that continuum. 
11 And I also know that we -- that the bill correctly 
12 shows, I believe, we even had some discussions. I 
13 don't recall every conversation I had four years -- I 
14 do know that we had discussions so that I could 
15 gather factual information to put in my memorandum. 
16 Q. And all I'm trying to do is square down 
17 the universe here, and I'm asking you other than 
18 those three speciftc conversations that you've now 
19 given testimony about, is there any other particular 
20 conversation that you had with anyone from USA Power 
21 or representing them that you recall as you sit here 
22 today? 
23 A. As I sit here today, I don't specifically 
24 recall any other conversations. I do recognize 
25 there's a possibility, as the invoice shows, some may 
CITICOURT, LLC 
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1 178. 
2 (Exhibit marked for identification: 178.) 
3 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
4 Q. Mr. Tallman, can you identify Exhibit 178 
5 forme? 
6 A. This is an e-mail from Howard Friedman to 
7 Mark Tallman and Stacey Kusters dated September 11, 
8 2003. 
9 Q. Do you see how within that e-mail which 
10 is dated September 11th it's a response to an e-mail 
11 from you at 7:50 in the morning on September 11th; 
12 do you see that? 
13 A. It would appear that way, but I don't see 
14 a from designation with my name associated with it. 
15 Q. Well, do you see in the upper left-hand 
16 corner it says Mark Tallman in quotes, and then 
17 Mark.Tallman@Pacificorp.com? 
18 A. I do. 
19 Q. And you see where it says in two it has a 
20 number of people, including Howard Friedman, 
21 Stacey Kusters, Mark Tallman, again; do you see 
22 that? 
23 A. I do. 
24 Q. And it says, "Subject: Ray, completion 
25 of second round model review." Do you see that? 
Tallman 052406 Page 167 JJLQjl 
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1 A. Ida 
2 Q. And do you see the text below that starts 
3 with, "Just to clarify" -
4 A. I do. 
5 Q. Let me ask you this: Do you remember 
6 sending an e-mail regarding this subject? 
7 A. I'll have to read it. 
8 Q. Sure. 
9 A. Just to be clear, I don't see a from 
10 designation on here. Okay. 
11 Q. Mr. Tallman, now, youVe had a chance to 
12 review this. Do you remember sending this? 
13 A. I don't recall it, no. 
14 Q. Is it consistent with an opinion that you 
15 expressed on the subject of the 2003 RFP? 
16 A. I believe it is, yes. 
17 Q. All right. Let me just draw your 
18 attention to that middle portion. And do you see 
19 the paragraph that begins, "For peaker category"? 
20 And the sentence begins, "Although Spring Canyon 
21 came in number two they are not being pursued 
22 because the peaking NBA is the most economic choice 
23 in the peaking category." Do you see that? 
24 A. I do. 
25 Q. Was that your opinion as of September 
Tallman 052406 Page 168 ^ I j Q f ) 
00169 
1 11th? 
2 A. I think the entire paragraph represents 
3 my opinion as of that date in those first words or 
4 letters. 
5 Q. So that whole paragraph represents your 
6 opinion as of September 11th? 
7 A. It should, yes. 
8 Q. When you stated that although Spring 
9 Canyon came in number two, what does number two mean 
10 in that context? 
11 A. It just means that they were the second 
12 bidder listed on a rank ordered list. 
13 Q. And this is for the 2005 category? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. And I see the names for number one and 
16 three are redacted, correct? 
17 A. It appears to be that way. 
18 Q. Going further down that sentence it says, 
19 "The megawatt amount for Spring Canyon would result 
20 in more megawatt and procurement than PacifiCorp 
21 feels they need to balance the L&R on a long-term 
22 basis." What is L&R on that context? 
23 A. Load & resource. 
24 Q. "Additionally, the ability to Spring 
25 Canyon to install a fully functional combined cycle 
Taliman 052406 Page 169 (Lf^fL 
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1 Q. Just briefly, what is the difference 
2 between a simple cycle and a combined-cycle plant? 
3 A. As I mentioned to you before, the gas from 
4 a combustion turbine is hot and it's expanding and 
5 used to turn a generator to produce electricity. 
6 However, if one wishes to capture the waste heat 
7 because that gas is hot, you can run that gas through 
8 another boiler, if you will, to generate steam, which 
9 can then be sent to a steam turbine and there again 
10 spin a turbine generator. So combined cycle 
11 incorporates a waste heat recovery boiler and a steam 
12 turbine as well. 
13 Q. Now, you testified the combined-cycle 
14 plants take longer to build? 
15 A. They do. 
16 Q. Why is that? 
17 A. There's more equipment. 
18 Q. And the waste heat recovery system, is 
19 that essentially the additional equipment? 
20 A. No. The waste heat boiler is an 
21 additional piece of equipment, but the steam turbine 
22 and its pedestal and all of its attendant piping, et 
23 cetera, is also additional equipment. 
24 Q. Well, prior to 2001, had you actually 
25 personally supervised the construction of a 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 combined-cycle plant? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Mr. Thurgood, let me step back for a 
4 second. You talked about the power plant portfolio 
5 that PacifiCorp has and then you also talked about 
6 two other ways for obtaining electricity. And I see 
7 one was power purchases and the other one was hydro; 
8 is that correct? 
9 A. As far as what we've talked about, yes. 
10 Q. In your former position as the head of 
11 Resource Management, were you responsible for these 
12 two aspects? In other words --
13 MR. BADGER: Responsible in what? I think 
14 the question is vague and ambiguous. 
15 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Well, let me restate it 
16 then. Were you involved at all with hydro plants? 
17 A. Not in my role as Managing Director of 
18 Resource Development. 
19 Q. What percentage of the power supply, and 
20 let's focus on the eastern control area, what 
21 percentage of the power supply came from hydro 
22 plants? 
23 A. A very small amount. 
24 Q. When you say "small," less than 10 
25 percent? 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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A. I'm not sure what you mean by "input on 
the Action Plan." 
Q. Well, for example, would you see it before 
it became part of the Integrated Resource Plan? 
A. I would see a draft. 
Q. And would you be able to make comments? 
A. I may have been able to make comments. I 
don't know whether they would have been listened to. 
Q. Once an Action Plan was made part of an 
Integrated Resource Plan you said it was a series of 
suggestions? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did there come a time when you, as the 
head of Resource Optimization would actually act on 
those? In other words, when did it turn from a 
suggestion into an actual mandate? 
A. I'm not sure that it ever did. 
Q. So an Action Plan in and of itself was not 
a mandate, it was simply a recommendation? 
A. I believe that to be correct. 
Q. Mr. Thurgood, let me ask you about 
something different. Have you ever actually ever 
overseen the construction of a power plant? 
A. What do you mean by "overseen"? 
Q. Well, have you ever actually ever 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 supervised I would say the cradle-to-grave 
2 development and construction of a power plant? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And which plants have you done that for? 
5 A. Gadsby 4, 5 and 6. 
6 Q. Are you familiar with the term 
7 "developer"? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And in the context of building a power 
10 plant, what do you understand 'that to mean? 
11 A. My understanding may be different than 
12 someone else's, but it is that a developer is an 
13 individual or an organization that would bring to the 
14 fore the pieces necessary to actually proceed with 
15 the proj ect. 
16 Q. And when you say "the pieces necessary to 
17 proceed," what are the pieces? 
18 A. Well, not all-inclusive, but such things 
19 as a permit to build the power plant, the land upon 
20 which to build it, the fuel from which it would be 
21 run, any water that may be needed. All of the 
22 various pieces that would be required to proceed with 
23 its constructi on. 
24 Q. How about rezoning of the land? 
25 A. That could be included depending upon how 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 between suppliers and utilities. 
2 A. There are basic Public Service Commissions 
3 in each of the jurisdictions in which we operate and 
4 then there is the Federal Energy Regulatory 
5 Commission that also jurisdicts. I wouldn't begin to 
6 try and answer your question as to who does what. 
7 Q. Well, there is a Public Service Commission 
8 for Utah, correct? 
9 A. There i s. 
10 Q. And what is its jurisdiction, as you 
11 understand? 
12 A. Utah. 
13 Q. And you talked about there being regulated 
14 versus nonregulated merchants; is that correct? 
15 A. No. I suggested that PPM Energy is a 
16 nonregulated company. 
17 Q. What did you mean by that? 
18 A. They don't have Public Service Commissions 
19 that oversee how they are regulated. 
20 Q. And they're permitted to do business with 
21 regulated companies? 
22 A. I don't know the answer to that. 
23 Q. Well, let me ask it this way. Is 
24 PacifiCorp a regulated company? 
25 A. It is. 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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Q. And who regulates it? 
A. The six jurisdictions that we have over 
us . 
Q. And those would be the Public Service 
Commi ssi ons? 
A. And FERC. 
Q. And when you say "FERC" you mean the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Thurgood, I want to go back to the 
year of 2001. And if my recollection is correct, 
that was the year that California had its energy 
crisis; is that correct? 
A. Again, years are just not my cup of tea. 
It was in that time period, I believe. 
Q. Well, let me ask you, was there any type 
of equivalent event in Utah? And when I say 
"equivalent event," I mean a run-up in energy prices 
or a shortfall in energy prices. 
A. Not that I recall. 
Q. So was there some concern about supply 
meeting demand in Utah in 2001? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And who had that concern? 
A. The company. 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. All right. Mr. Thurgood, we've talked 
3 earlier about what I'm going to call for short the 
4 IRP. Do you know what I'm speaking about? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Which the long term is the Integrated 
7 Resource Plan. I'm going to hand you what I would 
8 like the court reporter to mark as Exhibit 1 and I'm 
9 going to test out my arm strength passing it around 
10 the table. 
11 (EXHIBIT-1 MARKED.) 
12 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Mr. Thurgood, can you 
13 identify this document which has been marked as 
14 Exhibit 1? 
15 A. Yes. It's a 2003 Integrated Resource 
16 Plan. 
17 Q. Who put this together? 
18 A. The Commercial and Trading Department of 
19 our company. 
20 Q. And what was the purpose of this plan? 
21 A. I'm not sure I would be the right one to 
22 answer as to what its exact purpose was. I'm not 
23 involved in this particular part of the organization. 
24 Q. And does this contain the Action Plan that 
25 we spoke about earlier? 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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Q. 
A. 
Q. 
to Apex? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
How about the idea of acquiring assets? 
That was mostly mine. 
Did you actually, for example, travel out 
We did. 
And took a tour of the plant? 
I did. 
Did they know that you were interested, 
did Mirant know? 
A. Oh, yes. We had held discussions about 
the possible acquisition. What I testified to 
earlier is we didn't negotiate for its acquisition. 
Q. At some point did you acquire any data 
from them or any blueprints? 
A. Yes , I did. 
Q. When did that occur? 
A. In June of 2002. 
Q. What exactly did you acquire from them? 
A. I'm not at liberty to tell you. It's 
under a Confidentiality Agreement. 
Q. Well, let me ask you this. Did you pay 
for it? 
A. No. 
Q. I t was j u s t g i v e n to you? 
A. Under C o n f i d e n t i a l i t y Agreement . 
C i t i C o u r t , LLC 
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Q. And do you remember who you spoke to at 
Panda? 
A. David Barlow. 
Q. What was the last name? 
A. David Barlow and others. 
Q. And what exactly did Panda own? 
A. At what time period? 
Q. 2001 when you started talking to them. 
A. I don't know what they owned then. I only 
know what they owned as a result of our acquisition 
of their project position. 
Q. Well, you said you had conversations with 
Mr. Barlow in 2001? 
A. Yes. Those conversations started in 2001. 
Q. All right. I think it might be helpful, 
Mr. Thurgood, could you turn to page 7 of your 
testi mony? 
MS. TOMSIC: Is that Exhibit 3? 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) This is Exhibit 3. And 
do you see where it speaks to, beginning on I ine 10, 
"Please describe the proposed site for Currant Creek 
project"? 
A. I do. 
Q. And it speaks in the third sentence, "This 
site, as well as development and engineering data and 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 studies, was acquired from Panda Energy"? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. And the next sentence, "Panda Energy had 
4 developed the site in order to build and operate a 
5 1,000 megawatt combined cycle facility"? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. What steps had Panda Energy actually taken 
8 in terms of development? 
9 A. Well, first of all they had selected the 
10 site as a very viable site, not something new to 
11 anyone in the industry. They had done extensive work 
12 with the local community, had talked to the city 
13 planners of several cities in the area. Had talked 
14 to the county commissioners, had talked with the 
15 newspapers. They were very, very visible in the 
16 area. They had talked to State legislators as well. 
17 I believe -- well, I won't speculate. But I do know 
18 that they had talked to all of those individuals. 
19 They had entered into options for land, 
20 for 240 acres. They had also erected with a 
21 right-of-way from one of the landowners to put up a 
22 meteorological tower and had begun and had by the 
23 time we acquired it had collected over a year's worth 
24 of data so that they could get a full PSD permit for 
25 1,000 megawatts. They had engaged Environmental 
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Control Technologies to do the environmental work 
which consisted of extensive modeling that was 
already done and ready to submit and had been 
submitted, in fact, to the State and a permit had 
been applied for. 
Q. What type of permit? 
A. An air permit. They had looked at the 
specific routes for gas transportation. They had 
talked to the power company about interconnection and 
had placed themselves in the queue for that 
interconnection. They had a fairly detailed 
description of the plant that they were to build. 
They had done engineering and design work on that 
plant. 
They had, in short, done all that was 
necessary, in my mind, to develop the project short 
of actually receiving the permits, completing the 
zoning of the land, which had been discussed often 
and frequently with the appropriate local 
authorities, and the acquisition of water. All of 
the above was why we were so interested in that 
particular project position. 
Q. Let me just break these down one by one 
because they are important items. 
A. Okay. 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 Q. You said they had selected the site? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And they selected a site that was near the 
4 switching station in Mona, correct? 
5 A. Adj acent to it. 
6 Q. Adjacent to it. 
7 MR. BADGER: Substation. 
8 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
9 MR. BADGER: You said "switching station" 
10 and it's a substation. 
11 THE WITNESS: It's a substation. 
12 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Is there a difference 
13 between a switching station --
14 A. Yes, there is. 
15 Q. Okay. What's the difference between a --
16 A. I'm not sure that I know the exact answer, 
17 but a substation is just where you bring in the 
18 energy and it diverts to various paths and is 
19 transformed into whatever voltage you want it to be. 
20 Q. And they were located immediately next 
21 door, correct? 
22 A. Immediately east. 
23 Q. Did they own the land? 
24 A. They had options on the land. 
25 Q. And do you remember how long those options 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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extended for? 
A. For months, but they were renewable. 
Q. Now, you say they selected the site, I 
assume what you mean by that is they actually had 
legal control of a parcel? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Not the fact they selected Mona? 
A. No. Again, like any number of people in 
the industry, it doesn't take much to understand if 
you have a market in Utah that's growing, you need to 
be at a spot where you can serve that market. It's 
obvious to anyone who is in this business that Mona 
would be one of the ideal spots to do so. Panda is 
an energy company that looked at those similar types 
of issues all around the company, and in fact 
internationally. They saw the need in Utah, they 
went ahead and started their development work and 
placed their emphasis right there at that substation 
because it met transmission, close to water, 
relatively close to water, close to gas. So all of 
the needs of supplying that potential market were 
there and that's why they selected that site and 
proceeded with their development activity. 
Q. Okay. You also said they had done 
extensive work with the local community? 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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A. They had. 
Q. And you mentioned two examples, they had 
spoken with the county commissioners and with the 
medi a? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What exactly were they asking for with the 
local community? 
A. They wanted to know about -- well, I'm 
speculating, I won't go there. 
Q. Don't speculate. I mean, did they 
actually apply for rezoning? 
A. They had talked about rezoning. They 
didn't apply. They were informed that the zoning -
would not be a problem. 
Q. So they had never actually filed an 
application? 
A. I don't have any record of them filing. 
Q. You said they had spoken to county 
commissioners. How do you know that? 
A. They told me so, both the county 
commissioners and themselves. 
Q. And this was about the rezoning issue? 
A. It was about building a power plant in 
that area and would it be something that the 
community would accept. And in fact, they were 
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highly encouraged to move forward. 
Q. Did they hold any public meetings? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You talked before that when you developed 
the Gadsby site that you all held multiple public 
meetings, correct? 
A. As a part of the permitting process, yes. 
Q. And that was for the building permit? 
A. Building permits mostly. 
Q. In this case did Panda have a building 
permi t? 
A. They did not, but that's a perfunctory 
issue that's very simple to get. 
Q. You also said they had talked to the 
medi a . 
A. My understanding is I was told by David 
Barlow and others that they had. I don't have record 
of it. 
What media did they talk to? 
The local newspaper. 
And what was the value of that? 
Again, just testing the waters for public 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
sentiment. 
Q. 
the media? 
Was there a story written about them in 
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A. I don't know. I do know that there were 
stories written in the media here as far as Salt Lake 
about the Panda project. 
Q. You said they had talked to State 
legi slators? 
A. I was told that. 
Q. And did you know what they talked about? 
A. Any time a facility of a 1,000-megawatt 
size is postulated in this state, everyone gets 
involved; the locals, the media, the legislature. 
It's a big deal. And Panda made a pretty big splash 
about i t. 
Q. Is there a particular State committee or 
subcommittee that would look into this matter that 
they would have to speak with? 
A. No, not that I'm aware of. There may be 
but I don ' t know. 
Q. I guess what Irm asking, how did talking 
to a State legislator give value to their project, to 
the best of your knowledge? 
A. That would be speculation on my part. 
Q. Well, you mentioned that that was part of 
thei r development. 
A. I was told that they did it. 
Q. Do you know which State legislators they 
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talked to? 
A. I do not. 
Q. You stated that they had entered into 
options for land? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did they have more than one option? 
They had options with two different A. 
owners. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
combi ned? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
And were those parcels adjacent? 
They were. 
And do you remember what the size of the 
240 acres. 
That was both parcels together? 
Yes. 
You testified that they had put up a 
tower, were putting up a tower that was collecting 
data? 
A. They had put it up. 
Q. They had put it up? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And were in the process of collecting that 
data? 
A. They had completed that by the time we 
acquired them. 
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Q. Was this meteorological data? 
A. It's verified and validated data and then 
the State had to agree it was sufficient to meet the 
full PSD requirements. 
Q. What does PSD mean? 
A. Prevention of significant deterioration. 
It's the type of air permit that one would want to 
have because it is all-encompassing. 
Q. So this would be basically above and 
beyond the normal air permit? 
A. It is the type of air permit most entities 
would want. 
Q. When you say "most entities," are there 
some that would not want it? 
A. Some that were not able to get it. 
Q. Had they actually received an air permit? 
A. No. 
Q. Had they applied for one? 
A. I believe they had. 
Q. And what happened to their application? 
A. We bought them in the middle. 
Q. Well, had they applied for it recently 
or --
A. I'm not sure of the dates or timing, but 
the air modeling work was being conducted by the 
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State Division of Air Quality when we purchased their 
asset and we had to reapply because we were a 
different entity even though we owned their assets. 
Q. So in other words, the fact that they had 
applied for an air permit, that fact alone didn't 
mean anything because you had to reapply? 
A. No, it meant a great deal because all of 
the air modeling work by the Division of Air Quality 
had been done on the data. We just had to reapply 
under our name and then we used all of that work. I 
think it was one of the major reasons we decided to 
buy that plant or that project. 
Q. How many years back did they collect data? 
A. Over a year. 
Q. Was that data a prerequisite for having a 
plant of 1,000 megawatts? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would it be a prerequisite for having a 
plant of, for example, 500 megawatts? 
A. Yes. 
How about 200 megawatts? 
Not if you attempted to do it like Spring 
Q. 
A. 
Canyon did 
Q. 
A. 
What do you mean by that? 
They had a minor permit which would limit 
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1 you to 100 tons of pollutants emissions in a given 
2 year. A permit that, while it has its own value, is 
3 limited in its value because you can only emit 100 
4 tons of pollutants in a year. 
5 Q. When you said "they" you mean Spring 
6 Canyon? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. You also testified that they, in this case 
9 "they" being Panda, had a specific route for gas. Is 
10 that correct? 
11 A. That's correct. 
12 Q. And can you describe what that was? 
13 A. As you travel from the Mona substation 
14 north, you go -- and I don't remember the exact 
15 number of miles, but you go a mile or so to the north 
16 and then you traverse the mountain ridge that's to 
17 the west of the facility and then head on down and 
18 interconnect at the juncture of Questar 104 
19 transportation line and the Kern River line 
20 approximately 13 miles north. 
21 Q. And was this going to be a gas-fired plant 
22 that they were going to build? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And did they actually have a contract to 
25 procure the gas? 
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A. Not that I know of. 
Q. Did they have a commitment to procure the 
gas? 
A. Not that I know of. But they are a very 
large buyer of gas. 
Q. So basically they had a route to get the 
gas? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Now, you also testified that they had 
talked to the power company regarding an 
i nterconnecti on? 
A. They may have actually had an 
interconnection agreement. I don't remember. 
Q. Who is the power company? 
A. Paci fiCorp. 
Q. And is it fair to say that that's a 
transmission function? 
A. It is . 
Q. That would be segregated from your group? 
A. Correct. 
Q. You don't know for sure whether or not 
they had an interconnection agreement, do you? 
A. It would be subject to check. I think 
they did, but I am not certain. 
Q. Was that not an important issue? 
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1 A. No. Because one has to still reapply if 
2 you've changed or altered the project. 
3 Q. So you would have to get your own 
4 interconnection anyway? 
5 A. We did. 
6 Q. So that really wasn't a valuable item? 
7 A. Valuable in the sense the work had been 
8 done, we knew was needed. Not valuable in the sense 
9 that it was a fait a compli. 
10 Q. What do you mean, a fait accompli? 
11 A. Well, that you had an agreement that you 
12 could exercise. You had the data, you had the 
13 engineering. That, indeed, was valuable. 
14 Q. Now, you also testified that there was 
15 detailed engineering of the plant? 
16 A. That's correct. 
17 Q. What type of plant was it or was it 
18 proposed to be? 
19 A. Two 2-on-l combined-cycle plants. 
20 Q. So basically two combined-cycle plants 
21 next to each other? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Had engineering drawings been done? 
24 A. They had. 
25 Q. And do you remember who the engineer was? 
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1 A. They had their own company engineer. 
2 Q. So it was their own company engineer? 
3 A. (Indicating affirmatively.) 
4 MR. CALL: Was that a yes or a no? 
5 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Was that a yes or a no? 
6 A. Panda has or had their own engineering 
7 in-house to design their plants and built many of 
8 them. 
9 MR. CALL: Thank you. 
10 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Do you remember what 
11 the name of their engineer was? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Now, you testified they had two 
14 combined-cycle plants which would by definition be 
15 gas fired; is that correct? 
16 A. Correct. 
17 Q. Do you remember what the cooling 
18 technology was? 
19 A. It was proposed in one of two ways, either 
20 as an air-cooled plant or as a water-cooled plant. 
21 The decision had not been made as to which. 
22 Q. Did they have drawings for both options? 
23 A. They had drawings for both options, yes. 
24 Q. So there would be two completely different 
25 sets of drawings? 
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1 A. I think perhaps a better understanding of 
2 how a power plant detailed design is put together may 
3 be helpful to you. 
4 Q. Undoubtedly. 
5 A. One is water cooled, one is air cooled, 
6 but they both feed into the rest of the facility. 
7 And while there are some differences between the two 
8 in terms of back pressures and operating conditions 
9 and how they're run, they basically are a separate 
10 individual piece of equipment that's just appended to 
11 the plant in either case. 
12 Q. Well, in the case of a wet cooled, my 
13 understanding is the plant itself is cooled by water; 
14 is that correct? 
15 A. What happens is is that the water is used 
16 to cool the steam vis-a-vis a heat exchanger, such 
17 that the steam condenses back to water and then is 
18 sent back into the, in this case, heat recovery steam 
19 boiler. In the case of air cooled, air is the 
20 cooling medium to cool the steam and condense it back 
21 to water. So they both do the same thing, they're 
22 just two different approaches to doing it. 
23 Q. So they both have a condenser, correct? 
24 A. They do. 
25 Q. Now, you t e s t i f i e d t h a t t h e r e was one 
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piece of equipment that would be different for wet 
cooled versus air cooled? 
A. One is the water cooling tower that then 
goes to cool the steam in a condenser. The other is 
an air-cooled tower that does the same function 
before it goes back to the boiler. 
Q. So in the drawings that you received from 
Panda --
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
I did not say we received them. 
Well, then how do you know they exist? 
I saw them. 
Well, in the drawings that you saw, which 
one was depicted or were they both depicted? 
A. They both were because they had both 
air-cooled plants and water-cooled plants in their 
system. 
Q. Now, your testimony was Panda had not made 
a decision, is that correct, as to which technology 
they were going to use? 
A. Yes. Because they had not procured enough 
water either way, in either case. 
Q. Well, let's get to water then. Did Panda 
have any rights to water in Mona? 
A. They did not. 
Q. Had they attempted to get any water 
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1 rights? 
2 A. My recollection is that they told us they 
3 had talked with several entities on water 
4 procurement. We did not receive any files with 
5 respect to their water procurement, however. 
6 Q. Did you continue on any negotiations on 
7 which they had initiated, for example? 
8 A. On what? 
9 Q. On water. 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Let me go briefly back to the issue of the 
12 engineering drawings. Was there any reason why 
13 PacifiCorp did not receive the engineering drawings? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Why was that? 
16 A. That was considered -- Panda considered 
17 those drawings their proprietary engineering, as 
18 would any other engineering firm. 
19 Q. But you were allowed to look at them? 
20 A. We were allowed to see them. 
21 Q. And what was the purpose of seeing them? 
22 A. I suppose -- well, I don't know what their 
23 purpose was. I can't speak to that. 
24 Q. But your purpose in seeing them. 
25 A. My purpose was to see how far they had 
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gone in their due diligence -- well, in their 
development activity. 
MR. BADGER: What are you thinking in 
terms of lunch here? 
THE WITNESS: Let me make an observation. 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) You were about to say 
something. What was that? 
A. Let me make an observation. 
MR. BADGER: Why don't you wait until the 
question is asked. 
THE WITNESS : All right. 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Well, I'll ask a 
question. You were about to make an observation, Mr. 
Thurgood. What was that observation? 
A. Combined-cycle engineering designs, while 
proprietary to a given company, are very generic in 
nature. It's kind of like you buy a Honda Accord and 
one might be green and one might be blue, but they're 
basically the same thing. There are literally 
hundreds of combined-cycle plants throughout the 
world and they're all basically the same thing. You 
put a combustion turbine in front of a heat recovery 
steam boiler and perhaps an SCR, selected catalytic 
reduction unit on it to take out the NOx. You send 
the heat from the steam boiler to the turbine, the 
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1 steam turbine, you cool that steam back down to 
2 recondense the water and you go on. They're the 
3 same. There is no uniqueness about them in reality. 
4 Q. That being the case, why did they want to 
5 hang onto their engineering drawings? 
6 MR. CALL: Objection, no foundation, calls 
7 for speculati on. 
8 MR. BADGER: Join in that objection. 
9 THE WITNESS: I don' t know. 
10 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Did they tell you why 
11 they wanted to? 
12 A. They said that was proprietary to their 
13 own engineering efforts. 
14 Q. But it's your opinion that it's not 
15 proprietary, that it's --
16 A. No, I didn't say that it's not 
17 propri etary. 
18 Q. Right. 
19 A. How one engineers and how one puts this 
20 pump and that pump together may be a little 
21 different, but the general aspect of the whole plant 
22 is basically the same. 
23 Q. Let me ask you this. Up to this point, 
24 which is to say when you started talking to Panda, 
25 and after lunch we'll kind of go through some of the 
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1 time line, had you yourself ever developed a 
2 combined-cycle plant? 
3 A. No, but I certainly had seen many of them. 
4 Q. So you consider yourself familiar with the 
5 technology? 
6 A. Very. 
7 MR. PETERSEN: Why don't we take a break. 
8 MR. CALL: Before we go, it occurred to me 
9 that, and I don't know if this is okay with you or 
10 not and that's why I'm asking. If one of the 
11 defendants objects, can we stipulate that that 
12 constitutes an objection by all defendants so we're 
13 not both of us jumping in and trying to interrupt 
14 you? 
15 MR. PETERSEN: That's fine. I mean, 
16 obviously you can object for the record. 
17 MR. CALL: But if one of us objects, 
18 that's deemed to be the same objection by both 
19 parties, both defendants? 
20 MR. PETERSEN: I think it would be because 
21 at trial either side can object. Yeah, I don't have 
22 an objection to that. That's fine. 
23 I'm about on schedule, which means if you 
24 want to take -- I have about 12:25 right now. If you 
25 want to come back at 1:30 or 1:25 and just get right 
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number of months and a series of telephone calls. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
e-mails? 
A. 
Q. 
And this is all in 2001? 
2001, 2002, into 2003. 
Did you all exchange any letters or 
I do not recall. 
Let me phrase it this way. Did you all 
have any written communications? 
A. Not that I recall until we actually put 
together a letter of intent. 
Q. And when did you do the letter of intent? 
A. We first started talking about what we 
would attempt to purchase and what would be offered 
and what the costs were involved in the fall of 2002. 
And the letter of intent was discussed also late that 
year. And then once we had really come to terms, an 
actual letter of intent was issued in the early part 
of the year, I think it was January. 
Q. And that's January of 2003? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what were the terms of the purchase? 
A. We basically agreed to buy their assets, 
what I call their project or asset position. 
Q. So you basically agreed to buy all the, 
how can I put this, all the elements that they had at 
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that point within their project? 
A. Except their engineering design. 
Q. And that included the land option? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And I assume you also bought records of 
any communications that they had had? 
A. We did. 
Q. And other than the land option, was there 
anything tangible that you bought? Did they have any 
other permits at that point? 
A. No, they did not. 
Q. How much did you pay for all this? 
A. I do not recall the exact figure, but it 
was just slightly less than a million dollars. 
Q. And did you pay in cash? 
A. I think it was a wire transfer. 
Q. But you didn't take back a note? 
A. No . 
Q. And when did this close? 
A. I believe it was late February 2003. 
Q. You talked about a letter of intent. Was 
there an actual sales contract that later replaced 
that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when did that occur? 
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1 if you fall within the guidelines then those permits 
2 are pretty much issued without a lot of problem. 
3 It's happened all across the country. So when I made 
4 that kind of a comment it was just with that 
5 expectation, that ultimately it would be issued. 
6 Q. Let me, moving down the page, I'm now on 
7 page 21, and it says, "An agreement to purchase the 
8 necessary water for the project was signed and a 
9 transfer application pursuant to this agreement was 
10 submitted to the State Engineer for approval. The 
11 application is expected to be approved in December." 
12 Do you see that? 
13 A. I do. 
14 Q. Who actually filed that transfer 
15 application? 
16 A. Jody Willi ams. 
17 Q. And do you remember when that was filed? 
18 A. I don't know. Let's see if it's on the --
19 we signed the agreement for transfer and purchase of 
20 water in October so it had to be after that, but I 
21 don't recall the exact date. 
22 Q. At this time, which is to say November 3, 
23 2003, did you have any concern about that transfer 
24 application being approved? 
25 A. No. 
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Q. Okay. And it's been your experience that 
they -- you used the words "foregone conclusion." I 
mean, it's been your experience that that's not a 
problem? 
A. Well, it's a challenge, but it happens and 
it gets done. It just takes time. 
. Q. Are you ever familiar with a situation in 
which the change application was rejected? 
A. No. 
Q. Speaking about that, let me go back. Do 
you have the time line in front of you? 
A. I do. 
Q. Do you see that line in March 2003 which 
says, "Initiated search for water rights"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Exactly what did PacifiCorp do or what did 
you do to, quote, "initiate a search for water 
rights" at that time? 
A. I called our water attorney. 
Q. And who was that? 
A, Jody Willi ams. 
Q. And do you remember the day you first 
called her? 
A. No. 
Q. Was she someone t h a t you c a l l e d on a 
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1 regular basis? 
2 A. I would not say regular. I had known 
3 Jody, again, since my career started with the 
4 company. She was a water attorney hired inside, was 
5 an employee of PacifiCorp when I first met her. 
6 Q. You worked at PacifiCorp how long? 
7 A. Twenty-six years. 
8 Q. So you've known her the entire time? 
9 A. Well, I can't be certain that she was here 
10 right at day one, but it was early on in the process. 
11 I don't know if she was here before I or the other 
12 way around, but it was many years. 
13 Q. So your first act in initiating the search 
14 for water rights was to call your water attorney Jody 
15 Williams, correct? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. What was your next act? 
18 A. I'm not sure what you mean by "act." 
19 Q. Well, you called her. I mean, what 
20 happened next? 
21 A. We met, talked. 
22 Q. And what was the substance of that 
23 discussion? 
24 A. I inquired of her as to whether or not she 
25 had any conflicts of interest at the time. 
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1 Q. And what did she tell you? 
2 A. "No, I do not." 
3 Q. Did you describe what you wanted to do? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And what did you tell her? 
6 A. That we needed water for the power plant 
7 that we were anticipating, the option that we were 
8 looking at, and that we had to have water available 
9 if that plant were it ever to be built. 
10 Q. Did you tell her where the plant was going 
11 to be built? 
12 A. We did. 
13 Q. And did you tell her it was going to be 
14 built in Mona? 
15 A. I didn't tell her where it would be built. 
16 What I said to her was, "We're looking at getting and 
17 securing water in the eventuality that a plant is 
18 built." 
19 Q. Well, did you talk at all about the 
20 Currant Creek project? 
21 A. We talked about a project at the Mona site 
22 and the fact that we had acquired Panda's position, 
23 yes. 
24 Q. Now, was this before the RFP had been 
25 issued, or where are we in terms of the RFP at this 
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1 point? 
2 A. The RFP had not been issued. The RFP for 
3 resources had not been issued. 
4 Q. Thank you for making that clarification. 
5 Did you understand at this point that there was going 
6 to be an RFP issued to fulfill the resource needs? 
7 A. Again, I don't remember the exact time 
8 frame as to when the RFP decision was made. The 
9 purpose in my contacting Jody was strictly to say, "I 
10 need to have an option that is firm, that I can 
11 create a cost-based alternative if it turns out that 
12 that's what is needed." It was under that guise and 
13 context that I talked to her. 
14 Q. Did you tell her what quantity you would 
15 need of water? 
16 A. We talked about the potential of having a 
17 water-cooled plant for two units, 1,000 megawatts. 
18 We talked about the potential of an air-cooled plant. 
19 We talked about both. 
20 Q. And what was the amount of water that you 
21 would need for a water-cooled plant? 
22 A. If it were to have been 1,000 megawatts it 
23 was roughly 6,000 acre-feet of water. 
24 Q. And how much for an air-cooled plant? 
25 A. Approximately three to 400 acre-feet for a 
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1 single 2-on-l plant, 500 megawatts. You would double 
2 that if you were to have more. 
3 Q. So let me make sure I have these numbers 
4 correct. 
5 A. And I'm not sure I have them correct. 
6 Those are general numbers. I'm not sure they're --
7 they're within plus or minus 25 percent, but I don't 
8 remember exactly what the quantities were. 
9 Q. And when you said you needed to have an 
10 option that is firm, what did you mean by that? 
11 A. It didn't do me any good to provide a 
12 cost-based alternative to the company that was not 
13 viable and it couldn't be executed if it needed to 
14 be. Again, in my line of work, we paid for options 
15 on a lot of different things from time to time so 
16 that they were just that, an option that could be 
17 exercised when needed. So we were willing to look at 
18 water. Water is a very fungible commodity, you can 
19 sell it. So I was not worried about purchasing 
20 water. It's something that could be sold later if 
21 needed. 
22 Q. You said at that time you needed these 
23 resources to put together the cost-based alternative, 
24 correct? 
25 A. No, I didn't say that. What I said was we 
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would need those resources if we were ever to build a 
plant. I didn't need it, necessarily, other than an 
estimate of costs for water that could be used in the 
cost-based alternative estimate. 
Q. Okay. So at this point you were not using 
the words "cost-based alternative," you were actually 
talking about a potential plant being built? 
A. No. We were talking about a cost-based 
alternative at that site. 
Q. All right. One of us is confused. Did 
you use the words "cost-based alternative" when you 
met with her in March? 
A. I believe I did. 
Q. And if you had used those words, what 
would you have been referring to? 
A. A potential project at the Mona Panda 
site. 
Q. And when you say "potential project," is 
that essentially a generic project or is that a 
project that specifically refers to the RFP that 
we've looked at earlier? 
A. I'm sorry that I'm not communicating this 
to you, Chap. My role was to provide alternatives 
constantly. 
Q. Right. 
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A. So in order to provide a constant 
alternative we looked at lots of different things all 
the time. It was unclear whether or not we would 
even be putting in a cost-based alternative for a 
benchmarking purpose at this time frame. I didn't 
know that. 
So what I needed to do, this is what I did 
know, I knew that if there was a need in the 2005, 
'6, '7, '8 time frame, I could simply back up from 
that point and say, what has to happen in order for a 
plant to be built to meet resources? So dates were 
always ever present in our mind. They were always, 
as I've stated before, a pressure, if you will. They 
didn't change-from one point to the next, they were 
always there. 
So if I wanted to have a plant, for 
instance, that would be ready in 2005, I had to have 
a plant design, a location, a possibility for gas 
transportation, the possibility of water and all of 
those various issues in place because one could not 
make a decision in the time frame between 2003 and 
2005, say, in December of 2004, that you were going 
to go ahead and build a plant because it takes a year 
to get a gas line, it takes time to get water, it 
takes time to do all these things. 
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1 So under my purview as the Resource 
2 Development Director, I had the opportunity, I had to 
3 get permission, but I had the opportunity to say, in 
4 order to make this option viable and still to be 
5 something that can be exercised, we have to have 
6 water purchased, we have to have gas line permits, we 
7 have to have air line permits in process. 
8 Q. So this is something that had to be ready 
9 at all times? 
10 A. Pretty much at all times. 
11 Q. So there was nothing unique about March of 
12 2003? 
13 A. No. Other than the fact that we had 
14 purchased Panda and we now had a specific location 
15 where we could put such a plant. 
16 Q. Now, you testified that you asked her if 
17 she had any conflicts? 
18 A. I did. 
19 Q. Did you do that in writing or did you do 
20 that verbally? 
21 A. No, I strictly asked her verbally. 
22 Q. And you're not a lawyer, are you? 
23 A . I am not. 
24 Q. What did you mean by, "Do you have any 
25 conflicts"? What was your meaning in using those 
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1 words? 
2 A. That's something that I probably would 
3 have routinely done with any attorney that I deal 
4 with because I've been trained to do so. 
5 Q. That doesn't answer my question, though. 
6 What was your meaning at that time? 
7 A. Did she have any other reason that she 
8 shouldn't be able to work for us. 
9 Q. And when you asked that question, did you 
10 have in mind that potentially she could be working 
11 for a landowner there or an irrigation company there, 
12 or what did you have in mind? 
13 A. I had seen the confidential information 
14 from Spring Canyon and knew that her name was on a 
15 piece of paper. That's why I asked the question. 
16 Q. Did you ask her about Spring Canyon? 
17 A. I just asked the question, "Do you have 
18 any conflicts of interest"? I don't know whether I 
19 asked about Spring Canyon or not. 
20 Q. Do you remember if she told you that she 
21 had represented Spring Canyon? 
22 A. She said she had and that they had 
23 finished their work and that the water permit was in 
24 the process of being finalized, as I recall, if it 
25 had not already been finalized. I think by that time 
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1 frame -- I don't remember the conversation that 
2 explicitly, but - -
3 Q. When you say the water permit, do you mean 
4 the ai r permi t? 
5 A. No. I mean the water transfer application 
6 for thei r project. 
7 Q. And she told you this at the first 
8 meeting? 
9 A. She simply said to us, "I have no 
10 conflicts, that work is done." 
11 Q. And when she said "that work is done," you 
12 knew what she was referring to or are you summarizing 
13 what she told you? 
14 A. I assumed what she was saying, I didn't 
15 know. She did not discuss any aspect of the Spring 
16 Canyon work with me at any time other than that 
17 statement. 
18 Q. You testified you knew that she had 
19 represented Spring Canyon? 
20 A. I testified that I saw her name on a piece 
21 of paper that they had submitted to me. 
22 Q. Do you know whether or not she had been 
23 retained by Spring Canyon? 
24 A. I don't. I just saw it on a piece of 
25 paper. 
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1 Q. Do you remember what piece of paper you 
2 saw i t on? 
3 A. I don't remember if it was in Volume 1 or 
4 Volume 2. I don't recall. 
5 Q. Do you remember what type of document it 
6 was? 
7 A. Yeah. It was a Water Transfer 
8 Application. 
9 Q. And do you remember if she had submitted 
10 it as their attorney? 
11 A. I don't remember that. I simply remember 
12 seei ng it. 
13 Q. Did you all have any further conversation 
14 other than that first meeting about a potential 
15 conflict that she would have had? 
16 A. No. 
17 MR. PETERSEN: All right. Can we take a 
18 break for a moment, is this a good time? 
19 MR. BADGER: Yeah. 
20 (Recess taken . ) 
21 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Mr. Thurgood, I want to 
22 go back to your actions in terms of procuring water. 
23 And I know in the Exhibit 4 in March 2003 we spoke 
24 about, quote, "initiated search for water rights," 
25 unquote. And I asked you what actions you actually 
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1 took to initiate that search and you told me you 
2 contacted Ms. Williams; is that correct? 
3 A. That's right. 
4 Q. Separate and apart from contacting Ms. 
5 Williams, did you yourself take any action --
6 A. No. 
7 Q. to procure water? 
8 A. (Indicating negatively.) 
9 Q. Did PacifiCorp take any other action IO 
10 procure water? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. So let me ask the question this way. Who 
13 was charged with the task of obtaining water for the 
14 Currant Creek project? 
15 A. Jody Wi11i ams. 
16 Q. And when was she given that 
17 responsi bili ty? 
18 A. In March. 
19 Q. Did you all sign a retainer agreement with 
20 her? 
21 A. No. According to my understanding, she 
22 was our water attorney and had been for many, many 
23 years, and those rates and anything else to do with 
24 how she was compensated were strictly up to our Legal 
25 Department. 
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Q. So in other words, to the best of your 
knowledge, there was no separate retainer that was 
executed? 
A. No. 
Q. You testified earlier that you had, and I 
believe that you testified that you spoke with her on 
a, quote, "regular basis," unquote? 
A. No. Well, I may have misspoke if I said 
that. I spoke with her on occasion because I had 
known her for many, many years. 
Q. And when you say you spoke with her on 
occasion, can you give me a time frame such as once a 
year, once a month? 
A. That depended upon what-was needed. For 
instance, I had worked with Jody on a fairly regular 
basis to look at water rights with respect to 
Hunter 4 in the years prior to this time. So it was 
not at all unusual for me to call Jody when we needed 
water. 
Q. And Hunter 4 was the coal plant? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Or I guess the proposed coal plant might 
be 
A. Better said. 
Q. -- better said. And what did -- you can 
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1 call her Jody, I'll call her Ms. Williams -- what did 
2 Ms. Williams do for you in that respect? 
3 A. We looked at what the water situation was 
4 at the time, where water was available, what water 
5 might be procured. The typical market price for that 
6 water. All of the things that one would do to look 
7 into what might be done to procure water for a given 
8 project. 
9 Q. And when did this representation occur in 
10 terms of time? 
11 A. Oh, probably the 2000 to 2002 time frame. 
12 But again, I just don't remember exact dates. 
13 Q. Okay. Other than Hunter 4, do you 
14 remember other specific projects that she worked for 
15 PacifiCorp on? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Which other ones? 
18 A. She has had much to do with the water 
19 questions and concerns with respect to Electric Lake. 
20 Q. Electric Lake? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. And what does she do for you regarding 
23 Electric Lake? 
24 A. That's not my project, I'm just familiar 
25 with the fact she worked with us on that project. So 
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summarized what was in that meeting. 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Well, let me step 
backwards. Do you remember having a meeting in 
September with USA Power? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that meeting occurred in Salt Lake 
City? 
A. It did. 
Q. And was at your offices? 
A. It was. 
Q. And were members of USA Power present? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Prior to the meeting or at the meeting did 
you receive a memo from USA Power? 
A. I do not remember that. 
Q. We'll put this aside then. What do you 
remember from the meeting in September? 
A. We signed the confidentiality agreement 
and had further discussions on what they had to 
offer . 
(EXHIBIT-9 MARKED.) 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Let me hand you what I 
believe should be Exhibit 9 and ask if you can 
identify Exhibit 9? 
A. This is the Confidentiality and 
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Nondisclosure Agreement between PacifiCorp and USA 
Power Partners, LLC. 
Q. And what's the date on this document? 
A. September 11th. 
Q. And let me turn to page 4, which is the 
last page. Is that the true and accurate copy of 
your signature? 
A. 11 i s . 
Q. And is that your title there, Managing 
Director of Resource Development? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Do you remember signing this document? 
A. I do. 
Q. And does this appear to be the document 
that you signed? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it your recollection you actually 
signed this at the meeting in September? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And does that refresh your recollection as 
to whether or not that meeting was September 11? 
A. It does. 
Q. Prior to signing this document had you 
seen it? 
A. I do not recall whether we had seen it or 
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comments or not. 
Q. In this case do you remember there being 
any comments? 
A. I do not. 
Have you signed confidentiality agreements Q. 
before? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Yes, sir. 
How many have you signed over your career? 
Dozens. 
Dozens being, say, 50? 
More than that. 
More than 100? 
Probably not. 
Of those agreements that you've signed, is 
there a fairly typical pattern that they follow? 
A. Pretty much. 
Q. Looking at Exhibit 9, first of all, did 
you read it before you signed it? 
A. Ce rtai nly. 
Q. Was there anything that you recollect as 
being unusual about this agreement? 
A. None in particular, no. 
Q. Did you understand that as part of the 
negotiation or as part of the conversation, let's 
say, with USA Power, that you would be receiving 
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information from them? 
A. Yes , sir. 
Q. Did you understand that that information 
might be designated confidential? 
A, Yes. 
Q. Did you understand that that information 
could not be used by PacifiCorp for purposes other 
than evaluating the transaction? 
A. Yes. 
MR. CALL: Objection to the extent it 
calls for a legal conclusion. 
MR. PETERSEN: I'm asking for his own 
understandi ng. 
MR. CALL: It's also overbroad. 
MR. PETERSEN: It's already been answered. 
MR. CALL: It depends on what 
information --
MR. PETERSEN: It's already been answered. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Did you have any 
understanding as to who within PacifiCorp could 
actually see the information you would receive? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what was your understanding? 
A. It's all stipulated in the document. It 
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that point, correct? 
A. Well, the air permit. And the water was 
for us significant. 
Q. Of the $2 million that you put forward in 
this letter, did you have any determination of how 
much was allocated to the air permit and how much was 
allocated to the water? 
A. Not at all. 
Q. Did any other aspect of the Spring Canyon 
project have any value to you? 
A. No. 
Q. Now, the $2 million you offered in the 
letter, was that a bargaining price or was that your 
final offer? 
I would agree that it was a bargaining 
pr i ce 
Q. Did you have authorization to go higher? 
A. I did. 
Q. What was your authorization? 
A. Up to $3.5 million. 
Q. And was that authorization in a written 
memo or was that expressed to you verbally? 
A. I believe it was an approval of the CEC 
Committee as to the suggestion and recommendation 
that had been proffered to them. 
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1 how much time you're working on a project? 
2 A. No, I would not. I would like to caucus 
3 with you for a minute. 
4 Q. Let's go off the record. In fact, I'm at 
5 11:00 a.m. and I'm on pace to where I need to be. Do 
6 you all want to take a 30-minute lunch break? 
7 MR. BADGER: We'll take an hour. We can't 
8 get in and out of a place. Let's break for an hour 
9 and come back. We started at 8:00 anyway. 
10 MR. PETERSEN: Let's break for an hour and 
11 come back. Fair enough. Just mark where the last 
12 question was and we'll come back on. 
13 (Noon recess taken.) 
14 --00OO00--
15 12:05 p.m. January 20, 2006 
16 EXAMINATION (Resumed) 
17 BY MR. PETERSEN: 
18 Q. Back on the record. 
19 A. May I go back to the question you posed? 
20 Q. I was going to reask it, but if you want 
21 to go ahead. 
22 A. You asked me the question if I kept phone 
23 logs and I responded no because that's not what I 
24 call them. I do have some notebooks where I 
25 periodically record conversations and meeting notes. 
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1 It's sporadic and not necessarily consistent, but I 
2 do have those. 
3 Q. And if you would record a conversation or 
4 a meeting note, if you would record that within a 
5 notebook, what would you do with that notebook? 
6 A, I kept them in my office. 
7 Q. Now, would you ever, for example, pull out 
8 a piece of paper and stick it in a file regarding a 
9 potential --
10 A. No. 
11 Q. No. You testified you keep the notebooks 
12 in your office, correct? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Would you keep the notebooks over time? 
15 A. I kept them for a period of a few years. 
16 I didn't start the practice until a few years ago. 
17 Q. Okay. Do you have notebooks for 
18 conversations relating back to 2002? 
19 A. I do. 
20 Q. Do you have notebooks relating for 
21 conversations in 2003? 
22 A. Not that I recall for the -- well, I had a 
23 notebook thai spanned a period of time that was lost. 
24 And so I don't have a portion of 2003. 
25 Q. The lost notebook, what portion of time 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And was it brought back to you? 
3 A. It was. 
4 Q. So in March 2003, where was the 
5 information? 
6 A, It was in the drawers in my files. 
7 Q. Now, you said you received a request to 
8 return the info? 
9 A. I said I seem to remember receiving a 
10 request. In any event, I sent them back what I had 
11 at the time and destroyed all of the e-mails 
12 consistent with the Confidentiality Agreement between 
13 them and us. That's one of the reasons I don't have 
14 the information that you've talked about during this 
15 deposition. 
16 Q. All right. Let me hand you what I'm going 
17 to mark as 20. 
18 (EXHIBIT-20 MARKED.) 
19 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Mr. Thurgood, can you 
20 identify Exhibit 20? 
21 A. This is the letter from me to Ted 
22 Banasiewicz on July the 22nd of 2003. 
23 Q. And is that your signature? 
24 A. It is. 
25 Q. And do you remember sending this letter? 
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1 A. I c e r t a i n l y d o . 
2 Q. Can you e x p l a i n t h e c o n t e x t b e h i n d t h i s 
3 l e t t e r ? 
4 A. When I sent the original information that 
5 we had obtained from Spring Canyon and USA Power and 
6 all of the materials they sent or had given to us, I 
7 could not find Volume 2. As I have indicated, I kept 
8 these files in a desk drawer. So you can imagine a 
9 desk drawer is only maybe only 20 inches deep, and 
10 the materials occupied a good part of that drawer and 
11 I could not find Volume 2. I looked there, I looked 
12 out in our project files, which are not locked for 
13 the most part, it wasn't there, I could not find it. 
14 So I sent back what I did have, indicated so. And 
15 also, as I mentioned, destroyed all of the e-mails or 
16 any correspondence that I had initiated that was not 
17 coming from them so that I would be in keeping with 
18 the Confidentiality Agreement. 
19 Subsequently, a couple of months*, and I 
20 don't recall exactly when I sent them the first batch 
21 of information, I was looking through my bookshelf 
22 and the Volume 2 was in a three-ring binder, but it 
23 had no indication on the back label. And it was 
24 similar to a number of volumes that I had kept on 
25 other issues that were not confidential and had 
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Q. Right. 
A. And Gadsby repowering and Hunter 4. Those 
topics, in general, were something that my group 
would have dealt with. 
Q. On page 4 where it talks about 
recommendations; do you see that? 
A. I do. 
Q. Do you see the cost analysis that's at the 
top of the page? 
A. I see it. 
Q. Or the comparative economics, to be 
precise? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
Uh-huh (affirmative). 
And had you seen this before? 
Yeah, I don't remember seeing it. 
Do you know if anyone on your staff would 
have put these numbers together? 
A. More than likely. 
Q. Do you remember which member of your staff 
would have done this? 
A. No, I do not. 
Q. All right. This will be number 355. 
(EXHIBIT-355 MARKED.) 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Mr. Thurgood, you can 
take a moment to look at it, but can you identify 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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Exhibit 355? 
A. This is a Performance CEC Meeting 
submittal that was submitted to the CEC for approval 
and for discussion entitled "Purchase of Project 
Positions at the Mona Substation Site," dated 
February 5, 2003. 
Q. And did you author this document? 
I authored it in conjunction with Mark A. 
Tallman. 
Q. 
authored? 
A. 
Do you remember which parts that you 
No. We had several drafts and we would 
make edits of each other's comments. 
Q. Did you see this document before it was 
put into final? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you approve of it? 
A. I did. 
Q. And do you see that this document 
recommends the purchase of the Panda project for 
$964,000? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And that was an action that you approved, 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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Q. And it also recommends approval to 
negotiate and purchase the USA Power site for up to 
$3.5 million; do you see that? 
A. I do. 
Q. And then it also speaks to preliminary 
engineering up to $500,000; do you see that? 
A. I do. 
Q. At this time, which is to say February 
5th, 2003, had you decided -- strike that. 
At this time, which is to say February 5, 
2003, what was that preliminary engineering goin-g to 
be used for that you were asking for the authority? 
A. To do some truly preliminary engineering 
on either of the two locations to validate the .costs 
to better understand what would be needed for 
development of the position at either site. 
Q. Was there any particular testing that you 
had in mind or just the full panorama? 
A. I don't recall any particular testing. It 
was an overall number to do what would be needed for 
the given project position. 
Q. This Exhibit 355, what was the day of the 
meeting when this presentation was made? 
A. I don't recall that. 
Q. Did you actually make a presentation? 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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Q. And what happened with that 
recommendati on? 
A. We proceeded to finalize the work with 
Panda and closed and executed that purchase on I 
believe it was February the 20t; of 2003. 
Q. But you received the permission at this 
meeti ng? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Next is "Authority to negotiate and 
purchase USA Power's rights associated with Mona 
site. We will not spend more than $3.5 million 
without additional approvals." Do you see that? 
A. I do. 
Q. What happened with that recommendation? 
A. We first of all negotiated with Panda to 
make sure that we had their asset position completed. 
And then after that we offered a letter of -- well, 
an offering to purchase Panda's position for $2 
million. And I believe we had a --
Q. USA Power's position? 
A. Excuse me, to purchase USA Power's, 
position for $2 million, and sent that in a 
communication to them. 
Q. Just to go back to a more fundamental 
question, did you receive the authority from the CEC 
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to take the action you have here on page 8? 
A. We did. 
Q. And just sticking with this for a couple 
of minutes, did the CEC ask any questions about this 
recommendati on? 
A. Certainly. 
Q. Do you remember what they were? 
A. Not in specifics, no. They wanted to 
know, first of all, about what we would be buying 
from Panda, what the costs were, why they were what 
they were. They also wanted to know what would we be 
purchasing if we purchased the USA Power project 
position, what was entailed in that. They wanted to 
know why we would be willing to spend more than a 
million dollars for that inasmuch as we had just 
looked at the request to purchase Panda's position 
for much less than that. So we discussed questions 
like those. 
Q. Well, that was my next question. That 
was, did you have any conversation about the fact you 
were buying USA Power for $3.5 million and Panda for 
approximately a million? 
MR. CALL: Objection, misstates the 
contents of the document. 
THE WITNESS: First of all, we weren't 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 | buying USA Power's project position for $3.5 million. 
2 I What we were given authority to do was to negotiate 
3 up to that point. Never was there an indication that 
4 we would have to spend that much. It was just the 
5 limit. 
6 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Okay. Well, it says 
7 "purchase" here. 
8 A. That's correct. But it was a limit, it 
9 was not a purchase amount. 
10 Q. Well, my question was, did you discuss the 
11 fact that there's this variance between the Panda 
12 cost and the USA Power cost? 
13 A. We did. 
14 Q. And what was your response to some of 
15 those questions? 
16 A. Well, if you read this recommendation 
17 carefully you will note that we first of all wanted 
18 to have Panda's position in place and, therefore, we 
19 would have a better understanding of what we might be 
20 able to bargain with USA Power for. And the 
21 anticipation was is that we would be able to get it 
22 for somewhere around $2 million, not the $3.5 
23 million. 
24 Q. Okay. Same question. Was there any 
25 conversation as to why USA Power had more value than 
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Panda? 
A. We did not believe that it had more value 
We believed that it would probably cost more because 
they had a minor air permit that was in the offing. 
Q. Other than the minor air permit, as you 
call it, was there anything else that separated the 
value of the two projects? 
A. Yes. But not in the way you probably are 
thinking. We believed that USA Power's project 
position was of less value, other than the permit, 
than the Panda position. 
Q. Why? 
A. Because it had, first of all, a very 
insignificant -- well, I shouldn't say insignificant. 
It had a much smaller land position with it than did 
the Panda position. And its water was very suspect. 
Q. What do you mean when you say the water 
was very suspect? 
A. The water for USA Power in what had been 
filed to the State Offices of Water Regulation, I 
don't recall what they're called, indicated that they 
wanted to use water on the property site itself. 
That's a very dry site of the Mona Reservoir, and we 
believed that that would probably not be to our 
advantage. But it was still water. 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 Q. Well, did Panda have any water? 
2 A. No, they did not. 
3 Q. Did anyone at the CEC Committee object to 
4 giving you authority up to $3.5 million? 
5 A. I don't recall that being the case. 
6 Q. Let me ask you, just staying with this 
7 document. Once you got this approval, I take it you 
8 had approval to buy USA Power for any number $3.5 
9 million or less, correct? 
10 A. That's right. 
11 Q. And you could do that based on your own 
12 discretion? 
13 A. That's correct. 
14 Q. Would you have to get approval from 
15 anybody else in the PacifiCorp management? 
16 A. No, sir. No. 
17 Q. All right. Moving down to number 4, it 
18 says, "We request the authority to issue an 
19 asset-based RFP in March or April of 2003." Do you 
20 see that? 
21 A. I do. 
22 Q. And I know we've talked a lot about the 
23 IRPs that had already been done at this point. Was 
24 that a decision that your group made whether or not 
25 to issue - -
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later became the Currant Creek Plant? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did that occur? 
A. We hired C H 2 M H U I in the fall of 2002 to 
initiate a siting study. And I believe they looked 
at something on the order of 15 to 18 different 
sites. 
Q. Who gave them the preliminary list of 
si tes? 
A. We did. But they also augmented it and 
wanted to look at a few of their own. 
Q. Any reason why you hired them? 
A. They are a very sound environmental 
engineering company who have a lot of data in the 
Utah area and they were a logical choice. 
Q. Did you have an RFP? 
A. No. 
Q. Or some type of bidding process for that? 
A. No. 
Q. When did they actually begin work? 
A. I don't recall. It was probably in the --
I just don't recall. It was in the fall. 
Q. Of 2002? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was it early fall, September, or late 
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1 this was a major part of that decision, it wasn't the 
2 only piece. 
3 Q. When did you all actually select Mona as 
4 the site? 
5 A. I think I would go back to that same 
6 meeting with the Utah Division of Air Quality wherein 
7 we learned that we could not transfer the data from 
8 Panda's work to the Elberta site. 
9 Q. And that was March 19th? 
10 A. March 19th. 
11 Q. Do you know whether or not the CH2MHU1 
12 report was final on that date? 
13 A. I don't know. It says that it was. 
14 Q. Well, as I said, that's part of a larger 
15 whole, but --
16 A. Yeah. 
17 Q. At this time, which is to say 
18 February/March of 2003, you all had already committed 
19 hard dollars to purchasing the Panda asset, correct? 
20 A. Purchasing that asset, yes. 
21 Q. What were you planning on doing with that 
22 asset if you weren't going to go forward at Mona? 
23 A. That goes back to the question of what our 
24 business was in our group, which was to develop 
25 options for the company. We routinely looked at a 
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variety of different things to have options on our 
plate of possibilities for the company. That would 
have been considered an option payment, period. 
Q. So in other words, that piece of land that 
you purchased and the assets that you purchased for 
approximately $1 million would have still been an 
option even if it wasn't the site that you were going 
to build the plant? 
A. Had we maintained the options on the land. 
We didn't purchase the land, we purchased the options 
for that land. 
Q. Right. Well, the options were a minimal 
cost --
A. That's correct. 
Q. -- compared to the overall purchase? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So you would have just had that Panda 
asset in your portfolio? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you met with the CEC from the earlier 
exhibit we looked at from February 5th, did you all 
discuss the fact that Mona was going to be the site 
for the NBA? 
A. We discussed that possibility. But we 
also discussed the possibility that it could be 
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Elberta, that it could be Gadsby. 
Q. Was there any concern that PacifiCorp 
could be spending a million dollars on a piece of 
land out in the middle of Juab County that might 
never be a power plant? 
A. I don't recall any discussion to that 
effect. Again, understand, if you will, the purpose 
of our group was to have options and there was a 
budget, basically, not a specified number, but there 
was an intent by the corporation and an understanding 
that we would be spending money to develop options. 
That's what our business was so it wasn't necessarily 
challenged in the fashion you're implying. 
Q. So no one had any concerns about that 
possi bili ty? 
A. I don't recall any. 
(EXHIBIT-364 MARKED.) 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Can you identify 
Exhibit 364? 
A. It's an e-mail from me to Bob 
Van Engelenhoven and Merrill B r i m h a U with respect to 
the Mona Project File Structure. I haven't read it. 
Q. Would you please take a moment to read it 
now. 
A. Yes. (Witness reviewed document.) 
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Q. Have you read it? 
A. Not quite. Yes, I have read it. 
Q. All right. I want to direct your 
attention to the last two sentences. Well, first of 
all, do you recognize that this is an e-mail that you 
sent? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Dated April 24, 2003? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And is that your e-mail address, or I 
guess you would call it the URL that your e-mail 
would come from? 
A. Well, I guess it is. I don't recognize 
that as what my address was. 
Q. Right. But the internal code? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember sending this e-mail? 
A. I do. 
Q. And Bob Van Engelenhoven and Merrill 
Brimhall were members of your team, correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Do you see where you say in the last two 
sentences, "I also believe we need to include our 
work in securing the Panda position. In other words, 
we need a very clear trail of how we arrived at the 
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Mona site, (siting study and everything e l s e ) . " Do 
you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you mean by that? 
A. One of the things we tried to do, which 
had not been done prior in the development work, was 
to keep accurate records of everything we had done. 
So this was a directive to make sure that we had 
everything in a common place relating to a particular 
subject. 
Q. You say "a very clear trail." Did you 
feel that you would need to go back and prove 
something later? 
A. No. I just wanted everything in a common 
place. 
Q. But a very clear trail talks about things 
that have happened in the past. 
A. You can imply what you will. I have 
stated what I said. 
Q. Okay. Do you remember having any 
conversations with members of your staff about the 
fact that at that point, in the spring of 2003, there 
might be some controversy as to how you arrived at 
the Mona location? 
A. I don't recall any conversations like 
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1 cooling or anything like that that you would have 
2 dealt with? 
3 A. Not with cooling. There were certainly 
4 issues with the boilers and issues -- I wouldn't term 
5 -- I wouldn't call it combustion either. I would 
6 just say there were boiler issues, equipment issues 
7 in general. 
8 Q. Did you all, for example, ever replace the 
9 cooler while you were there or the condenser? 
10 MR. BADGER: Are you talking about the 
11 air-cooled condenser? 
12 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) Yes, sir. 
13 A. I do not remember doing so, no. 
14 Q. All right. Other than your contact with 
15 Wyodak, have you had any other contact with 
16 air-cooled plants? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Which ones? 
19 A. Apex. 
20 Q. That's the Mirant Plant? 
21 A. It is. 
22 Q. And you visited that I believe in the fall 
23 of 2003? 
24 A. I did visit it, but I believe it was 
25 earlier than that. I don't remember specifically the 
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1 date. 
2 Q. Why did you visit it? 
3 A. We had discussions with Mirant about the 
4 possibility of acquiring an equity position in that 
5 plant or its sister plant that was never built. 
6 Q. And that plant is in Nevada? 
7 A. It's north of Las Vegas, Nevada. 
8 Q. How many megawatts is that one? 
9 A. Roughly 500 as well, I believe. 
10 Q. And is that a 2-on-l combined cycle? 
11 A. It is. 
12 Q. Other than Apex and Wyodak, any other 
13 air-cooled plants that you've visited? 
14 A. I personally have not visited any other 
15 air-cooled plants. However, I have had multiple 
16 discussions with my own group and with others about 
17 air-cooling in plants that were in Arizona, others in 
18 Nevada, and other air-cooled plants in various parts 
19 of the nation and in the world. 
20 Q. Okay. Have you ever taken any classes or 
21 attended any seminars on air cooling? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Have you ever or has your group ever 
24 developed an air-cooled plant other than Currant 
25 Creek? 
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A. No. 
Q. Prior to the development of Currant Creek, 
were you all familiar with the testing or simulation 
that you would do to develop an air-cooled plant? 
A. First of all, you wouldn't need to develop 
an air-cooled plant. It was a common technology, 
well proven, well understood, well engineered and 
offered by a variety of vendors. This is not a new 
technology. It's a technology that's been around for 
many, many years. It's nothing more than a huge 
radiator similar to what you would have on a car. 
It's not something that's novel or difficult to do. 
It has a different set of capital costs and a 
different set of operating costs than a water-cooled 
facility, but it's not novel or a new technology. 
Q. Between 1990 and 2000, do you know how 
many air-cooled plants in the United States were 
built over 200 megawatts? 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. Would you be surprised if I told you one? 
A. 1990 and when? 
Q. 2000. 
A. No. Because you didn't have an awful lot 
of combined-cycle plants being built in the west 
during that time. That does not imply they weren't 
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to in April 1 of 2003 whether or not you all were 
trying to obtain 6,000 acre-feet of water for the 
Mona project? 
A. My memory didn't need refreshing on that 
point. I knew that we did. 
Q. Okay. I'm just -- good point. 
And in fact, you all had hired Jody 
Williams to help you procure that water, correct? 
A. We had hired Jody Williams to find water 
for the project not knowing whether we would need 
this amount of water or a lower amount of water, 
depending on what we ultimately decided. But at this 
time we had hoped that it would be a water-cooled 
plant. 
Q. Well, as of this point, April 1, 2003, you 
all had hired Ms. Williams and you had also hired 
Hansen, Allen & Luce to be your water engineers, 
correct? 
A. I believe that's correct. I don't recall 
the date of hiring Hansen, Allen & Luce. 
Q. And just sticking with this Exhibit 366, 
it says you're the author of this document; is that 
correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Let me draw your attention to pages 4 
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exactly how big it is you're going to build, that 
it's 525 megawatts, not 500 megawatts, then you can 
get down to fine details to say, "No, it's not 300 
acre-feet, it's 325 acre-feet." So we knew in 
general what the numbers were, but we asked Stone & 
Webster to give us a definitive water balance for our 
project at the Mona site. 
Q. Okay. What trade journals would I learn 
this in? 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Power, Gas World. I mean --
Power Magazine? 
Yeah. There are a number of them that you 
can have or see discussions on these issues. 
Conferences. There are many places you can find 
general information. 
Q. Do you yourself -- well, strike that. 
My question was, and I know you gave me an 
extended answer, had anyone on your staff actually 
done a water balance, they themselves done a water 
balance, the equation of a water balance for dry 
cooling at Mona prior to Stone & Webster? 
A. Only in the terms I've just stated to you. 
Q. So they had not done one? 
A. No, I didn't say that. What I said was is 
they had looked at a general water balance as to how 
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much water we would need. And if that is defined as 
a water balance, then yes. If it's a detailed water 
balance, no. 
Q. But they hadn't done a site-specific water 
balance? 
A. Again, we knew that Mona, and what we were 
looking at was roughly a 500-megawatt plant. So we 
did rough calculations to determine how much water we 
needed. And if you're going to define that as a 
water balance, then yes. If you're going to define 
it as a very detailed study and engineering with true 
water balances on every stream and every use of 
water, then no. 
Q. Okay. Let me ask you about a slightly 
different question. Prior to Stone & Webster coming 
on the team, and I believe they were hired in May, 
does that sound correct? 
A. I think it was in April. 
Q. But they started doing work in May? 
A. I believe it was the end of April, but I'm 
not -- I could be mistaken. 
Q. Well, I have their invoices as one of my 
exhibits 
A. The invoices are a month back. 
Q. I know. But the invoices show work done 
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record. Mr. Thurgood, I'm going to hand you what is 
marked as 371 and ask if you can identify that 
document? 
A. It is an e-mail from Ian Andrews to Steve 
Rottinghaus of Burns & McDonnell with respect to wet 
versus dry at Mona dated May 7, 2003. 
Q. Okay. And you had talked earlier about 
some work that had been done by Burns & Mac, I think 
you called it, on the project? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does this refresh your recollection as to 
what work Burns & Mac did? 
A. Well, it refreshes my memory in that we 
asked them to do something. I had not gotten into 
the specifics of what they were trying to -- were 
being asked to do by Ian. 
Q. Okay. What was your recollection of what 
they had been asked to do? 
A. To give us an independent evaluation of 
the project position at that site on wet versus dry 
and what the differences would be. 
Q. And I don't know if we actually have these 
performance numbers. I notice if you go down it 
talks about various configurations. Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. And then it talks about the Provo weather 
data. Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Any reason why you used Provo? 
A. It's data that's close to the site and 
readily available. 
Q. Had you all done the net capacity and heat 
rate runs at this point? 
A. In general terms, as I've talked about in 
prior testimony before, yes. 
Q. Had you done it using -- what weather data 
had you all used? 
A. I do not know which data they used. 
Q. Did you all pay Burns & Mac to do this? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you see where it says below the Provo 
weather data, "I have attached Wayne Micheletti's 
article on wet versus dry cooling"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. "For your information as well as an 
estimate of degradation of simple/combined-cycle 
frame machines"; do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you understand what Burns & Mac was 
trying to do was actually to get at the efficiency 
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reasons for changing from wet to dry. Does this 
refresh your recollection about that? 
A. Yes. This has to do with, in part, the 
political implications as well as -- I don't know how 
else I would describe it -- as well as just 
expectations of the Utah County community with 
respect to water. Spanish Fork had endeavored to 
make a transfer -- had endeavored to transfer a water 
application, had held a public hearing and had 
basically had an uproar over that transfer of water. 
That then triggered the politicians of the area to 
somewhat recognize that water was so extremely 
important that they took different views. And that 
is one of the reasons why we had a political issue 
that came up with respect to the Elberta site, which 
was also in Utah County. 
Q. This Spanish Fork water sale, is that the 
issue that you're referring to? 
A. Yes. It had nothing to do with 
PacifiCorp, it was just a sale of the City's -- or.a 
purchase of the City's water that they were trying to 
do. 
Q. Do you remember when this hearing took 
place that was controversial? 
A. No, not specifically. But it was right in 
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ask the witness what his background is and use that 
as a way to get into the information. 
MR. BADGER: I think you're going beyond 
that, but let's --
MR. PETERSEN: I'm not going to spend a 
lot of time on this, I'm just trying to get some 
background. 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) All right. Mr. 
Van Engelenhoven, back on task here, you've told me 
about a number of tasks that you had as the Project 
Manager for Currant Creek. The question I had asked, 
do you remember the date when you were named the 
Project Manager of Currant Creek? 
MR. CALL: Asked and answered. 
THE WITNESS: It was I believe I said 
J anuary of 2003. 
Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) All righty. Before --
and I am going to get into these items specifically. 
Let me ask you this if I can, with the indulgence of 
counsel, ask a couple of questions about your 
academic background. 
Can you tell me, for example, what degrees 
that you have? 
A. I have a Bachelor of Science degree. 
Q. And what subject is that in? 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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you what's marked as 390. Mr. Van Engelenhoven, 
you've been handed what's been marked as Exhibit 
Number 390. Can you identify this document? 
A. Can I read it? 
Q. Sure. Take your time. 
A. (Witness reviewed document.) I recognize 
the document. 
Q. Okay. For the record, is.that an e-mail 
that you exchanged on or about February 20th? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. All righty. And that would be with Ian 
Andrews and Rand Thurgood? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it references something called an 
Engineer Assessment document. Do you remember that 
document? 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. What was that? 
A. That was the criteria that we used to 
select the engineering firm that we were going to 
work wi th. 
Q. And then if I go down to the bottom half 
of it, the e-mail from Ian Andrews, do you see the 
items that he has broken out there? 
A. Yes. 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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Q. And do you see where it talks about 
experience, experience in designing cycling combined 
plants? 
What number? 
In the items as part of the selection 
A 
Q 
process 
A 
Q 
Yeah. Which number are you looking at? 
The number is cut off on mine, but it 
should be number 2. 
A. Yes. 
Q. And do you see underneath that it says, 
"Stress dry cooling experience"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then it says under that, "Experience 
with inlet chillers on F class machines"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember discussing these topics as 
important items for the engineers to have experience 
in? 
A. I do. 
Q. Were these concepts that your staff had 
been discussing at that point? 
A. Yes. 
Q. These characteristics? 
A. Yes. 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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1 t h e s i t i n g s t u d y . 
2 ( E X H I B I T - 3 9 1 MARKED.) 
3 Q. (BY MR. PETERSEN) All right. Let's move 
4 on to something else. Take a moment to read that. 
5 A. (Witness reviewed document.) 
6 Q. Do you recognize that document? 
7 A. Yes, I do. 
8 Q. What is it? 
9 A. It's an e-mail that I sent to Harm Toren 
10 on February 27th, 2003, copied to Rand Thurgood. 
11 Q. All right. The first sentence says, "The 
12 preliminary work on a combined-cycle power plant 
13 inside the Utah bubble has begun, and as usual we 
14 seem to be behind." Do you see that sentence? 
15 A. I do. 
16 Q. What did you mean by that? 
17 A. We had begun to look at a combined-cycle 
18 power plant within the State of Utah and we needed to 
19 hurry. It was -- we had a lot of work to do in a 
20 short amount of time. 
21 Q. When you say "we seem to be behind," was 
22 there some particular aspect of the power plant 
23 development that you were behind at that point or is 
24 it just a general comment? 
25 A. Just a general comment. It would have 
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A. We had been working on some of these 
issues on our own, yes. 
Q. Okay. Well, just looking at this list, 
can you tell me which issues that you all had already 
been working on? 
A. Specifically we had had some discussion 
regarding the fuel interconnection. 
Q. I know we talked earlier about the capital 
cost estimate. Prior to this date, March 24, 2003, 
had you all come up with your own capital cost 
estimate for the project other than the kilowatt hour 
calculation? 
A. As of this date I can't - - I don't recall 
specifically at what level we had developed our 
estimate. 
Q. Prior to March 24, had you all, for 
example, already done a water balance for the 
project? 
A. I don't recall having a water balance 
prior to then. 
Q. Prior to this date, had you all ever done 
any performance modeling for the project? 
MR. BADGER: Objection, vague and 
ambiguous. 
Q, (BY MR. PETERSEN) Well, I'm looking at 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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your term here on --
A. We had not done performance modeling in 
the sense that we had taken a thermal performance 
computer model and input data and gotten output. 
Q. Finally the one that says "Economic 
evaluation of various cycle options," was that 
something that you all had already done any work on? 
A. Which one? Say again. 
Q. That's right under Performance Modeling. 
A, Oh, yes, cycle design and specification. 
Q. Well, it says, "The economic evaluation of 
various cycle options." 
A. I'm lost then. 
Q. Right under Performance Modeling. My 
question was, had you all already done any work on it 
prior to thi s date? 
A. Yeah, we had looked at it. We had not 
done detailed engineering or - - help me understand 
here. When you say "look at it" --
Q. You're hiring them or presumably hiring 
them to evaluate various cycle options, the economics 
of various cycle options. My question is, prior to 
this date, March 24, had your group, Rand's group 
done any of those types of evaluations? 
A. At a high level I believe we had. 
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document? 
Well, actually before you do that, do you 
remember having, once you all hired Shaw, Stone & 
Webster, do you remember your group having a kickoff 
meeting or some type of organizational meeting? 
A. With Stone & Webster? 
Q. Yes, sir.' 
A. I don't recall it specifically. I'm 
certain that we did either -- not necessarily in 
person, but at least over the phone as far as how we 
were going to proceed to do work. 
Q. All right. Having asked you that 
question, would you take a look at Exhibit 397 and 
tell me if you can identify that? 
A. (Witness reviewed document.) I recognize 
this as an e-mail that I sent out to a variety of 
people dated April 24, 2003. 
Q. Okay. And it talks about an attached 
document which is titled "Tasks for Kickoff Meeting." 
Do you remember having a kickoff meeting? 
A. Not -- I don't recall having, you know, 
like a sit-down meeting. 
Q. Well, do you remember having some type of, 
for lack of a better term, kickoff meeting, at which 
your group and Shaw, Stone & Webster met in some 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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Monday, April 10, 2006 
10:03 A.M. 
STEVEN J. VUYOVICH, 
having been first duly sworn, 
was examined and testified as follows: 
EXAMINATION 
BY MS. TOMSIC: 
Q. Would you please state and spell your name 
for the record. 
A. Steven with a V, S-t-e-v-e-n, middle 
initial J. Last name's Vuyovich, V-u-y-o-v-1-c-h. 
Q. Where are you currently employed? 
A. Holme, Roberts & Owen. 
Q. In the Salt Lake office? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long have you been employed there? 
A. Since July of 2002. 
Q. Prior to that, where were you employed? 
A. At Kruse, Landa & Maycock. 
Q. Did you work for any law firm prior to 
that after your graduation from law school? 
A. No. 
Q. And you graduated from the U in 2001; is 
that correct? 
CITICOURT, LLC 
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A. That's correct. 
Q. Have you -- strike that. 
While you were at Kruse Landa, did you 
ever perform any legal services for PacifiCorp? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And who assigned you to that work? 
A. Jody Wi H i ams . 
Q. Was she the supervising attorney relative 
to that work? 
A. Yes. 
Q. While you were at Kruse Landa, did you 
ever perform any work for PacifiCorp relative to 
acquiring water rights in the Mona, Utah, area? 
A. While I was at Kruse Landa? 
Q. Kruse Landa, correct. 
A. Not that I recall. 
Q. While you were at Kruse Landa, did you 
ever hear or become aware whether PacifiCorp was 
considering building a power plant in the Mona, Utah, 
area? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you go with Jody Williams to Holme, 
Roberts & Owen? 
A. Yes. 
Q. D id y o u , i n d e p e n d e n t o f Jody W i l l i a m s , 
CITICOURT, LLC 
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1 have discussions with Holme, Roberts & Owen about you 
2 joining them as a lawyer? 
3 A. What do you mean by independent? 
4 Q. Did you meet with Holme, Roberts & Owen 
5 without Jody Williams present relative to them 
6 possibly hiring you? 
7 A. Yes, 
8 Q. And when was your first meeting with them 
9 in that regard? 
10 A. I mean it was probably less than two weeks 
11 from the point in time that we ended up going over 
12 there prior to -- two weeks or so prior. And that's 
13 an estimate. 
14 Q. When did you first become aware that 
15 Ms. Williams was considering going to Holme Roberts? 
16 A. It was prior to that time, but not -- I 
17 mean, not a lot of time prior to that. Probably a 
18 month prior to the time we moved over. 
19 Q. And you moved over in July of 2002; is 
20 that correct? 
21 A. That's correct. 
22 Q. When you went to -- over to Holme, Roberts 
23 & Owen, did you have any understanding as to whether 
24 Jody Williams was going to bring PacifiCorp with her 
25 as a client? 
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1 A. Yeah, I -- I assumed that she would. That 
2 was her, you know, main client. 
3 Q. Did you have any understanding as to 
4 whether Jody Williams was going to bring USA Power 
5 with her as a client? 
6 A. Yeah, that -- these are just assumptions, 
7 but yes. 
8 Q. After you moved over to Holme, Roberts & 
9 Owen, did there come a time when you began 
10 representing PacifiCorp relative to acquiring water 
11 rights for use in the Mona, Utah, area? 
12 A. Could you repeat that? 
13 Q. You bet. 
14 After you moved over to Holme, Roberts & 
15 Owen, did there come a time when you started 
16 representing PacifiCorp with regard to acquiring 
17 water rights for use in the Mona, Utah, area? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. How did you first become aware that you 
20 were going to do legal work on that matter? 
21 A. When I got assigned the job of doing --
22 actually doing the work. 
23 Q. When was that? 
24 A. It would have been in 2003. I can't 
25 remember the dates. 
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knowledge of your current or former 
representation of a client?") 
Q. (BY MS. T O M S K ) You had testified, and 
I'm not trying to summarize your testimony, I'm just 
directing it to the subject matter, that part of your 
evaluation as a lawyer when you were trying to 
identify adverse or potentially adverse parties for a 
conflict check was to consider the work you were 
doing for current clients or had done for current 
clients. And I'm asking you, what was your process 
in doing that evaluation as a general matter? 
A. Well, when the new client came in, I would 
find out what it is they wanted me to do. And then I 
would think back on clients I was representing or had 
represented and evaluate it. 
Q. So because I had asked the question in 
terms of current clients because I got a compound 
objection, is it your testimony it's the same process 
for what would have been former clients that you no 
longer represent, the same type of evaluation process 
for you? 
A. Well, yes. I would take a look at the 
work I had done, not just for current clients but for 
prior clients, and evaluate that on the facts and 
circumstances with what the new client was asking me 
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to do . 
Q. Okay. I want to hop from Kruse Landa to 
HRO now. You had described generally the process at 
Kruse Landa in terms of when a new client came in 
determining whether you were going to represent them 
or the firm was going to represent them. Was the 
process when you joined HRO the same type of intake 
process for new clients or did it differ in some 
significant way? 
A. I mean, it's the basic process. But it 
was more detailed because HRO is a large law firm. 
And so generally conflict checks take, you know, more 
time and there's a bigger database. 
Q. Let me try it this way just so I have a 
better understanding and the record is clear. When 
you joined HRO in the summer of 2002, did you become 
familiar with the intake process for new clients at 
HRO? 
A. Yes, generally. 
Q. Generally. And you've been at HRO now for 
a number of years; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And as you've been there have you become 
more familiar with that intake process? 
A. Yes, And the intake process has become 
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A. They invited me to lunch and I'm trying to 
remember who was there. Gregg Savage and Blaine 
Benard were there. My recollection is that there 
were other lawyers there. I don't recall who they 
all were. 
Q. How long did this luncheon meeting last? 
A. An hour and-a-half . 
Q. During the course of that luncheon 
meeting, were there any discussions in terms of the 
clients who you would bring with you if you went to 
HRO? 
A. Yes. They asked me to provide a list of 
clients that I had at KLM to them so that they could 
do a conflicts check. 
Q. Was the list you were asked to provide all 
clients on whom you were providing any legal services 
or only those clients who you believed would follow 
you to HRO? 
A. Those lists of clients were the same. 
Q. Did you provide that list? 
A. I directed my secretary to work with the 
office manager at HRO and work through that. 
Q. Did you ever review the list? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. How long after that luncheon meeting did 
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question? 
MR. BILLINGS: Well, it would be helpful 
if you would lay out why you believe it's relevant or 
likely to lead to discoverable evidence. 
MS. TOMSK: I'm not going to answer that 
Are you instructing her on the grounds of privilege? 
MR. BILLINGS: I'm not instructing. I'm 
objecting on the grounds that it's potentially 
privileged information. 
MS. TOMSK: Well, if you're going to 
instruct her, instruct her, and let's get on. 
MR. BILLINGS: I'm not going to instruct 
her 
questi on? 
MS. TOMSIC: Will you read back my 
(Pending question read back as follows: 
"Q What did you tell them in that 
regard?") 
MS. TOMSIC: Let me rephrase it. 
Q. (BY MS. TOMSIC) During this conversation 
or these conversations that you had with HRO before 
you became employed by them, what did you say to them 
with regard to the amount of revenue that you had 
obtained either annually or monthly from PacifiCorp 
based on your historical representation? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. When did you contact someone from HR0 
about handling a legal matter for USA Power? 
A, I don't recall the exact date, but it was 
in the late spring of — what year are we? 
Q. 2002. 
A. 2002. 
Q. Who did you contact at HR0 in that regard? 
A. Blaine Rawson. 
Q. Had you contacted any other lawyers at any 
other firm before you contacted Mr. Rawson relative 
to this USA Power legal issue or issues? 
A. The particular issue? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Not that I recall. 
Q. Why did you decide to contact Mr. Rawson? 
A. Two reasons. The first one is he's a — 
it was an air matter and I don't practice air. And 
Blaine Rawson is a good air attorney and I wanted to 
give -- I wanted to get Power Partners representation 
from a good attorney. 
And the second reason is that I was 
targeting HR0 as a potential law firm that I would 
join. So it seemed to make sense to me to send work 
there for a client, which if I ultimately joined the 
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P R O C E E D I N G S 
JODY L. WILLIAMS, 
recalled as a witness, being previously duly sworn, 
was examined and testified further as follows: 
EXAMINATION (Resumed) 
BY MS. TOMSK: 
Q. Good morning, Ms. Williams. 
A. Good morning. 
Q. When were you first contacted by 
PacifiCorp with regard to obtaining water rights for 
what became known as the Currant Creek Plant? 
A. March of 2003. 
Q. Who contacted you from PacifiCorp? 
A. _Rand, I think. 
Q. Did he call you on the phone? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did he call your office at HRO? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What day in March did he call you? 
A. It was -- it was in the first week of 
March . 
Q. Was that the first time you had heard that 
PacifiCorp may be interested in acquiring water for a 
power plant in the Uinta Basin? 
MR. CALL: Uinta Basin? 
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Q. Was anything else d i s c u s s e d during that 
telephone conversatior i? 
A. I d o n " t t * : 1 . 
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Q. Did you have any discussion at that time 
with regard to what type of a power plant PacifiCorp 
was considering in the Mona, Utah area? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Did you make notes of that conversation? 
A. I could have, but I don't recall at this 
point right now if I did. 
Q. Did you and Mr. Thurgood make any 
arrangements with regard to having any further 
discussion during that telephone call? 
A. Further discussion? Just further 
di scussion? 
Q. Let me ask this question. Did you and Mr 
Thurgood arrange during that telephone conversation 
to have a subsequent meeting or telephone conference 
with regard to the work that he had discussed with 
you? 
A. I don't recall setting a time or date or, 
you know, specific meeting. 
Q. During that conversation, did you agree 
that you were going to represent PacifiCorp in the 
matter he had discussed with you? ' 
A. I said that I would have to check for 
conflicts to see specifically if HRO had represented 
Geneva Steel. 
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wat r i g h t s . G e r f*. 1 h a s o f f e r e d i - ic ^:;i.-, 
.- r b a Le di fjd J - "" ' e b a n k r u p t c y *... J I C . . — 
o p i n i o n of thp a t e r r i g h t s . " 
Q. P r i o r to 1:hat t e l e p h o n e - c n v ^ r s a t i 
*r- J U a w a r e t h a t G e n e v a * *~^ * n i j s e n t 
.lot . i i ndi cat i ng t h a t i t < r 
r i g h t s ? 
A. I d o n ' t r e c a 11 . 
u ie 
P W 
o 
-e 
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March 7th, 2003, was it your understanding that you 
were representing PacifiCorp with regard to the 
acquisition of water from Geneva Steel? 
A. Yeah. This was my permission to open the 
matter . 
Q. And was a matter subsequently opened? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At the time you received permission to 
open this matter, did you understand that the scope 
of your representation of PacifiCorp was limited to 
PacifiCorp's acquisition of water rights from Geneva 
Steel? 
A. At the time I opened the matter, that was 
the -- you know, that was the scope, that was the 
entity that was going to be the seller of the water 
ri ghts . 
(EXHIBIT-65 MARKED.) 
Q. (BY MS. T O M S K ) Let me show you what has 
been marked as Exhibit 65 and ask if you have seen 
this document before? 
A. Yes, I have seen this document before, 
Q. What is this document? 
A. It's a PacifiCorp Proposal to Purchase 
Water Rights. 
Q. Did you have any input into the drafting 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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10:54:17 
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*0:54:18 
10:5 1 2 
| 0 : 54 i 2 ? 
10:54:31 2 
1.0' 
|L0: 54:38 . -
10: :J :>i IS 
| 0 : 
|L0:54:44 17 
iu:55:03 18 
| L 0 : 5 5 1 1! 9 
10:55:16 20 
-10:55:16 2 1 
lO: 55:20 22 
'1:55:34 23 
£0:56:37 7-
[10- , 
o f t h i s document? 
A. ' Not t f l a t I r eca I I . ' 
Q. ' :• : .. • * " e r e .i s o r .- " ' m a s k i n g t h e 
q u e s t i o n is i K 11 i 11 ie Lowei i i g 1 1 1 - h a i id 
r n m p r i t ' <; <? c ,, . a t e s n u m b e r s f r o m d o c u m e n t s 
p : a u •- ed by (- o • r- - *:.•:; e -1 s , a n d t h a t ! s wI m ) I ' m a s ki- n g 
Ldt: LJ u e b L i u. . 
A. Okay. 
Q. N o memory o 1 :' p a r t i c i p a t i n g i i i i t:: ' 
A. I nil : in in"' t: i e c a I il d r a f t i i i g t! i i s d o • : i i in e i 11:. 
Q. D o y o u k i i o w w h e t h e i o i i i o t 1: h e r e w a s a 
f i i I a 1 v e r s i o n o f E x h i b i t 6 5 ? 
A . I I 
Q - n ' t 1/ n n i ^ 
A . • - . . ' . 
Q. 
Exhibit 65? 
A. was just something PacifiCorp gave me 
information on their -- on the water rights they 
wanted to purchase. 
Did you have any discussions with anyone 
from >rp relative to Exhibit 65? 
I don ' t recall. 
(EXHIBIT-66 MARKED.^) 
Q. (BY MS. T O M S K ) I •" how vo w 
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been marked as E x h i b i t 66 . Have you seen t h i s 
document b e f o r e ? 
A. Yes . 
Q. What is this document? 
A. These are notes I took at a meeting 
between PacifiCorp and Kennecott. 
Q. Was this meeting to which you've referred 
on March 21st, 2003? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. Did you set up this meeting? 
A. No. 
Q. What was your purpose in attending the 
meeti ng? 
A. 
PacifiCorp. 
Q. What was your understanding as to the 
purpose of this meeting? 
A. To discuss acquisition of water rights by 
PacifiCorp from Kennecott. 
Q. You've indicated at the top a number of 
names. Were each of those people present at this 
meeti ng? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long did this meeting last? 
A. I don ' t r e c a l l . 
I was t h e r e as t h e l a w y e r r e p r e s e n t i n g 
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11:01:24 
=11:01:33 2 ! 
111:01:50 2 2 
11:01 
11 :02 :00 ! * 
(11:02:07 L'J 
Q. i wan t t o go t h r f i u i h i i i1 u 11 i > 11 i i in 
e 111" i" i P e 111, -i i , ,n,i i j (• (j n l . 11 i b i t 611 , I I
 v 1111 l o o k , 
t h e t h i r d l i n e down i I s a y s , ""Rand I R P , i n t e g r a t e d 
R e s o u r c e P l a n ot 
A . U h - h u h (a f f i r m a t i v e) . 
Q. D o e s t h a t r e f r e s h ,oi.' ->.-o.-
iidu b e tj 1 
Muii m a t , 
P a c i f i C.. r p ? 
th, 
e s o u r c ^ P 
'eah . 
p r e p a r e : 
"• n 
w 1 t h r e g a r u iu * 
T 
i
'l od *.» ,iy a t th is m e e t; i 
* I'MI Kci, uti i n e lJ I M\ •" 
•. * <- J s p e c i f i c r e c o l l e c t i o n , -but 
I h a v e a g e n e r a l r e c o l l e c t i o n i h a t U P s a i n thai 
a c i f i C ( ! 
.: n. Well , £• *. . 
*emands u s t o m e r s . 
Q. ,1r . Th .
 r, 
cate how PacifiCor itended ' 
gen Jti>n capacity > m^-i int JJUWCI needs? 
A. I don' t n " ( i l L 
Q. Would you go down to the sentence that 
states,. "Going back to Mona site - air permit," 
w ,i \ l i s c u s s e d r e 1 a :. : - ' n this entry? 
|.) I 'in wi. " fr> 
< ai e e t t h e 
i ^  m e e t i ng • 
t t h i s p o w e r o r 
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A. It was something that Rand said and I 
wrote it down. 
Q. Did Mr. Thurgood during this meeting with 
Kennecott tell Kennecott that PacifiCorp was going 
back to the Mona site to construct a power project, I 
mean a power plant? 
A. I don't recall what he said. 
Q. If you look at the next entry it says, 
"Wasatch Front siting study - CH2MHU1"? 
A. Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q. What was said with regard to this entry? 
A. I don't recall. It was something that was 
said in the meeting and I wrote it down. 
Q. If you look at the next entry it says, 
"Gadsby, Elberta, Panda are three sites." What does 
this entry mean? 
A. These were three sites that PacifiCorp was 
considering sites for a power plant. 
Q. If you go to the next entry that you've 
made it says, "PacifiCorp bought Panda project 
position." Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What does that entry mean? 
A. Again, this was -- I was writing down what 
John said -- or what Rand said. Rand said it and I 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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w a :-i I -1 k i i"11', 11ii» )Un . 
Q. What did 
relative U» p. dasing the FdnQd " 
A. T - nrn hnna: -* £t 
position. 
- Q. D i (1 he s ,iy whe re ? 
• A . • I ib H I " I i i'i el i I . 
.Q'. U i d yon understand, a t I e as t a 
meetir , j 
A. Yeah 
Q. Were ^ u L U L U 
HI - * *" n ;J 
1
 - t 
the I.ime 
i n p-
' ,: : i whhii 1 was told t ha t 
y u U M I U W W H V f h I I , -II \ J ! ' I I I i I i d t 
*" i ng even though you nuy not remember 
exact date? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Y o i i were to 1d it prior to t h is date? 
A. I would have to.check the dates oi i a 
d o c u m e n t , but I read 
Q. What document are
 ; n •-"erring to? 
A. A background document discussing 
PacifiCorp's reques 1: 
Request to whom' 
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A. The -- the -- I don't recall the person 
that it was addressed or the entity, but it was a 
document prepared by PacifiCorp that had been given 
to me that was part of the approval process for the 
Board or the Investment Committee to approve money to 
buy water. 
Q. Did PacifiCorp give you that document 
before it was submitted to whomever it was going to 
be submitted? 
A, I don!t know. 
Q. Did you make any changes to that document 
prior to the time it was submitted to wherever it was 
being submitted? 
A. I recall writing on the document. 
Q. Do you know if any of the writing that you 
made on the document was incorporated by PacifiCorp 
in the final document submitted? 
A. No. 
Q. No, you don't know? 
A. No, I do not know. 
Q. Let me ask you this. In terms of the 
Panda project position, because we don't know the 
date of the document to which you've referred, would 
it be fair to say at least by March 21st,, 2003 you 
were aware that PacifiCorp had bought out the Panda 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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(.1:10:24 1 project position in Mona, Utah? 
L1:io:38 2 A. Yeah. That's what Rand said and I 
p:io:4i 3 believed it. 
j.i:io:42 4 Q- Now, was it your understanding when you 
li:io:48 5 found that information out that the Panda project 
i^:io:53 6 that PacifiCorp had purchased was the same Panda 
Li:io:59 7 project that USA Power had discussed with you in 
1.1:11:05 8 April of 2001 when you first met with them to 
Li:ii:io 9 determine if you were going to represent them? 
Li:ii:2i 10 A. I don't know. 
Li:ii:23 11 Q. Are you aware of any other Panda project 
Li:ii:29 12 other than the one that PacifiCorp purchased that was 
Li:ii:34 13 located in the Uinta Basin? 
|LI:12:13 14 A. No one ever told me that PacifiCorp 
i 
11:12:16 15 purchased a Panda project in the Uinta Basin. 
Li:i2:20 16 Q. What Panda project did you understand they 
11:12:24 17 had purchased? 
11:12:33 18 MR. CALL: Objection, vague. By "project" 
11:12:37 19 do you mean project position as stated here? 
11:12:39 20 MS. T O M S K : Yes. 
U:i2:4i 21 MR. CALL: Thank you. 
Li:i2:5i 22 THE WITMESS: I understood that when Rand 
11:12:54 23 said PacifiCorp bought Panda project position, that 
11:13:03 24 that Panda project position was in north Juab County. 
11:13:09 25 Q. (BY MS. T O M S K ) And when you refer to 
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north Juab County., does that include Mona, Utah? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you continue looking down Exhibit 66 
where you have the line "Subject to change 
appli cati on"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is that a notation regarding? 
A. Final payment of -- for a water 
acquisition would be made subject to approval of a 
change application to make sure that that water could 
be used for the purpose that the purchaser wanted it 
to be used for. 
Q. And what purpose was that, as you 
understood it? 
A. Use in a power plant. 
Q. In Mona, Utah? 
A. Mona, Utah was one of the sites. 
Q. Now, between when you were first contacted 
by Mr. Thurgood with regard to representing Pacific 
Power in purchasing water rights from Geneva water --
MR. CALL: PacifiCorp. 
MS. T O M S K : What did I say? 
MR. CALL: Pacific Power. 
Q. (BY MS. T O M S K ) Sorry. From the time you 
were contacted by Rand Thurgood with regard to 
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marked as Deposition Exhibit 1. 
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8. Attached as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of an October 29, 2002 
letter which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 15. 
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18. Attached as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of a May 7, 2001 
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Exhibit 138. 
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was marked as Deposition Exhibit 234. 
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was marked as Deposition Exhibit 285. 
33. Attached as Exhibit 32 is a true and correct copy of a Summary of Work 
Performed on Panda's project which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 286. 
34. Attached as Exhibit 33 is a true and correct copy of a Utah Mt. Nebo 
(Mona) Project Summary which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 287. 
35. Attached as Exhibit 34 is a true and correct copy of the October 2001 
Monthly Report of Mona Utah Project which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 292. 
36. Attached as Exhibit 35 is a true and correct copy of the Air Quality PDS 
Modeling Protocol for Panda Utah Facility which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 294. 
37. Attached as Exhibit 36 is a true and correct copy of a Purchase and Sales 
Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 302. 
38. Attached as Exhibit 37 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 332. 
39. Attached as Exhibit 38 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 333. 
40. Attached as Exhibit 39 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 336. 
41. Attached as Exhibit 40 is a true and correct copy of a November 30, 2001 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 337. 
42. Attached as Exhibit 41 is a true and correct coy of some handwritten 
notes which were marked as Deposition Exhibit 341. 
43. Attached as Exhibit 42 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 344. 
44. Attached as Exhibit 43 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 345. 
45. Attached as Exhibit 44 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 346. 
46. Attached as Exhibit 45 is a true and correct copy of a February 19, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 360. 
47. Attached as Exhibit 46 is a true and correct copy of an April 24, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 364. 
48. Attached as Exhibit 47 is a true and correct copy of a May 7, 2003 email 
which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 371. 
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49. Attached as Exhibit 48 is a true and correct copy of a May 14, 2003 email 
which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 375. 
50. Attached as Exhibit 49 is a true and correct copy of Currant Creek Power 
Project Weekly Conference Notes for May 15, 2003 which was marked as Deposition 
Exhibit 376. 
51. Attached as Exhibit 50 is a true and correct copy of PacifiCorp Board 
Meeting Minutes for September 22, 2003 which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 383. 
52. Attached as Exhibit 51 is a true and correct copy of February 2003 emails 
which were marked as Deposition Exhibit 390. 
53. Attached as Exhibit 52 is a true and correct copy of February 2003 emails 
which were marked as Deposition Exhibit 391. 
54. Attached as Exhibit 53 is a true and correct copy of an April 24, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 397. 
55. Attached as Exhibit 54 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 412. 
56. Attached as Exhibit 55 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 420. 
57. Attached as Exhibit 56 is a true and correct coy of a Participation 
Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 421. 
58. Attached as Exhibit 57 is a true and correct copy of a Loan Agreement 
which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 434. 
59. Attached as Exhibit 58 is a true and correct copy of the Eighth 
Amendment to Loan Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 435. 
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DATED: June 20, 200 
\\ / 
fesggy A. Tomsic 
SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this 20th day of June, 2007. 
Notary Public 
Residing at: 
^ Notaiy PubSe """ "* 
1PSSS1! 
mo 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the^^day of June, 2007, a true and correct copy of 
AFFIDAVIT NO. 2A OF PEGGY A. TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO PACIFICORP'S AND 
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTIONS RE: SUMMARY JUDGMENT (DEPOSITION EXHIBITS) 
was hand delivered to the following: 
Thomas R. Karrenberg, Esq. 
ANDERSON & KARRENBERG 
50 West Broadway, #700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
P. Bruce Badger 
Fabian & Clendenin 
215 South State Street, 12th Floor 
P.O. Box 510210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Michael G. Jenkins 
Assistant General Counsel 
PacifiCorp 
1407 West North Temple, Suite 310 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
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Water 
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Raw Water Storage, 
5 Day, 2.5 mm gal, 
95' dla x SO1 h 
+ 
34-frS ^ A c r ^ g g y s Wet Cooling 
e^T/MArr^ 
GT Inlet Chilling 
System 
g Cycles 
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Heat Recovery 
Steam Generator 
(Qly2) 
(2% blow down) 
62 
Demin Water 
Storage Tank: 
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SOO.OOOgal 
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Tank 13 
62 
34 
i 
62 
GT Water 
Wash 
System 
Waste 
Treatment/ 
Neutralization m. 
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i 
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All figures are GPM 
Fire Protection 
System 
Potable 
Water System 
71 
HRSG Water 
Treatment System 
RO • EDI 
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Trucked 
Offeite for 
Disposal 
Waste Discharge 
o 
Waldron Engineering Inc 
37 Industrial Drive 
Exeter, NH 03842 
DEPOSITION Peak Electrical Generation 
100F-Max Chilling 
11/29/01 
Subject: Spring Canyon Water use 
Date: Wed, 29 May 2002 13:50:41 -0400 
From: rft@waldnmeng.com 
Organization: Waldron Engineering Inc 
To: "Banasiewicz, Ted,, <usapowerllc@aoLcom> 
HITed-
This file can be used to run what-ifs for the plant water consumption. Red text cells are input cells. There is a degree of conservatism 
built in to the basic numbera because cycle make-up and chiller cooling tower evaporation are based on the worst day, which of 
course will not happen every day. 
Let me know if you need anything else, or have thoughts on how mis info should be presented and I can follow up. 
Regards, 
Ray 
3Waterusagc.xls 
Name: Waiter usage.xls 
Type: Excel File (application/rasexcel) 
Encoding; basc64 
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Water^Kae 
Expected Case 
1 Acre foot = 43,560 Cu Ft 
1 CuFt« 7.48 Gal 
Acre Feet 550 per year <= Water available 
[Volume 23,358,000 Cu Ft 173,208 fcgal 
Data for Spring Canyon Project: 
AVQ daily F 
Avg max F 
Operating Profile: 
Op'n factor 
|kours/mo 
Op'n Hours 
Chill Opo factor 
Chiller Hours 
I Firing factor 
I Fired Hours 
Jan 
28.0 
39,6 
0.30 
730 
219 
-
0 
-
0 
Feb 
33.3 
45.0 
0.30 
730 
219 
-
0 
-
0 
Mar 
40.5 
53.6 
0.50 
730 
365 
-
0 
-
0 
Apr 
48.6 
83.1 
0.70 
730 
511 
-
0 
-
0 
May 
57.2 
73.0 
0.80 
730 
584 
-
0 
-
0 
Assume? chiller oo'n.required these mbnths"" 
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1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
730 730 730 730 
730 730 730 730 
0.30 0.60 0.60 0.60 
219 438 438 438 
0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 
511 511 511 511 
Oct 
52.2 
68.4 
0.70 
730 
511 
-
0 
-
0 
Nov 
39.6 
52.2 
0.50 
730 
385 
. 
0 
-
0 
Dec 
29.7 
41.0 
0.30 
730 
219 
-
0 
-
0 
Year) 
50.5 
65.5 
5913 
1533 
2044 
CC Make-up. gpm 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 
Make-up, kgal 986 986 1,643 2,300 2,628 3,285 3,265 3,285 3.285 2,300 1.643 966 26,609 
Inlet Chill CT evap, gpn 184 184 184 184 184 184 184 184 184 184 184 184 
Evap Loss, kgal . . . . . 2,418 4.836 4,836 4,836 - - - 16,924 
Tot Annual Use, kgal 43,633 
Percent of Available 24% 
112-frf Spring CalfJSrrlSnergy 
207FA CC, Fired *- Inlet chitting, dry cooled 
Waldron Engineering Inc 
37 Industrial Drive 
Exeter, NH 03833 
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Net nant HR (HHV) v Ambient Tempeature 
GE 207FA, Dry Cooling, 5100 ft elev. 
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Ambient Temperature, F 
120 
Waldron Engineering Inc 0/06/02 Net Plant Performanace Chart 2 
From: Thurgood, Rand <p09420@pacifi corpxom> 
Sent: Thursday, April 24,2003 8:15 AM 
To: Van Engelenhoven, Bob <p98098@pacificorp.com>; Brimhall, Merrill 
<p07479@paciflcorp.com> 
Subject: RE: Mona Project File Structure 
I'm okay with what you suggest I would also suggest that we include in some fashion, all of the Panda work and files 
(perhaps as a separate item with Its own numbering system). I also believe we need to include our work in securing the 
Panda position. In other words, we need a very clear trail of how we arrived at the Mona site (siting study and everything" 
else). 
Rand 
Original Message 
From: Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
Sent: Thursday, April 24,2003 7:45 AM 
To: Brimhall, Merrill 
Cc: Thurgood, Rand 
Subject: RE: Mona Project File Structure 
Merrill -
Attached is a work breakdown structure that I would like to use, with the filing system similarly organized. It is not too 
different for the one you suggested. 1  am flexible on this, and I don't believe the numbering and organization are as 
important as assuring ourselves that everything is getting into the files. 
Thanks, 
Bob Van E. 
Original Message— 
From: Brimhall, Merrill 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2003 4:34 PM 
To: Van Engelenhoven, Bob; Thurgood, Rand 
Subject: Mona Project File Structure 
Here are some thoughts on a project file organization for Mona. 
Any suggestions? 
PAC014034 
Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
<m: Andrews, Kenneth 
.at: Wednesday, May 07,2003 3:43 PM 
To: 'Steve Rottinghaus (Burns & Mac)' 
Cc: Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
Subject: Wet vs. Dry - Mona 
Attachments: Micheletti.PDF; PerformanceDegradation.xls 
Micheletti.PDF (966 PerformanceDegrad 
KB) aHon.x!s (25.. . 
Steve, 
Here is to confirm what we are looking for: 
Equations (2nd order?) that predicts Performance (Net Capacity and Met Heat Rate) as a function of Ambient Temperature 
for a 2 x 1 7241 FA sited at the following: 
1. 5,100'Elevation 
2. Annual Weather using Provo as a proxy for Mona. 
3. Operating Hours: 5,250 - 7,500 hours per year. 
4. Expected Duct Firing: 2,000 hours per year (up to 16 hours per day). 
5. Duct Firing Capability: 500 MMBtu/Hour per gas turbine, HHV. 
for the following configurations/operating conditions: 
fet Cooling, Unfired 
*.. Wet Cooling, Fired 
3. Dry Cooling, Unfired 
4. Dry Cooling, Fired 
For the purposes of this effort assume an EPC level of performance (i.e. something between "New & Clean" and 
"Degraded"). 
I will forward the Provo weather data to you as soon as I receive it I expect it no later than tomorrow morning. 
I have attached Wayne Micheletti's article on Wet vs. Dry cooling for your information as well as an estimate of 
degradation of simple/combined cycle frame machines as a function of operating hours following on-line water wash. 
If you need to make any simplifying assumptions because of the time constraints, please let me know what assumptions 
were made. 
Thank you for your help on this request on especially on such notice. If you will let Tom and myself know the time effort 
required, then we can make sure that you are covered. 
Ian Andrews 
801-220-4286 
801-652-0840, cell 
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From: Martini, Hke <p753 04@pacificorp.com> 
Sent: • Wednesday, May 14,2003 12:54 PM 
To: MacRitchie, Andy <p99300_noupdate@pacificorp.com>; Cunningham, Barry 
K
 <p07635@paciiicorp.com.> 
Cc: Lacey, James <p03965(^acificorp.com>; Edmonds, Bill <$97008@pacificorp.com>; 
Brimhall, Merrill <p07479@padficorp.com>; Thurgood, Rand 
<p09420@pacificorp.com> 
Subject: Revised Air cooling / water cooling paper for the May 15 CEC 
Attach: Wet Cooling vs Dry Cooling Version FINAL.doc 
Attached please find the revised air cooling / water cooling paper for the May 15 CEC. There are no significant changes 
to the paper. It has only been updated to include information on the Spanish Fork water sale and how this has developed 
into a controversial issue in the region and that PacifiCorp can expect similar controversy with a purchase of water in the 
same area. 
The revised version will be distributed prior to the meeting. 
Thanks 
Hke Martini 
PacifiCorp 
(tel) 503-813-6170 
(fax) 503-813-7251 
(emails HkeMartiiu@;pacificorpxom 
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For Information 
For Discussion 1 
CEC Strategy, Policy & 
Issues Meeting 
May 15,2003 CEC126/03 
Tide: Wet-Cooled vs Dry-Cooled Condensers for a Combined 
Cycle Combustion Turbine 
Decisiou(s) Requested: For Information only 
Executive Summary: While a water-cooled plant is the lowest cost 
alternative, it now appears that there will be significant 
public opposition to using Utah Lake water for cooling 
a power plant Furthermore, efforts to acquire Utah 
Lake Water for the project have not progressed as 
rapidly as hoped and are not now expected to be in 
place as soon as necessary to meet IRP requirements 
for an in-house build alternative. Therefore, it is 
recommended that the Company develop the 
alternative using an air-cooled condenser and that it 
purse acquisition of sufficient water to support the air-
cooled option. 
Key Issue(s) for Discussion: 
Sponsor: 
Author (if different): 
Evaluation of the preferred option for CCCT 
development 
Consideration of water acquisition for the air-cooled 
option 
Andy MacBitchie, EVP Strategy and Major Projects 
Barry Cunningham, SVP Generation 
Bill Edmonds, Director Environmental Policy 
Rand Thurgood, Managing Director Asset Optimization 
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OVERVIEW 
CCCT plants can be designed to operate with either air or water-cooled condensers. 
Although wet cooling is more widespread both wet and dry cooling are available 
technologies for power plants. Conceptually, each has its advantages and disadvantages 
- power plants with wet cooling systems are less costly to build and are more efficient in 
generating power, but dry cooled plants require minimal amounts of water and less 
problems with wastewater disposal. 
This paper examines the broad impacts of the selection of water versus air cooling. 
While it concentrates on an evaluation of environmental impacts, it also includes a 
discussion of economic development, permitting considerations and stakeholder 
engagement. 
While a water-cooled prtant is the lowest cost alternative, it now appears that there will be 
significant public opposition to using Utah Lake water for cooling a power plant. 
Furthermore, efforts to acquire Utah Lake Water for the project have not progressed as 
rapidly as hoped and aire not now expected to be in place as soon as necessary to meet 
IRP requirements for an in-house build alternative. Therefore, it is recommend that the 
Company develop the alternative using an air-cooled condenser and that it purse 
acquisition of sufficient water to support the air-cooled option 
POLICY CONTEXT 
The environmental policy of ScottishPower states that the Company recognize the value 
to sodety of biologicd diversity, cultural heritage natural resources such as land and 
water and will strive, within the scope of our operations, to secure their preservation. The 
PaciBCoip policy, which is consistent with the group policy, specifies that the Company 
will institute and mairctain programs that further the aims of sustainable development, 
promote the environmental stewardship, enhance fish and wildlife, prevent pollution, 
conserve energy, reduce consumption and waste, recycle materials and use recycled 
products. 
Neither ScottishPower nor PacifiCorp have a specific detailed policy concerning water 
use. When faced with adecision regarding wet or dry cooling of a plant, the company 
must evaluate site specific considerations. Key criteria for such an analysis must include: 
• Environmental tradeoffs: It is the company's goal to reduce our overall 
environmental footprint where opportunities arise. Choice of cooling technology has 
different impacts in the areas of water use, air emissions, noise, and visual impacts. 
These differences should be analyzed and balanced based on the environmental 
sensitivities at the specific site. In some cases environmental impacts can be 
mitigated as part of the project design and this possible mitigation should be 
considered as well. 
• Economic development: Providing low cost power that helps promote economic 
development is an important measure of sustainability. Also, prudent utility decision-
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making requires the company to be guided by the least risk, least cost solution. If one 
alternative offers substantially less risk, it may be selected even though it is not the 
least cost alternative. In the area of water use, a key matter for economic 
development considerations is: would a water-cooled plant be using water that is 
critical for another important economic purpose? 
• Government regulation and permitting: New energy facilities must receive a 
number of environmental permits and approvals as part of the siting process. The-
ability to get these approvals is one important measure of political preferences in 
balancing environmental, economic and social goals. 
• Stakeholder response: Stakeholders, such as customers, environmental groups, and 
water owners may take an interest in the company's choice of technological options. 
The strong preferences of stakeholders could impact our ability to move through the 
permitting process as well as have an impact on the company's reputation. 
ENVIRONMENTAL TRADEOFFS 
The environmental tradeoffs appear to rest in favor of an air-cooled plant, although this 
decision requires some judgement. The ten fold increase in water use from a water-
cooled plant is somewhat offset by an efiSciency penalty (and a resulting 5% increase in 
summertime air emissions) as well as some noise impacts. While air quality impacts are 
of great concern along the Wasatch Front, the air impacts will not necessarily be within 
this critical airshed, but rather will be experienced within the PacifiCorp system. Lesser 
impacts, such as noise from the larger number of fans from a dry-cooled plant, can be 
somewhat mitigated through additional capital expense. 
The water cooled option might be seen as favored from the perspective of environmental 
tradeoffs when considering that the plant is only using 1% of the available industrial 
water. This is both a relatively small quantity and it is reasonable to expect this industrial 
water to be purchased by another industrial user if not by PacifiCorp. With this 
perspective, the efficiency penalty becomes meaningful and could push the balance 
towards the water-cooled option. 
a) Water Use 
With Utah being the second driest state in the nation and in the midst of its fifth year of 
drought it is almost certain that there will be growing public concern about how best to 
use the state's limited water resources. A dry-cooled plant reduces water consumption to 
less than one-tenth of the water used for a corresponding combined-cycle plant using 
water cooling. 
The plan for a water-cooled gas plant (as described in an April 10, 2003 CEC paper) is to 
access water from Utah Lake and pump this water through a new pipe to the plant site. 
The water used under this plan is industrial water now being sold by industrial users. 
For Water Cooled 
1) Water is a precious resource, however, the water PacifiCorp intends to use is 
allocated for induslrial use and cannot be used for potable water. Utah Lake has fairly 
poor water quality and it is not used for potable water but can be used for agricultural 
purposes. If drought conditions continue, the clean up and use of this source might be 
possible, but it is not currently being considered as a potable source. 
2) Utah's Water Resources Planning for the Future (May 2001) shows that the 6,000 
acre-feet of industrial water that PacifiCorp is interested in purchasing is less than 1% 
of the total municipal & industrial water supply in the Greater Wasatch Area (Table 1 
in Appendix). Based on this analysis it is difficult to see a link between wet cooling 
at our plant and limits to water dependent industrial development in the region. 
For Air Cooled 
1) Agricultural water in the Mona area is limited and would not support a water-cooled 
option. There is suiBcient water for the air-cooled option. 
2) Use of agricultural water will result in some local opposition but the extent of this 
opposition should be less due to the small quantity (less than 600 acre-ft) of water 
involved. 
3) The farmers in the Southern Utah Lake area currently pump out 12,000 acre-feet from 
the Lake for their use, PacifiCorp will be the single largest user of water from the 
Lake with its use of 6,000 acre-ft It now appears that there would be significant 
public opposition to using Utah Lake water to cool a power plant While this 
opposition may eventually be overcome, it would take time and effort to do so. The 
opposition would most likely occur during public hearings associated with transfer of 
the title to ownership of the water. 
Conclusion: Water is a precious resource, conserving it in the Utah County area will be 
seen as a positive environmental outcome. 
b) Air Quality and Plant Efficiency 
For Water Cooled 
1) Overall the emissions for the specific CCCT with a wet condenser and a CCCT with a 
dry condenser will be virtually the same. However, dry cooling is inherently less 
efficient than wet cooling, which decreases power output for comparable amounts of 
fuel consumed. During peak energy usage (hot summer days when dry cooling is at 
its least efficient), additional generation may need to be brought on line to make up 
the difference. Diy cooling would reduce the output of a 1,000 MW power plant by 
approximately 50 3VTW during the hottest period when customer demand is greatest. 
During peak demand, power would need to be imported or generated to make up this 
loss. ITiis simply means that another plant would need to be operated somewhere, 
resulting in more air pollution per megawatt generated. 
For Air Cooled 
There is some reduction in particulate emissions (PM10) associated with an air-cooled 
condenser. This is of value because the plant has some impact on neighboring Utah 
County which is listed as non-attainment for PM10 emissions. There are no other 
significant air quality advantages to an air-cooled system. 
Conclusion: Air quality is perhaps the most critical environmental variable given the 
location of the plant near an area that is in non-attainment. There are no other significant 
air quality differences between technologies. The 5% efficiency "hit" during hot summer 
days does result in greater systemwide emissions under the air-cooled scenario. 
c) Visual Resources and Noise 
The visual view as well as the noise levels needs to be considered when making the 
decision between dry and wet cooled condensers.' 
For Water Cooled 
1) The structures of dry-cooling systems are generally taller (SO feet vs 40 feet) and 
larger than those of wet-cooling systems. 
2) Dry-cooling systems are somewhat noisier than wet-cooling systems because of the 
large fens used to move air through the cooling system and the higher location of the 
fans above ground leveL 
For Air Cooled 
1) Wet-cooling systems emit a visible plume of water from the cooling tower. The 
Mona site will utilize a plume-abated cooling tower that reduces the size and 
frequency of visible plumes to lower levels, however, the plume with still be visible 
to the local community and cars traveling on 1-15. 
Conclusion: The impacts in terms of noise favor wet cooling while the visual impacts 
favor air cooling. 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
The water-cooled plant is the lowest cost option identified within the least cost plan. The 
addition of the least cost option will put less upward pressure on rates and will have an 
overall beneficial impact on economic development and growth within the region. 
The only exception to this conclusion would be if the water use of the plant were likely to 
create another constraint on development (Le., that industrial water that no longer is 
available for use by new industry.) 
Conclusion: Given that the plant will only use 1% of the currently available industrial 
water, it does not appear that the water-cooled plant presents a real limit to growth. 
PERMITTING 
As water resources become more valuable permitting authorities may begin to deny 
permits or condition them on potential impacts to water resources. There currently is no 
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indication from Utah ifchat the state is leaning towards these restrictions, however, some 
other western states have begun initial policy deliberations regarding the use of wet-
cooling. The New Mexico Legislature, for example, considered enacting new regulations 
to review water efficiency in plants exceeding 50MW. The bill would have required an 
analysis of water use by all new power plants and consideration of dry cooling. In 2002, 
the Arizona Corporation Commission came close to requiring two proposed plants to use 
dry cooling technology, but stopped short of actually imposing this condition. 
For air cooled 
• It now appears that there would be significant public opposition to using Utah Lake 
water to cool a power plant While this opposition may eventually be overcome, it 
would take time and effort to do so. 
Conclusion: Significant public opposition would delay the permitting process for a wet-
cooled plant. 
ENTSTROmiENTAL GROUPS 
Some Environmentalists will fundamentally be against water-cooled plants. 
1) The Land and Water Fund of the Rockies recently published a report "The Last 
Straw: Water Use by Power Plants in the Arid West7' The report concluded: In 
follow-up discussions with LWF, they suggest a clear preference towards air cooled 
plants but agree there could be other mitigating factors that could make water cooling 
acceptable, 
2) In March 2003, The Nature Conservancy of Utah and tie Utah Mitigation 
Commission have completed the acquisition and protection of a key 440-acre wetland 
property at the southern end of Utah Lake. The wildlife-rich wetland parcel will be 
added to already-protected Mitigation Commission wetlands in the Goshen Bay area 
in a growing new wildlife preserve. This lesser-known part of Utah Lake supports 
migratory waterfowl, shorebirds, raptors and upland birds in impressive numbers. 
Conclusion: Environmentalists have a clear prererence towards air-cooled plants. 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
Right of Way 
In order to bring Utah Lake water to the Mona site, a 20-22 mile long pipeline will need 
to be built PacifiCorp is currently looking at both the possibility of putting the pipeline 
in an existing transmission right-of-way or following county roads. People who live 
along the road and are worried about the construction may speak out against the plant. A 
dry cooled plant will most likely get water from a well very near the plant and will not 
require a significant pipeline. The location of the well and pipeline for the dry-cooled 
plant has not been determined. 
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Wells 
PacifiCorp is intending to use well water approximately 20 miles north of the generation 
site in an area that has plenty of recharge coming from Utah Lake. We would sink new 
wells a minimum of Vz mile from the nearest existing wells. There is the possibility that 
this would draw the H2O table of these smaller wells down slightly. Existing well 
owners will come out strongly against future water development in the Southern Utah 
Lake area. A recent Water Transfer Hearing drew over 280 people to protest the sale of 
water to the City of Spanish Fork since the development of this water could impact the 
quantity of water from existing wells. This Spanish Fork water sale has developed into a 
controversial issue in the region and PacifiCorp can expect similar controversy with a 
purchase of water in the same area. 
EBP Process 
The REP process now underway compares all the external bids against the Next Best 
Alternative (NBA). The NBA and the proposals under the RIP will be compared on a 
number of metrics including price, resource flexibility, and environmental considerations. 
The gas plants that may be submitted as part of the REP process are not limited to air-
cooled technology. If the Mona site is restricted to the use of air-cooled condensers, this 
may force PacifiCorp's option (considered the NBA) to a different standard than the rest 
of the bidders. 
CONCLUSION 
While a water-cooled plant is the lowest cost alternative, it now appears that there will be 
significant public opposition to using Utah Lake water for cooling a power plant 
Furthermore, efforts to acquire Utah Lake Water for the project have not progressed as 
rapidly as hoped and are not now expected to be in place as soon as necessary to meet 
IRP requirements for an in-house build alternative. Therefore, it is recommend that the 
Company develop the alternative using an air-cooled condenser and that it purse 
acquisition of sufficient water to support the air-cooled option 
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APPENDIX 1 
Table 1. Present and Projected Total Municipal and Industrial Water Use by Basin 
Utah's Water Resources Planning for the Future, May 2001 
(acre-feet/yr) 
j Basin 
I Jordan River 
1 Weber River 
Utah Lake 
1 Bear River 
J West Desert 
1 Total Greater Wasatch Area 
1 West Colorado River 
1 Sevier River 
1 Kanab Creek/Virgin River 
Uintah 
Cedai/Beaver 
Southeast Coloiado River 
Total UTAH 
Presentw | 2020» 
(acre-feet/yr) | 
332,000 
170,000 
134,000 
50,000 
24,000 
710,000 
51,000 
48,000 
42,000 
24,000 
20,000 
9,000 
904,000 
1 449,000 j 
267,000 
207,000 
71,000 
35,000 
1,029,000 
55,000 
55,000 
86,00 
27,000 
33,000 
10,000 
1,295,000 1 
(1) The exactyear of the data shown varies from 1992 to 1998. 
(2) Projections represent future demands based on current use rates and foture population 
projections from file Governor's Office of Planning and Budget Actual demands may be less 
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Currant Creek Power Project 
Weekly Conference Notes 
Conference Date: A/lay 15, 2003 
Conference Participants: 
[ PacifiCorp 
Rand Thurgood 
Bob Van Engelenhoven 
Ian Andrews 
Merrill Brimhali 
Terrell Spackman 
item 
No.: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
ECT 
JeffMeling 
Travis Epes 
Shaw/Stone & Webster , 
Dave Galpin 
Jennifer Sargent 
Rob Gappa 
John LaPemere-Hunt 
Bill Zakely 
I Narrative: 
PacifiCorp's Board of Directors will decide tomorrow on air 
cooled condenser vs. cooling tower. They are leaning toward 
air cooled condenser. 
PacifiCorp believes they will use DM-006A-A as preferred site 
layout. This includes the stacks to the south of the center 
section of the property. They want to focus on this layout Bob 
Van Engelenhoven wants documentation to support this option. 
| The actual water supply to be used needs to be evaluated with 
full parameters. ECT needs a "full pollutant scan". Shaw needs 
engineering data for water treatment. PacifiCorp will obtain 
revised water analysis based on type of cooling 
ECT needs emission data for all sources, including 
temperature, flow, stack diameter and stack heights. ECT will 
use these stack heights as a starting point for modeling. 
Sources are: HRSG, aux boiler, fuel gas dewpoint heater, 
emergency generator and diesel fire pump(s). Ian A, Travis E 
and Rob G will work this out. 
PacifiCorp stated that they plan to have two diesel fire pumps at I 
225 HP. 
Reference all correspondence sent to Bob Van Engelenhoven I 
please copy Ian Andrews. Please copy Bob on all 
correspondence sent to Ian. 
ECT needs the height for the HRSG to figure the height needed 
for the simple cycle stacks to avoid downwash interference with 
construction 
The site survey will be started on Monday, May 19. The raw 
GPS data should be provided by Tuesday and the topo map 
should be provided by Thursday. Bob V will send name & 
phone number of surveyor to John H for contact regarding data 
format. | 
I Action By: 
PaC 5/16 
Shaw 5/22 
PaC 5/22 
All 5/20 
none 
All 
Shaw 5/16 
PaC 5/20 
I Completion f 
Date: 
5/16 I 
5/20 
5/16 
5/20 
EXHIBIT 3 0 / / 
WlT:_^L 
DATE: ti 
CitiCoirt, LLC 
PAC014019 
i~m\p 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17
-
18. 
19. 
The geotech investigation will start Tuesday. PacifiCorp asked 
the Shaw be aware that there is livestock on the property and 
all gates must be closed and holes filled in. They also 
requested that Shaw be aware of the crops on the property so 
that precautions are taken to minimize damage. 
PacifiCorp asked for hours needed for the GT Pro Heat 
Balance. Rob Gappa will have cost today - 40 hours needed. 
PacifiCorp (Bob V) approved. Should be complete by May 30. 
Shaw noted that the heat balances for the summer condition 
were run at 87° F (ASHRAE 10%). PacifiCorp requested a cost 
comparison for the ACC at 98° F (ASHRAE 1%) 
PacifiCorp requested Shaw to provide a design basis by May 
21. 
ECT is continuing with the air permit All pre-application 
meetings are set for week of 26th. 
Shaw will be doing labor survey on May 19. i 
PacifiCorp needs to break-out duct burner costs for the power 
RFP response. Need cost and performance date with and 
without duct burners 
A finalized layout is needed by May 23 to stay on-track with 
Notice of Intent. ECT will provide a list of data needed 
PacifiCorp requested that the cost estimates be escalated. 
After discussion of escalation rates, PacifiCorp requested that 
the escalation rate be what Shaw would use for an EPC. 
PacifiCorp noted that the cost estimates should not include any 
Owner's costs _ | 
Shaw 5/20 
Shaw 5/30 
Shaw 5/22 
Shaw 5/21 
none 
none 
Shaw 6/2 
ECT 
PaC 
Shaw 5/23 
Shaw 6/2 
_ J 
5/20 
The writer submits these noted as accurately reflecting the items discussed. If anyone has any 
additions, deletions, or exceptions, please advise. 
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cc: Participants 
Mark Green 
Currant Creek Project Mail 
5012-5199 
Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
om: 
nt: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 
Brimhall, Merrill 
Monday, February 24,2003 2:15 PM 
Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
The initial list of engineering companies was complied from reviewing Engineering News 
Record's (ENR) list of top engineers and contractors in the power industry 
Engineer Assessmentdoc 
Engineer 
sessmentdoc (40 Kf 
got it or not 
Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
Bob - this Is my second attempt I think on the first e-mail -1 clicked the wrong option -1 don't know \f you 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Andrews, Kenneth 
Thursday, February 20, 2003 6:10 PM 
Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
Thurgood, Rand 
RE Selection Process 
Bob, Thanks. It looks good. A few thoughts: 
As part of the selection process, proven experience with fast track projects. 
Experience in designing CYCLING combined cycle plants. 
Stress dry cooling experience. 
4 . Experience with inlet chillers on F class machines. 
5. Relationships with major suppliers of CT/CC/HRSG/ACCs. CT/CC/HRSG/ACC preferences (lessons learned). 
6. Market information/connections on the availability of major pieces of equipment (do they bring something than being 
good EPCs?) 
7. Union vs. non-union approaches. 
8. Change order practices. (Do they make money the old-fashioned way?) 
9. In order for the prospective firms to submit project strategy(ies), we may need to come up with a white paper that 
outlines our needs [size, CC, cycling duty needs, economic fife, potential locations, water availability, wastewater 
disposal, customer responsibilities, any intentions we have to purchase major pieces of equipment needs (CT, ST, 
HRSG, GSU), our/their ability to accept different levels of risk versus return] 
10. Performance models used in-house? proprietary? Budget and Project Scheduling software? 
1 1 . Levels of performance guarantees they are willing to accept (i.e. Fee at risk for capacity, heat rate). 
12. Any issues associated with use of any of the proposed AE/EPC that could be viewed as a potential competitor? 
13. Have Credit look at each of the listed companies to see if we can pare the list down. 
14. What have they learned from their extensive experience to improve the process? 
15. Plan to address local impacts of construction crew. 
—Original Message--— 
From: Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
~«*nt: Thursday, February 20, 2003 3:40 PM 
>\ Thurgood, Rand; Brimhall, Merrill; Lacey, James; Andrews, Kenneth 
object: Selection Process CONFIDENT/A, 
154 
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5013. 
Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
rom: Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
>nt: Thursday, February 27, 2003 9:51 AM 
A Toren, Harm 
Cc: Thurgood, Rand 
Subject: E&C Contract 
Attachments: Engineer Assessmentdoc 
Engineer 
;essmentdoc (38 Kl 
Hi Harm -
The preliminary work on a combined cycle power plant inside the Utah bubble has begun, and as usual we seem to be 
behind. Rand Thurgood has asked me to develop a process that we would use to select an Engineering/E&C company to 
work with us on the project from development through construction. Attached is a draft of that process. We have not done 
anything yet other than develop the attached document Another important point is that if we do stay with the same firm all 
through the project we could be looking at anything from a $10 MM fee for engineering to a full wrap EPC contract for a 
$200 MM facility. 
I would appreciate your review and comment on the process to ensure that \t meets the requirements of corporate 
purchasing. 
Thanks, 
Bob VknK 
Tracking: Recipient Read 
Toren, Harm Read: 2/27/2003 9:53 AM 
Thurgood, Rand Read: 2/27/2Q03 11:09 AM 
Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
From: Brimhali, Merrill 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2003 1:40 PM 
To: Thurgood, Rand; Van Engelenhoven, Bob 
Subject: Mona and Elberta Elevations 
FYI 
Elberta Elevation 
4820 • at the Questar tap facility 
Slopes down to the east at about 100 feet/mile 
Mona Site 
5100' 
Slopes down to the east at about 200 ft/mile 
153 
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X*rom; Van Engcl enhoven, B ob <p9SQ98@pacificorp .com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2003 9:44 AM 
To: Andrews, Kenneth <p08642@pacificorp.com>; Lacey, James 
<p03965@pacificorp.corn>; Thurgood, Rand <p09420@pacificoq}.com>; Spackman, 
Terrell <plll80@pacificorp.corn>; Brimhall, Merrill <p07479@pacificorp.com> 
Subj ect: Prqj ect Organizati on 
Attach: Tasks for Kickoff Meeting.doc 
The attached document is a first attempt at bring some organization to the Mona Project I will pass this out to S&Wthis 
afternoon as an initial task list to discuss and to give them an idea of how I Intend to organize the project. Please keep in 
mind that this is just a first pass and will be constantly revised as the project develops. I did not intend for this to be all 
inclusive for the first meet, but as a starting point for the discussion to uncover priority issues that need to be address right 
away, if you know of critical items let me know and 1 will add them. 
Also, do not be concerned if your name doesn't show up or if It shows up too many places. For example, Jim is not 
currently assigned and that is only because I have not had the discussion with him yet regarding how much time he 
has for working on Mona. The bottom line is that there is plenty to do and we will all be working on many things. As you 
are aware, there is also a great deal of interconnection and overlap of issues thus all of the issues will be worked by the 
project team in a collaborative fashion. 
Bob Van K 
PAC014030 
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Peggy A. Tomsic (3879)
 n , .nic , A\_ D*SJTRV°T 
KristopherS. Kaufman (10117H\LT L * ^ £ ° U H 
TOMSIC & PECKLLC ^ ^ 
136 East South Temple, Suite 886" 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801)532-1995 
OEPUT l E B * 
Robert Surovell 
J. Chapman Petersen 
Surovell, Markle, Isaacs & Levy 
4010 University Drive, Suite 200 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
Telephone: (703) 251-5400 
Attorneys for Plaintiff USA POWER, LLC; 
USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC; 
SPRING CANYON, LLC 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
USA POWER, LLC, USA POWER 
PARTNERS, LLC, and SPRING 
CANYON ENERGY, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PACIFICORP, JODY L WILLIAMS and 
HOLME, ROBERTS & OWEN, LLP., 
Defendants. 
AFFIDAVIT NO 2A. OF PEGGY A. 
TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO 
PACIFICORP'S AND 
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTIONS RE; 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
(DEPOSITION EXHIBITS) 
Civil No. 050903412 
Judge Tyrone E. Medley 
fSDK* 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
ISS. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Peggy A. Tomsic, being first duly sworn, states as follows: 
1. I am the owner of Tomsic Law Firm and a member in good standing of the 
Utah State Bar. I am one of the lawyers who represents the plaintiffs in this action. 
2. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from a 
document entitled Integrated Resource Plan 2003 prepared by PacifiCorp which 
marked as Deposition Exhibit 1. 
3. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from a draft of 
PacifiCorp's Integrated Resource Plan October 2002 which was marked as Deposition 
Exhibit 2. 
4. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of a document which was 
marked as Deposition Exhibit 4 
5. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of a February 9, 2004 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 6. 
6. Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from Spring Canyon Energy LLC Preliminary Offering Memorandum which was marked 
as Deposition Exhibit 10. 
7. Attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from Supplemental Due Diligence Information to Preliminary Offering Memorandum of 
Spring Canyon Energy LLC Volume 2 which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 11. 
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8. Attached as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of an October 29, 2002 
letter which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 15. 
9. Attached as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts to 
Supplemental Due Diligence Information to Preliminary Offering Memorandum of 
Spring Canyon Energy LLC Volume 3 which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 16. 
10. Attached as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of a document entitled 
Appendix A which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 17A. 
11. Attached as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of document which was 
marked as Deposition Exhibit 29. 
12. Attached as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from Transcript of Hearing which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 110. 
13. Attached as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the Resume of Ted 
Banasiewicz which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 114. 
14. Attached as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 117. 
15. Attached as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of a November 5, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 118. 
16. Attached as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of charts titled Economic 
Valuation Option - Conservative Spring Canyon Energy which was marked as 
Deposition Exhibit 119. 
17. Attached as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of charts titled Economic 
Valuation Option - Aggressive Spring Canyon Energy which was marked as Deposition 
Exhibit 120. 
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18. Attached as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of a May 7, 2001 
Management Report for USA Power Partners, LLC which was marked as Deposition 
Exhibit 138. 
19. Attached as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of a Report and Order 
which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 167. 
20. Attached as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of the Direct Testimony 
of Mark Tallman before the Public Service Commission of Utah which was marked as 
Deposition Exhibit 173. 
21. Attached as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of September 2003 
emails which were marked as Deposition Exhibit 178. 
22. Attached as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of the Resume of F. 
David Graeber which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 197. 
23. Attached as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of a November 5, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 216. 
24. Attached as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of Amendment 2 to a 
Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 
218. 
25. Attached as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of a September 16, 2002 
letter which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 225. 
26. Attached as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of a Confidentiality 
Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 226. 
27. Attached as Exhibit 26 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 234. 
eamc 
28. Attached as Exhibit 27 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 235. 
29. Attached as Exhibit 28 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 236. 
30. Attached as Exhibit 29 is a true and correct copy of Amendment 5 to a 
Real Estate Option and Purchase Contract which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 
243. 
31. Attached as Exhibit 30 is a true and correct copy of Amendment 1 to a 
Water Right Option Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 244. 
32. Attached as Exhibit 31 is a true and correct copy of an Attorney-Client 
Retainer Agreement between Marchant, Kohler & Kyler and Panda Nebo Power which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 285. 
33. Attached as Exhibit 32 is a true and correct copy of a Summary of Work 
Performed on Panda's project which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 286. 
34. Attached as Exhibit 33 is a true and correct copy of a Utah Mt. Nebo 
(Mona) Project Summary which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 287. 
35. Attached as Exhibit 34 is a true and correct copy of the October 2001 
Monthly Report of Mona Utah Project which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 292. 
36. Attached as Exhibit 35 is a true and correct copy of the Air Quality PDS 
Modeling Protocol for Panda Utah Facility which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 294. 
37. Attached as Exhibit 36 is a true and correct copy of a Purchase and Sales 
Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 302. 
38. Attached as Exhibit 37 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 332. 
39. Attached as Exhibit 38 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 333. 
40. Attached as Exhibit 39 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 336. 
41. Attached as Exhibit 40 is a true and correct copy of a November 30, 2001 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 337. 
42. Attached as Exhibit 41 is a true and correct coy of some handwritten 
notes which were marked as Deposition Exhibit 341. 
43. Attached as Exhibit 42 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 344. 
44. Attached as Exhibit 43 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 345. 
45. Attached as Exhibit 44 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 346. 
46. Attached as Exhibit 45 is a true and correct copy of a February 19, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 360. 
47. Attached as Exhibit 46 is a true and correct copy of an April 24, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 364. 
48. Attached as Exhibit 47 is a true and correct copy of a May 7, 2003 email 
which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 371 
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49. Attached as Exhibit 48 is a true and correct copy of a May 14, 2003 email 
which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 375. 
50. Attached as Exhibit 49 is a true and correct copy of Currant Creek Power 
Project Weekly Conference Notes for May 15, 2003 which was marked as Deposition 
Exhibit 376. 
51. Attached as Exhibit 50 is a true and correct copy of PacifiCorp Board 
Meeting Minutes for September 22, 2003 which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 383. 
52. Attached as Exhibit 51 is a true and correct copy of February 2003 emails 
which were marked as Deposition Exhibit 390. 
53. Attached as Exhibit 52 is a true and correct copy of February 2003 emails 
which were marked as Deposition Exhibit 391. 
54. Attached as Exhibit 53 is a true and correct copy of an April 24, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 397. 
55. Attached as Exhibit 54 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 412. 
56. Attached as Exhibit 55 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 420. 
57. Attached as Exhibit 56 is a true and correct coy of a Participation 
Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 421. 
58. Attached as Exhibit 57 is a true and correct copy of a Loan Agreement 
which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 434. 
59. Attached as Exhibit 58 is a true and correct copy of the Eighth 
Amendment to Loan Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 435. 
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DATED: June 20, 200 
SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this 20th day of June, 2007. 
1. 
Jotary Public 
Residing at: 
rakes?' 
mmmmmtWZ&M!** 
£&66ft 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the^^dav of June, 2007, a true and correct copy of 
AFFIDAVIT NO. 2A OF PEGGY A. TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO PACIFICORP'S AND 
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTIONS RE: SUMMARY JUDGMENT (DEPOSITION EXHIBITS) 
was hand delivered to the following: 
Thomas R. Karrenberg, Esq. 
ANDERSON & KARRENBERG 
50 West Broadway, #700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
P. Bruce Badger 
Fabian & Clendenin 
215 South State Street, 12th Floor 
P.O. Box510210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Michael G. Jenkins 
Assistant General Counsel 
PacifiCorp 
1407 West North Temple, Suite 310 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
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Integrated Resource Plan 
2003 
Assuring a 
bright future 
for our customers 
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Table 6.8 Renewable Portfolio Comparison 
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SUMMARY 
This Chapter has provided an overview of the different resource portfolios PacifiCorp has 
analyzed. The focus of Chapter 7 will be on reviewing the results of the portfolio analysis. 
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feasibly be replaced with a long term PPA. For ERP modeling purposes and in line with the 
market depth and liquidity issues discussed in Chapters 1 and 3 it is assumed that they will be 
physical assets. Prior to commitment to build any of these assets, PPAs or other asset purchase 
opportunities will be reviewed and compared for economic benefit, risk reduction and long term 
opnonality. 
In line with die load growth, plant retirement and contract expiration, an estimated 2,200 MW of 
base load capacity is required As with peakers, the need for additional base load capacity was 
observed in Chapter 7 and found in every portfolio. The addition of three units in the East and 
one in the West is consistent witii the findings of the portfolio development process. Here the 
process of sizing and selecting resources consistendy identified base load as having desirable 
least-cost characteristics. 
Based on the top portfolios, the final choice of technology for the Eastern base load unit in 
2007/2008 still requires further clarification on the coal versus gas issue, with emphasis C02 
impacts. Therefore it is recommended that further clarification work be done based on the 
following decision process chart: 
Figure 8.2 Decision Process Chart for Base Load Technology Choice 
f Construct ) 
The final choice of technology for the base load unit in 2009 requires further, clarification 
regarding the capability of the wind resources. Therefore further analysis work will be done 
based on the decision process chart, to determine the technology type for the 2009 unit 
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Shaped Products and Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) 
An estimated 300 to 700 MW of shaped products or PPAs are anticipated to be required 
throughout the plan period 2004 to 2013. These contracts will fill an immediate short term 
peaking need in the East, pnor to any assets being built and will supplement the building of 
additional assets in the long tenn. Shaped products and PPAs also aim to cover off-peak 
requirements in the West. The 300 to 700 MWs are in addition to any alternative shaped product 
or PPAs that may be entered into in relation to the Peaking and Base Load requirements 
mentioned above. 
As above, the requirement for early PPAs and shaped products was found in all portfolios. The 
reasons supporting them differed. Here, the commonality is a function of the lead times needed 
to install alternative sources of capacity and energy. Shaped products and PPAs serve to fill the 
load/resource gap until alternative sources of supply can be arranged. 
Transmission 
Several upgrades feeding into the Wasatch Front area, specifically the "Wasatch Front Triangle", 
should be implemented immediately (see transmission section in Chapters 5). Additional 
transmission is necessary to support the new resource additions discussed in the portfolios. 
However, it is possible that there will be greater potential for additional transmission than is 
currendy suggested by the portfolios. While the modeling process demonstrated that under 
current assumptions large additions of transmission unrelated to new resources are unwarranted, 
the RTO Paradigm Risk could change that finding. Further study and attention to developments 
will be required to determine the RTO West impact and influence. 
Decisions Required and Action Items 
The Action Plan presumes new resources are actual, specific assets. The assumption allows 
precise modeling of different site, technology and transmission costs. It also creates a realistic 
framework for a development timeline. In practice, new development is rigorously compared to 
alternative purchase options. Such a program- assures new resources are consistent with SB1149 
and are obtained from the least cost provider. 
The following tables provide details of the actions and/or decisions required to implement the 
Action Plan: 
• Table 8.3 provides details of the actions and/or decisions required immediately, for 
implementation, by December 2003 
• Table 8.4 provides details of the actions and/or decisions required in the short term, within 
one to three years to ensure the option is held open and available for the longer term, January 
2003 to December 2005 
• Table 8.5 provides details of the actions and/or decisions required in the long term, within 
years three to five of the plan, January 2005 to December 2007 
Each of the actions has been categorized into their resource addition type and a target date for the 
delivery or completion of the action item has been included. 
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Table 8 J Immediate 
For action and implementation in the first year of the plan. 
1 ADDITION 
| TYPE 
1 Transmission 
DSM 
DSM 
DSM 
DSM 
DSM 
1 Renewables 
1 Renewables 
1 Shaped Products j 
j Peakers | 
1 Base Load 1 
Base load j 
ACTION ITEM 
1 I. Gammission selective Transmission power system analysis 
1 studies for the proposed options considered in the IRP to 
1 get greater detail on transmission costs associated with all 
1 options 
I 2. Evaluate the relative market potential for DSM. Design a 
"bundle" of DSM programs that fit the targeted decrement 
I laid reductions within the identified PVRR avoided cost 
1 Focus particularly on the 10% to 20% load factor 
j decrements which showed the greatest avoided costs 
1 3. Develop and refine the DSM strategy in light of the high 
DSM target levels in the plan 
1 4. Roll out the air conditioning load control program in Utah 
1 5. Evaluate and implement as appropriate the re-instatement 
of the irrigation load control program in Idaho 
6. Complete an evaluation of the available, realistic CHP sites 
and market size within the PPW territory 
7. Examine and negotiate achievable PPAs for wind 
generation options in line with RPS requirements 
8. Evaluate expansion options for PacifiCorps Blundell 
Geothcrmal plant and implement expansion if appropriate j 
and cost effective 
9. Determine strategy and negotiate, as appropriate, asset 1 
based shaped product contracts to fill: 
• The super-peaking needs in the East of the system for 
2004/05/06 
• The off-peak needs in the West of the system for 
2005/06 
10. Develop detailed plans and proposals, including the 1 
timeline for delivery, for the reserve peakers required for 
2006: 
• East side - 200MW 
• West side -230MW J 
1 i. Continue environmental permitting activity for Hunter 4 to j 
keep base-load coal option open. 
12. Prepare detailed plans including an economic review and 1 
justification for re-powering of the existing Gadsby plant 
(units 1, 2 and 3) in 2007 and/or negotiate an alternative |_ 
1 TARGET , 
DELIVERY DATE 
July 2003 
June 2003 
June 2003 
1 Ongoing to 2006 1 
May 2003 
April 2003 
January 2003 
January 2003 
January 2003 
July 2003 
July 2003 
July 2003 
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1 ADDITION 
j TYPE 
1 Base Load 
1 
1 Base Load 
I Transmission 
1 Transmission 
1 Transmission 1 
BPA Contract 
J Strategy and J 
Policy 
I Strategy and 1 
Policy 
1 Strategy and | 
Policy 
I Strategy and 
Policy 
Strategy and j 
i Policy 1 
ACTION ITEM 
1 PPA agreement 
1 13. Prepare detailed plans including an economic review and 
justification for building a base load unit in the East of the 
system for 2007/2008. Determine whether gas or coal will 
be developed to fill 2007/2008 requirement and/or negotiate 
an alternative PPA agreement 
(Sites under consideration will include opportunities at 
Terminal, Mona, West Valley, Gadsby and Hunter Plant) 
1 14. Prepare detailed plans including an economic review and 
justification for building a base load CCCT in the West of 
the system for 2007 and/or negotiate an alternative PPA 
1 agreement 
15. Prepare (detailed plans including an economic review and 
justification) and apply for necessary transmission upgrades 
to support potential new asset additions 
16. Prepare detailed plans including an economic review and 
justification to implement the "Wasatch Front Triangle" 
transmission upgrades 
17. Review options for firming up the IRP non-firm 1 
transmission requirement 
18. Review the options for negotiating additional capacity j 
associated with the existing BPA contract. 
19. Continue active participation in RTO/SMD j 
20. Continue active participation in CAI 1 
21. MSP/SRP cost recovery issues to be resolved and 1 
implemented 
22. Agree any changes to Standards and Guidelines that may I 
impact the implementation of the IRP Action Plan 
23. Determine the long term IRP model(s) including a review j 
of options for using optimization logic for future IRP's 1_ 
"1 TARGET 1 
DELIVERY DATE 
j July 2003 
[July 2003 
July 2003 
July 2003 
July 2003 
July 2003 
Ongoing 1 
Ongoing 1 
March 2003 
March 2003 
March 2003 1 
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Table 8.4 Short Term 
Within one to three years to ensure the option is held open and available for the longer term. 
ADDITION 
TYPE 
j Base Load 
Base Load 
1 Renewables 
Renewables 1 
ACTION ITEM 
i. Prepare outline plans tnciuding an economic review and 
jusnficaoon for. 
• Base load plant in the East in 2009 
• Base load plant in the East in 2012 
2. Determine which technology will be used to fill 2009 
requirement 
3. Exaimme and negotiate achievable PPAs for wind 
generation options in line with RPS requirement i 
4. Examine and negotiate achievable PPAs for wind 1 
generation options over and above the RPS requirements 
1 TARGET 
DELIVERY DATE i 
July 2004 
July 2004 
February 2004 
April 2004 
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Table 8.5 Long Term 
Within first three to five years of the plan. These actions are expected to be impacted by the 
further development and roll out of RTO West, SMD and CAI. 
ADDITION 
TYPE 
I Base Load 
1 Peaking 
J Renewables 
1 Renewables 1 
Shaped Products I 
ACTION ITEM 
1 1. Prepare detailed plans including an economic review and 
justification for building a base load (coal) unit in the East 
of the system for 2012 or negotiate an alternative PPA 
agreement 
2. Review plant performance and requirement then negotiate 
the West Valley Peaker contract 
3. Develop outline plans and proposals, including the 
timeline for delivery, for the reserve peakers required for 
2012/2013: 
• East side-300MW in 2013 
• West side - 230MW in 2012 
4. Examine and negotiate achievable PPAs for wind 1 
generation options in line with RPS requirement 
5. Examine [and negotiate] achievable PPAs for wind 1 
generation options over and above the RPS requirements 
6. Negotiate asset based shaped product contracts to fill the 1 
West requirements 
1 TARGET 
DELIVERY DATE 
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[g oHt!usi<fadh 03-03 5-29/PacifiCorp December 4, 2003 
CCS 4th Set Data Request 4.5 
CCS Data Request 4.5 
Please provide a timeline of events and dates starting up from the initiation of the 
Currant Creek project, to the filing of its CCN case. Indicate all major events, 
such as the purchase of the site, the initial request for Board of Director approval, 
the receipt of Board approval, the commencement of engineering and design 
work, major purchases, filing of CCN,etc. 
Response to CCS Data Request 4.5 
Currant Creek Project 
Milestones 
1 June 2001 
July 2002 
August 2002 
August 2002 
October 2002 
October 2002 
January 2003 
1 January 2003 
February 2003 
February 2003 
March 2003 
March 2003 
March 2003 
March 2003 
March 2003 
April 2003 
June 2003 
June 2003 , 
July 2003 | 
July 2003 
July 2003 
August 2003 
August 2003 
1 September 2003 I 
September 2003 1 
October 2003 
! October 2003 
November 2003 | 
I Initiated contact with Panda Energy regarding their Mona site 
1 Panda indicated they would entertain discussion regarding 1 
Mona site 
1 Conclusion of resource study 1 
1 Spring Canyon initiated meeting with PacifiCorp 1 
1 Panda advised they were willing to sell Mona site 1 
i Phase I siting study completed 1 
PacifiCorp's IRP filed 
1 JLetter of Intent issued by PacifiCorp for the purchase of the 1 
Panda site 
Phase II of siting study complete 
Purchase of Panda site closed. 1 
PacifiCorp initiated selection process for a firm to do 1 
preliminary engineering/EPC for the project. 
Issued interconnection request to PacifiCorp Transmission 1 
Initiated discussions with Questar for a gas pipeline 1 
Started permitting for the Mona site 1 
Initiated search for water rights 1 
Engineering/ EPC firm selected and issued a notice to proceed J 
for preliminary scoping, schedule and cost estimate 
Authorized permitting work on natural gas pipeline with J 
Questar 
RFP issued 
Currant Creek NBA submitted to PacifiCorp C&T 
Navigant validates NBA costs 1 
RFP bids due 
Started detailed engineering for the plant 1 
Utah Department of Air Quality - Filed NOl in order to j 
maintain Current Creek as a viable cost based alternative. 
Final RFP determination of most economic alternative j 
Project approved by PacifiCorp Board J 
Project acknowledged by Scottish Power Board 1 
Signed agreement for purchase and transfer of water rights 1 
Contracted for combustion gas turbines J 
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CCS 4th Set Data Request 4.5 
[ November 2003 
December 2003 
FiJed for Certificate of Convenience and Necessity 
Closed on property options 1 
P2291 
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Barbara Wallin 
from: Jody L Williams 
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2004 6:43 PM 
To: Barbara Wallin 
Subject: FW: Chronology of Water Acquisition Activities - Current Creek Plant 
please print and file in Current Creek. 
—Original Message 
From: Jody L Williams 
Sent Monday, February 09, 2004 6:41 PM 
To: Rand Thurgood (rand.lihurgood@paaficorp.com) 
Subject: Chronology of Water Acquisition Activities - Current Creek Plant 
Rand: Attached is my chronology of events related to the Current Creek Plant water acquisition. If you need more detail, 
please let me know. 
161796vl.DOC (50 
KB) 
Jody L Williams 
Holme Roberts & Owen 
299 South Main Street #1800 
Salt Lake City. UT 84111 
"elephone (801) 521-5800 
ax (801)521-9639 
Please note, as of December 1, 2003, my new email address is: Jody.Williams@hro.com 
^&36h 
CONFIDENTIAL 
CHRONOLOGY OF ACTIONS TO ACQUIRE A WATER SOURCE 
FOR THE CURRENT CREEK PLANT 
March 2003 
PacifiCorp received solicitation from Bankruptcy Court to purchase water rights previously used 
at Geneva Steel in Provo. 
Water rights were reviewed and due diligence commenced. 
At this time, PacifiCorp's plans were to pump water from Utah Lake and pipe it to the project 
site near Mona, Utah for use in a wet cooled combined cycle gas turbine generation plant. Use 
of up to 12,000 acre feet of water was discussed. 
A term sheet outlining PacifiCorp's options for water acquisition and delivery was written for 
management review. 
On March 21, 2003, PacifiCorp met with Kennecott Utah Copper to discuss acquisition of 
Kennecott's Utah Lake water rights because of the probable delay of bankruptcy court approval 
of Geneva's water rights sale to PacifiCorp. 
April 2003 
PacifiCorp explored the option of acquiring a water supply from Mona Reservoir. 
PacifiCorp began serious evaluation of air 'cooling the plant, reducing the water requirement 
from 6,000 acre feet to 800 acre feet. Of the 800 acre feet, only 400 acre feet would be 
consumed by the plant. 
A series of meetings to investigate a water supply from Mona Reservoir with the LDS Church, 
the majority stockholder in Mona Reservoir, commenced April 28, 2003. During the meetings, 
other water supply options from companies owned by the LDS Church were investigated and 
discussed. 
May 2003 
Problems with the location of the well field in South Utah County to pump either the Geneva 
water or the Kennecott water were investigated. Discussions regarding the probability of 
acquiring a full water supply from water sources in Juab County began. 
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On May 20, 2003, PacifiCorp continued its meetings with the LDS Church regarding water in 
Mona Reservoir and water rights appurtenant to a ranch for use as a source. 
PacifiCorp decided to air cool the plant in order to conserve water and preserve Utah's 
agricultural heritage. 
PacifiCorp commenced negotiations to acquired water with an individual water right owner 
south of Mona Town and contacted the owner of shares in an irrigation company and a farmer 
near Nephi, Utah. 
June 2003 
PacifiCorp drafted and redrafted a water right purchase agreement with the individual water right 
owner, who raised the price just when PacifiCorp thought it had struck a deal. When the owner 
raised the price the third time and decreased the acre feet it would sell, PacifiCorp withdrew 
from further negotiations. It continued discussions on two other potential water purchases in 
Juab County. 
PacifiCorp presented a term sheet and a Letter of Intent to the LDS Church to purchase water 
rights whose source was Mona Reservoir and from LDS Church properties in South Utah 
County. 
July 2003 
PacifiCorp continued negotiations with LDS Church on a water purchase agreement or lease. It 
presented the LDS Church with a lease and drafted a change application to use the leased water 
at the plant site. When the Church could not agree to lease what PacifiCorp would consider a 
firm supply for the plant, PacifiCorp withdrew from further negotiations. 
August 2003 
PacifiCorp accepted an offer from WW Ranches, LLC, to purchase 800 acre feet of early priority 
water whose sources were near the plant in Juab County and Utah Lake in Utah County. Of that 
water, 400 acre feet would be completely consumed at the plant and the remaining water would 
be left in Utah Lake to protect downstream water users. With WW Ranches, LLC, PacifiCorp 
prepared the change applications. 
September 2003 
2 
CONFIDENTIAL 
PacifiCorp and WW Ranches filed the change applications on September 29, 2003 The change 
applications were protested and a hearing was held on December 11, 2003 in Payson, Utah. 
February 2004 
The State Engineer approved the change applications on February 3, 2004. 
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WALDRON ENGINEERING, INC. Telephone (603) 772-7153 
37 Industrial Dnva facsimile (603) 772-7693 
Exeter, NH 03833 
October 29,2002 
Mr. Ted Banasiewicz 
PO Box 774000-359 
Steamboat Spnngs, CO 80477 
Subject Dry vs wet cooling 
Gentlemen: 
The Spring Canyon Energy project is a nominal 500 MW 2 x 1 combined cycle plant designed to 
utilize air-cooled condenser technology to minimize water usage. In exchange for svMng 
significant costs associated with water consumption! there is a capital cost increment associated 
with dry cooling. Also, trie auxiliary power bad associated with dry cooling air fane ss somewhat 
greater than that required for a wet cooling tower option. However, these considerations have 
been evaluated for Spring Canyon. 
informal studies were done to evaluate the difference between designing a plant for dry air cooling 
at 5 inches HgA back pressure versus wet cooling at 3.6 inches HgA steam turbine back 
pressure. This study was based on hot day conditions with duct fang and inlet chilling in 
operaiioa The results showed that a dry cooled plant output for the 2x 1 configuration was about 
3% less {about 14 NfW) than the wet cooling option, but dry cooling avoids the wet cooling 
evaporative toss of about 2,050 gpm. A capital cost premium in the neighborhood of f 16 mfliipn 
was estimated for dry cooling versus a wat coding tower option. On the other hand, estimated 
water cost for a wet cooling tower design needs to consider that for each gallon of water used, the 
contract-wiii require appropriation of almost two gallons. Thus, the actual cost of water needs to 
be based on twioe the expected plant usage rate. The estimated acquisition cost for contract 
rights to this quantity of water is approximately $20 mdlion. 
For Spdng Canyon, the current plant performance modef is based on a dry cooling tower capable 
of providing a 5.1 inch HgA steam turbine exhaust pressure on a hot 100° F day when the plant is 
operated wfth inlet chilling and duct finng m service. On a 59F day, with duct firing and inlet 
chilling in service, the expected steam turbine back pressure is about 2.6 inches HgA 
E n g i n e e r i n g P o w e r F o r P o w e r E n g i n e e r i n g 
s\5£> 
• Page2 October 29,2002 
Performance-wise, the selection of a particular condensing option has a direct effect on plant 
output due to its influence In determining the steam turbine exhaust pressure. While the same 
steam turbine exhaust pressure design point can be selected for either system, a particular design 
value for either option is mainly driven by economic considerations, as indicated above. 
Smcereiyi 
£f& OeJxl^ 
Raymond F. Racine, PE 
Project Manager 
603-7*2-7163, E*t 118 
email: rtr@waldroneng.com 
UTAH DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS 
STATE OF UTAH 
-00O00-
PACIFICORP, GOSHEN 
IRRIGATION AND CANAL 
COMPANY, W.W. RANCHES, 
UTAH AND SALT LAKE CANAL 
COMPANY, and THE STATE OF 
UTAH BOARD OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Applicants, 
MONA CITY, MONA 
RESERVOIR, ESSENTIAL 
BOTANICAL GARDENS, PROVO 
RIVER WATER USERS 
ASSOCIATION, NORTH CANYON 
IRRIGATION COMPANY, 
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, 
ETC., 
Protestants. 
REPORTER'S AUDIO 
TRANSCRIPT 
Application Nos. 
53-1530 and 52-1532 
HEARING 
December 11, 2003 
ORIGINAL 
STATE ENGINEER: 
K u r t J o n e s 
•ooOoo-
Repartem, Inc. 10 W*st 100 South. Suite 250 • Sail Lake City, Utah 641GI 
(801» 74o-5080 P h o n 8 ' (SOU 746-5083 fax • 1-866-31G-DEPQ wwvv.reportefMric.n-l j inc. 
HRO-PC 001929 
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cooling however, is less efficient. So as a result, we 
cut the water consumption from the 6,000 acre feet down 
to the 400 acre feet, less than a tenth. We feel that 
is being very environmentally conscious- That was a 
decision that the company made after much debate about 
whether or not we should try to consume that much water. 
The schedule is -- well, the plant, as most 
of you are well aware, would be located just north — 
excuse me, just west of the city of Mona, up in the 
foothills, right up adjacent to the substation that is 
owned by us and two other parties. It would be located 
right adjacent to it. We have purchased 240 acres of 
land that are adjacent to that substation. We have also 
purchased the lands for the wells, the -- two of the 
wells that have been indicated by the application, 
they1re just as you turn off the freeway into the town 
of Mona. They are just on the south side of the road 
that goes into Mona right close to the freeway exit. 
The project is on an extremely fast time 
track. The time is critical to this project. To build 
something of that magnitude is a monumental task and to 
do so in the time frame we are looking at is even more 
difficult. "We need to have certainty on the acquisition 
of this water. We cannot put 350 million into the 
ground without water to run tne plant. And so one of 
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the things that we would stress here is that certainty 
on the water application and on its use and in a rapid 
timely manner is very important to the project. 
We will start the actual site preparation 
within the next few days. This is a project that is 
committed. We are going forward with it. In fact, as 
we speaK, the two wells — we have drilled an 
exploratory well on the property that we own. We have 
started the actual drilling of the wells simply because 
of the schedule. We are willing to take the risk on 
this water application, and on many other aspects of the 
application, simply because we have no other choice. In 
order to meet the timeframe required, it*s necessary 
that the company take the risk, because we can't meet 
the schedules otherwise. 
As soon as those wells are completed and 
approval is granted, we will build the pipeline that 
would run from those wells down the city or county road 
-- I am not sure which it is -- straight through west 
and up to the side and immediately begin the use of the 
water. The water would be used in the construction as 
well as the operation of the plant. 
So, as I've said, those weLls are being 
drilled as we speak. We have ordered the major 
equipment, have spent several millions of dollars just 
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Theodore T. Banasiewicz 
Principal - USA Power LLC 
Steamboat Spring, CO 80477 
970-871-6223 
Qualifications: 
• Well-rounded officer-level executive possessing clear strategic vision and leadership 
abilities. 
• A reputation for completing difficult transactions and investing equity at superior 
returns. 
• Demonstrated versatility in asset restructuring, portfolio optimization, acquisitions, 
project development, regulatory affairs, and public relations. 
• Seasoned at leading the investment approval process. 
• Competencies in financial engineering, valuation methodologies, and new business 
strategy including. 
Personal Characteristics: 
• Superior intellect, capable of grasping complex issues quickly. 
• Focused, disciplined, self-motivated, capable of quickly identifying opportunities. 
• Capable of managing a dynamic environment. 
• Excellent interpersonal skills, capable of building the trust of senior management. 
• Principled, with high personal standards for performance and integrity. 
Career Profile: 
USA Power. LLC Steamboat Springs, CO November 1997- Present 
Principal 
Co-founded this development and acquisition advisory firm focused on opportunities arising from the deregulated 
energy market in the United States. Responsible for managing all aspects of project development efforts. 
• Led the development efforts associated with a 550 MW natural gas-fired combined cycle generation facility located in 
Utah. 
• Led the restructuring of a 110 MW gas-fired baseload QF facility to an independent merchant facility improving 
profitability by capturing value associated with high summertime power prices. 
• Identified and secured two 600 MW gas-fired merchant power development opportunities in the Southwest Power 
Pool. Responsible for completing these initiatives with characteristics required for non-recourse financing. 
• Actively involved in various state's legislative efforts to deregulate the electric industry. 
• Responsible for managing the firm's development efforts associated with a portfolio of natural gas-fired, combined 
cycle, merchant power production facilities located in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and New York. Identified several 
locations that bring together all necessary characteristics associated with cost competitive power production (i.e., 
zoning, water, fuel supply, transmission access, public acceptance, etc.). Responsible for the firm's divestiture of 
these assets. 
• On behalf of a Fortune 500-construction firm, completed the development of a solid fuel repowering of an outdated 
existing coal-fired power plant in New Jersey. 
• Assisted a multinational independent power producer client in the evaluation of the PJM energy market and the 
development of an acquisition evaluation and investment strategy. 
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Atlantic Generation. Inc.. Mays Landing, NJ 1995 to 1997 
Director, Project Development 
Created, implemented and managed a development program focused on the deregulating domestic energy market. 
• Analyzed the viability of and developed a strategy to allow existing assets to compete as merchant plants. 
• Redeveloped a coal-fired generating station to include circulating fluidized bed boilers, creating the opportunity for 
this asset to be sold at a substantial premium. 
• Divested a natural gas-fired cogeneration facility, which had several years of under performance. This divestiture 
allowed for the full return of invested equity. 
• Initiated the development of several projects including two large gas-fired merchant facilities and a liquefied natural 
gas storage facility. These projects were not completed prior to the acquisition by Delmarva Power but provided an 
assessed value to Atlantic's shareholders. 
• Managed a five-member development staff and a $3.5 million annual budget. 
Hydra-Co Enterprises. Inc.. Syracuse, NY 1989 to 1995 
Manager, Project Development 
Managed daily domestic and Latin American development and acquisition activities associated with hydroelectric, 
cogeneration and alternate energy projects from initial concept through financial closing. 
• Successfully led and completed the 14th largest domestic power plant non-recourse financing and the second largest 
equity investment ever approved by the Board at $26 million. Planned, organized and directed the completion of 
development and financing of a $260 million, gas-fired cogeneration project. Saved over $12 million in construction 
funds through project optimization efforts, which included a shift in regulatory status. 
• Received Board approval, the lairgest ever, to invest $40 million in the acquisition of operational hydroelectric 
facilities being privatized by the government of Argentina. Analyzed project-related risks typical of domestic projects 
and of country-related political and economic risks including currency fluctuation and devaluation. 
• As the Managing General Partner's Management Committee Representative, led an international joint venture, 
consisting of five large companies to rehabilitate two 500MW coal-fired projects in Poland. Drafted revenue and 
expense contracts including power and thermal sales, and fuel procurement acceptable for World Bank financing. 
• Fulfilled role of Vice President of Latin America, having responsibility to negotiate and execute partnership and loan 
documents, and to finalize economic proforma projections. 
Price Waterhouse. Cleveland, OH 1985 to 1989 
Manager, Management Consulting Services, Energy Utilities 
» Assisted electric utilities to implement strategic changes in response to increasing competition. 
• Directly involved in financial strategy formulation for merger, acquisition, and sale/leaseback; and in economic 
analyses for cogeneration and municipalizations. 
General Dynamics Corp.. Electric Boat Division. Groton, CT 1978 to 1983 
Start-Up and Test Supervisor 
• Selected as a member of the Power Range Team upon completion of required training program and certification by 
the U.S. Navy, Naval Reactors Division. 
Education: 
Master of Business Administration in Finance 1985 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy, NY 
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering 1978 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
July 18, 2003 
Mr. Howard Friedman 
Navigant Consulting Inc. 
PacifiCorp RFP 2O03-A 
4915 Southwest Griffith Drive, Suite 300 
Beaverton, Oregon 97005 
Re: Letter of Transmittal for Spring Canyon Energy's Response to the 
PacifiCorp RFP 2003-A, Bid Numbers 620,135,367 and 653 
Dear Mr. Friedman: 
Attached please find the Spring Canyon Energy response to PacifiCorp's RFP 
2003-A. Spring Canyoa Energy is submitting four pricing proposals from one location 
utilizing two similar facility designs (Le. a 2 x 1 facility design with and without duct 
firing). The Spring Canyon Energy response has been prepared in a manner as you 
suggested. Each section is "Blinded" with the exception of Sections 3 and 4, which can 
be easily removed from the binder. Also, we have included a separate Section 5 (i.e. 
Section 5-A through 5-D) for each bid number issued (Le. for each different pricing 
proposal). This is appropriate since all of the response sections remain the same for each 
bid number with the exception of Section 5. 
If you have any questions regarding Spring Canyon Energy's response to 
PacifiCorp's RFP 2003-A, please call me at my office phone, 970-871-6223, or my 
mobile, 970-846-3574. 
Sincerely, 
Lois Banasiewicz 
Principal 
Spring Canyon Energy 
Phone:970-871-6223 Email:7Banasicwicz@usapowerpartnerscom Yzx: 970-87J-6234 
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SECTION 1 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This response to the PacifiCorp RFP 2003-A is being submitted by a respondent, which 
has developed a single facility which will be dedicated to the needs of PacifiCorp with 
the ability to provide four distinct products each priced separately. As a result, the 
respondent, herein after referred to as Bidder, has been issued four bid numbers: 620, 
135, 367 and 653. With the exception of Section 5, each Section of this submittal applies 
to all four-bid numbers. A separate Section 5 (i.e. 5-A through 5-D) is submitted for each 
bid number describing the product offered and it's pricing. 
Bidder's facility consists of a gas fired combined cycle generation facility (the "Facility") 
to be constructed in close proximity to PacifiCorp's Mona Switching Station, which will 
deliver any of the proposed products at 345kv to PACE-Mona. Bidder's Facility, as a 
typical 2 x 1 design utilizing General Electric Frame 7FA gas turbines, can be 
constructed either with or without duct firing capability. Herein after Bidder refers to its 
Facility without duct firing as the base plant ("Base Plant") and to the Facility with duct 
firing as the base plant with peaking capability ("Base Plant with Peaking Capability"). 
Combining this flexibility with the operational flexibility allowed by the air permit, and 
since Bidder has completed much of the development of the Facility, Bidder has the 
ability to deliver any of the following products to PacifiCorp as early as May 2005 (or 
any date thereafter as desired by PacifiCorp) 
Bid No. 620 - 400 Mw fat 105°F) Baseload Power: Utilizing the Base 
Plant configuration, Bidder is able to provide more than 400 Mw of 
Baseload Capacity at 105°F. At 60°F, 421.65 Mw of capacity can be 
provided with a heat rate of 7,015 Btu/kwh (HHV). The Facility will have 
the flexibility of partial load operation of 50% or 203.9 Mw with a heat 
rate of 7,252 Btu/kwh (HHV). 
Bid No. 135 - 400 Mw fat 105°F) Daily Dispatch Call Option: 
Utilizing the Base Plant configuration, Bidder is able to provide more than 
400 Mw of Daily Dispatch Capacity at 105°F. At 60°F, 421.65 Mw of 
capacity can be provided with a heat rate of 7,015 Btu/kwh (HHV). The 
Facility will have the flexibility of partial load operation to 25% or 113.59 
Mw with a heat rate of 8,439 Btu/Kwh (HHV), and can be started once per 
day. PacifiCorp may dispatch the Facility on a day-ahead basis and may 
adjust the Facility output throughout the delivery day and within the 
delivery hour. 
Bid No. 367 - 400 Mw (at 105°^ Baseload Power and 100 Mw (at 
105°F) Peaking Call Option: Utilizing the Base Plant with Peaking 
Capability configuration, Bidder is able to provide more than 400 Mw of 
Baseload capacity and more than 100 Mw of fully dispatchable Peaking 
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capacity at 105°R At 60°F the Facility can provide 418.12 Mw of 
Baseload capacity with a heat rate of 7,074 Btu/kwh (HHV) and the 
flexibility of partial load operation to 50% or 202.63 Mw with a heat rate 
. of 7,298 Btu/kwh (HHV), and 108.56 Mw of fijily dispatchable Peaking 
capacity with a heat rate of 9,994 Btu/kwh (HHV) and the operational 
flexibility to turndown by 100% and dispatch multiple times each day. 
Bid No. 653 - 400 Mw fat 105°F) Daily Dispatch Call Option and 100 
Mw fat 105°F) Peaking Call Option: Utilizing the Base Plant with 
Peaking Capability configuration, Bidder is able to provide more than 400 
Mw of Daily Dispatch capacity and more than 100 Mw of fully 
dispatchable Peaking capacity at 105°F. At 60°F, the Facility can provide 
418.12 Mw of Daily Dispatch capacity with a heat rate of 7,074 Btu/kwh 
(HHV) and the flexibility of partial load operation to 25% or 111.44 Mw 
with a heat rate of 8,602 Btu/kwh (HHV) and the ability to start once per 
day, and 108.56 Mw of fully dispatchable Peaking capacity with a heat 
rate of 9,994 Btu/kwh (HHV) and the operational flexibility to turndown 
by 100% and dispatch multiple times each day. PacifiCorp may dispatch 
the Facility on a day-ahead basis and may adjust the Facility output 
throughout the delivery day and within the delivery hour. 
Facility Location /Point of Delivery 
Bidder will deliver any of the proposed products to PacifiCorp at PACE-Mona at a 
voltage of 345kv. The location of Bidder's Facility is approximately eighty-five (85) 
miles south of Salt Lake City, Utah and approximately three (3) miles west of Mona, 
Utah. Bidder has executed a purchase and sale contract and controls a 40-acre site, which 
is 0.75 miles north of PacifiCorp's Mona Switching Station. At the request of Bidder, 
PacifiCorp Transmission has completed an Interconnect Study and System Impact 
Analysis and has provided a Facility Interconnect Agreement and Interconnection 
Agreement to Bidder for execution. Via the Interconnect Study and System Impact 
Analysis, PacifiCorp has identified the equipment required to interconnect Bidder's 
Facility with PacifiCorp's 345kv Mona substation and the network upgrades required to 
modify PacifiCorp's transmission system, the cost of which is assumed to be paid for by 
Bidder and is included in the pricing associated with each product presented in Section 5. 
Facility Description 
Bidder's Facility has been developed and permitted as a natural gas fired combined cycle 
power generation facility utilizing two General Electric Frame 7-FA gas turbines. The 
gas turbines will be fitted-with inlet air chillers, which allow for additional power 
production when ambient air temperatures exceed 50°F The exhaust of the gas turbines 
will be directed to two heat recovery steam generators ("HRS Gs") The steam produced 
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by the HRSGs will then drive a single steam turbine electrical generator to create 
additional "combined cycle" power. In this configuration, the Facility is capable of 
providing any of the baseload and daily dispatch options with the most efficient heat rate 
and lowest capital cost. Bidder refers to this configuration as "Base Plant". 
If desirable to PacifiCorp, the Facility can be configured to include peaking capability. In 
this configuration the exhaust from the gas turbines will be augmented with additional 
heat from natural gas-fired duct burners when appropriate, providing inexpensive, 
efficient, and fully dispatchable peaking power. Bidder refers to this configuration as the 
"Base Plant with Peaking Capability". 
The Facility will utilize a parallel air-cooled condenser and cooling tower to condense 
steam turbine exhaust into water for return to the HRSGs. Employing an air-cooled 
condenser augmented with a small cooling tower greatly reduces the Facility's water 
usage requirement while providing optional performance during hot summer days. In 
addition, the Facility will employ zero water discharge technology and therefore will 
have no liquid discharges to the surrounding environment. 
Bidder's Facility has been configured with Lowest Achievable Emission Rate ("LAER") 
technology to control NOx, CO, and other criteria pollutants. NOx emissions in the 
turbine exhaust will be controlled to 15 ppm with Dry-Lo NOx combustion technology 
prior to passing through Selective Catalytic Reduction ("SCR") NOx catalyst. NOx 
emissions will be controlled to 2.0 ppm with the SCR and CO emissions will be 
controlled to 4.0 ppm without the use of CO catalyst. 
With regard to noise, none of the permits and approvals specify a noise limitation, 
however, Bidder anticipates a site boundary noise limitation guarantee from the EPC 
joint venture between Utility Engineering ("UE") and The Industrial Company ("TIC") to 
be no more than 65 db. As can be seen from the aerial photograph included in Section 7, 
the nearest receptor is a private residence located approximately one (1) mile East of the 
Mona Switching Station. 
Water Availability 
With regard to water availability, Bidder has executed water rights option and purchase 
agreements and as a result controls more than sufficient water rights for the Facility. 
Permits and Regulatory Approvals 
With regard to permits and regulatory approvals, Bidder has: 
• Received an Ordinance from Juab County, Utah rezoning the site to an 
industrial classification suitable for a gas fired, combined cycle power 
generation facility; 
• Received a Final Approval from the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission granting Exempt Wholesale Generator ("EWG") status; 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Section-1 3
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• Received Final Approved Change Applications from the State of Utah, 
Department of Natural Resources, Division of Water Rights, which 
authorizes Bidder to change the location and use of the water rights which 
Bidder has purchased; and 
• Received a Final Approval Order from the State of Utah, Department of 
Environmental Quality, Division of Air Quality, which authorizes Bidder 
to construct one natural gas-fired combined cycle turbine generator set 
with duct burner. 
Air Permit 
While all other permits and approvals have been obtained consistent with the maximum 
anticipated output of the Facility, the air permit has been secured in a manner which 
allows a phased approach to construction whereby one gas turbine/steam turbine could be 
constructed and operated prior to the construction of the second gas turbine/steam 
turbine. This was done specifically to postpone the expense associated with 
approximately two hundred forty-seven (247) tons of emission credits (which are 
necessary for a second train) until a time when market conditions were more predictable 
On April 10, 2003, in anticipation of PacifiCorp's RFP 2003-A, Bidder submitted an 
application for a modification to the existing Approval Order authorizing the construction 
and operation of the second gas turbine. The Division of Air Quality has reviewed the 
application, has approved the air quality modeling and is prepared to issue the draft 
Approval Order upon Bidder submitting title to the required emission credits. Bidder has 
reached agreement to purchase sufficient emission credits subject to seller's final internal 
approval. Bidder anticipates the final Approval Order of its modified application prior to 
September 30, 2003. 
• The existing Approval Order allows an unlimited number of starts, 
partial load operation, does not contain limits on the hours of the day 
that the Facility can be operated, and allows for 4,800 hours per year 
of duct firing while operating the gas turbine 8,760 hours per year. 
• The modified Approval Order will provide the same high level of 
operational flexibility. Duct firing will be available 1,388 hours per 
year with the gas-turbines operating at full power for 8,760 hours per 
year. If the gas turbines operate fewer than 8,760 full power hours per 
year, more hours of duct firing will be available. Baseload operation 
at a 91% capacity factor, would allow 1,570 hours of full power duct 
firing-while daily dispatch operation at 5 x 16 would allow for 2,450 
hours of full power duct firing. If duct firing is less than full power, 
the duct firing hours will be increased proportionately. 
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Permit/Approvals Outstanding 
Bidder has obtained or applied for all permits and approvals of significance. Bidder will 
make application for permits that are considered routine at a later date. This includes the 
granting of a right-of-way by the Bureau of Land Management ("BLM") for electric 
transmission line and the natural gas pipeline. The electric transmission line will traverse 
approximately 0.75 miles and the gas pipeline will traverse approximately five (5) miles 
of BLM administrated land. Bidder has confirmed that an Environmental Assessment 
("EA") will be required and not an Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS"). This is a 
result of a recent application for a liquid petroleum pipeline along the same right-of- way 
(which was permitted but thereafter abandoned), whereby a complete EIS was submitted. 
The EIS confirms that Bidder's Facility, the transmission line and the gas pipeline will 
have no significant impact on cultural resources, flood plains, non-native species, 
threatened or endangered species, water quality, wetlands, rivers and streams, or 
wilderness and critical environmental areas. BLM considers the granting of the right-of-
way to be uncomplicated and non-controversial. The EA is expected to result in a 
Finding of No Significant Impact ("FONST') and will fulfill the federal agency's 
National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") requirements. The entire approval process 
is expected to require approximately three (3) months, however, in no event, more than 
six (6) months. 
Gas Pipeline 
The gas pipeline will continue from the BLM administered lands, traversing across the 
agricultural land of four private landowners until reaching its termination in Elberta, Utah 
at the point of interconnection with Questar's Mainline 104. The gas pipeline is designed 
so that it may also interconnect with the Kern River Gas Pipeline. There are several 
stream crossings along the proposed gas pipeline route. A Joint Stream Alteration Permit 
application will be submitted to the Sate of Utah, Division of Water Rights and the US 
Army Corps of Engineers ("COE"). The process is routine for all streams involved and 
since there are no permanent, above ground impacts to wetlands, a complete application 
is expected to be processed within thirty (30) to forty-five (45) days. 
Fuel Transportation/Supply 
With regard to fuel transportation, Bidder has received a letter of interest from Questar, 
which proposes to build, own and operate the lateral to the Facility and to provide gas 
transportation services. In the letter of interest, Questar offers to prepare a formal 
proposal confirming the ability and cost to provide such services. When comparing the 
cost of transportation of Questar versus other pipelines, it becomes obvious that the 
ability to interconnect with and transport fuel on the Questar system provides Bidder, and 
therefore PacifiCorp with a significant competitive advantage 
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Bidder's Facility is strategically located to take advantage of prolific Rocky Mountain 
natural gas production and natural gas cost savings over other national suppliers. Gas 
production in the Rocky Mountain region is expected to grow over the next twenty (20) 
years while gas reserves in other regions of the country will continue to decline and likely 
become more expensive. As a result, the pricing advantage of Rocky Mountain natural 
gas is likely to continue for several years providing Bidder, and therefore PacifiCorp, 
with a competitive advantage over other bidders whose source for fiiel is not the Rocky 
Mountain region. 
Bidder is proposing a pass through of fuel cost subject to a heat rate limitation. Fuel will 
be purchased in accordance with a procurement plan approved by PacifiCorp, which 
specifies the methodology of purchasing fuel (i.e. day ahead, monthly index, fixed 
through financial instruments, etc.). Bidder is also proposing to provide PacifiCorp with 
the option to source and deliver fuel to Bidder's Facility under a tolling agreement. 
Term and Pricing 
With regard to term and pricing, for each of the products Bidder is proposing: 
• A term of 1 wenty (20) years; 
« A Fixed Capacity Payment in dollars per kilowatt-month, which 
allows for debt service and return on equity; 
• A Fixed Operation and Maintenance Charge in dollars per kilowatt-
month, which provides for facility labor, property taxes, insurances, 
administrative and other costs necessary for proper operation and 
maintenance; 
• A Variable Operation and Maintenance Charge in dollars per 
megawatt-hour, which provides for fuel used during startups, lube oils, 
filters, water treatment chemical and a reserve for expected cost of 
major gas turbine and steam turbine overhauls and the cost of SCR 
catalyst replacement; and 
• A pass-through of fuel cost subject to specified heat rate restriction. 
For options that include peaking capacity, in addition to the above, Bidder is 
proposing: 
• A Peaking Capacity Payment is dollars per kilowatt-month. 
All of the products, which Bidder is proposing are described in detail in Section 5. Other 
terms and conditions of the power purchase agreement or tolling agreement will be 
consistent with industry practices and requirements for non-recourse financing, including 
market-based liquidated damages for failure to perform, delay in construction, failure to 
meet minimum availability levels, etc. Bidder has attached a contract in Section 9, which 
may form the basis for negotiation for either a power purchase agreement or a tolling 
agreement as suggested in the RFP instructions for Section 9. 
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Sale or Lease of the Facility 
With regard to Bidder's willingness to sell or lease the Facility to PacifiCorp, Bidder 
desires to own and operate the Facility for twenty (20) years; however, Bidder is willing 
at anytime, to tnter into good faith negotiations for the purchase by PacifiCoip of up to 
100% of the Facility although a lower equity participation would be more desirable to 
Bidder. 
Summary 
In summary, Bidder's Facility provides the following advantages to PacifiCorp: 
1. Timing - Bidder has been developing the Facility for over two years 
and has obtained the legal authorization to commence construction. 
Bidder has selected a joint venture of UE and TIC, well qualified 
credit worthy constructing firms, which have completed detailed 
design work for the Facility that allows for commencement of 
construction to coincide with the execution of the power purchase 
agreement (i.e. October 1, 2003) thereby allowing operation to 
commence as early as May 2005. 
2. Location - The Facility is located in close proximity to PacifiCorp's 
Mona Switching Station and will deliver to PACE-Mona. Bidder 
believes that its facility will relieve transmission constraints thereby 
improving the efficiency and reliability of PacifiCorp's system. Also, 
the Facility will have access to Rocky Mountain natural gas, which has 
historically been significantly cheaper than natural gas from other 
regions. Whether Bidder is responsible for sourcing fuel or this 
responsibility is turned over to PacifiCorp via a tolling arrangement, 
this competitive advantage cannot be overlooked when comparing 
Bidder's Facility to that of any other facility, which sources fuel from 
other regions. 
3. Configuration - The Facility has been designed utilizing a typical 2 x 
1 plant design with new equipment warranted by the manufacturer, in 
a configuration that provides the highest level of efficiency and has 
been proven to be reliable. The Facility can be expanded to a twin 2 x 
1 configuration at a time when more output is required. 
4. Operational Flexibility - Bidder is proposing several products for 
PacifiCorp to consider. Bidder has the ability to construct either the 
Base Facility or the Base Facility with Peaking Capability. The 
Facility can provide either relatively low or relatively high levels of 
dispatchability. As a result, the products that Bidder is proposing 
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responds to PacifiCorp's need for baseload power, for dispatchable 
peaking power during heavy load hours, and for dispatchable peaking 
power during super heavy load hours (i.e. Peak and Super Peak). 
5. Environmentally Responsible - Bidder has designed the Facility and 
chosen the site location in a way, which minimizes impacts to the 
environment. The Facility will utilize an air-cooled condenser to 
minimize water requirements supplemented with a small cooling tower 
to be used during the hottest summer days for optimal performance. 
While it is possible to acquire a sufficient amount of water for a wet 
cooled configuration, Bidder considers that approach to be 
environmentally irresponsible given the fact that Utah and surrounding 
states have experienced severe drought conditions for several years in 
a row. Bidder has decided to employ zero-discharge technology, again 
to minimize any impact of the Facility on the environment. The 
location has been chosen to avoid any possibility of noise generated at 
the Facility having an impact on the local community, or any 
possibility of operations at the Facility having an impact on 
PacifiCorp's Mona Switching Station which may occur if Bidders 
Facility were located any closer to the Mona Switching Station. The 
Facility and associated transmission line and gas pipeline will have no 
significant impacts on the environment as evidenced by the EIS on 
record with the BLM. 
When all of the Facility's characteristics and competitive advantages are taken into 
account, Bidder believes its submittal responds well to the needs of PacifiCorp and its 
customers 
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SECTION 5 - D 
Bid No, 653 
PRICING PROPOSAL 
Bid No, 653 - 400+ Mw Daily Dispatch Call Option 
& 100+ MW Peaking Call Option 
Bid No. 653 (the "Bidder") will utilize its Base Plant with Peaking Capability 
configuration in order to provide both a Daily Dispatch Call Option and a Fully 
Dispatchable Peaking Power Call Option. The Base Plant with Peaking Capability will 
be configured utilizing two General Electric Frame 7FA gas turbines fitted with inlet air 
chillers and heat recovery steam generators, which will include duct-firing capability to 
produce additional steam when appropriate to drive a single steam turbine. The Base 
Plant with Peaking Capability configuration is designed to provide more than 400 Mw of 
Daily Dispatch Capacity at 105°F and more than 100 Mw of Peaking Capacity at 105°F. 
PacifiCorp may require the Facility to start once per day and operate any number of hours 
it desires. PacifiCorp may have the option to dispatch the Facility the day prior to 
delivery and adjust the resource output throughout the delivery day and within the 
delivery hour. The Facility is able to supply the non-spinning component of operating 
reserves while it is available for dispatch, however, Bidder will not provide operating 
reserves as part of this proposal during any dispatch period. While complete plant 
performance information is provided in Section 2, the Base Plant with Peaking Capability 
provides a Daily Dispatch Capacity of 418.12 Mw at 60°F with a Daily Dispatch Heat 
Rate of 7,074 Btu/kwh (HHV) with the flexibility of partial load operation with a 
turndown capability of 25% or 111.44 Mw with a heat rate of 8,602 Btu/kwh (HHV), and 
a Peaking Capacity of 108.56 Mw with a Peaking Heat Rate of 9,994 Btu/kwh (HHV) 
with the flexibility of being fully dispatchable. 
Peaking power, provided via duct burners, can be dispatched anytime that Daily Dispatch 
Power is being provided via the gas turbines (subject to limitations of the air permit) and 
can be dispatched multiple times each day. Operation of both gas turbines is required in 
order to provide the full Peaking Capacity. While the air permit does not specifically 
limit annual hours of duct fining, there are annual limits on the number of tons produced 
of criteria pollutants. Within these limits, the duct burners can be operated a total of 
1,388 full power hours per year when the gas turbines are dispatched at full power for the 
entire 8,760 hours of the year. As gas turbine operation h reduced, either by the number 
of full power hours or through partial load operation, the available hours of duct firing 
b increase. For example, under a 5 x 16 dispatch scenario, more than 2,450 hours of full 
power duct firing will be available. Also, if the duct burners are operated at less than full 
power, the number of available hours increases pioportionately. 
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Purchase of Daily Dispatch and Peaking Capacity: Bidder will make 
the Daily Dispatch Capacity and Peaking Capacity available for the sura 
of the Fixed Capacity Charge and the Fixed Operation and Maintenance 
Charge multiplied by the Daily Dispatch Capacity plus the Fixed Peaking 
Capacity Charge multiplied by Peaking Capacity plus the Variable 
Operation and Maintenance Charge multiplied by the number of 
megawatt-hours of Daily Dispatch generation. 
Fixed Daily Dispatch Capacity Charge: The Fixed Daily Dispatch 
Capacity Charge is intended io allow for the payment of debt service and 
to provide a return to equity associated with the Daily Dispatch Capacity 
of the Facility. The Fixed Daily Dispatch Capacity Charge for the Daily 
Dispatch Capacity will be $6.90 per kilowatt-month and shall be fixed for 
the twenty (20) year term, however, the Fixed Daily Dispatch Capacity 
Charge shall be subject to adjustment for interest rate changes during the 
construction period as well as for interest rate changes resulting from 
lender required refinancings during the permanent financing period. Such 
an adjustment is necessary to allow Bidder to provide the Daily Dispatch 
Capacity at the lowest Fixed Daily Dispatch Capacity Charge by removing 
interest rate uncertainty. Also this prevents either Bidder or PacifiCorp 
from receiving a windfall at the expense of the other. 
Fiied Peaking Capacity Charge: The Fixed Peaking Capacity Charge is 
intended to allow for the payment of debt service and to provide a return 
to equity associated with the Peaking Capacity of the Facility. The Fixed 
Peaking Capacity Charge will be $ 6.90 per kilowatt-month and will adjust 
for changes in interest rates in the same manner as the Fixed Daily 
Dispatch Capacity Charge described above. 
Fiied Operation and Maintenance Chnmt ("FOMC"): The FOMC is 
designed to provide reimbursement for reasonable operation and 
maintenance expenses necessary to keep the Facility in a ready-to-operate 
condition. These expenses include facility labor, property taxes, 
insurance, administrative, and other costs necessary for proper operation 
and maintenance. The FOMC will be $ 1.34 per kilowatt-month of Daily 
Dispatch Capacity. On the first of each year subsequent to the execution 
of the power purchase agreement or tolling agreement, the FOMC will be 
adjusted by a mutually agreed upon inflation index. 
Variable Operation and Maintenance Charge (uVOMC"): The 
VOMC is intended to pay for variable operation and maintenance 
expenses including fuel used during startups, lube oils, filters, water 
treatment chemicals, other consumable items and a reasonable reserve for 
the expected cost of gas' turbine and steam turbine overhauls and for 
replacement of SCR catalyst The VOMC will be S3.21 per megawatt-
hour. The VOMC will be adjusted by a mutually agreeable inflation index 
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on the first of each year subsequent to the execution of the power purchase 
or tolling agreement. 
Delivery Date; Bidder will make the Daily Dispatch Capacity and 
Peaking Capability available on May 1, 2005. PaciiiCorp may choose to 
have Bidder provide the Daily Dispatch Capacity with a Delivery Date 
anytime after May 1, 2005 including May 1, 2006 or May 1, 2007. Bidder 
assumes that the power purchase agreement will be executed on or about 
October 1, 2003 regardless of the Delivery Date and as such prices for the 
various charges will adjust as specified above. 
Daily Dispatch Availability Factor: The Daily Dispatch Availability 
Factor is a measure of Bidder's ability to deliver the Daily Dispatch 
Capacity in accordance with PacifiCorp's dispatch requirements during a 
given period represented by the ratio of the hours in the period during 
which the Facility was either available to generate electricity in response 
to dispatch request or was unavailable due to an excused outage (such as a 
maintenance outage, force majeure, etc.) to the total hours in the period. 
Bidder proposes that a mechanism be developed whereby the Fixed Daily 
Dispatch Capacity Charge will be adjusted upward if the Daily Dispatch 
Availability Factor is above a specific threshold and downward if the 
Daily Dispatch Availability Factor is below a specific threshold. In 
addition, a mechanism will be developed to adjust the Daily Dispatch 
Availability Factor for partial load operation. 
On-Time Dispatch Bonus / Penalty; Bidder proposes that a mechanism 
be developed whereby Bidder will be rewarded for achieving Daily 
Dispatch Capacity within a specified timeframe of the desired PacifiCorp 
dispatch time and penalized for failing to achieve Daily Dispatch Capacity 
within a specified timeframe of the desired PacifiCorp dispatch time. 
Fuel Charge: Bidder will source and cause to be delivered to the Facility 
all natural gas necessary to operate the Facility in a manner necessary to 
provide the Daily Dispatch Capacity and Peaking Capacity as more 
specifically described in Section 8. Bidder proposes to prepare a fuel 
procurement plan for PacifiCorp's approval, which will specify the 
methodology of purchasing fuel (i.e. day ahead, monthly indexed, fixed 
through financial instruments, etc.). 
The Fuel Charge will be the product obtained by multiplying the actual 
delivered fuel cost expressed in dollars per MMBtu (HHV) by the 
demonstrated daily dispatch heat rate ("Demonstrated Daily Dispatch 
Heat Rate") and the demonstrate peaking heat rate ("Demonstrated 
Peaking Heat Rate") in MMBtu per Mwh (HHV). The Demonstrated 
Daily Dispatch Heat Rate and Demonstrated Peaking Heat Rate are 
expected to differ from the Daily Dispatch Heat Rate and Peaking Heat 
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Rate due to temperature and normal degradation. Bidder proposes that a 
mechanism be developed to determine that the Demonstrated Daily 
Dispatch Heat Rate and the Demonstrated Peaking Heat Rate are 
equivalent to the Daily Dispatch Heat Elate and the Peaking Heat Rate, 
respectively and that an additional mechanism be developed to adjust the 
Fuel Charge (the "Adjusted Fuel Charge1*) to penalize or reward Bidder if 
the Demonstrated Daily Dispatch Heat Rate or the Demonstrated Peaking 
Heat Rate is above or below specified ranges. 
The total Fuel Payment will be obtained by multiplying the Adjusted Fuel 
Charge by the number of megawatt-hours generated. 
Bidder further proposes that PacifiCorp, at its option, may source and 
cause fuel to be delivered to Bidder's Facility under a tolling agreement in 
which case there will be no Fuel Charge and therefore no Fuel Payment. 
However, Bidder proposes that a mechanism be developed whereby 
Bidder is rewarded for operation of the Facility at efficiency levels above 
a specific threshold and penalized for operation of the Facility at 
efficiency levels below a specific threshold. 
SUMMARY OF PRICING PROPOSAL 
Bid No,, 653 - 400+ Mw Daily Dispatch Call Option 
& 100+ Mw Peaking Call Option 
• Product: Daily Dispatchable Power and Fully Dispatchable Peaking Power 
• Daily Dispatch Capacity: 418.12 Mw at 60°F 
• Daily Dispatch Heat Rate: 7,074 Btu/kwh (HHV) at 60°F 
• Daily Dispatch Turndown Capability: 25% 
• Peaking Capacity: 108.56 Mw at 60°F 
• Peaking Heat Rate: 9,994 Btu/kwh (HHV) at 60°F 
• Peaking Turndown Capability: 100% 
• Fixed Daily Dispatch Capacity Charge: $6.90 /lew-month 
• Fixed Peaking Capacity Charge: $6.90 /kw-month 
• Fixed Operation and Maintenance Charge: SI.34 /kwmonth (Daily Dispatch 
Capacity 
• Variable Operation and Maintenance Charge: S3.21 / Mwh 
An alternative approach to this pricing proposal which would reduce the Variable 
Operation and Maintenance Charge, would be for PacifiCorp to limit the number of starts 
or to agree to dispatch the Facility whereby one gas turbine is operated in a baseioad 
manner with the flexibility to turndown to 50% load (approximately \l\AA Mw) while 
the other gas turbine will be available for daily dispatch operation also with the flexibility 
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Subj: PaciflCorp Water is sues 
Dale: 11/3£G03 
To: wilCaloffihrQ.com 
CC: usapowerilagaQLcom 
fro:wiffiajo@hro.cQmCC:usapov/erilc@aoLcorn 
bubF PactftCorp Water Us u«s 
{Data; 11/6/2003 
DearJody: 
In reviewing the recant water right* activities going on in the Juab County area, specificaly regarding PaclfiCorp's 
competing power plant which they announced yesterday, it appeers that you may b« In a conflicting position as 
our attorney for all of our water rights and purchases since the value of those rights may be negatively influenced 
by PadfiCorp's drilling In Juab County. Do you represent PacftCcrp on these potentially damaging waits or do we 
not have a call on your services from a prior engagement? Wo have had you engaged as our counsel lor some 
time, having paid over $100,000 in legal fees for your excellent services. We also received a bill from you 
recentiy which Indicates that we are stitt your client Now wa And that you are representing someone that cleerly is 
a competitor to our Interests and our water. 
We had every intent to protest 1he water transfer because the rights purchased were so fer from the proposed 
actual wed sites. The discharge of water from PadfiCorp's wells could seriously render cur wells as damaged 
goods or causa deterioration from the expected flow rates tf at you and Hanson convinced us were valid. Now we 
find that our counsel and engineer are representing the other side in this pctenfi&l controversy without any 
disclosure to us whatsoever. 
I think that this is a serious matter and I am sUTprised and extremely disappointed that you did not contact us 
regarding this possible conflict before accepting such an engagement. Would you please call me to discuss this 
matter and answer my concerns? 
1 look forward to visiting with you soon. 
Sincerely, 
Dave Graeber 
Managing Member 
Spring Canyon Energy LLC 
USA Power Partners LLC 
10440 N. Central Expressway #1400 
Dallas "PC 75231 
deve51grab@aol.com 
214-520-8177 Fax. 214-696-2422 
Wednesday, December 0Zt 2004 America Online DAVES l GRAB 
- BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH -
lln the Matter of the Application of 
PacifiCorp for a Certificate of 
Convenience and Necessity 
Authorizing 
Construction of the Currant Creek 
[Power Project 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
DOCKET NO 03-035-29 
REPORT AND ORDER 
ISSUED' March 5. 2004 
SHORT TITLE 
PacifiCorp Currant Creek Certificate Case 
SYNOPSIS 
The Commission grants a certificate of public convenience and necessity 
authorizing PacifiCoip to construct a staged 280 megawatt natural gas-fired simple cycle 
combustion turbine for service in the summer of 2005 with conversion to a 525-megawatt 
combined cycle combustion turbine in 2006 at the Currant Creek plant site. 
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L PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
On January 24, 2003, PacifiCorp ("Company") filed its Integrated Resource 
Plan 2003 ("LRP 2003"). This filing was required under the Commission's Standards and 
Guidelines for Integrated Resource Planning for PacifiCorp established in Docket No. 90-
2035-01. 
On March 6, 2003, the following parties filed a joint request asking the 
Commission to adopt open bidding requirements for competitive acquisition by 
PacifiCorp of electric generating resources and affiliate transaction requirements for 
certain investor owned utilities: Utah Association of Energy Users ("UAE"), IHC Health 
Services, Hexcel Corporation, S F Phosphates, Swift & Company-Utah, American Pacific 
Corporation, May Foundry and Machine, American Foundry Society Utah Chapter, 
Tesoro Refining and Marketing Company, U S Executive Agencies, Tooele County, 
Grantsville City, US Magnesium LLC and Desert Power. The Commission opened 
Docket No. 03-035-03 for this request On March 11, 2003, the Commission issued a 
Notice of Proposed Scheduling Order and also set a scheduling conference for March 18, 
2003. On March 20, 2003, the Commission issued a Scheduling Order setting three 
technical conferences and a further scheduling conference. 
On April 18, 2003, pursuant to an April 9, 2003 Commission Notice, a 
technical conference was held on PacifiCorp's IRP 2003. After considering filed 
comments, the Commission, on May 30,2003, issued an order acknowledging that 
PacifiCorp's ERP 2003 and Action Plan conform to applicable guidelines. 
On June 4, 2003, a Stipulation Regarding Outside Evaluator for PacifiCorp's 
RFP 2003-A (Appendix I) ("Stipulation'1) was filed with the Commission. The 
Stipulation was signed by all of the original petitioners, except Tooele County, in the 
open bidding requirements Docket No. 03-035-03 in addition to PacifiCorp, the Division 
of Public Utilities ("Division"), the Committee of Consumer Services ("Committee") and 
Salt Lake Community Action Program ("SLCAP"). The Stipulation states parties intend 
to hold additional discussions regarding development of open bidding and/or affiliate 
rules, and the Commission will be notified to the extent further technical conferences or 
proceedings are requested In the Stipulation, parties agree to guidelines for evaluating 
PacifiCorp's processing of its RFP 2003-A for east-side resources. The Stipulation 
provides for and specifies the duties of an outside evaluator and the criteria to be used in 
evaluating the Request For Proposals ("RFP") process. The Stipulation further states the 
guidelines are to be used for future supply-side solicitations contemplated by the 
Company's 2003 Integrated Resource Plan when PacifiCorp considers a self-build option 
or allows an affiliate to bid. The Stipulation states the parties' agreement that no further 
Commission action is necessary with respect to establishing guidelines or requirements 
for PacifiCorp's processing of the 2003-A RFP. 
On August 1, 2003, Navigant, the independent evaluator selected pursuant to 
the Stipulation, filed its report, Review and Audit of PacifiCorp's Next Best Alternative 
dated July 22, 2003. This was* the first process report from the independent evaluator, as 
required by the Stipulation. 
On October 30, 2003, PacifiCorp filed its update to the ERP 2003, resulting in 
a revised load and resource balance, concluding that resource requirement; in the Eastern 
control area, which includes Utah, are accelerated. 
On November 3,2003, PacifiCorp filed an Application asking the 
Commission to grant a certificate of convenience and necessity authorizing; the 
construction of a 525 megawatt ("MW") resource addition, known as the Currant Creek 
Power Project ("Currant Creek"), adjacent to the Company's Mona Substation in Juab 
County, Utah. Phase one of the Currant Creek Power Project consists of two natural gas-
fired simple cycle combustion turbine ("SCCT") generators, each with a nominal 140 
MW capacity, for a total of 280 MW with planned commercial operation by June 2005. 
In the second phase of the project planned for completion by March 2006, the plant is 
converted to a combined-cycle combustion turbine ("CCCT") with a total capacity of 525 
MW and a total estimated installed cost of $343 million. The Application was supported 
by the testimony of 1 Rand Thurgood, Managing Director of Resource Development and 
Project Management, on the selection, timing and cost of the resource addition; Jon 
Cassity, Manager Resource Planning (testimony later adopted by Melissa Seymour, 
Manager of Planning and Financial Analysis), on the Company's load and resource 
balance and the need for additional resources; Mark Tallman, Managing Director of 
Trading & Origination, on how bids received in response to the Company's RFP 2003-A 
compare to the cost of the Currant Creek Project; and Bruce Williams, Treasurer of 
PacifiCorp, on financing the resource addition. A Motion for Entry of Protective Order 
was also filed by PacifiCorp on this date. 
0n I I :B ember 3 2003, the Commission issi ied a Notice of Scheduling. 
Conference in 'the Currant Creek docket, setting the conference for November 12, 2003. 
At 'the conference, parties indicated they were unable to reach agreement on a schedule,. 
On Novembei 12, 2003, the Commission Issued the Protecti e Oi der. On Novembei 14, 
2003, the Commission issued a Scheduling Order setting a Technical Conference on 
Novembei 24. 2003 A "I: the conference PacifiCorp discussed the goals of the RF" -;•. ; 
the status of bid categories. Navigant discussed its role and responsibilities in the K.FP 
process followed by a question and answer session. Parties met to discuss scheduling on 
On November 10, 2003, Na\ igant filed its report, Review and Audit of 
PacifiCorp"' Screening Review Process dated November 7, 2003, This was the second 
process report from the independent evaluator as required by the Stipulation. 
Pursuant to the December 2, 2003 Notice by the Commission, a scheduling 
c-;)nf . Lreek docket was held on December 9, 2003., Parties w ere still 
unable to reach an agreed upon schedule. On Decembei 16, 2003, the Commission issued 
a Third Scheduling Order providing for direct testimony from the Di\ ision, Committee 
and iiitei venors on Febi i ta i y 4, 21304 R ebi ittaI, on Febi i iarj 1,1 2004 and IIearings on 
February 18-19,2004. 
On January 29, 2004, Spnng Canyon Energy LLC ("Spring Canyon Energy") 
filed with the Commission a motion to compel PacifiCorp to respond to data requests and 
to continue the hearing schedule in the Currant Creek docket for two weeks. On January 
30, 2004, PacifiCorp filed a response to Spring Canyon Energy's motion and also filed its 
own motion to compel Spring Canyon Energy to respond to PaciflCorp's data requests. 
On February 2, 2004, the Commission held a hearing on Spring Canyon Energy's motion. 
The Commission, in a bench ruling, denied Spring Canyon Energy's motion, kept the 
scheduled hearing and testimony dates and shortened discovery turnaround to four days. 
We further set February 6, 2004 to hear 'PacifiCorp1 s motion. The Commission ruled that 
Counsel will have access to all the complete documents and that expert witnesses or 
designated employees will have access to redacted versions subject to the protective 
order. 
On February 11,2004, Navigant filed its Final Report on PaciflCorp's RFP 
2003-A in Docket No. 03-035-03. This was the detailed report by the independent 
evaluator regarding all aspects of the RFP process and its conclusions and 
recommendations as required by the Stipulatioa 
Following a February 13,2004 notice, the Commission held a scheduling 
conference in the Currant Creek docket on February 17, 2004. After hearing from the 
parties, the Commission determined that the original schedule would not allow sufficient 
time and added to die schedule, hearings on February 20, 25, 26, and 27, 2004. Hearings 
were held February 18, 19, 20,, 25, 26, 27 and March, 1, 2004, at, which time testimony 
and, e i,dence were i ecei \ ed, and wi Mess es cross-exam,i, ned. 
Parties to this case are PacifiCorp, the Division, Committee "and the .following 
intervenoi s: Utah Energy Office, Spi ing Canyon Energy, Calpine Corporation 
("Calpine"), Deseret Generation & Transmission, Utah Association, of Counties, Western,, 
Resource 'let1 rocates, I IS Magnesium I J C a rid, the I J A E liitei veiitiori, Gi oup which 
includes: UAE, Alliant Aerospace Propulsion Company, American Pacific Corporation, 
Central Valley Water Reclamation District, ChevronTexaco ERTC, Hex eel. Corporation, 
IHC Health '"H;I v IU:,I, «"i I lliotjjtfiuik"), Svviit (L i 'tiiiipaiiy-llLtli aiid li *IOIU Ruiinuuj tiiid 
Marketing Company, Testimony 'was presented by the following parties: PacifiCorp, 
Division, Committee, Spring Canyon Energy, UAE Intervention Group and Calpine. 
II. POSITION OF THE PARTIES 
PacifiCorp states that the present and future public convenience and necessity 
requii es construction of the proposed resource addition. The Company explains that the 
past decade of retail load growtli in, Utah in conjunction, with declining resources require 
the addition of new resourea;,. The Company has determined that the phased construction 
of a " 
Creek location N ;ho most cost enectj^e alternative a\;\ KICK to meet t e < *onipar\ ^ 
ieeds for a daily dispatchable resource by the summer of 200,5. The Company testifies it 
,s finalizing a contract w ith Stone & Webster for plant: const uction, has obtained oi will 
obtain all necessary permits, such as air quality, to both construct and operate the plant, 
and is fully capable of properly financing the project The Company states that the 
Currant Creek Project will not conflict with, adversely affect the operations of, or 
constitute an extension into the territory of any existing certificated fixed p>ublic utility 
providing retail electric service to the public. The Company further states that without the 
Currant Creek Project, the Company and its customers would be exposed to the volatility 
in the wholesale power market, high transmission costs associated with delivering power 
to Utah customers and potential adverse impacts on service reliability. 
Based upon its analysis of the Application, the Division recommends issuance 
of the certificate of convenience and necessity conditioned by receipt of evidence that all 
required permits have been secured. The Division testifies the RFP bid process was fair, 
Currant Creek is the most economic alternative and the economics of the Currant Creek 
project are so superior that changes to the bidding or evaluation processes would not alter 
the relative ranking of the alternatives. The Division accepts that the Company needs 
additional capacity identified through the IRP process and states that Currant Creek is 
consistent with those identified needs. The Division represents that PacifiCorp has the 
capability to finance the Currant Creek project The Division indicated it found no 
evidence to refute Navigant's conclusions that the RFP process was fair and consistent 
and managed in a manner that led to unassailable results. The Division believes the risk 
to ratepayers of building the first phase of the Currant Creek project is $5 million which 
represents the incremental cost of building Currant Creek as a phased project, "The 
Division recommends 1 isiiig a forum to discuss ways to improve the RFP process. 
The Committee testifies to a system capacity deficiency in t!v» ^my»t^ 0f 
2005, From its analysis, the Committee concludes that becai ise of perci M \y- jms-
with the modeling used to evaluate bids, together with other problems with the RFP and 
Hi \ • - .0 determine that Currant Creek is the most 
i-ic The Committee recommends a separate docket be opened 
to consider a number of recommendations it makes to improve the RFP and bid 
evaluation pHiixi)>. gOnVj ioi^am I In J niiiiiHtta: tcsliiiea ii would iur r difficulty 
finding fault with a Commission order to grant the certificate for Currant Creek if the 
Commission concludes that there is not a reasonable way to acquire adequate resources to 
meet summer 2005 needs, oi that the cost of acqui ri ng-those resources would put 
customers at risk of high prices. 
Spring Canyon Energy testifies it concurs with the need for new generation. 
resources based on its own independent study of PacifiCorp's forecasted, demand/load 
I 
Creek project. Spring Canyon Energy states the bid evaluation process was unfair as. its 
bids v. ere not evaluated properly and that PacifiCorr v i n * ic^rnt - * -V- th. 
Spring Canyon Energy recommends the Commission :t-,v , ,ai.: .,-i;~ u, Pacii^orp, and 
instead award Spring Canyon Energy the 2005 peak bid. It states that if the Commission 
accepts that the resource deficit is 1,000 MW, then both Currant Creek and Spring 
Canyon projects should be built 
The UAE Intervention Group testifies the RFP process was not demonstrated 
to be fair or reasonable. It testifies thatPacifiCorp's evaluation process is fundamentally 
flawed because of an inappropriate comparison of peaking bids to Currant Creek and a 
failure to evaluate combinations of peaking and baseload alternatives to Currant Creek. It 
recommends reopening the bid process for the peak bid category with the condition that 
bids meet the summer of 2005 resource needs. If the RFP 2003-A peak category is not re-
bid, it recommends that a combination of peaking, base load and super-peaking bids be 
evaluated against the Company's next best alternative (NBA) which is the Currant Creek 
Project. 
Calpine recommends the Commission allow the RFP process for die base load 
bid category to continue unaffected by the decision in this proceeding. Calpine further 
recommends that the base load RFP process should be concluded before approval of any 
subsequent phases of development at Currant Creek 
EL DISCUSSION, FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. NEED 
It is the statutory duty of PacifiCorp to provide adequate electric service in its 
franchise service territory [USC 54-3-1]. To this end, and as required by this 
<3942> 
Commission in Docket No, 90-2035-01, the Company engages; in a public resource 
planning process. I he pi i i: pose of this pla nning process is to i dentifj the optimal set of 
resources, given the expected combination of costs, risks and uncertainties, over the long 
run to provide safe and reliable electric service for customers. The Company ' s Integrated 
Resoi l rcePlan 2003 filed lairt :ia i y 2i 1 2003'and acknowledged b} this Commission on 
May 30, 2003, is the primary source cited by witnesses as: the basis upon-which to 
determine the need for the Currant Creek resource in 2005. W e are well aware of the time 
spent, a full two year process, by the Company, regulators and interested parties, in the 
devei jpmem oi FRP 2003 FuruV:, - e ^a* the positive reception the 1RP process and 
fina < • - • s 
30, 2103, although the v ommittee poinLs o n \h*A t : i r x\ :oimati.ju n n n g oniv ai;d 
not the result of public review and Commission acknowledgment 
The capacity deficiency in the summer of 2005 - oted in 1RP 2003 and cited 
b y ( • - , . i- i.« . - . -, 
margin This deiicu g,owb peisisteiuiy for the next lo yeaia The I n . o iun lesuiicb j \ a t 
even I mder the more conservative assumption of a 10% planning margin, IRP 2003 
shov s a capacity del:iciency exceeding 800 megawatts o \ em: the next fi e years, 
increasing to over 1,700 megawatts in 2009, 
I Jdu; Lorp additionally provides its analysis of load and resource balance' in. 
the eastern portion of its integrated system. This analysis differs from IRP 2003 . It is 
based on the revised load forecasts used in the IRP 2003 Update, uses a calculation of 
operating reserve and an estimate of forced plant outage in place of a target planning 
margin, and is based on a subset of PacifiCorp system loads and resources and firm 
transmission rights. Although neither the Division nor the Committee relies upon or 
refutes this analysis of resource need, it too shows capacity deficiency. This deficiency is 
expected to be 1,049 megawatts in summer 2005 and increases to over 1,900 megawatts 
in 2009. 
Spring Canyon Energy relies upon its own studies of load growth to support 
the conclusions reached by PacifiCorp that there is a genuine need for additional 
resource. Neither UAE Intervention Group nor Calpine support or refute the timing or 
magnitude of capacity deficiency. 
We find the magnitude of deficiency considerable, and as the Division 
testifies, we realize this is not new. The Company's reliance on the wholesale market for 
meeting this need since the time it filed its IRP "RAMPP-5" in 1997, has placed the 
Company and its customers at considerable risk of the high cost for purchases or reduced 
reliability. We commend the Company for changing its planning strategy, for producing a 
viable plan and for moving forward on filling the capacity deficit created by past 
planning policy and business decisions. 
The Company and Division also testify, and we so find, that Currant Creek is 
generally consistent with the IRP 2003 least cost portfolio, "Diversified Portfolio F 
which identifies both long-term and short-term firm capacity additions. The type, size and. 
UintUf, ui itijiMii L* laitir.tr 1\i) Ilk' mi \h\n\ in its Pequesl l\i I'mpiisaLs ("P IT 'OIH-
A") follows directly from the IRP 2003 Action Plan to implement Diversified Portfolio I 
long term firm capacity resource additions "This'includes a request for 225 megawatts of 
super peak hour resoui ce and 200 megawatts of peak hour resource.' I lie Company 
testifies that the configuration and size of Currant Creek, a staged 280 megawatt simple 
cycle 1: :» 420 megawatt combined' cycle combustion turbine with 105 megawatt duct firing 
for a total of 525 MW, is the economic choice for its next best alternati ve given higher 
gas puce expectations and greater combined cycle equipment rlexibihtv than assumed in 
I R P -.!.-.-.- • :. • ..••'.' ; " • ' • . • • • -
Several witnesses; express ^t<• em thut hi, * ^ *•*- -eak bid category of RFP 
2003 A are measured against a cost based resource that is typically characterized as a 
base load unit, that is, a resource that operates economically for most hours of the year 
rath* ~ • i *' ieiouid. Howe\ er, the recoi cl shows that 'this 
coniiguraucu ^ Ait apt .t wnate design when gas prices are ,..<,:, ,L,IU - •:*. .in, c^^ment 
can effectively dispatch daily. No party presented evidence that 'the gas price assumptions 
: , e 
equip i. erit to pi - n ., • t* vast-effect] \ e peaxi ng capaci ty N av i 11 it test ifIes that ten bi ds i n 
the 2005 category are ^a-srd on combined evele technology - ^i ha! r .o include . act 
firing and - .•••.., .- . , . * 
Canyon Energy witnesses testify that they did not consider bidding a simple cycle 
combustion turbine because a combined-cycle facility has a much better heat rate and a 
much lower cost to the rate payer. Further, they state that the only reason for considering 
a simple-cycle facility is to meet an online date not possible for a combined-cycle 
facility. Calpine testifies that an economic way to provide peaking power in 2005 is to 
stage construction of a combined cycle by starting with a simple cycle in the first year. In 
fact, no party in this case testifies that a simple cycle combustion turbine without staged 
conversion to combined cycle is least cost to fill the need identified in LRP 2003 for the 
resource added in 2005. 
Based on the foregoing, we conclude that the Currant Creek power project 
addresses a genuine need for additional resource in the summer of 2005. Further, we find 
reasonable, the type and size of generation facility proposed to address the projected need 
identified in IRP 2003. 
B. RFP PROCESS 
On June 4, 2003, the Stipulation Regarding Outside Evaluator For 
PacifiCorp's RFP 2003-A was submitted to the Commission (Appendix I). This 
Stipulation describes the role, duties and process of an outside evaluator with respect to 
implementing and administering the Company's RFP to obtain generation resources 
located in the East control area. On June 6, 2003, the Company issued RFP 2003-A, in 
which resources were sought in super peak, peak and baseload bid categories. In addition 
to delivery into the Company's East control ••!" • fh .*• • ZQ . 
characteristics were date of delivery and dispatchability. 
In ill*' iiiipei |vs*ik l«i»l \ ,iii }i\» \ lli»* < iiinpaity ir<|neiitr»i." hi in resource of 
approximately 225 MWs, with delivery beginning in the summer oi ,1004 through tht 
summer of 2007, dispatchable daily during specific hours.,' • -h • •;. ' ! .y, 
jpi , .imale^ , Oi'M1^1 we v c;i. ;t ... ...:A<..> LC* ,,IL.I£ m a..c « »».• : ^ rn r to 
twenty years, and also dispatchable daily IT the baseioad ^uegerv mproximate^ 570 
MWs were requested, with deirv -• r 
As detailed in the R.H' the bids were to be .-'«— ^~~i on <ui econoru -. u n\-
against the Company''"s Next Best A Itei i latives ('" ''NBA ') Foi the super peak bid category, 
the N BA was assumed to be forward market purcfiases delivered to the Company's East 
cont * : aI «i ! n * n ** • w* \ v A ] -*>" t •! ^ n d b i d -ateg ori es, the Coiiipaii) ' s pi: oposa! to bi ii 1 d 
the* . . .• • " • • . . i.e Company piuvided Navigant with the 
detailed information regarding its Currant Greek proposal, and Navigant began its review 
of the ~.mpar « ' >3 
r e p o i • -~.^ . . * i , * , . i , J K .
 3 k . VJ» ^ lj!Ui - juit wi Fa, :liCorp\ Next Be^t 
Alternative," submitted to trie Commission on August 1, 2003, as set forth in 'the 
Stipulation. 
Thirty seven entities r^spc & J •- the RFP J\ **. ir 
proposals (tei med indicative' die ukuti;v a • < uiim ' i^unknt^* v 
the Company), plus some subsequent offers that were variations of original offers. 
Differences among the bids included types of bidding companies, contract duration, MW 
commitments, heat rates, delivery points, fuel sources, equipment configurations, and 
pricing. On July 22, 2003 the bids were received by Navigant, and subsequently 
PacifiCorp began screening the bids. This involved identifying the bid category to which 
an offer belonged, then documenting the price and terms of the offers, resulting in a 
financial valuation of the offers by means of models. Bids were then scored and ranked 
on three criteria: price, dispatchability, and environmental characteristics. Navigant's 
review of the Company's screening process concluded with a November 7, 2003 report, 
"Navigant Consulting Inc.'s Review and Audit Of PacifiCorp's Screening Review 
Process for RFP 2003-A," submitted to the Commission on November 10, 2003, as set 
forth in the Stipulation. 
Following the scoring and ranking of offers, a preliminary short list of bidders 
was identified. The identity of these bidders was then made known to the Company, and 
clarifying discussions were undertaken with these bidders to arrive at their definitive 
proposals. Once clarified, the economic valuation of these definitive proposals were 
again modeled, and a final short list of bidders was derived in order to identify with 
whom the Company would enter into more detailed negotiations. 
Thirteen specific proposals were submitted in the super peak bid category, all 
of which were some form of a purchase power agreement. There were six bids short-
listed in the super peak bid category. None was found to be attractive, primarily due to 
economics and transmission or point of" delivery issues. 
Twenty eight specific pi oposals wei e submitted in the peak bid, category Of 
these, seventeen were power purchase agreements, involving a pricing strucvui*j based . ? 
power/gas spread options Right of the bid.*: involved turnkey offers -*•. •• y 
constructs a tacility ^hidi ijj then tiansf erred to the (,ompany at the date of commercial 
operation. Two bids involved the sale of equipment for use at a site of the Company's 
choosing, and mir bull urn n leav aiiaiup.eiiicnt 
Ten bids from, five entities were short-listed in the peak bid category 
Clarifying discussions were then held with these five bidders. As a result of subsequent 
discussions, no offer was found to be more economic than the Company's NBA. 
"**'"• • ) r t h c i I - - . . - * 
expev iea need man in i:ali\ nxjuested, the Company wished to explore further 'the 
opportunity of obtaining resources from, the peak bid category, A new NBA was 
determined consisting of forward market purchases for two years followed by an 
expansion at Currant Creek. The Company resumed discussion with three of the entities 
who had made the * 
discussions were held w.Ui lue^e Uiju-e i'ldueib, oUei:> were eviseu and compared to the 
n e w ^ M - ! ^»'rh(asenfVfr«?-M^ '. .i->. o be economically superior to the Company's 
new • .. i _ ategory ceased. 
t:
^a 
Fifty three specific proposals were initially submitted in the baseload bid 
category, eleven of which were found to be more economic than the Company's NBA for 
this category. Clarification discussions were held with bidders, resulting in twenty offers 
from eight entities. Assuming that the Currant Creek proposal in the peak bid category 
were built by summer of 2005, an expansion of Currant Creek by summer of 2007 was 
developed as a new baseload NBA against which these offers were then compared This 
identified three entities with whom the Company began detailed discussions. Discussions 
with two entities remain on-going as of February, 2003. 
The Company complied with the June 5, 2003 Stipulation between the 
Company and signatory parties to use an outside evaluator to oversee the entire RFP 
process to ensure tha.t the Company's approach to evaluating offers was fair, consistent 
and reasonable. In the July 22, 2003 report on its review and audit of the Company's 
NBA, Navigant concluded that Currant Creek as the NBA appears to be a viable project 
and consistent with the RFP, the expected cost assumptions are fair and reasonable, and 
the modeling is sound. In the November 7, 2003 report on its review and audit of the 
Company's screening review process, Navigant concluded the process to be consistently 
applied to all proposals, bidders were given a fair, equal and ample opportunity to present 
their proposals, and the assumptions, modeling, and treatment of the proposals were 
reasonable. In its February 11, 2004 final report, Navigant concluded that the RFP 
process satisfied the primary criteria of equal opportunity, analytical objectivity, 
reasonableness, and objectivity. These criteria are essentially the requirements outlined in 
cv^sl 
the July 5, 2003' Stipulation. Navigant stated it "unequivocally supports the RFP process 
a s ' • • . ; ., , 
conclusions made by Navigant are also supported by the Division. Navigant also testifies 
that during the entire time it was involved in the-2003 RFP, its focus was satisfy ing the 
requirements as laid out in the Stipulation . . • 
('. AI.JKHN4 I ill il«'ii 
Based on the record in this case, we crammo fi\ • .iltnu.ifi o i mirst^ nf dclum 
proposed .A ^uii.w .*,. 1 aonIOorp to meet the iesouK,c uei.< i-sncv imended to be nueu 
by tk - u05 sunnnei peak Did category oi the 200 3-/* KFP i PHv exclusive''' ^ 
who'* * * 
3) Re-analyze tne mds ineady received, 4) Restart negotiations with bidders, o; *-. 
Proceed with building a new resource. We discuss each alternative in turn. 
Rely exclusively on wholesale market power purchases 
Although the Company testifies that firm transmission might be available to 
help meet the 200.5 summer need' it *i:u S'^r unable * -... \ -i .-y r-\:\ h .-.-j, 
sufficient to meet the expected dcicic»c\ . ..^.,. ,.e ... i. u flying exclusively on uie 
wholesale market, including the risk of high prices, inadequate supplies or 'transmission 
capac i f v for delivery No definitive e^  ' idence is presented to demonstrate the ava ilab iIity • 
of adequate power supplies at the time and location needed and at reasonable prices. We 
biow fiom expenence that 'the cost of market exposure is real. In 2001, PacifiCorp stated 
c££Q 
that Utah's share of the cost of market exposure was $102 million for the four summer 
months alone. We approved a stipulation that allowed the Company to collect a portion 
of this cost from ratepayers. This alternative is also inconsistent with ERP-2003 
conclusions that the least cost/risk strategy is to fill a portion of the capacity deficit with 
long-term firm capacity rather than exclusively with short-term firm purchases. We 
conclude that this alternative is unacceptable. 
Re-bid the peak bid category of the 2003-A RFP 
Based on its view that the bid process was unfair due to an inappropriate 
comparison of peaking bids to the NBA and a failure to evaluate combinations of peaking 
and baseload alternatives to the NBA, the UAE Intervention Group recommends that the 
peak bid category of the 2003-A RFP be re-bid. 
We accept that there are multiple ways of accomplishing the bid evaluation 
task. We are not persuaded by the testimony that a superior outcome would result from a 
different method. Arguments presented are not accompanied by definitive evidence that 
clearly shows an alternative method is superior. We are persuaded by the Company, 
Division and Navigant testimony that the RFP process and evaluation methods are fair 
and reasonable for the task of screening for competitive bids. The same process and 
evaluation tools are being used in the 2007 bid category without apparent issue, Calpine 
testifies that a re-bid of the 2007 bid category is a bad idea because it is unfair to previous 
bidders who have incurred costs, because confidential information about the earlier bids 
is now known, to Pacif iCorp and because it would take eight'to twelve months to 
conipleit: lliti'A' tom i in\ apply a\ well m iJit; J 'OOJ peak Iml uilqi»oi) 
4 i :! bid v 01 ild dela> the ability for a ny a lternati ] e t o meet the summer 2005 
need resulting in i isk of higher cost and less reliability. Navigant testifies that the RFP in 
this case had to be submit ted to the Oregon Commission., for approval A revision to the 
RF 
must, be approved by tha t jurisdiction. Additional t ime would be needed to-resolve this 
issue and to cu*z~ \r l *J" ->r a! f v e c ~~ r ~ Dval Navigant testifies.,, based on its 
experience W;L. K , I" „ ^ ,- -^
 14 . . , . » t * .^ bid category would lake lioiii six. to ten 
months to complete and would not preclude the type of process dissatisfaction present in 
the a ii: i ent b id Navi: gant lists the s teps n.e eded. i n. a i e b id: get C ommi ss ion gui dance on a 
revised solicitation, prepare the revised RFP, issue die RFP, hold, explanatory 'sessions 
with bidders, al low t ime for bidders to prepare and submit bids, review and model bids, 
s creen, i: aiik a nd ,shoi 1:1 is I: b ids, clai: ify lbi ds and conip 1 ete iiegotiatioris. 
Based on evidence in tin ,: , • *..< •"'• it. 
t ime for plant construction to meet the 2005 summei resource needs, Hie Company 
testified its Currant Creek project, would not be an alternative in a, re-bid, s ince the 
e sti i i i,a ted caii.ee 1,1 a ti oi I c o sts i nciu red. due to the addi ti o na 1 ci ela> wo i ild pre elude 
expanding the risk the Company is willing to take, W e conclude that the significant re-
bid delay would reduce the possibility of finding a reasonable alternative to mee t the 
2005 summer needs. Because of this and the other concerns discussed, we find the re-bid 
alternative unacceptable. 
Re-analyze the bids already received 
The UAE Intervention Group recommends that if no re-bid is desired, then 
existing bids should be re-analyzed using combinations of bids to make a better 
comparison against the Company's next best alternative of a simple cycle combustion 
turbine phased into a combined cycle combustion turbine plant The Company testified 
that the number of combinations in a re-analysis of existing bids is significant and would 
be impractical. Any permutation of re-analyzed bids that might show an attractive 
combination would still require negotiations with multiple bidders to reach final 
agreements. As evidenced by the time being expended to negotiate a potential agreement 
with Calpine, this could take a lengthy period of time. We conclude that re-analyzing the 
bids would cause additional delay, would not preclude bidder dissatisfaction and is 
unnecessary for the purposes of this case. 
Restart negotiations with bidders 
Spring Canyon testifies PacifiCorp was unwilling to negotiate with them 
They believe negotiations can and should resume. PacifiCorp testifies that negotiations 
can take many months as evidenced by the four months of negotiating with Calpine in the 
base load bid category, which is still on-going. Given the estimated construction times on 
the record, restarting negotiations with the short listed parties in the peak bid category is 
likely to preclude completion of a new plant in time to meet the 2005 summer capacity 
fin.i -illa .* niade and found to be un^unomu wo* ..: v^ uraii .o .*ihcr bidders and 
impair the credibility of the process, We conclude that this alternative is unacceptable. 
Proceed with building a new resource 
Spring Canyon Energy testifies that its build bid, if evaluated using its 
approach, would be lower overall cost than the Company's Currant Creek Project The 
Company, Navigant ite this, claim I he} c ontend that Spring 
Canyon Energy's bids were fairly evaluated with the overall cost being substantially 
more than Currant Creek A s we have previously stated, v >"e a re not convinced that any 
.nu , i ^ip • . : .t _!,v_ t!.u> . «p:i,^ canyon Energ\ s 
evaluation relies on terms thai ve:e »:e\ \i\ rjnnaily N.: ,n • \t\mi to ihe Companv Spring 
Canyon Enerav toiif *^  J{ r!« u- > > ri ' u l • * ^* 
lizu w1Li(ii,.1[,^iu..,K.in onipanj .udU-d thib wdj iivji L-i piot-esb spelled out 
previously. Because of this, Spring Canyon Energy did not put forth a specific bid 
regaitfinn plant losidiuit \alut OI.MM.TI hip \1 flic cud ot Ihc i nuiiai t ILMIII Iit*i\ne \iv\\\\.\ 
eliminated from the RFP process.. PacifiCorp testifies that Spring Canyon Energy's bids 
reflected an unwillingness to accept the risk of law changes, interest rates or terminal 
va lue. A hich togethei i, rtli othei aspects of its b i(Is, made it not cornpeti.ti ve. S pring 
53d, 
Canyon Energy was one of only two bidders to provide testimony in this case, and the 
only one of thirty seven who complained about the process. 
The Division testifies that the value of bids must be taken into account from 
the ratepayers* perspective. This means that any power purchase agreement with a term 
less than the useful life of the associated plant, to be competitive, must be priced to 
account for this difference. We agree: it is a long standing ratemaking principle to match 
costs with benefits. Calpine's competitive bid in the base load category of the 2003-A 
RFP took this into account since Calpine testifies its bid with a twenty year power 
purchase agreement was competitive with the Company's NBA, PacifiCorp 
acknowledges that they continue to negotiate with Calpine in this bid category. This 
demonstrates that a power purchase agreement can be competitive. 
The Company's Currant Creek resource addition is fully described on the 
record. PacifiCorp testifies that it has received a building permit from Juab County and 
that it fully expects to receive other necessary permits to both construct and operate the 
Currant Creek plant and that it is fully capable of properly financing the project The 
Division agrees that the Company has the ability to finance the Currant Creek Project and 
other parties do not dispute this. The Division testifies of many benefits to Utah 
customers of the Currant Creek Project including cycling ability to meet peak hour needs 
and reduced water cost risk due to the air-cooled desiga The Company testifies that the 
Currant Creek Project is the lowest overall cost and most likely to meet the necessary 
time requirements. Navigant, die independent. RFP and bid evaluator hired pursuant to the 
rea • • * . . ' • : T . ? ' - t i f * •-..- " - -,-i 
bes< ii .cinative m die J<CJA LHU ^itcj-ui r i iic Division, ai:-u ib i:wt . f\ -.cw. Mipi-on., 
Navigant's conclusions. 
We conclude that review of the alternative actions discussed above, shows' no 
better a Itemative at the pi es ent ti me than p roc eed i ng i v ith bo il ding a • n e v r eso \ trc e, We 
fu.rt.her conclude and find that the Currant Creek resource addition as proposed by the 
Company is required by the public convenience and necessity, and that a certificate to 
that effect should be issued, • . 
Wherefore, pursuant to our discussion, findings and conclusions made herein, 
we order 
1 ' I lie Cei tifi.cate of Pi i bl ic Conveni ence and Necess ity is gi a nted 
2 • • • 
consti action and opeiaiiun ut the Cunaik l reck resource addition a:, boon as possible 
following receipt thereof, or will timely file an explanation of the reasons for and 
Pir Krp<'M MMI OKIH e. iirlittitei firnl ageing arlinn -n I'unfH '»iip' ^ 
November 3, 2003, Appliaition..,, Pursua nt to U.C. A. §63-46b-13, an aggrieved party may 
file, within 30 days after the date of this Report and Order, a written request for 
rehearing/reconsideration by the Commissioa Pursuant to LLC A. §54-7-15, failure to 
file such a request precludes judicial review of the Report and Order. If the Commission 
fails to issue an order within 20 days after the filing of such request, the request shall be 
considered denied. Judicial review of this Report and Order may be sought pursuant to 
the Utah Administrative Procedures Act (U.C.A. §§63-46b-l et seq.). 
DATED at Salt Lake City, Utah, this 5th day of March, 2004. 
/s/ Ric Campbell Chairman 
/s/ Constance B. White. Commissioner 
/s/ Ted Bover. Commissioner 
Attest 
/s/ Julie Orchard 
Commission Secretary 
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1 Q. Please state your name, business address and present position with 
2 PacifiCorp (the Company). 
3 A. My name is Maiic R. TaJlman, my business address is 825 N.E. Multnomah, Suite 
4 600, PoiHand, Oregon 97232, and my present position is Managing Director of 
5 Trading & Origination for the Commercial & Trading Department My position is 
6 part of PadfiCorp's regulated merchant function. 
7 Q. How long have yon been the Managing Director of Trading & Origination at 
8 PacifiCorp? 
9 A. I have been the Managing Director of Trading & Origination since September 12, 
10 2003. Prior to that date, I woriced in the Origination Department, first as an 
11 Originator (beginning Miaich 1995), then as the Manager of Origination (beginning 
12 January 1999), and finally as the Director of Origination (beginning September 
13 2000). 
14 Q» What diid you do before working in the wholesale side of PacifiCorp1* 
15 business? 
16 A. I served in a variety of different roles in PadfiCorp's engineering organization and 
17 retail distribution organization, including five years as a District Manager. I have 
1 & worked at PacifiCorp for more than 18 years. 
19 Q. Piease describe your educational history. 
20 A. I have a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from Oregon State 
21 University and a Masters of Business Administration from City University. I am 
22 also a Rej mistered Professional Engineer in the states of Oregon and Washington. 
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1 Q. Have you previously appeared in any proceedings before the Utah Public 
2 Utility Commission? 
3 A Yes. I testified in Docket No. 01-035-37 (the certificate proceeding &r the 
4 Gadsby peaker project) and have filed testimony in Docket No 03-2035-02 (the 
5 current general rate case). 
6 Summary of Testimony 
7 Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 
8 A. PacifiCorp issued a Request for Proposal (RFP 2003 A) on June 6, 2003. RFP 
9 2003A solicited offers for 995 megawatts ("WW*) of supply-side resources in 
10 three bid categories ("SuperPeak", "Peaker", and "Baseioad"). The purpose of my 
11 testimony is to describe how the bids received in the "Peaker" bid category 
12 compared to the Currant Creek generation project (the "Currant Creek Project") 
13 Q. How are the "Peaker" and "Baseioad* bid categories referred to in your 
14 testimony? 
15 A. I refer to the "Peaker" bid category as the "2005" category and the "Basdoad" bid 
16 category as the "2007" category. This is because the minimum criteria for 
17 submitting bids in these categories was the requirement to have a resource 
IS available by a certain date (June 2005 for the "Peaker" category and June 2007 for 
19 the "Baseioad" category), and the requirement that PacifiCorp hold the daily 
20 dispatch right for -the 2005 category and the right to displace the resource in the 
21 case of the 2007 category 
22 Q. Would you please summarize your testimony in this proceeding? 
23 A I provide an overview of the RFP 2003 A process and describe the bids received 
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1 for the 20i05 bid category. I also provide a comparison of the Currant Creek 
2 Project with the short-list bid proposals for the 2005 category. That analysis 
3 shows thai the Currant Creek Project is the least cost resource addition based on 
4 the offers received for the 2005 bid category. 
5 Need for RFP2003A. 
6 Q. What determined the need to issue RFP 2003A? 
7 A. On January 24, 2003, PacifiCorp formally published its most recent version of its 
8 Integrated Resource Plan (IRP). As described in the testimony of Mr. Jon Cassity, 
9 the IRP set forth an action plan consisting of twenty-eight recommended actions to 
10 implement the plan. Three of these action items (#21, #15, and #2) called for 
11 additional supply-side resources to be added to PacifiCorp's East system. 
12 Q. What do you mean by PadfiCorp's "East system?" 
13 A PacifiCoip operates two separate electrical control areas, the West and the East. 
14 The East system includes the resources that are in the East control area. All of the 
15 Company's operations in Utah are in its East system. 
16 Q. What did action item #21 consist of? 
17 A. Action item #21 consisted of actions for both the Company's East and West 
18 systems. Hie East-specific actions consisted of a defined term 225 MW seasonal 
19 resource (for calendar years 2004, 2005, 2006, and 2007) and a defined term 
20 resource that increased by 25 MW/year from fiscal year 2006 (begins April 2005) 
21 through fiscal year 2013 (ends March 2013). The 25 MW/year resource was 
22 subsequently removed from RFP 2003A. The 225 MW seasonal resource was 
23 used as the template for the "SuperPeak" bid category. 
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wnat aia acnon item ff ID consist ou 
Action item #15 consisted of two long-term resources, one for the West system 
and one for the East system. The East system resource called for a 200 MW 
resource that would be made available in fiscal year 2006 (begins April 2005). 
Action item #15 was used as the template for the 2005 bid category. 
What did action item #2 consist of? 
Action item #2 consisted of a long-term 570 MW East system resource tbat would 
be made available in fiscal year 2008 (begins April 2007). Action item #2 was 
used as the template for the 2007 bid category. 
Why was the 25 MW/year resource (from action item #21) removed from 
RIT 2003A? 
The 25 MW/year resource was removed from RFP 2003A because that particular 
resource was intended to provide capacity support for wind/renewable resources 
included in the IRP action plan. In the IRP, no capacity credit for planning 
purposes was ascribed to wind resources. PacifiCorp's IRP stakeholders have 
asked that this approach be re-addressed and the Company is currently in the 
process of studying the issue further. Potential bidders were informed of this 
change to RFP 2003 A during & pre-bid conference on June 20, 2003. 
1 ° Overview of the REP 2003A process. 
20 Q, Please provide a general description of the RFP 2003A process. 
21 A. RFP 2003 A employed a blind bid evaluation process wherein bid responses were 
22 submitted to an external consultant (Navigant Consulting Inc or "Navigant") who, 
23 in turn* assured that the responses were adequately blinded such that the bidding 
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entity was not known to PacifiCorp. Navigant then suppfied the blinded bid 
responses to the Company for evaluation. 
What is Navigant's overall role? 
Navigant's overall role is: (1) to make certain that the Company evaluates its own 
build option in a manner that is reasonable, fair, unbiased, and comparable to the 
extent practicable ("Fair Manner"), against other bids, and (2) fcMubmit detailed 
reports on whether the process followed by the Company adequately meets these 
objectives. The role of Navigant, as an independent consultant, was agreed to in a 
stipulation between the Company and various parties to Docket No. 03-035-03 
What happened in the RFP 2003A process following initial evaluations? 
The initial evaluations were used to rank order the bids based on three criteria that 
were established in the RFP 2003 A document, which is provided as Exhibit 
UP&L_(MRT-1). These three criteria were net Present Value Revenue 
Requirement (PVRR.), resource operational flexibility, and pre-established 
environmental factors. PVRR, operational flexibility, and environmental factors 
accounted for weightings of up to 70 percent, 20 percent and 10 percent 
respectively. 
What was the process following establishment of a rank-ordered bid list? 
The rank-ordered list was used to establish a short-list of bids for further 
consideration. The numbers of bids to include in the short-list was established in 
consultation with Navigant such that multiple counterparties would be available for 
further consideration. 
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What occurred following establishment of the short-list? 
At this stage, Navigant de-blinded the short-Bated entities and provided the 
Company with contact information. With Navigant present (by phone or in 
person), each short-listed entity was contacted in order to clarify their offer, 
confirm the validity of their offer, and, if they desired, to allow them to alter or 
enhance their offer. A PVRR analysis was run again, and based on clarifications or 
revisions proposed by the counterparty, a revised ranking of the short-listed 
entities was created. 
What was the next step taken with respect to the short-list? 
The Company, in consultation with Navigant, reviewed the rank-ordered short-list 
and compared the economics of the updated bids against the Company's Next Best 
Alternative ("NBA"). 
What is the NBA and what role does it play in the RFP 2003A process? 
The NBA is intended to be a benchmark that third party bids are compared against 
As such, iht NBA is intended to be an alternative that the Company could pursue 
in the absence of a more economic bid(s) from a third party(parties). In the case of 
the 2005 and 2007 bid categories, the NBA is a generation plant that could be 
constructed by the Company if needed, the "Peaking NBA" and Caseload NBA" 
respectively, in order to meet the requisite timeline. In the case of the "SuperPeak" 
bid category, the NBA was established as a purchase made from the market. The 
'Tealdng NBA" selected by the Company was the Currant Creek Project that is 
the subject of this proceeding. 
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Docs the Peaking NBA serve roles in addition to being a comparison 
benchmark? 
Yes. The Peaking NBA plays two additional roles that are very important to the 
Company's customers. First, the Peaking NBA assures customers and regulators 
that the Company has identified a resource capable of meeting its load service 
obligations and, second, it helps to protect customer's financial interests in the 
event third party bids under REP 2003 A are more expensive. 
When went the projected costs for the Currant Creek project established? 
PacifiCorp's Resource Development department established the projected costs for 
the CuiTant Creek Project in advance of when bids from third parties were 
evaluated. In order to assure that these projected expenses were not biased, 
Navigant performed a validation function to assure that the Company's cost 
estimates were not inconsistent with industry standards. Bids to RFP 2003 A were 
due July 22, 2003. Navigant's validation efforts were completed prior to the time 
that third party bids were made available to, and evaluated by, PaciiiCorp's 
Structuring/Pricing department. Navigant* s findings are documented in a report 
titled "Navigant Consulting Inc's Review of PacifiCorp's Next Best Alternative 
(NBA)," dated July 22, 2003, the summary of which is submitted as Exhibit 
UP&L_(MRT-2). 
Why is the Currant Creek Project a Combined Cycle Combustion Turbine 
(CCCT) project when theIRP assumed a Simple Cycle Combustion Turbine 
(SCCT) resource? 
As described further in the testimony of Mr. Jon Cassity, the IRP chose SCCT 
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1 technology for a resource to be available in fiscal year 2006 (L2-months ending 
2 March 31, 2006) without the benefit of the Company's now current load forecast 
3 The choice of a SCCT was based on a then-current forward view of gas prices that 
4 was lower than the now current view. Based on information known to the 
5 Company now, the current bad forecast for the East system and the current 
6 forward view of gas prices, a resource that can convert gas to electricity more 
7 efficiently than the SCCT assumed in the IRP is expected to result in better overall 
8 economics for the benefit of customers. 
9 Q. Why is the Currant Creek Project (as the "Peaking NBA") a valid 
10 benchmark for the 2005 bid category? 
11 A. Hie Company explored the potential of a cost-based Company-built resource 
12 alternative that consisted of a CCCT capable of being dispatched on a day-to-day 
13 basis. In selecting the "Peaking NBA", the Company determined that the Currant 
14 Creek Project met the needs identified in the IRP and the minimum requirements 
15 for the 2005 bid category (a resource available by no later than June 2005 and 
16 available, at PacifiCorp's option, for dispatch on at least a daily basis). 
17 Q. Why did the Company not limit the choice of the Peaking NBA to a pure 
18 "peaker" type resource, such as a SCCT? 
19 A The term "peaker" is a term that many individuals associate with generation units 
20 that are perceived to have a low capital installation cost (e.g., $539/kW for a green 
21 field SCCT frame type machine referred to in the IRP) and an incremental heat rate 
22 (such as 12,176 BTU/kWh in the IRP) that is higher than that of a typical CCCT. 
23 If properly designed, these types of "peaker" machines, such as the Company1 s 
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1 Gadsby Units #4-6 (General Electric LM6000 machines) can be exitremely flexible, 
2 with start-up times of 10-minutes or less. The Company did not limit its choice to 
3 these types of pure "peaker" machines for die Peaking NBA because the Company 
4 believed that a property designed CCCT could provide not only a high degree of 
5 flexibility (being able to start within 4-hours or less), but that such a design would 
6 be a more economic choice. Given the ability to dispatch a properly designed 
7 CCCT on 4-hours notice, the term "peaker" can no longer be generically ascribed 
8 to SCCT type machines and should most appropriately be abandoned in fevor of 
9 simply describing generation projects in terms of their installed cost, the 
10 incremental heat rate of the project, and the operational flexibility afforded the 
11 entity who holds the dispatch rights. 
12 Q. When did the Company make its final choice between a SCCT project 
13 located at the Currant Creek sitt and a flexible CCCT project located at the 
14 Currant Creek site? 
15 A. The Company made its final determination between SCCT and CCCT after RFP 
16 2003A was formally released (June 6, 2003) but, as verified by Navigant, prior to 
17 the time that bids were due (July 22,2003). 
18 Q. Why was the choice between SCCT and CCCT not made prior to the release 
19 ofRFP2003A? 
20 A. As described! in the testimony of Mr. Jon Cassity, the Company had presented its 
21 revised load forecast at an TKP public input meeting in May 2003. Following that 
22 presentation, the Company was in the process of further studying the. effects of the 
23 revised load forecast upon the Company's gap between loads and resources. In 
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1 parallel, the Company was in the process of refining cost estimates associated with 
2 the available KB A options such that the most economic choice could be made. 
3 That process was not completed prior to issuance of the REP. 
4 Q. Did the Company expect the revised load forecast to have any impact upon 
5 the results of RFP 2G03A? 
6 A Yes, and a notice was issued on July 10, 2003 informing bidders of the revised 
7 load forecast and asking that they not limit the size of their bids. A copy of that 
8 notice is submitted as Exhibit UP&L_JMRT-3). 
9 ' Q. What did the Company do after the short-list was compared against Currant 
10 Creek? 
11 A. The Company took into account the economics of the third party offers as 
12 compared to the Currant Creek Project and determined the course of action 
13 anticipated to result in the best cost/risk balance for customers. 
14 Results of RFP 2003A 
15 Q. Please describe how the short-list of bids compared to the Currant Creek 
36 project. 
17 A. Currant Creek was found to be the most economic altemadve as compared to the 
18 short-listed bids. As Exhibit UP&L_(MRT-4) shows, the next viable most 
19 economic offer, behind Currant Creek, was $246,608/100 MW-month more 
20 expensive on a PVRR basis It should be noted that there was an initial bid 
21 evaluated at $240,254/100 MW-month more expensive, which was removed from 
22 consideration for failure to provide adequate clarity such that an accurate analysis 
23 could be performed. 
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1 Q. Why were the bids compared against Currant Creek on a S/IOO MW-month 
2 PVRR basis? 
3 A. The PVRR comparison was used because the methodology is consistent with the 
4 methodoloj5y used in determination of the IRP action plan. The S/100 MW-month 
5 basis was utilized to normalize the oflfers such that resources of different sizes 
6 could be directly compared. 
7 Q. What does it mean for an offer to be less economic than Currant Creek on a 
8 S/100 MW-month PVRR basis? 
9 A. An offer that is less economic on a S/100 MW-month PVRR basis would be 
10 expected to result in an increase to revenue requirement in an amount larger than 
11 the revenue requirement increase associated with the Currant Creek project 
12 Q. How do you convert S/100 MW-month PVRR to total dollars on a present 
13 value basis for comparison against a 525 MW generation resource? 
14 A To make this conversion, we multiplied the S/100 MW-month by 12-months (to 
15 put it on an annual basis), then multiplied that product by the term of the offer (in 
16 years) and by 5.25 (to scale from 100 MW to 525 MW) For example, a 20.6-year 
17 power purchase ofier that was 5246,608/100 MW-month less economic on a 
18 PVRR basis would be equivalent to saying the offer was expected to be 
19 559,185,920 less economic on a 100 MW basis and $320,006,000 less economic 
20 on a 525 MW basis. 
21 Q. How many offers were short-listed and how many entities did those offers 
22 comprise? 
23 A. Ten individual offers were short-listed for consideration. These offers were from 
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1 five individual counterparties. 
2 Q» Please describe the bids that were short-listed. 
3 A The ten short-listed bids consisted of the following: 
4 1. #401 - A 250 MW Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) for finandal gas tolling 
5 from a unit to be located in Nevada, The bidder proposed that the Company 
6 make a lump sum up-front payment for capacity. Finandal gas tolling is an 
7 arrangement in which the buyer (the Company in this case) has no physical 
8 requirement to procure natural gas associated with the purchase. The seller 
9 charges the buyer an amount each month based upon an agreed billing 
10 methodology (such as an agreed upon heat rate multiplied by an independently 
I i reported gas market index price). 
12 2. #122 - A 181 MW turnkey plant sale on a site in Utah to be supplied by the 
13 bidder, 
14 3. #301 - A 203 MW turnkey plant sale on a site to be supplied by PacifiCorp, 
15 4. #135 - A 407 MW PPA for physical gas toiling from a unit to be constructed 
16 on a bidder-supplied site in Utah. Physical gas tolling is an arrangement in 
17 which the buyer (the Company in this case) has a physical requirement to 
18 procure natural gas and either have it delivered to a generation plant(s) owned 
19 by the seller (bidder #135 in this case) or to an agreed upon gas delivery point. 
20 In a physical gas tolling arrangement, the seller typically charges the buyer for 
21 the use of generation capacity and operation and maintenance but not for fuel. 
22 5. #263 - A 181 MW facility lease on a site in Utah to be supplied by the bidder. 
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1 6. #940 - A 150 MW PPA for physical gas tolling from a site in Utah to be 
2 supplusd by bidder. 
3 7. #351 - A 250 MW turnkey plant sale on a site to be supplied by PacifiCoip. 
4 This bid was removed from consideration for failure to provide adequate 
5 clarity such that an accurate analysis could be performed, 
6 8. #198 - A 161 MW turnkey plant sale on a site to be supplied by PacifiCoip. 
7 This bid was removed from consideration because the bidder, aifter being short-
8 listed, subsequently modified their bid into an equipment only sale It was 
9 detennitned, in consultation with Navigant, that equipment purchases were not 
10 appropriate for RFP 2003 A due to Company procurement policies for non-
11 commodities. 
12 9. #877 - A 240 MW turnkey plant sale on a site to be suppEect by PacifiCorp. 
13 This bid was removed from consideration because the bidder, after being short-
14 listed, subsequently modified their bid into an equipment only sale. It was 
15 determined, in consultation with Navigant, that equipment purchases were not 
16 appropriate for RFP 2003 A due to Company procurement policies for non-
17 commodities. 
18 10. #495 - A 250 MW turnkey plant sale on a site to be supplied by PacifiCorp 
19 This bid! was removed from consideration for failure to provide adequate 
20 clarity such that an accurate analysis could be performed. 
21 A number, of these bids were based on CCCT technology. 
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How did the remaining short-listed offers compare to the Currant Creek 
Project? 
That comparison is shown on page 2 of Exhibit UP&L_(MRT-4). As this exhibit 
shows, on a present value basis, the short-listed offers ranged from being an 
expected $320,006,000/525 MW more expensive than the Currant Creek Project 
to being 51,071,728,000/525 MW more expensive than ine uurrant Creek Project 
What do you conclude from Exhibit UP&L_(MRT-4)? 
* conclude that the Currant Creek Project is more economic than any valid bids 
received for the 2005 bid category. 
Did the Company evaluate third party bids received in RFP 20Q3A in a Fair 
Manner? 
Yes. 
Has Navigant reached any conclusions as to whether the Company evaluated 
third party bids in a Fair Manner? 
Navigant has informed the Company that it is finalizing its second report, which 
will be provided soon to the Commission, the Division of Public Utilities and the 
Committee of Consumer Services. 
Are you aware of any other long-term resource alternatives, available by 
June 2005, that are more economic than the Currant Creek Project? 
No. 
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1 Q. WQl the Currant Creek Project help guard against wholesale market spikes, 
2 such as those that occurred in 2000 and 2001? 
3 A. Yes. The Currant Creek Project reduces PacifiCorp's, and its customers', 
4 exposure to maiket extremes, which are most pronounced during high demand, 
5 system peak periods. 
6 Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 
7 A- Yes. 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
USA POWER, LLC, USA POWER 
PARTNERS, LLC, and SPRING 
CANYON ENERGY, LLC, 
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PACIFICORP, JODY L. WILLIAMS and 
HOLME, ROBERTS & OWEN, LLP., 
AFFIDAVIT NO 2A. OF PEGGY A. 
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PACIFICORP'S AND 
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTIONS RE; 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
(DEPOSITION EXHIBITS) 
Civil No. 050903412 
Judge Tyrone E. Medley 
Defendants. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Peggy A. Tomsic, being first duly sworn, states as follows: 
1. I am the owner of Tomsic Law Firm and a member in good standing of the 
Utah State Bar. I am one of the lawyers who represents the plaintiffs in this action. 
2. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from a 
document entitled Integrated Resource Plan 2003 prepared by PacifiCorp which 
marked as Deposition Exhibit 1. 
3. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from a draft of 
PacifiCorp's Integrated Resource Plan October 2002 which was marked as Deposition 
Exhibit 2. 
4. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of a document which was 
marked as Deposition Exhibit 4 
5. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of a February 9, 2004 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 6. 
6. Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from Spring Canyon Energy LLC Preliminary Offering Memorandum which was marked 
as Deposition Exhibit 10. 
7. Attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from Supplemental Due Diligence Information to Preliminary Offering Memorandum of 
Spring Canyon Energy LLC Volume 2 which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 11. 
2 
8. Attached as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of an October 29, 2002 
letter which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 15. 
9. Attached as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts to 
Supplemental Due Diligence Information to Preliminary Offering Memorandum of 
Spring Canyon Energy LLC Volume 3 which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 16. 
10. Attached as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of a document entitled 
Appendix A which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 17A. 
11. Attached as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of document which was 
marked as Deposition Exhibit 29. 
12. Attached as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of additional excerpts 
from Transcript of Hearing which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 110. 
13. Attached as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the Resume of Ted 
Banasiewicz which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 114. 
14. Attached as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 117. 
15. Attached as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of a November 5, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 118. 
16. Attached as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of charts titled Economic 
Valuation Option - Conservative Spring Canyon Energy which was marked as 
Deposition Exhibit 119. 
17. Attached as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of charts titled Economic 
Valuation Option - Aggressive Spring Canyon Energy which was marked as Deposition 
Exhibit 120. 
18. Attached as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of a May 7, 2001 
Management Report for USA Power Partners, LLC which was marked as Deposition 
Exhibit 138. 
19. Attached as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of a Report and Order 
which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 167. 
20. Attached as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of the Direct Testimony 
of Mark Tallman before the Public Service Commission of Utah which was marked as 
Deposition Exhibit 173. 
21. Attached as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of September 2003 
emails which were marked as Deposition Exhibit 178. 
22. Attached as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of the Resume of F. 
David Graeber which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 197. 
23. Attached as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of a November 5, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 216. 
24. Attached as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of Amendment 2 to a 
Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 
218. 
25. Attached as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of a September 16, 2002 
letter which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 225. 
26. Attached as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of a Confidentiality 
Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 226. 
27. Attached as Exhibit 26 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 234. 
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28. Attached as Exhibit 27 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 235. 
29. Attached as Exhibit 28 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 236. 
30. Attached as Exhibit 29 is a true and correct copy of Amendment 5 to a 
Real Estate Option and Purchase Contract which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 
243. 
31. Attached as Exhibit 30 is a true and correct copy of Amendment 1 to a 
Water Right Option Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 244. 
32. Attached as Exhibit 31 is a true and correct copy of an Attorney-Client 
Retainer Agreement between Marchant, Kohler & Kyler and Panda Nebo Power which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 285. 
33. Attached as Exhibit 32 is a true and correct copy of a Summary of Work 
Performed on Panda's project which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 286. 
34. Attached as Exhibit 33 is a true and correct copy of a Utah Mt. Nebo 
(Mona) Project Summary which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 287. 
35. Attached as Exhibit 34 is a true and correct copy of the October 2001 
Monthly Report of Mona Utah Project which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 292. 
36. Attached as Exhibit 35 is a true and correct copy of the Air Quality PDS 
Modeling Protocol for Panda Utah Facility which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 294. 
37 Attached as Exhibit 36 is a true and correct copy of a Purchase and Sales 
Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 302. 
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38. Attached as Exhibit 37 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 332. 
39. Attached as Exhibit 38 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 333. 
40. Attached as Exhibit 39 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 336. 
41. Attached as Exhibit 40 is a true and correct copy of a November 30, 2001 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 337. 
42. Attached as Exhibit 41 is a true and correct coy of some handwritten 
notes which were marked as Deposition Exhibit 341. 
43. Attached as Exhibit 42 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 344. 
44. Attached as Exhibit 43 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 345. 
45. Attached as Exhibit 44 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 346. 
46. Attached as Exhibit 45 is a true and correct copy of a February 19, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 360. 
47. Attached as Exhibit 46 is a true and correct copy of an April 24, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 364. 
48. Attached as Exhibit 47 is a true and correct copy of a May 7, 2003 email 
which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 371. 
49. Attached as Exhibit 48 is a true and correct copy of a May 14, 2003 email 
which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 375. 
50. Attached as Exhibit 49 is a true and correct copy of Currant Creek Power 
Project Weekly Conference Notes for May 15, 2003 which was marked as Deposition 
Exhibit 376. 
51. Attached as Exhibit 50 is a true and correct copy of PacifiCorp Board 
Meeting Minutes for September 22, 2003 which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 383. 
52. Attached as Exhibit 51 is a true and correct copy of February 2003 emails 
which were marked as Deposition Exhibit 390. 
53. Attached as Exhibit 52 is a true and correct copy of February 2003 emails 
which were marked as Deposition Exhibit 391. 
54. Attached as Exhibit 53 is a true and correct copy of an April 24, 2003 
email which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 397. 
55. Attached as Exhibit 54 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 412. 
56. Attached as Exhibit 55 is a true and correct copy of a document which 
was marked as Deposition Exhibit 420. 
57. Attached as Exhibit 56 is a true and correct coy of a Participation 
Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 421. 
58. Attached as Exhibit 57 is a true and correct copy of a Loan Agreement 
which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 434. 
59. Attached as Exhibit 58 is a true and correct copy of the Eighth 
Amendment to Loan Agreement which was marked as Deposition Exhibit 435. 
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DATED June 20, 200 
feeejtiy A. Tomsic 
SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this 20th day of June, 2007. 
Notary Public 
Residing at: 
P-SSJ 
^ S 4 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the^^day of June, 2007, a true and correct copy of 
AFFIDAVIT NO. 2A OF PEGGY A. TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO PACIFICORP'S AND 
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTIONS RE: SUMMARY JUDGMENT (DEPOSITION EXHIBITS) 
was hand delivered to the following: 
Thomas R. Karrenberg, Esq. 
ANDERSON & KARRENBERG 
50 West Broadway, #700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
P. Bruce Badger 
Fabian & Clendenin 
215 South State Street, 12th Floor 
P.O. Box510210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Michael G. Jenkins 
Assistant General Counsel 
PacifiCorp 
1407 West North Temple, Suite 310 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
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Mark-
Howard FrtedmanMC!
 T o Tallman, Mark* <MartcTa1lrnan@PadflCom.com>. "Kusters, 
09/11/21303 09:17 AM Stacey* <Stacey.Ki/stars@>PadfiC:ofp.corn> 
cc 
bcc 
SubJ&d ^E: Completion of Second Round Model Review^ 
) am In agreement regarding bullet point one that I would also agree 
that the NBA was found to be the most cost effective resource In the peeking category, but that the 
Company should pursue the smaller MW offers from and to meet Its bng term resource needs. It 
h also consistent wiiih my understanding that Spring Canyon was not considered further primarily for 
economic reasons and for it\9 larger MW commitment that was embedded in their proposal. The issue 
regarding their schedule, however, has not been fuliy vetted with the bidder and our technical folks yet. 
Once that occurs, Ncivigent will be prepared to oifer an opinion regarding the achievability of a June 2005 
commercial operation date. 
-Howard 
Howard L Friedman 
Navlgant Consulting Inc. 
630.215.7564 
Tallman, Mark" <Mark.Tallman@PaclflCorp com> 
A 
Tallman, Marie* TD: •'Howard Friedman" ^Ffledman^NavigantConsultlngxom^ "trusters, 
<M8rk.Tallinan@PacHI Stacey" <Stacay.Kusters^>Pac»iCorp.com>. Tatlman, Marie* 
Corp.com> <Merk.Tatlman@PacKiCafp.com> 
Off/11 /20Q3 07:50 AM c c : 
Subject: RE* Completion at Second Round Model Review 
Just to clarify, 
We see tha "top two candidates" to be: 
* 
• For Peaker category, (#1) and (#3). Although Spring Canyon came in #2, they are not 
being pursued because the Peaking NBA is the most economic choice In the "Peaking* category 
end the MW amount for Spring Canyon would result In more MW In procurement than PadflCorp 
feats they need to balance the L&R on a long-term bests. Additionally, the ability of Spring canyon 
to Install a fully functional CCCT by summer 2005 Is highly questioned by both PecfflCorp and 
Nevigant 
is this consistent wtth your understanding? 
Original Message 
Frora: Howard Friedman [m3llto:HFrtedrnan@NavigantConsuiang.corn] 
S e n t Wednesday, September 10,2003 5:40 PM 
To: stacey.kustiys^padflcorpxom; mark.taflrn3n@padftorp.c0rn 
Subject: Completion of Second Round Model Review 
Stacey/Merk-
P2B07 
Thfa ks to acknowledge that Navtgani has completed its review and validation of the sacond round 
of modeling for the short listed offers in the base load and peaking categories. During the course 
of our review, Navigsnfs identified Issues were incorporated into the Company's modeling and 
comparison of the offers that satisfied our interest in ensurtnp that the oners were being evaluated 
on a fair and consistent basis. We completed our walk through of aH the recommended changes 
and issues we identified related to the preliminary second round valuations with Structuring and 
Pricing, Those changes were subsequently incorporated and are reflected In the latest summary 
materials that we have received. As such, PadflCorp is ready to proceed to the next step with the 
top ranked candidates in this second round. 
It Is our understanding that you will be proceeding with further discussions with the top two 
candidates in each category, now that we have completed and validated the modeling and ranking 
of the offers. Navigant will be contacting each of those parlies to apprise them of thai'- status 
Upon communication with these parties, I expect that they will want to know what the next steps 
will be for them in terms of more formal negotiations with PadffCerp. 
After you have had an opportunity to think this through, I would ilka to talk with you about these 
next steps so that they can be shared wfth the sacond round shortlisted bidders. Thank you. 
Howard L Friedman 
Navigant Consulting inc. 
63CL215.75S4 
P2608 
F David Graeber 
Office: (214) 5204177* Home: (214) 341-4324 
Fax: (214) 5204176 
Mo* Recent CamMtmt tnjHrwirti tmd BmsJaem Arthritic*: 
KtoriKHvdroeaeTP.Ll/^DeBWtt.CQ Match I W to Present 
Participating ag a principal IM multi-phased hydro generation projects am ike upper Mississippi River and 
a pump-storage power project m the western Colorado. Chief role is that of project finance and power 
sales coordinator. 
PretakTCaLTD.Umdtm.XJSC February 1997toft«mt 
Engaged to evaluate new 'downstream*'business opportunities within the Company's various operating 
areas of Western Australia, Singapore, Myaamar, Pakistan, Albania, and South America. These 
opporturd ties included} marketing stroUgjesfor the Company's natural gas production, Jbrming business 
alliances and pursuing new merger opportunities, assisting company with potenttai eogenetatlan gas 
supply opportunities, natural gasplpehnes and acting as company's financial advisor for powerfgas 
infrxsstructure project opportunities throughout the world, Worked extensively with the corporate strategic 
planning group and their investmentbankers to establish long rangyfinancial strategies forcapital 
formation and market capitalisation growth. 
VeaaExBlontiaa Inc. Sao Antonio, TX September 1996 to January 1997 
Engaged to develop cashflow modeling and related financial analysis for Company's varied Exploration 
and Production Properties fin* the purpose of initiating an IPO In the UK, Also advised Company's 
Executive Committee concerning prospective mergers and acquisitions. Including potential power project 
applications. Evaluated prospective equity financing scenarios. 
Career Profile; 
Powafericfcc Inc.. Dfcltog,. TX September 1988 to Angus* 1996 
Ptxssm^'Cm^OuejraOe^uM 
Established the Company to acquire, develop and contract ffr natural gas reserve*for cogentration and 
independent power projects; and to develop power projects domestically and Internationally with 
industrial, governmental, co-operative, municipal andpublic utilities. 
WMePri«c^wiAtbc<»mp«oy: 
• PCTttkipedtwplJOMwCfrgBaefi^ 
begBfl jelling pww to !Tori4aP<wer Totil project cod wis $235,000,000. 
• PtotfciftftedfsMttagiivGcnori 
ai»i II, i£25O,O0Cv0O0cacx& related e ^ ^ 
project <tevek)fxjx:i>t* in P t n a ^ 
120,000 teres of cafftedndtaeitverraiiitiicRi^ (averted Capital iatheie 
frwpwtnqihipalotaitticwM^ 
• CoofHiigrwasMkiindiQcf^u^ 
oampaay in Angwtt 1996. 
FivCTfldcNitioQilBiii^GW 19*3*1988 
Vice C M i m a , Pntitet , CWcf Execvtfa Officer 
OrganisednewNationalBank in Febrvaryl9*6. Bankwas capttafaedwUh S 19,000,000, and grew to 
approximately $60,000,000 in totalAssets by January of1988. 
CONFIDENTIAL USA 3404 
F.Graeber 
Tear Wtoy*1 Firfc ****•> ** i9*itoi9*5 
Pretkteat, Onef Executive Officer 
Organized Dcnova Bank and opened in Aprti 198Z Bank was capitalized at S3,000,000 and grew to 
$65,000,000 within three years. OrganizedOne Bank Holding Ok to increase capital and effect additional 
merger opportunities. 
Bmnhc Bank: Dribs. TX 1979 to 1981 
Preafcftest, Ckfcf Executive Officer 
Brought in during a 'turn-around* situation to reduced loan losses, increase earmngs. FaciUtated sale of 
bank for the highest BV multiple in Texas. 
Furt Texas Baric D»flaa.TX 197$tol979 
Scabr Vice Prcatdcatf, Senior Commercial Credit Officer 
[y <^nas Nafipffil ftfflfe Irving. TX 1977 to 1978 
Se«iorVk* Preddeai 
Organized new Bank Charter for mafor holding Co. 
HgoafaflchhdoaalBanfc.Dinii.TX 1971 Co 1977 
Vkerraideat 
ContapondeiU Division: Administered correspondent Banks and made BanhStock loans. 
Bond Division: Formally trained to manage bank securities portfolios, market government and municipal 
bonds. 
Craft Division: Commercial Loan CretMt Analyst 
Education: 
BBA, finance, 19tt 
Untvenity ofTcxaa. A«ttfa.TX 
Major areas of study: Commercial Banlo^ Inve«tn^ Banking, Aaxx in t^ 
Economics, InvcatinoU Portfolio Management, Mathematics, and Mechanical 
Engineering related oooxscs. 
Smmtkwt* Gradvafe Sch»* of Bajddat 
frnrtfrffn Mcttwtoywtfftirr. P»*fa», TX 
Completed course in 1979. Major emphasis: Crunmnidal Bank Management, Maitxting, 
Stiate^Planain^lxacn^BaakOpexatiojii. 
Mflkary Esperfeacc: 
€,S.Navy June IS6S to Jaaaazy 1971 
ftfto rairitfal? fatol, "•—r-,*T An***** g « i y Aprn !<*« 
US&E&tiMSCM&XMa^^ 
Completed tour of western Pacific and Viet Nam in November 1970. Retired with Honorable 
Discharge from Active Naval Reserve with rank ofLCDR. 
Bjtfm*ncttA**ttakUUpmB*aukat 
CONFIDENTIAL USA 3405 
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MONTHLY REPORT - OCT 2001 
MONA UTAH PROJECT 
Financial Closing: 
Construction Start: 
Site: 
COD 1st Block: 
COD 2nd Block: 
December 2002 
Jan 2003 
June 2004 
Aug 2004 
Date of Report: Oct 22,2001 
LAND 
Distribution: Garry Hubbard 
Steve McAdams 
Dave Freeman 
Kyle Woodruff 
Jim Adams 
Paul Joiner 
Steve Sarwin 
Paul Guan 
Project Site (240 Acres) 
• Site located outside Mona, Juab County, Utah. Approximately 70 miles south of Salt Lake 
City. Elevation: 5100 ft. 
• Optioned land (Garfield - et al 160 acres, Winn et al - 80 acres). See Land Option Summary 
102401.doc 
> Swap plots of 80 acres for contiguous 80 acres 
> Option land for railroad spur. 2 - 4 acres. 
Intake Structure (IncL Construction permit from Corps—404 permit) 6-9 months 
> Option land for intake structure up on the southeast side of Utah Lake. 2 - 4 acres 
Rights of Way 
• Identified preliminary route for water pipeline from the southeastern side of Utah Lake to the 
site. 
• Identified preliminary route for gas pipeline tying into both Williams' Kern River and 
Questar's 104 expansion from Payson Gate over to Kern River 
> Surveys for 404 pennit, in conjunction with paleontological and historical surveys. (Jan 
2001) 
> Survey of site (Dec 2001) 
> Survey of ROW for gas and water pipelines (Jan 2001) 
WATER 
• Source: Water Right from Kennecott. Agreement is nearly ready to sign giving us the option 
to lease the water for the first five years and convert the lease to a purchase anytime during 
the lease. Water lease option is $250 per acre foot. About $.80 per 1000 gallons. 
• Requires supply (10,000 acre ft / year) and return (2,000 acre ft / year) 
• Average daily usage is 6.5 MGD. Average daily return 0.7 MGD (at 8 cycles). 
l ^ EXHIBIT 
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• Route has been preliminarily determined by Engineering Pipeline Systems. Intake structure 
to be located on the southeastern shore of Utah Lake. Pipeline route to follow along the 
western side of 1-15 to the site approximately 23.8 miles, (estimated cost $15.4 M) 
• Change application is required to transfer the Kennecott WR to Panda. 
• Kennecott has received a clarification from South Jordan Irrigation District that gives 
Kennecott clear title to the water right we are seeking to option/buy from them in the water 
agreement. 
• Stewart Water Information, LLC has researched the title to the Kennecott's water right and 
has given us a commitment that they'd be willing to issue title insurance subject to some 
standard exceptions. 
• Send Panda financials to Kennecott (Oct 2001) 
> Opposition to the change application is likely from Central Utah Water Conservancy District 
(they file objections to all change applications) and perhaps Strawberry Water Users Assoc., 
but according to the State Engineer it is likely going to be approved. 
> Some public comment meetings might be scheduled by the State Engineer's office, if some 
unusual new reasons for opposing the change application are put forth. 
FUEL 
The Panda Nebo Project enjoys the advantages of dual pipeline connections from Williams Kern 
River (KRGT) and Questar's Mainline 104 Expansion (QGC) which allows the plant access to 
multiple supply basins in the Wyoming and Eastern Utah / Western Colorado. Both pipelines 
will require expansions to meet our need. Panda will need to participate in the planned 
expansions of either or both pipelines to get its supply. 
Supply 
• Because both pipelines require an expansion, it is likely that some FT will need to be 
obtained on both pipelines. 
• Gas from producers in Eastern Utah and Western Colorado on Questar's system has 
historically traded at a discount to KRGT because Questar was not tied into the interstate 
system. 
Transportation 
• Williams (KRGT) 30" pipeline and Questar's (QGC) pipelines (looped 24") are located 
approximately 13 miles north of the project site. 
• KRGT and QGC have both expressed a desire to build the gas lateral to the site 
(approximately 13 miles). They would be looking to recover the cost of the pipeline in their 
transportation tariff. 
• Intent is to have a lateral that connects to both KRGT and QGC pipelines or the contractual 
equivalent. 
> Negotiate transportation agreements with both pipelines. 
POWER SALES 
The most likely buyer of power at this point is PacifiCorp. They are currently conducting an 
integrated resource planning analysis that will determine sometime around the first of 2002 
whether Panda's Mona project is their preferred option to meet their projected load growth. 
They have indicated a possible interest in partnering with Panda to build a 500 MW facility at 
2 
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Mona and another 500 MW project to be built in Salt Lake City at their Gadsby Plant site. (They 
have air credits for the Gadsby site which is located in a non-attainment area. However since our 
newer technology would be replacing older less clean generation it might be grandfathered in 
without having to meet LAER.) 
• PacifiCorp has indicated an interest in buying the entire output from both 500 MW facilities 
for the life of the projects, if the results of their integrated resource planning study shows 
Panda's Nebo project to be one of their preferred options for addressing projected new 
load growth. 
> Conduct sensitivities showing the relative benefit to our return from a PacifiCorp PPA that 
wherein they buy the entire output for the life of the project. 
INTERCONNECTION 
• Site located adjacent to the PacifiCorp 345 kV Mona Switching Station, which currently has 
seven 345 kV lines connected to a common bus. Two of the lines are owned by LADWP, 
Four of the lines are owned by PacifiCoip, and one line is owned by Deseret Generation and 
Transmission Coop. WAPA, UAMPS, UMPA, LADWP and P A all have rights to take 
power at Mona. 
• Interconnection feasibilty and facilities studies completed. Results are as follow: 
1000MW 
$6.2 million interconnection 
$8 million transmission upgrades 
500MW 
$5.2 million interconnection 
$5 million transmission upgrades 
250MW 
$5.2 million interconnection 
$5 million transmission upgrades 
> PacifiCorp will have to expand their substation with an additional bay for an interconnection. 
ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITS (ECT: Mel Lehman) 
Air Permit 12 - 1 5 months 
A meteorological tower was required by the State of Utah to gather data for our air pennit. We 
have been gathering data since May 9,2001. Twelve months data is required. 
> Submit application at the nine-month point Jan - Feb 2002—potentially saving us three 
months. 
> Submit modeling protocols at six-month point Nov 2001. 
> Application includes both GE and Westinghouse turbines. 
> Includes SCRs 
Title IV Acid Rain Permit 12-24 months 
PAC003086 
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USACE 404 (Site & Pipeline, AEPExpansion, Gas Pipeline relocation) 6 - 9 months 
> Obtain USACE jurisdictional determination. 
> Identification of wetlands and stream crossings along the pipeline route. 
> Submit project application in . Must include both site and pipeline. Expect approval 
from USACE by . 
> Expect nationwide 404 peimit by (30 - 60 day review). 
NPDES Industrial Discharge 9 - 1 2 months 
> Submitted application on 
> Expect permit by . UDEQ has 180 days to review 
Cultural (Site, Water Pipeline, Intake) 
> Schedule archeological, paleontological and pioneer historical surveys 6-9 months 
> Schedule intake property environmental survey and completion of the pipeline route 
environmental survey for _. 
NPDES Stormwater Construction (Site and Water Pipeline) 30. 60, 90 days 
> Submit the permit application for the Gas Pipeline relocation on . Expect 
approval by . 
> Expect submission of the permit application for the site and the water pipeline by 
Miscellaneous Permits 
> Submit FAA notification 30-90 days 
> Submit Fuel Use Act self-certification on . 
> Expect to submit the Section 10 federal peimit application for the intact structure in 
in conjunction with the 404 permit application. 
> Expect to submit the Public Lands state permit application for the intact structure in 
in conjunction with the 404 permit application. 
REGULATORY PERMITS 
Certificate of Necessity 
• None necessary in Utah 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
• Strong support from all levels of government. 
• Met with all Juab County Commissioners—who reiterated their strong support for our project 
and have assured me that a zoning change will not be a problem 
• Several members of the community have written letters to legislators encouraging support for 
a manufacturer tax exemption for Panda. 
• Provided shirts and hats for political leaders prior to the 67th Annual Ute Stampede 
> Select a public relation firm 
PAC003087 
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GENERAL COMMUNITY 
No tax abatements; but exploring ways, other than abatements, to reduce our overall taxes. 
One tax break will be received by employing full time workers at wages that are above the 
average wage in the county. Additionally, we are trying to legislatively get a manufacturer's 
tax exemption AND encouraging Juab County to form an Economic Development Agency 
(EDA) that will reduce our overall tax burden. 
PAC003088 
Land Option Summary 102401 
Garfield Tract: To extend the present Option Panda wiJI have to pay 
1 s t - $24,200.00 Paid February 26, 2001 ($19,200 deductible option plus $5,000 for met tower) 
2nd - $20,160.00 due on or before February 28, 2002 
3rd - $21,168.00 due on or before February 28, 2003 
Option payment payable to: 
Vz to Linda A. Garfield = $10,080.00 
655 East 1600 North 
Mapleton, Utah 84664 
and 
Vz to Rex and Linda C. Garfield = $10,080.00 
314 West 100 South 
Mona, Utah 84645 
160 Acre Purchase Price: 
1s t year - $192,000 minus first option payment 
2nd year - $201,600 minus first option payment 
3rd year - $211,680 minus first option payment 
Winn Tract: To extend the present Option Panda will have to pay 
1 s t - $21,000.00 Paid April 16, 2001 
2nd - $21,000.00 due on or before April 16, 2002 
3rd - $21,000.00 due on or before April 16,2003 
Option payment payable jointly to: 
Devon Charles Winn 
Co-Trustee for the Bertha N. Winn Trust 
425 East 1000 North 
Nephi, Utah 84648 
and 
Dolores W. Carter 
Co-Trustee for the Bertha N. Winn Trust 
1030 Quail Ridge Drive 
Washington, Utah 84780 
80 Acre Purchase Price: 
1st year-$112,000 
2nd year-$116,000 
3rd year-$120,000 
Contract provides for an exchange of the "lay-down 80" Garfield tract for the contiguous "stand up 
80 acre" Winn Tract to the north. 
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Panda Nebo Budget 
Vf * • • • * • 
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Stta Option-1st Tract 
Site Option 2nd Tract 
Transiar Land to Panda 
Site Option (Carter Property) 
Site Option IstTrad 
Site Option-2nd Trad 
Swap Garflatd 2nd Tract lor Carter 2nd Trad 
Water FacHKtes fit required) 
Intake Option 
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PURCHASE AND SALES AGREEMENT 
This PURCHASE AND SALES AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is entered into and is 
effective as of the 24th day of February, 2003 ("Effective Date"), by and between 
PANDA NEBO POWER, L-P. whose mailing address is 4100 Spnng Valley, Suite 
1001, Dallas, Texas 75244 (hereinafter referred to as "Seller") and PACIFICORP, an 
Oregon corporation, whose mailing address is 201 Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 
84111 (hereinafter referred to as "Buyer*'). Buyer and Seller may hereinafter be referred 
to collectively as "Parties" and individually as "Party". 
WHEREAS, Seller and Buyer have entered into that certain Letter of Intent dated as of 
January 31, 2003 (the "LOP*), regarding the Parties' effort to negotiate on an exclusive 
basis and execute dejBnitive agreements for the acquisition by Buyer, or an affiliate of 
Buyer, of all of Sellers right, title and interest in and to certain assets, all as more fully 
described in the LOI; and 
WHEREAS, the Parties now desire to effectuate the transaction contemplated by the 
LOI. 
NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual covenants herein contained, 
the mutual benefits to be derived herefrom and the payment provided herein, and other 
good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby 
acknowledged and confessed, the Parties hereby covenant, stipulate and agree as follows, 
to-wit: 
L 
General 
For all purposes of this Agreement, except as otherwise expressly provided or unless the 
context otherwise requires: 
A. All exhibits, schedules and attachments referred to in this document are 
incorporated herein by reference and made a part hereof for all purposes. 
B. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning ascribed to 
them in the Exhibits and all capitalized terms may be used in the singular or plural 
without changing the intended meaning thereof. 
C. All references in this document (including the appendices, schedules, attachments 
or Exhibits hereto) to designated "Articles", "Sections" or "Provisions" and other 
subdivisions are to the designated Articles, Sections and Provisions and other 
subdivisions of this Agreement. 
£ 3oZ. 
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D. The words "herein," "hereor and "hereunder" and other words of similar import 
refer to this document as a whole and not to any particular Article, Section, 
Provision or other subdivision. 
E. Unless otherwise expressly specified or the context requires otherwise, all 
references in this document or in any appendices, schedules, attachments or 
exhibits hereto, to any agreement, contract or document (including this 
document), shall include reference to all appendices, schedules, attachments or 
exhibits to such agreement, contract or document. 
F. Unless otherwise expressly specified or the context requires otherwise, any 
agreement, contract or document defined or referred to herein shall mean such 
agreement, contract or document as in effect as of the date hereof as the same 
may thereafter be amended, supplemented or otherwise modified from time to 
time in accoixiance with the terms of this document 
G. Unless otherwise expressly specified or the context requires otherwise, (i) 
pronouns having a masculine or feminine gender shall be deemed to include the 
other (ii) "of shall not be exclusive and (iii) "including" shall mean "including 
without limitation." 
EL Any reference to any Person shall include its permitted successors and assigns in 
accordance with the terms and provisions of this document and, in the case of any 
governmental entity, any Person succeeding to its function and capacities. 
L Any reference to governmental rule or law shall include such governmental rale 
or law as amended, supplemented or modified and as in effect from time to time, 
and any other governmental rule or law in substance substituted therefor. 
J. The Article, Section, Provision and other headings herein and the index and/or 
Table of Contents hereof are for convenience purposes only and shall not affect 
the construction hereof. 
IL 
Definitions 
A. As used in this Agreement the following terms shall have the following meanings 
ascribed to them: 
"Affiliated Company", as used in this Agreement shall mean a corporation, 
partnership or other legal entity which directly or indirectly controls, or is controlled 
by, or is under common control, directly or indirectly with, a Party. As used herein 
"control" "controls" or "controlled" means the possession, directly or indirectly, 
of the power to vote more than fifty percent (50%) of the voting interest of such 
corporation, partnership or other entity. 
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"Agreement", shall mean this document and all of its exhibits. 
"Applicable Law(s)", shall mean any and all statutes, laws, decrees, licenses, 
permits, ordinances, regulations, or by-laws of any duly constituted authority of the 
Government of fee USA or any state having authority or jurisdiction over the 
Parties, the Assets or this Agreement, or any local subdivision thereof, applicable to 
the Parties, the Assets or this Agreement, hi the event of an inconsistency or conflict 
between Applicable Laws, the most stringent standard shall govern. 
"Assets", shall mean the Option Assets and the Contract Assets. 
"Business Day", shall mean every day other than Saturday, Sunday or a day upon 
which banks in the State of Utah or the State of Texas are not open for the entirety of 
the day. 
"Buyer Indemnified Parties", shall mean Buyer, its Affiliated Companies, and all 
of their respective affiliates, co-owners, stockholders, partners, joint venturers, 
agents, managers, officers, directors, employees, representatives and insurers, and 
all of their respective successors and assigns. 
"Claims", shall mean any and all losses, liabilities, judgments, awards, costs9 
expenses, damages, claims, demands, lawsuits, legal actions, and/or causes of 
action, including reasonable attorney's fees and costs of litigation, and costs of 
every kind and nature relating thereto, without limit and without regard to the 
cause or causes thereof, whether arising in tort, contract, statute, warranty, 
indemnity, negligence, regulation or strict liability. 
"Closing", shall mean the consummation of the purchase and sale contemplated in 
this Agreement, including, but not limited to the execution, acknowledgment and 
delivery of the Option Assignment and the Contract Assignment by Seller to 
Buyer and the payment by Buyer of the sums to be paid by Buyer hereunder, and 
the consummation of such other transactions as are provided to be consummated 
upon the purchase and sale contemplated hereunder on the Closing Date. 
"Closing Date", shall mean the later of (i) the date of February 24, 2003 and (ii) 
such later date as may be established upon the mutual written consent of the 
Parties. 
"Contract Assets", shall mean those contracts, reports, studies, approvals, 
protocols, and equipment identified as such in Exhibit "A." 
"Contract Assignment", shall mean the Assignment and Assumption Agreement 
attached hereto as Exhibit "C." 
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"Day", shall mean a calendar day and shall include days which are not Business 
Days, except that, in the event that the date upon or by which a particular obligation 
to be performed under this Agreement falls on a Saturday or Sunday or any other 
day which is not a Business Day, the obligation shall be deemed to be due on the 
first Business. Day thereafter. 
"Effective Date", shall mean the date first set forth in this Agreement 
"Environmental Defect", shall mean the presence of any Hazardous Substance or 
a condition or circumstance that exists in connection with the Assets that is not in 
compliance with any Applicable LawT law, regulation, order or judgment of or 
agreement with any federal, state or local agency, authority or court relating to the 
environment or that under any such Applicable Law, law, regulation, order, 
judgment or agreement requires the owner or operator of such Assets to undertake 
any cleanup, remediation or any other expense, which prevents or encumbers 
Buyer from utilizing the Assets for their intended purpose or increases Buyer's 
cost with respect to its use of the Assets. 
"Hazardous Substance'' shall mean any hazardous or toxic substance, waste, or 
material defined generally as such in any federal, state, or local statute, law, 
ordinance, code, rule, regulation, order or decree including, but not limited to, 
"hazardous substances", as that term is defined in the Applicable Laws of the 
State of Utah. 
"LOF\ shall mean that certain letter of intent dated as of January 31, 2003, 
covering and pertaining to the sale by Seller and the purchase by Buyer of the 
Assets. 
"Option Asset?", shall mean the real estate purchase options identified in Exhibit A. 
'^ Option Assignment", shall mean the conveyance document attached hereto as 
Exhibit "B" by which Site Seller will bargain, assign, sell and convey the Option 
Assets to Buyer at Closing. 
"Parties", shall mean Buyer and Seller. 
"Party", shall mean Buyer or Seller as the case may be. 
"Person", shall mean any individual, corporation, partnership, association, joint 
venture, joint stock company, trust, unincorporated organization, government or 
political subdivision or agency thereof or any other legally or customarily 
recognized entity. 
"Seller Indemnified Parties'1, shall mean Seller, its Affiliated Companies, and all of 
their respective affiliates, co-owners, stockholders, partners, joint venturers, 
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agents, managers, officers, directors, employees, representatives and insurers, and 
all of their respective successors and assigns. 
UL 
Representations of the Parties 
A. As a principal cause and material inducement to Buyer's execution of this 
Agreement and to Buyer's consummation of the transactions contemplated 
hereby, and with the acknowledgment by Seller of Buyer's reliance hereon, Seller 
hereby represents and warrants to Buyer that as of the Effective Date: 
Organization. - Seller is a limited partnership duly organized, validly existing and hi 
good standing under the laws of die State of Delaware, has or will have the lawful 
power to engage in the business it presently conducts and contemplates conducting, 
and is or will be duly licensed or qualified in the state or states where such business 
is conducted and is specifically licensed or qualified to conduct business and own 
real estate in the State of Utah. 
Power and Authority. - Seller has the power and authority to make and carry out 
this Agreement and to perform its obligations hereunder and all such actions have 
been appropriately authorized on its part. 
Validity and Binding Effect - This Agreement has been duly and validly executed 
and delivered by Seller. This Agreement constitutes a legal, valid and binding 
obligation of Seller, enforceable in accordance with its terms, except to the extent 
that its enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, 
moratorium or other similar laws affecting the rights of creditors generally or by 
general principles of equity. 
Litigation, - There are no actions, suits, proceedings or investigations pending or, to 
the knowledge of Seller, threatened, against it at law or in equity before any court or 
before any federal, state, municipal or other governmental department, commission, 
board, agency or instrumentality, which may result in any impairment of Seller's 
ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement 
Disclosure. - No representation or warranty by Seller contained herein or in any 
other document furnished by Seller to Buyer contains or will contain any untrue 
statement of material fact or omits or will omit to state a material fact necessary to 
make such representation or warranty not misleading in light of the circumstances 
under which it was made. 
Non-Foreign Status. - Seller is not a "foreign person* within the meaning of the 
Sections 1445 and 7701 of Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the 
"Code") (i.e. Seller is not a non-resident alien, foreign corporation, foreign 
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partnership, Foreign trust or foreign estate as those terms are defined in the Code 
and any regulations promulgated thereunder). 
Brokers. - Seller has not incurred any obligation or liability, contingent or 
otherwise, or brokers1 or finders' fees in respect of the matters provided for in this 
Agreement and any such obligation or liability that might exisl and which was 
incurred by Seller, shall be the sole obligation or liability of Seller. 
B. As a principal cause and material inducement to Seller's execution of this 
Agreement and to Seller's consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby, 
and with the acknowledgment by Buyer of Seller's reliance hereon, Buyer hereby 
represents and warrants to Seller that as of the Effective Date: 
Organization. - Buyer is a corporation duly organized, validly existing and in good 
standing under the laws of the State of Oregon, has or will have the lawful power to 
engage in the business it presently conducts and contemplates conducting, and is or 
will be duly licensed or qualified in the state or states where such business is 
conducted and is specifically licensed or qualified to conduct business and own real 
estate in the State of Utah. 
Power and Authority. - Buyer has the power and authority to make and carry out 
this Agreement and to perform its obligations hereunder and all such actions have 
been appropriately authorized on its part 
Validity and Binding Effect - This Agreement has been duly and validly executed 
and delivered by Buyer. This Agreement constitutes a legal, valid and binding 
obligation of Buyer, enforceable in accordance with its terms, except to the extent 
that its enforceability may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, 
moratorium or other similar laws affecting the rights of creditors generally or by 
general principles of equity. 
Litigation, - There are no actions, suits, proceedings or investigations pending or, to 
the knowledge of Buyer, threatened, against it at law or in equity before any court or 
before any federal, state, municipal or other governmental department, commission, 
board, agency or instrumentality, which may result in any impairment of Buyers 
ability to perform its obligations under this Agreement 
Disclosure. - No representation or warranty by Buyer contained herein or in any 
other document furnished by Buyer to Seller contains or will contain any untrue 
statement of material fact or omits or will omit to state a material fact necessary to 
make such representation or warranty not misleading in light of the circumstances 
under which it was made. 
Non-Foreign Status. - Buyer is not a "foreign person" within the meaning of the 
Sections 1445 and 7701 of Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the 
"Code") (i.e. Buyer is not a non-resident alien, foreign corporation, foreign 
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partnership, foreign trust or foreign estate as those terms are defined in the Code 
and any regulations promulgated thereunder). 
Brokers. - Buyer has not incurred any obligation or liability, contingent or 
otherwise, or brokers' or finders' fees in respect of the matters provided for in this 
Agreement and any such obligation or liability that might exist and which was 
incurred by Buyer, shall be the sole obligation or liability of Buyer. 
IV. 
The LOI 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Agreement shall supercede and replace the LOI in its 
entirety, and upon the execution and delivery hereof, the LOI shall terminate and be of no 
force or effect and neither the Seller or the Buyer shall have any obligation, duty or 
liability each unto the other on account of or arising from the LOI. 
V. 
Sale and Purchase 
A. Sale and Purchase. 
For the consideration set forth herein, on the Closing Date and effective as of the 
Effective Date, Seller shall bargain, assign, transfer, convey and sell unto Buyer 
and Buyer shall purchase from Seller, all of Seller's right, title and interest in and 
to the Assets. 
B. Delivery of Option Assignment 
On the Closing Date, Seller shall execute, acknowledge and deliver to Buyer, the 
form of Option Assignment covering the Option Assets, as set forth on Exhibit 
"B" and also on the Closing Date, Seller shall execute, acknowledge and deliver 
to Buyer, the form of Contract Assignment covering the Contract Assets, as set 
forth on Exhibit "C." 
C. Warranty of Title. 
Except as may be specifically set forth in the Option Assignment and the Contract 
Assignment, Seller makes no representation or warranty of title in or to the Option 
Assets or the Contract Assets. Buyer will bear any cost for any and all title 
insurance Buyer may require for the Option Assets. 
D. Environmental 
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Seller makes no representation or warranty of the Assets with respect to, and 
Buyer shall acquire the Assets specifically subject to: 
1. any events that transpired or conditions that came into existence prior to 
the Closing Date that arose in connection with the ownership, use, 
occupancy or operation of the Assets, including without limitation, any 
Environmental Defect or the presence of any Hazardous Substance; 
2. any and all property damage or injury (including but not limited to 
sickness) to or death of persons occurring prior to the Closing Date and 
arising out of the ownership, use, occupancy or operation of the Assets 
regardless of whether Claims related to said damage, injury or death are 
asserted on, before or after the Closing Date; 
E. Representations and Warranty 
Except as may be provided in the Contract Assignment, Seller makes no 
representation or warranty, express or implied with respect to the Contract Assets 
and Buyer accepts the Contract Assets, AS IS, WHERE IS AND WITH ALL 
FAULTS. SELLER SPECIFICALLY MAKES NO EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANITBILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 
WITH RESPECT TO THE CONTRACT ASSETS. BUYER ACCEPTS 
THE CONTRACT ASSETS WITHOUT REPRESENTATION OR 
WARRANTY WITH RESPECT TO THE ACCURACY, VERACITY, 
APPROPRIATENESS, POTENTIAL USE, MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS OF THE CONTRACT ASSETS FOR ANY PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE. 
Except as may be provided in the Option Assignment, Seller makes no 
representation or warranty, express or implied with respect to the Option Assets 
and Buyer accepts the Option Assets, AS IS, WHERE IS AND WITH ALL 
FAULTS. SELLER SPECIFICALLY MAKES NO EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANITBILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 
WITH RESPECT TO THE OPTION ASSETS. BUYER ACCEPTS THE 
OPTION ASSETS WITHOUT REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY 
WITH RESPECT TO THE ACCURACY, VERACITY, 
APPROPRIATENESS, POTENTIAL USE, MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS OF THE OPTION ASSETS FOR ANY PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE. 
F. Payments by E»uyen 
In consideration of the conveyances, assignments, representations and warranties 
from Seller to Buyer set forth in this Agreement, Buyer shall make the following 
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payments of the following amounts to Seller via wire transfer in immediately 
available funds, to the account and institution designated by Seller at the times 
indicated. 
1. A payment to Seller, of the sum of Nine Hundred Sixty-Nine 
Thousand Three and No/100 Dollars ($969,003.00) upon Closing. 
G. Taxes: 
Apportionment of Ad Valorem and Property Taxes. - With respect to the Assets, 
all ad valorem taxes, real property taxes, personal property taxes, and similar 
obligations ("Property Taxes") with respect to the tax period in which the Closing 
Date occurs shall be apportioned as of the Closing Date between Seller and 
Buyer. The owner of record on the assessment date shall file or cause to be filed 
all required reports and returns incident to the Property Taxes and shall pay or 
cause to be paid to the taxing authorities all Property Taxes relating to the tax 
period in which the Closing Date occurs. The non-paying Party shall reimburse 
the paying Party, for such proportionate amounts of such Property Taxes as may 
be prorated to the non-paying Party hereunder. The reimbursement under this 
paragraph shall occur by the non-paying Party within thirty (30) Days after the 
receipt of an invoice for its proportionate share of the Property Taxes. 
Sales Taxes. - Any sales, use or other tax on the transfer of the Assets from Seller 
to Buyer shall be paid by Buyer. 
VI. 
Continuing Obligations of the Parties 
The following obligations shall be continuing between the Parties until performed in their 
entirety: 
A. Buyer shall protect, defend and hold the Seller Indemnified Parties harmless 
from and against any and all Claims which may be made or asserted by the 
Buyer Indemnified Parties or any third parties arising from or attributable 
to any Environmental Defect or Hazardous Substance in connection with the 
Assets, and/or any Claims arising from or attributable to the ownership, 
operation or use of the Assets by Buyer after Closing. 
B. Confidentiality. - The terms and provisions of this Agreement and the transfer of 
the Assets themselves shall remain confidential among the Parties and shall not be 
divulged to any third party, except where necessary for the Buyer to perfect its 
ownership interest in the Assets or to conduct its business with respect to the 
Assets and except where required by a court or governmental agency having 
jurisdiction over Buyer. Further, unless otherwise mutually agreed, no Party shall 
make or authorize any public release of information regarding this Agreement, the 
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transfer of the Assets contemplated hereby or any other matters contemplated 
hereby except as reasonably deemed appropriated or necessary by a Party, after 
consultation with the other Party, to comply with applicable law or to 
consummate the transactions contemplated hereby. 
VII. 
Miscellaneous 
A. Further Assurances. - After Closing, Seller and Buyer agree to take such ftirther 
actions and to execute, acknowledge and deliver all such further documents that 
are necessary or useful in carrying out the purposes of this Agreement or of any 
document delivered pursuant hereto. 
B. Cooperation. - Each Party to this Agreement shall provide the other Party with 
reasonable access to all relevant documents, data and other information which 
may be required by the other Party for the purpose of preparing tax returns and 
responding to any audit by any taxing jurisdiction. Each Party to this Agreement 
shall cooperate with all reasonable requests of the other Party made in connection 
with contesting the imposition of taxes. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
in this Agreement, no Party to this Agreement shall be required at any time to 
disclose to the other Party any tax return or other confidential tax information. 
C. Governing Law. - THIS AGREEMENT AND ALL INSTRUMENTS 
EXECUTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH IT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY 
AND INTERPRETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SUBSTANTIVE 
LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, WITHOUT REGARD TO 
CONFLICT OF LAW RULES THAT WOULD DIRECT APPLICATION 
OF THE LAWS OF ANOTHER JURISDICTION. 
D. Entire Agreement. - This Agreement, including all exhibits attached hereto and 
made a part hereof, constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties and 
supersedes and replaces all prior agreements, understandings, negotiations and 
discussions, whether oral or written, of the Parties. This Agreement is executed in 
place and in lieu of the LOI, which, upon the execution and delivery of this 
Agreement, is no longer of any force or effect. In the event of any conflict 
between this Agreement and any attachment hereto, the provisions of this 
Agreement shall prevail and be deemed the final intent of the Parties. No 
supplement, amendment, alteration, modification, waiver or termination of this 
Agreement shall be binding unless executed in writing by the Parties hereto. 
E. Waiver. - No waiver of any of the provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed 
or shall constitute a waiver of any other provisions hereof (whether or not 
similar), nor shall such waiver constitute a continuing waiver unless otherwise 
expressly provided. 
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F. Captions. - The captions in this Agreement are for convenience only and shall not 
be considered part of or affect the construction or interpretation of any provision 
of this Agreement 
G. Notices. - Any notice provided or permitted to be given under this Agreement 
shall be in writing, and may be served by personal delivery, by depositing same in 
the mail, addressed to the party to be notified, postage prepaid, and registered or 
certified with a return receipt requested or by facsimile transmission. Notice 
deposited in the mail in the manner hereinabove described shall be deemed to 
have been given and received on the date of the delivery as shown on die return 
receipt. Notice served in any other manner shall be deemed to have been given 
and received only when actually received by the addressee. For purposes of 
notice^ the addresses of the parties shall be as follows: 
Seller's Mailing Address: Panda Nebo Power, LJP. 
4100 Spring Valley, Suite 1001 
Dallas, Texas 75244 
Attention: General Counsel 
Telephone: 972-980-7159 
Fax: 972-980-6815 
Buyers Mailing Address: PacifiCorp 
201 South Main, Suite 2200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Attn: RandThurgood 
Telephone: 801-220-4807 
Fax: 801-220-4648 
Each Party shall have the rigjit, upon giving ten (10) Days prior notice to the other 
in the manner hereinabove provided, to change its address for purposes of notice. 
H. Expenses. - Each Party shall be solely responsible for all expenses incurred by it 
in connection with this transaction (including, without limitation, fees and 
expenses of its own counsel and accountants). 
I. Severability. - If any term or other provision of this Agreement is invalid, illegal 
or incapable of being enforced under any rule of law, all other conditions and 
provisions of this Agreement shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect so 
long as the economic or legal substance of the transactions contemplated hereby is 
not affected in a materially adverse manner with respect to either Party. If a Party 
is so materially and adversely affected, the Parties shall negotiate an amendment 
to this Agreement so as to place such affected Party in the same or similar 
position prior to such invalidity, illegality or unenforceability. 
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J. Successors and Assigns. - This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure 
to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their respective successors, assigns and 
legal representatives, 
K. Counterparts^  - This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, 
each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall 
constitute one and the same instrument 
L. Assignability. - Except for any assignment, transfer or conveyance to an 
Affiliated Company, this Agreement may not be assigned, transferred or 
conveyed by a Party without the express prior written consent of the other, which 
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 
M. No Third Party Beneficiaries. - Except as may be specifically provided to the 
contrary herein, this Agreement shall not be deemed to create any right of 
subrogation or other rigjit in any Person who is not a Party hereto (other than the 
permitted successors and assigns of the Parties) and shall not be construed in any 
respect to be a contract in whole or in part for the benefit of any Person or third 
party {other than the permitted successors and assigns of the Parties). 
N. No Partnership. - Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed as 
constituting or creating a joint venture or partnership between the Parties. 
O. Mutuality of Drafting. - The Parties hereto do hereby stipulate and agree that each 
of them fully participated in the negotiation and preparation of this Agreement and 
the Parties further stipulate and agree that in the event of an ambiguity or other 
necessity for an interpretation to be made of the content of this Agreement, this 
Agreement shall not be construed in favor of or against any Party as a consequence 
of one Party having had a greater role in the preparation of this Agreement, but shall 
be construed as if the language were mutually drafted by all Parties with full 
assistance of counsel. 
P. Fax Execution. - The Parties may execute and deliver this Agreement via facsimile 
and the Parties agree that should execution and delivery be accomplished via 
facsimile that they will follow such execution with the execution and delivery of 
original documents and further, that the possession of a facsimile of an executed 
signature page hereto shall, for all purposes be treated as an originally executed 
document. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties, intending to be legally bound, have caused this 
Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized officers as of the date indicated below 
and to be effective as of the Effective Date. 
Paoda Nebo Power, L.P. 
by. Panda Nebo I, LLC, 
its General Partner 
By:. 
PacifiCorp 
it/sUl*^ 
(Signature) 
Name: Cgftrn; 14^ hte**~d 
Approved 
as to Form 
InJtlal(s) 
Ev.jfl. ^J^^0^L^^ 
(Signature) 
Name: 6r r>r#*r £r". U )<£m***c±~i^ 
Title: (y>cjg Pr^^l^S 
Date: A> 4 ^ ^ ^ Z ( ~Z-Oo "< 
TaxID# 
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EXHIBIT "A* 
Attached to and made a part of that certain Purchase and Sales Agreement 
dated effective February 24, 2003 and executed by and between 
Panda Nebo Power, L.P., as Seller, and 
PaclflCorp, as Buyer, 
The Assets: 
Option Assets: 
• Option Agreement and Contract for Purchase and Sale of Real Property dated 
March 1, 2001, executed by and between linda A. Garfield and Flex and Linda C. 
Garfield, as Seller and Panda Nebo Power, Li*, covering and pertaining to 
generally, the E/2 of the SW/4 of Section 26-T11S-R1W and the NE/4 of the 
NW/4 and the NW/4 of the NE/4 of Section 36-T11S-R1W, ail in Jaub County, 
Utah. 
• Option Agreement and Contract for Purchase and Sale of Real Property dated 
April 12Y 2001, executed by and between The Bertha K Winn Trust, as Seller and 
Panda Nebo Power, L.P., covering and pertaining to generally, the SW/4 of 
Section 25-Ti 1S-R1W, Jaub County, Utah. 
Contract Assets: 
• Environmental Site Evaluation and Planning Report 
• Ground Water Study Feasibility Screening Study Report 
• Meteorological and Air Quality Monitoring Quality Assurance Plan -approved by 
UDEQ 6-1-01 
• Approval letter from UDEQ regarding Audit of 1 * Qtr Site PM 10 Monitoring 
Equipment dated 10-11-01. 
• Dispersion Modeling Protocol- approved by UDEQ 2-12-02 
• Air Quality PSD Monitoring Protocol- submitted to UDEQ June 2002 
• 1-year Audited Meteorological data from the plant site property 
• Meteorological Tower and associated equipment 
• Market Study from R.W. Beck 
• Transmission Study from R.W. Beck 
• PacifiCorp Interconnect Study Report 
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EXHIBIT "B" 
Attached to and made a part of that certain Purchase and Sales Agreement 
dated effective February 24,2003 and executed by and between 
Panda Nebo Power, L.P., as Seller, and 
PacifiCorp, as Buyer. 
Option Assignment 
AFTER RECORDING RETURN TO: 
PacifiCorp 
201 South Main, Suite 2200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Attn: Rand "Thurgood 
ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT 
This Assignment and Assumption Agreement ("Agreement") is executed and 
delivered on February 24, 2003 between Panda Nebo Power, LJ?. ("Assignor") and 
PacifiCorp ("Assignee"). 
R E C I T A I S 
A. Reference is herein made to that certain Option Agreement and Contract 
for Purchase and Sale of Real Property ("The Garfield Option Agreement") dated March 
1, 2001, executed by and between Iinda A. Garfield and Rex and Linda C. Garfield 
("Selling Party") and PLC III, LLC, granting an exclusive right to purchase property 
located in Juab County, Utah, more particularly described on Exhibit A attached to the 
Notice of Option Agreement and Contract for Purchase and Sale of Real Property 
("Property"), recorded in Book 0420, Page 0633, Real Property Records, Juab County, 
Utah; 
L. Reference is also herein made to that certain Option Agreement and 
Contract for Purchase and Sale of Real Property ("The Winn Option Agreement") dated 
April 12, 2001, executed by and between The Bertha N. Winn Trust ("Selling Party") and 
PLC III, LLC, granting an exclusive right to purchase property located in Juab County, 
Utah, more particularly described on Exhibit A attached to the Notice of Option 
Agreement and Contract for Purchase and Sale of Real Property ("Property"), recorded in 
Book 0422, Page 0208, Real Property Records, Juab County, Utah 
C The Garfield Option Agieement and the Winn Option Agreement 
(hereinafter the "Option Agreements") where transferred and assigned by PLC IE, LLC 
to Assignor. 
I 
D. Pursuant to and subject to the terms and provisions of that certain 
Purchase and Sale Agreement dated as of February 24, 2003, executed by and between 
Assignor and Assignee (the "Purchase and Sale Agreement*') Assignor desires to assign 
to Assignee all rights, titles and interests of Assignor in and to the Option Agreements, 
and Assignee desires to accept from Assignor all rights, titles and interests of Assignor in 
and to the Option Agreements, and to assume all of Assignor's liabilities and obligations 
under the Option Agreements, all upon the terms and conditions set forth herein. 
A G R E E M E N T : 
For Ten Dollars (SI0.00) and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt 
and sufficiency of which are acknowledged* Assignor and Assignee agree as follows: 
1. Assignor grants, assigns and conveys to Assignee all rights, titles and interests of 
Assignor in and to the Option Agreements ("Rights"); TO HAVE AND TO 
HOLD the Rights, together with all and singular the rights and appurtenances 
thereto in anywise belonging unto Assignee and Assignee's successors and 
assigns forever; and Assignor does hereby bind Assignor and Assignor's 
successors and assigns to WARRANT AND FOREVER DEPEND all and 
singular the Rights unto Assignee and Assignee's successors and assigns, against 
every person whomsoever lawfully claiming or to claim the same or any part 
thereof by, through or under Assignor, but not otherwise. 
2. Assignee covenants and agrees that it will duly perform all duties and obligations 
of Assignor under the Option Agreements, and assumes any and all liabilities and 
obligations of Assignor arising under the Option Agreements, whether now 
existing or hereafter arising- Assignee agrees to indemnify, hold harmless and 
defend Assignor from and against any and all liabilities, claims, actions, costs and 
expenses (including sums paid in settlement of claims and all consultant, expert 
and legal fees and expenses, including allocated costs of in-house legal and 
technical services) or loss, directly or indirectly arising out of or resulting from 
the Option Agreements after Closing, or from any act or omission of Assignee or 
any officer, director, employee, contractor, agent or invitee of Assignee in 
connection with or arising out of the Option Agreements. Upon demand of 
Assignor, Assignee shall defend against any claim, action or proceeding described 
herein, at the sole cost of Assignee and by counsel approved by Assignor in the 
exercise of its reasonable judgment. 
3. This Agreement and the Purchase and Sale Agreement cover the entire agreement 
between Assignor and Assignee with respect to the subject matter hereof. No 
representations or agreements, written or oral, have been made modifying, adding 
to or changing the terms hereof or inducing the execution hereof. This Agreement 
may only be amended by written instrument signed by Assignor and Assignee. 
The terms and provisions of this Agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of 
the successors and assigns of Assignor and Assignee. 
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I Phis Agreement is executed and delivered and is intended to be performed in the 
State of Utah and shall be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance 
with the substantive laws (but not the rules governing conflict of laws) of the 
State of Utah. 
S This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and shall bind each pail\ 
executing any counterpart. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement was executed as of the date first 
wnitf ii above. 
ASSIGNOR: 
Panda Nebo Power, L.P. 
a Delaware limited pamtership 
by: Panda Nebo I, LLC, its gonial |i IIIIK I 
By: __„ 
Name: 
Title: 
ASSIGNEE: 
PacifiCorp 
an Oregon corporation 
By: 
Name: 
Title: 
PAC000U9 
KiXVt 
STATE OF TEXAS X 
X 
COUNTY OF DALLAS X 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 24th day of February, 2003, before me, the 
subscriber, a Notary Public of the State of Texas, personally appeared 
, who acknowledged himself to be the 
of Panda Nebo I, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, and that , as the 
of Panda Nebo I, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, as General Partner, on behalf of Panda Nebo Power, LJP-, a Delaware limited 
partnership. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and official seal. 
[Notary Seal] 
Notary Public 
Printed Name of Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: 
STATE OF § 
§ 
COUNTY OF § 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me, the undersigned Notary 
Public, on this 24th day of February, 2003, by , 
of PacifiCoip, an Oregon corporation. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and official seal. 
[Notary Seal] 
Notary Public 
Printed Name of Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: 
4 pAC000l30 
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Attached to and made a part of that certain Purchase and Sales Agreement 
dated effective February 24, 2003 and executed by and between 
Panda Nebo Power, L.P., as Seller, and 
PacifiCorp, as Buyer. 
Contract Assignment 
ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT 
THIS ASSIGNMENT, AND BILL OF SALE (this "Assignment") is entered into 
and is made effective as of the 24th day of February, 2003, by and between PANDA 
NEBO POWER, L.P. ("Assignor") and PACIFICORP, an Oregon corporation 
("Assignee"). 
RECITALS 
Reference is herein made to that certain Purchase and Sales Agreement 
dated effective as of February 24, 2003, and executed by and between Assignor, and 
Assignee, covering and pertaining to certain assets, all as more particularly described 
therein (the "Agreement"). For the purposes of this Assignment, capitalized terms not 
otherwise defined herein, shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Agreement. 
B. Pursuant to the terms and provisions of the Agreement, Assignor agreed to 
sell and Assignee agreed to purchase, all right, title and interest in and to the Contract 
Assets, and Assignee agreed to buy the Contract Assets and assume the obligations 
related to the Contract Assets accruing from and after the Closing Date. 
In connection with the Closing under the Agreement, Assignor is to assign 
to Assignee, and Assignee is to assume from Assignor, all right, title and interest in and 
to (i) the contracts, agreements, reports and studies described on Schedule "A" attached 
hereto and made a part hereof for all purposes (collectively, the "Contracts") and (ii) any 
and all personal property, equipment and general intangibles relating to, appurtenant to or 
acquired in connection with the Contracts, including, but not limited to the property listed 
on Schedule "A" (collectively, the "Personal Property"). The Contracts and Personal 
Property shall hereinafter be referred to collectively as the "Assigned Interests." 
ASSIGNMENT 
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the foregoing, the mutual 
onditions, covenants and promises contained herein and other good and valuable 
1 I 'A I 00111 III 
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged and 
confessed. Assignor and Assignee agree as follows: 
1. Assignment of Contracts. Effective from and after the date of this 
Assignment, Assignor hereby assigns to Assignee, free and clear of all liens and 
encumbrances created by through or under Assignor, all of Assignor's right, title, and 
interest in, to the Assigned Interests, together with any and all rights of possession, use, 
reliance, specific performance, reversion, and any and all such other rights and benefits as 
may arise from, belong to, or accrue to the benefit of the owner or possessor of any of the 
Assigned Interests. 
2. Assumption of Contracts. Assignee hereby accepts the foregoing 
assignment and fully assumes the obligations, liabilities and duties of Assignor under the 
Assigned Interests, accruing from and after the date of this Assignment, and agrees to 
perform and comply with all of the covenants, terms, provisions and agreements to be 
complied with by the owner or possessor of the Assigned Interests, to perform and 
comply with all of the covenants, terms, provisions and agreements in the Assigned 
Interests to be performed and complied with by Assignor thereunder. 
3. Indemnification. In addition to the indemnities provided in the Agreement 
and in consideration of the foregoing, Assignee accepts the within assignment and hereby 
indemnifies and agrees to defend and hold harmless the Seller Indemnified Parties for, 
from and against any and all Claims arising from (i) any failure of Assignee to make any 
payments and to keep and perform all agreements and obligations to be made, kept or 
performed on or after the date hereof under the terms and provisions of the Assigned 
Interests. 
4- Bill of Sale. Specifically subject to the disclaimers of warranty contained 
in the Agreement, Assignor hereby assigns, sells, transfers and conveys to Assignee, free 
and clear of all liens and encumbrances created by through or under Assignor, all of 
Assignor's right, title and interest in and to any and all Personal Property owned, claimed 
or possessed by Assignor located at or used or obtained for use in connection with the 
Contracts listed on Schedule "A." 
5. Consistency with Contracts, Leases and Agreement This Assignment 
shall not be construed in any way as modifying, waiving or affecting any of the terms, 
covenants, conditions or agreements contained in the Agreement 
6. Counterparts. This Assignment may be executed in any number of 
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which, when joined 
together, shall constitute one and the same instrument. 
7- Further Instruments. Assignor will, upon the request of Assignee, execute, 
acknowledge and deliver to Assignee such further instruments reasonably necessary or 
appropriate to make effective this Assignment, the intent of the Assignor and Assignee 
herein expressed and the covenants of Assignor herein. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Assignment as of 
the day and year first written above. 
ASSU;NOI 
Panda Nebo Power, L-P. 
a Delaware limited partnership 
by: Panda Nebo I, LLC, its general partner 
B y : _ 
Name: 
Title 
ASSIGNEE: 
PacifiCorp 
an Oregon corporation 
By: __ 
Name. 
Title: 
STATE OF TEXAS )( 
)( 
COUNTY OF DALLAS )( 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 24th da\ of 1 ebruary, 2003, before me, the 
subscriber, a Notary Public of the State of Texas, personally appeared 
___ , who acknowledged himself to be the 
°f Panda Nebo I, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
.io the company, and that 
of Panda Nebo I, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, as General Partner, on behalf of Panda Nebo Power, L.P., a Delaware limited 
partnership. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and official seal 
[Notar Seal] 
Notary Public 
My Commission 1 \pin 
Printed Name of Notary Public 
3 P 4(1)01)111 
STATE OF § 
§ 
COUNTY OF § 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me, the undersigned Notary 
PubKc, on this 24th day of February, 2003, by , 
of PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and official seal. 
[Notary Seal] 
Notary Public 
Printed Name of Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: 
4 
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SCHEDULE" k 
ATTACHED TO AND MADE A PART OF THAT CERTAIN 
ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT, 
DATED AS OF FEBRUARY 24,2003, 
EXECUTED BY AND BETWEEN 
PANDA NEBO POWER, L.P. AS ASSIGNOR 
AND PACIFICORP, AS ASSIGNEE 
Contracts 
Environmental Site Evaluation and Planning Report 
Ground Water Study Feasibility Screening Study Report 
Meteorological and Air Quality Monitoring Quality Assurance Plan -approved by 
UDEQ 6-1-01 
Approval letter from UDEQ [ef.inliiif Vmfif I < 'ti Site I'M 10 Mmntonng 
Equipment dated 10-11-01. 
Dispersion Modeling Protocol- approved by UDEQ 2-12-02 
Air Quality PSD Monitoring Protocol- submitted to UDEQ June 2011 
I-year Audited Meteorological data from the plant site property 
Market Study from R.W. Beck 
Transmission Study from R.W. Beck 
PacifiCorp Interconnect Study Report 
Description of Personal Property 
Meteorological Tower and associated equipment 
1 P\C IKHH ^ 
ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT 
THIS ASSIGNMENT, AND BILL OF SALE (this "Assignment") is entered into 
and is made effective as of the 24th day of February, 2003, by and between PANDA 
NEBO POWER, L.P. ("Assignor") and PACIFICORP, an Oregon corporation 
("Assignee"). 
RECITALS 
A. Reference is herein made to that certain Purchase and Sales Agreement 
dated effective as of February 24, 2003, and executed by and between Assignor, and 
Assignee, covering and pertaining to certain assets, all as more particularly described 
therein (the "Agreement^. For the purposes of this Assignment, capitalized terms not 
otherwise defined herein, shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Agreement 
B. Pursuant to the terms and provisions of the Agreement, Assignor agreed to 
sell and Assignee agreed to purchase, ail right, title and interest in and to the Contract 
Assets, and Assignee agreed to buy the Contract Assets and assume the obligations 
related to the Contract Assets accruing from and after the Closing Date. 
C. In connection with the Closing under the Agreement, Assignor is to assign 
to Assignee, and Assignee is to assume from Assignor, all right, title ami interest in and 
to (i) the contracts, agreements, reports and studies described on Scheduie "A" attached 
hereto and made a part hereof for all purposes (collectively, the "Contracts") and (ii) any 
and all personal property, equipment and general intangibles relating to, appurtenant to or 
acquired in connection with the Contracts, including, but not limited to the property listed 
on Schedule "A" (collectively, the "Personal Property"). The Contracts and Personal 
Property shall hereinafter be referred to collectively as the "Assigned Interests." 
ASSIGNMENT 
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the foregoing, the mutual 
conditions, covenants and promises contained herein and other good and valuable 
consideration, the receipt and .sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged and 
confessed, Assignor and Assignee agree as follows: 
1. Assignment of Contracts. Effective from and after the date of this 
Assignment, Assignor hereby assigns to Assignee, free and clear of all liens and 
encumbrances created by through or under Assignor, all of Assignor's right, title, and 
interest in, to the Assigned Interests, together with any and all rights of possession, use, 
reliance, specific performance, reversion, and any and all such other rights and benefits as 
may arise from, belong to, or accrue to the benefit of the owner or possessor of any of the 
Assigned Interests. 
1 
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2. Assumption of Contracts. Assignee hereby accepts Lhe foregoing 
assignment and fully assumes the obligations, liabilities and duties of Assignor under the 
Assigned Interests, accruing from and after the date of this Assignment, and agrees to 
perform and comply with all of the covenants, terms, provisions and agreements to be 
complied with by the owner or possessor of the Assigned Interests, to perform and 
comply with all of the covenants, terms, provisions and agreements in the Assigned 
Interests to be performed and complied with by Assignor thereunder 
3. indemnification. In addition to the indemnities provided in the Agreement 
and in consideration of the foregoing, Assignee accepts the within assignment and hereby 
indemnifies and agrees to defend and hold harmless the Seller Indemnified Parties for, 
from and against any and all Claims arising from (i) any failure of Assignee to make any 
payments and to keep and perform all agreements and obligations to be made, kept or 
performed on or after the date hereof under the terms and provisions of the Assigned 
Interests, 
4- Bill of Sale. Specifically subject to the disclaimers of warranty contained 
in the Agreement, Assignor hereby assigns, sells, transfers and conveys to Assignee, free 
and clear of all liens and encumbrances created by through or under Assignor, all of 
Assignor's right, title and interest in and to any and all Personal Property owned, claimed 
or possessed by Assignor located at or used or obtained for use in connection with the 
Contracts listed on Schedule "A " 
^ Consistency with Contracts, Leases and Agreement This Assignment 
shall not be construed in any way as modifying, waiving or affecting any of the terms, 
covenants, conditions or agreements contained in the Agreement. 
b. Counterparts. I his Assignment may be executed m any number of 
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which, when joined 
together, shall constitute one and the same instrument. 
7. Further Instruments. Assignor will, upon the request of Assignee, execute, 
acknowledge and deliver to Assignee such further instruments reasonably necessary or 
appropriate to make effective this Assignment, the intent of the Assignor and Assignee 
herein expressed and the covenants of Assignor herein. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Assignment as of 
the da v and year first written above. 
ASSIGNOR: 
Panda Nebo Power, L.P. 
a Delaware limited partnership 
by. Panda Nebo I, LLC, its general partner 
By: ^ ^ l ^ . A A ^ , *S 
Name: (P^rC\\ V^ Wbr cA 
Title: f>o./w-rJ 0 .c~*> ft - S ^ . ' E V -
approved 
zs to Form 
2 initial(s) 
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ASSIGNEE: 
PacifiCorp 
an Oregon corporation 
i t 
By: 
Name: Z^rn* 
Title: \)r±& 
' *2dt£z2. 
3^ 
STATE OF TEXAS )( 
X 
COUNTY OF DALIES )( 
I HEREBY 'CERTIFY that on the 24th day of February, 2003, before me, the 
subscriber, a Notlary Public of the State of Texas, personally appeared 
Cfirrvt iX^J^krs rrA , who acknowledged himself to be the 
, ^ V 1 J O *"* \t i w. «. ,r\^n V" of Panda ^Nebo I, LLC, a Delaware limited Lability 
company, and Q the 
t-PS 
that Vo*rr». H^Lh<a<-H as the 
, fVjy-V of Panda Nfebo I, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, as General Partner, on behalf of Panda Nebo Power, L.P., a Delaware limited 
partnership. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and official seal. 
[Notary Seal} _ JL^/ 
Notary Public / 
(IS 4nn< Cg.Q? 
My Commission Expiires: .Wt ir / e x x v 
Pnnted Name of Notary Public i ) 
PAC000138 
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STATE OF 
COUNTY O F ^ ^ § 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me, the undersigned Notary 
Public, op this /£4th day of February, 2003, by £/-/!&£. /{//<>£**n , 
f/UCr rri6tlujh of PacifiCorp, an pregon corporation. 
IN WFFNPSS \\ 11FRFOF i li if unto \r\ »n !u 
[Notary Seal] 
My Commission Expires: 
Notary Public 
Printed Name of Notary Public 
MELAJNH^Rf^ 
i rai3aiu« 3^?°«*v**v8MtB23a> 
ALLEN I 
,r- — 
Mi 
W 
v-.™*#r/w &*U**C*y,U*h Wilt I 
8 v\~547 **4 * ~ &5T 
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SCHEDULE "A 
ATTACHED TO AND MADE A PART OF THAT CERTAIN 
ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT, 
DATED AS OF FEBRUARY 24,2003, 
EXECUTED BY AND BETWEEN 
PANDA NEBO POWER, L.P. AS ASSIGNOR 
AND PACIF1CORP, AS ASSIGNEE 
Contracts 
Environmental Site Evaluation and Planning Report 
Ground Water Study Feasibility Screening Study Report 
Meteorological and Air Quality Monitoring Quality Assurance Plan -approved by 
UDEQ 6-1-01 
Approval letter from UDEQ regarding Audit of Ist Qtr Site PM 10 Monitoring 
Equipment dated 10-11 -0 L 
Dispersion Modeling Protocol- approved by UDEQ 2-12-02 
Air Quality PSD Monitoring Protocol- submitted to UDEQ June 2002 
1 -year Audited Meteorological data from the plant site property 
Market Study from R.W. Beck 
Transmission Study from R. W. Beck 
PacifiCorp Interconnect Study Report 
Description of Personal Property 
• Meteorological Tower and associated equipment 
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AFTER RECORDING RETURN TO: 
PacifiCorp 
201 South Main, Suite 2200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Attn' Rand Thurgood 
ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT 
This Assignment and Assumption Agreement ("Agreement") is executed ami 
delivered on February 24, 2003 between Panda NCLMI Power, L.P. (uAssignor") and 
PacifiCorp ("Assignee"). 
R E C I T A L S : 
Reference is herein made to that certain Option Agreement and Contract 
for Purchase and Sale of Real Property ("The Garfield Option Agreement") dated March 
1, 2001, executed by and between Linda A. Garfield and Rex and Linda C. Garfield 
("Selling Party9*) and PLC IE, LLC, granting an exclusive right to purchase property 
located in Juab County, Utah, more particularly described on Exhibit A attached to the 
Notice of Option Agreement and Contract for Purchase and Sale of Real Property 
("Property"), recorded in Book 0420, Page 0633, Real Probity Records, Juab County, 
Utah; 
B. Reference is also herein made to that certain Option Agreement and 
Contract for Purchase and Sale of Real Property ("The Winn Option Agreement") dated 
April 12,2001, executed by and between The Bertha N. Winn Trust ("Selling Party") and 
PLC IE, LLC, granting an exclusive right to purchase property located in Juab County, 
Utah, more particularly described on Exhibit A attached to the Notice of Option 
Agreement and Contract for Purchase and Sale of Real Property ("Property"), recorded in 
Book 0422, Page 0208, Real Property Records, Juab County, Utah; 
T The Garfield Option Agreement and Hie Winn Option Agreement 
(hereinafter tht "Option Agreements") where transferred and assigned by PI C FIT I LC 
to Assignor. 
D. Pursuant to and subject io the terms and provisions of that certain 
Purchase and Sale Agreement dated as of February 24, 2003, executed by and between 
Assignor and Assignee (the "Purchase and Sale Agreement") Assignor desires to assign 
to Assignee all rights, titles and interests of Assignor in and to the Option Agreements, 
and Assignee desires to accept from Assignor all rights, titles and interests of Assignor in 
and to the Option Agreements, and to assume all of Assignor's liabilities and obligations 
under the Option Agreements, all upon the terms and conditions set forth herein. 
1 
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A G R E E M E N T : 
For Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt 
and sufficiency of which are acknowledged, Assignor and Assignee agree as follows: 
1. Assignor grants, assigns and conveys to Assignee all rights, titles and interests of 
Assignor in and to the Option Agreements ("Rights"); TO HAVE AND TO 
HOLD the Rights, together with all and singular the rights and appurtenances 
thereto in anywise belonging unto Assignee and Assignee's successors and 
sissigns forever, and Assignor does hereby bind Assignor and Assignor's 
successors and assigns to WARRANT AND FOREVER DEFEND all and 
singular the Rights unto Assignee and Assignee's successors and assigns, against 
every person whomsoever lawfully claiming or to claim the same or any part 
thereof by, through or under Assignor, but not otherwise. 
2. Assignee covenants and agrees that it will duly perform all duties and obligations 
of Assignor under the Option Agreements, and assumes any and all liabilities and 
obligations of Assignor arising under the Option Agreements, whether now 
existing or hereafter arising. Assignee agrees to indemnify, hold harmless and 
defend Assignor from and against any and all liabilities, claims, actions, costs and 
expenses (including sums paid in settlement of claims and all consultant, expert 
and legal fees and expenses, including allocated costs of in-house legal and 
technical sendees) or loss, directly or indirectly arising out of or resulting from 
the Option Ajjjreeinents after Closing, or from any act or omission of Assignee or 
any officer, director, employee, contractor, agent or invitee of Assignee in 
connection with or arising out of the Option Agreements. Upon demand of 
Assignor, Assignee shall defend against any claim, action or proceeding described 
herein, at the sole cost of Assignee and by counsel approved by Assignor in the 
exercise of its reasonable judgment 
3. This Agreement and the Purchase and Sale Agreement cover the entire agreement 
between Assignor and Assignee with respect to the subject matter hereof. No 
representations or agreements, written or oral, have been made modifying, adding 
to or changing the terms hereof or inducing the execution hereof. This Agreement 
may only be amended by written instrument signed by Assignor and Assignee. 
The terms and provisions of this Agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of 
the successors and assigns of Assignor and Assignee. 
4. This Agreement is executed and delivered and is intended to be performed in the 
State of Utah and shall be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance 
with the substantive laws (but not the rules governing conflict of laws) of the 
State of Utah. 
5. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and shall bind each party 
executing any counterpart. 
2 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement was executed as of the date tirsl 
written above. 
ASSIGNOR: 
Panda Nebo Powei, JL.P. 
a Delaware limited pamtership 
by Panda Nebp I, LLCyits general partner 
B y , ^(^*-Q<Si?> * 
Name: , C ? ^ r r u U n b f e q r r * 
Title: < ^ g j a i r 1 r \) 11* ?rrs, J I M T 
PacifiCarp 
an Oregon corfxir.iiion 
Appro vec 
os to Form 
infttal(s) 
By: ,^V. -jf &?4<Z^ 
Name 
Title 
: c^ r^*$-<£ /Jl,c*»«s*^ 
STA1I OF IfrAAS 
COUNTY OF DALLAS 
V 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 24th day of February, 2003, betore me, the 
subscriber, a Notary Public of the State of Texas, personally appeared 
^rfvrrvi L^-'Uh^'"^ * w ^ ° acknowledged himself to be the 
^ f y * ^ VVtQ e, Pr<L5\cAgAY of Panda Nebo I, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, and that Q\rr*i l y / y ^ r - A «* \h* 
^ ( \ r L <Lf- ^r-^?s , Ae^ T of Panda &ebo I, LLC, a Delaware limited habibty 
company, as General Partner, on behalf of Panda Nebo Power, 1LP., a Delaware limited 
partnership. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and ofifteial s p d ^ /I) 
[Notary Seaty 
ic ia lsp
My Commission Expires: v7, ^ / i 6 i. ? 
Notary Public x__r. 
Printed Name of Notary Public 
V\K (Nil 1 H 
©*# 
STATE OF [J4i^ § 
§ 
COUNTY OF'JUrf MP § 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me, the imdersigned Notary 
Public, cm this
 ? 24th day of February, 2003, by ZffitSrf £' WI&>***1 , 
Y\Ct ff&SxilkJr ofPacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hi^d and 
[Notary Seal] 
/ Notary Public 
/ / Printed Name of Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: 
MELAMETRfAULEN I 
201 South Main, 8uto 2300 . 
a t U t o O i y , Utah 84111 I 
My OonivnlMAofi fbtotnft • 
O&umHim S. 200ft • 
• • • • •Srtfl(r2?h aJ 
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i ^ m C L 0 ^ SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF ' <TAH 
USA POWER, LLC, USA POWER 
PARTNERS, LLC, and SPRING AFFIDAVIT OF 
CANYON ENERGY, LLC j «53SMYOUNG 
PACIFICORP, JODY L WILLIAMS and ) Civil No. 060903412 
•-«/•« n*c o n c F R T S & OWEN. LLP., ) Judge Tyrone E. Medley 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
HOLME, ROBERTS & OWEN, LLP 
defendants. 
1, I Gc i cion Young, having first-hand knowledge of the facts i ten eli \ ai id I: eii ig . 
competent to render this affidavit, hereby state as follows: 
2 |
 a m a resident 0 f the town of Mona in Juab County, Utah. I own rights to 
water resources in Mona. I am currently the President of the Mona Irrigation 
Company, which is a cooperative of water right owners in Mona, I have held 
that office for approximately the past ten years. 
3. In the fail of 2003, i first learned about the plan of PacifiCorp to drill two new 
wells in Mona for purposes of developing a new power plant a mile west of 
the town. 
4. At that time, the shareholders of the Mona Irrigation Company voted to 
protest the "change application* filed by PacifiCorp with the State Engineer 
which permitted them to drill those new wells. 
£ nem were two primary reasons for our objection. First, the new wells were 
.,! close proximity to our existing wells and had a potentially negative impact 
on our supply. Second, the method by which PacifiCorp obtained its water 
rights (from a previous user not located in the Juab Valley) had neyer been 
done before,, in our opinion, and was a very bad precedent for the rights of 
existing users. 
06/20/2007 13:36 FAI 4356232252 
06-19-'07 16:58 FBOM-SBIL 
Kay Enterprises 
703-591-9285 
@ 002 
10, 
The wells drilled by PacifiCorp, in our opinion, were particularly harmful 
because they were based on a "senior right" to those owned by water 
owners in the Juab Valley, 
Jody Williams, attorney for PacifiCorp, spoke to me about these issues, 
told me that we could not stop the weils from being drilled. 
She 
I personally knew Jody Williams because she had previously been the 
lawyer for our company as well as the East Juab County Water 
Conservancy Board, which I served on. She discussed this issue over the 
telephone with me at one point and requested that the Mona shareholders 
waive any "conflict of interest" from her prior representation. Her basis for 
requesting the waiver was that she would help them get "the best deal they 
can" with PacifiCorp. 
In fact, the points negotiated by our attorneys with PacifiCorp were not 
honored by that company. We gained nothing. 
Attached to my Affidavit are photographs taken of the PacifiCorp wells in 
Mona. The chain link fences around the wells were put there by PacifiCorp, 
The Currant Creek power plant is in the background. 
Gordon Young 
STATE OF UTAH 
yxsD? COUNTY 
or>&\ ' hereby certify that Gordon Young 
S$2_ day of June, 2007, 
My commission expires: 3-vv-cfc 
the foregoing to me this 
TINA S . WILLIAMS 
KTurnuH'tTmiimt 
77 EAST 200 NORTH 
MONA, UTAH 84S4S 
CONN. EXPIRES 3-11-2008 
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Peggy A. Tomsic (3879)
 : v^o ffijX CSLT 
N ^ 
-r.v-w 
y l C ^ 
Kristopher S. Kaufman (10117) s 
TOMSIC & PECKLLC * 
136 East South Temple, Suite 800 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801)532-1995 
Robert Surovell 
J. Chapman Petersen 
Surovell, Markle, Isaacs & Levy 
4010 University Drive, Suite 200 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
Telephone: (703) 251-5400 
Attorneys for Plaintiff USA POWER, LLC; 
USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC; 
SPRING CANYON, LLC 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
USA POWER, LLC, USA POWER 
PARTNERS, LLC, and SPRING 
CANYON ENERGY, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PACIFICORP, JODY L WILLIAMS and 
HOLME, ROBERTS & OWEN, LLP., 
AFFIDAVIT NO. 3A OF PEGGY A. 
TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO 
PACIFICORP'S AND 
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTIONS RE: 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
(BATES STAMPED DOCUMENTS) 
Civil No. 050903412 
Judge Tyrone E. Medley 
Defendants. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
"SS. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE j 
Peggy A. Tomsic, being first duly sworn, states as follows: 
1. I am the owner of Tomsic Law Firm and a member in good standing of the 
Utah State Bar. I am one of the lawyers who represents the plaintiffs in this action. 
2. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of a fax transmittal sheet, 
Bates No. HRO-00517. 
3. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of a business card and 
some handwritten notations, Bates No. HRO-00909. 
4. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of a letter to Mary Lou 
Sperry from Spring Canyon Energy, Bates No. HRO-01014. 
5. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of a letter to Mary Lou 
Sperry from Spring Canyon Energy, Bates Nos. HRO-01027 to 28. 
6. Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of a letter to Rob 
Sherman from Spring Canyon Energy, Bates Nos. HRO-01239 to 40. 
7. Attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of a check from Kruse, 
Landa & Maycock trust account to Holme, Roberts & Owen Trust Account, Bates No. 
HRO-01846. 
8. Attached as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of a check from USA 
Power, LLC to Holme, Roberts & Owen, Bates No. HRO-01855. 
9. Attached as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of handwritten notes from 
Ian Andrews notebook, Bates.Nos. PAC025293 to 94; PAC025412. 
6isn 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the^^dav of June, 2007, a true and correct copy of 
AFFIDAVIT NO. 3 OF PEGGY A. TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO PACIFICORP'S AND 
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTIONS RE: SUMMARY JUDGMENT (BATES STAMPED 
DOCUMENTS) was hand delivered to the following: 
Thomas R. Karrenberg, Esq. 
ANDERSON & KARRENBERG 
50 West Broadway, #700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
P. Bruce Badger 
Fabian & Clendenin 
215 South State Street, 12th Floor 
P.O. Box510210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Michael G. Jenkins 
Assistant General Counsel 
PacifiCorp 
1407 West North Temple, Suite 310 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
e$tf 
DATED: June 20, 2007 
SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this ^ ^ d a y of June, 2007 
Notary Public 
Residing at: 
£ = S ^ -
C01LEENPETERS0M I 
508«rthUWn.ftAt1260 • 
8«ftUto^.UWj«4144 1 
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USA Power LLC 
10440 N. Central Expressway 
Suite .400 
Dallas. IX 75219 
Phone. 214-520-3P" 
Fax: 214-696-2*22 
Email: usapowerpartners.coiii 
Fax Transmittal 
To; Jody Williams From: Dave Graeber 
Fax: *jgg) $$/- ZV-Kfiil Date: July 8,2002 
Phone: Pages: 
Subject: CC: 
Comments: 
The incorrect Juab County zoning ordinance for your records. I will fax the 
correct one when we get it. 
HRO-00517 
esw 
V 
'< 
, V i) 
USA Power 
w 
F. David Graeber 
Principal \ . f" 
Phone Z"fZ3Si~~ 
*62* Sonn Haij Siresi Suns t : o ?ax 2*-5Z0>"* 
Daiias. Texas "";«^ H mail LSAPr^efU-C* 2;:i.cr:r. 
HRG-0CSC9 
*3fc3?S 
_ „ ^ . . . - . ^ PO Box 774000 - 359 
Spring Canyon Energy LLC steamboat springs, co m i : 
August 4, 2003 
Mary Lou Sperry 
Juab Title & Abstract Co.. Inc. 
240 North Main Street 
Nephi, UT 84648 
Re: Michael Keyte-Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement 
Dear Ms. Sperry: 
Spring Canyon Energy, LLC (the Buyer) hereby provides a deposit in the amount of Six 
Thousand Five Hundred Twenty Eight and Eighty Hundredths Dollars (26,528.80) in 
accordance with Section 2.2 of the Option Agreement for the extension of the Water 
Right Option and Purchase Agreement. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 970.871.6223. 
Lois Banasiewicz ' , 
Principal 
Spring Canyon Energy, LLC 
cc: Michael Keyte, The Seller 
Jody Williams. Holme Roberts & Owen LLP 
HRO-01014 
Phone:970-871-6223 Email: TBanasiewicz'Susapowerpanners.com Fax. 970-871-6234 
S&3& 
RECEIVED 
v.; 3 0 -i 2903 
H.B.O.-S.LC 
^
 m ^ „ . . PO Box 774000 - 359 
Spring Canyon Energy LLC steamboat springs, c o 80477 
February 3, 2003 
ZZCENED 
:E3 0 : 2m 
Nephi, UT 84648 H.R.0.-S.L.C. 
Mary Lou Sperry 
Juab Title & Abstract Co., Inc. F£3 0 '" ?%1 
240 North Main Street ' UJ 
Re: Michael Keyte- Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement 
Dear Ms. Sperry: 
Spring Canyon Energy, LLC (the Buyer) hereby provides a deposit in the amount of Six 
Thousand Five Hundred Twenty Eight and Eighty Hundredths Dollars ($6,528.80) in 
accordance with Section 2.2 of the Option Agreement for the extension of the Water 
Right Option and Purchase Agreement. 
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 970.871.6223. 
Sincerely. „ 
Lois Banasiewicz 
Principal 
Spring Canyon Energy, LLC 
cc: Michael Keyte, The Seller 
Jody Williams;, Holme Roberts & Owen LLP 
HRO-01027 
Phone* 9~0-871-6223 Email: TBanasicwiczfgusapowcrpartners.com Fax:970-871-6234 
esran 
3031 
»OWFR PARTNERS I L 
ALPINE BANK 
82-340/1021 339 
23/2003 
PAY TO THE Juab Title & Abstract Co., Inc 
ORDER OF $. **6 528 JO 
Six Thousand Five Hundred Twenty-Eight and go/100******************************************************4********** 
Juab Title & Abstract Co. Inc 
. DOLLARS 
MEMO Renewal of Water Right and Purchase Agree 
i H ) 0 3 l H l i IIJ i KJ I i iJI
 ( i ; i ^ Q Q O S T a S u 1 
l l i iA PUWER PARTNERS, LLC 
Juab I n k & \biijiit Co Inc i J)i)3 
Spnug Canyon Energy 
3 0 3 ; 
6.528.80 
HRO-01028 
PO3ox~T400G-35Q 
Spring Canyon Energy LLC steams $Pnngs.co m~ 
Februarv 3. 2003 
RECEIVED 
Mr. Rob Sherman FEB 0 - 20G2 
First American Titie Insurance Agency. Inc. 
90 South Main ~ " h.R.O.-S.LC. 
Fillmore. UT 84631 
Re: Blake Garren- Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement 
Dear Mr. Sherman: 
Spring Canyon Energy. LLC (the Buyer) hereby provides a deposit in the amount of 
Fifteen Thousand Three Hundred Sixiy Dollars (SI5.360.00) in accordance with Section 
2.2 of the Option Agreement for the extension of the Water Right Option and Purchase 
Agreement. 
If you have any auestions. please feel free to call me at 9"70.S71.6223. 
SincereK 
Lois 3anasiewicz 
Principal 
Spring Canyon Energy, LLC 
3 lake Garrett The Seller 
Jody Williams. Hoime Roberts & Owen LLP 
Warren Peterson. Waddinghara & Peterson 
HRO-01239 
Paone c",0-S':-6223 Esau: 73anasi£\Mcr§usaDCwerDaniiers com rax 9"0-8T,.-613^ 
*^?61bQ 
11,'TA HOW I I I U ' l r i l Ki> I I I 
3029 
PAY TO THE First American Title Insurance Agency, In 
ORDER O F _ . $ _ 
'15,360.00 
Fifteen Thousand Three Hundred Sixty and 00/100******** 
First American Title Insurance Agency, In. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * iii in * * * * * • * in * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * it 
.DOLLAli. 
MEMO Extension of Water Right Option and Purchase 
H'OO 30 5^ 11" n 10 2 10 31*0 ?i: 3 3 ^ 0 0 0 5 7flfa«a 
USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC 
First American Title Insurance Agency , !ii 
Spring Canyon Energy 
IM^V. -
3029 
15,360.00 
A I nine- |"i;iTll: Extension nf Waici RFpht Option and Purchase 15,360.00 
USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC 
First American Title Insurance Agency, In 
ipi nig ( .in von liiiergy 
2/3/2003 
3029 
15,360.00 
Alpine Bank Extension of Water Right Option and Purchase 
HRO-01240 
15,360.00 
UWP12 
~^flUSE, LANDA & MAYCOCK, LLC 
TRUST ACCOUNT 
SO WEST BROADWAY 8TH FLOOR {801)531-7090 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84101 
BANKEONE. 
BankOm Utah MA 
Broadway W«sl T«tnp(e OtTtca 
80 W«s( Broadway * Salt Lak* CMy Utan O«TUI 
2607 
:ASHR 
,GANS 
97-154. 
•221 
P A Y SIXTEEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED TWENTY EIGHT and 8 0 / 1 0 0 
r "i 
* Holme, Roberts & Owen Trust Account 
^ fbo USA Power Par tners 
OR06R 
OF 
S E -
DATE 
J u l y 23, 2002 
AMOUNT 
$16,528,80 
R IE 58 7 ?U E«€ 
as 
KRUSE, LANOA & MAYCOCK, LLC 
DETACH AND RETAIN THIS STATEMENT 
TMB ATTACHCO CMCCK IS IN PAYMENT OK ITEMS oeSCHCBeo BELOW 
I f NOT CORRECT Pt-£ASC NOTIfY US f«OM»»n.Y NO RCCeiPT OeSIRCO. 
DELUXE FORM TWC-2 V-7 
7061•00 - transfer retainer 
qll^<i-^'0 
E, LANOA & MAYCOCK, LLC 
DETACH AND RETAIN THIS STATEMENT 
THE ATTACHKQ «-CCK IS IN RAVMttNT OF ITSMS OKSCRKiep 
IF NOT CORRECT PUCASC NOTIFY U * CROMPTUY NO RECEIPT OESIREO 
DELUXE FORM TWC-2 V-7 
7061,00 - transfer retainer 
ju-r - ' : ~ 0 ° T J I 0 
s, 
. I 
Qtposifcdin^wd" 
HRO-01846 3lg& 
-U«A:I»6W6R,;XLC 
.•••
:
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Peggy A. Tomsic (3879) c "* 
KristopherS. Kaufman (10117) 
TOMSIC & PECKLLC 
136 East South Temple, Suite 800 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801)532-1995 
Robert Surovell 
J. Chapman Petersen 
Surovell, Markle, Isaacs & Levy 
4010 University Drive, Suite 200 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
Telephone: (703)251-5400 
Attorneys for Plaintiff USA POWER, LLC; 
USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC; 
SPRING CANYON, LLC 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
USA POWER, LLC, USA POWER 
PARTNERS, LLC, and SPRING 
CANYON ENERGY, LLC AFFIDAVIT OF 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
'laintiff, 
vs. 
PACIFICORP, JODY L. WILLIAMS and 
HOLME, ROBERTS & OWEN, LLP., 
Civil No. 050903412 
Judge Tyrone E. Medley 
Defeni ) 
1. I, Lois Banasiewicz, having personal knowledge of the facts herein and 
being competent to render this affidavit, hereby testify as follows: 
2. I am a principal in USA Power, LLC. I managed USA Power Partners, 
LLC as a principal of USA Power, LLC. 
3. I was involved in USA Power Partners* siting and development of the 
Spring Canyon project, the hiring of Jody Williams and Holme, Roberts & Owen to 
represent USA Power, negotiations with PacifiCorp, preparation and submission of 
Spring Canyon's RFP, preparation and submittal of Spring Canyon's bid response to 
Utah Public Service Commission hearings on PacifiCorp's application for a CCN for 
Currant Creek. 
4. As a member of USA Power, LLC, the managing partner of USA Power 
Partner, LLC, it was my understanding and belief that Jody Williams represented USA 
Power LLC and USA Power Partners LLC from April 2001 to November 2003, when we 
terminated Ms. Williams' representation because of her conflict of interest in 
representing PacifiCorp. 
5. In the same capacity, it was my understanding and belief that Ms. Williams 
represented Spring Canyon Energy, LLC from February 2003, when she had that entity 
created, until November 2003 when we terminated her representation because of her 
conflict of interest. 
6. In that same capacity, it was my understanding and belief that Holme, 
Roberts & Owen represented USA Power, LLC, USA Power Partners and Spring 
2 
Canyon Energy, LLC from June 2002 until November 2003 when w e terminated its 
representat ion h n r . n n r of itn rnnt l i r t nf interest in representing Pacif iCorp. 
in that same capacity, it was my understanding and belief that, during the 
entire t ime period that Ms. Wi l l iams and HRO represented USA Power Partners, LLC 
USA Power, 1 1 C and Spring Canyon Energy, L I C that they represented us with regard 
to all aspects of the development of the Spring Canyon Energy project ! never 
understood or bel ieved that Ms. Wi l l iams and/or I > only represented us 
to the acquisit ion of water rights. 
jeitner i^  uggestec 
representation of us had terminated. They never sent a letter terminat ing the 
rep! esei itatioi i I II i B) did i i :»t 11 
requested their return in January 2005. 
' i I lie i it Il "a s i f iCo i p fi led its application with tl le I Itah Public Service , 
Commission : 11 November 3, 2003, it created a data room with the documents it 
claimed supported its appl icat ion. Ted and I inspected its documents in that room. One 
of the documents Pacif iCorp produced in their data room was bates s tamped p i g g y . . 
P2000. That document confirms that our Bid 135 ranked second behind Currant Creek. 
A true and accurate copy of Bates No. P2000 is attached as Exhibit • III. 
«u Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of a January 18 2005 
email f rom I » Jody Wil l iams requesting the return of all original files 
3 
and documents belonging to USA Power Partners, LLC and Spring Canyon Energy, 
LLC. 
11. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and accurate copy of the Verizon Wireless 
telephone bill dated September 6, 2002, and the Qwest telephone bill dated September 
7, 2002 for Ted and my telephone numbers. Those telephone bills accurately reflect 
telephone calls we made to Jody Williams during that billing period. Ms. Williams1 
telephone number at HRO at the time was 801-521-5800. 
12. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and accurate copy of the Verizon Wireless 
telephone bill dated October 6, 2002, and the Qwest telephone bill due date of October 
26, 2002 for Ted and my telephone numbers. Those telephone bills accurately reflect 
telephone calls we made to Jody Williams and Rand Thurgood during that billing period. 
Ms. Williams1 telephone number at HRO at the time was 801-521-5800. Mr. Thurgood's 
telephone number at PacifiCorp at that time was 801-220-4807. 
13. Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and accurate copy of the Verizon Wireless 
telephone bill dated November 6, 2002, and the Qwest telephone bill due date of 
November 27, 2002 for Ted and my telephone numbers. Those telephone bills 
accurately reflect telephone calls we made to Jody Williams and Rand Thurgood during 
that billing period. Ms. Williams1 telephone number at HRO at the time was 801-521-
5800. Mr. Thurgood's telephone number at PacifiCorp at that time was 801-220-4807. 
14. Attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and accurate copy of the Verizon Wireless 
telephone bill dated December 6, 2002, and the Qwest telephone bill due date of 
4 
Decemb f^ 27, 2002 for Fed and my telephone numbers Those telephone bills 
accurately reflect telephone cafe we made to Jody Williams and Hand Thurgood during 
that billing period. Ms. Williams* telephone numbef at HRO at the tfme was 801-521 
5800, Mr, Thurgood's telephone number at PadSCdrp Bt that time was 801-220-4807. 
STATE OF UTAH } 
* ss 
COUNTY OF ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ^ ^ day af June, 3EM37. 
wtary Public 
5 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the £6_ day oiQ^J^ 2007, a true and correct copy of 
AFFIDAVIT OF LOIS BANASIEWICZ was hand delivered, to the following: 
Thomas R. Karrenberg, Esq. 
ANDERSON & KARRENBERG 
50 West Broadway, #700 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
P. Bruce Badger 
Fabian & Clendenin 
215 South State Street, 12th Floor 
P.O. Box510210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Michael G. Jenkins 
Assistant General Counsel 
PacifiCorp 
1407 West North Temple, Suite 310 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 
e^4b 
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Message Page 1 of 1 
From: Jody L. Williams 
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2005 11:10 AM 
To: 'USAPowerLLC@aol.com' 
Subject: RE: USA Power Partners & Spring Canyon Energy Files 
Will do. 
Jody L Williams 
Holme Roberts & Owen LLP 
299 So Main Street, suite 1800 
Phone: (801) 521-5800 Fax: (801) 521-9639 
jody.wiiliams@hro.com 
—Original Message 
From: USAPowertlC@aol.com [mailto:USAPowerLLC@aol,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2005 11:09 AM 
To: Jody L. Williams 
Cc: DAVE51GRAB@aol.com 
Subject: USA Power Partners & Spring Canyon Energy Files 
Jody: 
Since we are no longer a client of yours, please send all original files and documents belonging to USA 
Power Partners, LLC and Spring Canyon Energy, LLC to me at the address below. 
Lois Banasiewicz 
USA Power, LLC 
PO Box 774000-359 
31585 Runaway PL 
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477 
Thank you, 
Lois Banasiewicz 
USA Power, LLC 
970-871-6223 
HRO-02108 
Message Page 1 or i 
From: Jody L. Williams 
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2005 11 23 AM 
To: Barbara Wallin 
Subject: FW: USA Power Partners & Spring Canyon Energy Files 
Barbara: Please get ail of their files up here so we can prepare them for return to them Also find out what 
protocol we have to do with the firm to release the files 
llidiil 
J< d) 
-Original Message— 
From: USAPowerLLC@aol.com [mailto:USAPowerLLt@aol.comJ 
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 700S 11:09 AM 
To: Jody L Williams 
Cc: DAVE51GRAB@aol.com 
Subject: USA Power Partners & Spring Canyon Energy Files 
Since we are no longer a client of yours, please send all original files and documents belonging to USA Power 
Partners, LLC and Spring Canyon Energy, LLC to me at the address below. 
Lois Banasiewicz 
USA Power, LLC 
PO Box 774000-359 
31585 Runaway PL 
Steamboat Spnngs, CO 80477 
1 hank you, 
Lois Banasiewicz 
USA Power, LLC 
970-871-6223 
HRO-02107 
PftSO 
wireless 
Account Name: LOIS BAHASIEWICZ 
Account No.: 1089-8595203 
Bill Close Date: 09/06/02 Page 1 
B i l l Summary 
Due Date Current Charges Amount Due 
09/30/02 $282.54 $282.54 
Verizon Wireless offers a variety of flexible payment options. 
Call us to arrange the best payment option for you. 
Previous Balance 
Payments • Thank you. 
Balance Forward 
252.32 
252.32CR 
$0.00 
Current Charges 
Monthly Activity - 2 Service(s) 
Taxes, Fees, £ Government Charges 
Total Current Charges 
257.53 
25.01 
$282.54 
Total Amount Due • $282.54 
NEW HOURS Of OPERATION FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE 
In an effort to focus on providing service when you need us the most, 
customer service hours of operation will change from 24-hours to 6am to 
11pm, seven days -a week. 24-hour emergency technical support will still be 
available. For 24-hour customer service options, please visit us at 
verizonwireless.com and sign up far VZServe. 
SPK'N TXT WITH MOBILE MESSENGER (sin) 
Now. send and receive text messages coast-to-coast, on your 2-way capable 
phone, even if your friends and family use different wireless carriers. 
Messages sent are 10 cents each and messages received are 2 cents each. 
Check out our website at www.verizonwireless- com. 
, Account Name II BANASIEWICZ 
\ ^^ - Account No.: 1089-8595203 
\ ^ Ven/jglwireless B i l l Close fin in- 09/06/0? Page 3 
Account Charges Summary 
Payments 
Data Amount 
09/01/02 252.32CR 
Monthly Activity 
Summary for 970/846-3571, mi'* I^H^IFWirz 
SINGLE RATE 600 
Service Charges ft Credits 75.52 
Airtime ft Usage Charges 25.55 
Service ft Long Distance/Toll Charges 2.97 
Taxes, Fees, ft Government Charges 10.11 
Monthly Activity 
Summary for 970/846-3574, LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Service Charges ft Credits 150.52 
Airtime ft Usage Charges 0.00 
Service ft Long Distance/Toll Charges 2.97 
Taxes, Fees, ft Government Charges 14.90 
Total Payments S252.32CR 
Sub-total r" 970/846-3573 $114.15 
Sub-total for 970/846-3574 in il il» 
Total Monthly Activity Charges• $282.54 
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Account Name: LOIS BANASIl-VICZ 
• ^ - _ Account Mo.: 1089-85952011 
u - " ^ Mb*iSOtlwireless Bill Close Date: 09/06/02 
Sut iDtj r» MQ"»>-iy A^-ivity fu>- 970/846 3573 
\X 
% 
Monthly Activity Detail -c 970/846-3573 
LOIS BANASIEWIC2 - Continued 
Taxes, Fees, i Government Charge^ 
Federal Excise T 3 13 
Sales Tax 4.07 
Colo Umwersa_ ilH b ue 2.91 
Total Taxes Fees & Government Charges, ^ " 
Page 8; 
Thi* page intentionally left blank 
V&nTOnwireless 
Account Name: 
Account No.: 
B i l l Close Date: 
LOIS BANASIGWIC2 
1089-8595203 
09/06/02 
Monthly A c t i v i t y D e t a i l fop 970/846-3574 
LOIS BAflASIEWICZ 
Service Charges & Credits 
SINGLE RATE 1500 
CALL WAITING 
THREE WAY CALLING 
VOICE MAIL 
CALL FORWARDING 
CALLER ID 
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SVC & REGULATORY CHG 
Beginning 
09/07/02 
09/07/02 
03/07/02 
Ending 
10/06/02 
10/06/02 
10/06/02 
Total (hargas 
150.00 
!PCLUDED 
!H CLUDED 
11CLUDED 
0.00 
0.00 
0.52 
Total Service Charges & Credits 
VOICE 
USAGE REVIEW 
Used Rate 
1150.52 
Charged 
Anytime Bundle 326:00 0.00 0.00 
" Total Usage 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Date Per Time Origin 
00/07 P 01.-41P STEMBTSPG 
08/07 P 01 M1P CRAIG 
OB/07 P 01:48P STEMBTSPG 
08/07 P 03:21P STEMBTSPG 
08/07 P 03:22P STEMBTSPG 
08/08 P 01:06P STEMBTSPG 
08/08 P 01-.23P STEMBTSPG 
08/08 P 01:69P STEMBTSPG 
08/08 P 02:20P STEMBTSPG 
08/08 P 03:08P STEMBTSPG 
Q8/Q8 P 03MGP STEMBTSPG 
08/08 P 03:48P STEMBTSPG 
08/09 P 09:04A STEMBTSPG 
08/09 P 02:03P DENVER 
08/09 P 02:09P DENVER 
08/09 P 03M5P DENVER 
08/09 P 03:20P DENVER 
08/09 P 03I44P DENVER 
08/09 P 03:46P DENVER 
08/09 P 04:64P DENVER 
08/09 P 04:56P DENVER 
08/09 P 04:58P DENVER 
08/09 P 05:26P DENVER 
08/03 P 05.31P DENVER 
08/09 P 06:04P DENVER 
08/09 P 06:05P DENVER 
08/09 P 06:06P DENVER 
926:00 
Destination Number Fea 
CO VOICE MAI 
CO STEAMBOAT 
CO VOICE MAI 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO VOICE MAI 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO SALT LAKE 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO INCOMING 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO INCOMING 
CL 970/846-3574 
CO 970/846-3574 WC 
CL 970/846-3574 
CO 970/871-9135 
CL 970/846-3574 
CO 970/846-3573 MM 
CO 970/871-9136 
UT 801/621-5800 
CO 970/871-9135 
CO 970/871-9135 
CO 970/846-3673 MM 
CL 970/846-3573 MM 
CO 970/871-9135 
CO 970/871-6223 
CO 970/846-3573 MM 
CO 970/846-3573 MM 
CL 970/846-3573 MM 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO DALLAS 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO STEMBTSPG 
CO INCOMING 
CO VOICE MAI 
CO INCOMING 
CO INCOMING 
CO 970/846-3573 MM 
TX 214/620-8177 
CO 970/871-6223 
CO 970/871-6223 
CO 970/871-9135 
CL 970/846-3573 MM 
CL 970/846-3574 
CL 970/846-3574 
CL 970/846-3574 
Kin:Sec 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
3:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
7:oo 
l:oo 
2:oo 
10:00 
Call i 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
it .00 
Service LD/Toll 
Charge 
O.OC 
O.OC 
O.OC 
O.OC 
O.OC 
O.OC 
O.OC 
0.0G 
0.00 
0.00 
0.0Q 
0.00 
0.0Q 
o.oo 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Page 9 
Monthly A c t i v i t y D e t a i l f o r 970/846-3574 
LOIS BAflASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Date Per Time Origin Destination Number Fea Min:Sec 
08/09 0 08M2P DENVER CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 
08/10 W 06:15A DENVER CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
08/10 W 06:24A DENVER CO ROME NY 316/336-0798 
08/10 W 11:56A ATLANTA N QA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 WC 
08/10 W 01.25P ATLANTA N QA STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-6223 WC 
08/10 W 02:04P ATLANTA N QA SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 WC 
08/10 W 04!07P SYRACUSE NY STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 WC 
08/10 W 04-.11P SYRACUSE NY SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 WC 
08/10 W 07:18P UTIC\R0ME NY SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 WC 
08/10 W 07:23P UTIC\R0ME NY STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
08/10 W 07:56P UTIC\ROME NY INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 MM 
08/10 W 08:59P UTIC\R0ME NY VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3674 WC 
08/10 W 09:36P UTIC\R0ME NY INCOMING CL 301/537-1017 WC 
08/10 W 10M3P UTIC\ROME NY STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
08/10 W 10:22P UTIC\R0ME NY STEMBTSPQ CO 970/846-3673 MM 
08/10 W 11:15P UTIC\ROM£ NY STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
08/11 W 03153P UTIC\R0ME NY VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 WC 
08/11 W 03:54P UTIC\ROME NY SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 WC 
08/11 W 09:32P UTIC\R0ME NY VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 WC 
08/11 W 09:33P UTIC\R0M£ NY SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 WC 
08/11 W 10:38P UTIC\R0ME NY STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
08/11 W 10:39P UTIC\ROME NY STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
08/12 P 08:25A UTIC\R0ME NY VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 WC 
08/12 P 10:13A SYRACUSE NY STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 WC 
08/12 P 10M4A SYRACUSE NY SAN DIEGO CA 619/987-1111 NM 
08/12 P 10:19A SYRACUSE NY DALLAS TX 214/620-8177 WC 
08/12 P 10:S7A SYRACUSE NY INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 WC 
08/12 P 11:05A SYRACUSE NY STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3673 MM 
08/12 P 1U06A SYRACUSE NY SILVER SP MO 301/537-1017 WC 
08/12 P 11J06A SYRACUSE NY STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
08/12 P 11:07A SYRACUSE NY SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 WC 
08/12 P 12:47P ALEXANDRI VA SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 WC 
08/12 P 12:54P ALEXANDRI VA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 WC 
08/12 P 12:66P ALEXANDRI VA EXETER NH 603/772-7153 WC 
08/12 P 12:69P ALEXANORI VA SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 WC 
08/12 P 01:07P ALEXANDRI VA INCOMING CL 301/537-1017 WC 
-08/12 P 01:19P ALEXANDRI VA SALT LAKE UT 801/521-5800 WC. 
08/12 P 01:25P ALEXANDRI VA VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 WC 
08/12 P 01I27P ALEXANDRI VA EXETER NH 603/772-7163 WC 
08/12 P 02:05P ALEXANDRI VA VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3674 WC 
08/12 P 02:06P ALEXANDRI VA DALLAS TX 214/620-8177 WC 
08/12 P 04J01P SILVER SP MD VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3674 WC 
08/12 P 04-.42P SILVER SP MD STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 WC 
08/12 P 04M5P SILVER SP MD VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 WC 
08/12 P 05J39P SILVER SP MD SAN DIEGO CA 619/987-1111 NM 
08/12 P 06:41P SILVER SP MD INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 WC 
08/12 P 05:45P SILVER SP MD DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 WC 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
3:00 
4:00 
1:00 
4:00 
1:00 
7:00 
1:00 
1:00-
2:00 
1:00 
6:00 
1:00 
13:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
4:00 
17:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
r.oo 
3:00 
2:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
7:00 
1:00 
4:00 
1:00 
7:00 
1:00 
3:00 
2:oo 
2:00 
4:00 
11:00 
Call Service LD/Toll 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Q.QO 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
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0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
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0.00 
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0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
* no 
.0 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
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Account Name: LOIS BANAtflEWICZ 
. Account No.: 1089-8595!?03 
VtiHTPOttwireless Bi l l Close Date: 09/06/02 
Monthly Act iv i ty De ta i l for 970/846-3574 
LOIS BAflASIEWICZ - Continued 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 
2olo Universal Svc Charge 4 29 
Total Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 14 90 
Sub-total of Monthly Activity for 970/846 3574 168 39 
& 
&J? 
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2west 
Visit us 24 hours a day at www qwest com 
TqMI t iTOPMe 
$221.56 
fctye Rate tojvNew Charges 
September 27,2002 
Summary 
Previous Balance 
Charges 
Adjustments 
Payment Thank you for your payment 
Balance Forward 
New Charges 
Qwest 
For questions call 1-800-244-1111 
AT&T 
For questions call 1-800-222-0300 
Totaf'New Charges 
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE 
268 71 
13 
268.71^ 
$.13 
139 29 
82 14 
$221.43 
$221.56 
(VTT 
en. 6 i 
Qwest, Denver, CO 80244-0001 
This bill is urotected by one or mora of the following U S Patents: 
Dea 385 298, 390,599, 5,845,942, and 5 951,052 
Bill Date: Sep 7, 
Account No 970-87 i iB 
^ 
<i c 
Pagel 
QWEST SERVICES 
T ITEMIZED MONTHLY SERVICE 
MONTHLY SERVICE - SEP 07 THRU OCT 06 
BASIC SERVICES ^ 
These services are necessary for you to use your telephone ^ , 
3 DISTANCE CHARGE 36 00 <r-
OPTIONAL SERVICES 
These services are provided at your request and are not required as part i 
of your baslo telephone service oJ\^ 
1 2-LINE CUSTOMCHOICE PACKAGE 39 95 
TWO RESIDENCE LINES AT $14 94 
INCLUDED 
1 ADDITIONAL LINE CUSTOMCHOICE 29 95 
ONE RESIDENCE LINE AT $14 94 
INCLUDED 
2 * SERVICE AND/OR EQUIPMENT 00 
V SERVICE ADDITIONS AND CHANGES 
1 COLORADO UNIVERSAL SERVICE SURCHARGE CREDIT 2 49S 
T TAXES, FEES & SURCHARGES 
The following charges are billed at the request of focal, state and Federal government and/or 
to support government programs For additional Information visit our website at www qwest com 
Federal Access Charges are not under the jurisdiction of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission 
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX 3 88 
STATE TAX 3 71 
COUNTY TAX 128 
FEDERAL ACCESS CHARGE 20 00 
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SERV FUND 1 68 
COLORADO UNIVERSAL SERVICE CHARGE 2 93 
COLORADO TELECOMMUNICATIONS RELAY SERVICE FUND 30 r # 
911 SURCHARGE 210 ^ 
FEDERAL CHARGE - SERVICE 1 29 
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABILITY 
COLORADO OFFSET - SERVICE 1 29<* 
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABILITY 
TOTAL QWEST SERVICES $139.29 
QWEST ADJUSTMENTS 
The charges or credits below are applied In the Summary on page 1 of your bill 
The following detail is for information only 
TAXES NOT PREVIOUSLY BILLED IN AUGUST 2002 13 
FOR YOUR INFORMATION 
You are responsible for the payment of all charges on your bill 
Failure to pay these charges may result in collection action as 
well as termination of the unpaid sen/Ice Your basic telephone 
service will not be disconnected for non-payment of charges for (1) Qwest Unregulated Services (or other itemized services) 
Identified by an * above, (2) services of other Qwest companies, 
or (3) services of other companies Included in your bill 
Qwest packages of features and the amounts In the Summary 
may include both basic and charges that ate not baslo 
* Qwest Unregulated Products & Services are not under 
the jurisdiction of your state commission 
If your problem with Qwest has not been resolved, please ask io speak to a 
manager at 1 800-244-1111 
* Qwest Unregulated Services (additional details In For Your Information) ^* 
continued on hack ^-
ATei 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No. 970-871 -6223-318R 
For bil l ing questions or to place an order, call 1-800-222-0300 
AT&T Messages 
Thank you for choosing AT&T. Are you moving? Taking your 
AT&T services along with you Is as easy as 1,2,3. Get your 
new phone number by contacting your new local company. 
Advise them you want AT&T Long Distance Seivlce in your new 
home. Call 1 BOO MOVE ATT, ext. 80595, to enioy continuous 
benefits of your AT&T calling plans and services In your new 
home. 
AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan 
Totals are for informational purposes only. Please refer 
to summary for actual charges. 
AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan Summary 
Page 2 
AT&T Summary of Charges For September 
DescrIpt ion 
AT&T Monthly Charges 
AT&T One Rate Calling Card Plan 
AT&T Savings Offer DPO 
AT&T Savings Offer DPO 
AT&T Itemized Long Distance Calls 
AT&T Other Charges and Credits 
Taxes And Surcharges 
e Ca11s 
2 
2 
3 154 
6 6 
6 1 
7 
7 
Mln 
0 
878 
11 
0 
Amount 
5.95 
.00 
59.82 
.88 
1.99 
10.20 
3.30 
161 689 
Total AT&T Summary of Charges For September $82.14 
AT&T Monthly Charges 
Monthly service fiom AUG 30, 2002 to SEP 29, 2002 
* Optlonal Services 
Descr ipt ion 
1. AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan 
AUG 30 thru SEP 29 
2. AT&T 0ns Rate 8 Weekends Plan 
Amount 
1.00 
4.95 
Total AT&T Monthly Charges $5.95 
T o t a l AT&T One Rate (R) C a l l i n g Card P lan $.00 
AT&T 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No: 970-871 -6223-318R 
For bill ing questions or to plaoe) an orde. J0-222-03C 
Page 3 
Type Rate 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan Calls 
Totals are for Informational purposes only. Please refer 
to summary for actual charges. 
Calls Eligible For Discount 
* Di rect Dialed CalIs 
Calls From 970-871-6223 
Domestic CalIs 
Date Time Plaoe And Number Called 
1. JUL 30 8'30A To DALLAS 
2. JUL 30 8:43A To ROME NY 315 336-0798 Dirct Day 
3. JUL 30 10:04A To HINSDALE 1L 630 645-0424 Dirct Day 
4. JUL 30 10:23A To SALT LK CT UT 801 521-5800 Dirct Day 
5. JUL 30 U:32A To BAKERSF1LD CA 661 663-3155 Dlrct Day 
6. JUL 30 11:35A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
7. JUL 30 2.32P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
8. JUL 30 2:33P To BAKERSFILD CA 661 663-3155 Diict Day 
9. JUL 30 3:11P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
10. JUL 31 8:48A To DALLAS ~ ^^ ' ~ ~ 
11. JUL 31 9:03A To DALLAS 
12. AUG 01 8.20A To DALLAS 
13. AUG 01 10.01A To PORTLAND 
14. AUG 01 10:25A To GREENSPONT TX 281 876-5590 Dire! Day 
15. AUG 01 10:26A To GREENSPONT TX 281 876-5566 Dlrct Day 
16. AUG 01 10:31A To HOUSTON TX 713 830-8615 Dirct Day 
17. AUG 01 10:45A To SALT LK CT UT 801 521-5800 Dlrct Day 
18. AUG 01 10.52A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
J
~ AUG 01 11:35A To DALLAS ~ - ~* ' ~ 
AUG 01 11:40A To HOUSTON 
AUG 02 8:41A To DALLAS 
AUG 02 10.59A To SAN DiEGO 
AUG 02 2:OOP To DALLAS 
9:06A To DALLAS 
9:17A To DALLAS 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Diict Day 
OR 503 813-5376 Dirct Day 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
AUG 05 
AUG 05 
AUG 05 
38. AUG 05 
39. AUG 05 
40. AUG 05 
41. AUG 05 
42. AUG 05 
AUG 05 
AUG 06 
AUG 06 
AUG 06 
AUG 06 
AUG 06 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50. AUG 07 
51. AUG 07 
52. AUG 07 
53. AUG 07 
54. AUG 08 
55. AUG 08 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 713 420-6861 Dlrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Diict Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dlrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct N/Wkd 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct N/YYkd 
2:49P To SALT LK CT UT 801 961-8700 Dlrct N/Wkd 
8:00A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
8:41A To WASHINGTON DC 202 635-1656 Dirct Day 
8:53A To INDIANAPLS IN 317 278-7419 Dirct Day 
8:56A To HINSDALE IL 630 645-0424 Dirct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
OR 503 813-5735 Dirct Day 
OR 503 813-5351 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
1:56P To SALT LK CT UT &0^ 521-5800 Dirct Day 
1.57P To SALT LK CT UT 801 521-5800 Dlrct Day. 
" 13P To PORTLAND OR 503 813-5351 Dirct Day 
19P To OMAHA NE 402 758-8757 Dirct Day 
42P To INDIANAPLS IN 317 278-7419 Dlrct Day 
59P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
53P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
54P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
19
20 
21 
22 
23 
24. AUG 03 
25. AUG 03 
AUG 03 
AUG 05 
AUG 05 
AUG 05 
AUG 05 
AUG 05 10:35A To SAN DIEGO 
AUG 05 10:38A To PORTLAND 
AUG 05 11:00A To PORTLANO 
AUG 05 11:03A To DALLAS 
55P To SAN DIEGO 
B:06A T O DALLAS 
9.19A To DALLAS 
9:21A To DALLAS 
9:30A To DALLAS 
9:58A To SAN DIEGO 
AUG 06 10I34A To SILVER SPG MD 301 537-1017 Dlrct Day 
1:06P To DALLAS 
1:09P To SAN DIEGO 
2:2BP To DALLAS 
7:29P To ROME 
8:05A To DALLAS 
9;14A To DALLAS 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
NY 315 336-6382 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
TX 2U 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
Mln 
13 
1 
4« 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
10 
a 19 
2 
1 
1 
* 
'6* 
2 
5 
1 
19 
5 
2
 V 11 * 
1 
&. 
1 
2 » 
2 
3 
1 
21 
2 
18 
1 
4 
1 
3 
1 
15 
1 
1 
1 
5 
2 
7 
2 
1 
10 
2 
2 
10 
19 
5 
1 
Amount 
.91 
.07 
.07 
.21 
.21 
.14 
,14 
.07 
.07 
.70 
.56 
1.33 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.42 
.14 
.35 
.07 
1.33 
.35 
.14 
.55 
-:05 
.15 
.07 
.14 
.14 
.21 
.07 
1.47 
.14 
1.26 
.07 
.28 
.07 
.21 
.07 
1.05 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.35 
.14 
.49 
.14 
.07 
.70 
.14 
.14 
.70 
1.33 
.35 
.07 
ContInued 
AT / Account NO: y AHJ/ I -«2ZJ-3 I BH For billing question* or to place an order, call 1-800-222-0300 
Page 4 
til 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
1fl. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
Date Time Place And Number Called Type Rate 
AUG 08 9:53A To DALLAS 
AUG 08 10:23A To WASHINGTON 
AUG 08 10:28A To INDIANAPLS 
AUG 08 10.29A To INDIANAPLS 
AUG 08 10:31A To WASHINGTON 
AUG 08 11:41A To WASHINGTON 
AUG 16 2:31P To DALLAS 
AUG 16 2:31P To SALT LK CT 
AUG 16 2:58P To .PORTLAND 
AUG 16 3t01P To DALLAS 
AUG 16 3:25P To PORTLAND 
AUG 16 5:42P To ROME 
AUG 16 6M2P To ROlClH 
AUG 19 8 M9A To DALLAS 
AUG 19 9:05A To HINSDALE 
AUG 19 9:12A To SAN DIEGO 
AUG 19 9:39A To NEW YORK 
AUG 19 10:35A To ROME 
AUG 19 2*44P To NEW YORK 
AUG 20 9 :16A To DALLAS 
AUG 20 10.46A To DALLAS 
AUG 20 3 :16P To OK CTY 
AUG 20 3:16P To DALLAS 
AUG 20 3:25P To DALLAS 
AUG 28 12:43P To INDIANAPLS 
AUG 28 12 :46P To OMAHA 
AUG 28 12 :53P To DALLAS 
AUG 29 11 :55A To DALLAS 
AUG 29 11 :59A To HOUSTON 
AUG 29 1:12P To CENTERVILE 
AUG 29 1 :13P To HINSDALE 
AUG 29 1 :20P To DALLAS 
AUG 29 1 :23P To DALLAS 
AUG' 29 2:12P To SAN DIEGO 
AUG 29 2 :23P, To ROME 
AUG 29 3 :37P To DALLAS 
AUG 29 3:59P To SAN DIEGO 
Total Domestic CalIs 
Total Calls From 970-871-6223 
Calls From 970-871-6234 C\M 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
Domest Ic CalIs 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
DC 202 371-7505 Dirct Day 
IN 317 278-7419 Dirct Day 
IN 317 278-7418 Dlrct Day 
DC 202 371-7505 Dlrct Day 
DC 202 371-5761 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
UT 801 521-5800 Diict Day 
OR 503 813-5380 Dlrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
OR 503 943-7347 Dlrct Day 
NY 3t5 336-6382 Dirct Day 
NY 315 336-6382 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
IL 630 645-0424 Dirct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
NY 212 904-2977 Dlrct Day 
NY 315 336-0798 Dirct Day 
NY 212 904-2977 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Diict Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
OK 405 947-5700 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
IN 317 278-7419 Dirct Day 
NE 402 758-8757 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
TX 713 830-8615 Dirct Day 
UT 801 295-6192 Dirct Day 
IL 630 645-0424 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Diict Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
NY 315 336-0798 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
540 Minutes 
540 Minutes 
Date Time Place And Number Called Type Rate 
JUL 30 8 51A To BRITTON 
JUL 30 2'38P To BAKERSFLD 
JUL 31 10 :14A To DALLAS 
AUG 05 6:08P To MSN VIEJO 
AUG QS 5.12P To DALLAS 
. AUG 06 8:07A To DALLAS 
. AUG 06 9.49A To SALT LAKE 
. AUG 06 9:51A To SALT LAKE 
. AUG 06 9 54A To SALT LAKE 
. AUG 06 10.03A To LA MESA 
. AUG 20 10.24A To MAYS LDG 
. AUG 20 11:23A To COMPTON 
Total DomestIc CalIs 
OK 405 879-3815 Dlrct Day 
CA 661 393-2702 Dirct Day 
TX 214 696*2422 Dirct Day 
CA 949 367-1689 Dirct Day 
TX 214 6S6-2422 Dlrct Day 
TX 214 696-2422 Dlrct Day 
UT 801 536-4099 Dirct Day 
UT 801 536-4099 Dirct Day 
UT 801 536-4099 Dirct Day 
CA 619 670-9454 Dlrct Day 
NJ 609 625-7086 Dlrct Day 
CA 310 635-9835 Dirct Day 
19 Minutes 
Total Calls From 970-871-6234 19 Minutes 
Calls From 970-871-9135 
DomestIc CalIs 
Date Time Place And Number Called Type Rate 
. JUL 30 12 05P To MANLIUS 
. JUL 30 12:21P To SYRACUSE 
NY 315 682-5350 Dlrct Day 
NY 315 374-2503 Dirot Day 
Min 
29 
6 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
27 
2 
2 
2 
12 
14 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
31 
16 
1 
2 
3 
5 
4 
28 
3 
30 
1 
6 
2 
2 
3 
21 
2 
3 
Min 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
Min 
13 
1 
Amoun t 
2.03 
.42 
.07 
.14 
.21 
.14 
.07 
1.89 
.14 
.14 
.14 
.84 
.98 
.07 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.07 
2.17 
1.05 
.07 
.14 
.21 
.35 
.28 
1.96 
.21 
2.10 
.07 
.42 
.14 
.14 
.21 
1.47 
.14 
.21 
37.50 
37.50 
Amount 
.07 
.14 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.35 
.07 
.14 
.07 
1.33 
1.33 
Amount 
.91 
.07 
4 
iAfeT 
Account No: 9/0-8/1 -6223-31 BH 
For billing questions or to place an on 100-222-03C 
Page 5 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
•4 C 
17*. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
Date Time Place And Number Called Type Rate 
JUL 30 
JUL 30 
JUL 30 
AUG 03 
AUG 06 
AUG 06 
AUG 07 
AUG 07 
AUG 07 
AUG 07 
AUG 07 
AUG 07 
AUG 07 
AUG 07 
AUG 07 
AUG 07 
AUG 07 
AUG 07 
AUG 08 
AUG 09 
AUG 11 
AUG 11 
AUG 11 
AUG 12 
AUG 15 
AUG 15 
AUG 15 
AUG 15 
AUG 16 
AUG 16 
AUG 16 
AUG 17 
AUG 17 
AUG 17 
AUG 17 
AUG 17 
AUG 18 
AUG 18 
AUG 18 
AUG 18 
AUG 18 
AUG 18 
AUG 28 
AUG 28 
. AUG 28 
. AUG 29 
. AUG 29 
. AUG 29 
12.22P To ONEIDA NY 315 366-3708 Dlrct Day 
5:24P To ROME NY 315 336-0798 Dirct Day 
8:59P To MANLiUS NY 315 682-5350 Dlrct Day 
8:22A To SILVER SPG MD 301 537-1017 Dirct N/Wkd 
11:19A To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 399-0460 Dlrct Day 
10:41P To SPOKANE WA 509 467-2623 Dirct Day 
1:39P To SYRACUSE NY 315 374-2509 Dirct Day 
1:40P To SYRACUSE NY 315 374-2503 Dirct Day 
1:40P To ONEIDA NY 315 366-3708 Dirct Day 
1:41P To ONEIDA NY 315 363-4481 Dlrct Day 
1:43P To ONEIDA NY 315 366-3708 Dirct Day 
1:47P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 Dlrct Day 
3.00P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 Diict Day 
4:31P To PORTLAND OR 503 943-7205 Dlrct Day 
4:33P To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dirct Day 
549P To ATLNTiC CY NJ 609 214-2201 Dirct Day 
5:56P To MANLIUS NY 315 682-5350 Dirct Day 
7:56P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Dirct Day 
9:33A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 Dlrct Day 
6:01P To MAYS LDG NJ 609 625-7171 Dirct Day 
3.11P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Dlrct N/Wkd 
3:12P To SILVER SPG MD 301 537-1010 Dlrct N/Wkd 
3 13P To SILVER SPG MD 301 537-1017 Dlrct N/Wkd 
5:23P To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dlrct Day 
9;18A To MAYS LNDG NJ 609 625-4537 Dirct Day 
5:15P To SPOKANE WA 509 951-3469 Dirct Day 
5:21P To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dlrct Day 
7:2BP To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dirct Day 
7:34A To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 399-0460 Dirct Day 
10:44A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 Dlrct Day 
4 3SP To ROME NY 315 336-0798 Diict Day 
7:29A To ELMER NJ 856 358-2055 Dirct N/Wkd 
8:24A To MANLIUS NY 315 682-5350 Dirct N/Wkd 
6'59P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Dirct N/Wkd 
7:05P To SILVER SPG MD 301 537-1017 Dirct N/Wkd 
7:37P To MANLIUS NY 315 682-5350 Dlrct N/Wkd 
10:15A To MAYS LDG NJ 609 625-7171 Dirct N/Wkd 
10:16A To OKLA CITY OK 405 205-6121 Dirct N/Wkd 
10:19A To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 399-0460 Dirct N/Wkd 
4:33P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Dirct N/Wkd 
6:50P To MANLIUS NY 315 682-5350 Dirct N/Wkd 
7:59P To SAN DIEGO CA 858 270-9368 Dlrct N/Wkd 
12.40P To PORTLAND OR 503 943-1597 Di tc t Day 
7:17P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
8:30P To PORTLAND OR 503 943-1597 Dlrct Day 
10:37A To OK CTY OK 405 235-0900 Dlrct Day 
11:28A To PORTLAND OR 503 943-1597 Dirct Day 
6:33P To MANLiUS NY 315 682-5350 Diict Day 
total Domestic Calls 319 Minutes 
Total Calls From 970-871-9135 319 Minutes 
Total Direct Dialed Calls 878 Minutes 
Total Call s Eligible For Discount 878 Minutes 
AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan Summary 
49 . Di lect Dialed Calis 
Min 
1 
15 
23 
26 
11 
3 
1 
9 
6 
13 
14 
8 
43 
1 
1 
7 
5 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
26 
1 
11 
1 
1 
20 
4 
3 
12 
Amount 
.07 
1.05 
1.61 
.05 
.07 
1.82 
.07 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.77 
.21 
.07 
.63 
.42 
.91 
.98 
.56 
3.01 
.05 
.05 
.35 
.35 
.07 
.35 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.05 
.40 
.10 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.20 
1.30 
.05 
.55 
.07 
.07 
1.40 
.2r 
.2 
.84 
20.99 
20.99 
59.82 
59.82 
59.82 
Total AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan 
Charges in the Amount Column are I n f o r m a t i o n a l . 
See Summary f o i Ac tua l Charges. 
(59 .82 
ContInued 
iATCT 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No: 970-871 -6223-318R 
For biiiing questions or to ptaoo an order, call 1-800-222-0300 
Page 6 
AT&T Looal Toll Servioe Plan 
Totals are for informational purpose* only. 
to summary for actual charges. 
Call* Eligible For Discount 
• Dlrect Dialed Calis 
Calls From 970-871-6223 
Domestlo Cal Is 
Date Time Place And Number Called 
1. AUG 05 9:01A To GOLDEN CO 303 568-
2. AUG 07 6:23P To VAIL CO 970 376-
Total DomestIc CalIs 
Total Calls From 970-871-6223 
Calls From 970-871-6234 
DomestIc CalIs 
Date Time * Place And Number Called 
3. AUG 18 11:48A To DENVER CO 303 377-
Total Domestic CalIs 
Total Calis From 970-871-6234 
Calls From 970-871-9135 
DomestIc Cal Is 
Date Time Place And Number Called 
4. AUG 01 7:41A To VAIL CO 970 376 
5. AUG 07 7:01P To VAIL CO 970 376-
6. AUG 29 10:45A To DENVER CO 303 863 
Total Domestic Calla 
Total Calls From 970-871-9135 
Total Direct Dialed Calls 
Total Calls Eligible For Discount 
AT&T Local Toll Service Plan Summary 
7. Dhect Dialed Cal Is 
Please refer 
Type Rate 
3237 Dlrct N/Wkd 
4043 Dlrct N/Wkd 
3 Minutes 
3 Minutes 
Type Rate 
8375 Dlrct N/Wkd 
1 Minutes 
1 Minutes 
Type Rate 
•4043 Dirct N/Wkd 
4043 Dlrct N/Wkd 
-1960 Dirct N/Wkd 
7 Minutes 
7 Minutes 
11 Minutes 
11 Minutes 
Min 
2 
1 
Min 
1 
Min 
2 
1 
4 
Amoun t 
.16 
.08 
.24 
.24 
Amount 
.08 
.08 
.08 
Amoun t 
.16 
.08 
.32 
.56 
.56 
.88 
.88 
Total Charges for AT&T Local Toll Service Plan $.86 
AT&T Itemized Long Distance Cat is 
• Dlrect Dialed Cat Is 
CalIs From 970-871-6223 
DomestIc Cal Is 
Date Time Place And Number Called 
B. AUG 03 2.48P To DIR ASST UT 801 555-1212 
Total Domestic CalIs 
Total Calls From 970-871-6223 
Total Direct Dialed Calls 
Type Rate 
Dirct 
0 Minutes 
0 Minutes 
0 Minutes 
Min 
0 
Amount 
1.99 
1.99 
1.99 
1.99 
Total AT&T Itemized Long Distance Calls $1.99 
— . LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
= ^ X Account No: 970-871 -6223-318R 
^.^5 AT&T ft" billing questions or to place an order, " " jQ-222-030l 
Page 7 
AT&T Other Charges and Credits 
Description / Amount 
1. Universal Connect ivi ty Charge ^y% (^  7.45 
For an explanation of this charge, please call i L >y *\ 
1 800 532-2021. ,N / 
2. In-slate connection fee C/U / 1.25 
For an explanation of this charge, I s), 0 / 
please call 1 800 333-5256. w ^ y 
3. Bill Statement Fee ) 1.50 
For an explanation of this charge, / 
please call 1 888 ATT-BILL. / 
Total AT&T Other Charges and Credits V $10.20 
Taxes And Surcharges 
Description
 A Amount 
4. Federal Tax @ 3% 2.35 
5. CO Tax Surcharge 0.82% .61 
6. CO Universal Service Chrg .06 
7. Other Taxes .28 
Total Taxes And Surcharges $3.30 
This portion of your bill is provided as a service to AT&T. There Is no 
connect ion between Qwest and AT&T. 
"\ 
9 , 
VGtiyOnwireiess 
Mtaammaamt 
Account Name: LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No.: 1089-8595203 
Bil l Close Date: 10/06/02 Page 1 
B i l l Summary 
Due Date Current Charges 
10/30/02 $253.70 
Amount Due 
$253.70 
Verizon Wireless offers a variety of flexible payment options. 
Call us to arrange the best payment option for you. 
Previous Balance 
Payments - Thank you. 
Balance Forward 
282.54 
282.54CR 
$0.00 
Current Charges 
Monthly Activity - 2 Service(s) 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 
Total Current Charges 
231.25 
22.45 
$253.70 
Total Amount Due • $253.70 
LOGIN TO VZSERVE(sm) AND SAVE ON ACCESSORIES! 
Login to VZServe before H/ll/02 and save 25" on accessories for your 
wireless phonet With VZServe Express Customer Service, you can check your 
balance, view and pay your bill, add or delete features, and more. It's 
fast, free and simple. Why wait? Access your account today at 
www.verizonwireless.com. 
NEW SERVICE FROM VERIZON WIRELESS COMING 11/15/02f 
Voice Browsing will soon be available by dialing #84 SEND. Get news, 
sports, weather, business, and horoscopes read to you over your wireless 
phone! Each call to #84 is $.50 plus airtime. Packages are available. 
•SB 
Account Name: 
\ ^^~ . Account No.: 
\ ^ VBf5Sflvwre/ess B i l l Close Date: 
Account Charges Summary 
Payments 
Data 
09/23/02 
Total 
Monthly A c t i v i t y 
Sumnary for 970/846-3573, LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
SINGLE RATE 600 
Service Charges ft Credits 
Airtime ft Usage Charges 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 
I S BANASIEWICZ 
1089-8595203 
10/06/02 
Amount 
282.54CR 
Payments 
75.52 
0.00 
7.33 
Page 3 
S282.54CR 
Sub-total for 970/846-3573 $82.85 
Monthly Activity 
Summary for 970/846-3574, LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
SINGLE RATE 1500 
Service Charges & Credits 150.52 
Airtime ft Usage Charges 0.00 
Service ft Long Distance/Toll Charges 5.21 
Taxes, Fees, ft Government Charges 15.12 
Sub-total for 970/846-3574 $170.85 
Total Monthly Activity Charges • $253.70 
5&70 
This page intentionally left blank 
01 
<7 £ 
Ifo*. */OfItv/re/ess 
Account Name: 
Account No.: 
3111 Close Date: 
LOIS BANASIEWIC. 
1080-8595203 
10/06/02 
Monthlv Activity Detail for 970/846-3573 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Service Charges & Credits 
Beginning 
SINGLE RATE 600 10/07/02 
CALL WAITING 
THREE WAY CALLING 
VOICE MAIL 
CALL FORWARDING 10/07/02 
CALLER ID 10/07/02 
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SVC * REGULATORY CHG 
Total Service Charges 
VOICE 
USAGE REVIEW 
Used 
Anytime Bundle 199.00 
Total Usage 199:00 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Ending 
11/06/02 
11/06/02 
11/06/02 
& Credits 
Date Per Time Origin Destination Number Fea Min:Sec 
09/01 W 06:33P CRAIG CO PORTLAND OR 503/943-1597 WC 
09/02 W 03M7P CRAIG CO ELMER NJ 856/368-2055 WC 
09/02 W 04:25P CRAIG CO STEAMBOAT CO 970/846-3673 WC 
09/02 W 04:25P CRAIG CO STEAMBOAT CO 970/846-3673 WC 
09/03 P 09:16A CRAIG CO STEAMBOAT CO 970/846-3573 WC 
09/07 W 01:27P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 
09/07 W 03:41P STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND OR 603/449-9088 
09/07 W 06:10P CRAIG CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 WC 
09/07 W 06M1P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3673 
09/09 P 05:37P PARK CITY UT VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3673 
09/09 P 05:38P PARK CITY UT VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3573 
09/10 P 09:39A PROVO UT INCOMING CL 970/846-2331 MM 
,09/10 P 11.46A SALT LAKE UT WASHINGTO DC 202/371-7505 
,' 09/10 P 05:24P SALT LAKE UT VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3573 
'09/10 P 05:24P SALT LAKE UT VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3573 
109/11 P 10:06A SALT LAKE UT INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 MM 
09/11 P 10:38A SALT LAKE UT WASHINGTO DC 202/371-7505 
(09/12 P 07:55A SALT LAKE UT LAS VEGAS NV 702/217-6545 
|09/12 P 07:56A SALT LAKE UT LAS VEGAS NV 702/217-6645 
J 09/12 P 07:56A SALT LAKE UT LAS VEGAS NV 702/217-6545 
,09/12 P 07:57A SALT LAKE UT LAS VEGAS NV 702/217-6646 
!09/12 P 07:58A SALT LAKE UT LAS VEGAS NV 702/214-6545 
109/12 P 08:01A SALT LAKE UT LAS VEGAS NV 702/217-6545 
09/12 P 08:02A SALT LAKE UT PORTLAND OR 503/943-1597 
109/13 P 08:23A STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3573 
109/14 W 06*.27P STEMBTSPG CO ELMER NJ 866/358-2055 
!09/14 W 06:33P STEMBTSPG CO SOMERS PT NJ 609/927-3898 
1:00 
14:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
2:00 
6:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
8:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
7:00 
2:00 
2:00 
2:00 
Rate 
0.00 
Call 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Total Charges 
75.00 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
0.00 
0.00 
0.52 
$75.52 
Charged 
C 
$c 
.00 
.00 
Service LD/Toll 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Page S 
Monthly Activity Detail for 970/846-3573 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Date Per Time Origin Destination Number Fea MintSec 
Call 
Charge 
Service 
Charge 
LD/Toll 
Charge 
09/16 P 
09/16 P 
09/17 P 
09/17 P 
09/19 P 
04:05P 
04:38P 
09:38A 
09:40A 
12:44P 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
CO ELMER NJ 
CO SALT LAKE UT 
CO WASHINGTO DC 
CO WASHINGTO DC 
CO VOICE MAI CL 
656/358-
801/521-
202/371-
202/371 
970/846-
2055 
5800 
7605 
7505 
3573 
2:00 
5:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Total Call Detail Charges 199:00 0.00 0.00 
Per: Legend for Time Periods 
P*Peak 0«0ff-Peak 
Fea: Legend for Call Features 
MM=Mobila-to-Mobile SP=Spanned Call 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 
Federal Excise Tax 
Sales Tax 
Colo Universal Svc Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
" 00 
09/19 P 12:45P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI 
09/19 P 02:36P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG 
09/19 P 07:22P STEMBTSPG CO BETHESDA 
09/19 P 07:57P STEMBTSPG CO MANLIUS 
09/19 0 07:57P STEMBTSPG CO MANLIUS 
09/20 P 04:26P STEMBTSPG CO OCEAN CIT 
09/20 P 06MSP STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING 
09/21 W 03:51P STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND 
09/21 W 03:53P STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND 
09/21 W 03:57P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING 
09/29 W 04M4P STEMBTSPG CO ELMER 
09/29 W 04:49P STEMBTSPG CO LA JOLLA 
10/01 P 09:55A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG 
10/04 P 08:31A STEMBTSPG CO RALEIGH 
10/04 P 06:03P STEMBTSPG CO OCEAN CIT 
10/04 P 06:13P STEMBTSPG CO OCEAN CIT 
10/05 W 06:35P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI 
10/05 W 07:46P STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND 
10/06 W 03:07P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI 
10/06 W 06:22P STEMBTSPG CO BETHESDA 
CL 970/846-3573 
CO 970/871-9136 
MD 301/941-8127 
NY 316/682-5350 SP 
NY 315/682-5350 SP 
NJ 609/399-0460 
CL 970/846-3573 
OR 503/449-9088 
OR 603/449-9088 
CL 970/846-3573 
NJ 856/358-2055 
CA 856/270-9368 
CO 970/871-9135 
NC 919/602-0360 
NJ 609/399-0460 
NJ 609/399-0460 
CL 970/846-3573 
OR 503/449-9088 
CL 970/846-3573 
MD 301/941-6127 
1:00 
4:00 
2:00 
2:07 
2:53 
2:00 
7:00 
2:00 
5:00 
1:00 
4:00 
51:00 
1:00 
1:00 
10:00 
21:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
00 
U.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
- 00 
W«Weekend 
WC«Wide Area Calling 
2.27 
2.95 
2.11 
Total Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 7.33 
Sub-total of Monthly Activity for 970/846-3673 62.66 
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lfo» m/Otlwireless 
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Monthly Activity Detail for 970/846-3574 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Service Charges & 
SINGLE RATE 1500 
CALL WAITING 
THREE WAY CALLING 
VOICE MAIL 
CALL FORWARDING 
CALLER ID 
Credits 
Beginning 
10/07/02 
10/07/02 
10/07/02 
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SVC & REGULATORY CHG 
VOICE 
USAGE REVIEW 
Anytime Bundle 
Total Usage 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Date Per Time Origin 
09/07 W 09:59A STEMBTSPG 
09/07 W 10:04A STEMBTSPG 
09/07 W 1T.27A STEMBTSPG 
09/07 W 12:33P STEMBTSPG 
09/07 W 12:39P STEMBTSPG 
09/07 W 05:45P STEMBTSPG 
09/08 W 12:12P STEMBTSPG 
09/08 W 12:15P STEMBTSPG 
09/08 W 12:21P STEMBTSPG 
09/08 W 12;24P STEMBTSPG 
09/08 W 12:50P STEMBTSPG 
09/09 P 08:27A STEMBTSPG 
,09/09 P 09:31A STEMBTSPG 
! 09/09 P 10:09A STEMBTSPG 
! 09/09 P 11:03A STEMBTSPG 
I 09/09 P 12M4P STEMBTSPG 
' 09/09 P 12:48P STEMBTSPG 
;09/09 P 12:S1P STEMBTSPG 
; 09/09 P 01 MOP HAYDEN 
»09/09 P 01:44P HAYDEN 
, 09/09 P 01:51P CRAIG 
!09/09 P 0l:55P CRAIG 
!09/09 P 01:57P CRAIG 
.09/09 P 01:58P CRAIG 
! 09/09 P 03-.13P VERNAL 
;09/09 P 03:20P VERNAL 
I 09/09 P 03:21P VERNAL 
ow 
Total Service Charges 
Used 
1184:00 
1184:00 
Ending 
11/06/02 
11/06/02 
11/06/02 
& Credits 
Destination Number Fea Min:Sec 
CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
CO MANLIUS NY 315/682-5350 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
CO SOMERS PT NJ 609/927-3898 
CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 
CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
CO 411C0NNEC CL 719/411-0000 
CO 411C0NNEC CL 719/411-0000 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
CO HOUSTON TX 713/420-6861 
CO INDIANAPL IN 317/278-7418 
CO INDIANAPL IN 317/278-7418 
CO TOLL FREE CL 800/228-2100 
CO DALLAS TX 214/341-4324 
CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
CO SALT LAKE UT 801/324-2636 
CO INDIANAPL IN 317/278-7418 
UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9136 WC 
UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-1330 WC 
5:00 
1:00 
2:00 
2:00 
16:00 
1:00 
3:00 
1:00 
4:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
2:00 
4:00 
2:00 
2:00 
3:00 
3:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1 :00 
2:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
Rate 
0.00 
Call 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Total Charges 
160.00 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
0.00 
0.00 
0.52 
$150.52 
Charged 
G .00 
$0.00 
Service LD/Toll 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.99 
0.99 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Page 7 
Monthly Activity Detail for 970/846-3874 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Call Service LD/Toll 
Date Per Time Origin Destination Number Fea Min:Sec Charge Charge Charge 
09/09 P 03:24P VERNAL UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/879-1330 WC 2l00 OTOO 0 0 OTOO 
09/09 P 03:26P VERNAL UT SALT LAKE UT 801/521-5800 WC 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/09 P 03:27P VERNAL UT SALT LAKE UT 801/521-6800 WC 2:00* 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/09 P 03:30P VERNAL UT SALT LAKE UT 801/521-5800 WC 9:00* 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/09 P 03:47P VERNAL UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/879-1330 WC 6:00 0.00 0.00 n.G0 
09/09 P 03:55P VERNAL UT SAN DIEGO CA 619/987-1111 WC 2:00 0.00 0.00 00 
09/09 P 03:68P VERNAL UT DALLAS TX 214/341-4324 WC 4:00 0.00 0.00 u.00 
09/09 P 04:02P VERNAL UT INCOMING UT 970/846-3574 WC 3:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/09 P 05*.40P PARK CITY UT MANLIUS NY 315/682-5360 6:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 08I46A PRQVO UT INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 08:49A PROVO UT GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P Q8'.52A PROVO UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 09:42A PROVO UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9136 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 10:47A PROVO UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 10:47A PROVO UT VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 10:54A PROVO UT GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 4:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 11:26A SALT LAKE UT GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 11:S1A SALT LAKE UT GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 1:00 0.00 0.00 6.00 
09/10 P 01:28P SALT LAKE UT HINSDALE IL 630/646-0424 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 01:58P SALT LAKE UT INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 03:58P SALT LAKE UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 04:09P SALT LAKE UT SALT LAKE UT 801/521-5800 1:0D 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 04:52P SALT LAKE UT HINSDALE IL 630/645-0424 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 05:16P SALT LAKE UT SALT LAKE UT 801/521-5800 4:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 05:21P SALT LAKE UT INCOMING CL 970/646-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 05:22P SALT LAKE UT PORTLAND OR 603/943-1597 18:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 06:25P SALT LAKE UT INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 3:00 0.00 0.00 ^.00 
09/10 P 06:27P SALT LAKE UT GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 2:00 0.00 0.00 00 
09/10 P 06:29P SALT LAKE UT VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 2:00 0.00 0.00 U.00 
09/10 P 06:31P SALT LAKE UT SALT LAKE UT 801/657-9892 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 P 07.-00P SALT LAKE UT GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 0 10M7P SALT LAKE UT VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 0 10:20P SALT LAKE UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/10 0 10:21P SALT LAKE UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/11 P 10:06A SALT LAKE UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3673 MM 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/11 P 10:20A SALT LAKE UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9136 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/11 P 10:21A SALT LAKE UT INDIANAPL IN 317/312-1775 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/11 P 10:21A SALT LAKE UT INDIANAPL IN 317/312-1775 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/11 P 10:39A SALT LAKE UT INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/11 P 12I43P SALT LAKE UT SALT LAKE UT 801/621-5800 1:00- 0.00 0.00 CLOO 
09/11 P 12:51P SALT LAKE UT VOICE MAI CL 870/846-3574 1:00 OTOO 0.00 0.00 
09/11 P 02:38P SALT LAKE UT VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3674 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/11 P 02:51P SALT LAKE UT INDIANAPL IN 317/312-1776 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/11 P 03:38P SALT LAKE UT INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/11 P 03:40P SALT LAKE UT STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9136 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
09/11 P 03:42P SALT LAKE UT HOUSTON TX 713/420-6861 2:00 0.00 0.00 0,00 
09/11 P 03:43P SALT LAKE UT GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Jglwireless 
Account Name: 
Account No.: 
Bil l Close Date: 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
1089-8595203 
10/06/02 
Monthly Act iv i ty De ta i l for 970/846-3574 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Date Per 
10/03 P 
10/03 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
Time Origin Destination Number Pea Min:Sec 
Call 
Charge 
04:57P 
06:01P 
12;50P 
01:37P 
01:42P 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
CO TOLL FREE CL 
CO TOLL FREE CL 
CO VOICE MAI CL 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 
CO DALLAS TX 
888/547 
888/211 
970/846 
970/871 
214/520-
8417 
4727 
3574 
9135 
8177 
3:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
14:00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Service 
Charge 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
10/A4 P 
10/J04 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
10/04 P 
02M6P 
02:18P 
02:21P 
03:01P 
03:03P 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 
CO PORTLAND OR 
CO INCOMING CL 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 
CO AMARILLO TX 
970/871-
503/448-
970/846-
970/871-
806/342-
9135 
90BB 
3574 
9135 
2160 
2:00 
2:00 
40:00 
2:00 
19:00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
03:21P 
04:28P 
04:36P 
04:51P 
04:55P 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
CO EXETER NH 
CO DALLAS TX 
CO DALLAS TX 
CO 411C0NNEC CL 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 
603/772-
214/520-
214/341-
719/411-
970/871 
7163 
8177 
4324 
0000 
9135 
67:00 
2:00 
13:00 
2:00 
3:00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
05:01P 
05:02P 
05:14P 
05 MOP 
05M7P 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
CO RALEIGH 
CO RALEIGH 
CO PORTLAND 
CO INCOMING 
CO PORTLAND 
NC 
NC 
OR 
CL 
OR 
919/602-
919/846-
503/449-
970/846-
503/943-
0360 
2649 
9088 
3574 
1597 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
12:00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
10/04 P 
10/05 W 
10/06 W 
10/05 W 
10/05 W 
10/06 W 
10/06 W 
06:32P 
08:27A 
02:26P 
03:35P 
07:25P 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
CO ROME NY 
CO ROME NY 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 
CO SALT LAKE UT 
CO ROME NY 
315/336 
315/338 
970/871 
801/521 
315/336 
0798 
-7146 
-9135 
•5800 
0798 
9:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
13:00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
LD/Toll 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
12M3P 
12:26P 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
CO ROME NY 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 
315/338-
970/871 
7146 
9135 
13:00 
1:00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.25 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Total Call Detail Charges 1184:00 0.00 5.21 0.00 
Per: Legend tor Time Periods 
P«Peak 
Fea: Legend for Call Features 
MM=Mobile-to-Mobile 
NM*Natl Mobile-to-Mobile 
0*Off-reaK 
SP«Spanned Call 
WC=Wide Area Calling 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 
Federal Excise Tax 
Sales Tax 
YMfveeKend 
4.66 
6.08 
Page 10 
Monthly Act iv i ty Deta i l fop 970/846-3574 \ 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ - Continued \ 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges i 
0 
Colo Universal Svc Charge 4.36* 
Total Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 15.12c 
I 
? 
Sub-total of Monthly Activity for 970/846-3574 170.85 
gwvaww» *vwvu a a o g o t rtuutUOOU 
)|ueTq U3T A11euoTq.ua4.uT a6ed STIJI 
6W 
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Qwe ight 
Visit us 24 hours a day atwww.qwest.com 
Total Amount DUD 
$251.03 
Due Date for New Charges 
October 26,2002 
• Previous Balance 
Charges 
Payment 
Balance, Forward 
Summary 
Thank you for your payment 
• New Charges 
Qwest 
For questions call 1-800-244-1111 
AT&T 
For questions call 1 -800-222-0300 
Total New Charges 
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE 
221.56 
221.56S 
$.00 
138.73 
112.30 
$251.03 
$251.03 
& 
\ ^ ^ 
Qwest, Denver, CO 80244-0001 
This bill is protected by on* ot more of the following U S. Patents: 
Des 3BS.29B. 390.599:5,845.942; and 5,951,052. 
LOI8 BANASIB1' 
Bill Data: i . Z 
Account No: I 123-31 BR 
P a g e l 
^ 
CiWEST SERVICES 
T fTEMIZED MONTHLY SERVICE 
MONTHLY SERVICE - OCT 07 THRU NOV 06 
BASIC SERVICES 
These services are necessary for you to use your telephone. V (JO 
3 DISTANCE CHARGE 36.00 7^' 
OPTIONAL SERVICES 
These services are provided at your request and are not required a* part 
of your basic telephone service. 
1 2-LINE CUSTOMCHOICE PACKAGE 39 95 
TWO RESIDENCE LINES AT $14.94 
INCLUDED 
1 ADDITIONAL LINE CUSTOMCHOICE 29 95 
ONE RESIDENCE LINE AT $14.94 
INCLUDED 
2 * SERVICE AND/OR EQUIPMENT .00 
• SERVICE ADDITIONS AND CHANGES / i ^ / 
1. COLORADO UNIVERSAL SERVICE SURCHARGE CREDIT 2.49S L 
• TAXES, FEES & SURCHARGES 
The following charges are billed at the request of local, state and Federal government and/or 
to support government programs. For additional information visit our website at www.qwest.com 
Federal Access Charges are not under the jurisdiction of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission. 
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX 3 86 v 
STATE TAX 3.70 
COUNTY TAX 127 
FEDERAL ACCESS CHARGE 20.00 
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SERV FUND- 1 68 
COLORADO UNIVERSAL SERVICE CHARGE 2.41 I - ?> 
COLORADO TELECOMMUNICATIONS RELAY SERVICE FUND .30 \ (^/ 
911 SURCHARGE 2.10 x 
FEDERAL CHARGE - SERVICE 1.29 
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABILITY 
COLORADO OFFSET - SERVICE 1 2! 
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABILITY 
TOTAL QWEST SERVICES $138.73 
FOR YOUR INFORMATION 
You are responsible for the payment of all charges on your bill. 
Failure to pay these charges may result in collection action as 
well as termination of the unpaid service. Your basic telephone 
sen/be will not be disconnected for non-payment of charges for: 
(1) Qwest Unregulated Services (or other itemized services) 
identified by an * above, (2) services of other Qwest companies, 
or (3) services of other companies included in your bill 
Qwest packages of features and the amounts in the Summary 
may include both basic and charges that are not basic. 
* Qwest Unregulated Products & Services are not under 
the jurisdiction of your state commission. 
If your problem with Qwest has not been resolved, please ask to speak to a 
manager at 1 -800-244-1111. 
4 
* i >vest Unregulated Services (additional details in For Your Information) 
rrmt ini iA#l A H VI o/»V \ ~ > 
SAT6.T For billing questions or to place an order, call 1-800-222-0?* 
AT&T Summary of Charges For October 
DesorIptIon 
AT&T Monthly Charges 
AT&T One Rate Calling Card Plan 
AT&T Savings Offer DPO 
AT&T Itemized Long Distance Calls 
AT&T Other Charges and Credits 
Taxes And Surcharges 
Page CalIs 
2 
186 
5 
191-1-461 
Page 2 
VJ^h 
Min 
0 
,160 
1 
S ^ 
L#*0* 
Amount 
5.95 
.00 
78..90 
9.95 
13.18 
4.32 
r<f*%,. & Total AT&T Summary of Charges For Octobe 
AT&T Messages 
Thank you for choosing AT&T. Are you moving? Taking your 
AT&T services along with you Is as easy as 1.2,3. Get your 
new phone number by contacting your new local company. 
Advise them you want AT&T Long Distance Service in your new 
home. Call 1 800 MOVE ATT, ext. 8059$, to enjoy continuous 
benefits of your AT&T calling plans and services In your new 
home. 
$112.30 
AT&T Monthly Charges 
Monthly service from SEP 30, 2002 to OCT 29, 2002 
* Optional Services 
OescrIptIon 
1. AT&T One Rate 
SEP 30 th 
2. AT&T One Ra 
fR) 
ru OCT 
te S 
Ca I I Ing Card Plan 
29 
Weekends Plan 
1.00 
4.95 
Total AT&T Monthly Charges $5.95 
AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan 
Totals are for informational purposes only. Please refer 
to summary for actual charges. 
AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan Summary 
Total AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan $.00 
| | A t s r 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No- 970-871 -6223-318R 
For biiling questions or to place >all 1-800-222-03 
Page3 
A'ltT One Rate ® Weekends Plan Calls 
T\A*l* *** *** lM*im*\\wn*\ puiposes only. Please r*t*r 
t( summary for actua) charges. 
Cilis ElIglble For Discount 
• rjii rect Dialed Cal Is 
Calis From 970-871-6223 
Domestic Cat Is 
Date Time Place And Number Call 
1. AUG 30 8.19A To WASHINGTON DC 202 
S. AUG 30 9:13A To DALLAS TX 214 
2. AUG 30 9:56A To HOUSTON TX 713 
4. AUG 30 10:14A To PORTLAND OR 503 
5. AUG 30 10:16A To SALT LK CT UT 801 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38, 
39, 
40, 
41, 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
AUG 30 
AUG 30 
S£P 03 
SEP 03 
SEP 03 
SEP 03 
SEP 03 
SEP 03 
SEP 03 
S£P 03 
SEP 04 
see os 
SEP 05 
S£P 05 
SEP 05 
SEP 05 
SEP 05 
SEP 05 
SEP 05 
SEP 06 
SEP 06 
SEP 06 
SEP 06 
SEP 06 
SEP 06 
SEP 06 
TX 214 
TX 214 
AUG 30 10:24A To DALLAS 
AUG 30 10.32A To DALLAS 
AUG 30 11.02A To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
AUG 30 12:39P To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
AUG 30 1:05P To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
1 :09P To DALLAS TX 214 
1:10P To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
8:33A To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
8:47A To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
S£P 03 11:25A To EXETER NH 603 
S£P 03 1:05P To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
~ 1:14P To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
1:15P To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
1:16P To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
1:16P To SALT LK CT UT 801 
1:31P To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
1:32P To INDIANAPLS IN 317 
9:57A To WASHINGTON DC 202 
S£P 04 10:18A To RALEIGH NC 919 
S£P 04 10:19A To DURHAM NC 919 
SEP 04 10:46A To GRANDPRARI TX 214 
S£P 04 11:08A To SALT LAKE UT 801 
S£P 04 12:27P To OK CTY 
SEP 05 8:14A To DALLAS 
" "" S .OSA To SM.7 LAKE 
9:10A To DALLAS 
9M1A To SALT LAKE 
9:15A To NEW YORK 
9:32A To DALLAS 
9:55A To CENTERVILE UT 801 
SEP 05 10:17A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 
SEP 05 10:36A To DALLAS TX 214 
3.26P To DALLAS TX 214 
3 56P To SALT LK CT UT 801 
8.59A To DALLAS TX 214 
S£P 06 12.20P To HINSDALE IL 630 
SEP 06 1.37P To DALLAS TX 214 
"" "" 1 :47P To SALT LAKE 
2:18P To DALLAS 
2:50P To DALLAS 
3:30P To DALLAS 
3:49P To DALLAS 
4:48P To DALLAS 
SEP 13 12:19P To SAN DIEGO 
SEP 13 12-:29P To SAN DIEGO 
.SEP 13 12:29P To DALLAS 
.3EP 14 9:08A To DALLAS 
!5£P 14 10:14A To DALLAS 
:$£P 16 8:59A To DALLAS 
:3£P 16 9:05A To NEW YORK 
OK 405 
TX 214 
UT B01 
TX 214 
UT 801 
NY 212 
TX 214 
UT 801 
TX 214 
TX 214 
TX 214 
TX 214 
TX 214 
CA 619 
CA 619 
TX 214 
TX 214 
TX 214 
TX 214 
NY 212 
ed 
371-7505 
520-8177 
420-6861 
813-5735 
521-5800 
520-8177 
520-8177 
278-7418 
278-7418 
278-7418 
520-8177 
278-7418 
278-7418 
278-7419 
772-7153 
278-7418 
278-7419 
278-7418 
274-3539 
521-5800 
278-7419 
278-7418 
452-7084 
855-3804 
949-7749 
675-4722 
220-4807 
841-9525 
520-8177 
324-2941 
520-8177 
324-2635 
259-6178 
520-8177 
295-6192 
987-1111 
520-8177 
520-8177 
521-5800 
520-8177 
645-0424 
520-8177 
220-4807 
520-8177 
520-8177 
520-8177 
520-8177 
520-8177 
987-1111 
987-1111 
520-8177 
520-8177 
520-8177 
520-8177 
259-6178 
Type 
Di ret 
Dl ret 
Di ret 
Dl ret 
Di ret 
Di ret 
D i r c i 
Di ret 
Di ret 
Di ret 
Dirct 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Dl ret 
Di ret 
Di ret 
Dirct 
Dl ret 
Di ret 
Dlrct 
Dl ret 
Dirct 
Diict 
Di ret 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Dl ret 
Di ret 
Di ret 
Di ret 
Dl ret 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Di ret 
Dl ret 
Dlrct 
Di ret 
Di.ci 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dl ret 
Di ret 
Dl ret 
Di ret 
Di ret 
Di ret 
Di ret 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Di ict 
Rate 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day-
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Oay 
Day-
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Dayt 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day-
Day 
Day 
Day 
Dayi 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
Day 
Oay 
Mln 
41 
43 
1 
2 
3 
8 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
6 
3 
3 
16 
5 
1 
2 
18 
23 
5 
2 
1 
19 
1 
9 
2 
9 
2 
5 
1 
1 
1 
7 
9 
1 
2 
2 
1 
5 
6 
Amount 
2.87 
3.01 
.07 
.14 
.21 
.56 
. 0 / 
.07 
.14 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.07 
,07 
.14 
• .14 
.07 
- .28 
.07 
.07 
.42 
.21 
.21 
1.12 
.35 
.07 
.14 
1.26 
1.61 
.35 
1 . J J 
-07 
.63 
.14 
.63 
.14 
.35 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.49 
.63 
.07 
.14 
.10 
.05 
.35 
.42 
Cont inued 
iAT&T 
Account No 970-871 -6223-31 BR 
For billing questions or to place an order, call 1-800-222*0300 
Page 4 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53 
54. 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
Data 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
SEP 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
18 
18 
18 
.19 
19 
19 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
21 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
Time Place And Number Called Type Rate 
9.33A To (DALLAS 
10:33A To SALT LK CT 
10:37A To SALT LK CT 
10 47A To HINSDALE 
10 51A To DALLAS 
12.29P To DALLAS 
12.32P To PHOENIX 
1 :37P To DALLAS 
1 :41P To SALT LAKE 
2:08P To SALT LAKE 
2:20P To SALT LAKE 
2.29P To SALT LAKE 
2:42P To DALLAS 
2.57P To ST GEORGE 
3.01P To SALT LK CT 
3 :05P To ST GEORGE 
3:10P To ST GEORGE 
3 13P To DALLAS 
3 :39P To SAN DIEGO 
3:50P To SALT LK CT 
4 :27P To NEPHI 
4 :29P To PROVO 
4 :32P To DELTA 
4:35P To SALT LK CT 
4:56P To DALLAS 
8:30A To DALLAS 
8:57A To WASHINGTON 
9:51A To HOUSTON 
10:03A To CHICAGO 
10:04A To DALLAS 
10:05A To HOUSTON 
10:16A To DALLAS 
11:16A To HOUSTON 
3:08P To SALT LAKE 
4.21P To SALT LK CT 
9:53A To SALT LK CT 
9:56A To HOUSTON 
10;26A To HOUSTON 
9:08A To DALLAS 
9:47A To EXETER 
9:56A To DALLAS 
10:08A To HINSDALE 
10.37A To DALLAS 
10:44A To CHICAGO 
10.45A To HINSDALE 
11:09A To OMAHA 
11 ;14A To DALLAS 
11 :16A To DALLAS 
11 :19A To SALT LAKE 
12 :41P To DALLAS 
12:47P To OMAHA 
4:36P To RALEIGH 
12.23P To RALEIGH 
8 :50A To DALLAS 
9.03A To HINSDALE 
9.05A To HOUSTON 
9 :08A To DALLAS 
10:08A To HOUSTON 
TX 214 62Q-&177 OV*c\ Day 
UT 801 521-5800 Di ret Day 
UT 801 521-5800 Di ret Day 
IL 630 645-0424 Di ret Day 
TX 214 520-8177 DIrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Diict Day 
AZ 602 763-7935 DIrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 DIrct Oay 
UT 801 536-4232 Di ret Day 
UT 801 636-4232 DIrct Day 
UT 801 536-4232 Di ret Day 
UT 801 536-4232 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day . 
UT 435 674-4201 DIrct Day 
UT 801 521-5800 Dirct Day 
UT 435 628-7057 Di ret Day 
UT 435 634-5800 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
UT 801 521-5800 Dirct Day 
UT 435 623-1472 Dirct Day 
UT 801 369-4456 Dirct Day 
UT 435 864-2748 Dirct Day 
UT 801 521-5800 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
DC 202 452-7055 Dirct Day 
TX 713 420-6861 Dirct Day 
IL 312 224-1410 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 713 420-6861 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 713 830-8615 Dirct Day 
UT 801 324-2635 Dirct Day 
UT 801 521-5800 Dirct Day 
UT 801 521-5800 Dirct Day 
TX 713 830-8615 Dirct Day 
TX 713 420-6861 QifcU Oay 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
NH 603 772-7153 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
IL 630 645-0424 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
IL 312 224-1410 Di ret Day 
IL 630 645-0424 Dirct Day 
NE 402 758-8757 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
UT 801 220-4807 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
NE 402 758-8757 Dirct Day 
NC 919 602-0360 Dirct Day 
NC 919 846-2649 Oirct N/Wkd 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
IL 630 645-0424 Di ret Day 
TX 713 420-6861 Di ret Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 713 420-2148 Dirct Day 
10:19A To SALT LK CT UT 801 521-5800 DIrct Day 
1 :55P To EXETER 
2:06P To DALLAS 
2:43P To HOUSTON 
3:20P To DALLAS 
3:42P To DALLAS 
3'4BP To DALLAS 
NH 603 772-7153 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day • 
TX 713 830-8615 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Oirct Day 
Min 
41 
3 
3, 
4 
10 
2 
13 
4 
2 
1 
6 
1 
6 
1 
3 
1 
3 
8 
1 
2-
2 
3 
4 
2, 
3 
16 
2 
9 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3* 
12 
2 
39 
3 
3 
29 
5 
2 
2 
5 
2 
1 
2' 
7 
1 
20 
2 
13 
2 
2 
17 
9 
3^  
9 
25 
1 
13 
4 
24 
Amount 
2.87 
.21 
.21 
.28 
.70 
.14 
.91 
.28 
.14 
.07 
.42 
.07 
.42 
.07 
.21 
.07 
.21 
.56 
.07 
.14 
.14 
.21 
.28 
.14 
.21 
1.12 
.14 
.63 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.21 ' 
.84 
, U 
2.73 
.21 
.21 
2.03 
.35 
.14 
.14 
.35 
.14 
.07 
.14 
.49 
.07 
1.40 
.10 
.91 
.14 
.14 
1.19 
.63 
.21 
.63 
1.75 
.07 
.91 
.28 
1.68 
yi 
hasr 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No: 970-871 -6223-318R 
For billing questions or to place an ord 
Data Time Place And Number Called Type Rate Ulci 
1. SE* 23 4:12P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Diict Day 1 
2. SE 3 23 4:22P To SACRAMENTO CA 916 631-3200 Diict Day 16 
3. SE 3 23 4.38P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Oiict Day 11 
4. SE 3 23 5:35P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Diict Day 3 
5. SE3 24 9 24A To EXETER NH 603 772-7153 Diict Day 2 
6. SE 1 24 927A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 12 
7. SE3 24 1011A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Duct Day 2 
8. SE 3 24 10.13A To HOUSTON TX 713 420-6861 Duct Day 2 
9. SEP 24 12:54P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Diict Day 1 
10. SEP 24 5:11P To SILVER SPG MD 301 537-1017 Duct Day 1 
11. SEP 25 7:56A To HOUSTON TX 713 420-6861 Dirct Day 2 
12. SEP 25 8:03A To HOUSTON TX 713 420-6861 Dirct Day 1 
13. SEP 25 8:05A To HOUSTON TX 713 420-6861 Diict Day 10 
14. SEP 25 8:26A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 14 
15. SEP 25 12:14P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-5961 Olict Day 3 
16. SEP 25 12.22P To PORTLAND OR 503 813-5351 Duel Day 2 
17. SEI* 26 12:24P To HOUSTON TX 713 830-8615 Dirct Day 1 
18. SEP 25 12:26P To NEW YORK NY 212 259-6178 Diict Day 4 
19. SEP 25 12:39P To SALT LK CT UT 801 521-5800 Duct Day 3-
20. SEP 25 12:4 IP To SALT LK CT UT 801 521-5800 Diict Day 2-
21. SEP 26 7:59A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Diict Day 3 
22. SEP 26 9:36A To HOUSTON TX 713 420-6861 Dirct Oay 1 
23. SEP 26 10:00A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 2 
24. SEP 27 4:22P To SALT LAKE UT 801 536-4232 Diict Day 1 
25. SEP 27 4:23P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 1 
26. SEP 27 4:28P To SALT LK CT UT 801 521-5800 Dirct Day 3 
Total Domestic Calls 827 Minutes 
Tata Calls From 970-871-6223 827 Minutes 
Calh. From 970-B71-6234 
Domestic CalIs 
Da'(i Time Place And Number Called Type Rate Min 
.... _ . ~ ._ TX 214 696-2422 Diict Day 1 
TX 214 696-2422 Dirct Day 9 
TX 214 696-2422 Dirct Day 1 
OK 405 879-3815 Dirct Day 1 
TX 214 696-2422 Dirct Day 3 
TX 214 696-2411 Dirct Day 1 
TX 214 696-2422 Dirct Day 1 
TX 214 696-2422 Diict Day 4 
TX 214 696-2422 Dirct N/Wkd 2 
TX 214 696-2422 Dirct Day 3 
CA 661 324-1185 Dlret Day 1 
TX 214 696-2422 Diict Day 1 
TX 214 696-2422 Dirct N/Wkd 1 
Total Domestic Calls 29 Minutes 
Total Calls From 970-871-6234 29 Minutes 
Calla From 970-871-9135 
Domest ic CalIs 
Dale Time Place And Number Called Type Rate Min 
40. SEP 01 8.46P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct N/Wkd 21 
41. SEP 02 2:51P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 1 
42. SEP 02 3:01P To PORTLAND OR 503 943-1597 DIrct Day 1 
43. SEP 02 6:04P To PORTLAND OR 503 943-1597 Dirct Day 14 
44. SEP 03 7:58P To PORTLAND OR 503 943-1597 Oirct Day 2 
45. SEP 03 8.01P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Dirct Day 13 
46. SEP 04 6:19P To PORTLAND OR 503 943-1597 Duct Day 11 
47. SEP 05 10:43A To PORTLAND OR 503 943-1597 Dirct Day 2 
48. SEP 05 3:14P To PORTLAND OR 503 943-1597 Dirct Day 10 
49. SEP 06 4:35P To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 399-0460 Dirct Day 29 
50. SEP 36 8:13P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Dirct Day 37 
51. SEP 38 7:39P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Diict N/Wkd 33 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
AU(, 
AU( 
AUC 
SEF 
SEV 
SEF 
SEf 
SEF 
SEF 
SEF 
SEF 
SEF 
SEF 
30 
30 
30 
05 
06 
oa 06 
06 
14 
17 
18 
24 
29 
10: 
10: 
1 : 
2: 
2 
2 
2 
2 
12 
8 
11 
9 
3 
12A To DALLAS 
14A To DALLAS 
14P To DALLAS 
41P To BRITTON 
.17? To DALLAS 
:21P To DALLAS 
:22P To DALLAS 
:22P To DALLAS 
:04P To DALLAS 
:48A To DALLAS 
:54A To BAKERSFLD 
:41A To DALLAS 
:51P To DALLAS 
Con t 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No 970-871 -6223-31 BR 
For billing questions or to place an order, call 1-800-222-030 
Page 6 
1. 
2. 
3 
4. 
5. 
6 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Date Time Place And Number 
SEP 08 8 57P To PORTLAND 
SEP 15 11 18A To SILVER SPG 
SEP 15 11 32A To SILVER SPG 
SEP 15 9 22P To PORTLAND 
SEP 17 9 41A To WASHINGTON 
SEP 19 3 21P To PORTLAND 
SEP 19 3 21P To PORTLAND 
SEP 21 8 38A To OCEAN CITY 
SEP 23 1 42P To PORTLAND 
SEP 2,3 1 43P To PORTLAND 
SEP 23 2 53P To PORTLAND 
SEP 25 12 58P To PORTLAND 
SEP 26 7 30P To SILVER SPG 
SEP 27 1 25P To WASHINGTON 
SEP 27 1 48P To OCEAN CITY 
Total Domestic CalIs 
Toiai calls From 970-871-9135 
Total Direct Dialed Calls 
Tot 
OR 
MD 
MD 
OR 
DC 
OR 
OR 
NJ 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
MD 
DC 
NJ 
al Calls Eligible For Discount 
AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan 
16 Di rect Dialed CaI Is 
Called 
503 
301 
301 
503 
202 
503 
503 
609 
503 
503 
503 
503 
301 
202 
609 
449-9088 
537-1017 
537-1017 
943-1597 
371-7505 
449-9088 
943-1597 
399-0460 
449-9088 
943-1597 
943-1597 
943-1597 
537-1017 
371-7505 
399-0460 
Summary 
Type Rate 
Dlret N/Wkd 
Dirct N/Wkd 
Dlrct N/Wkd 
Dirct N/Wkd 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
Dirct Day 
Dirct N/Wkd 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
304 Minutes 
304 Minutes 
1,160 Minutes 
1,160 Minutes 
Min 
1 
4 
3 
17 
31 
1 
10 
28 
1 
1 
13 
1 
1 
2 
16 
Amount 
.05 
.20 
.15 
.85 
2.17 
.07 
.70 
1.40 
.07 
.07 
.91 
.07 
.07 
.14 
1.12 
19.14 
19.14 
78.90 
78.90 
78.90 
Total AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan 
Charges in the Amount Column ate Informational. 
See Summary fot Actual Chaiges. 
$76.90 
AT&T Itemized Long Distance Calls 
• Di rect Dialed CalIs 
Calis From 970-871-6223 
Domest ic CalIs 
Date Time Place And Number Called 
17 SEP 05 10 35A To DIR ASST 
18 SEP 16 2 56P To DIR ASST 
19. SEP 16 2 58P To DIR ASST 
20. SEP 16 3 04P To DIR ASST 
21. SEP 16 3 08P To DIR ASST 
Total Domestic Calls 
Total Calls From 970-B71-6223 
Total Direct Dialed Calls 
Type Rate 
OK 405 555-1212 Dirct 
UT 801 555-1212 Dirct 
UT 435 555-1212 Diict 
UT 801 555-1212 Dirct 
UT 435 555-1212 Dirct 
1 Minutes 
1 Minutes 
1 Minutes 
Min 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Amount 
1.99 
1.99 
1 99 
1.99 
1.99 
9.95 
9.95 
9.95 
Total AT&T Itemized Long Distance Calls $9.95 
AT&T Other Charges and Credits 
DescrIption 
22. Universal Connectivity Charge 
Fot an explanation of this charge, please call 
1 800 532-2021 
23 In-state connection fee 
Fot an explanation of this chaige, 
g lease call 1 800 333-5256. i I I Statement Fee 
Amount 
10.43 
1 25 
1.50 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
I. Account No 970-871 -6223-318R 
11 A T & T For billing questions or to place an« i 1-800-222-0300 
Page 7 
For an explanation of this charge, 
please call 1 B88 ATT-BILL. 
Total AT&T Other Charges and Credits $13.16 
Taxett And Surcharges 
Description Amount 
1. Federal Tax 8 3* 3.22 
2. CO Tax Surcharge 0.82% .86 
3. CO Universal Service Chrg .04 
4. Other Taxes .20 
Tcta Taxes And Surcnarges $4.3f 
This portion of your bill is provided as a service to AT&T. There Is no 
conmct ion between Qwest and AT&T. 
45 i ^ -\V 
vWiTOriwimless 
mmmmm&c 
Account Masse: LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No.: 1089-8595203 
Bill Close Date: 11/06/02 Page 1 
B i l l Summary 
Que Date Current Charges Amount Due 
11/30/02 $252.10 $252.10 
Verizon Wireless offers a variety of flexible payment options. 
Call us to arrange the best payment option for you. 
Previous Balance 
Payments - Thank you. 
Balance Forward 
Current Charges 
Monthly Activity - 2 Service(s) 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 
Total Current Charges 
253.70 
253.70CR 
229.79 
22.31 
$0.00 
$252.10 
Total Amount Due • $252.10 
SAFETY COMES FIRST WHEN YOU'RE ON THE ROAD 
Voice-Activated Dialing lets you make a call with the sound of your voice 
so you can keep your eyes on the road. And, with Voice Browsing, you can 
get information like news, sports scores and more read aloud to you. Each 
service is available for a low monthly fee plus airtime. Visit 
verizonwireless.com for details. 
NEW VERIZON WIRELESS HOPELINE(am) 
If you or someone you know is in a violent relationship, contact the 
National Domestic Violence Hotline by dialing #HOPE from your Verizon 
Wireless phone or dial 1-8QQ-799-SAFE. Turn your old phone into a HopeLine; 
visit verizonwireless.com/HopeLine for details. 
Account Name: ' S BANASIEWICZ 
Account No.: 1u69-8595203 
wireless Bill Close Date: 11/06/02 Page 3 
Account Charges Summary 
Payments 
Date Amount 
10/28/02 253.70CR 
Total Payments $253.70CR 
Monthly A c t i v i t y 
Summary for 970/846-3573, LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
SINGLE RATE 600 
Service Charges 4 Credits 75.52 
Airtime & Usage Charges 0.00 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 7.33 
Sub-total for 970/846-3573 $82.85 
Monthly A c t i v i t y 
Summary for 970/846-3574, LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
SINGLE RATE 1500 
Service Chsrsss i Credits 1?0:?5 
Airtime & Usage Charges 0.00 
Service & Long Distance/Toll Charges 3.75 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 14.98 
Sub-total for 970/846-3574 $169.25 
Total Monthly Activity Charges • $252.10 
•S5& 
\3§>& 
This page intentionally left blank 
\ ^ wireless 
Account Name: 
Account No.: 
Bil l Close Date: 
LOIS BANASIEW 
1089-8595203 
11/06/02 
Monthly Ac t iv i t y D e t a i l fop 970/846-3573 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Service Cha 
SINGLE RATE 600 
CALL WAITING 
rges & 
THREE WAY CALLING 
VOICE MAIL 
CALL FORWARDING 
CALLER ID 
Credits 
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SVC * REGULATORY CHG 
VOICE 
USAGE REVIEW 
Anytime Bundle 
Total Usage 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Date Per Time 
03/21 W 03:57P 
09/21 W 03:57P 
09/29 W 02:21P 
10/05 W 06:36P 
10/07 P 10:06A 
Origin 
CRAIG 
CRAIG 
CRAIG 
CRAIG 
STEMBTSPG 
Beginning 
11/07/02 
11/07/02 
11/07/02 
Total Service Charges 
Destination 
CO PORTLAND OR 
CO PORTLAND OR 
CO BETHESDA MO 
CO ELMER NJ 
CO ROME NY 
Used 
549:00 
649:00 
Ending 
12/06/02 
12/06/02 
12/06/02 
& Credits 
Number Fea Min:Sec 
603/449-9088 WC 
503/449-9088 WC 
301/941-8127 WC 
856/368-2055 WC 
315/338-7146 
10/09 P 11:43A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3574 MM 
10/09 P 12;60P 
10/09 P 12:S7P 
10/09 P 12:59P 
10/09 P 01:00P 
10/09 P Q1:03P 
10/12 W Q4-.34P 
10/12 W 05:12P 
10/13 W 06:67P 
10/13 W 06:57P 
10/13 W 07:07P 
10/14 P 12:29P 
• 10/14 P 04-.32P 
j 10/14 P 05:24P 
| 10/14 P 06:29P 
, 10/14 P 06:53P 
! 10/15 P 03:31P 
! 10/16 P 04:30P 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
CRAIG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
DILLON 
DILLON 
KREMMLING 
KREMMLING 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
STEMBTSPG 
* 10/16 P 1 H 5 9 A STEMBTSPG 
,
k
 10/16 P 01IS8P 
I 10/16 P 02:01P 
! 10/16 P 0 2 M 7 P 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 
CO PORTLAND OR 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 
CO INCOMING CL 
CO PORTLAND OR 
CO ALBUOURQU NM 
CO VOICE MAI CL 
CO MANLIUS NY 
CO VOICE MAI CL 
CO MANLIUS NY 
CO INCOMING CL 
970/846-3574 MM 
503/449-9088 
970/871-6223 
970/846-3573 
503/943-1597 
£05 ,'250-01 Go tm 
970/846-3573 
316/682-5350 WC 
970/646-3573 
316/682-5350 
970/846-3574 MM 
CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 
CO INCOMING CL 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 
970/846-3573 
970/846-3574 MM 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
CO INCOMING CL 
CO INCOMING CL 
970/846-3574 MM 
970/846-3673 
CO OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 
STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3574 MM 
STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 
STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 
970/846-3573 
970/871-9135 
1:00 
2:00 
3:00 
1:00 
6:00 
4:00 
6:00 
2:00 
3:00 
3:00 
13:00 
1:00 
1:00 
6:00 
1:00 
2:00 
9:00 
2:00 
4:00 
1:00 
5:00 
4:00 
1:00 
7:00 
1:00 
1:00 
3:00 
Rate 
0.00 
Call 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Total Charges 
76.00 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
0.00 
0.00 
0.52 
$76.52 
Charged 
3.00 
$0.00 
Service 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
LD/Toll 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
O.OQ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Monthly Activity Detail for 970/846-3573 
LOIS BAflASIEWIGZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Date 1fl r 
10/17 P 
10/17 P 
10/18 P 
10/18 P 
10/18 P 
10/18 P 
10/19 W 
10/19 VI 
10/20 A 
10/20 » 
10/20 IN 
10/24 P 
10/24 P 
10/24 P 
10/25 P 
10/25 P 
10/27 H 
10/27 H 
10/27 H 
10/30 P 
10/30 P 
10/30 > 
10/30 » 
10/30 » 
10/30 » 
10/30 > 
10/30 » 
10/30 ) 
10/30 ) 
10/30 ) 
10/31 J 
10/31 > 
10/31 > 
10/31 • 
10/31 i» 
10/31 1' 
10/31 I 
10/31 1 
10/31 1 
10/31 i 
10/31 i 
10/31 1 
10/31 I 
10/31 ( 
10/31 I 
10/31 1 
10/31 1 
' Time Origin Destination Number Fea Min:Sec 
0 9 M 4 A STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3573 
11;17A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3574 MM 
11:03A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3674 MM 
11-.23A STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3573 
12:56P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-Si35 
03:25P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 
06 2 44P CRAIG CO ROME NY 316/336-0798 WC 
0 5 M 4 P STEMBTSPG CO ROME NY 315/338-7146 
05:58P STEMBTSPG CO MANLIUS NY 315/682-5350 
06:13P STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 
0 6 M 3 P CRAIG CO PORTLAND OR 503/943-1597 WC 
0 1 M 2 P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/646-3574 MM 
02:06P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3574 MM 
0 2 M 0 P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3574 MM 
02231P STEMBTSPG CO ELMER NJ 856/358-2065 
06:29P STEMBTSPG CO ROME NY 315/336-0798 
1 U 5 5 A STEMBTSPG CO OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 
11:56A CRAIG CO ELMER NJ 886/358-2055 WC 
02:68P STEMBTSPG CO SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 
06:01P ALEXANDRI VA SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 WC 
0 6 M 0 P ALEXANDRI VA SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 WC 
06:12P ALEXANDRI VA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 WC 
0 6 M 3 P ALEXANORI VA STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3574 MM 
06:31P ALEXANDRI VA INCOMING CL 301/537-1017 WC 
06:32P ALEXANDRI VA INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 MM 
0 6 M 1 P ALEXANDRI VA INCOMING CL 970/646-3574 MM 
07235P SILVER SP MD INCOMING CL 970/846-3673 WC 
08:15P SILVER SP MD INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 WC 
10:01P SILVER SP MD STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
10:54P SILVER SP MD INCOMING CL 970/845-3573 WC 
0S;55A SILVER SP MD STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
11:43A SILVER SP MO OCEAN.CIT NJ 609/399-0460 WC 
1 2 M 4 P SILVER SP MD STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 WC 
01:31P SILVER SP MD OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 WC 
01.-49P SILVER SP MD OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 WC 
02:31P BALTIMORE MD PLEASANTV NJ 609/517-0527 WC 
02:39P BALTIMORE MD STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3574 MM 
02:39P BALTIMORE MD STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 WC 
0 2 U 9 P BALTIMORE MO INCOMING CL 970/846-3674 MM 
03:13P WILMINGTO DE WILDWOOD NJ 609/408-4969 WC 
0 3 M 4 P WILMINGTO DE WILDWOOD NJ 609/408-4969 WC 
03:15P WILMINGTO DE WILDWOOD NJ 609/408-4969 WC 
03:16P WILMINGTO DE ELMER NJ 866/358-2066 WC 
03:18P WILMINGTO DE ELMER NJ 856/358-2054 WC 
0 3 M 8 P WILMINGTO DE ELMER NJ 856/358-2064 WC 
03:24P WILMINGTO DE INCOMING CL 866/358-2056 WC 
03:44P HADDON HT NJ INCOMING CL 503/449-9088 WC 
2:00 
5:00 
1:00 
1:00 
6:00 
3:00 
11:00 
1:00 
13:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
11:00 
2:00 
2:00 
3:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
2:00 
2:00 
2:00 
5:00 
6:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1i;00 
7:00 
2:00 
13:00 
1:00 
5:00 
5:00 
1:00 
1:00 
14:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
4:00 
5:00 
9:00 
Call Service LD/ToJ 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Q.OQ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
O.OQ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
O.OQ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charj 
o.c 
o.c 
o.c 
o.c 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
O.Oi 
O.Oi 
O.Qi 
- O.Oi 
O.OI 
O.OI 
O.OI 
* 0.0( 
0.0( 
0.0( 
0.0( 
0.0( 
o.oc 
y.OC 
o.oc 
o.oc 
o.oc 
0.00 
O.OQ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
JyiPflvwre/ess 
Account Ntie: 
Account No.: 
Bil l Close Date: 
LOIS BANASIEWIC7 
1088-8595203 
11/06/02 
Monthly Activity Detail for 970/846-3573 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Date Per Time Origin 
10/31 P 04:44P HADDON HT NJ 
10/31 P 06M9P BRIDQETON NJ 
10/31 P 05:29P ATLNTIC C NJ 
10/31 P 06:36P ATLNTIC C NJ 
10/31 P 05:39P ATLNTIC C NJ 
10/31 0 08:09P ATLNTIC C NJ 
10/31 0 10:11P ATLNTIC C NJ 
10/31 0 10:43P ATLNTIC C NJ 
10/31 0 11I07P ATLNTIC C NJ 
10/31 0 11:09P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/01 P 10:24A ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/01 P 10:25A ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/01 P 11:66A ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/01 P 12:42P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/01 P 01:64P ATLNTIC C NJ 
Destination Number Pea Min:Sec 
INC0MIN9 CL 317/111-1106 WC 
INCOMING CL 609/626-7171 WC 
INCOMING CL 970/646-3673 WC 
SOMERS PT NJ 609/927-3896 WC 
ATLNTIC C NJ 609/336-6115 NM 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 WC 
INCOMING CL 603/449-9088 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
ATLNTIC C NJ 609/287-1164 WC 
INCOMING CL 870/846-3573 WC 
8TEMBT8PG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3674 MM 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3674 MM 
INCOMING CL 870/846-3574 MM 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 MM 
11/01 P 02:05P ATLNTIC C NJ WASHINGTO DC 202/295-3386 WC 
11/01 P 05-.24P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/01 P 06:40P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/OV P 06-.67P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/01 0 08M9P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/01 0 10:BOP ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 09:69A ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/OS W 10I34A ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 02:04P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 04M8P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 06:16P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 05:31P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 08:26P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 08:28P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 08:SOP ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 09-.31P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 08t37P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 08I40P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 09:46P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/02 W 10:33P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/03 W 09:59A ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/03 W 01:09P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/03 W 04:IIP ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/03 W 04M4P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/03 W 04M2P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/03 W 08:31P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/03 W 08:38P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/03 W 10:31P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/03 W 10:32P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/03 W 11U2P ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/04 P 10M6A ATLNTIC C NJ 
11/04 P 11:30A ATLNTIC C NJ 
PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 WC 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 870/871-9136 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 870/871-9135 WC 
ELMER NJ 856/358-2055 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-8135 WC 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 MM 
OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 WC 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3673 WC 
MAYS LDG NJ 609/625-7171 WC 
OCEAN CIT NJ 608/399-0460 WC 
VOICE MAI CL 870/846-3573 WC 
VOICE MAI CL 870/846-3573 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
PORTLAND OR 603/449-9088 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 WC 
INCOMING CL 970/646-3674 MM 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9136 WC 
PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 WC 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 WC 
MANLIUS NY 315/682-5350 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
BETHESDA MD 301/941-8127 WC 
WASHINGTO DC 202/489-6332 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 870/871-9135 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-8135 WC 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 WC 
3:00 
3:00 
5:00 
2:00 
3:00 
3:00 
2:00 
4:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
3:00 
4:00 
1:00 
4:00 
6:00 
4:00 
6:00 
1:00 
11:00 
6:00 
20:00 
2:00 
1:00 
4:00 
2:00 
1:00 
4:00 
2:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
5:00 
2:00 
7:00 
13:00 
4:00 
3:00 
9:00 
1:00 
14:00 
9:00 
1:00 
9:00 
2:00 
6:00 
8:00 
Call Service LD/Toll 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Page C 
Momrhly Activity Detail for 970/846-3573 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Date fer Time Origin 
11/04 P 04:01P SILVER SP MD 
11/04 P 07:38P SILVER SP 
11/04 0 08:19P SILVER SP 
11/04 0 09:40P SILVER SP 
11/04 0 10:36P SILVER SP 
11/04 D 11:08P SILVER SP 
11/05 P 0B:37A SILVER SP 
11/05 P 08:48A SILVER SP 
11/06 P 08:49A SILVER SP 
11/05 P 10:31A ALEXANDRI 
11/05 P 11:31A ALEXANDRI 
11/05 P 11:35A ALEXANDRI 
11/05 P 02:32P DENVER 
11/06 » 02:32P DENVER 
11/05 » 03-.33P HAYDEN 
MD 
MD 
MD 
MD 
MD 
MD 
MD 
MD 
VA 
VA 
VA 
CO 
CO 
CO 
Destination Number Fea 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
PORTLAND OR 503/449-908B WC 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 WC 
INCOMING CL 603/449-9088 WC 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 WC 
OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 WC 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 WC 
INCOMING CL 870/846-3573 WC 
SILVER SP MD 301/637-1017 WC 
INCOMING CL 301/537-1017 WC 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3674 MM 
STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9136 
STEMBT6PG CO 970/846-3574 MM 
11/06 » 04:54P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3574 MM 
11/05 * 06:29P STEMBTSPG 
11/05 » 06:33P STEMBTSPG 
11/06 » 06:34P STEMBTSPG 
CO 
CO 
CO 
11/06 » 12:09P STEMBTSPG CO 
VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3573 
PORTLAND OR 603/449-9088 
PORTLAND OR 603/943-1597 
INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 MM 
Min:Sec 
10:00 
2:00 
7:00 
8:00 
1:00 
2:00 
3:00 
1:00 
2:00 
8:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
13:00 
3:00 
Call 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Service 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
LD/Tol 
Charg 
0.0 
0.0 
O.Oi 
O.Ol 
O.OI 
O.OI 
3.0! 
O.OI 
O.OI 
O.OI 
O.OI 
O.OI 
O.OI 
O.OI 
O.OI 
O.OI 
0.0( 
O.OI 
O.OI 
O.OI 
Total Call Detail Charges 549:00 0.00 0.00 O.OI 
Per; Legend for Time Periods 
P«Peak 0«Off-Peak W»Weekend 
Fea; Legend for Call Features 
MM*Mobile-to-Mobile NM*Natl Mobile-to-Mobile WC*Wide Area Calling 
Taxeu, Fees, & Government Charges 
FederaL Excise Tax 
Sales fux 
Colo Universal Svc Charge 
2.27 
2.9! 
2.11 
Total Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 7.35 
Sub-total of Monthly Activity for 970/846-3573 82.8£ 
dJNJtnwireless 
Account Name: LOIS BANASIEWI 
Account No.: 1089-8S9S203 
Bill Close Date: 11/06/02 
Monthly Act iv i ty Detai l for 970/846-3574 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Service Charges & Credits 
Beginning Ending Total Charges 
SINGLE RATE 1600 11/07/02 
CALL WAITING 
THREE WAY CALLING 
VOICE MAIL 
CALL FORWARDING 11/07/02 
CALLER ID 11/07/02 
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SVC & REGULATORY CHG 
Total Service Charges 
VOICE 
USAGE REVIEW 
Used 
Anytime Bundle 1127:00 
Total Usage 1127:00 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
12/06/02 
12/06/02 
12/06/02 
& Credits 
Date Per Time Origin Destination Number Fea Min:Sec 
10/03 P 11:56A VERNAL UT RETRIEVAL VM 970/846-3574 WC 
10/03 P 11:58A VERNAL UT GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 WC 
10/03 P 12:06P VERNAL UT RETRIEVAL VM 970/846-3574 WC 
10/03 P 12M7P VERNAL UT STEMBTSPG CO 870/871-9135 WC 
10/03 P 05:01P CRAIG CO STEAMBOAT CO 970/846-3574 WC 
10/07 P 12:51P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
10/07 P 02:24P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
10/07 P 0S;30P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
10/07 0 09:07P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
10/08 P 09:02A STEMBTSPG CO ROME NY 315/338-7146 
10/08 P 09:31A STEMBTSPG CO RALEIGH UC 919/602-0360 
10/08 P 12:13P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 370/846-3574 
> 10/08 P 04.'30P STEMBTSPG CO RALEIGH NC 919/602-0360 
I 10/08 P 06:34P STEMBTSPG CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 
!10/08 P 07:23P CRAIG CO ROME NY 315/336-0798 WC 
I 10/08 P 07:23P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 
! 10/08 P 07:64P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 
j 10/08 0 08:04P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 
j 10/09 P 08:15A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
1
 10/09 P 08M7A STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 
I 10/09 P 08M9A STEMBTSPG CO DALLAS TX 214/620-8177 
j 10/09 P 08:20A CRAIG CO ORIG CALL CL 871/913-5000 WC 
! 10/09 P 08:26A STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
. l'0/09 P 08:30A STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
I 10/09 P 09:32A VAIL CO ROAMER CL 970/846-3574 WC 
1 10/09 P 09:34A VAIL CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 
t 10/09 P 09:37A VAIL CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9136 
2:007 
3:00 
2:00 
1:00 
3:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
6:00 
7:00 
4:00 
5:00 
1:00 
21:00 
9:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
3:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
Rate 
0.00 
150.00 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
0.00 
0.00 
0.52 
$150.52 
Charged 
0 
$0 
.00 
.00 
Call Service LD/Toll 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Ji 
Page 7 
Mont Illy Activity Detail for 970/846-3574 
LOIS ttMlASlENIICZ - Continued 
T V J L U I . 
CALL DETAIL 
Date Put 
10/09 lr 
10/09 I1 
10/09 I1 
10/09 l» 
10/09 1' 
10/03 !r 
10/09 I1 
10/09 I1 
10/09 1' 
10/09 I' 
10/09 lr 
10/09 I' 
10/10 I' 
10/10 !' 
10/10 |» 
10/10 lr 
10/10 1* 
10/10 I' 
10/10 1' 
10/10 1' 
10/10 lr 
10/10 I' 
tono t* 
10/10 r 
10/11 I 
10/11 l: 
10/11 1 
10/11 1 
10/11 1 
10/11 1 
10/11 I 
10/11 1 
10/11 1 
10/11 1 
10/12 i 
10/12 V 
10/12 V 
10/12 V 
10/12 V 
10/12 K 
10/13 V 
10/13 i 
10/14 F 
10/14 f 
10/14 f 
10/14 1 
10/14 F 
•Time Origin Destination Number Fea 
09-.39A VAIL CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
09:46A VAIL CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
12:31P VAIL CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
12:32P VAIL CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
12:48P VAIL CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
"l2MSP VAIL CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
12:SOP VAIL CO INCOMING 
01M6P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG 
01:59P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI 
02M7P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI 
1)2:41P CRAIG CO ROME 
02M1P STEMBTSPG CO RALEIGH 
06:59A STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING 
09M8A STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING 
09M9A STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING 
l0r11A STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING 
12:30P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI 
12:32P STEMBTSPG CO DALLAS 
01:42P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING 
03 MOP STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND 
03M8P STEMBTSPG CO DALLAS 
04:00P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING 
04V55P STEMBTSPa CO IHCQWIHG. 
04:59P STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND 
01:56P DILLON CO INCOMING 
"52T23P DILLON CO DALLAS 
02:34P IDAHO SPG CO PORTLAND 
02:SOP IDAHO SPG CO INCOMING 
03:O7P DENVER CO INCOMING 
CL 970/846-3573 MM 
CO 970/871-9135 
CL 970/846-3874 
CL 970/846-3574 
NY 316/338-7146 WC 
NC 919/602-0360 
CL 970/846-3574 
CL 970/846-3674 
CL 970/846-3674 
CL 970/846-3574 
CL 970/846-3674 
TX 214/520-8177 
CL 970/846-3674 
OR 503/449-9088 
TX 214/520-8177 
CL 970/846-3574 
CL a7<M&A$-367* 
OR 503/449-9088 
CL 970/846-3574 
TX 214/520-8177 
OR 503/449-9088 
CL 970/846-3674 
CL 970/846-3574 
04J55P DENVER CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
"(J5:19P DENVER CO ROME " 
05:26P DENVER CO INCOMING 
NY 315/338-7146 
CL 970/846-3574 
06:25P IDAHO SPG CO OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 
07121P DILLON CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
i 08:39A STEMBTSPG CO ROME 
r09:04A STEMBTSPG CO ROME 
11M0A STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND 
NY 315/338-7146 
NY 315/338-7146 
OR 503/449-9088 
11:40A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
07.-13P STEMBTSPG CO MANLIUS 
07:3OP STEMBTSPG CO ROME 
~10:02A STEMBTSPG CO ROME 
12.31P STEMBTSPG CO BETHE8DA 
NY 316/682-5350 
NY 316/336-0798 
NY 315/338-7146 
MD 301/941-8127 
09:O3A DENVER CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/671-6223 
09:O7A DENVER CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 
10.MSA PORTLAND OR VOIC£ MAI 
~iO:66A PORTLAND OR DALLAS 
! CL 970/846-3574 
TX 214/520-8177 
10.*56A PORTLAND OR GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 
Min:Sec 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
6:00 
2:00 
7:00 
3:00 
4:00 
2:00 
4:00 
1:00 
18:00 
4:00 
2:00 
11:00 
7:00 
1:00 
3:00 
2:00 
v.oa 
1:00 
2:00 
9:00 
1:00 
2:00 
5:00 
3:00 
2:00 
2:00 
18:00 
1:00 
2:00 
9:00 
1:00 
2:00 
2:00 
8:00 
17:00 
1:00 
3:00 
2:00 
3:00 
1:00 
9:00 
Call Service LD/Toll 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
G.w> 
0.00 
0.00 
Oo"" 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
O f 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
oToo" 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
o r 0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
O.OQ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
a.TO 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
O.OQ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
\Q0 
j.00 
O.OQ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
O.OQ 
O.OQ 
O.OQ 
O.OQ 
O.OQ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
fc.ra 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
•\oo 
,.00 
O.OQ 
O.OQ 
O.OQ 
0.00 
O.OQ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
w <-^ *Onwireles$ Account Naie: Account No.: Bi l l Close Date: LOIS BANASIEWICZ 1088-8595203 11/06/02 
Monthly Activity Detail for 970/846-3574 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Date Per Time Origin 
10/14 P 11M7A PORTLAND 
10/14 P 11:28A VANCOUVER 
10/14 P 11:28A VANCOUVER 
10/14 P 12:23P CHEHALIS 
10/14 P 01:65P GIG HARBO 
10/14 P 02J49P TACOMA 
10/14 P 04I24P LONGVIEW 
10/14 P 04I29P LONGVIEW 
10/14 P 04:31P LONGVIEW 
10/14 P 06M0P PORTLAND 
10/14 P 05M3P PORTLAND 
10/14 P 05:28P PORTLAND 
10/14 P OB:28P PORTLAND 
10/14 P 06:34P PORTLAND 
10/14 P 0B'.41P PORTLAND 
10/14 0 08:07P PORTLAND 
10/16 P 07:05A PORTLAND 
10/16 P 07:10A PORTLAND 
10/16-P 10:06A PORTLAND 
10/16 P 10:21A PORTLAND 
10/16. P 01:1 IP PORTLAND 
10/16 P 02M4P VANCOUVER 
10/16* P 02:20P LONGVIEW 
10/16 P 02:30P LONGVIEW 
10/16 P 02:31P LONGVIEW 
10/16 P 02:67P LONGVIEW 
10/16 P 02:68P CHEHALIS 
10/16 P 03:04P CHEHALIS 
10/16 P 03M2P LONGVIEW 
10/16 P 04:64P SEATTLE 
10/16 P 04:66P SEATTLE 
10/16 P 04:56P SEATTLE 
10/16 P 06:03P SEATTLE 
10/16 P 08:04P SEATTLE 
10/16 P OSMOP SEATTLE 
10/16 P 06;11P SEATTLE 
10/16 P 05:14P SEATTLE 
10/16 P 06:16P SEATTLE 
10/16 P 05:17P SEATTLE 
10/16 P 05M7P SEATTLE 
10/16 P 05I37P SEATTLE 
10/16 0 10-.05P SEATTLE 
10/16 0 10:06P SEATTLE 
10/16 P 07:08A SEATTLE 
OR 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
Destination 
SYRACUSE NY 
STEMBTSPG CO 
STEMBTSPG CO 
PORTLAND OR 
STEMBTSPG CO 
STEMBTSPG CO 
STEMBTSPG CO 
ROAMER CL 
RALEIGH NC 
RALEIGH NC 
ROME NY 
PORTLAND OR 
PORTLAND OR 
ROME NY 
INCOMING CL 
Number Fea Min:Sec 
316/446-1866 
970/871-6223 
970/846-3673 MM 
603/813-6736 WC 
870/871-6223 
970/871-6223 
870/846-3673 WC 
970/646-3674 WC 
918/602-0360 WC 
919/602-0360 
316/338-7146 
603/226-1418 
603/226-1419 
316/336*0798 
970/846-3674 
OR STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9136 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
WA 
WA 
INCOMING CL 
STEMBTSPG CO 
INCOMING CL 
PORTLAND OR 
PORTLAND OR 
STEMBTSPG CO 
6TEMBT6PG CO 
WA STEMBTSPG CO 
WA STEMBTSPG CO 
WA ROAMER CL 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
WA 
10/16 P 09:19A ELLENSBUR WA 
10/16 P 09J43A ELLENSBUR WA 
10/16 P 09 MSA ELLENSBUR WA 
STEMBTSPG CO 
STEMBTSPG CO 
INCOMING CL 
RALEIGH NC 
ROME NY 
STEMBTSPG CO 
970/846-3674 
970/871-9136 
970/846-3674 
503/804-8616 
503/813-6736 
870/871-8135 
870/846-3574 WC 
970/871-9135 WC 
970/846-3673 WC 
970/846-3674 WC 
970/871-8136 WC 
870/871-8135 WC 
870/846-3574 WC 
818/602-0360 
316/336-078B 
870/871-9136 
SEATTLE WA 206/682-3900 
SEATTLE WA 
STEMBTSPG CO 
STEMBTSPG CO 
GRAND PRA TX 
RALEIGH NC 
ROME NY 
INCOMING CL 
INCOMING CL 
STEMBTSPG CO 
INCOMING CL 
STEMBTSPG CO 
OMAHA NE 
STEMBTSPG CC 
STEMBTSPG CC 
206/270-8062 
970/871-6223 
970/871-9136 
214/675-4722 
919/602-0360 
316/336-0798 
970/846-3674 
970/846-3574 
970/871-9136 
970/846-3574 
970/871-9135 
402/699-6472 WC 
970/871-6223 WC 
970/871-6223 WC 
11:00 
1:00 
8:00 
2:00 
1:00 
2:00 
4:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
6:00 
1:00 
10:00 
6:00 
16:00 
6:00 
1:00 
1:00 
3:00 
1:00 
2:00 
4:00 
2:00 
4:00 
3:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
4:00 
6:00 
1:00 
5:00 
3:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
Call Service LD/Toll 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
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LOIS UAHASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICL 
CALL DETAIL 
Date Pit 
10/16 I' 
10/16 I' 
10/16 !' 
10/16 I' 
10/16 I' 
10/16 !» 
10/16 I* 
10/16 1' 
10/16 I' 
10/16 I' 
10/16 1' 
10/16 I' 
10/16 I' 
10/16 !» 
10/16 I' 
10/16 I' 
10/16 I 
10/16 1 
10/16 I 
10/17 I 
10/17 I 
10/17 I 
10/17 1 
10/17 I 
10/17 I 
10/17 I 
10/17 I 
10/17 I 
10/17 I 
10/17 I 
10/17 1 
10/17 I 
10/17 I 
10/18 I 
10/18 I 
10/18 1 
10/18 I 
10/18 I 
10/18 
10/18 
10/18 
10/18 
10/18 
10/19 
' Time Origin Destination Number Fea Min:Sec 
09:46A ELLENSBUR WA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
10M6A ELLENSBUR WA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
10:18A ELLENSBUR WA CALL WAIT WA 970/846-3574 WC 
10:21A ELLENSBUR WA STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3574 WC 
10:22A ELLENSBUR WA OMAHA NE 402/699-5472 WC 
10:23A ELLENSBUR WA CALL WAIT WA 970/846-3574 WC 
10:24A ELLENSBUR WA INCOMING CL 970/846-3674 WC 
10:38A ELLENSBUR WA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-8135 WC 
1i:42A ELLENSBUR WA INCOMING CL 870/846-3574 WC 
02:OOP ELLENSBUR WA INCOMING CL 870/846-3674 WC 
04:22P ELLENSBUR WA STEMBTSPG CO 870/846-3574 WC 
04:23P ELLENSBUR WA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
05:02P YAKIMA WA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 WC 
05MOP YAKIMA WA INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 WC 
06:O3P THE DALLE OR STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 WC 
06:57P THE DALLE OR STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3574 WC 
07*.27P THE DALLE OR STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3574 WC 
07.33P LONGVIEW WA PORTLAND OR 503/226-1419 WC 
08*.56P PORTLAND OR STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
07M3A PORTLAND OR STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
07:56A PORTLAND OR PRINCETON NJ 609/987-1111 
10.01A PORTLAND OR STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
10:03A PORTLAND OR STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
10:17A PORTLAND OR INCOMING CL 970/846-3673 MM 
' 10:21A PORTLAND OR STEMBTSPG CO 970/734-6171 
1 10".43A PORTLAND OR INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
' 02.'04P PORTLAND OR STEMBTSPG CO 870/871-9135 
1 02:05P PORTLAND OR STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
' 05:52P DENVER CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 
1 06.-63P DENVER CO VOICE MAI CL 870/846-3674 
' 06:63P DENVER CO INCOMING CL 870/846-3674 
1 06:58P IDAHO SPG CO INCOMING CL 870/646-3674 
' 07:34P DILLON CO STEMBTSPG CO 870/871-9135 
1 10MOA STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 870/846-3674 
* 10:36A STEMBTSPG CO RALEIGH NC 818/602-0360 
' 11:03A STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 MM 
' 11:45A HAYDEN CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
• 12:28P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 
• 12:44P STEMBTSPG CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 
' 02:03P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG' CO 970/871-9136 
' 03:21P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
1
 04:36P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
' 06:30P STEMBTSPG CO ROME NY 315/336-0798 
/ 11:13A STEMBTSPG CO DILLON CO 970/406-0277 MM 
10/19 II 11:18A STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
10/19 If 12:09P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 
10/20 II 01:18P DENVER CO WASHINGTO DC 202/371-7506 
7:00 
3:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
11:00 
11:00 
6:00 
1:00 
1:00 
5:00 
7:00 
4:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
8:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
5:00 
3:00 
10:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
5:00 
5:00 
2:00 
2:00 
8:00 
1:00 
2:00 
2:00 
7:00 
2:00 
1:00 
2:00 
8:00 
2:00 
3:00 
15:00 
22:00 
Call S 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
ervioe LD/Toll 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
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0.00 
0.00 
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0.00 
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0.00 
Charge 
0.00 
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0.Q0 
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.00 
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v Account Name: LOIS BANASIEWICZ \ ^> Account No.: 1089-8595203 
w * ^ Jmtwireless Bill Close Date: 11/06/02 
Monthly A c t i v i t y De ta i l for 970/846-3574 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Date Per Time Origin Destinat ion Number Fea Min.'Sec 
11 y02 W 11:04ASTEMBT3PQ CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 
11/02 W 02M6P STEMBT8PQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 870/671-9135 
11/02 W 02:18P STEMBTSPO CO 6TEMBTSPQ CO 870/846-3573 MM 
11/02 W 05-.06P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPO CO 970/B71-9136 
11/02 W 05:07P STEMBTSPQ CO ROME NY 315/336-0788 
11/02 W 06:34P STEMBTSPQ CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 
11/03 W 11:09A STEMBT6PQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/846-3573 MM 
11/03 W 11 MSA STEMBTSPQ CO MANLIUS NY 315/682-5360 
11/03 W 11:32A STEMBTSPQ CO ROME NY 315/336-0798 
11/03 W 12:68P STEMBTSPQ CO MANLIUS NY 316/682-5360 
11/04 P 08.-40A STEMBTSPQ CO INCOMING CL 618/987-1111 NM 
11/04 P 08:21A STEMBTSPQ CO INCOMING CL 870/846-3574 
11/04 P 12:29P STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3674 
11/04 P 03:51P STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 
11/04 P 03:52P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9136 
11/04 P 03t55P STEMBTSPQ CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 
11/06 P 02*.56P STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 870/846-3574 
11/05 P 03:30P STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3674 
11/06 ,P 03:33P HAYDEN CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3573 MM 
11/06 .P 03M8P HAYDEN CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 
11/05 P 03:53P HAYDEN CO OMAHA NE 402/699-5472 
11/06 P 04.36P STEMBTSPQ CO OMAHA NE 402/698-5472 
11/06'P 04J41P STEMBTSPQ CO DALLAS TX 214/620-8177 
11/06 P 04:64P STEMBTSPQ CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3673 MM 
11/06 P 10:26A DENVER CO DALLAS TX 214/620-8177 
11/06 P 10:27A DENVER CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-8136 
11/06 P 11:21A DENVER CO GRAND PRA TX 214/676-4722 
11/06 P 12:03P DENVER CO RALEIGH NC 818/602-0360 
11/06 P 12J07P DENVER CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9136 
11/06 P 12:09P DENVER CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-8136 
11/06 P 12:09P DENVER CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
11/06 P 12:24P DENVER CO RALEIGH NC 919/602-0360 
2:00 
2:00 
4:00 
1:00 
1:00 
7:00 
4:00 
19:00 
1:00 
2:00 
5:00 
9:00 
2:00 
1:00 
3:00 
3:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
4:00 
2:00 
6:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
16:00 
3:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
3:00 
1:00 
Total Cal l Deta i l Charges 1127:00 
Per: Legend for Time Periods 
P«Peak O-Off-Peak 
Cal l Service LD/Toll 
Charge Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
W-Weekend 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
3.76 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Fea: Legend for Call Features 
MAt»Mobile-to-Mobile NM«Natl Mobile-to-Mobile WOWide Area Call ing 
Taxes, Fees, & Government charges 
Federal Excise Tax 
Sales Tax 
4.63 
6.03 
a 
/ % 
PagcT 10] 
Monthly Act iv i ty Deta i l for 970/846-3574 | 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ - Continued ; 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges ! 
Colo Universal Svc Charge 4.32* 
Total Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 14.98; 
Sub-total of Monthly Activity for 970/846-3574 169.25 
Qwes 
Visit U6 24 hours a day at www qwest com 
Totgl Amount Pue 
$267.66 
Due Pate for New Charges 
November 27, 2002 
Summary 
• Previous Balance 
Charges 
Payment * Thank you for your payment 
Balance Forward 
• New Charges 
Qwest 
For questions call 1-800-244-1111 
AT&T 
For questions call 1-800-222-0300 
Total New Charges 
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE 
251 03 
251 0,3 K 
$.00 
138 73 
128 9'J 
$267.60 
$267.66! 
ITl-aT 
^ 
Qwest Denver, CO 30244-0001 
Tlu« bill H oroieued by one or mors of the following U S PaUflts: 
Des 335 298 J90 599 5 345 942 and 5 951 05? 
LOIS BANASIEV 
Bill Date: Nov ± 
Account No: 970-871-6223-318R 
Pagel 
QWEST SERVICES 
• ITEMI2ED MONTHLY SERVICE 
MONTHLY SERVICE - NOV 07 THRU DEC 06 
BASIC SERVICES 
77iese services are necessary for you to use your telephone 
3 DISTANCE CHARGE 36 00 
OPTIONAL SERVICES 
These services are provided at your request and are not required as part 
of your basic telephone service 
1 2-LINE CUSTOMCHOICE PACKAGE 39 95 
TWO RESIDENCE LINES AT $14 94 
INCLUDED 
1 ADDITIONAL LINE CUSTOMCHOICE 29 95 
ONE RESIDENCE LINE AT $14 94 
INCLUDED 
2 * SERVICE AND/OR EQUIPMENT 00 
• SERVICE ADDITIONS AND CHANGES 
1 COLORADO UNIVERSAL SERVICE SURCHARGE CREDIT 2 49S 
T TAXES, FEES & SURCHARGES 
The following charges are billed at the request of local, state and Federal government and'or 
to support government programs For additional Information visit our website at www qwest com 
Federal Access Charges are not under the jurisdiction of the Colorado Public Unlives Commission. 
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX 3 86 
STATE TAX 3 70 
COUNTY TAX 1 27 
FEDERAL ACCESS CHARGE 20 00 
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SERV FUND 1 68 
COLORADO UNIVERSAL SERVICE CHARGE 2 41 
COLORADO TELECOMMUNICATIONS RELAY SERVICE FUND 30 
911 SURCHARGE 210 
FEDERAL CHARGE - SERVICE 1 29 
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABILITY 
COLORADO OFFSET - SERVICE 1 29<* 
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABILITY 
TOTAL QWEST SERVICES $138.73 
FOR YOUR INFORMATION 
You are responsible for the payment of all charges on your bill 
Failure to pay these charges may result in collection action as 
well as teimination of the unpaid service Your Dasic telephone 
service will not be disconnected for non-payment of charges tor (1) Qwest Uniegulated Services (or other itemized services) 
identified by an * above, (2) services of other Qwest companies, 
or (3) services of other companies included in your bill 
Qwest packages of features and the amounts in the Summary 
may include both basic and charges that are not basic 
* Qwest Unregulated Products & Services are not under 
the jurisdiction of your state commission 
If your problem with Qwest has not been resolved please ask to speak to a 
manager at 1 -800-244-1111 
< \ > 
& 
* Qwest Uniegulated Services (additional details in For Your Information) M 
IAT 
Account No 970-871-6223-318R 
For billing questions or to place an order, call 1 -8()i I-222-03C 
Page 2 
AT&T Summary of Charges For November 
DescrIptIon 
AT&T Monthly Charges 
AT&T One Rate Calling Caid Plan 
AT&T Savings Offer DPO 
AT&T Savings Offer DPQ 
AT&T Itemized Long Distance Calls 
AT&T Other Chaiges and Ciedits 
Taxes And Surcharges 
Page CalIs 
2 
2 
3 250 
7 5 
a 1 
8 
8 
256 
Min 
0 
1,487 
24 
0 
1,511 
s*c 
Wfc3 
Anount 
5.95 
.00 
H9.39 
1.92 
1.99 
C 4.56 
V 5,12 
j 
Total AT&T Summary of Charges For November 
AT&T Messages 
Thank you for choosing AT&T Are you moving^ Taking your 
AT&T services along with you is as easy as 1,2,3. Get your 
new phone number by contacting youi new local company. 
Advise them you want AT&T Long Distance Service in your new 
home Call 1 800 MOVE ATT, ext 80595, to enjoy continuous 
benefits of your AT&T calling plans and services in your new 
home 
$128.93 
AT&T Monthly Charges 
Monthly service from OCT 30, 2002 to NOV 29, 2002 
* OptlonaI Serv ices 
Description Ainiunt 
1 AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan 1.00 
OCT 30 thiu NOV 29 
2. AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan 
Total AT&T Monthly Charges 
I.95 
UI..95 
AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan 
Totals are for Informational purposes only Please refer 
to summary for actual charges 
AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan Summary 
Total AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan \ 00 
i' <\ > /\N' -6 
1J-
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No 970-871 -6223-318R 
i ATiBX F o r Mling questions or to place an A\1 -800-222-030 
AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan Calls 
Totals are for Informational purposes only. Please refer 
to summary for actual charges. 
Calls Eligible For Discount 
• Direct Dialed CalIs 
Calls From 970-871-6223 
DomestIc CalIs 
Date Time Place And Number Called Type Rate 
1. SEP 30 9 09A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 Dlrct Day 
2 SEP 30 9 12A To SALT LAKE UT 801 536-4232 Dirct Day 
3 SEP 30 9 35A To EXETER NH 603 772-7153 Dlrct Day 
4. SEP 30 9 48A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
5. SEP 30 9 50A To DALLAS IX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
6. SEP 30 10 00A To DALLAS IX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
7. SEP 30 11 01A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
8. SEP 30 11 24A To EXETER NH 603 772-7153 Dlrct Day 
9. SEP 30 1 02P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
10. SEP 30 1 44P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
11. SEP 30 1 47P To HOUSTON TX 713 420-6861 Dirct Day 
12. SEP 30 1 55P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
13. SEP 30 2 08P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
14. OCT 01 11 03A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dlrct Day 
15. OCT 03 6 48P To GRANDPRARl TX 214 675-4722 Dirct Day 
16 OCT 04 7 30A To EXETER NH 603 772-7153 Dlrct Day 
17. OCT 04 8 08A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
18. OCT 04 8 09A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
19. OCT 04 8 29A To OMAHA NE 402 699-5472 Dirct Day 
20. OCT 04 9 15A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
21. OCT 04 9 21A To RALEIGH NC 919 602-0360 Dirct Day 
22. OCT 04 9 55A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
23. OCT 04 10 08A To ROME NY 315 338-7146 Dlrct Day 
24. OCT 04 11 05A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
25. OCT 04 11 24A To EXETER NH 603 772-7153 Dirct Day 
26. OCT 04 12 10P To EXETER NH 603 772-7153 Dlrct Day 
27. OCT 04 12 14P To AMARILLO TX 806 342-2150 Dlrct Day 
28. OCT 04 12 18P To DURHAM NC 919 949-7749 Dlrct Day 
29. OCT 04 12 20P To RALEIGH NC 919 602-0360 Dlrct Day 
30. OCT 04 12 37P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
31. OCT 07 8 18A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dlrct Day 
32. OCT 07 8 26A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
33. OCT 07 9 53A To SALT LK CT UT 801 521-5800 Dlrct Day 
34. OCT 07 2 18P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
35. OCT 07 5 27P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 Dlrct Day 
36. OCT 07 8 13P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
37. OCT 08 8 11A To SALT LAKE UT 801 536-4232 Dirct Day 
38. OCT 08 9 00A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
39. OCT 08 9 14A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dhct Day 
40. OCT 08 10 12A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
41. OCT 08 11 14A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dlrct Day 
42. OCT 08 11 26A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
43. OCT 08 11 55A To SALT LK CT UT 801 521-5800 Dirct Day 
44. OCT 08 4 15P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
45. OCT 08 4 55P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dlrct Day 
46. OCT 08 5 38P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
47. OCT 08 8 16P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
48. OCT 09 8 31A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
49. OCT 09 2 16P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
50. OCT 09 2 17P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987-1111 Dlrct Day 
51. OCT 09 2 20P To TRONA CA 760 372-2113 Dlrct Day 
52. OCT 09 2 26P To EXETER NH 603 772-7153 Dlrct Day 
53. OCT 09 2 28P To SALT LAKE UT 801 536-4232 Dlrct Day 
54. OCT 09 2 30P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
55. OCT 09 2 49P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
Page 3 
Min 
1 
1 
11 
2 
4 
17 
12 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
37 
1 
2 
1 
2 
5 
4 
19 
19 
3 
2 
2 
1 
6 
2 
7 
1 
6 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
6 
2 
6 
2 
4 
1 
1 
16 
7 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Amount 
.07 
.07 
.77 
.14 
.28 
1.-' 
!07 
.14 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.21 
.07 
2.59 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.14 
.35 
.28 
1.33 
1.33 
.21 
.14 
.14 
.07 
.42 
..14 
.49 
.07 
.42 
.07 
*r 
.c 
.2, 
.07 
.42 
.14 
.42 
.14 
.28 
.07 
.07 
1.12 
.49 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.07 
ContInued 
LOIS BANAStEWICZ 
Account No 970-871 -6223-318R 
For bil l ing questions or to place an order, call 1-.51 ) 0 - 2 2 2 - 0 3 L 
5age4 
-6T 
1 
2. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 9 
10 
11 
12 
13. 
14 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24. 
25 
26 
27 
28. 
29 
30 
31 
32. 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46. 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
Date Time Place And Number Called Type Rate 
ocr 09 
OCT 09 
ocr 09 
OCT 09 
OCT 09 
OCT 09 
OCT 09 
OCT 09 
OCT 09 
OCT 09 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 11 
OCT 11 
OCT 11 
OCT 11 
OCT 11 
OCT 11 
OCT 11 
OCT 11 
OCT 13 
OCT 13 
OCT 13 
OCT 14 
OCT 14 
OCT 15 
OCT 15 
OCT 15 
OCT 18 
OCT 18 
OCT 18 
OCT 19 
OCT 21 
OCT 21 
OCT 21 
OCT 21 
OCT 21 
OCT 21 
OCT 21 
OCT 21 
OCT 22 
OCT 22 
OCT 22 
OCT 22 
OCT 22 
OCT 22 
OCT 23 
OCT 23 
OCT 24 
OCT 24 
OCT 25 
OCT 26 
OCT 26 
2 49P To EXETER 
3 47P To DALLAS 
4 01P To EXETER 
4 28P To SAN DIEGO 
5 4OP To SALT LAKE 
6 33P To DALLAS 
6 35P To SAN DIEGO 
6 36P To SAN DIEGO 
6 4OP To EXETER 
6 43P To SALT LAKE 
7 22A To EXETER 
8 28A To SAN DIEGO 
8 55A To HOUSTON 
9 38A To HOUSTON 
9 45A To EXETER 
10 11A To SALT LAKE 
10 36A To DALLAS 
10 48A To EXETER 
10 52A To DALLAS 
11 52A To DALLAS 
2 15P To DALLAS 
4 06P To DALLAS 
4 18P To SAN DIEGO 
4 41P To SALT LAKE 
7 55A To EXETER 
8 07A To RALEIGH 
8 09A To DALLAS 
8 33A To DALLAS 
8 35A To WASHINGTON 
8 51A To EXETER 
10 02A To DALLAS 
10 20A To DAL LAS 
10 33A To FARMINGTON 
3 13P To PORTLAND 
7 50P To PORTLAND 
9 10A To DALLAS 
9 30A To DALLAS 
4 02P To SALT LK CT 
NH 603 772-7153 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
NH 603 772-7153 Dlrct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dlrct Day 
UT 801 536-4232 Dlict Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dlict Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
NH 603 772-7153 Dlrct Day 
UT 801 536-4232 Dlrct Day 
NH 603 772-7153 Dlict Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dlret Day 
TX 713 830-8615 Dirct Day 
TX 713 830-8615 Dlrct Day 
NH 603 772-7153 Di«c» Day 
Ul* 801 536-4232 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
NH 603 772-7153 Dllet Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlret Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlret Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dlict Day 
UT 801 536-4232 Dlret Day 
NH 603 772-7153 Dirct Day 
NC 919 602-0360 Dlict Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Diict Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Di ret Day 
DC 202 508-4364 Dirct Day 
NH 603 772-7153 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
CT 860 676-1027 Dirct N/Wkd 
OR 503 226-1419 Dirct N/Wkd 
OR 503 449-9088 Diict N/Wkd 
TX 214 520-8177 Diict Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
UT 801 536-4414 Dirct Day 
4 03P To SALT LK CT UT 801 536-4000 Dirct Day. 
4 11P To NEPHI 
9 11A To SAN DIEGO 
10 17A To DALLAS 
3 44P To DALLAS 
9 13A To DALLAS 
8 13A To ROME 
a 20A To EXETER 
8 56A To DALLAS 
9 52A To ROME 
UT 435 623-0525 Dirct Day 
CA 619 987 1111 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Di ret Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct N/Wkd 
NY 315 337-2500 Dirct Day 
NH 603 772-7153 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Di ret Day 
NV 315 338-7146 Dirct Day 
10 01A To SALT LK CT UT 801 536-4414 Dirct Day 
10 03A To SALT LAKE 
10 25A To DALLAS 
1 14P To DALLAS 
8 27A To DALLAS 
9 52A To DALLAS 
UT 801 536-4013 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlret Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Diict Day 
12 28P To WASHINGTON DC 202 452-7055 Dlict Day 
12 57P To DALLAS 
2 28P To DALLAS 
3 23P To DALLAS 
10 15A To DALLAS 
2 28P To DALLAS 
9 39A To DALLAS 
11 02A To DALLAS 
10 00A To DALLAS 
9 21A To DALLAS 
11 41A To DALLAS 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlict Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Di ret Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Di ret Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct N/Wkd 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct N/Wkd 
Mln 
2 
14 
1 
2 
53 
2 
1 
4 
3 
3 
55 
1 
3 
1 
3 
21 
4 
4 
4 
2 
1 
11 
1 
3 
12 
1 
11 
2 
15 
1 
3 
8 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
4 
1 
47 
6 
2 
25 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
27 
19 
4 
2 
4 
11 
4 
5 
2 
2 
18 
78 
2 
Amoun t 
.14 
.98 
07 
14 
3 71 
.14 
.07 
.28 
21 
.21 
3 85 
.07 
.21 
.07 
. 21 
1.47 
.28 
.28 
.28 
.14 
.07 
77 
07 
21 
.84 
07 
.77 
.14 
1 05 
.07 
.21 
56 
10 
.05 
.10 
21 
.07 
.07 
.14 
.14 
.14 
.28 
.07 
2 35 
.42 
14 
1 75 
u7 
.07 
.14 
.07 
07 
1 89 
1.33 
28 
14 
28 
.77 
.28 
.35 
.14 
.14 
1.26 
3 90 
.10 
IAT6.T 
LOISBANASIEWICZ 
Account No 970-871 -6223-318R 
For bi l l ing questions or to place an t ull 1-800-222-030 
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1. 
2. 
3 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Date 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
OCT 29 
OCT 29 
OCT 29 
OCT 29 
OCT 29 
OCT 29 
Time Place And Number Called 
8 14A To EXETER 
8 35A To SALT LAKE 
8 38A To DALLAS 
10 12A To DALLAS 
10 46A To MIDVALE 
1 17P To DALLAS 
8 39A To EXETER 
8 47A To DALLAS 
8 52A To SALT LAKE 
9 17A To SALT LAKE 
9 21A To SACRAMENTO 
9 48A To SALT LAKE 
Total Domest ic Calla 
NH 603 
UT 801 
TX 214 
TX 214 
UT 801 
TX 214 
NH 603 
TX 214 
UT 801 
UT 801 
CA 916 
UT 801 
772-7153 
536-4232 
520-8177 
520-8177 
566-5599 
520-8177 
772-7153 
520-8177 
538-4792 
220-4807 
631-3200 
538-4792 
Type Rate 
Dl ret Day 
Di ret Day 
Dlrct Day 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
Dirct ~ 
Total calls From 970-871-6223 
Calls From 970-871-6234 
Domestic Cat Is 
Date Time Place And Number 
Day 
Di ret Day 
Dirct Day 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
838 Minutes 
838 Minutes 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18 
19. 
20 
21. 
22. 
>23. 
3. 
26. 
OCT 01 
OCT 08 
OCT 09 
OCT 10 
OCT 10 
OCT 11 
OCT 11 
OCT 11 
OCT 11 
OCT 15 
OCT 17 
OCT 21 
OCT 23 
OCT 23 
27. OCT 27 
28. OCT 27 
OCT 27 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
OCT 29 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
11 18A To BRITTON 
1 4OP To DALLAS 
2 58P To STRATHAM 
5 36P To SALT LAKE 
5 49P To SALT LAKE 
8 1BA To DALLAS 
10 45A To SALT LAKE 
10 49A To PORTLAND 
10 55A To DALLAS 
15P To SEATTLE 
41A To PORTLAND 
58A To DALLAS 
21P To SALT LAKE 
29P To DALLAS 
39A To DALLAS 
9 41A To DALLAS 
9 42A To DALLAS 
7 21A To DALLAS 
7 22A To DALLAS 
9 48A To DALLAS 
9 54A To DALLAS 
9 58A To DALLAS 
10 46A To DALLAS 
02A To BRITTON 
6 
11 
9 
2 
2 
9 
Total Domestic Calls 
OK 
TX 
NH 
UT 
UT 
TX 
UT 
OR 
TX 
WA 
OR 
TX 
UT 
TX 
TX 
TX 
TX 
TX 
TX 
TX 
TX 
TX 
TX 
OK 
Called 
405 879-
214 696 
603 772-
801 536 
801 536 
214 696 
801 220 
503 813 
214 696 
206 213 
503 221 
214 696 
801 220 
214 696 
214 696 
214 696 
214 696 
214 696 
214 696 
214 696 
214 696 
214 696 
214 696 
405 879 
3815 
•2422 
•7693 
-4099 
-4099 
-2422 
-4648 
-6260 
-2422 
-0101 
-1789 
-2422 
-4648 
-2422 
-2422 
-2422 
-2422 
-2422 
-2422 
-2422 
-2422 
-2422 
-2422 
-3815 
lYpa 
Dire 
Rate 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day; 
Day 
Day 
Day/ 
Day 
Day/ 
Day 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Mln 
6 
2 
25 
2 
3 
1 
8 
1 
1 
3' 
3 
2 
Total Calls From 970-871-6234 
ct 
 ret 
Dlrct 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Di rot 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dl ret Day 
Di ret Day 
Di ret Day 
85 Minutes 
85 Minutes 
Mln 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
5 
5 
5 
5 
7 
12 
6 
5 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
6 
3 
3 
2 
3 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
Calls From 970-871-9135 
Domestic CalIs 
Date Time Place And Number 
9 13A To WASHINGTON DC SEP 30 
SEP 30 
SEP 30 
SEP 30 
OCT 03 
OCT 03 
27P To BETHESDA MD 
47P To PORTLAND OR 
49P To PORTLAND OR 
56P To PORTLAND OR 
57P To PORTLAND OR 
OCT 04 11 51A To WASHINGTON DC 
OCT 04 12 05P To OCEAN CITY NJ 
6 24P To BETHESDA MD 
29P To SILVER SPG MD 
30P To WASHINGTON DC 
30P To MANLIUS NY 
39A To WASHINGTON DC 
Q3P To NEPHI UT 
42P To PORTLAND OR 
OCT 06 
OCT 07 
47. OCT 07 
48. OCT 07 
49. OCT 08 
50. OCT 10 
51. OCT 10 
Called 
202 371 
301 941 
503 943 
503 943 
503 449 
503 943 
202 371 
609 399 
301 941 
301 537 
202 371 
315 682 
202 371 
435 623 
503 943 
7505 
8127 
1597 
1597 
9088 
15.97 
7505 
0460 
8127 
1017 
7505 
5350 
7505 
3400 
1597 
IYP6 Dl ret 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Dirct 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dl ret 
Dl ret 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dlrct 
Dl ret 
Rate 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
N/Wkd 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Min 
33 
9 
2 
30 
1 
16 
1 
1 
17 
1 
11 
16 
7 
2 
1 
Amoun t 
.42 
.14 
1.75 
.14 
.21 
.07 
.56 
.07 
.07 
.21 
.21 
.14 
56./" 
Amount 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.49 
.84 
.42 
.35 
28 
.05 
.05 
.10 
.07 
.21 
.42 
-21 
.21 
.14 
.21 
5 
5. to* 
Amount 
2.31 
.63 
.14 
2.10 
.07 
1.12 
.07 
.07 
.85 
.07 
.77 
1.12 
.49 
.14 
.07 
ContInued 
!A1 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No. 970-871 -6223-318R 
For bil l ing questions or to place an order, call 1-8D J-222-0300 
IP age 6 
i 
Date Time Place And Number Called Type Rate 
1. OCT 10 5:14P To SILVER SPG MD 301 537-1017 Duct Day 
2. OCT 11 9:44A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 Di ret Day 
3. OCT 11 11:29P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Di ret Day 
4. OCT 11 11:42P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Di ret Day 
5. OCT 12 12:01A To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Di ret N/Wkd 
6. OCT 12 12:16P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct N/Wkd 
7. OCT 12 12:54P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct N/Wkd 
8. OCT 12 5:30P To SPOKANE WA 509 951-3469 Dirct N/Wkd 
9. OCT 12 10:36P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct N/Wkd 
10. OCT 12 11:04P To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dirct N/Wkd 
11. OCT 12 11:05P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct N/Wkd 
12. OCT 13 9:47A To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct N/Wkd 
13. OCT 13 1:17P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct N/Wkd 
14. OCT 13 11I32P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct N/Wkd 
15. OCT 13 11:57P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct N/Wkd 
16. OCT 14 8:39A To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
17. OCT 14 9{31P To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dirct Day 
18. OCT 15 12:11A To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
19. OCT 15 8:39A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 Dirct Day 
20. OCT 15 B:46A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 Dirct Day 
21. OCT 15 12:1 OP To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
22. OCT 15 12:14P To OKLA CITY OK 405 205-6121 Dirct Day 
23. OCT 15 4:34P To PORTLAND OR 503 975-6833 Dirct Day 
24. OCT 15 4.35P To SPOKANE WA 509 448-9762 Dirct Day 
25. OCT 15 4 MSP To SPOKANE WA 509 448-9762 Dirct Day 
26. OCT 15 4.47P To SPOKANE WA 509 448-9762 Dirct Day 
27. OCT 15 5:12P To WAYS LDG NJ 609 625-7171 Dirct Day 
28. OCT 15 6;17P To ELMER NJ 856 358-2055 Dirct Day 
29. OCT 15 6:23P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Dirct Day 
30. OCT 15 7:10P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Dirct Day 
31. OCT 15 7.15P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Dirct Day 
32. OCT 15 7:21P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Dirct Day 
33. OCT 15 7.32P To BETHESDA MD 301 941-8127 Dirct Day 
34. OCT 15 7:45P To SILVER SPG MD 301 537-1017 Dirct Day 
35. OCT 16 5.44P To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dirct Day 
36. OCT 16 6:OOP To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
37. OCT 16 6:01P To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dirct Day 
38. OCT 16 10:34P To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dirct Day 
39. OCT 17 10:16A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 Dlict Day 
40. OCT 17 3:44P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Diict Day 
41. OCT 17 4:20P To SILVER SPG MD 301 537-1017 Diict Day 
42. OCT 17 5.29P To SPOKANE WA 509 448-9762 Dirct Day 
43. OCT 17 11.09P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
44. OCT 17 11:55P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
45. OCT 18 11:27A To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
46. OCT 18 11:29A To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Diict Day 
47. OCT 18 12.04P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
48. OCT 18 6:27P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
49. OCT 18 6.28P To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dirct Day 
50. OCT 18 6:41P To GLASGOW MT 406 228-4426 Dirct Day 
51. OCT 18 7:26P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
52. OCT 18 7.59P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
53. OCT 18 8:14P To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dirct Day 
54. OCT 18 B:25P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
55. OCT 18 9:17P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
56. OCT 18 9.17P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
57. OCT 18 9:31P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Diict Day 
58. OCT 18 10 02P To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
59. OCT 19 9.21A To PORTLAND OR 503 449-9088 Dirct N/Wkd 
60. OCT 19 9 41A To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Diict N/Wkd 
61. OCT 19 12:36P To PORTLAND OR 503 943-1225 Dirct N/Wkd 
62. OCT 19 12:45P To PORTLAND OR 503 680-2352 Dirct N/Wkd 
63. OCT 19 5:09P To ALBUQURQUE NM 505 250-0103 Dirct N/Wkd 
64. OCT 21 5:36P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 DI re t Day 
65. OCT 22 8:54A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 Dirct Day 
Min 
2 
7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
15 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
31 
1 
1 
1 
9 
1 
20 
16 
1 
1 
2 
4 
9 
10 
12 
1 
3 
1 
5 
18 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
9 
15 
1 
27 
. 21 
/mount 
.14 
.49 
.07 
.07 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.75 
.05 
.10 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.07 
.21 
.07 
.07 
2.17 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.63 
.07 
1.40 
1.12 
.07 
.07 
.14 
.28 
.63 
.70 
.84 
.07 
.21 
.07 
.35 
1.26 
.14 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.07 
. 14 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.14 
.07 
".07 
.07 
.05 
.10 
.45 
.75 
.05 
1.89 
1.47 
AT6.T 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Date 
OCT 22 
OCT 24 
OCT 24 
OCT 24 
OCT 25 
OCT 25 
OCT 26 
OCT 26 
OCT 26 
OCT 27 
OCT 27 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
OCT 28 
Tot 
Time Place And Number Called 
6:03P To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 399 
B:13A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 
4.23P To DALLAS TX 214 520 
4:41P To DALLAS TX 214 520 
9:33A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 
3:05P To INDIANAPLS IN 317 297 
9:29A To SILVER SPG MD 301 537 
06P To MANLIUS NY 315 682 
11P To SILVER SPG MD 301 537 
45P To BETHESDA MD 301 941 
56P To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 399 
01P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 
31P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 
41P To SOMERS PT NJ 609 927-
al DomestIc CalIs 
0460 
7505 
8177 
8177 
7505 
4149 
1017 
5350 
1017 
8127 
0460 
7505 
7505 
3898 
Di ret 
Di ret 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Di ict 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
564 
Total Calls From 970-B71-9135 
Total Direct Dialed CalIs 
Total Calls Eligible For Discount 
AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan Summary 
15. Di rect Dialed Calis 
Rate 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Minutes 
Minutes 
Minutes 
Minutes 
Min 
18 
8 
4 
1 
17 
10 
23 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
10 
26 
Amount 
1.26 
.56 
.28 
.07 
1.19 
.70 
1.15 
.05 
.05 
.10 
.05 
.2' 
. i 
1.8,. 
37.50 
37.50 
99.39 
99.39 
Total AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan 
Charges in the Amount Column are Informational. 
See Summary for Actual Charges. 
99.39 
$99.39 
AT&T Local Toll Service Plan 
Totals are for Informational purposes only. Please refer 
to summary for actual charges. 
Calls Eligible For Discount 
* DIreet Dialed CalIs 
Calls From 970-871-6223 
Domest ic CalIs 
Date Time Place And Number Called 
16. OCT 08 11:39A To DENVER \ " " ~" 
17. OCT 10 2:47P To GOLDEN CO 303 568-3237 Dirct N/Wkd 
18. OCT 17 3:58P To DENVER CO 303 388-4876 Dirct N/Wkd 
19. OCT 21 9.46A To GOLDEN CO 303 568-3237 Dirct N/Wkd 
20. OCT 22 3:18P To GOLDEN CO 303 568-3260 Dirct N/Wkd 
Total Domestic Calls 24 Minutes 
Rate Type 
CO 303 388-4876 Dirct N/Wkd 
Total Calls From 970-871-6223 
Total Direct Dialed Calls 
Total Calls Eligible For Discount 
AT&T Local Toll Service Plan Summary 
21. Di rect Dialed CaI Is 
24 Minutes 
24 Minutes 
24 Minutes 
Min 
15 
4 
2 
1 
2 
Amoun' 
/Si 
.16 
.08 
.16 
1.92 
1.92 
1.92 
1.92 
1.92 
Total Charges for AT&T Local Toll Service Plan $1.92 
Cont inued 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No 970-871 -6223-318R 
For billing questions or to place an order, call 1 *J IOO-222-03ou 
Page 8 
AT&T Itemized Long Distance Calls 
* Dlrect Dialed CaI Is 
Calls From 970-871-6223 
Domestic CaI Is 
Date Time Place And Number Called Type Rate Mln 
1. OCT 15 4 06P To DIR ASST UT 801 555-1212 Dlrct 0 
Total Domestic Calls 0 Minutes 
Total Calls From 970-871-6223 
Total Direct Dialed Calls 
0 Minutes 
0 Minutes 
Amount 
1.99 
1.99 
1.99 
1.99 
Total AT&T Itami zed Long Distance Calls $1.99 
AT&T Other Charges and Credits 
DescrIptIon 
2. Universal Connectivity Charge 
For an explanation of this charge, please call 
1 800 532-2021. 
3. In-state connection fee 
Foi an explanation of this charge, 
please call 1 800 333-5256. 
4. Bill Statemen t Fee 
For an explanation of this charge, 
please call 1 888 ATT-BILL. 
Total AT&T Other Charges and Credits 
Amount 
11 
1 
1 
81 
25 
.50 
$14.56 
Taxes And Surcharges 
DescrIptIon 
5. Federal Tax @ 3* 
6. CO Tax Surcharge 0.82% 
7. CO Universal Service Chig 
8 Other Taxes 
Amount 
3.71 
.97 
.07 
.37 
Total Taxes And Surcharges $5.12 
This portion or your bill is provided as a service to AT&T. There in no 
connect Ion between Qwest and AT&T. 
verhronwireiess 
Account Name: LOIS BAHASIEWICZ 
Account No.: 1089-8595203 
Bi l l Close Date: 12/06/02 Page 1 
B i l l Summary 
Due Oate Current Charges Amount Due 
12/30/02 $249.36 $249.36 
Verizon Wireless offers a variety of flexible payment options. 
Call us to arrange the best payment option for you. 
Previous Balance 
Payments • Thank you. 
Balance Forward 
Current Charges 
Monthly Activity - 2 Service(s) 
Taxes, Fees, £ Government Charges 
Total Current Charges 
252.10 
252.1OCR 
227.29 
22.07 
$0.00 
$249.36 
Total Amount Due • $249.36 
[IREEUP] THE HOLIDAYS WITH A GUT EVERYONE WILL LOVE 
With. [EREEUP] there are no long-term contracts, no credit checks and no 
monthly- bills. It's-' a' one-time cost, and that means you'll have money left 
over for other holiday gifts- [FREEUP] has features everyone will love, a 
card with minutes to get started and a cool Motorola vl20c wireless phone, 
all in one box.. For more information go to HREEOP.com. 
REGISTER I0R VZSERVE U m ) AMD SAVE $10 
Manage your account online with VZServe Express Customer Service and you'll 
save money too. Register for VZServe before 01/13/03 and you'll save $10 on 
select accessories of $19.99 or more. With VZServe you can check your 
balance, view and pay your bill, add or delete features and more. Access 
your account today at verizonwireless.com/customereervice. 
5t?\0 
Account Name: UxS BANASIEWICZ 
_ . Account Mo.: 1089-8595203 
VBTQSnMreless Bill Close Date: 12/06/02 Page 3 
Account Charges Summary 
Payments 
Data Amount 
12/06/02 252.1OCR 
Total Payments $252.1OCR 
Monthly Activity 
Summary for 970/846-3573, LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
SINGLE RATE 600 
Service Charges i Credits 75.52 
Airtime & Usage Charges 0.00 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 7.33 
Sub-total for 970/846-3573 $82.85 
Monthly Activity 
Summary for 970/846-3574, LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
SINGLE RATI 1500 
service Charges & Credits 150.52 
Airtime & Usage Charges 0.00 
Service & Long Distance/Toll Charges 1.25 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 14.74 
Sub-total for 970/846-3574 $166.51 
Total Monthly Activity Charges • $249.36 
ir.is psgs intcntiufTaliy left blank 
<=fi#3 
K_ yOHwireiess 
Account Name: LOIS BANASIEWIC 
Account No.: 1089-8595203 
Bil l Close Date: 12/06/02 
Monthly Ac t i v i t y De ta i l for 970/846 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Service Charges & Credits 
Beginning 
SINGLE RATE 600 12/07/02 
CALL WAITING 
THREE WAY CALLING 
VOICE MAIL 
CALL FORWARDING 12/07/02 
CALLER ID 12/07/02 
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SVC & REGULATORY CHG 
Tota l Serv ice Charges 
VOICE 
USAGE REVIEW 
Used 
Anytime Bundle 76:00 
T o t a l Usage 76:00 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
-3573 
Ending 
01/06/03 
01/06/03 
01/06/03 
& Cred i ts 
Date Per Time O r i g i n D e s t i n a t i o n Number Fea MiniSec 
11/07 P Q3:30P STEMBTSPG CO ELMER NJ 856/358-2055 
11/08 0 01:08A STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 370/846-3574 MM 
11/08 P 11:00A CRAIG CO OCEAN CIT NJ 603/399-0460 WC 
11/08 P 11-.01A STEMBTSPG CO OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 
11/08 P 04:22P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 370/846-3573 
11/13 P 01:34P STEMBTSPG CO OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 
11/13 P 01:36P STEMBTSPG CO WASHINGTO DC 202/371-7505 
11/15 P 12:54P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 MM 
11/16 P 04:22P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/846-3574 MM 
11/15 P 04:30P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 MM 
11/20 P 10:39A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
11/21 P 01:33P STEMBTSPG CQ STEMBTSPG CO 970/371-3135 
11/21 P 02:25P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
11/22 P 06:24P STEMBTSPG CO MANLIUS NY 315/682-5350 
12/01 W 02:34P STEMBTSPG CO MANLIUS NY 315/682-6360 
12/01 W 03-.07P STEMBTSPG CO MANLIUS NY 315/682-5350 
12/01 W 03:13P STEMBTSPG CO MANLIUS NY 315/682-5350 
2:00 
2:00 
10:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
9:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
3:00 
J : U O 
3:00 
10:00 
20:00 
6:00 
1:00 
Rate 
0.00 
C a l l 
Charge 
0.00 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
00 
00 
00 
00 
0.00 
0. 
0. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
To ta l Charges 
75.00 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
0.00 
0.00 
0.52 
$75.52 
Charged 
0.00 
$0.00 
Service 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
LD/Tol l 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Total Call Detail Charges 
Per: Legend for Time Periods 
P*Peak 
Fea: Legend for Call Features 
MM*Mobile-to-Mobile 
0»Off-Peak 
WC-Wide Area Calling 
76:00 0.00 
W»Weekend 
0.00 0.00 
Page 5 
Monthly Act iv i ty Deta i l for 970/846-3573 
LOIS IIANASIEWICZ - Continued 
Taxes.. Fees, & Government Charges 
Federal Excise Tax 2.27 
Sales Ti> 2.96 
Colo Un iversa l Svc Charge 2.11 
To ta l Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 7.33 
Sub - to ta l of Monthly A c t i v i t y f o r 970/846-3573 .85 
ft 
\0 
This page intentionally left blank 
III rflffll 
V - - /Onwiretess 
Account Name: LOIS BANASIEWI 
Account No.: 1089-8595203 
Bil l Close Date: 12/06/02 
Monthly Ac t iv i ty De ta i l 
LOIS BAflASIEWlCZ 
Service Charges & Cred i ts 
SINGLE RATE 1500 
CALL WAITING 
THREE WAY CALLING 
VOICE MAIL 
CALL FORWARDING 
CALLER ID 
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SVC & REGULATORY CHG 
for 
Tota l 
VOICE 
USAGE REVIEW 
Anytime Bundle 
Total Usage 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
970/846 
Beginning 
12/07/02 
12/07/02 
12/07/02 
Service Charges 
Used 
640:00 
640:00 
-3574 
Ending 
01/06/03 
01/06/03 
01/06/03 
& Credits 
Rate 
0.00 
Total Charges 
160.00 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
INCLUDED 
0.00 
0.00 
0.62 
$160.52 
Charged 
0.00 
$0.00 
Date Per Time Origin Destinat ion Number Fea Mini Sec 
11/06 P 06:26P HADDON HT NJ VOICE MAI CL 370/846-3574 WC 
11/06 P 06:28P PHILA 
11/06 P 06:34P PHILA 
11/06 P 06:36P PHILA 
11/06 P 06:44P PHILA 
11/06 P 06:59P PHILA 
11/06 0 08:36P BOSTON 
11/06 0 0fl:41P BOSTON 
11/06 0 08:42P BOSTON 
11/06 0 1i:08P BOSTON 
11/07 P 09:62A BOSTON 
11/07 P U2:61P BOSTON 
11/07 P 03:51P BOSTON 
11/07 P 03:67P BOSTON 
11/07 P 04:08P BOSTON 
11/07 P 04:36P BOSTON 
11/07 P 06 5 02P BOSTON 
11/07 P 07:21P PITTSBURG 
11/07 P 07:42P PITTSBURG 
11/07 0 10:34P DENVER 
PA VOICE MAI CL 370/846-3674 WC 
PA RALEIGH NC 919/602-0360 WC 
PA ROME NY 316/336-0798 WC 
PA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-6223 WC 
PA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
MA GRAND PRA TX 214/676-4722 WC 
MA GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 WC 
MA INCOMING CL 214/675-4722 WC 
MA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-8135 WC 
MA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
MA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
MA GRAND PRA TX 214/676-4722 WC 
MA VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 WC 
MA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9136 WC 
MA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
MA VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 WC 
PA STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 WC 
PA VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 WC 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9136 
11/08 0 00:51A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-9135 
11/08 0 01:04A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 
11/08 0 01:05A STEMBTSPG 
11/08 0 01:06A STEMBTSPG 
11/08 0 0l:07A STEMBTSPG 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
CO STEM6TSPQ CO 970/846-3573 MM 
CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
11/08 0 01:07A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3573 MM 
ft 1/08 0 01:08A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/846-3673 MM 
1:00 
3:00 
2:00 
8:00 
7:00 
3:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
9:00 
2:00 
9:00 
2:00 
1:00 
9:00 
1:00 
2:00 
7:00 
1:00 
2:00 
2:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
1:00 
2:00 
Cal l 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
Service 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
uD/Toll 
Charge 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0 00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
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Monthly Activity Detail fop 970/846-3574 
LOIS I3ANASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL IDETAIL 
Date Per Time Origin Destination Number 
Call Service LO/Toll 
Fea Mln:Sec Charge Charge Charge 
11/08 P"09:51A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/879-4225 iTOO 6700 OToQ OTOO 
11/08 P 01:04P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 5:00 0.00 0»00 0.00 
11/08 P 01:23P STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 4:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/08 P 01:32P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 370/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/08 P 01:33P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 370/846-3674 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
U/OS P 1)1:36r STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND OR 503/343-1537 6:00 0.00 0.00 00 
11/03 W l)3:46P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 370/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 .00 
11/09 W 05:24P STEMBTSPG CO ROME NY 316/336-0738 13:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/10 W 11:50A STEMBTSPG CO BETHESDA MD 301/341-8127 6:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/11 W 10:64A STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 370/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/11 W'OSMSP STEMBTSPG CO ROME NY 316/336-0738 6:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/12 P !2:36P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 370/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/12 P 2:36P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0,00 0.00 
11/13 P 0:49A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-3135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/14 P 01:05P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 370/846-3574 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/14 Pill :06P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-6223 3:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/14 P (13:05P STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND OR 503/443-3088 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/15 P 12.-54P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/846-3573 MM 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/15 P 01:13P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-3136 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/15 P C14:30P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/846-3573 MM 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/15 P 1I4I32P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-3135 TTOO 6700 6760 5700 
11/16 W 10.20A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-8135 4:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/16 W 10:27A STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 370/846-3574 4:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/16 W 10:41A STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/16 W 10M2A STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND OR 503/443-3086 4:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/16 W (IB: 16P STEMBTSPG CO ROME NY 316/336-0738 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/16 W Ci8:63P STEMBTSPG CO ROME NY 315/336-0738 8:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/17 W 10M7A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/873-0385 3:00 0.00 0.00 ^00 
C4-.12P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-3135 1:00 0.00 0.00 .00 
1l:59A STEMBTSPG CO 411C0NNEC CL 713/411-0000 6:00 0.00 1.25 0.00 
11/18 P 
11/19 P 
11/19 P ~12:2CP STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-9135 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/19 P C4:55P STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND OR 603/943-1537 13:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/20 P C4:57P STEMBTSPG CO ROME NY 315/336-0798 13:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/21 P 03:52P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 370/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/21 P 05.-37P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-3136 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/22 P 12U1P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-8135 4:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/22 P 12:49P STEMBTSPG CO PORTLAND OR 503/443-3088 4:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/22 P 02:42P STEMBTSPG CO MANLIUS NY 316/682-6350 3:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/22 P 02:52P STEMBTSPG CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/23 W 10:18A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-3136 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/23 W 10:36A STEMBTSPG CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 fTOO OTOO OTOO OTOO 
11/23 W 10:57A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/23 W 10:68A STEMBTSPG CO ROME NY 316/336-0738 11:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/23 W 11:27A STEMBTSPG CO SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 16:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/23 W 06:26P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 370/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/24 W 11:31A STEMBTSPG CO WASHINGTO DC 202/371-7505 
11/24 W 11:32A STEMBTSPG CO GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 
1:00 
i;oo 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
\ ^ 
Account Name: LOIS BANASIEWIC7 
» Account No.: 1089-8595203 
fTOnwireless Bil l Close Date: 12/06/02 
Monthly A c t i v i t y De ta i l for 970/846-3574 
LOIS BARASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Cal l Service LD/Toll 
Date Per Time Or ig in Destination Number Fee Mln;Sec Charge Charge Charge 
11/24 W 11:32A STEMBTSPG CO SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/26 P 12:32P STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 4:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/26 P 12,:36P 6TEMBTSPQ CO OMAHA NE 402/699-6472 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/26 P 12:38P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9138 3:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/26 P 12:4QP STEMBTSPQ CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 47:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/26 P 02:36P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9135 3:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/26 P 0C:38P STEMBTSPQ CO GOLDEN CO 303/568-3237 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/26 P 02:40P STEMBTSPQ CO OMAHA NE 402/699-5472 3:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/27 P 01:15P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/27 P 01:16P STEMBTSPQ CO SALT LAKE UT 801/621-5800 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/27 P 01:23P STEMBTSPQ CO WASHINQTO DC 202/371-7505 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/27 P 01:24P STEMBTSPQ CO SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/27 P 01:28P STEMBTSPQ CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/27 P GU32P STEMBTSPQ CO DILLON CO 970/406-0277 MM 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/27 P 01:34P STEMBTSPQ CO OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 9:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/27 P 01:49P STEMBTSPQ CO "REMI NY 315/336-0798 iTfOO OTOO OTOO OTOO 
1 1 / 2 7 P 0 1 : 5 9 P STEMBTSPQ CO INCOMING CL 9 7 0 / 8 4 6 - 3 5 7 4 9:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/27 P 02:42P STEMBTSPQ CO MANLIUS NY 315/682-6360 8:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/28 W 12:47P STEMBTSPQ CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 7:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/28 W 0S:39P STEMBTSPQ CO SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 6:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/28 W 06:12P STEMBTSPQ CO RALEIGH NC 919/846-2649 l700 O O O o O b 
11/29 W 12:39P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/29 W 12:40P STEMBTSPQ CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 6:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/29 W 05:07P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/30 W 12:07P STEMBTSPQ CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/30 W 12:07P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/879-0386 9700 O O 0 6 0 6 
11/30 W 12:16P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/879-0385 6:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/30 W 12-.24P STEMBT6PQ CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 3:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/30 W 01:40P STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/02 P 06:48A STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 870/846-3674 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/02 P 08.-49A STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9135 37o5 0 6 O o O b 
12/02 P 08:26A STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-8135 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/02 P 09:28A STEMBTSPQ CO GRAND PRA TX 214/675-4722 4:00 0.00 0.00 0,00 
12/02 P 01:29P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/02 P 02:03P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9136 1:00 0.00 _ 0.00 0.00 
f2 /02 P 02:04> STEMBTSPQ CO GRAND PRA" TX 214/675-4722 " " 7:00 0.00 6.00 0.00 
12/02 P 02:11P STEMBTSPQ CO ROME NY 315/336-0798 6:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/02 P 02:17P STEMBTSPQ CO PRINCETON NJ 609/987-1111 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/02 P 02M8P STEMBTSPQ CO SAN DIEGO CA 618/987-1111 NM 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/02 P 02.43P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/870-1171 3:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/02 P 03:02P STEMBTSPQ CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 6T00 O O 0 6 O O 
12/03 P 10:02A STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/03 P 02:64P STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/03 P 05:03P STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 870/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/03 P 06:25P STEMBTSPQ CO PORTLAND OR 503/448-9088 4:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/04 P 09:64A STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9136 TTOO O O (TOO 0 * 0 
12/04 P 09:59A STEMBTSPQ CO DENVER CO 303/861-2000 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
J)
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Page I 
Monthly Act iv i ty Deta i l for 970/846-3574 
LOIS BAflASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICi! 
CALL DETAIL 
Cal l Service LD/Tol 
Date I'ur Time Origin Destination Number Fee Min:Sec Charge Charge Charg 
12/04 T 10:21A STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.0 
12/04 l» 10:28A STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 970/646-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.0' 
12/04 r 01:15P STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 O.Ol 
12/04 f 01:58P VAIL CO WASHINQTO DC 202/452-7055 8:00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
12/04 F 02:05P VAIL CO WASHINQTO DC 202/452-7055 13:00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
12/04 P 02:46P DILLON CO DAL U S TX 214/520-8177 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
12/04 P 02:58P IDAHO SPQ CO STEMBTSPG CO 870/871-9136 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
12/04 P 02:59P IDAHO SPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.0( 
12/04 P 03:46P DENVER CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.0( 
12/04 P 04:12P DENVER CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 1:00 0.00 0.00 O.OC 
12/04 P 04:13P DENVER CO PORTLAND OR 503/943-1597 1:00 0.00 0.00 O.OC 
12/04 » 04:14P DENVER CO PORTLAND OR 503/449-9088 2:00 0.00 0.00 O.OC 
12/04 »» 04-.15P DENVER CO OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 1:00 0.00 0.00 O.OC 
12/04 i» 04M9P DENVER CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 O.OC 
12/04 l» 04:19P DENVER CO PORTLAND OR 503/943-1637 7:00 0.00 0.00 O.OC 
12/04 15" 10:03P DENVER CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/871-9135 2:00 0.00 0.00 O.OC 
12/04 0 10:04P DENVER CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 O.OQ 
12/05 P 07:51A DENVER CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 3:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 I' 07:59A DENVER CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 11:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/05 1' 10:20A DENVER CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/05 »r 10:22A DENVER CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 9:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/05 f 10:36A DENVER CO WASHINQTO DC 202/371-7505 13:00 0.00 0.00 O.OQ 
12/06 f 12:01P DENVER CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/05 t 12:02P DENVER CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9136 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 f 12:03P DENVER CO GOLDEN CO 303/568-3237 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/05 F"12:10P DENVER CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 18:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/05 P 03:14P DENVER CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/05 P 03:16P DENVER CO DALLAS TX 214/520-8177 16:00 0.00 0.00 1,00 
12/05 P D3M7P IDAHO SPQ CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 4:00 0.00 0.00 .00 
12/05 P D4:27P DILLON CO STEMBTSPQ CO 870/671-9136 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/05 P~D4:29P DILLON CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3674 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/05 P 34:31P DILLON CO SILVER SP MD 301/637-1017 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P 05:06P DILLON CO YAMPA CO 970/638-0213 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 0 1)8:34P STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 0 0B:35P 6TEMBT6PQ CO PORTLANDOR 603^943-1597 11:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P lf:43A STEMBTSPQ CO~V01CE~MAl CL 870/846-35~74 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P I1:52A STEMBTSPG CO STEMBTSPG CO 970/671-9135 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P IM:12P STEMBTSPG CO INCOMING CL 870/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P 01:13P STEMBT8PG CO INCOMING CL 970/846-3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P (I2:01P STEMBTSPQ CO VOICE MAI CL 870/646-3674 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P ~()2:06P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 970/846-3574 fTOO 0 6 O O O o 
12/06 P 02:1 OP STEMBTSPG CO OCEAN CIT NJ 609/399-0460 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P C>2:14P 6TEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPG CO 870/879-3788 3:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P C2I38P STEM8TSPG CO INCOMING CL 619/987-1111 NM 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P 03:02P STEMBTSPQ CO WASHINQTO DC 202/371-7506 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P 03:03P STEMBTSPG CO SILVER SP MD 301/537-1017 6T00 0 6 0 6 OTOO 
12 /06 P 03:15P STEMBTSPG CO VOICE MAI CL 970 /846 -3574 1:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
x Account Name: LOIS BANASIEWK \ ^" \ Account No.: 1089-8595203 
W * * w JOnwitBless Bill Close Date: 12/06/02 
Monthly Activity Detail for 970/846-3574 
LOIS BAJQASIEWICZ - Continued 
VOICE 
CALL DETAIL 
Call Service LO/Toll 
Date Per Time Origin Destination Number Fea Min:Sac Charge Charge Charge 
12/06 P 03M7P STEMBTSPQ CO INCOMING CL 370/846-3574 TTTOO OTOO O S (TOO 
12/06 P 05:58P STEMBTSPQ CO STEMBTSPQ CO 970/871-9135 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
12/06 P 06:01P STEMBTSPQ CO SAN OIEQO CA 619/987-1111 NM 2:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total Call Detail Charges 640:00 0.00 1.25 0.00 
Per. Legena for Time Periods 
P-Peak 0»Off-Peak W«Weekend 
Pea: Legend fof Call Features 
MM=Mobile-to-Mobile NM-Natl Mobile-to-Mobile WC*Wide Area Calling 
Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 
Federal Excise Tax 4.66 
Sales Tax 5.83 
Colo Universal Svc Charge 4.25 
Total Taxes, Fees, & Government Charges 14.74 
Sub-total of Monthly Activity for 970/846-3574 166.51 
cO 
;3 
Page.9 
5900-5995 
rlc 
Qwest. t . " * • • Visit us 24 hours a day at www qwest com 
Total Amount Due 
$263.25 
Due Date for New Charges 
December 27, 2002 
Summary 
T Previous Balance 
Charges 
Payment" Thank you for your payment 
Balance Forward 
T New Charges 
Qwest 
For questions call 1-800-244-1111 
AT&T 
For questions call 1-800-222-0300 
Total New Charges 
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE 
6wsr q t^\^  
^ qct.u^ 
<r i^\< \ 
267 66 
267 66^ 
$.0Q 
138 73 
124 52 
$263.25 
$263.2!5 
£ 
& 
& 
Qwest, Denver, CO 80244-0001 
This bill la protected by one or more of the following U S Patents 
Des 38a 298 390 599 5 345 942 and 5 951 OS? 
LOIS BANASIEV 
Bill Date: Dec 
Account No: 970-6. -23-318R 
Page 1 
QWEST SERVICES 
• ITEMIZED MONTHLY SERVICE 
MONTHLY SERVICE - DEC 07 THRU JAN 06 
BASIC SERVICES 
These services are necessary for you to use your telephone 
3 DISTANCE CHARGE 36 00 
OPTIONAL SERVICES 
These services are provided at your request and are not required as part 
of your basic telephone service 
1 2 LINE CUSTOMCHOICE PACKAGE 39 95 
TWO RESIDENCE LINES AT $14 94 
INCLUDED 
1 ADDITIONAL LINE CUSTOMCHOICE 29 95 
ONE RESIDENCE LINE AT $14 94 
INCLUDED 
2 * SERVICE AND/OR EQUIPMENT 00 
• SERVICE ADDITIONS AND CHANGES 
1 COLORADO UNIVERSAL SERVICE SURCHARGE CREDIT 2 49* 
• TAXES, FEES & SURCHARGES 
The following charges are billed at the request of local, state and Federal government and'or 
to support government programs For additional information vfsit our website at www qwest com 
Federal Access Charges are not under the jurisdiction of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission 
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX 3 86 
STATE TAX 3 70 
COUNTY TAX 1 27 
FEDERAL ACCESS CHARGE 20 00 
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SERV FUND 1 68 
COLORADO UNIVERSAL SERVICE CHARGE 2 41 
COLORADO TELECOMMUNICATIONS RELAY SERVICE FUND 30 
911 SURCHARGE 210 
FEDERAL CHARGE - SERVICE 1 29 
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABILITY 
COLORADO OFFSET - SERVICE 1 29* 
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABILITY 
TOTAL QWEST SERVICES $138 73 
FOR YOUR INFORMATION 
You are responsible for the payment of all charges on your bill 
Failure to pay these charges may result in collection action as 
well as termination of the unpaid service Your basic telephone 
service will not be disconnected (or non payment of charges for (1) Qwest Unregulated Services (or other itemized services) 
identified by an * above, (2) services of other Qwest companies, 
or (3) services of other companies included in your bill 
Qwest packages of features and the amounts in the Summary 
may include both basic and charges that are not basic 
* Qwest Unregulated Products & Services are not under 
the jurisdiction of your state commission 
If your problem with Qwest has not been resolved, please ask to speak to a 
manager at 1 800 244-1111 
<\*\A* 
* Qwest Unregulated Services (additional details in For Your Information) 
I AT 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No: 870-871-6223-318R 
For billing questions or to place an order, call 1-8GC-222-03OL 
Fiige 2 
AT&T Summary of Charges For December 
•DeacrIptIon 
AT&T Monthly Charges 
AT&T One Rate Ca l l i ng Card Plan 
AT&T Savings Offer DPO 
AT&T Savings Offer DPQ 
AT&T Other Charges and C r e d i t s 
Taxes And Suicharges 
Page CalIs 
2 
180 
6 
Mln 
0 
,372 
69 
186 1,441 
s/w AiADunt 5.95 
.00 
r\<A,C/l 94.00 
£ i < ^ - 5* 5 2 
3 I v H-74 
Total AT&T Summary of Charges For December $1IM.52 
AT&T Monthly Charges 
Monthly service from NOV 30, 2002 to DEC 29, 2002 
- Optlonal Services 
DescrIpt ion 
1. AT&T One Rate 
NOV 30 th 
2. AT&T One Ra 
ru DEC 
te * 
Cal I ing Card Plan 
29 
Weekends Plan 
Ann un t 
* .00 
.95 
Total AT&T Monthly Charges yi .95 
AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan 
Totals are for Informational purposes only. Please refer 
to summary for actual charges. 
AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan Summary 
Total AT&T One Rate (R) Calling Card Plan (.00 
AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan Calls 
Totals are for informational purposes only. Please refer 
to summary for actual charges. 
Calls Eligible For Discount 
• Di rect Dialed CalIs 
CalIs From 970-871-6223 
DomestIc CaIts 
Date Time Place And Number Called 
3. OCT 30 8 06A To DALLAS 
4. OCT 30 8 17A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Di ret Day 
5. OCT 30 8 22A To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
6. OCT 30 11 06A To SACRAMENTO CA 916 631-3200 Dirct Day 
7. OCT 30 12 25P To DALLAS TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
8. OCT 30 T 0 4 P To AMARILLO TX 806 342-2128 Dirct Day 
Type Rate 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
9 
In 
1 
1 
1 
3 
34 
2 
Amoi n t 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.21 
2.38 
.14 
lit. > t 
IAT6.T 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No: 970-871 -0223*31811 
For billing questions or to piece an * A\\ 1-800-222-030 
Page 3 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13, 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52 
53. 
54 
55. 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
Date Time Place And Number Cal led Type Rate 
OCT 31 
OCT 31 
OCT 31 
OCT 31 
OCT 31 
OCT 31 
OCT 31 
OCT 31 
OCT 31 
OCT 31 
OCT 31 
NOV 02 
NOV 02 
NOV 02 
NOV 03 
NOV 04 
NOV 04 
NOV 04 
NOV 05 
NOV 05 
NOV 05 
NOV 05 
NOV 05 
NOV 05 
NOV 06 
NOV 06 
NOV 08 
NOV 06 
NOV 11 
NOV 11 
NOV 11 
NOV 11 
NOV 11 
NOV 11 
NOV 11 
NOV 12 
NOV 12 
NOV 12 
NOV 12 
NOV 12 
NOV 12 
NOV 13 
NOV 14 
NOV 14 
NOV 14 
NOV 14 
NOV 14 
NOV 14 
NOV 14 
NOV 14 
NOV 15 
NOV 16 
NOV 16 
NOV 18 
NOV 18 
NOV 18 
NOV 18 
NOV 18 
NOV 18 
NOV 18 
NOV 18 
NOV 18 
. NOV 19 
. NOV 19 
. NOV 19 
8:57A To DALLAS 
8 59A To AMARILLO 
9.00A To AMARILLO 
9:14A To DALLAS 
9:53A To DALLAS 
10:27A To DALLAS 
10:30A To OMAHA 
3:26P To AMARILLO 
3:28P To AMARILLO 
4:01P To DALLAS 
5:23P To DALLAS 
6:41A To ROME 
3:24P To DALLAS 
3 25P To GRANDPRARI 
7:48A To ROME 
7:50A To GRANDPRARI 
9:39A To GRANDPRARI 
1Q.04P To PORTLAND 
8:39A To DALLAS 
10:09A To GRANDPRARI 
10:10A To DALLAS 
10:42A To DALLAS 
12:52P To OMAHA 
1:37P To DALLAS 
7:25A To GRANDPRARI 
4:36P To PORTLAND 
8:52A To DALLAS 
1 :35P To DALLAS 
9:43A To SALT LAKE 
9:45A To PORTLAND 
9:46A To SACRAMENTO 
9:49A To OMAHA 
10.07A To DALLAS 
10:19A To SALT LAKE 
10:48A To SAN DIEGO 
9 MSA To SALT LAKE 
9:47A To DALLAS 
9:54A To DALLAS 
2:00P To SAN DIEGO 
2:03P To PORTLAND 
2:13P To DALLAS 
11:14A To SALT LAKE 
8:46A To DALLAS 
10:50A To DALLAS 
1:04P To DALLAS 
1:09P To DALLAS 
2:01P To OMAHA 
2:11P To ANAHEIM 
2I12P To SAN DIEGO 
2:31P To ANAHEIM 
9:26A To DALLAS 
9:13A To DALLAS 
11:11A To DALLAS 
8:25A To DALLAS 
9:59A To SALT LAKE 
10:18A To DALLAS 
11:57A To SALT LAKE 
1 :30P To SALT LAKE 
1:30P To DRAPER 
2:02P To DALLAS 
2:05P To SAN DIEGO 
5:12P To SAN DIEGO 
9.03A To DALLAS 
9:11A To DALLAS 
9:56A To DALLAS 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 806 242-2128 Dirct Day 
TX 806 342-2128 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 D4rct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
NE 402 699-5472 Dirct Day 
TX 806 342-2128 Dirct Day 
TX 806 236-5523 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
NY 315 336-0798 Dirct N/Wkd 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct N/Wkd 
TX 214 675-4722 Dirct N/Wkd 
NY 315 336-0798 Dirct N/Wkd 
TX 214 675-4722 Dirct Day 
TX 214 675-4722 Dirct Day 
OR 503 449-9088 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 552-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
NE 402 699-5472 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 675-4722 Dirct Day 
OR 503 943-1597 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
UT 801 536-4232 Dirct Day 
OR 503 613-5735 Dirct Day 
CA 916 631-3200 Dirct Day 
NE 402 758-8757 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
UT 801 220-4807 Dirct Day 
CA 619 967-1111 Dirct Day 
UT 801 536-4232 DIret Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
OR 503 813-5735 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
UT 801 538-7240 Dirct Day., 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
NE 402 758-8757 Dirct Day 
CA 714 448-6150 Dirct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
CA 714 448-6150 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct N/Wkd 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct N/Wkd 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
UT 801 536-4232 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
UT 801 536-4232 Dirct Day 
UT 801 536-4232 Dirct Day 
UT 801 523-2174 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct Day 
TX 214 520-6177 Dirct Day 
Mln 
1 
1 
1 
15 
22 
1 
5 
1 
1 
20 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
22 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
45 
38 
27 
9 
37 
3 
2 
1 
3 
17 
12 
5 
4 
2 
5 
20 
3 
7 
17 
5 
17 
9 
4 
40 
5 
1 
1 
9 
35 
8 
20 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
5 
1 
12 
Amount 
.07 
.07 
.07 
1.05 
1.54 
.07 
.35 
.07 
.07 
1.40 
. 14 
.05 
.0e 
. 
. V 
.07 
1.54 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
3.15 
2.66 
1.89 
.63 
2.59 
,21 
. 14 
.07 
.21 
1.19 
.84 
.35 
.28 
.14 
.35 
1.40 
.21 
.49 
1.19 
.3.R 
1.f 
.6w 
.28 
2.80 
.35 
.07 
.07 
.63 
2.45 
.40 
1.00 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.14 
.21 
.14 
.07 
.35 
.07 
.64 
Continued 
i-ftrcr Account No' 970-871-6223-318R For billing questions or to place an order, call 1-800 -222-0300 
Paige 4 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
Date 
NOV 19 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
N0\/ 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NO\J 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 21 
NOV 21 
NOV 21 
NOV 21 
NOV 22 
NOV 23 
NOV 24 
NOV 25 
NOV 25 
NOV 25 
NOV 25 
NOV 25 
NOV 25 
NOV 25 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 27 
NOV 27 
NOV 27 
NOV 28 
Tot 
Time Place And Number Called Type 
1 51P To SALT LAKE 
fl 57A To DALLAS 
10 00A To PORTLAND 
10 01A To SALT LAKE 
10 09A To SALT LK CT 
12 08P To SALT LAKE 
12 14P To SALT LAKE 
12 21P To SALT LAKE 
12 31P To SALT LAKE 
1 08P To SALT LAKE 
1 44P To SALT LAKE 
1 59P To SALT LAKE 
2 01P To SALT LAKE 
2 04P To DALLAS 
2 08P To OMAHA 
2 42P To DALLAS 
4 37P To OMAHA 
4 37P To OMAHA 
4 49P To SAN DIEGO 
9 05A To DALLAS 
9 57A To^ SALT LAKE 
11 33A To DALLAS 
2 4OP To DALLAS 
1 21P To EXETER 
8 57A To DALLAS 
4 22P To GRANDPRARI 
8 51A To DALLAS 
10 54A To SALT LAKE 
2 05P To DALLAS 
2 39P To DALLAS 
3 23P To DALLAS 
3 55P To DALLAS 
4 27P To DALLAS 
8 30A To DALLAS 
9 39A To DALLAS 
11 37A To DALLAS 
3 09P To DALLAS 
4 01P To DALLAS 
4 28P To MlOVALE 
5 02P To DALLAS 
5 04P To MlOVALE 
7 10P To' DALLAS 
8 52A To DALLAS 
9 19A To DALLAS 
UT 801 538-7240 Dlrct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct 
OR 503 813-5351 Duel 
UT 801 220-4807 Dlre 1 
UT 801 521-5800 Dlrct 
UT 801 536-4232 Dircl 
UT 801 536-4232 Dhct 
UT 801 536-4232 Duct 
UT 801 536-4232 Dirct 
UT 801 536-4232 Dirct 
UT 801 536-4232 Dlrct 
UT 801 536-4232 Dlrct 
UT 801 536-4133 Dlrct 
TX 214 520-8177 Duct 
NE 402 758-8757 Dlrct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct 
NE 402 699-5472 Dirct 
NE 402 699-5472 Dirct 
CA 619 987-1111 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
UT 801 220-4807 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
NH 603 772-7153 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
TX 214 675-4722 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct 
UT 801 536-4232 Dlrct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dhct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dhct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
UT 801 563-7115 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dlrct 
UT 801 563-7115 Dhct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
TX 214 520-8177 Dirct 
9.40A To WASHINGTON DC 202 452-7055 Dlrct 
5 43P To BEACH HVN 
al Domestic Calla 
NJ 609 361-1368 Dlrct 
1,005 
Rate 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day" 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
N/WKd 
N/Wkd 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Oay 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Minutes 
Min 
2 
20 
1 
2 
12 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
4 
1 
33 
1 
1 
2 
1 
96 
10 
• 10 
7 
1 
1 
11 
1 
8 
29 
14 
8 
3 
54 
1 
2 
1 
4 
1 
2 
12 
2 
22 
2 
2 
25 
An oun t 
.14 
1.40 
.07 
.14 
.84 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.21 
.28 
.07 
2.31 
.07-
.07 
.14 
.07 
5. 72 
.70 
.70 
.49 
.05 
.05 
.77 
.07 
.56 
,!.03 
.98 
.56 
.21 
11.78 
.07 
.14 
.07 
.28 
.07 
.14 
.84 
.14 
• .54 
.14 
.14 
' .75 
bi .67 
Total Calls From 970-871-6223^ 
CalIs From 970-871-6234 
Domestic CalIs 
Date Time Place And Number Called 
8 08A To DALLAS TX 214 696-
12P To DALLAS TX 214 696-
18A To DALLAS TX 214 696 
51P To DALLAS TX 214 696 
38P To CALDWELL NJ 973 226 
42P To CALDWELL NJ 973 226 
54P To DALLAS TX 214 696 
57P To DALLAS TX 214 696 
58P To DALLAS TX 214 696 
56. NOV 25 12 50P To>DALLAS TX 214 696 
57. NOV 25 3 54P To DALLAS TX 214 696 
58. NOV 25 4 04P To DALLAS TX 214 696-
1,005 Minutes e.s. 6 7 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
NOV 
NOV 
NOV 
NOV 
NOV 
NOV 
NOV 
NOV 
NOV 
04 
14 
16 
18 
20 
20 
21 
21 
21 
a 
12 
9 
1 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2422 
2422 
2422 
2422 
2097 
2097 
2422 
2422 
2422 
2422 
2422 
2422 
Dl ret 
Dirct 
Dlrct 
Dlrol 
Oi ret 
Dirct 
Dl ret 
Dlrct 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Rate 
Day 
Day 
N/Wkd 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Min 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
5 
2 
1 
1 
Ancunt 
.07 
.14 
.05 
.07 
.21 
.21 
.14 
.07 
.35 
.14 
.07 
.07 
£ 
? 
ATsI 
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For billing questions or to plao* an oi 800-222-0300 
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Date 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 26 
Tot J 
Time 
9 45A 
9 46A 
5.28P 
5 38P 
5 42P 
5 43P 
5 46P 
5 57P 
6 03P 
tl Dome 
Place And Number 
To DALLAS 
To DALLAS 
To SALT LAKE 
To DALLAS 
To DALLAS 
To DALLAS 
To PORTLAND 
To ORLANDO 
To MlOVALE 
stic Calls 
TX 
TX 
UT 
TX 
TX 
TX 
OR 
FL 
UT 
Type Rate 
Dl ic 
Called 
214 696-2422 ii t Day 
214 696-2422 Dirct Day 
801 220-4648 Dirct Day 
214 696-2422 Dirct Day 
214 696-2422 Dirct Day 
214 696-2422 Di ret Day 
503 813-6260 Dirct Day 
407 736-6392 Dlrct Day 
801 561-1530 Dirct Day 
66 Minutes 
Total Calls From 970*871-6234 66 Minutes 
Calls From 970-871-9135 
Domest ic Calla 
Date Time Place And Number Cat I 
8.12P To BETHESDA MO 301 
8.41A To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 
8:53A To PORTLAND OR 503 
9:54A To WASHINGTON DC 202 
3'18P To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 
3 39P To PORTLAND OR 503 
9 21A To WASHINGTON DC 202 
9.29A To WASHINGTON DC 202 
NJ 856 
OR 503 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18. NOV 07 12:24P To ELMER 
19. NOV 07 1.1OP To PORTLAND 
NOV 05 
NOV 06 
NOV 06 
NOV 06 
NOV 06 
NOV 06 
NOV 07 
NOV 07 
20. NOV 07 4 27P To PORTLAND OR 503 
21. NOV 07 5:29P To SILVER SPG MD 301 
22. NOV 07 6 23P To PORTLAND OR 503 
23. NOV 07 6'49P To ELMER NJ 856 
24. NOV 08 10.16A To ELMER NJ 856 
25. NOV 08 4 31P To PORTLAND OR 503 
26. NOV 08 4.45P To PORTLAND OR 503 
27. NOV 09 12.22P To SILVER SPG MD 301 
28. NOV 10 6.31P To BETHESDA MD 301 
29. NOV 11 5.24P To SILVER SPG MD 301 
30. NOV 12 10-51P To PORTLAND OR 503 
31. NOV 12 10.52P To PORTLAND OR 503 
NOV 12 11:04P To PORTLAND OR 503 
9.03P To SILVER SPG MD 301 
5.14P To SILVER SPG MD 301 
5 43P To SILVER SPG MD 301 
1 11P To SILVER SPG MD 301 
2 34P To PORTLAND OR 503 
2.35P To PORTLAND OR 503 
6.59P To ELMER NJ 856 
7.OOP To PORTLAND OR 503 
NOV 19 10:05A To WASHINGTON DC 202 
NOV 19 5'18P To SILVER SPG MD 301 
1 06P To WASHINGTON DC 202 
4.57P To ELMER NJ 856 
9.11P To WASHINGTON DC 202 
NOV 24 12 12P To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 
NOV 25 9.50P To SILVER SPG MD 301 
7.OOP To PORTLAND OR 503 
9 02P To PORTLAND OR 503 
6'48P To PORTLAND OR 503 
32 
33. NOV 14 
34. NOV 16 
35. NOV 16 
36. NOV 17 
37. NOV 17 
38. NOV 17 
39. NOV 17 
NOV 17 40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. NOV 26 
NOV 26 
NOV 27 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
NOV 20 
49. 
50. 
ed 
941-8127 
399-0460 
449-9086 
371-7505 
399-0460 
449-9088 
371-7505 
371-7505 
358-2055 
449-9088 
943-1597 
537-1017 
449-9088 
358-2055 
358-2055 
943-1597 
943-1597 
537-1017 
941-8127 
537-1017 
449-9088 
943-1597 
449-9088 
537-1017 
537-1017 
537-1017 
537-1017 
449-9088 
943-1597 
358-2055 
449-9088 
371-7505 
537-1017 
371-7505 
358-2055 
371-7505 
399-0460 
537-1017 
449-9086 
449-9088 
449-9088 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Dhct 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Oirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Dirct 
Diict 
Di ict 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Di ret 
Diict 
Dlrct 
Dirct 
Dirct 
Dlrct 
Di ret 
Di ret 
Dlrct 
Direr 
Dirct 
Oirct 
Oirot 
pirct 
Dl ret 
Oirct 
Rate 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Oay 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
N/Wkd 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
N/Wkd 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Day 
Min 
1 
3 
9 
4 
1 
4 
10 
6 
5 
Min 
8 
2 
1 
29 
10 
1 
1 
28 
1 
1 
23 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
2 
15 
5 
1 
1 
3 
26 
1 
1 
7 
1 
12 
1 
1 
15 
1 
35 
1 
3 
26 
13 
1 
1 
9 
Amount 
.07 
.21 
.63 
.28 
.07 
.28 
.70 
.42 
.35 
4.60 
4.60 
Amoun 
.5L 
.14 
.07 
.03 
.70 
.07 
.07 
.96 
.07 
.07 
.61 
.14 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.07 
.49 
.10 
.75 
.35 
.07 
.07 
.21 
.82 
.05 
.05 
.35 
.05 
.6C 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.07 
!.45 
.07 
.21 
.30 
.91 
.07 
.07 
.63 
Cont inued 
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Date Time Place And Number Called 
1. NOV 29 1 44P To PORTLAND 
Total DomestIc Cat Is 
Type Rate 
OR 503 449-90B8 D11ct Day 
Total Calls From 970-871-9135 
Total Direct Dialed Calls 
Total Calls Eligible For Discount 
AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan Summary 
2. Dilect Dialed CaI Is 
301 Minutes 
301 Minutes 
1,372 Minutes 
1,372 Minutes 
Min 
1 
Amount 
.07 
19.73 
19.73 
94.00 
»4.00 
34.00 
Total AT&T One Rate ® Weekends Plan 
Chaiqes in the Amount Column aie Informational. 
See Summary foi Actual Chaiges. 
PM.OO 
AT&T Local To4i Service Plan 
Tot&ls are for Informational purposes only. Please refer 
to summary for actual charges. 
Calls Eligible For Discount 
* Di rect Dialed CaI Is 
Calls From 970-B71-6223 
Domestic Cat Is 
Date Time Place And Number 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
NOV 11 9.40A To GOLDEN 
NOV 12 9 03A To GOLDEN 
NOV 15 9 24A To GOLDEN 
NOV 26 10 26A To BOULDER 
NOV 26 6 13P To DENVER 
NOV 26 6 26P To DENVER 
Total Domestic Cat Is 
CO 
CO 
CO 
CO 
CO 
CO 
Rale 
N/Wkd 
Total Calls From 970-B71-6223 
Total Direct Dialed Calls 
Total Calls Eligible For Discount 
AT&T Local Toll Service Plan Summary 
9. Direct Dialed Ca1 Is 
Type 
303 568-3237 Dlrct 
303 568-3237 Dhci N/Wkd 
303 568-3237 Dt ret N/Wkd 
303 442-5112 Diict N/Wkd 
303 861-2000 Duct N/Wkd 
303 371-7000 Ollet N/Wkd 
69 Minutes 
69 Minutes 
69 Minutes 
69 Minutes 
Min 
2 
29 
2 
28 
6 
2 
Aliount 
.16 
2.32 
.16 
2.24 
.48 
.16 
5.52 
5.52 
5.52 
5.52 
5.52 
Total Charges for AT&T Local Toil Service PI an J 5 . 5 2 
AT&i o the r Charges and C r e d i t s 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Descript ion 
Universal Connectivity Chaige 
Foi an explanation of this charge, please call 
please call 1 BOO 532-2021 oi visit 
www. consume i .all. com /connect i v t ty__chaige 
In-state connection fee 
For an explanation of this charge. 
please call 1 800 333-5256 oi visit 
www.consumer.a 11 com/ins ta le-connect ionfee 
Bill Statement Fee 
AJI oun t 
10.99 
1.25 
1.50 
LOIS BANASIEWICZ 
Account No: 970-871 -6223-318R 
/flfgir F o r b H l l r | g flu#atlona or to plaoe an orw. , -al l 1 -800-222-030( 
Page 7 
For an explanation of this charge, 
please call 1 888 ATT-BILL. 
Total AT&T Other Charges and Credits $13.74 
Taxes And Surcharges 
Description 
1. Federal Tax G 3% 
2. CO Tax Surcharge 0.82% 
3. CO Universal Service Chrg 
4. Other Taxes 
Total Taxes And Surcharges $5.31 
This portion of your bill is provided as a service to AT&T. There is no 
connect ion between Qwest and AT&T. 
Peggy A. Tomsic (3879) 
KristopherS. Kaufman (10117) 
TOMSIC & PECK ^ 
136 East South Temple, Suite 800 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801)532-1995 
Robert Surovell 
J. Chapman Petersen 
Surovell, Markle, Isaacs & Levy 
4010 University Drive, Suite 200 
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
Telephone: (703) 251-5400 
Attorneys for Plaintiff USA POWER, LLC; 
USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC; 
SPRING CANYON ENERGY, LLC 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
USA POWER, LLC, USA POWER 
PARTNERS, LLC, and SPRING 
CANYON ENERGY, LLC, 
Plaintiff, ; 
vs. ] 
PACIFICORP, JODY L WILLIAMS and ] 
HOLME, ROBERTS & OWEN, LLP., ] 
I [CORRECTED] 
) OPPOSITION TO PACIFICORP'S 
) MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
) JUDGMENT 
i Civil No. 050903412 
I Judge Tyrone E. Medley 
Defendants. 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
INTRODUCTION iv 
PACIFICORP'S PURPORTED STATEMENT OF "UNDISPUTED" 
MATERIAL TACTS" vi 
PLAINTIFFS' DISPUTED AND UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
WHICH PRECLUDE SUMMARY JUDGMENT xxvi 
USA Power. LLC. USA Power Partners. LLC And Their Objectives xxvi 
Retention of Jodv Williams as Plaintiffs' Lawyer For Utah Power 
Project Development xxvii 
USA Power Partners' Selection of Mona Site. And Its Development of 
Spring Canyon Energy Project , xxvix 
PacifiCorp's Promise Not to Disclose or Use the Confidential Work 
Product Shared by Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' Sharing of its Confidential 
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ARGUMENT 1 
I. PACIFICORP'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT SHOULD BE DENIED 
BECAUSE GENUINE ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT EXIST REGARDING 
PACIFICORP'S THEFT OF USA POWER'S TRADE SECRETS 1 
E005> 
PACIFICORP VIOLATED THE UTAH UNIFORM TRADE SECRETS ACT 
WHEN IT USED USA POWER'S TRADE SECRETS TO BUILD AN IDENTICAL 
POWER PLANT IN MONA, UTAH 3 
A. USA Power's Spring Canyon Project Was a Trade Secret Because it 
Derived Economic Value from Not Being Generally Known or Readily 
Ascertainable and Because it was Subject to Reasonable Efforts to 
Maintain its Secrecy 4 
1. The Spring Canyon Power Plant Derived Independent 
Economic Value From Not Being Generally Known or 
Readily Ascertainable 5 
2. USA Power Took Reasonable Efforts To Protect The Secrecy 
Of Its Spring Canyon Trade Secrets 6 
B. USA Power Only Shared Its Trade Secrets With PacifiCorp After 
It Was Clear PacifiCorp Could Not Legally Use or Disclose USA Power's 
Secrets .....:... 9 
C. PacifiCorp Misappropriated USA Power's Spring Canyon Trade Secrets In 
Order to Build an Identical Competing Power Plant in the Same Location 
In An Impossible Amount of Time 10 
D. PacifiCorp's Factual Arguments Are Without Merit And Simply 
Demonstrate There Are Disputed Material Facts With Regard to USA 
Power's Trade Secret Claim That Must Be Decided By The Jury, Not By 
the Court On Summary Judgment 14 
1. USA Power Has Specifically Defined and Identified Its Trade 
Secret 15 
2. USA Power's Trade Secrets Were Not Disclosed to the Public 
as Part of its Air Permit Application, or Through Any Other 
Means 15 
3. USA Power's Trade Secrets Are Entitled to Protection Under the 
Utah Uniform Trade Secrets Act 17 
4. PacifiCorp's NBA and Currant Creek Power Plant Were Copied 
from USA Power's Trade Secrets and Not the Panda Project .... 20 
5. PacifiCorp's NBA and Currant Creek Power Plant Were Copied 
from USA Power's Trade Secrets and Not the Apex Plant in 
Sfob 
Nevada 22 
III. PACIFICORP BREACHED THE CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT WHEN IT 
USED USA POWER'S CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION TO DEVELOP ITS 
IDENTICAL COMPETING POWER PLANT 24 
A. The Information USA Power Provided PacifiCorp Was 
Confidential 25 
B. PacifiCorp Breached Its Contractual Duties When It Used The 
Confidential Information USA Power Had Provided To Develop Its 
Power Plant 25 
C. The Regulatory Process Conducted by The Public Service 
Commission Only Addressed the Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity and is Absolutely Irrelevant to PacifiCorp's 
Breach Of Contract 26 
IV. THERE ARE DISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS REGARDING WHETHER 
PACIFICORP (1) BREACHED THE IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH 
AND FAIR DEALING OR (2) WAS UNJUSTLY ENRICHED BY ITS INTER-
ACTIONS WITH USA POWER PARTNERS AND SPRING CANYON 27 
CONCLUSION 29 
&?01 
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INTRODUCTION 
This case involves a major utility (PacifiCorp) which entered into negotiations in 
the summer of 2002 with a private entrepreneur (USA Power Partners, LLC) seeking to 
develop a 500-megawatt, dry-cooled, 2x1 combined-cycle gas-fired power plant with 
"zero discharge" technology entitled "Spring Canyon" in rural Juab County, a mile 
outside the town of Mona. PacifiCorp (by its predecessor Utah Power & Light) had not 
constructed a new power plant in the past twenty-five years. At the time of the 
negotiations, it was facing a serious deficit in power supply. 
After signing a "Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure Agreement" on September 
11, 2002 and receiving three volumes of information marked "confidential" from USA 
Power Partners, LLC, including the performance curves, energy penalty and financial 
data for the proposed project, PacifiCorp chose to break off negotiations in March 2003 
and issue a Request for Proposals (RFP) soliciting proposals to supply electric power to 
the Mona switching station. 
In September 2003, PacifiCorp awarded the RFP to itself, i.e., by selecting its 
self-build option entitled "Currant Creek," a 500-megawatt, dry-cooled, 2x1 combined-
cycle gas-fired power plant with "zero discharge" technology in rural Juab County, a 
mile outside the town of Mona. The Currant Creek plant owned by PacifiCorp sits there 
today. It is identical in all material respects to the Spring Canyon project proposed by 
USA Power Partners in the summer of 2002. 
iv 
SfliD 
Discovery has revealed that PacifiCorp began its own development of this 
competing project in early 2003, after it received the critical confidential data from USA 
Power Partners. Indeed, one of PacifiCorp's first steps in 2003 was to secretly hire 
Jody Williams, the attorney representing USA Power Partners in developing the Spring 
Canyon site, to perform the same work for Currant Creek. 
The confidential work product that was shared with PacifiCorp involved 
comprehensive and sophisticated testing of the project design and financial analyses, 
which validated USA Power Partners' decision to build Spring Canyon. Those details 
were relied upon by PacifiCorp in moving forward with Currant Creek in early 2003, prior 
to doing any independent site testing at Mona. PacifiCorp never received permission 
from USA Power Partners for this use. Indeed, such use contravened the plain terms of 
the Non-Disclosure Agreement and violated the Utah Uniform Trade Secrets Act. 
Notwithstanding the feigned shock of PacifiCorp (and attorney Williams) in being 
sued by USA Power Partners and Spring Canyon Energy LLC, this case revolves 
around a simple factual premise - PacifiCorp "misused" the confidential project 
information from USA Power Partners in order to initiate and accelerate its own identical 
project. PacifiCorp's unauthorized use of the Spring Canyon work was facilitated by its 
hiring of attorney Williams, without notice to USA Power Partners, to lead its effort to 
divert Juab County's scarce resources to feed its project in direct violation of Williams' 
fiduciary duties to USA Power Partners. 
v 
-5?// 
For the reasons stated herein, there are significant material facts in dispute which 
prevent summary judgment and this case must be tried by a jury. 
PACIFICORP'S PURPORTED 
STATEMENT OF "UNDISPUTED" MATERIAL "FACTS" 
Pursuant to Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, USA Power has set forth 
each paragraph of PacifiCorp's purported "undisputed facts" which plaintiffs dispute.1 
Following each disputed paragraph, plaintiffs set forth the basis for disputing the 
paragraph and the record demonstrating the facts are disputed, precluding summary 
judgment.2 
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 1: 
In late 2000 and early 2001 a successful power plant developer from Texas, 
known as Panda Energy, began its development of a combined cycle power plant site 
immediately adjacent to Pacificorp's switching station near the town of Mona, in Juab 
County, Utah. The Deseret News reported Panda's plans in an article published July 
19,2001. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
1AII facts which are not disputed are done so for the purposes of this motion only. 
^he record cited in this opposition is contained in the Affidavits of Peggy A. Tomsic filed in opposition to 
PacifiCorp's two motions for summary judgment and Williams/HRO's three motions for summary 
judgment Affidavit Nos 1 and 1A contain the deposition testimony which is cited in this opposition using 
the name of the deponent followed by the relevant page number. Affidavit Nos. 2 and 2A contain the 
deposition exhibits which are cited in this opposition as "Ex." followed by the relevant exhibit number. 
Affidavit Nos. 3 and 3A contain the documents not marked as deposition exhibits which are cited in this 
opposition using Bates stamp numbers. Affidavit No. 4 contains the expert reports of plaintiffs' experts 
which are cited using the experts' last name followed by the relevant page of their report. Affidavit No. 5 
contains the portions of the record cited that was inadvertently left out of Affidavit Nos. 1-4. 
vi 
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PacifiCorp's description of Panda as "successful" is not a material fact but a self-
serving statement. In fact, Panda never took any substantive steps to develop the 
Mona project besides buying the land ("which was amazingly cheap") and acquiring the 
meteorological data. [Barlow Dep. at 51; Ex. 355] Panda's initial objective in 2001-
2002 was to build a merchant plant, but the project had become "kind of iffy" when 
Panda's financing began to dwindle. [Barlow Dep. at 47, 116] 
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 2: 
By the end of April 2001, Panda had secured options to purchase 240 acres of 
land next to PacifiCorp's Mona switching station. The site was ideal for a combined 
cycle plant because of ils immediate proximity to PacifiCorp's transmission system and 
high pressure natural gas transmission pipelines owned by Questar Pipeline Company 
("Questar") and Kern River Gas Transmission Company ("Kern River"). 
USA RESPONSE!: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraph 1. 
The description by PacifiCorp of the Mona spot as "ideal" and "obvious" is not a 
material fact but rather a self-serving statement. In fact, Mona had never previously 
been the site of a power plant and was not seriously considered by PacifiCorp as a site 
prior to 2002. [Exs. 1-2, 354-55; Ted Dep. at 188-190]. 
PACIFICORP PAIRAGRAPH 3: 
In addition to acquiring land, Panda took the following steps to develop its power 
plant, among others: 
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a. hired a market consultant (R.W. Beck) to prepare a report 
assessing the electric power market within the state of Utah; 
b. hired environmental and air quality firms to prepare an ' 
Environmental Site Evaluation and Planning Report and erect an on-site 
meteorological /monitoring station to gather meteorological data to support 
Panda's application to the Utah Division of Air Quality for an air permit; 
c. met with PacifiCorp's transmission group in Portland, Oregon, to 
arrange for an Interconnection Study at Panda's cost to provide an analysis of 
the cost of interconnecting Panda's power plant to PacifiCorp's transmission 
system at the Mona switching station; 
d. hired a lobbyist to lobby state and local officials; 
e. visited the Mona switching station with its engineers to design a 
transmission path from the power plant site to the switching station; 
f. located the nearby Questar Mainline 104 and Kern River natural 
gas transmission pipelines using available maps and visible markers; 
g. mapped out two alternate routes to place lateral gas lines to 
transport natural gas from Questar's and Kern River's gas transmission pipelines; 
and 
h. hired a water lawyer to pursue the acquisition of water from at least 
three water sources. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
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See Response to paragraphs 1-2. 
The "steps" described by PacifiCorp are carefully phrased but actually reveal the 
limit of Panda's work, e.g. it "hired" a water lawyer but never found water, it "met" with 
PacifiCorp transmission and "visited" the switching station but never obtained a 
transmission agreement, it "hired" a market expert but never developed a financial 
analysis, it "located" the pipelines but never entered a supply agreement, it "hired" a 
obbyist but never obtained a property rezoning or an air permit, in sum, these steps 
added no value to the Panda project (and were not used in any way by PacifiCorp in its 
decision to site its project at Mona). [Exs. 301, 302, 355] The only valuable assets for 
the plant, as described by Thurgood in his deposition, were the land and the "met data" 
collected by Panda. In fact, even Panda's engineering work was not transferred to 
PacifiCorp because it was considered proprietary. [Thurgood Dep. at 118-128, 138-
139] 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 4: 
After all these pieces of its power plant development were in place, Panda 
contacted PacifiCorp's Managing Director of Resource Development, Rand Thurgood, 
PhD., and set up a meeting in Salt Lake City, Utah. Panda's hope at the time was that 
PacifiCorp would be interested in purchasing the power generated from Panda's power 
plant under a long term purchase contract. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
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There were no "pieces in place" for the development of the Panda project prior to 
its abandonment. See Response to paragraphs 1-3. 
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 5: 
The meeting between Panda and Rand Thurgood took place June 19, 2001, at 
PacifiCorp's offices at One Utah Center. Panda, with its maps and engineering design 
drawings in hand, made a full blown, detailed presentation to Mr. Thurgood, explaining 
the size, location and design of Panda's power plant. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
The characterization of a "full blown detailed presentation" is not a material fact 
but rather a self-serving statement. The design of the potential merchant plant was 
Panda's "standard footprint", i.e. using water cooling to cool the turbines, as Panda had 
"no experience" with dry-cooled projects. [Barlow Dep. at 112, 210] To the extent there 
was any presentation, the presentation had nothing to do with PacifiCorp acquiring the 
Panda site to develop and construct a power plant. In any event, the meeting was 
almost two years before PacifiCorp began work on Currant Creek, and Thurgood 
received no documents and took no notes, [jd.] 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 6: 
Panda explained the intended combustion technology of its plant based on 
Panda's standard plant design using General Electric 7FA gas turbines in a "2 to 1" 
(also referred to as 2x1) configuration. Panda explained how it was gathering a year's 
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worth of meteorological data to support its application for an air permit It explained how 
the electricity from the power plant would flow over PacifiCorp's transmission system 
from an interconnect at the Mona switching station. It explained how and where the 
natural gas would be transported to the plant from a new lateral pipeline connected to 
Questar's and Kern River's transmission pipelines along one of two routes that Panda 
had mapped out. It explained how water could be acquired from Kennecott and piped 
to the plant. And, it touted the positive attitude of local zoning officials to a proposed 
zoning change and the enthusiastic response that Panda has received from legislative 
and community leaders. 
USA RESPONSEE: Disputed. 
The description in the above paragraph is not supported by the citations. [See 
Barlow Dep. at 102-115; Thurgood Dep. at 115-135] 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 7: 
Although PacifiCorp did not have an interest in acquiring power from Panda's 
power plant under a long term contract, Pacificorp did have an interest in acquiring the 
Panda project as a potential power plant site for PacifiCorp's electrical generation 
system. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
PacifiCorp's description of its "interest" is inherently self-serving and contradicted 
by the obvious fact - as represented on its own timeline - that it did nothing to pursue 
the Panda project until after meeting with (and reviewing the confidential work product) 
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of the Spring Canyon project. [Exs. 301-02, 354-55] In fact, Barlow admitted that 
PacifiCorp showed minimal interest in his project in 2001. [Barlow Dep. at 118] In fact, 
PacifiCorp's representatives didn't even travel to Mona to view the site. [Barlow Dep. at 
205] 
According to PacifiCorp's own comments in the late Summer of 2002, when it 
contacted and met with the managers of USA Power Partners, PacifiCorp had not 
seriously contemplated a development at Mona. [Ted Dep. at 188-190] Neither the 
Panda project nor the Mona site was listed by PacifiCorp in its Integrated Resource 
Plan ("IRP") as a potential site for a peaker to be on-line by 2005. [Exs. 1-2] In fact, as 
late as January 2003, PacifiCorp had not listed the Panda project or its site in Mona as 
a potential site for a peaker plant to be online by 2005 or a baseload plant to be online 
by 2007. [Ex. 354] The first substantive communications regarding PacifiCorp's intent 
to purchase the Panda site were not until January 2003, months after USA Power 
Partners shared its confidential work product with PacifiCorp. [Exs. 301-302] 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 8: 
PacifiCorp periodically published its Integrated Resource Plans outlining the 
anticipated needs for electrical power generation throughout PacifiCorp's system. As 
Managing Director of Asset Optimization (later as Director of Resource Development in 
2001) Rand Thurgood had been given the task beginning in 2000, of assembling as 
many new resource (i.e. power plant) options as he could so that PacifiCorp could 
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select from among the best resources to serve its customers1 increasing demand for 
electricity. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
PacifiCorp's description of its role in the process of acquiring power is inherently 
self-serving. In fact, PacifiCorp is a for-profit entity which has a vested interest in 
developing assets so that it can apply for a return on its invested equity through the 
Utah Public Service Commission. That motivation, as well as the demands of its 
customers, informed its evaluation of various options. [Malko Rpt. at 19-22 (Ex. 419)] 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 9: 
Mr. Thurgood considered all available resource options, not just Panda. He met 
with Mirant Corporation ("Miranf) as early as 2001 about a possible equity interest in 
Mirant's Apex 1 combined cycle power plant in Las Vegas. In June 2002, while it was 
still under construction, Mr. Thurgood visited the Apex 1 plant and he and his team of 
PacifiCorp engineers investigated Apex 1 's combined cycle equipment, plant layout and 
design. While nothing further came of Mr. Thurgood's discussions with Mirant, his 
discussions with Panda were in the same vein, i.e., to assemble as many options for 
PacifiCorp as he could for possible new generation resources. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraphs 1-7. The testimony regarding the actions of 
Thurgood is so vague as to be meaningless. Indeed, Mr. Thurgood cannot remember 
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the time of his Apex tour [Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 80-81] and is "not at liberty" to disclose 
what information he did receive from the Apex facility. [Thurgood Dep. at 102] 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 10: 
Mr. Thurgood spoke with Panda several times between June 2001 and July 
2002, inquiring each time whether Panda would sell its project to PacifiCorp. Panda 
consistently rebuffed Mr. Thurgood's inquiries until finally, on July 31, 2002, Panda 
communicated to Mr. Thurgood that Panda would entertain selling its project to 
PacifiCorp. 
USA POWER: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraph 7. 
PacifiCorp was looking at several options and paid no particular attention to 
Panda. PacifiCorp's resource development group made no actual visits to Mona at this 
time. There were no negotiations or due diligence regarding PacifiCorp purchasing the 
Panda site until January 31, 2003, when a Letter of Intent was signed. As late as 
January 9, 2003, PacifiCorp did not even list the Panda site as a possibility to meet the 
2005 peaker need or the 2007 base load need. [Ex. 354] 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 11: 
Negotiations and due diligence followed, and on February 20, 2003, PacifiCorp 
acquired Panda's project for approximately $1.0 million. PacifiCorp acquired the 
following Panda assets: (a) Option Agreements and Purchase Contracts to purchase 
240 acres of land, (b) Environmental Site Evaluation and Planning Report, (c) Ground 
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Water Study Feasibility Screening Study Report, (d) Meteorological and Air Quality 
Monitoring Quality Assurance Plan and (e) Dispersion Modeling Protocol -approved by 
Utah Division of Environmental Quality, (f) Air Quality PSD Monitoring Protocol, (g) 1-
year Audited Meteorological data from plant site property, (h) Meteorological Tower and 
associated equipment, (I) Market Study from R.W. Beck, (j) Transmission Study from 
R.W. Beck and (k) PacifiCorp Interconnect Study Report. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraphs 1-3, 7. 
In his deposition, Thurgood stated that the only assets of value that PacifiCorp 
acquired from Panda were the land and the meteorological date. [Thurgood Dep. at 
118-128, 138-139] The rest of the documents cited by PacifiCorp are just filler which 
had no value to PacifiCorp at the time of purchase. [See \±, Ex. 355] 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 12: 
In February 2002, plaintiff Spring Canyon Energy filed a Notice of Intent (NOI) 
with the Utah Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Air Quality, seeking an 
air permit for a combined cycle power plant to be located on a 40 acre parcel located Vz 
mile north of the Panda plant site. The NOI immediately became a public document. 
USA RESPONSE: 
Plaintiffs do not dispute that the NOI is a public document or that a copy is 
attached. Plaintiffs cannot vouch for the veracity of the "file" on its air permit and note 
that no affidavit is attached to authenticate or identify the documents. 
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PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 13: 
Spring Canyon's NOI not only identified the location of Spring Canyon's plant 
site, it laid out many of the details of the proposed plant. For instance, it identified the 
plant's combustion technology based on General Electric 7FA gas turbines, and it 
confirmed that the Spring Canyon plant would have heat recovery steam generators 
equipped with selective catalytic reduction systems, supplemental duct firing and a 
steam turbine generator. The NOI explained that the proposed plant would take natural 
gas from the two high pressure natural gas transmission sources in the area, meaning 
the Questar Mainline 104 and Kern River transmission pipelines, and that the proposed 
plant would interconnect to PacifiCorp's transmission system at the Mona switching 
station. The NOI identified the manufacturer of the proposed plants' pollution control 
equipment, the heat input rate for the gas turbine and the duct burners, and the 
expected capacities of the gas turbine generator and the steam turbine generator. 
According to Spring Canyon's public filing, Spring Canyon selected an air cooled 
condenser to air cool, rather than wet cool, the condensed steam from its plant, 
because an air cooled condenser uses less water. 
USA RESPONSE: 
Not disputed, except for the material omissions. 
PacifiCorp fails to mention that the items identified by USA Power as part of their 
air permit application did not include the confidential detailed findings and studies USA 
Power had conducted over the past several months (and years) and based their design 
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decisions upon them. Among other important and confidential information the 
application did not include was the following items: 
1. A report from Waldron Engineering on the economic feasibility of 
the u2 on 1" combined cycle operation. 
2. A report to from Waldron Engineering on the feasibility of operating 
Spring Canyon within the restrictions of the anticipated air permit. 
3. A report from Waldron Engineering on the feasibility of operating 
Spring Canyon within the boundaries of the anticipated water supply. 
4. A "Fatal Flaw Analysis" by ABB Consulting calculating the 
transferability of any electric power originated and sold by Spring Canyon. 
5. Scaled drawings by Waldron Engineering demonstrating how the 
generators, turbines and related buildings would fit together on site. 
6. Sales contracts showing price and option terms for land in Juab 
County. 
7. Sales contract showing location, price and option terms for water 
rights in Juab County. 
8. Legal opinions from Jody Williams and HRO regarding title to water 
rights for the Garret and Keyte properties. 
9. Marketing studies in the fall of 2002 and early 2003 demonstrating 
the economic need for a 500 megawatt facility at Mona and potential cost 
savings to PacifiCorp; 
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10. Pro forma economic assumptions, preliminary cost breakdown and 
detailed economic analysis (forty pages of single-spaced calculations) amortizing 
initial investment and factoring cost of fuel supply, financing, et. al. for a long-
term power purchase agreement arising from the Mona site. [See Exs. 10, 11, 
and 16] 
11. Financial Pro formas that demonstrated the financial viability of the 
Spring Canyon project. [See Exs. 10, 11, and 16] 
These items were the confidential work product shared with PacifiCorp in 2002-
2003 which demonstrated the actual financial viability of the proposed plant, and gave 
USA Power a competitive edge as the "first to market." 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 14: 
As part of the air permitting process, a notice of Spring Canyon's application for 
an air permit was published in the Nephi Times on October 16, 2002. Like the NOI, the 
published notice laid out many of the details of the project concept. 
USA RESPONSE: 
Plaintiffs do not dispute that such an advertisement was published. They dispute 
that "details" were laid out with sufficient specificity to permit any reverse engineering of 
the plant. Nor did the description show the technical feasibility or financial viability of 
the project. See Response to paragraph 13. 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 15: 
The NOI ultimately culminated in the issuance of an Approval Order (i.e., air 
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permit) to Spring Canyon from the Executive Secretary of the Utah Air Quality Board on 
November 27, 2002. Like the NOI and the newspaper notice, the publicly available 
Approval Order laid out many of the details of the proposed Spring Canyon plant. 
USA RESPONSE: 
Plaintiffs do not dispute that an approval order was issued. They dispute that 
"details" were laid out with sufficient specificity to permit any reverse engineering of the 
plant. Nor did the description show the technical feasibility or financial viability of the 
project. See Response to paragraph 13. 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 16: 
The first meeting between PacifiCorp and USA Power occurred on August 22, 
2002. This first meeting occurred (a) more than a year after Panda made its detailed 
presentation to PacifiCorp, (b) two months after Mr. Thurgood had toured the Apex 1 
plant in Las Vegas, and (c) three weeks after Panda had told PacifiCorp that Panda 
would consider selling its Mona project assets. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraphs 5, 7, and 9. 
The characterizations of PacifiCorp, e.g. that Panda's presentation was 
"detailed," are inherently self-serving and belied by the actions of PacifiCorp in delaying 
purchase of Panda. 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 17: 
A week prior to the August 22, 2003 meeting, PacifiCorp's Ian Andrews 
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requested and immediately received a faxed copy of Spring Canyon's NOI from the 
Division of Air Quality. He immediately e-mailed Rand Thurgood outlining details of the 
NOI. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
The repeated use of the word "immediately" is not an undisputed material fact 
and is self-serving. 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 19: 
On August 21, 2002 the day before their first meeting with PacifiCorp, the USA 
Power principals met with Tom Florence of Utah Associated Municipal Power System 
(UAMPS) in Salt Lake City, Utah. They handed Mr. Florence a copy of the same 
volume of information that they later gave to PacifiCorp. Mr. Florence and UAMPS did 
not sign a confidentiality agreement. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
The statement by PacifiCorp ignores the fact that the materials given to UAMPS 
were given on the condition that UAMPS agree to keep them confidential and sign a 
confidentiality agreement. UAMPS agreed to keep them confidential, and did not 
misuse the information. [Graeber Dep. at 340-42; Exs. 225-26] 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 20: 
PacifiCorp utilized the project assets that Panda had started assembling in late 
2000 and early 2001, including land options and purchase contracts, environmental 
studies, and most significantly a year's worth of meteorological data, to apply for and 
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obtain an air permit and construct the Currant Creek power plant on the Panda site. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
The only value acquired from Panda was the land options and the Met data. See 
Response to paragraphs 3, 4 and 7. There is no indication that PacifiCorp ever used 
any other items at any point, especially in the content for its eventual submission to 
UDAQ for an air permit at the Panda site that became Currant Creek, which was a 
much different resource based upon size and cooling technology. [Exs. 10, 294; Koltick 
Rpt. at 18 (Ex. 429)] In fact, PacifiCorp did not submit an NOI for Currant Creek until 
August 2003, six months after it purchased Panda's assets and well after it had 
obtained USA Power's confidential information: [Ex. 4] 
PACIRCORP'S PARAGRAPH 21: 
Currant Creek was designed, engineered and constructed for PacifiCorp by 
Shaw/Stone & Webster, which designed, engineered and constructed the Apex 1 plant 
for Mirant Corporation in Las Vegas, Nevada. Apex 1 was completed in 2003. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
PacifiCorp used the actual development vision and confidential work product of 
USA Power, without notice or consent, to decide to develop Currant Creek and to 
develop Currant Creek. PacifiCorp made that decision and committed substantial 
resources to development of Currant Creek, without any independent studies or site 
specific testing, before retaining Shaw or reviewing Shaw's work. Shaw's work in 
building the plant was purely ministerial. [Ted Dep. at 372-379, 402407; Koltick Rpt. at 
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15-18 (Ex. 429)] See Plaintiff's Disputed and Undisputed Material Facts (PSF), Nos. 1-
88, cited infra. 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 22: 
Like the Apex 1 plant and many other combined cycle plants, Currant Creek is a 
2x1 combined cycle design, meaning it has two natural gas turbine generators and a 
single steam turbine generator. Currant Creek and Apex 1 were both designed and 
engineered based on Shaw/Stone & Webster's standard plant design for a 2x1 
combined cycle power plant with air cooling. Currant Creek, like Apex 1, is based on a 
recognized and proven 2x1 combined cycle configuration that is well understood and 
widely utilized in the electric power plant industry. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
All the statements related here by PacifiCorp, including its description of various 
technologies are "recognized," "proven," "well understood" and "widely utilized," are not 
statements of material fact but rather opinions. In fact, Currant Creek was developed 
based upon the concept put forward by USA Power Partners in their Spring Canyon 
project. [Ted Dep. at 372-379, 402-407] See Response to paragraph 21. 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 23: 
Although there are minor differences in output rating between Apex 1 and 
Currant Creek, the plants are essentially sisters. Both plants utilize two General Electric 
7FA7241 gas turbines with almost identical nominal ratings; both plants have two 
similarly sized heat recovery steam generators equipped with selective catalytic 
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reduction systems; both plants have a single similarly sized steam turbine generator; 
both plants have duct firing with similar capability; both plants are 100% dry (air) cooled; 
and both plants are designed for zero wastewater discharge. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
The statements related here by PacifiCorp are not statements of material facts 
but rather opinions. The site conditions at Mona were substantially different than Las 
Vegas. This is both a reason why site-specific testing was essential at Mona and why 
Thurgood was initially skeptical of USA Power's idea to construct a plant utilizing dry-
cooling at that elevation See PSF Nos. 11-26, 33-41. 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 24: 
In 2002, a combined cycle plant in a 2x1 configuration was not a secret. A 
combined cycle plant with General Electric 7FA gas turbines was not a secret. A 
combined cycle plant with heat recovery steam generators was not a secret. A 
combined cycle plant with additional duct burner capacity was not a secret; a combined 
cycle plant with a steam turbine generator was not a secret. A combined cycle plant 
with air cooling was not a secret. A combined cycle plant designed for zero wastewater 
discharge was not a secret. All of these features of a combined-cycle power plant were 
openly used in the electric generation industry well before 2002. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
The characterization of plaintiffs' claim here misrepresents the essence of the 
claim. The surface characteristics and actual function of the proposed power plant is 
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not a trade secret - it was (and is) visible to the public. The trade secret consisted of 
the combination of individual details, and underlying testing, data and evaluation, 
which formed the Spring Canyon vision and demonstrated its technical and financial 
viability at an extremely challenging physical location - this vision was subsequently 
was built as Currant Creek. [Ted Dep. at 372-379, 402-407] See Response to 
paragraph 13; PSF Nos. 1-26. 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 25: 
At PacifiCorp's request, Shaw/Stone & Webster assembled a detailed project 
cost analysis for Currant Creek, which was a second-level design (i.e. beyond the 
conceptual or preliminary design), so that PacifiCorp would have available a cost 
estimate that was worthy of consideration for budgetary purposes and in a Public 
Service Commission process. Shaw/Stone & Webster's employees began their work on 
the project cost analysis in late April 2003 and submitted the project cost analysis to 
PacifiCorp in a large binder on or about June 9, 2003. Completing this work during the 
period from late April to early June was not unusual for Shaw/Stone & Webster. The 
detailed project cost analysis utilized Shaw/Stone & Webster's in-house databases and 
reference plant designs, and was a normal part of Shaw/Stone & Webster's regular 
business designing and engineering combined cycle power plants like Currant Creek, 
Apex 1, and other combined cycle plants in the United States and around the world. 
USA RESPONSE: 
Plaintiffs do not dispute the work done by Shaw. Indeed, PacifiCorp's contention 
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concedes the essence of plaintiffs' claim, i.e. that PacifiCorp failed to do any preliminary 
engineering to select the site because it was relying on the work product of USA Power 
Partners. The fact that PacifiCorp hired Shaw in late April (after selecting the Mona 
site) and started them on the "detailed design" phase of the project underscores the fact 
that Shaw had no role in evaluating the original design, choosing the original site or 
deciding to commit substantial funds to the Currant Creek project. Normally, this 
process would require 18-24 months worth of work. PacifiCorp was able to reduce this 
time frame to only four months based upon USA Power's confidential information and 
the assistance of USA Power's lawyer. [Koltick Rpt. at 6-8 (Ex. 429); Ex. 292] 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 26: 
PacifiCorp used Shaw/Stone & Webster's project cost analysis, plus operational 
and maintenance information that was furnished by General Electric, as well as 
operational and maintenance studies that PacifiCorp had already performed on its gas 
fired Gadsby plant, and manpower requirements that PacifiCorp developed from its 
Hermiston combined cycle plant in Oregon, and put this information together with 
financial information compiled by its financial analyst, to form its Currant Creek project. 
USA RESPONSE 
See Response to paragraphs 23-25. 
PACIFICORP'S PARAGRAPH 29: 
The design, engineering and construction of Currant Creek represents 
Shaw/Stone & Webster's own efforts. Shaw/Stone & Webster did not use any 
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information from, or about USA Power, USA Power Partners, Spring Canyon Energy, or 
the Spring Canyon Energy project, in any aspect of the Currant Creek power plant, 
whatsoever. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
As stated in response to paragraph 23-25, Shaw did not become involved in the 
Currant Creek project until two months after PacifiCorp had purchased the Mona site 
and committed all its resources to developing a project there. This decision - which 
was the only tangible response by Thurgood's group in acquiring an option to respond 
to PacifiCorp's own RFP - was made in January-February 2003 after PacifiCorp 
reviewed all the confidential information and work product of Spring Canyon for 
developing an air-cooled 500-megawatt combined cycle power plant at that site. 
Shaw/Stone & Webster had no role in that process. [Thurgood Dep. at 72-73] 
PLAINTIFFS' DISPUTED AND UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
WHICH PRECLUDE SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
The following disputed and undisputed material facts, which are before this 
Court, demonstrate there are genuine disputes as to material facts, requiring the Court 
to deny PacifiCorp's motion for summary judgment: 
USA Power, LLC, USA Power Partners, LLC And Their Objectives 
1. USA Power Partners, LLC ("USA Power Partners") is a limited liability 
company with USA Power as the managing member and Sooner Power, LLC as the 
other member. In exchanged its interest in USA Power Partners, Sooner Power LLC 
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contributed funds equaling $950,000.00 to USA Power Partners to capitalize the 
business. [Ted Dep. at 31-33] 
2. USA Power Partners1 objective was to develop potential power plant sites 
in the Rocky Mountain states and then sell the sites to a large independent producer or 
a utility or partner with a third party to construct a power plant at the selected site and 
sell the power under a power purchase agreement. [Ted Dep. at 34-36] 
3. At the outset (2000-2001), USA Power Partners spent nearly a year 
finding the appropriate site for its proposed project. The principal actors in this regard 
were Ted and Lois Banasiewicz who were living in Steamboat Springs, Colorado and 
traveling frequently to Utah to review potential sites. Their objective was to find a site 
where it was feasible to develop a power plant and sell the resulting energy into markets 
in the western states, [ led Dep. at 38-39] 
Retention of Jody Williams as Plaintiffs' Lawyer For Utah Power Project 
Development 
4. In April 2001, the principals of USA Power Partners, met with Jody 
Williams, Esq., an attorney in Salt Lake City, to interview her to be their attorney.3 While 
the initial focus at the first meeting was the procurement of water rights - the number 
one resource issue for the proposed power plant, the principals made it clear they were 
looking for a lawyer who could represent USA Power on its development of the project, 
3Although this Motion for Summary Judgment is filed by PacifiCorp and not Williams or Holme Roberts & 
Owen, it is necessary to explain tire critical role of Williams in the overall development of the project in 
order to describe the confidential work product of the Spring Canyon project. Therefore, some aspects of 
her representation will be included in these Facts. 
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not just in procuring water. Toward that end, the principals of USA Power explained to 
Williams the purpose of their project, the target market and potential buyers. [Ted Dep. 
at 56-57] 
5. At that initial meeting, Williams explained to the principals of USA Power 
Partners that she was familiar with power plants as she had formerly been an in-house 
attorney with PacifiCorp. She did not tell USA Power Partners that she was still 
representing PacifiCorp on any matters. [Ted Dep. at 56-57] 
6. Shortly after the initial meeting, USA Power Partners signed a retainer 
agreement with Williams and paid her a $10,000 retainer fee. While Williams would be 
instrumental in obtaining water rights for the project, the retainer agreement did not limit 
Williams' representation to just that issue. On the contrary, the retainer agreement 
specified that Williams would represent USA Power Partners on a wide scope, including 
providing advice on "business strategies." [Ted Dep. at 59-61; Ex. 23] 
7. Relying on this broad scope of representation, USA Power Partners 
considered Jody Williams to be a resource for them in developing and marketing the 
proposed plant, as she was a Utah attorney and all the USA Power Partner principals 
lived out-of-state. She was included in regular conference calls that the USA Power 
Partner principals had regarding the project. Her advice on these overall business and 
political issues was considered a material part of her representation by her clients. [Ted 
Dep. at 63-64; 66-68; 73-77] 
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8. Among other tasks, Williams searched for potential water sources, 
prepared documents to obtain water sources, advised on potential land deals, reviewed 
land use issues and prepared a "marketing letter" to be used by the USA Power Partner 
principals in explaining their project - and its resource assets - to potential buyers. Her 
service continued uninterrupted from April 2001 until November of 2003 when USA 
Power discovered she was doing identical, and ultimately more successful, work for 
PacifiCorp. [Ted Dep. at 67-68; Williams Dep. at 43-44; 49; 59-60; 269-272; Ex. 118] 
9. During the time that she was serving as legal counsel, Williams and her 
firms billed, and USA Power Partners paid, over $100,000.00 in legal fees and costs. 
[Exs. 47-60; 69; 86-87; 89-98] 
10. Among other things, Williams kept the principals of USA Power Partners 
informed about the actions of Panda Energy ("Panda") which was also looking at a 
large-scale investment in Utah for purposes of building a power plant. Panda sent out 
several press releases in early 2001 about its potential project which Williams forwarded 
to USA Power Partners for their information. She was well aware that it was a 
competing project [Ted Dep. at 65] 
USA Power Partners' Selection of Mona Site, And Its Development of Spring 
Canyon Energy Project 
11. At the time they hired Williams, the principals of USA Power were still 
considering a number of sites in Utah. USA Power Partners had decided by then, 
however, that any development would utilize the Mona switching station in Juab County 
as the primary transmission point to distribute its output. [Ted Dep. at 39] 
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12. By late 2001, after rejecting several other site options and specifically 
consulting with Williams, USA Power Partners focused specifically on property outside 
the town of Mona as the site to develop a power project. Over the next couple years, 
USA Power principal Ted Banasiewicz would make "20-25" visits to the town to meet 
with landowners and local officials and review site conditions. [Ted Dep. at 40-41, 52] 
13. In December 2001, USA Power Partners purchased options on land and 
water adjacent to the switching station from Michael Keyte, a landowner in Mona. 
Shortly thereafter, it purchased additional water rights from a local farmer named Blake 
Garret. Both deals were arranged and negotiated by Jody Williams. [Ted Dep. at 81-
83, 89-90] 
14. After securing the land and water rights, USA Power Partners, in February 
of 2002, filed an air permit for a 500 megawatt power plant using the Mona location. In 
order to file for the air permit, Williams created "Spring Canyon, LLC" as a separate 
Utah corporate entity which could serve as a domestic corporate vehicle. Spring 
Canyon LLC ("Spring Canyon") is solely owned by USA Power Partners. [Ted Dep. at 
137-139; 145; Exs. 10-11] 
15. Prior to the time of the permit filing, USA Power Partners had spent 
substantial time and money developing the actual design of the Mona power plant. The 
proposed capacity of the power plant was described as a "nominal" 539 megawatts, 
meaning that was the projected average output with duct firing included. It was 
designed as a gas-fired, combined-cycle plant in a "2x1" configuration with GE 7FA 
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turbines to supply both base and peak power. Fuel was natural gas provided on a 
lateral from Questar's Mainline 104 pipeline. [Ted Dep. at 96-114, Ex. 10J 
16. The essential nature of the plant was evaluated and shaped by Waldron 
Engineering, the engineers for the Spring Canyon project. Waldron Engineering - led 
by its senior engineer Ray Racine - spent over a year modeling various configurations 
and characteristics for the plant in order to find the most successful combination of 
attributes. The variations included the size and design of the turbines and their 
configuration, the size of the plant, the site for the plant, the amount of water, and many 
other variables. [Racine Dep. at 171-223; see also Michelietti Rpt. at 6-7 (Ex. 422)] 
17. The most unique attribute of the proposed plant, as designed by Waldron, 
was the fact it was dry cooled. In 2002, that attribute was unusual for a power plant that 
size and operating at that altitude. In essence, it meant that the plant would utilize a 
"blowdown" technology with an aitcooled condenser to cool the steam created from the 
combined-cycle operation using a "sensible heat transfer" method. This process called 
"dry cooling" or "air cooling" was a substitute for the water cooling traditionally used for 
combined cycle projects. Under Spring Canyon's design, the dry cooling was assisted 
by an "inlet chiller," which circulated a small amount of water throughout the air cooled 
condenser to assist the process. [Ted Dep. at 124-125; Michelietti Rpt. at 4-6 (Ex. 422)] 
18. While the dry cooling technology saved greatly on water needed for a 
traditional plant, it led to greater capital cost to construct the air-cooled condenser and a 
loss of efficiency (i.e. energy output) due to the associated decrease in "back pressure" 
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for the unit. This decrease particularly affected the plant performance on a hot day, i.e. 
when the "dry bulb" temperature is higher, because the air cooled condenser could fail 
to cool the steam driven by the combined cycle operation due to the lack of inlet air 
density. [Ted Dep. at 124; see also Michelleti Rpt. at 4-6 (Ex. 422)] 
19. In selecting the optimum design, Waldron Engineering specifically 
evaluated the "energy penalty" (or "output penalty") and other performance 
measurements for the potential plant. The "energy penalty" is the additional cost and 
loss of efficiency that the plant incurs as a result of using dry cooling, instead of the 
normal wet cooling method. The "energy penalty" is particularly enhanced on a hot day 
and under certain elevation conditions such as those found in the Utah desert. [Ted 
Dep. at 127-128; Racine Dep. at 173-175, 182-187; Michelleti Rpt. (Ex. 422)] 
20. Racine calculated this cost by virtue of computer software tests including 
the "Gates Cycle test" and "GT Pro" which evaluated plant performance. He confirmed 
this process using mathematical equations predicting "lost megawatts" and overall 
output performance for the plant under certain ambient conditions. All of these 
calculations by Racine were based upon the Mona site-specific conditions. [Racine 
Dep. at 190-197, 200-204; Exs. 332-333, 336-337; see also Michelleti Rpt. at 6-7 (Ex. 
422)] 
21. The final performance runs for the proposed plant were synopsized by 
Waldron Engineering on plant performance curves, which indicated the overall efficiency 
of the plant under various ambient conditions and with certain performance 
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enhancements called "duct firing" which added additional capacity to the turbines. 
These curves were constantly being refined as the project moved forward. [Racine 
Dep. at221;Exs. 341,346] 
22. In addition to measuring plant performance, Waldron Engineering also 
specifically evaluated the potential water usage for a plant. This was done by modeling 
"water tables" which demonstrated the amount of water that would be annually utilized 
either by a dry-cooled and a wet-cooled plant of the size of Spring Canyon and the 
means for discharging its effluent. This testing was particularly critical for a large 
industrial project in a county with minimal water. [Ted Dep. at 52-53; Racine Dep. at 
210-217; Michelleti Rpt. (Ex. 422); Exs. 344, 345] 
23. All the above testing by Waldron Engineering was site-specific and could 
not be duplicated by comparing the Spring Canyon project with a remote plant, even if 
that plant used similar technology. The Waldron testing began in the spring of 2001 and 
continued through 2002, when USA Power Partners was modeling its plant performance 
for purposes of obtaining the air permit. The resulting information was considered by 
Racine and Waldron Engineering to be confidential and proprietary. [Racine Dep. at 
170-171, 230; Ted Dep. at 177-179] 
24. By the summer of 2002, in addition to its engineering work, USA Power 
Partners had acquired the legal items necessary for development of Spring Canyon. 
For example, it had rezoned the Keyte property, obtained an interconnection agreement 
with PacifiCorp transmission for connection to the Mona substation and received notice 
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that that it was going to receive an air permit for 280 MW. It had also obtained the land 
and water rights for the development No other power plant developer in Utah had 
these assets or market advantages in hand in the summer of 2002. [Ted Dep. at 118, 
132, 137, 150-151; Exs. 354-55; Undisputed Material Facts cited by defendant 
Williams/HRO in their Motion for Summary Judgment Re: Loyalty Claim at U 65, dated 
4/30/07] 
25. The interconnection agreement was particularly important as it gave 
Spring Canyon a "first in the queue" position at the Mona substation which was valuable 
because any subsequent supplier connecting at that substation would be forced to pay 
a substantial cost to upgrade the infrastructure. In other words, Spring Canyon avoided 
a significant cost required for all other potential developers. [Ted Dep. at 120-121] 
26. All the above actions taken by USA Power Partners (purchasing options 
on land and water, obtaining the interconnect agreement, filing for the air permit) were 
based on the optimal configuration as designed and tested by Waidron. These actions 
could not have been made without the energy penalty calculations and related site-
specific analysis of Waidron Engineering in clarifying the resource needs and proving 
the overall financial and technical viability of the Spring Canyon project. [Ted Dep. at 
125, 127-128; Racine Dep. at 171-175; see also Michelleti Rpt at 8-10 (Ex. 422)] 
PacifiCorp's Promise Not to Disclose or Use the Confidential Work Product 
Shared by Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs' Sharing of its Confidential Information 
Regarding Their Spring Canyon Project Pursuant To That Promise 
27. In August 2002, Rand Thurgood, the director of Resource Development at 
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PacifiCorp, contacted Ted and Lois Banasiewicz of USA Power Partners. He told them 
that he had learned of their impending air permit and was interested in talking about the 
Spring Canyon project [Ted Dep. at 153-154] 
28. At the time Thurgood contacted USA Power Partners in August 2002, he 
was investigating opportunities for developing new assets (or "options" to use his 
parlance) for PacifiCorp. An engineer by training and a career mid-level manager at 
PacifiCorp, Thurgood had no record as a business entrepreneur or power plant 
developer. PacifiCorp's Resource Development group led by Thurgood had never built 
a combined cycle plant, either as a baseload or peaker.4 It had never built a dry-cooled 
plant. Their only development experience was with the "Gadsby 4, 5, and 6" peakers 
which was a minor project on an existing site in Salt Lake City, which required minimal 
permitting and site work. [Thurgood Dep. at 44-45, 58-59; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 81-82] 
29. The parties met on August 22nd at PacifiCorp's offices in Portland. The 
principals of USA Power Partners attended and described their basic vision for the 
power project. They told Thurgood that they would not divulge any further information 
until PacifiCorp had signed a Non-Disclosure Agreement limiting its use and disclosure 
of USA Power Partners' confidential, proprietary information. They gave Thurgood a 
draft of a Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure Agreement ("Non-Disclosure Agreement") 
for PacifiCorp to review with its corporate counsel. [Ted Dep. at 156,158-160; Ex. 9] 
throughout this litigation, PacifiCorp has made reference to its portfolio of power plants as evidence that 
it has the "knowledge" to build a power plant. In fact, all these plants were built generations ago or 
acquired after construction. In 2002, PacifiCorp's East Side (i.e. Utah) group had not built a large power 
plant within the recent memory of any PacifiCorp employees. 
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30. The parties met again on September 11th at the offices of PacifiCorp in 
Salt Lake City. At that time, Thurgood and David Graeber (for USA Power Partners) 
signed the Non-Disclosure Agreement. In that Agreement, PacifiCorp agreed it would 
be receiving confidential information about the Spring Canyon power plant project and 
further agreed not to use or disclose that information for any purpose other than 
evaluating a potential purchase of the Spring Canyon project or output or a partnership 
with USA Power Partners. [Thurgood Dep. at 288-289; 292-293; Ex. 9] 
31. Once the Non-Disclosure Agreement was signed, USA Power shared its 
confidential work product with PacifiCorp. The USA Power principals handed over 
"Volumes One and Two," which were two three-ring binders containing their work 
product to date in developing the Spring Canyon project. Each volume was stamped 
"Confidential" on its face. Those binders included confidential information. They 
included a marketing study which addressed the need for a power plant resource in the 
"Utah Bubble;"5 a description of the project including its land and water rights; 
engineering drawings of the proposed plant layout; a "marketing letter" from Williams 
which described the acquisition and planned diversion of water; and "site-specific" 
reports and data from Waldron Engineering which laid out the water balance table and 
performance curves for Spring Canyon and made specific findings regarding its cost, 
performance and any loss of efficiency for a dry-cooled plant at Mona. [Ted Dep. at 
171, 177-179; Exs. 10,11] 
5The "Utah Bubble" is the term used to describe that area within centra! Utah limited by transmission 
restrictions for importing power and thus reliant on new domestic resources. 
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32. In the September 11 th meeting, the head of PacifiCorp's Resource 
Development team, Rand Thurgood, expressed interest in the Spring Canyon concept 
and in the extensive work done to date by USA Power Partners in developing the Mona 
site. He specifically told the USA Power Partners' principals that USA Power's work had 
given them a "competitive advantage" that would "take him 2-3 years to duplicate and 
several million dollars." [Ted Dep. at 190-192, 201] 
33. Thurgood s one reservation was that he specifically doubted Mona as a 
development site and the use of "dry cooling" as viable for a power plant of that size and 
at that elevation. These doubts are confirmed by all who attended these meetings, 
including chief engineer Ian Andrews. Thurgood's position on September 11 th was that 
dry cooling "was very inefficient" at that location and would not work. [Ted Dep. at 171, 
188-189; Andrews Dep. at 90] 
34. In his deposition, Ian Andrews, the principal engineer of PacifiCorp who 
was present on September 11 th, admitted that - "as an investor" - he "would be 
interested" in the financial information to build a plant at Mona. He also stated that, as 
an engineer, he was further interested and actually reviewed USA Power's finding 
regarding the proposed water usage of the plant. [Andrews Dep. at 186-190] 
35. After the September 11 th meeting, Thurgood went oul to lunch with the 
USA Power principals, an excursion specifically arranged by Jody Williams. He 
admitted to USA Power his "surprise" that they had proceeded thus far with the project. 
He further stated that his Resource Development team was only looking at expanding 
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their existing assets at Hunter and Gadsby for filling PacifiCorp's new power needs. He 
did not mention any prior interest in building or purchasing a power plant asset at Mona. 
[Ted Dep. at 190-192, 201; Thurgood Dep. at 299] 
36. At the time of the September 11, 2002 meeting, PacifiCorp's Resource 
Development team, according to Andrews, had not yet reported on any other potential 
development sites other than the Hunter and Gadsby sites. No report had been done 
regarding Mona. [Andrews Dep. at 50-51, 242] 
37. At the time of the September 11 th meeting, PacifiCorp's Internal 
Resources Plan, still in draft form, only listed Mona as one of five potential sites in Utah 
for a base load addition in 2008 (or six years away); Mona was not mentioned at all as 
a candidate for a peaker to be on-line by 2005. Meanwhile, the formal plant siting 
study, launched by Thurgood in the early fall of 2002 for purposes of finding a new 
power plant site, asked CH2MHill to look at "15-18" potential sites. It gave no special 
precedence to Mona. [Thurgood Dep. at 75; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 47] 
38. USA Power Partners had numerous follow-up conversations with 
PacifiCorp in the fall of 2002, after the initial exchange of confidential data. These 
discussions included talks about whether to enter a long-term power purchase 
agreement or sell the assets outright. As the parties continued their discussions about 
Spring Canyon, Thurgood specifically asked USA Power Partners to address his 
concerns about the "loss in efficiency" from using dry cooling at the Mona location. 
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During these conversations, Thurgood was adamant that dry cooling could not work in 
Mona due to its altitude. [Ted Dep. at 215-217] 
39. On November 21, 2002, Ted and Rand Thurgood had a phone 
conversation that lasted ninety-six (96) minutes, which is reflected in the Banasiewicz 
phone records. The subject of this conversation was the work done for USA Power 
Partners by Waldron Engineering, i.e. how the dry cooling system worked, its effect on 
plant output and the overall value production of the Spring Canyon facility. [Ted Dep. at 
215-216, 231-232; Lois Aff., Ex. 4] 
40. On November 26, 2002, Ted Banasiewicz, in response to the issues 
raised by Thurgood in the September 11 th meeting and subsequent phone 
conversations, delivered a report to PacifiCorp, as prepared by Waldron Engineering, 
which specifically addressed "loss of efficiency" in dry cooling. [Exs. 14-15] 
41. In the report prepared for PacifiCorp and dated October 28, 2002, 
Waldron Engineering stated that the "loss of efficiency" from using dry cooling at Mona 
would be less than 3% and the additional capital cost would be approx. $20 million. 
This was confidential information not previously known to PacifiCorp. In fact, up to that 
time, PacifiCorp's resource development team had never even visited Mona, much less 
modeled it for an air-cooled project6 [Ted Dep. at 215-217, 230-236, 241-243; Andrews 
Dep. at 78; Exs. 14-15] 
6The report of October 28th was not marked "Confidential" However, in a follow-up meeting, Ted 
Banasiewicz requested that it be treated as such and there was no objection [Ted Dep at 210] 
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PacifiCorp's Decision To Build Its Own Power Plant At Mona 
42. in January 2003, having reviewed the Spring Canyon confidential 
information, PacifiCorp committed itself to building its own plant at the Mona site.7 Its 
initial focus in this effort was the purchase of the Panda and Spring Canyon positions, 
which were both assets located in Mona, adjacent to the Mona switching station. [Exs. 
354-55] 
43. The recommendation to develop a plant at Mona was first memorialized 
on January 9, 2003 via a memo ostensibly authored by Barry Cunningham, Senior Vice 
President of PacifiCorp, to the Chief Executive Committee of PacifiCorp. In his 
deposition, Thurgood admitted he authored "parts" of the memo. [Thurgood Dep. at 
415; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 16-18; Ex. 354] 
44. In the January 9th memo, Cunningham/Thurgood compared the costs and 
projected output of the Spring Canyon project (both with wet and dry cooling) to its other 
development options, including the Gadsby and Hunter projects mentioned to USA 
Power Partners. There was no option listed for Panda. In fact, that project was not 
even discussed. [Ex. 354] 
45. Having made that comparison, Cunningham/Thurgood stated that "the 
only project that has any possibility of meeting heavy load peaking hours for a 2005 or 
even a 2006 commercial date is the Spring Canyon project." The January 9th memo 
7Although its siting study would not finish for another couple weeks (late February), it was mostly "for 
show" after PacifiCorp committed to spending hard dollars at Mona. In fact, Ex. 360 shows that 
Thurgood's own team expressed concern that the siting study might actually nominate another site 
(Elberta) where PacifiCorp had acquired no options. [Ex. 360; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 61] 
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then recommended buying Spring Canyon and represented that the position could be 
acquired for $5 million or less. Again, there was no mention of Panda. [Ex. 354] 
46. On February 5, 2003, Thurgood and Mark Tallman, PacifiCorp's Director 
of Origination, authored a memo for the "Purchase of the Project Positions at the Mona 
Substation Site." In the memo, they sought approval for $5 million to acquire a potential 
development site at Mona, with $3.5 million being allocated for the purchase of Spring 
Canyon. Another $964,818.61 was allocated for the purchase of the Panda power site 
located adjacent to Spring Canyon. In their memo, Thurgood and Tallman identified the 
need for a plant to be available by the 2005 IRP target date and reiterated that only 
Spring Canyon could meet that date. The recommendation to purchase Panda only 
mentioned as assets Panda's option to purchase property adjacent to the Spring 
Canyon site and the Met data it was acquiring. No other assets were mentioned to 
justify the $964,818.81 price. [Thurgood Dep. at 415; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 16-18; Ex. 
355] 
47. By the time of the February 5th memo, PacifiCorp had already put the 
assets of Panda Power under contract (by January 31, 2003). According to Thurgood, 
those assets at the time of purchase solely consisted of a parcel of land (immediately 
adjacent to Spring Canyon) and the associated weather data. Panda had no water 
source, no air permit, no interconnect agreement, no fuel source, no industrial zoning, 
no preliminary engineering, and no financial projections for the project. [Thurgood Dep. 
at 118-128, 138-139; Exs. 301-302] 
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48. PacifiCorp internally agreed on February 5th to give Thurgood authority to 
purchase the Spring Canyon assets for $3.5M. The articulated reason for the purchase 
was the fact that only Spring Canyon was developed enough as a project to permit a 
June 2005 build-out date for a peaking asset, as required by PacifiCorp's recently-
approved IRP. The memo specifically referenced Spring Canyon's recently-awarded 
"air permif and the value that represented (even though the permit was only for 280 
MW). [Ex.355] 
49. The recommendations in the February 5, 2003 memo were approved that 
same date at the Chief Executive Committee meeting. Shortly thereafter, Bob Van 
Englehoven was selected to lead the development effort for the new plant to be built at 
Mona - which was to be named "Currant Creek". [Thurgood Dep. at 415; Thurgood 
30(b)(6) at 16-18; Van Englehoven Dep. at 20; Ex. 355] 
50. Thurgood's recommendation on February 5th stated that he intended to 
convert the Spring Canyon project from a "dry-cooled" to a "wet-cooled" project. 
Regardless, based on the confidential data shared with him by USA Power Partners, he 
was fully aware that the Mona* site could also be successful under the air-cooled 
technology should PacifiCorp fail to find sufficient water in Juab County. This 
awareness was a critical factor in deciding to move forward with the project at Mona 
despite no guaranteed access to any water source at that point. [Ex. 355; Michelletti 
Rpt at 8-10 (Ex. 422)] 
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51. On February 5, 2003, PacifiCorp formally authorized purchase of Panda's 
site in Mona based on Thurgood/Tallman's recommendations. The Panda site had 
been planned as a 1,000 megawatt wet-cooled plant with water piped in from Utah 
Lake. It had no associated water rights, air permit, interconnect agreement, rezoning, 
financial analysis or preliminary engineering. PacifiCorp closed on this site on February 
28th, 2003. [Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 20; Andrews Dep. at 160; Ted Dep. at 50-51, 340] 
52. PacifiCorp never acquired a property interest in any other site relative to 
the RFP or its acknowledged demand for additional peaker power by spring 2005. Nor 
was there any discussion of what might happen to the Panda property (located on 
vacant land in an arid desert), should a plant not be developed there. Its commitment to 
Mona from January 2003 onward was unequivocal. [Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 66, 71-72] 
PacifiCorp's Negotiations To Purchase The Spring Canyon Assets To Build Its 
Own Power Plant At Mona 
53. On February 18, 2003, PacifiCorp had a follow-up meeting with the 
principals of USA Power. The purpose of the meeting was to try to agree on the price of 
their project. [Ted Dep. at 248] 
54. At the February 18th meeting, USA Power Partners handed over "Volume 
Three" which contained pro forma financial statements for their proposed dry-cooled 
plant at Mona. The work product represented months and months of work by the 
principals of USA Power and their consultants in assessing costs and estimating 
profitability. [Ted Dep. a1 248-249; Lois Dep. at 239-243; Ex. 16] 
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55. PacifiCorp's receipt and review of Volume Three is confirmed by the Feb. 
18th notes of Ian Andrews which references confidential financial data, including "18% 
pretax ROI" and "8% higher total cost for 1x1 vs 2x1", drawn straight from Volume 
Three of the Spring Canyon project. [Ted Dep. at 249-252; Lois Dep. at 241-243; 
Tomsic Aff. No. 3Ar Ex. 8; Bates number PAC25293-25294)] 
56. In addition to the confidential cost data and financial projections for the 
project, Volume Three contained a confidential, proprietary marketing study prepared by 
consultants for USA Power Partners. The marketing study indicated that PacifiCorp 
would save "20-40 million dollars a year" by building the proposed power plant at Mona, 
rather than buying power from independent sources. [Ted Dep. at 249-252, 253-254, 
261-262; Ex. 16] 
57. At the February 18th meeting, PacifiCorp verbally offered $5 million for the 
purchase of the assets. USA Power Partners asked that the offer be put in writing. This 
exchange is confirmed in the notebook of PacifiCorp's Ian Andrews who wrote "Go on 
record with offer" in his notes regarding the meeting with USA Power Partners. [Ted 
Dep. at 249-252; Lois Dep. at 241-243; Tomsic Aff. No. 3A, Ex. 8 at Bates number PAC 
25293] 
58. At the February 18th meeting, the parties also discussed the use of dry 
cooling. This discussion is reflected in the notes of Ian Andrews on February 18th who 
wrote that "Air cooled vs water cooled ... looked @ Hybrid ... over 90 degree day 
almost mirror water cool" - a" reference to USA Power Partner's claim and underlying 
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research that its dry-cooled Spring Canyon project with inlet chilling would meet 
performance expectations on even a very hot 90 degree day. [Tomsic Aff. No. 3A, Ex. 8 
at Bates number PAC 25293] 
59. On February 27, 2003, PacifiCorp extended a "non-binding offer" to USA 
Power Partners to purchase the Spring Canyon assets for $2 million. The offer included 
an "Exhibit A" which required the seller to identify the assets, which USA Power 
Partners did on March 14th, 2003. [Exs. 17A, 18; Ted Dep. at 283; Lois Dep. at 249]. 
60. In February 2003, PacifiCorp released a Scope of Work for hiring an 
engineer for its Currant Creek project. In an internal memo, dated February 20th-
regarding "engineer assessment" prior to the release of the Scope of Work, Van 
Englehoven was asked by Andrews to "stress dry cooling experience" and "experience 
with inlet chillers on F class machines." Each of these were key and unique 
characteristics of the Spring Canyon project Andrews' recommendations came forty-
eight hours after his meeting with the USA Power principals. As of that time, PacifiCorp 
had done no modeling to test the viability of air cooling at Mona. In fact, it had not 
performed any site-specific performance testing at Mona. Nor had it previously shown 
any tangible interest in building a dry cooled plant. [Van Englehoven Dep. at 44-45; 
Andrews Dep. at 116, 145-146; Ex. 390] 
61. On February 27th, Van Englehoven authored another internal email to 
Thurgood and Andrews which stated that "the preliminary work on a CCCT power plant 
inside the Utah bubble has begun and as usual we seem to be behind." This email was 
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a specific comparison to the work done by USA Power Partners, which was a potential 
seller and also a competitor to PacifiCorp. [Van Englehoven Dep. at 48; Ex. 391] 
62. In the first two weeks of March 2003, PacifiCorp and USA Power Partners 
appeared to finalize negotiations regarding the purchase. PacifiCorp raised its offer for 
the Spring Canyon assets to $3,000,000, which amount USA Power Partners tentatively 
accepted, along with additional considerations for future employment. On March 14th, 
Thurgood and Ted Banasiewicz reached a purchase agreement during a thirty-minute 
phone conversation between Ted Banasiewicz and Rand Thurgood, a conversation 
which is confirmed by the Banasiewicz' phone records. [Ted Dep. at 279, 286-289; Lois 
Dep. at 245-249; Ex. 249] 
PacifiCorp's Abrupt Termination of Negotiations, Secret Retention of Williams to 
Acquire Water for Currant Creek and Misuse of USA Power's Confidential 
Information Without Notice to Plaintiffs Or Their Consent 
63. At the same time it was purportedly finalizing negotiations with USA Power 
Partners and unbeknownst to USA Power Partners, PacifiCorp had retained attorney 
Jody Williams to investigate the purchase of sufficient water to develop the Panda site. 
Thurgood initiated this contact when he called Williams on or about March 3, 2003. In 
that first conversation, he specifically asked her to investigate finding sufficient water for 
either a water-cooled or air-cooled 500-megawatt plant at Mona. [Thurgood Dep. at 
225-227; Williams Dep. at 147-148] 
64. Thurgood was well aware of Williams' representation of USA Power 
Partners and Spring Canyon. Indeed, he admitted asking Williams about the conflict in 
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his very first call to her. He also admitted to visiting the corporate counsel of PacifiCorp 
about the conflict of interest. [Thurgood Dep. at 209-211, 329] 
65. While her "client" USA Power Partners was reaching a "final deal" for the 
Spring Canyon sale, attorney Williams - without her clients knowledge or consent -
was actively working to obtain water for PacifiCorp's competing project. Specifically, 
she was looking for water resources for PacifiCorp to pipe into Mona for use at the 
Panda site, either for a wet or dry cooled resource. [Williams Dep. at 147-150] 
66. On March 17, 2003, about two weeks after hiring USA Power's attorney, 
Thurgood terminated the discussions with USA Power by leaving a voice mail message 
canceling the parties' meeting in Portland, Oregon to sign agreements in principal. Ted 
Banasiewicz received the news by calling his voicemail on that morning while he was in 
Portland. [Ted Dep. at 286-292, 407-411][Lois Dep. at 246-249] 
67. Ted and Thurgood then had a brief conversation which is reflected in the 
Banasiewicz phone records. [Ex. 252] At that time, Thurgood told Ted that PacifiCorp 
would be procuring the resource through an RFP to be released shortly, and that the 
RFP was "yours to lose" based upon the work by USA Power Partners over the 
preceding years at Mona. [Ted Dep. at 293-294; Lois Dep. at 246-249] 
68. Thurgood sent Ted a follow-up email on March 20th confirming the 
termination of negotiations with USA Power Partners. He copied PacifiCorp's corporate 
counsel on the email. [Ex. 31] 
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69. Some time thereafter, Thurgood "destroyed all the emails" referencing his 
contacts with Spring Canyon. This was ostensibly done to comply with the Non-
Disclosure Agreement. In fact, it destroyed all references to "USA Power" and "Spring 
Canyon," now that PacifiCorp had relied on USA Power's information to make the 
critical siting and design decisions. [Thurgood Dep. at 446-447] Thurgood's notebook 
for this same time period also is "missing," even though his notebooks for the periods 
before and after have been produced. [Thurgood Dep. at 427-28] 
70. Retained by PacifiCorp, Attorney Williams moved forward aggressively to 
find 6,000 a/f of water for development of the Panda site, an activity expressly approved 
by PacifiCorp's executive committee with a budget of $16 million. In March and April of 
2003, she investigated major industrial sources on the border of Juab County for the 
purchase of water for the Mona project. Notwithstanding PacifiCorp's corporate pretext 
that it was developing a "cost-based alternative" to compare as a benchmark with 
outside bids, Williams' activities were solely consistent with actually developing a large 
power plant at Mona to be owned and operated by PacifiCorp. [Williams Dep. at 191 -
199; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 91; Exs. 31, 32, 33, 65, 68] 
71. On May 12, 2003, according to the notes of Ian Andrews, Jody Williams 
first suggested that PacifiCorp "Drill @ Mona Use Utah Lake Water Rights." She then 
went on to describe the viability of this plan based on "Juab Hydrology3' and information 
from the "Ut Dept Nat Res."which indicated that Juab was only using a portion of its 
potential water. This response was apparently due to the failure of PacifiCorp to find a 
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seller of large quantities of water for Mona. [Tomsic Aff. No. 3A, Ex. 8 at Bates number 
PAC025412] 
72. On April 17, 2003, PacifiCorp interviewed engineers for its Mona project. 
Shortly thereafter, it selected Stone & Webster. On April 24th, in discussing the future 
organization of the "Mona Project," Thurgood stated to his development team in an 
email that uwe need a very clear trail of how we arrived at the Mona site." [Thurgood 
30(b)(6) at 73-75; Ex. 364] 
73. On April 24th, the new engineers Shaw, Stone & Webster met with Rand's 
development team to "kick off the development effort of the Mona project. An initial 
task list was passed oul at that time uas a first attempt to bring organization" to the 
project. Among those tasks was the preliminary engineering for the project. [Van 
Englehoven Dep. at 63; Ex. 397] 
74. As of this date, PacifiCorp still had not performed any on-site modeling or 
testing at the Mona site. It had not yet independently calculated the "energy penalty" 
(i.e. the loss in operating output) for developing a dry-cooled plant at this site or at this 
elevation. Nor had it done a detailed water balance study. All of these are critical tasks 
that are done prior to the selection of a site - not afterwards. [Andrews Dep. at 116, 
145-146; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 101-102; Van Englehoven Dep. at 53-54; Michelletti Rpt. 
at 8-10 (Ex. 422)] 
75. On May 7, 2003, PacifiCorp requested via email that Burns & McDonnell, 
an independent engineeiring"Tirm, do an "independent evaluation" of wet vs. dry cooling 
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and related performance at the Mona site. This represents the first time PacifiCorp had 
actually requested a site-specific evaluation of dry cooling at (or even near) the Mona 
site to capture loss of efficiency. This request was made 96 days after PacifiCorp had 
signed a Letter of Intent for the Panda property and 51 days after it had terminated 
discussions with USA Power.8 [Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 128-129; Ex. 371] 
76. On May 16, 2003, PacifiCorp's Chief Executives Committee formally 
switched the plant to a dry-cooled resource. From that time forward, the Currant Creek 
plant would be pursued as a dry-cooled plant requiring approx. 400 a/f of annual water 
use, as opposed to a wet-cooled plant requiring 4,000 a/f. [Ex. 376] 
77. According to Andrews, that switch to dry cooling was made due to the fact 
that a large purchase of water "did not prove out." For Thurgood, the switch was made 
primarily due to the fact of local opposition to the piping of water from Elberta to Mona. 
The switch happened immediately after a May 15, 2003 meeting with Rand Thurgood 
and Jody Williams in which Thurgood stated that "water cooled is dead" [Andrews Dep. 
at 151, 240-241; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 137-138; Ex. 375] 
78. PacifiCorp had not looked for water prior to March 2003. However, as 
engineer Andrews stated in deposition, "our assumption was that water would be 
available." When pressed in deposition, he did not give further information as to this 
assumption. In fact, he later drew back from that statement and said "there was no 
8The results of the Burns & McDonnell performance testing were not disclosed in discovery and were not 
cited by PacifiCorp in its depositions. As a result, there is no proof that these tests were actually done in 
early May. 
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assumption" and he had not identified a water source in the spring of 2003. [Andrews 
Dep. at 145, 235-236] 
79. The actual performance evaluations by Stone & Webster regarding dry 
cooling and the proposed Currant Creek power plant, including performance curves, 
were done on or about June 20, 2003. Prior to that time, PacifiCorp had no site-specific 
performance data for dry cooling at Mona. [Andrews Dep. at 116, 145-46] 
PacifiCorp Issues An RFP And Awards The Bid To Itself 
80. PacifiCorp released RFP 2003-A on June 22, 2003. It called for a peaking 
resource to be on-line by the spring of 2005. PacifiCorp relied on Shaw Stone & 
Webster to come up with the actual design and engineering of the project to fit that 
description. PacifiCorp had little or no role in engineering or designing the project. 
[PacifiCorp's Statement of Undisputed Material Facts at Nos. 25 and 26, supra] 
81. Spring Canyon, on July 18, 2003, submitted four pricing proposals in 
response to the RFP using its Spring Canyon development as the site for the generation 
facility. The pricing proposals were for both peaking (with duct burners) and baseload 
(without duct burners) production that could be online by May 1, 2005. At the time of 
the submission, USA Power was the only bidder that had already developed a power 
project to interconnect with the Mona substation. [Ex. 117] 
82. The "next best alternative" submitted by PacifiCorp on July 22nd was 
identical in all material respects to Spring Canyon. The most noteworthy similarity (and 
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change from the initial Panda proposal) was that the project was now 525 MW and dry-
cooled. The list of identical items includes the following: 
• Size and capacity of plant 
• Use of duct firing to increase capacity 
• Location of plant (Juab County: one mile west of Mona) 
• Air cooled condenser 
• Combined cycle combustion 
• Size and Brand of turbines (GE 7FA) 
• Configuration of turbines (2x1 design) 
• Source of fuel (gas) 
• "Zero discharge" waste technology 
• Route of Questar Lateral 
• Peaking Capability. 
• Cost of project (approx. $340M) 
• Representation by Williams 
[Ted Dep. at 370, 371-378; Koltick Rpt. at 18 (Ex. 422)] 
83. The PacifiCorp Board of Directors in September of 2003 approved the 
Currant Creek project for construction for a projected cost of $343 million. PacifiCorp 
did not obtain the necessary water rights and air permit to support the project until after 
Currant Creek was approved. The method for obtaining the necessary water rights 
involved drilling new wells ju'st outside the town of Mona, within sight of the new power 
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plant. These new wells directly impacted existing water owners in the Juab Valley, 
including USA Power Partners. [Ex. 383; Affidavit of Gordon Young, U 5-6] 
PacifiCorp's Currant Creek Is Based On USA Power Partners' Trade 
Secrets/Confidential Information 
84. In early 2004, USA Power challenged PacifiCorp's request to the Utah 
Public Service Commission for a CCN to construct and operate Currant Creek on the 
grounds that Currant Creek was not the most economical choice.9 Over the course of 
those hearings, Thurgood of PacifiCorp admitted to USA Power Partners that "we 
learned a lot from you guys." This comment was made in response to the observation 
by Ted Banasiewicz that PacifiCorp's project Currant Creek was materially identical to 
Spring Canyon. [Ted Dep. at 380] 
85. In the summer of 2006, after Currant Creek had been completed at a cost 
of approximately $350 million, Bob Van Englehoven authored an article regarding its 
development. In the article, which was published with corporate approval, Van 
Englehoven speaks at length about Currant Creek's dry-cooled design "that uses only 
10% of the amount ofwatef of a similarly sized wet cooled plant. He described the 
scarcity of water in Juab County and the two local wells servicing the plant. He 
concluded, considering the site limitations for a plant in Mona, that "investing in the air-
cooled condenser was a no-brainer" [Van Englehoven Dep. at 111-114; Ex. 412] 
9PacifiCorp's internal rankings, ostensibly prepared by Navigant, showed that Spring Canyon (Bid #153) 
was ranked second to PacifiCorp's self-build option. [See e.g. Ex. 178; Lois Aff., Ex. 1; Ex. J J to 
Wiiliams/HRO Motion for SJ Re: Loyalty at 38 & Table I at 41, Tallman Dep. at 167-69] 
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86. Despite the 2006 comments of Van Englehoven, PacifiCorp had never 
planned or tested a dry-cooled, combined cycle power plant at Mona prior to the 
summer of 2002 when it met with USA Power Partners. PacifiCorp's decision to move 
forward in early 2003 with a multi-million dollar investment at the remote site could only 
have been made after a comprehensive review of data which indicated the performance 
capabilities and profitability of a large (500+ MW) combined cycle combustion turbine 
power plant to be built at that location, with the ability to convert the plant to dry-cooling 
if enough water could not be procured. The only entity to provide PacifiCorp with that 
critical data prior to January 2003 - when it committed to Mona - was USA Power 
Partners. [Michelletti Rpt. at 8-10 (Ex. 422); Koltick Rpt at 10-18 (Ex. 429); see Olive 
Rpt. at 14 (Ex. 433)] 
87. It is incredible to believe a large utility like PacifiCorp would move forward 
in a bold and unilateral fashion and commit tens of millions of dollars without reliable 
data upon which to base its investment. Again, that data was provided by USA Power 
Partners as part and parcel of the trade secrets that were shared during the 
negotiations between September 2002 and March 2003. PacifiCorp's use of that data 
in initiating and accelerating its Currant Creek project constitute misappropriation of the 
data given it by USA Power Partners. [Micheletti Rpt. at 8-10 (Ex. 422); Koltick Rpt. at 
14-17 (Ex. 429); see Olive Rpt. at 14 (Ex. 433)] 
88. The actions of PacifiCorp in (I) misappropriating the confidential 
information of Spring Canyon and (ii) utilizing the services of Williams, the Spring 
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Canyon attorney, obliterated the ability of USA Power Partners to develop the Spring 
Canyon project, because the Utah market, as well as the switching station at Mona and 
the surrounding airshed, can only accommodate a "finite amount of room" for large-
scale power plants. [Ted Dep. at 404; Koltick Rpt. at 8 (Ex. 429); Olive Rpt. at 16-18 
(Ex. 433)] 
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ARGUMENT 
I. PACIFICORP'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT SHOULD BE DENIED 
BECAUSE GENUINE ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT EXIST REGARDING 
PACIFICORP'S THEFT OF USA POWER'S TRADE SECRETS 
There are genuine issues of material fact with regard to USA Power's trade 
secret claim against PacifiCorp that, as a matter of law, prevent the Court from ruling on 
the trade secret claim as a matter of law. 
Summary judgment can only be granted when "there is no genuine issue as to 
any material fact and . . . the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." 
Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c). That is not the case here. In this case, both USA Power and 
PacifiCorp have raised literally hundreds of disputed material facts that must be 
resolved to determine whether PacifiCorp misappropriated USA Power's trade secrets 
in violation of the Utah Trade Secrets Act. 
USA Power's claim and the evidence supporting it are straightforward. USA 
Power developed "the only viable project site" in Mona, Utah - the Spring Canyon 
Energy project - that could meet PacifiCorp's power shortage facing its Utah Customers 
beginning in 2005. [Ex. 355 at pp. 3-5] That development was not generic, nor was it 
inevitable. USA Power spent over two years with expert consultants and expended 
substantial resources to select the Mona site, create the plant design and acquire the 
assets necessary to construct and operate the designed plant at the Mona site. USA 
Power's concept, its work product, its experts' work product, and its decisions based on 
the work product were USA Power's trade secrets. Those trade secrets gave USA 
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Power a competitive edge over its competitors, including PacifiCorp, because USA 
Power was "first to market. "[Koltick Rep. at 8 (Ex. 429)] 
PacifiCorp convinced USA Power to share its trade secrets with PacifiCorp 
through the guise of business negotiations to purchase the Spring Canyon project and 
with the written and verbal promise not to use or disclose the trade secrets for 
PacifiCorp's own benefit. PacifiCorp then misappropriated USA Power's trade secrets. 
Its misappropriation allowed PacifiCorp to develop and accelerate the development of a 
competing power plant in Mona - the Currant Creek plant - that is identical in scope, 
design and operation to the Spring Canyon development and which PacifiCorp built to 
meet the 2005 power shortage instead of contracting with USA Power to meet that 
need. 
PacifiCorp, without misappropriating USA Power's trade secrets, could not have 
developed a competing plant within the four months it had for development; 
development of such a plant would have taken 18-24 months. In fact, PacifiCorp had 
never built a similar project in Utah, did not have any plans to build such a project, and 
had not performed the essential testing and analysis or acquired the assets for a plant 
in Mona prior to the four months in which it claims to have developed Currant Creek. 
PacifiCorp disputes that the information it received from USA Power was a trade 
secret and that it used the information it acquired from USA Power to develop or 
accelerate the development of the Currant Creek project. It claims that PacifiCorp 
independently initiated, designed and developed Currant Creek. 
These competing versions of the facts cannot be reconciled by the Court on 
summary judgment. See Farm Bureau Life Ins. Co. v. Am. Nat'l Ins. Co.. No. 2:03-CV-
00646 TC, 2007 WL 1343719 at *3-7 (D. Utah May 03, 2007); Truiillo v. Utah Dept. of 
Transp.. 986 P.2d 752, 764 (Utah Ct. App. 1999) (the Court "must avoid weighing 
evidence and assessing credibility when ruling on motions for summary judgment."); 
Olvmpus Hills Shopping Ctr. v Smith's Food & Drug Ctrs. Inc.. 889 P.2d 445, 450 (Utah 
Ct. App. 1994) ("A trial court may properly grant a motion for summary judgment.. . 
only when reasonable minds could not differ on the facts to be determined from the 
evidence presented."). 
In fact, Utah courts have pointed out that trade secret claims are the type of 
claims that are steep in disputed material facts which require a jury trial and should not 
be decided as a matter of law on summary judgment.10 See e.g., Envirotech Corp. v. 
Callahan. 872 P.2d 487, 494 (Utah Ct. App. 1994) ("What constitutes a trade secret is a 
question of fact."); Farm Bureau Life Ins. Co.. 2007 WL 1343719 at *3-7 (denying 
summary judgment on trade secret misappropriation because facts were in dispute). 
II. PACIFICORP VIOLATED THE UTAH UNIFORM TRADE SECRETS ACT 
WHEN IT USED USA POWER'S TRADE SECRETS TO BUILD AN IDENTICAL 
POWER PLANT IN MONA, UTAH 
PacifiCorp is liable under the Utah Uniform Trade Secrets Act because it stole 
USA Power's trade secrets in order to gain an unfair advantage in the development of a 
10
 Indeed, "a 'trade secret 'is one of the most elusive and difficult concepts in the law to define." Learning 
Curve Toys. Inc v Plavwood Toys. Inc., 342 F.3d 714, 723 (7th Cir. 2003) (quoting Lear Sieqler. Inc. v. 
Ark-Eli Springs. Inc.. 569 F.2d 286, 288 (5th Cir. 1978)). "For this reason, the question of whether certain 
information constitutes a trade secret ordinarily is 'best resolved by a fact finder after full presentation of 
evidence from each side.'" jcL (quoting Lear Sieqler, 569 F.2d at 289). 
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competing power plant in Mona, Utah. 
Trade secret protection recognizes "the value of the discovery to one who makes it, 
[and] advantage [to] the competitor who by unfair means, or as the beneficiary of a 
broken faith, obtains the desired knowledge without himself paying the price in labor, 
money, or machines expended by the discover." Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp.. 416 
U.S. 470, 482 (1974). 
In order to recover under the Utah Uniform Trade Secrets Act, USA Power only 
needs to present evidence supporting: (1) the existence of USA Power's trade secret; 
(2) USA Power's communication of that trade secret to PacifiCorp under an obligation 
that PacifiCorp not use or disclose it; and ( 3) PacifiCorp's misappropriation of the trade 
secret. See Utah Code Ann. §§ 13-24-2-4; Farm Bureau Life Ins. Co.. 2007 WL 
1343719 at M. 
Because the sole question the Court must address on this summary judgment 
motion is whether there is a factual basis for USA Power's trade secrets claim to go to 
the jury, USA Power will first summarize the evidence before the Court which 
establishes these three elements. USA Power will then address the core factual 
arguments raised by PacifiCorp. 
A. USA Power's Spring Canyon Project Was a Trade Secret Because it 
Derived Economic Value from Not Being Generally Known or Readily 
Ascertainable and Because it was Subject to Reasonable Efforts to 
Maintain its Secrecy 
PacifiCorp's own actions demonstrate that USA Power's Spring Canyon 
development was a protected trade secret. 
The term "trade secret" is statutorily defined to include any information that (1) 
derives independent economic value from not being generally known or readily 
ascertainable and (2) is subject to efforts by the owner that are reasonable under the 
circumstances to maintain its secrecy. Utah Code Ann. § 13-24-2(4). USA Powers 
site-specific power plant development meets both of these statutory requirements. 
1. The Spring Canyon Power Plant Derived Independent Economic 
Value From Not Being Generally Known or Readily Ascertainable 
PacifiCorp's own actions establish that USA Power's Spring Canyon 
development derived economic value from not being generally known or readily 
ascertainable. 
PacifiCorp admitted that USA Power's trade secrets provided "a competitive 
advantage that would take PacifiCorp two to three years to duplicate and several million 
dollars." [Ted Dep. P. 190-91 In. 11-1]. PacifiCorp's actions confirm its statement. 
PacifiCorp contacted and negotiated with USA Power for the purchase of the very trade 
secrets they now claim are worthless. [See Ex. 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 17, 17A, 115, 157, 158, 
355, 356, 357; Thurgood Dep. at 295 In. 11-17; Thurgood 30(b)(6) Dep. at 9 In. 9-24, P. 
20 In. 9-23]. PacifiCorp considered USA Power's trade secrets to be worth at least 
$3,500,000, as indicated by the amount Thurgood was authorized to pay for the project 
and the amount he agreed to pay for the project. [Ex. 355; Thurgood 30(b)(6) Dep. at 
34 In. 6-16; see also Ex. 7, 8, 12, 17, 18, 19; Lois Dep. at 142-43, 245, 250-51, 266-67, 
277, 388-89; Ted Dep. at 286-94; Malko Rept at 12-13 (Ex. 419)]] 
PacifiCorp, after evaluating in detail all the potential options that were available to 
meet the 2005 power shortage facing Utah customers, unequivocally concluded that the 
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Spring Canyon project was the only "viable project" in a position to meet that power 
shortage. [Ex. 354-55] PacifiCorp reached this conclusion assuming that it would 
acquire Panda's land options and met data in Mona, which it did. [Id.] 
Furthermore, it would have required 18-24 months and millions of dollars for 
PacifiCorp or any other competitor to have developed a competing power plant in Mona. 
Being second in the market would have made construction of a plant at Mona much 
more expensive, particularly with regard to interconnection with the Mona substation. 
More importantly, being second in the market virtually assured that the second plant 
would not be economically viable or technically feasible because of water, air permit, 
transmission, and market issues, among others. [Ex. 71; HRO-PC000099; Ted Dep. at 
119-201, 404 ; Koltick Rep. at 8, 14-18 (Ex. 429); Olive Rpt at 17] 
In short, through its own actions, PacifiCorp has demonstrated that USA Power's 
trade secrets were incredibly valuable and not readily ascertainable. PacifiCorp was 
willing to spend millions of dollars for USA Power's trade secrets because those secrets 
were valuable and not generally known or readily ascertainable. See Restatement (3d) 
Unfair Competition § 39 cmt. f. ("[T]he willingness of licensees to pay for disclosure of 
the secret. . . [is] probative of the relative accessibility of the information.") 
2. USA Power Took Reasonable Efforts To Protect The Secrecy Of Its 
Spring Canyon Trade Secrets 
Again, PacifiCorp's own actions demonstrate USA Power undertook reasonable 
efforts to maintain the secrecy of its trade secrets. 
Maintaining trade secret status does not require an entity to never disclose or 
discuss that secret outside its corporate headquarters. Instead, "the owner of a trade 
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secret may, without losing protection, disclose it to a licensee, an employee, or [even] a 
stranger, if the disclosure is made in confidence, express or implied." Catalyst & Chem. 
Servs.. Inc. v. Global Ground Support. 350 F. Supp. 2d 1, 10-11 (D.D.C. 2004); accord 
Uniform Trade Secrets Act §1 cmt. "Maintaining trade secret status . . . requires only 
reasonable efforts, such as implementing confidentiality agreements." Catalyst & 
Chem. Servs.. 350 F. Supp. 2d at 10-11; accord Uniform Trade Secrets Act §1 cmt. 
USA Power took reasonable steps to protect the secrecy of its Spring Canyon trade 
secrets. 
USA Power viewed the secrecy of its work as the Tifeblood" of its business. [Ted 
Dep. P. 72]. As such, USA Power ensured the protection of its trade secrets by 
requiring outside parties to agree to maintain the confidentiality of USA Power's trade 
secrets. PacifiCorp is certainly aware of this fact, as it signed a confidentiality 
agreement before USA Power disclosed any trade secrets. [Ex. 9; see also Thurgood 
Dep. at 217 In. 13-14, P. 288-90, P. 293 In. 3-9, P. 301; Jenkins Dep. at 23-24; Williams 
Dep. at 60 In. 6-11] The confidentiality agreement stated unequivocally that USA 
Power's information was "confidential, proprietary, or otherwise not publicly available." 
[Ex. 9] USA Power recognized the importance of this confidentiality agreement and 
refused to share or discuss its trades secrets with PacifiCorp until that confidentiality 
agreement was signed, and PacifiCorp was contractually obligated to hold those secrets 
in confidence. [Ted Dep. at 159-60] Moreover, even after the confidentiality agreement 
had been signed, the materials were delivered with a "CONFIDENTIAL" stamp on them. 
[Exs. 10, 11, 16] 
on* 
The only other entity PacifiCorp has identified as having earned access to USA 
Power's trade secrets is UAMPS.11 However, contrary to PacifiCorp's assertions, 
UAMPS was also bound to maintain the confidentiality of USA Power's trade secrets. 
To begin with, USA Power clearly marked the information it provided to UAMPS as 
"CONFIDENTIAL." [Ex. 10] In fact, this was the very first word of the very first page of 
the document. [See Ex. 10]. This marking alone was sufficient to protect USA Power's 
trade secrets. See, e.g.. Catalyst & Chem. Servs.. 350 F. Supp. 2d 1,10-11 (D.D.C. 
2004) (finding trade secrets protected when fax during business negotiations was 
marked "confidential"); J&K Computer Servs. Inc. v. Parrish. 642 P.2d 732, 735 (Utah 
1982) (noting markings on computer program designating it as confidential were 
sufficient). 
Furthermore, USA Power had discussed with UAMPS the importance of UAMPS 
keeping USA Power's trade secrets confidential, UAMPS agreed to keep the trade 
secrets confidential, and UAMPS agreed to sign a confidentiality agreement. [See Ex. 
225-26; Dave Dep. at 340-42] 
Finally, UAMPS had an implied legal obligation to treat USA Power's trade 
secrets as confidential. "Where the facts demonstrate that a disclosure was made in 
order to promote a specific relationship, e.g., disclosure to a prospective purchaser to 
enable him to appraise the value of the secret, the parties will be bound to receive the 
information in confidence." Burten v. Milton Bradley Co.. 763 F.2d 461, 463 (1st Cir. 
1985). Because USA Power only provided UAMPs with its trade secrets in order to 
"Notably, PacifiCorp does not claim that it obtained USA Power's trade secrets through UAMPS. Instead, 
PacifiCorp simply attempts to re-label its theft based on this disputed fact 
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facilitate negotiations, UAMPS was legally bound to receive those trade secrets in 
confidence. [See Ted Dep. at 214; Dave Dep. at 340-41] 
In short, there is more than sufficient evidence to establish that (1) USA Power's 
trade secrets derived economic value from not being readily ascertainable, and (2) 
USA Power undertook reasonable efforts to protect the secrecy of its work. As a result, 
USA Power has established the first element of its claim for violation of the Utah Trade 
Secret Act. Under Utah law, the Court cannot grant PacifiCorp summary judgment on 
USA Power's trade secret claim based on this element. 
B. USA Power Only Shared Its Trade Secrets With PacifiCorp After It 
Was Clear PacifiCorp Could Not Legally Use or Disclose USA 
Power's Secrets 
In order to establish PacifiCorp's misappropriation of USA Power's trade secret, 
USA Power must show PacifiCorp acquired the trade secrets "under circumstances 
giving rise to a duty to maintain its secrecy or limit its use." Utah Code Ann. § 13-24-
2(2). In this case, it is undisputed that not only the circumstances, but also a direct 
contractual agreement, bound PacifiCorp to maintain the secrecy of USA Power's trade 
secret. 
First, the circumstances were such that PacifiCorp was bound to receive USA 
Power's trade secrets in confidence. USA Power only provided PacifiCorp with the 
Spring Canyon trade secrets to facilitate negotiations for the sale of that project. [Ex. 9; 
Ted Dep. at 156, 158-60, 171, 177-80] Accordingly, PacifiCorp was bound to receive 
that information in confidence. See Burten, 763 F.2d at 463 ("Where . . . a disclosure 
was made . . . to . . . a prospective purchaser to enable him to appraise the value of the 
secret, the parties will be bound to receive the information in confidence."). 
Second, PacifiCorp was subject to a strict confidentiality agreement. USA Power 
provided PacifiCorp with three binders of confidential information and had numerous 
conversations with PacifiCorp where it disclosed confidential information.12 [Exs. 10-11, 
16, 20; Ted Dep. at 176, 184, 248-49; Thurgood Dep. at 300-302, 324-25; Tomsic Aff. 
No. 3A, Ex. 8] All this information was treated as confidential by USA Power. [Ted 
Dep. at 176, 184] All this information was provided only after PacifiCorp executed a 
strict confidentiality agreement that prohibited PacifiCorp from using or disclosing USA 
Power's trade secrets. [Ex. 9; see ajso Thurgood Dep. at 217 In. 13-14, p. 288-90, 293 
In. 3-9, p. 301; Jody Dep. at 60 In. 6-11; KoltickRep. 10-11] And the three binders 
containing this information were all labeled "Confidential.-" [Exs. 10-11,16] 
In short, the evidence establishes that USA Power communicated its Spring 
Canyon trade secret to PacifiCorp under circumstances giving rise to a duty to maintain 
its secrecy. Thus, at a minimum, there is sufficient evidence to permit the jury to assess 
the second element of trade secret misappropriation, and summary judgment on this 
element would also be inappropriate. 
C. PacifiCorp Misappropriated USA Power's Spring Canyon Trade 
Secrets In Order to Build an Identical Competing Power Plant in the 
Same Location In An Impossible Amount of Time 
PacifiCorp stole USA Power's trade secrets and built a $340,000,000 power plant 
that is materially identical to the one created and developed in USA Power's trade 
12PacifCorp admits that USA Power provided at least two binders of confidential information. [Ex. 20; 
Thurgood Dep. at 8]. However, the record shows USA Power also provided PacifiCorp with a third binder 
of confidential information. [Ex. 16; Ted Dep. at 248-49; Tomsic Aff. No. 3A, Ex. 8]. However, Rand 
Thurgood claims never to have received the third binder. [See Thurgood Dep. at 403-04]. 
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secrets. 
A defendant misappropriates a trade secret when it uses or discloses another's 
trade secret without that party's express or implied consent. Utah Code Ann. § 13-24-2. 
There will rarely be a "smoking gun" in cases of trade secret misappropriation because 
"any direct evidence on this point would . . . be firmly in the defendant's control." Sokol 
Crystal Products. Inc. v. DSC Communc'n Corp.. 15 F.3d 1427, 1432 (7th Cir. 1994). 
Accordingly, when presented with "defendants' witnesses who directly deny everything," 
plaintiffs are only required to "construct a web o f . . . circumstantial evidence from which 
the trier of fact may draw inferences which convince him that it is more probable than 
not that what the plaintiffs allege happened did in fact take place." Eden Hannon & Co. 
v. Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co.. 914 F.2d 556, 561 (4th Cir. 1990) (internal quotations -
omitted).13 This is especially true when, as in this case, the defendant deleted emails 
relating to the plaintiffs, and the defendant's key witness "lost" his key notebook 
containing notes regarding USA Power and its trade secrets. [See Thurgood Dep. at 
427-28, 446] 
Courts have found sufficient circumstantial evidence for the jury to determine a 
defendant is guilty of misappropriation of trade secrets when: (1) defendant had access 
to the plaintiffs trade secrets and (2) there are significant similarities between the 
competing products. See e.g.. Minn. Mining and Mfg. Co. v. PribvL 259 F.3d 587, 596 
(7th Cir. 2001) (ruling access and similarities provided a "powerful inference" of 
13This is also in accordance with the summary judgment standard. All that is required to survive summary 
judgment is some fact or inference suggesting the defendants use or disclosure. See Farm Bureau Life 
Ins Co., 2007 WL 1343719 at *7. 
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misappropriation and supported a jury verdict for plaintiffs); Leggett & Piatt, Inc. v. 
Hickory Springs Mfg. Co.. 285 F.3d 1353, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (These showings -
access and similarity - may support a trade secret misappropriation claim."); Sokol. 15 
F.3d at 1432 (u[0]nce the jury concluded that (1) [Defendant] had access to [Plaintiffs] 
trade secrets, and (2) [Defendant's] product was similar to [Plaintiffs], it was entirely 
reasonable for it to infer that [Defendant] used [Plaintiffs] trade secret."). 
In this case, it is undisputed that PacifiCorp had access to USA Power's trade 
secrets. [See Exs. 10-11,16, 20] Moreover, there is substantial and overwhelming 
evidence that PacifiCorp created a power plant that is substantially similar to USA 
Power's development. [Ted Dep. at 369-78; Koltick Rep. at 18 (Ex. 429); Olive Rep. at 
14 (Ex.433)] 
In fact, PacifiCorp's $340,000,000 power plant is materially identical to USA 
Power's trade secrets. [Ted Dep. at 369-78; Koltick Report at 18 (Ex. 429)]. For 
example, PacifiCorp's Currant Creek plant is (1) located in the same proximity to the 
Mona Substation as the site USA Power selected for the Spring Canyon development. 
Furthermore, the plants themselves are the same in all material aspects, including but 
not limited to: (2) dry cooling; (3) zero wastewater discharge; (4) natural gas source is 
Questar's Mainline 104; (5) same fuel transmission path; (6) same interconnection at 
the Mona Substation; (7) same voltage for interconnect at 345 kV; (8) same capacity 
steam turbine generator; (9) gas combustion turbines are GE Class 7FA frame-type; 
(10) "two on one" combined cycle configuration; (11) each gas turbine's nominal rated 
capacity is 140 MW; (12) additional duct burner capacity is approximately the same; 
(13) total plant capacity is approximately the same; and (14) both projects used the 
same attorney and law firm. [See, e.g.. Ex. 31, 95; Koltick Rep. at 18; Ted Dep. at 369-
78] Indeed, when Ted confronted Thurgood with these similarities during the CC&N 
proceedings before the Commission, Thurgood admitted "[PacifiCorp] learned a lot from 
you guys." [Ted Dep. at 379-80]. 
Additionally, courts have upheld a jury's finding that the defendant 
misappropriated a plaintiffs trade secret based on evidence of extreme or impossible 
discrepancies in development time and costs that favor the defendant. See, e.g., Minn. 
Mining and Mfg. Co. v. PribvL 259 F.3d 587, 596 (7th Cir. 2001); Analogic Corp. v. Data 
Translation, 358 N.E. 2d 804 (Mass. 1976). For example in Pribvl. the defendant 
argued there was insufficient evidence to establish the defendant had misappropriated 
confidential information it had received from the plaintiff. However, the court upheld the 
jury's finding in favor of the plaintiff after specifically noting "it took [the plaintiff] six years 
and countless resources in order to make its . . . operation efficient and profitable [but 
the] defendant was able to almost immediately" create a similar and competing 
operation. Pribvl. 259 F.3d at 596. 
In our case, USA Power spent over two years and an estimated $3 million 
developing its Spring Canyon Energy project [Koltick, p. 9-10] On the other hand, 
PacifiCorp spent only 4 months developing its identical plant. \\± at p. 14-17] "It is 
unreasonable for PacifiCorp to claim it independently performed the work within 4 
months when development of a similar project typically requires (at minimum) 18 to 24 
months." [ k l (emphasis deleted)]. 
Moreover, Wayne Micheletti, an expert witness in this case testified that 
"proprietary information provided by USA Power regarding cooling system energy 
penalties for the Spring Canyon Energy project were: a) of material benefit to PacifiCorp 
in the cooling system analysis and selection for the Currant Creek Power Plant, and b) 
of use to PacifiCorp in developing the Currant Creek Power Plant" [Micheletti Rep. at 1 
(Ex. 422)]. He testified that "meaningful energy penalty estimates are an essential 
element" for "new plant construction" and that only USA Power had conducted such 
estimates at the time PacifiCorp focused on Mona, Utah. []d. at 7]. In other words, 
"without confidential proprietary information provided by USA Power, Pacificorp could 
not have prudently focused solely upon and proceeded with the development of a 
CCCT power project at the Mona, UT site." [teL at 10]. 
In sum, despite being faced with defendants' witnesses who directly deny 
everything, USA Power has constructed a web of evidence from which the trier of fact 
could reasonably conclude that PacifiCorp misappropriated USA Power's trade secrets. 
Thus, there is sufficient evidence to permit the jury to assess the third and final element 
of USA Power's claim for trade secret misappropriation, and PacifiCorp cannot be 
granted summary judgment on this claim. 
D. PacifiCorp's Factual Arguments Are Without Merit And Simply 
Demonstrate There Are Disputed Material Facts With Regard to USA 
Power's Trade Secret Claim That Must Be Decided By The Jury, Not 
By the Court On Summary Judgment 
Ignoring the material facts that demonstrate PacifiCorp misappropriated USA 
Power's trade secrets, PacifiCorp makes five factual arguments hoping the Court will 
decide these issues of fact as a matter of law. Not only are PacifiCorp's factual 
arguments insufficient to create an undisputed issue of material fact, these arguments 
are also without merit 
1. USA Power Has Specifically Defined and Identified Its Trade 
Secret. 
USA Power has defined its trade secrets with "sufficient definiteness to permit a 
court to apply the criteria for protection." See Restatement (3d) Unfair Competition § 39 
cmt d. 
USA Power has repeatedly and narrowly defined its trade secrets as the concept; 
site-specific modeling, evaluations and consequent findings that provided the formula 
for the Spring Canyon development; and the financial pro forma that demonstrated the 
development was economically viable. The totality of the development and the 
interrelation of its parts which formed USA Power's trade secret are represented by 
Volumes 1-3 and the related information presented to PacifiCorp between September 
11, 2002 and March 2003. It was this formula and "proof of viability" which USA Power 
presented to PacifiCorp and which PacifiCorp utilized to develop and accelerate the 
development of Currant Creek. The misappropriation allowed PacifiCorp to skip the 
crucial, time consuming and expensive development stage.14 
2. USA Power's Trade Secrets Were Not Disclosed to the Public as 
Part of its Air Permit Application, or Through Any Other Means 
USA Power's trade secrets never became publicly available. 
Trade secrets only lose their protection if those secrets have become so readily 
ascertainable from public sources that they lose their economic value. See 
14
 Power plant developments proceed through three stages: development, detailed design, and 
construction. 
Restatement (3d) Unfair Competition § 39 cmtf. USA Power's trade secrets never lost 
their economic value because they were never disclosed to the public. 
Indeed, PacifiCorp's actions demonstrate that USA Power's confidential trade 
secrets were not readily ascertainable and retained their value even after USA Power's 
supposed public dissemination. 
USA Power's air permit was filed February 11, 2002 [Ex. 10 P. 111 ], and its 
water change applications were approved by January 22, 2003. [Ex. 16, P. 1117-1120] 
In spite of those filings and publication, PacifiCorp continued its negotiations with USA 
Power until March 20, 2003 [Ex. 19; Thurgood Dep. p. 433-34]. In deed, PacifiCorp did 
not even initiate its negotiations with USA Power until after the air permit had been flied, 
[Rand Dep. P. 279-80], and it was after USA Power's supposed public dissemination 
that PacifiCorp approved the expenditure of $3,500,000 to purchase USA Power's trade 
secrets, and then agreed to purchase those trade secrets for $3 million. [See e.g., Ex. 
355] 
The only fair and reasonable explanation of PacifiCorp's actions, and its multi-
million dollar offers, is that USA Power's trade secrets were not readily available and 
were incredibly valuable even after USA Power's supposed public dissemination. This 
explanation is bolstered by PacifiCorp's admission that USA Power's Air Permit 
application, by itself, did not contain enough information to even determine the validity 
of the project [Thurgood Dep. at 285-86].15 
15lt is also telling that PacifiCorp claims all of USA Power's trade secrets were public record, but never 
actually claims to have obtained these trade secrets from the public sources. For example, PacifiCorp 
claims all of the information regarding the water rights in Volume II was public record. [See PacifiCorp's 
Answers to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories at 22-23]. However, even in his deposition, Rand 
Furthermore, even if the Court were to incorrectly assume that USA Power 
disclosed the basic layout for its $340,000,000 development in an air permit and 
newspaper notice, this does not remove USA Power's trade secret protection. It is 
simply incorrect to equate some of a project's basic elements with the entire trade 
secret. For example, "[t]he complete formula for Coca-Cola is one of the best-kept 
trade secrets in the world," even though "most of the ingredients are public knowledge." 
Coca-Cola Bottling Co v. The Coca-Cola Co.. 107 F.R.D. 288, 289 (D. Del. 1985). 
Just like the back of a can of Coca-Cola does not provide Pepsi with the secret 
formula for Coca-Cola, USA Power's disclosure of its Spring Canyon ingredients "did 
not provide PacifiCorp with sufficient information to independently develop its own 
Power Project Concept in Mona." [Koltick Rep. at 15 (Ex. 429)] The public information 
was insufficient without USA Power's trade secrets - "the Confidential Information 
demonstrating the technical and economic viability of the project." \\±; accord Lois Dep. 
at 325-26] This information was never included in any public filing, and was only given 
to PacifiCorp subject to a strict confidentiality agreement. [See Ex. 9; Koltick, at 10-15 
(Ex. 429)] 
3. USA Power's Trade Secrets Are Entitled to Protection Under the 
Utah Uniform Trade Secrets Act 
As demonstrated above, USA Power's trade secrets meet the statutory 
requirements for protection under the Utah Uniform Trade Secrets Act because they (1) 
obtained independent economic value from not being readily ascertainable, and (2) 
Thurgood admitted that he did not know whether the price of USA Power's water purchases were subject 
to public disclosure. [See Thurgood Dep at 332] 
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were the subject of reasonable efforts to maintain their secrecy. See Utah Code Ann. § 
13-24-2(4). USA Power has established the factual basis for these elements, based in 
large part on PaciflCorp's own actions, including a multi-million dollar bid for the secrets 
in question. 
PacifiCorp has ignored this statutory framework and its own actions, arguing that 
USA Power's trade secrets do not deserve protection because USA Power's end design 
shared individual aspects with a few select power plants from around the world. This 
argument is wholly inapposite. 
First, PacifiCorp's argument completely ignores the statutory elements. See 
Utah Code Ann. § 13-24-2(4). Nowhere in the entire statutory framework for trade 
secret protection is there any mention of a requirement for novelty. See kL; Kewanee 
Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp.. 416 U.S. 470, 481 (1974) ("Novelty, in the patent law sense, is 
not required for a trade secret."); Uniform Trade Secrets Act § 1, crnt.. Indeed, "[t]he 
fact that some or all of the components of a trade secret are well-known does not 
preclude protection for a secret combination, compilation, or integration of the individual 
elements." Restatement (3d) Unfair Competition § 39 crnt. f. 
For example, in PribyL defendants argued plaintiffs did not have a valid trade 
secret because 'Within the 500-plus pages of manuals at issue, there [were] a host of 
materials which would fall within the public domain," including how to assemble a 
cardboard box. PribyL 259 F.3d at 596. However, the court ruled that "[t]hese manuals 
and processes, even if comprised solely of material available in the public domain, 
have been created by combining those materials into a unified system which is not 
readily ascertainable by other means." \± at 598-96 (emphasis added). Accordingly, 
the court upheld the jury's finding of trade secret misappropriation, i d 
Another already familiar example is Coca-Cola. Coca-Cola is not the only soda 
to use carbonated water, high fructose corn syrup, and caramel color. Rather, Coca-
Cola earned its trade secret protection because it carefully studied the hundreds of 
possible ingredients and meticulously selected and arranged those few ingredients that 
were the most suitable for its needs. 
Thus, the question before the Court is not whether USA Power's Spring Canyon 
development was comprised of completely novel ingredients. Instead, the question the 
Court must answer is whether a jury could reasonable conclude that USA Power's 
meticulous study of the thousands of potential power plant ingredients and the site-
specific formula that followed garnered some independent economic value from not 
being generally known or being readily ascertainable. See Utah Code Ann. § 13-24-
2(4). PacifiCorp answered this question with a resounding "yes" when it determined 
that USA Power's confidential information was worth at least $3,500,000. [Ex. 354-55; 
see also Koltick Rep, at 14-18 (Ex. 429)]. 
Second, even if the Court were to ignore the statutory framework and require a 
showing of novelty, USA Power's trade secrets would still meet that standard. USA 
Power's trade secrets included site-specific studies and analysis regarding a unique 
development site - Mona, Utah which had never been conducted before. This 
information included, but was not limited to: (1) USA Power's Spring Canyon Project 
Overview; (2) WECC Power Markets Study and Strategic Power Market Assessment; 
(3) Project Performance Analysis; (4) Fatal Flaw Power Distribution Analysis; (5) 
Preliminary Conceptual Engineering Drawings; (6) Report of Ted Guth, PhD; (7) 
Waldron Engineering's Analysis of the Water Requirements for Spring Canyon Energy 
Concept; (8) Jody William's July 1, 2002 Letter; (9) Supplemental Permit Analysis; (10) 
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Land Purchase Agreement; (11) Jody Williams' Water Rights Opinion Letter; (12) Two 
Due Diligence Memoranda by Jody Williams and Steven Vuyovich dated September 30, 
2002; (13) Water Rights Options and Purchase Agreements; (14) PacifiCorp 
Interconnect Study and System Impact Analysis; (15) Natural Gas Procurement Letter; 
(16) Transaction and Proforma Assumptions; (17) Economic Proforma Projections; (18) 
Letter from Waldron Engineering to USA Power, dated (Dctober 29, 2002. [Exs. 10-11, 
15-16; Ted Dep. at 176-80; Koltick Rep. at 11 -14 (Ex. 429)]. 
These site-specific studies were unique to Mona and "presented, analyzed and 
supported a Power Project Concept that PacifiCorp had never considered, analyzed or 
attempted to develop." [Koltic Rep. at 15 (Ex. 429); Ted Dep. at 180-82, 215-16]. In 
fact, PacifiCorp has been unable to identify any single development or developer in the 
entire world which, in the year 2003, had prepared this site-specific information for 
Mona, Utah, and undertaken the development steps which USA Power had already 
accomplished. 
4. PacifiCorp's NBA and Currant Creek Power Plant Were Copied 
from USA Power's Trade Secrets and Not the Panda Project 
PacifiCorp's Currant Creek Power Plant is based on USA Power's stolen trade 
secrets, and not the Panda project. 
In February, 2003, the Panda project had not performed the site-specific analysis 
necessary to develop a power plant. Panda's project, when PacifiCorp purchased it in 
February 2003, consisted of nothing more than two land options and met data. [Ex. 355 
at 6-7; Ted Dep. at 340; Micheletti Rep. at 8 (Ex. 422)] In fact, Rand Thurgood 
requested authorization from PacifiCorp to purchase both the Spring Canyon 
development and Panda's land options and met data. PacifiCorp approved Thurgood's 
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request and authorized Thurgood to spend $3.5 million for USA Power's development 
and $1 million for Panda's land options and met data. [Ex. 355] 
Thurgood recommended and PacifiCorp approved the purchase of Panda's 
land options and met data for four basic reasons: (1) to improve PacifiCorp's bargaining 
position with USA Power with regard to the Spring Canyon Development [Ex. 355 at 3, 
5; Ted Dep. at 340]; (2) to keep USA power from acquiring Panda's met data and 
thereby raising the cost of its own development [Ex. 355 at 5]; (3) to allow the use of 
Panda's met data to bolster USA Power's development after PacifiCorp purchased both 
projects [ id at 2-3]; and (4) to use the Panda site to compare "build versus buy 
alternatives for meeting the 2007 and 2008 IRP target dates for assets in the Utah 
Bubble." [ Id at 8] 
PacifiCorp did not purchase the Panda project to develop a power plant capable 
of meeting a 2005 online date. Thurgood specifically represented to PacifiCorp that the 
Panda project only provided "a viable alternative for a 2006 or for the 2007 and/or 2008 
IRP target dates." [ id at 2] Panda also believed "that it [would] be at least four or five 
years before a true merchant position [would] be available to them at their site." [ id at 
6] In January 2003, when PacifiCorp performed a detailed evaluation of potential 
generation sites capable of meeting a 2005 online date, it never discussed - let alone 
even mentioned - the Panda project. [See Exs. 354-55] This was for good reason; the 
Panda project was not a viable project for an online date of 2005. This fact was 
confirmed by expert John M. Koltick's testimony that PacifiCorp could not have 
performed the development work necessary to make the Panda project viable for the 
June 2003 RFP, even if PacifiCorp started in January 2003. [Koltick Rep. at 15-17 (Ex. 
429)] 
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On the other hand, USA Power's Spring Canyon development was specifically 
identified by PacifiCorp as: (1) "The only project that has any possibility of meeting 
heavy load hour peaking for a 2005 or even a 2006 commercial date . . . . " [Ex. 354 
(emphasis added)]; (2) "[T]he o n 'y viable project site that is capable of meeting a 
2005 online date for a peaking unit with an efficient combined cycle design" [Ex. 354, at 
3 (emphasis added)]; (3) "[T|he only known site that can accommodate combined 
cycle construction to meet the April 2005 timeline" [Ex. 355 at 5 (emphasis added)] 
In short, the land options and met data that PacifiCorp acquired from Panda in 
February 2003, did not provide the basis for the $340,000,000 NBA bid PacifiCorp 
submitted approximately 5 months later. Instead, that information came from USA 
Power - the only project with any possibility of meeting the deadline. 
5. PacifiCorp's NBA and Currant Creek Power Plant Were Copied 
from USA Power's Trade Secrets and Not the Apex Plant in 
Nevada. 
PacifiCorp's Currant Creek power plant is based on USA Power's stolen trade 
secrets, and not the Apex plant located in a different state. 
PacifiCorp wants the Court to believe that Rand Thurgood's tour of the Apex 
power plant in Nevada sometime during the year 2003 somehow creates an undisputed 
material fact that PacifiCorp's Currant Creek power plant is based on the information 
learned during that tour and not on USA Power's trade secrets. PacifiCorp's argument 
is misplaced. 
PacifiCorp has been extremely vague with the information it received or learned 
from Apex. Indeed, Mr. Thurgood cannot remember the time of his Apex tour 
[Thurgood 30(b)(6) Dep. at 80-81], and Mr. Thurgood is "not at liberty" to disclose what 
information PacifiCorp received from the Apex facility. [Thurgood Dep. at 102] 
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Needless to say, PacifiCorp has not provided the Court with an undisputed issue of 
material fact. 
However, even if the Court were to incorrectly assume that (1) Apex has a 
completely identical design as Currant Creek and (2) that PacifiCorp received every iota 
of every piece of information related to the entire Apex power plant, PacifiCorp's 
argument still fails. The Apex power plant is located in Las Vegas, Nevada - not Mona, 
Utah. 
Developing a power plant requires site-specific information and analysis that 
cannot be dropped in from the work another company performed for a different city, let 
alone a different state. [See Exs. 426 at 4-5; Koltick Rep. at 6-8, 9-10, 15-17 (Ex. 429); 
Micheletti Rep. at 6-7, 9-10 (Ex.422; Ted Dep. at 176-77, 179] The Apex facility located 
in Las Vegas, Nevada had not performed the site-specific analysis necessary for a 
power plant in Mona, Utah. However, USA Power had performed this analysis and 
confidentially shared that information with PacifiCorp. [id.] 
Without the foundation of USA Power's site-specific information, it defies 
common sense to believe PacifiCorp simply copied one of the nation's thousands of 
power plants based on a tour of that facility. Indeed, as part of his job, Mr. Thurgood 
looked at "every major merchant facility." [Thurgood Dep. at103-04] Furthermore, 
PacifiCorp actually owns power plants that are much closer to Mona, Utah. For 
example, PacifiCorp owns plants in Huntington, Utah (92 Miles from Mona), Castle 
Dale, Utah (101 miles from Mona), and Salt Lake City, Utah (77 miles from Mona). [See 
PacifiCorp 10-K (2004)] Of course, PacifiCorp did not copy any of these plants 
because the site-specific information related to Mona, Utah indicated that these plants 
were not ideally designed for this specific location. 
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In other words, whether Rand Thurgood toured a similar plant in Nevada, New 
York, or Nepal is simply irrelevant. PacifiCorp could not have determined which of the 
thousands of types and combinations of power plants was best suited for Mona, Utah 
without the relevant ste-specific data for that location. USA Power's trade secrets 
provided this site-specific data. 
III. PACIFICORP BREACHED THE CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT WHEN IT 
USED USA POWER'S CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION TO DEVELOP ITS 
IDENTICAL COMPETING POWER PLANT 
The Court should deny PacifiCorp summary judgment on the contract claims 
because PacifiCorp directly breached its contractual obligations by using USA Power's 
confidential information to develop a materially identical competing power plant. 
The elements of a breach of contract claim are (1) a contract, (2) performance 
by the party seeking recovery, (3) breach of the contract by the other party, and (4) 
damages." MBNA America Bank. N.A. v. Goodman. 140 P.3d 589, 591 (Utah Ct. App. 
2006). 
In its motion for summary judgment, PacifiCorp does not contest elements (1) -
the existence of the contract between USA Power and PacifiCorp; (2) - performance by 
USA Power under the terms of the contract; or (4) - USA Power's damages. 
PacifiCorp only presents factual arguments regarding the third element - breach of 
contract. Of course, "[w]hether there has been a breach of contract is generally a 
factual issue to be determined by the factfinder after consideration of all attendant 
circumstances and evidence." Western Farm Credit Bank v. Pratt, 860 P.2d 376, 380 
(Utah Ct. App. 1993) (internal quotations omitted). 
Nevertheless, PacifiCorp has presented the Court with factual arguments on this 
issue and asks the Court to rule as a matter of law USA Power cannot prove this 
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element. PacifiCorp's factual arguments, however, do not create an undisputed issue of 
material fact and are without merit in any event. 
A. The Information USA Power Provided PacifiCorp Was Confidential 
USA Power's trade secrets were confidential under the terms of the contract. 
The confidentiality agreement between USA Power and PacifiCorp defined 
confidential information as "all information that is identified as confidential or proprietary 
when furnished to [PacifiCorp] or its Representatives by [USA Power] that concerns the" 
Sale of Spring Canyon, or USA Power in general. [Ex. 9 U 3] The only exception to this 
agreement was for information that (1) became publicly available, (2) was already 
known to PacifiCorp, (3) was given to PacifiCorp on a non-confidential basis, or (4) was 
independently developed by PacifiCorp. 
The material facts demonstrate that none of those exceptions apply to USA 
Power's confidential information. That point and the supporting facts have been 
addressed in detail in the trade secret portion of this memorandum and will not be 
repeated here. 
B. PacifiCorp Breached Its Contractual Duties When It Used The 
Confidential Information USA Power Had Provided To Develop Its 
Power Plant 
PacifiCorp baldly states, as they must to prevail on summary judgment, that there 
is "no evidence" that PacifiCorp used the confidential information USA Provided under 
the terms of the contract. In support of this position, PacifiCorp provides the Court with 
9 pages of disputed material facts. 
Despite PacifiCorp's factual arguments and bald assertion, USA Power has 
already produced significant evidence which would allow a jury to find that PacifiCorp 
used USA Power's confidential information in order to develop its identical power plant 
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in Mona, Utah. That point and the material facts have been addressed in detail in the 
trade secret section of this memorandum and will not be repeated here. Accordingly, 
this dispute cannot be resolved on summary judgment. 
C. The Regulatory Process Conducted by The Public Service 
Commission Only Addressed the Certificate of Public Convenience 
and Necessity and is Absolutely Irrelevant to PacifiCorp's Breach Of 
Contract 
Without providing any true explanation of why, PacifiCorp provides a history of 
the RFP and its dealings in front of the Public Service Commission of Utah. As far as 
USA Power can decipher, PacifiCorp provides this information in an attempt to convince 
the Court that USA Power's claim for breach of contract is nothing more than a repeat of 
the Public Service Proceedings. PacifiCorp's argument is simply incorrect. 
PacifiCorp's proceedings before the Utah Public Service Commission were 
limited to a determination of whether or not that agency would grant PacifiCorp "a 
certificate of public convenience and necessity." [Ex. 167] The Utah Public Service 
Commission did not and could not address the issues that are currently before this 
Court, including PacifiCorp's breach of contract. See Hi-Countrv Estates Homeowners 
Ass'nv. Baqlev&Co.. 901 P.2d 1017, 1021 (Utah 1995) (tt[S]ection 54-4-1 does not 
confer upon the Commission a limitless right to act as it sees fit, and this court has 
never interpreted it as doing so."). Thus, PacifiCorp's suggestion that USA Power's 
claim is "really an attempt to appeal. . . from the Public Service Commission" is 
absolutely false. USA Power's claims are entirely distinct and separate from the 
proceedings before the Public Service Commission. 
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IV. THERE ARE DISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS REGARDING WHETHER 
PACIFICORP (1) BREACHED THE IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH 
AND FAIR DEALING OR (2) WAS UNJUSTLY ENRICHED BY ITS INTER-
ACTIONS WITH USA POWER PARTNERS AND SPRING CANYON 
Disputed issues of material fact prevent the Court from ruling on USA Power's 
claims for breach of the obligation of good faith and fair dealing and unjust enrichment. 
PacifiCorp has challenged these two claims, but again avoids citing any law. 
Instead, PacifiCorp, yet again, relies entirely on its own factual assertions. Again, 
these factual assertions are entirely at odds with the Plaintiffs Disputed and Undisputed 
Facts which Preclude Summary Judgment. 
Every contract imposes upon each party a duty of good faith and fair dealing in 
its performance and enforcement. Under the covenant of good faith and fair dealing 
each party impliedly promises that it will not intentionally or purposely do anything which 
will destroy or injure the other party's right to receive the fruits of the contract. St. 
Benedict's Dev. Co. v. St. Benedict's HOSP.. 811 P.2d 194, 199-200 (Utah 1991). 
To determine the legal duty a contractual party had under his duty of good faith 
and fair dealing, the jury must assess whether a party's actions are consistent with the 
agreed common purpose of the contract. The jury determines the purpose of the 
contract and the parties' intentions by considering the contract language and the course 
of dealings between and conduct of the parties. See Olympus Hills Shopping Cntr. v. 
Smith's Food & Drug Cntrs. Inc.. 889 P.2d 445, 449-54 (Utah Ct App. 1994). 
On the other hand, a person is unjustly enriched if 1) there is benefit conferred by 
one person on another; 2) conferee appreciates or has knowledge of the benefit; and 3) 
the conferee accepts or retains the benefit under such circumstances as to make it 
inequitable without payment-of its value. Allen v. Hall, 148 P.3d 939, 945 (Utah 2006). 
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However, like every other issue, summary judgment on a claim of unjust enrichment is 
inappropriate when the material facts are in dispute. See John Holmes Constr.. Inc. v. 
R.A. McKell Excavating. Inc.. No. 20030707-CA, 2006 WL 496244, at * 1 (Utah Ct. App. 
2006). 
In this case, it is undisputed that the parties entered a non-disclosure contract. 
The purpose of that contract was to enable PacifiCorp to review the Spring Canyon 
assets without putting USA Power Partners at a competitive disadvantage. Anticipating 
that PacifiCorp was negotiating in good faith, USA Power Partners turned over all its 
confidential information regarding Spring Canyon Energy. If in fad PacifiCorp was 
intending to develop the Panda project (and had no interest in Spring Canyon), then it's 
entry of the agreement and receipt of the confidential information to the detriment of 
USA Power Partners is perse in bad faith. 
-In like manner, if PacifiCorp received the benefit of USA Power Partners' work 
product and research regarding the Mona site and used it without compensation and in 
violation of the principles of equity, then PacifiCorp would be liable under a claim of 
unjust enrichment. Additionally, Utah Code Ann. § 13-24-4 expressly provides that 
when a defendant misappropriates a trade secret, the plaintiffs are allowed to recover 
"the unjust enrichment caused by misappropriation that is not taken into account in 
computing actual loss." JdL 
In either event, there are disputed material facts as illustrated by Plaintiffs 
Disputed and Undisputed Facts Precluding Summary Judgment. Thus the motion 
should be denied on these last two counts. 
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CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, USA Power has presented evidence sufficient for a jury to rule in 
its favor on each and every one of its claims. Accordingly, PacifiCorp's motion for 
summary judgment should be denied. 
DATED: June 22, 2007. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This Court, based on the record and applicable law, cannot grant judgment, as 
matter of law, in Williams/HRO's favor on plaintiffs' breach of loyalty claim. Plaintiffs 
have presented material facts which demonstrate, and overwhelmingly demonstrate, 
that Williams/HRO violated their duty of loyalty to plaintiffs and, as a result, caused 
plaintiffs to suffer substantial economic injury. 
No man can serve two masters. Williams and HRO are no different. 
Williams and HRO swore a duty of unwavering loyalty and complete 
confidentiality to USA Power when they agreed to represent USA Power as its lawyer 
relative to its development of the Spring Canyon Energy project in Mona, Utah. USA 
Power expected and relied on Williams and HRO to honor their fiduciary duties and 
disclosed every aspect of its highly confidential electric power plant development in 
Mona. Williams and her law firms (including HRO) collected over $100,000 in legal 
fees from plaintiffs. 
However, unbeknownst to USA Power, Williams and HRO had a second client, a 
competitor of USA Power's - PacifiCorp. During Williams/HRO's representation of USA 
Power, PacifiCorp was under increasing pressure from its owner, Scottish Power, to 
improve shareholder earnings and from the Utah Public Service Commission to build a 
power plant in Utah. PacifiCorp also was facing a critical power shortage beginning in 
2005 which had to be addressed. Rand Thurgood, PacifiCorp's Managing Director of 
Resource Development, had the job of meeting these expectations or risk losing his job. 
Faced with this situation, PacifiCorp decided it was imperative for PacifiCorp to be 
i 
credited with developing and then own and operate the only major power plant to be 
built in Utah in decades, the power plant that would be built in Mona to meet the power 
demands of Utah customers beginning in 2005. 
But PacifiCorp had a problem. PacifiCorp had not done the time-consuming 
work, expended the resources or acquired the assets necessary to meet the deadline 
by which a power plant must be on line in Mona. The only project positioned to have a 
plant on line in Mona to meet the 2005 deadline was USA Power - the Spring Canyon 
Energy project. Even worse, USA Power had developed the Spring Canyon project in 
Mona (PacifiCorp's backyard) under PacifiCorp's nose without its knowledge. 
But PacifiCorp had a solution. It would hire Williams and HRO - the lawyers 
who represented USA Power in developing its Mona project - to assist PacifiCorp in 
packaging, as its own, the trade secrets USA Power shared with PacifiCorp pursuant to 
a confidentiality agreement and in beating-out USA Power for the bid to build the Mona 
power plant. PacifiCorp made its pitch to Williams/HRO. It was successful. 
Williams and HRO could not serve both USA Power and PacifiCorp. 
Unfortunately for USA Power, PacifiCorp was the larger, more profitable client. In the 
end, Williams/HRO chose the client that, for years to come, would generate fees for 
HRO and a higher income for Williams. In the end, Williams/HRO abandoned USA 
Power, abandoned their fiduciary duties to USA Power, and never told USA Power they 
had sold Williams/HRO's loyalty to the highest bidder, PacifiCorp. 
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Williams/HRO now must be required to face a jury to be held accountable for its 
decision not to honor its promise of loyalty to USA Power, and the economic damage its 
breaches have caused plaintiffs. 
WILLIAMS/HRO'S PURPORTED STATEMENT 
OF "UNDISPUTED" MATERIAL "FACTS" 
Pursuant to Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, USA Power has set 
forth each paragraph of Williams/HRO's purported "undisputed facts" which plaintiffs 
dispute. Following each disputed paragraph, plaintiffs have set forth the basis for 
disputing the paragraph and the record demonstrating the facts are genuinely disputed 
- not undisputed - precluding summary judgment.1 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 3: 
The stated purpose of Power Partners was to locate, acquire and develop 
electric power generation sites for potential sale to power generation companies. The 
Operating Agreement between Sooner and USA Power required each site to be held by 
a separate limited liability company owned by Power Partners. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
USA Power Partners's actions, as well as its marketing material, reflect its 
interest in a number of different business scenarios relative to the Spring Canyon 
project it developed. USA Power Partners was interested in and pursued long-term 
power purchase agreements with power generation companies. It was interested in 
and pursued equity participation in the construction and operation of a power plant 
based on its Spring Canyon project. It was interested in and pursued the sale of the 
1AII facts which are nol disputed are done so for the purposes of this motiorf only. 
iii 
assets of the Spring Canyon project. [Exs. 10-11,16; Ted Dep. at 57, 310-11]2 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 4: 
Plaintiff Spring Canyon Energy, LLC ("Spring Canyon"), a Utah limited liability 
company, was formed to develop the Spring Canyon project (the "Spring Canyon 
Project") in Mona, Utah. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
Spring Canyon was formed in 2002 to hold certain assets which were acquired 
as part of USA Power Partner's development of the electric power generation site in 
Mona, Utah. However, development of that project began well before Spring Canyon 
was ever formed, and all three plaintiffs held assets that were part of the project 
Lawyers, working under Williams1 direction and supervision, created Spring Canyon 
Energy, LLC, and then both Williams and HRO represented Spring Canyon, along with 
USA Power, in development of and efforts to market the project. [See, e.g., Exs. 10-11, 
22-23, 25-29, 47-60, 69, 70-76, 79, 82-87, 89-99, 137A, 138A] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 5: 
In May, 2001, Power Partners retained Jody Williams and Kruse Landa & 
Maycock, LLC ("Kruse Landa") to assist it in obtaining water rights for use at one or 
more potential power generation sites in Utah. 
2The record cited in this opposition is contained in the Affidavits of Peggy A. Tomsic filed in 
opposition to PacifiCorp's two motions for summary judgment and Williams/HRO's three motions for 
summary judgment. Affidavit Nos. 1 and 1A contain the deposition testimony which is cited in this 
opposition using the name of the deponent followed by the relevant page number. Affidavit Nos. 2 and 2A 
contain the deposition exhibits which are cited in this opposition as "Ex." followed by the relevant exhibit 
number. Affidavit Nos. 3 and 3A contain the documents not marked as deposition exhibits which are cited 
in this opposition using Bates stamp numbers. Affidavit No. 4 contains the expert reports of plaintiffs' 
experts which are cited using the experts' last name followed by the relevant page of their report. Affidavit 
No. 5 contains the portions of the record cited that was inadvertently left out of Affidavit Nos. 1-4. 
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USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
Plaintiffs retained Williams to represent USA Power Partners and USA Power 
LLC relative to their development of a power project in Utah, which ultimately became 
the Spring Canyon Energy project. While the acquisition of water rights was a critical 
component for the development of the power project and one of Williams' core 
responsibilities, her legal representation of plaintiffs from April 2001 to November 3, 
2003 involved virtually every aspect of the Spring Canyon development. [Ted Dep. at 
56-59; Morris Rpt at 5 (Ex. 431); see Williams Dep. at 101] 
The evidence supporting those facts and disputing Williams/HRO's contrary 
assertions includes the following: 
(a) Williams/HRO's Purported Statement of Undisputed Material "Facts" fl 6 
(b) Williams/HRO's Purported Statement of Undisputed Material "Facts" fl 7 
(c) Williams' was initially retained by and continuously represented both USA 
Power LLC and USA Power Partners LLC. When Williams had Spring Canyon LLC 
created in 2002, Williams also represented Spring Canyon. [See Tomsic Aff. 3A, Exs. 
1-2, 7; Ex. 11, P267; Exs. 22-30, 47-60, 69-75, 72-77, 82-87, 89-99, 144A, 145A, 146A, 
234-36; Williams Dep. at 94; Williams/HRO Answers to First Set of interrogatories at 
19] 
(d) When the principles of USA Power first approached Williams, they sought 
her representation in the development of a site for an electric power plant. [See Ex. 
73; Williams Dep. at 49-50; Ted Dep. at 56-59, 64; Morris Rpt. at 5] Williams never 
limited her representation to.the acquisition of water. [Morris Rpt. at 5] 
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(e) The terms of the retainer agreement drafted by Williams and signed by 
both Williams and USA Power reflect that the scope of Williams' representation was 
with regard to USA Power's development of a site for a power plant - ultimately the 
Spring Canyon project- not just water rights. Paragraph 3 provided: 
Our services may include reviewing documents and assembling relevant 
facts; participating in telephone and office conferences; advising about 
business strategies and transaction structures; negotiating and 
preparing agreements and related documents; drafting 
correspondence, communications, filings and pleadings; researching legal 
issues and relevant facts; preparing for and participating in presentations, 
hearings and conferences; and a variety of other matters. [Ex. 23 
(emphasis added)] 
The retainer agreement does not contain any limitation on Williams' representation of 
USA Power. 
(f) Williams and USA Power believed and understood their professional 
relationship was governed by the terms of the retainer agreement. [Morris Rpt. at 3-5; 
Williams Dep. at 97; Ted Dep. at 60; Morris Analysis at fl 5] Not only did the agreement 
state as much - "this is a legally binding contract" - but it also required that "[A]ny 
change in the terms of our representation must be in writing and signed by both of us." 
[Ex. 23 at 00866] The terms were never modified in writing or otherwise, and Williams 
never told USA Power that the terms of her representation were any different than 
those in the retainer agreement. [Williams Dep. at 97, 101, 108, 134; Morris Rpt. at 5; 
Morris Analysis at U 3] 
(g) The client intake form Williams used for new clients at Kruse Landa stated 
that the matter on which Wi"««rnQ wnU|d represent USA Power was a "power plant." 
[Ex. 22; see Exs. 47-60] 
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(h) During the more than 2 1/2 years Williams represented USA Power, she 
became a member of USA Power's development team. In this capacity Williams 
learned and advised USA Power with regard to "all of the issues associated with the 
project that were then current and . . . how [USA Power] would move to the next step 
with the next issue." [Ted Dep. at 73-75] As Ted testified: "[W]e did not make a move 
in Utah without asking Ms. Williams for her opinion." Qd. at 68, 407; see Williams Dep. 
at 169-70] 
(I) Williams and her law firms billed and collected for legal work concerning 
more than water rights issues. Other issues on which Williams charged and collected 
legal fees include: (1) business strategies, [see Ex. 23 at ^ 3; Morris Rpt. at 3; Ted Dep 
at 73-75], (2) structure and goals, [Exs. 57, 59; Ted Dep. at 67-68, 76, 138], (3) the 
reasons for selecting Mona, Utah as the site of the power plant, [Williams Dep. at 50; 
Exs. 56, 57, 70-71, 76-78, 135A; Tomsic Aff. 3, Exs. 1-3], (4) Endangered Species Act 
issues, [Exs. 48, 70], (5) real estate option, [Exs. 56, 57, 76-78, 135A; Tomsic Aff. 3, 
Exs. 1-3; Morris Rpt. at 3], (6) annexation of real estate by Nephi City, [Exs. 48, 51-52, 
54, 59, 79-81, 135A; Ted Dep. at 67-68; Morris Rpt. at 5], (7) air permit, [Exs. 48, 60, 
87, 144A; Williams Dep. at 167-69; Rawson Dep. at 42-43; Ted Dep. at 75], (8) electric 
transmission issues [Ex. 53], (9) actions taken by USA Power's competitor, Panda, 
[Exs. 71-73, 99; see Williams Dep. at 57-59, 65] (10) public relations, [Ted Dep. at 75; 
Exs. 52, 55, 74-76; Williams Dep. at 253-54, 257, 260], and (11) negotiations for the 
sale of the Spring Canyon project and/or equity participation in the project [Exs. 10-11, 
86-90, 99; Ted Dep. at 200-01, 214-15; Williams Dep. at 266-76] 
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(j) Williams and her law firms collected tens of thousands of dollars from USA 
Power for legal services that had nothing to do with the acquisition of water. [Exs. 47-
60, 69, 86-87, 144A, 145A, 146A, 147A] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 6: 
In addition to assisting USA Power Partners with acquisition of water rights, 
Kruse Landa also performed work on certain discreet tasks: (1) potential annexation of 
property in Mona, Utah, which work terminated in December, 2001; (2) assisted with an 
option to purchase certain real property from Michael Keyte in January, 2002; (3) 
prepared Articles of Organization and an Operating Agreement for Spring Canyon 
Energy, LLC in February, 2002; and, (4) transmitted a letter to Juab County regarding a 
conditional use permit in May, 2002. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute Williams/HRO's self-serving characterization 
of the tasks performed for USA Power as discrete or minor and to the extent it implies 
that Williams/HRO's legal representation was limited to the subjects listed. 
Williams was hired to represent USA Power in its development of a site for an 
electric generation plant in Utah which evolved into the Spring Canyon Energy project in 
Mona. Every service Williams performed was within this broad scope of representation, 
and none of her services were "discrete" or unimportant. Moreover, Williams and her 
firms (including HRO) were paid ten of thousands of dollars for legal services unrelated 
to securing water rights. [Exs. 47-60, 69, 86-87, 144A, 145A, 146A, 147A] See 
Response to paragraph 5; Williams/HRO's Purported Statement of Material Facts 
paragraph 11. 
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WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 8: 
In May, 2002, Williams referred Plaintiffs to Blaine Rawson at Holme Roberts to 
assist Plaintiffs in preparing a memorandum regarding air modeling issues to be 
submitted to the Utah Division of Air Quality. That work was completed by the end of 
June, 2002. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it implies that Mr. Rawson's 
work for USA Power was completed by the end of June, 2002 and was limited to 
preparation of a memorandum regarding air modeling issues. 
Rawson and HRO continued to represent USA Power with regard to the Spring 
Canyon project after Rawson completed the specific project on air modeling. Less than 
one month after Williams referred the air modeling matter to Rawson, she joined HRO 
as a partner (Williams referred the matter to Rawson because she was interviewing for 
employment at HRO). [Williams Dep. at 114-16; Rawson Dep. at 7, 42-43] Williams 
took USA Power and its files with her when she joined HRO, and she and other lawyers 
at HRO continued to represent USA Power on the Spring Canyon project. [Ex. 28; 
Williams Dep. at 123-25] In fact, Rawson performed work for USA Power as late as 
September 17, 2003 on air permit issues, as Williams/HRO admit in paragraph 11 of 
their Purported Statement of Undisputed "Facts." [See also Ex. 69] No lawyer at HRO, 
including Williams and Rawson, ever advised USA Power that their legal representation 
of USA Power had terminated. [Ex. 69; Rawson Dep. at 20, 28-30, 35-37, 50-52, 54-
57, 68-70, 96-97] 
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WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 9: 
In July, 2002, Williams and associate Steven Vuyovich left Kruse Landa and 
joined Holme Roberts. From that point through the end of the year, they finished up 
their work on Plaintiffs' water rights, including completing water right option and 
purchase agreements with Michael Keyte and Blake Garrett, two Juab County water 
rights owners, a letter describing Plaintiffs' water rights, due diligence memoranda 
concerning those water rights and filing change applications with the Utah Division of 
Water Rights. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it implies Williams, Vuyovich, 
or HRO's representation of USA Power was limited to water rights issues or terminated 
at the end of 2002. 
When Williams joined HRO in July 2002, Williams continued to represent USA 
Power with regard to the Spring Canyon project, not just with regard to water rights. For 
example, after Williams and Vuyovich joined HRO, they prepared and finalized a 
marketing letter for USA Power to use in marketing the Spring Canyon project to 
potential purchasers, including PacifiCorp. [Exs. 86-87; Williams Dep. at 266-73; 
Vuyovich Dep. at 97-103] They made inquiries regarding air credits for USA Power to 
obtain for its air permit. [Ex. 87] They talked with Ted and Lois over the status and 
progress of the project. [Exs. 86-87, 89-91] Williams set-up and attended meetings 
with UAMPS and other potential purchasers of the Spring Canyon assets. [Exs. 86-88; 
Williams Dep. at 266-76] Williams met with Ted and Lois regarding their negotiations 
with PacifiCorp and agreed to contact Rand Thurgood to put in "a good word" for them. 
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[Ex. 99; Williams Dep. at 246-52, 275-76, 298-99; Ted Dep. at 163-65, 168-69, 200-02, 
213-14, 596-99, 601-03; Lois Dep. at 161-66, 169-72, 180-95, 236-37, 384-85] USA 
Power cc'd Williams on USA Power's renewal of the options to purchase land and 
water for the Spring Canyon project throughout 2003, and Williams received those 
copies; Williams was USA Power's lawyer and, as such, the option agreements 
required all notices to be sent to her. [Ex. 11, P245, P267; Exs. 82-85] Rawson and 
Williams represented USA Power with regard to air permit issues concerning the Spring 
Canyon project in September 2003. [Ex. 69; Williams Dep. at 274; Rawson Dep. at 54-
57] See generally Response to paragraphs 5-8. 
After Williams joined HRO, neither Williams nor Rawson ever told USA Power 
that their attorney-client relationship had been terminated. [Rawson Dep. at 35-37, 68-
70; Williams Dep. at 265-66, 60-65] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 10: 
As of January, 2003, the Utah Division of Water Rights had approved the water 
change applications and Holme Roberts' work with respect to the Plaintiffs' water rights 
was completed. From January 25, 2003 through September 9, 2003, neither Jody 
Williams nor anyone else at Holme Roberts performed any legal services for any 
Plaintiff. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it implies Williams/HRO's legal 
services and representation of USA Power terminated as of January 2003. See 
Response to paragraphs 5, 9; HRO's Statement of Facts jf 11. 
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WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 11: 
On September 10, 2003, Williams received a telephone call out of the blue from 
David Graeber, who had a question concerning air credits. Williams referred the inquiry 
to Blaine Rawson, who responded to that question on September 17, 2003. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute Williams/HRO's self-serving 
characterization of that phone-call as "out of the blue" and any implication that 
Williams/HRO was no longer representing USA Power as of September 10, 2003. 
Williams/HRO represented plaintiffs until November 3, 2003. The evidence that 
supports that fact and disputes Williams/HRO's self-serving characterization and any 
such implication includes: 
(a) USA Power's belief that it had an attorney-client relationship with 
Williams/HRO until at least November 3, 2003 [Ex. 118; Ted Dep. at 361-62; Morris 
Rpt. at 3-4; Lois Aff., mi 4-6] 
(b) Williams/HRO's scope of representation which included every aspect of 
the Spring Canyon development, [Ted Dep. at 56-59; Morris Rpt. at 5] and the fact 
that USA Power's development of Spring Canyon was not complete as of that date 
[Exs. 47-52, 53, 54, 58-60, 71, 74 86-90, 92, 144A, 216; Williams Dep. at 167-69; 
Rawson Dep. at 42-43]. 
(c) The contacts between USA Power and Williams/HRO through November, 
2003. [Exs. 69, 82-85, 94-98; see ajso Tomsic Aff. 3A, Ex. 8] 
(d) Williams/HRO's receipt of communications from USA Power before 
September 10, 2003. [Williams Dep. at 265-66] 
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(e) When Williams/HRO performed work for USA Power on September 10, 
2003, they did not require a new retainer agreement or retainer amount, or open a new 
client or new matter form. [Ex. 69; Williams Dep. at 242-43, 274; Rawson Dep. at 54-
57] 
(f) Williams/HRO never advised USA Power that the attorney-client 
relationship had terminated. [Williams Dep. at 63-64; Williams/HRO Answers to 
Interrogatories at 41; Lois Aff., Ex. 2] 
(g) Williams/HRO's listing of themselves as USA Power's lawyers in USA 
Power's water option agreements which were ongoing contracts, and requiring that all 
notices relative to those agreements be sent to Williams at HRO. [Ex. 11, P245, P267] 
(h) Williams/HRO never returned plaintiffs files to plaintiffs. Lois requested the 
return of the files in January 2005, after plaintiffs found out Williams was representing 
PacifiCorp on Currant Creek, but Williams/HRO did not return the files until they 
produced them to plaintiffs' counsel once this litigation began. [Lois Aff., U 10, Ex. 2]. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 12: 
Holme Roberts did not perform any further or other legal services for any 
Plaintiff. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it implies Williams/HRO's legal 
representation terminated in September 2003. USA Power continued to believe that 
Williams/HRO were its lawyer and represented its interests with undivided loyalty until 
at least November, 2003, when it found out Williams/HRO were representing PacifiCorp 
on its competing project Currant Creek. [Ex. 118; Ted Dep. at 361-62; see Response 
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to paragraph 11] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 14: 
Since at least 2000, PacifiCorp has maintained a separate department whose 
charge was to develop new generation resources, including acquiring and building new 
power plants, to meet the company's commitment to supply electric power to its 
customers. The head of that department at all times relevant to this action was Rand 
Thurgood. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it implies Rand Thurgood or 
his department had any relevant experience that they could have applied to decide to 
develop the Currant Creek project or to actually develop the Currant Creek site. 
Thurgood was an engineer by training and a career mid-level manager at PacifiCorp. 
He had no record as a business entrepreneur or power plant developer. PacifiCorp's 
Resource Development group led by Thurgood had never built a combined cycle plant, 
either as a base load or peaker.3 It had never built a dry-cooled plant. Their only 
development experience was with the "Gadsby 4, 5, and 6" simple-cycle peakers which 
was a minor project on an existing site in Salt Lake City, that required minimal 
permitting and site work. [Thurgood Dep. at 44-45, 58-59; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 81-82] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 15: 
By June, 2001, Thurgood had considered the possibility of acquiring assets in 
throughout this litigation, PacifiCorp has made reference to its portfolio of power plants as 
evidence that it has the "knowledge" to build a power plant In fact, all these plants were either built 
generations ago or acquired after construction by an independent company. In 2002, PacifiCorp's East 
Side (i.e. Utah) group had not built a large power plant within the recent memory of any PacifiCorp 
employee. 
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the Mona, Utah area for a power plant there. On June 19, 2001, Thurgood was 
approached by Panda Nebo Energy ("Panda") with respect to potentially acquiring a 
plant to be built by it in Mona, or output from that plant. At the time, Thurgood indicated 
PacifiCorp's interest in acquiring Panda's power development assets, but not power 
from its proposed plant. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
Williams/HRO's description of Thurgood's "consideration" and "interest" is 
inherently self-serving and contradicted by the record. Rand Thurgood had never 
focused on, evaluated or seriously considered Mona as a site for an electric power 
generation plant by June 2001, or even by the summer of 2002. PacifiCorp's own 
timeline demonstrates that Thurgood did nothing to pursue the Panda project until after 
meeting with (and reviewing the confidential work product) of the Spring Canyon 
project. [Exs. 301-02, 354-55] In fact, the Panda employee managing the project, Mr. 
Barlow, admitted that PacifiCorp showed minimal interest in his project in 2001. 
[Barlow Dep. at 118] Neither Thurgood nor PacifiCorp's representatives actually 
traveled to Mona to view the site. [Barlow Dep. at 205] 
According to PacifiCorp's own comments in the late Summer of 2002, when it 
contacted and met with the managers of USA Power Partners, PacifiCorp had not 
seriously contemplated a development at Mona. [Ted Dep. at 188-190] Neither the 
Panda project nor the Mona site was listed by PacifiCorp in its Integrated Resource 
Plan ("IRP") as a potential site for a peaker to be on-line by 2005. [Exs. 1-2] In fact, as 
late as January 9, 2003, PacifiCorp had not listed the Panda project or any other Mona 
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project as a potential site for a peaker plant to be online by 2005 or a base load plant to 
be online by 2007. [Ex. 354] For good reason. The first substantive communications 
regarding PacifiCorp's interest in purchasing the Panda site were not until January 
2003, months after USA Power Partners shared its confidential work product with 
PacifiCorp. [Exs. 301-302] 
W1LLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 16: 
Subsequently, in July, 2002, Panda indicated its willingness to sell its Mona 
project assets to PacifiCorp. Negotiations ensued, and a Letter of Intent was entered 
into between PacifiCorp and Panda in January, 2003. PacifiCorp ultimately closed on 
the purchase of Panda's Mona assets in February, 2003. Those assets included an 
option on 240 acres directly adjacent to PacifiCorp's Mona substation, one year of 
monitored ambient air data collected on the Panda site and various reports and files 
related to the project. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraphs 15, 35. 
The only valuable tangible assets for a power plant that PacifiCorp purchased 
from Panda, as described by Thurgood in his deposition, were the land and the "met 
data" collected by Panda. PacifiCorp did not value or use the few reports or files that 
were part of the purchase. Panda's engineering work was not transferred to PacifiCorp 
because it was considered proprietary. [Exs. 301-02, 355; Thurgood Dep. at 118-128, 
138-139] In fact, Panda did not have and PacifiCorp therefore did not purchase most of 
the critical assets necessary-to develop and construct a power plant in Mona, including 
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the necessary water rights, air permit or interconnection agreement to connect to the 
Mona substation - all assets which USA Power had developed and owned. [Exs. 10, 
11,16,301,302,355] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 17: 
In April, 2003, PacifiCorp contracted with Shaw/Stone & Webster to perform a 
detailed project cost analysis for what was to become the Currant Creek power plant. 
The project cost analysis was completed and submitted to PacifiCorp on June 9, 2003. 
USA RESPONSE:: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it implies that the decision to 
develop Currant Creek and the development of Currant Creek were based on 
PacifiCorp's retention of and the work performed by Shaw/Stone & Webster. 
Shaw did not become involved in the Currant Creek project until two months 
after PacifiCorp had purchased the Mona site and committed all its resources to 
developing a project there. This decision - which was the only tangible response by 
Thurgood's group in acquiring an option to respond to PacifiCorp's own RFP - was 
made in January-February 2003 after PacifiCorp reviewed all the confidential 
information and work product of Spring Canyon for developing an air-cooled 500-
megawatt combined cycle power plant at that site. Shaw/Stone Webster had no role in 
this process. PacifiCorp made that decision and committed its resources without 
conducting internal studies or site specific testing. [Thurgood 30(b)(6) Dep. at 72-73; 
Ted Dep. at 180-82, 188-90, 215-16; Koltick Rpt. at 15-18 (Ex. 429)] 
Shaw's actual performance evaluations regarding dry cooling and the proposed 
Currant Creek plant, including performance curves, were done on or about June 20, 
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2003. Prior to that time, PacifiCorp had no site-specific performance data for dry 
cooling at Mona. [Andrews Dep. at 116, 145-46] 
Normally, the process of site selection, evaluation of design and the commitment 
of substantial funds for the development and construction of a power plant would 
require 18-24 months worth of work. PacifiCorp was able to reduce this time frame to 
only four months based upon USA Power's confidential information and the assistance 
of USA Power's lawyer. [Koltick Rpt. at 6-8 (Ex. 429); Ex. 292] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 18: 
In August, 2003, Shaw/Stone & Webster began preliminary engineering for 
Currant Creek power plant. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it implies that Shaw's work was 
material to PacifiCorp's decision to develop Currant Creek or the development of 
Currant Creek. See Response to paragraph 17. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 21: 
On August 22, 2002, after PacifiCorp began negotiations with Panda, Plaintiffs 
and PacifiCorp first met concerning the potential of PacifiCorp purchasing Plaintiffs' 
Spring Canyon assets. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraphs 15-16 with regard to statement regarding Panda, and 
paragraph 24 with regard to statement regarding PacifiCorp/Spring Canyon meeting. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 24: 
Between August, 2002 and mid-February, 2003, Plaintiff and PacifiCorp had 
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several conversations, both telephone and in person, and USA sent PacifiCorp drafts of 
proposed agreements. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute because it inaccurately summarizes and 
minimizes the extent and detail of the meetings and communications and omits other 
material facts. 
In August 2002, Rand Thurgood, the head of Resource Development at 
PacifiCorp, contacted Ted and Lois Banasiewicz of USA Power Partners. He told them 
that he had learned of their impending air permit and was interested in talking about the 
Spring Canyon project. [Ted Dep. at 153-154] The parties met on August 22nd at 
PacifiCorp's offices in Portland. The principals of USA Power Partners attended and 
described their basic vision for the power project They told Thurgood that they would 
not divulge any further information until PacifiCorp had signed a Non-Disclosure and 
Confidentiality Agreement limiting PacifiCorp's use and disclosure of USA Power 
Partners' confidential, proprietary information. They gave Thurgood a draft of a 
Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure Agreement ("Non-Disclosure Agreement") for 
PacifiCorp to review with its corporate counsel. [Ted Dep. at 156,158-160; Ex. 9] 
The parties met again on September 11 th at the offices of PacifiCorp in Salt Lake 
City. At that time, Thurgood and David Graeber (for USA Power Partners) signed the 
Non-Disclosure Agreement. In that Agreement, PacifiCorp agreed it would be receiving 
confidential information about the Spring Canyon project and further agreed not to use 
or disclose that information for any purpose other than evaluating a potential purchase 
of the Spring Canyon project or output or partnership with USA Power Partners. 
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[Thurgood Dep. at 288-289; 292-293; Ex. 9] 
Once the Non-Disclosure Agreement was signed, USA Power Partners shared 
their confidential work product with PacifiCorp. The USA Power principals handed over 
"Volumes One and Two," which were two three-ring binders containing their work 
product to date in developing the Spring Canyon project. Each volume was stamped 
"Confidential" on its face. Those binders included confidential information: they 
included a marketing study which addressed the need for a power plant resource in the 
"Utah Bubble;"4 a description of the project including its land and water rights; 
engineering drawings of the proposed plant layout; a "marketing letter" from Williams 
which described the acquisition and planned diversion of water; and "site-specific" 
reports and data from Waldron Engineering which laid out the water balance table and 
performance curves for Spring Canyon and made specific findings regarding its cost, 
performance and any loss of efficiency for a dry-cooled plant at Mona. [Ted Dep. at 
171, 177-179; Exs. 10, 11] In the September 11 th meeting, Thurgood, expressed 
interest in the Spring Canyon concept and the extensive work done to date by USA 
Power Partners in developing the Mona site. He specifically told the USA Power 
Partners' principals that USA Power's work had given them a "competitive advantage" 
that would "take him 2-3 years to duplicate and several million dollars." [Ted Dep. at 
190-192, 201] Thurgood's one reservation was that he specifically doubted Mona as a 
development site and the use of "dry cooling" as viable for a power plant of that size 
and at that elevation. [Ted Dep. at 171, 188-189; Andrews Dep. at 90] 
^he "Utah Bubble" is the term used to describe that area within central Utah limited by 
transmission restrictions for importing power and thus reliant on new domestic resources. 
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After the September 11 th meeting, Thurgood went to lunch with the USA Power 
principals, an excursion specifically arranged by Jody Williams. He admitted to USA 
Power his "surprise" that they had proceeded thus far with the project. He further stated 
that his Resource Development team was only looking at expanding their existing 
assets at Hunter and Gadsby for filling PacifiCorp's new power needs. He did not 
mention any prior interest in building or purchasing a power plant asset at Mona. [Ted 
Dep. at 187-193, 201; Thurgood Dep. at 299] 
USA Power Partners had numerous follow-up conversations with PacifiCorp in 
the fall of 2002, after the initial exchange of confidential data. These discussions 
included talks about whether to enter a long-term power purchase agreement or sell the 
assets outright. As the parties continued their discussions about Spring Canyon, 
Thurgood specifically asked USA Power Partners to address his concerns about the 
"loss in efficiency" from using dry cooling at the Mona location. During these 
conversations, Thurgood was adamant that dry cooling could not work in Mona due to 
its altitude. [Ted Dep. at 215-217] 
On November 21, 2002, Ted and Thurgood had a phone conversation that 
lasted ninety-six (96) minutes, which is reflected in the Banasiewicz phone records. 
The subject of this conversation was the work done for USA Power Partners by 
Waldron Engineering, i.e. how the dry cooling system worked, its effect on plant output 
and the overall value production of the Spring Canyon facility. [Ted Dep. at 215-216, 
231-232; Lois Affidavit, EEx. 6] On November 26, 2002, Ted Banasiewicz, in response 
to the issues raised by Thurgood in the September 11 th meeting and subsequent phone 
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conversations, delivered a report to PacifiCorp, as prepared by Waldron Engineering. 
The Waldron Report specifically addressed "loss of efficiency" in dry cooling, stating 
that the "loss of efficiency" from using dry cooling at Mona would be less than 3% and 
the additional capital cost would be approximately $20 million. [Exs. 14-15; Ted Dep. at 
215-217, 230-236, 241-243; Andrews Dep. at 78] 
On February 18, 2003, PacifiCorp had a follow-up meeting with the principals of 
USA Power. The purpose of the meeting was to try to agree on the purchase price for 
their project or a power purchase contract for the output of the plant. [Ted Dep. at 248-
52, 277-78] At the February 18th meeting, USA Power Partners handed over "Volume 
Three" which contained pro forma financial statements for their proposed dry-cooled 
plant at Mona. The work product represented months and months of work by the 
principals of USA Power and their consultants in assessing costs and estimating 
profitability. [Ted Dep. at 248-77; Lois Dep. at 239-240; Ex. 16] At the February 18th 
meeting, PacifiCorp verbally offered $5 million for the purchase of the assets. USA 
Power Partners asked that the offer be put in writing. [Ted Dep. at 249-252; Lois Dep. 
at 241-243; Tomsic Aff. No. 3A, Ex. 8 at Bates number PAC 25293] The parties also 
discussed the use of dry cooling. []dj 
On February 27, 2003, PacifiCorp extended a "non-binding offer" to USA Power 
Partners to purchase the Spring Canyon assets for $2 million. The offer included an 
"Exhibit A" which required the seller to identify the assets, which USA Power Partners 
did. [Exs. 17, 17A, 18; Ted Dep. at 283] 
In the first two weeks of March 2003, PacifiCorp and USA Power Partners 
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appeared to finalize negotiations regarding the purchase. PacifiCorp raised its offer for 
the Spring Canyon assets to $3,000,000.00. On March 14th, Thurgood and Ted 
reached a purchase agreement during a thirty-minute phone conversation under which 
PacifiCorp would pay USA Power Partners $3 million and Thurgood would obtain 
authorization to enter into a development agreement with Ted, Lois and Dave for future 
PacifiCorp power developments. The agreement in principle was to be signed in 
Portland during the week of March 17th. [Ex. 249; Ted Dep. at 279, 286-289; Lois Dep. 
at 142-143, 245-246, 277] 
At the same time it was purportedly finalizing negotiations with USA Power 
Partners and unbeknownst to USA Power Partners, PacifiCorp had retained attorney 
Jody Williams to investigate the purchase of sufficient water to develop the Panda site. 
Thurgood initiated this contact when he called Williams on or about March 3, 2003. In 
that first conversation, he specifically asked her to investigate finding sufficient water for 
either a water-cooled or air-cooled 500-megawatt plant at Mona. [Thurgood Dep. at 
225-227; Williams Dep. at 147-148] 
Thurgood was well aware of Williams' representation of USA Power Partners 
and Spring Canyon. He admitted asking Williams about the conflict in his very first call 
to her. He also admitted to visiting the corporate counsel of PacifiCorp about the 
conflict of interest. [Thurgood Dep. at 209-211, 329] 
While her "client" USA Power Partners was reaching a "final deal" for the Spring 
Canyon sale, attorney Williams - without the knowledge or consent of her client - was 
actively working to obtain water for PacifiCorp's competing project. Specifically, she 
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was looking for water resources for PacifiCorp to pipe into Mona for use at the Panda 
site, either for a wet or dry cooled resource. [Williams Dep. at 147-150] 
On March 17, 2003, Thurgood terminated the discussions with USA Power by 
leaving a voice mail message canceling the parties' meeting scheduled for that week in 
Portland, Oregon to sign agreements in principal. Ted received the news by calling his 
voicemail on that morning while he was already in Portland. [Ex. 252; Ted Dep. at 286-
292, 407-411] Ted and Thurgood then had a brief conversation which is reflected in the 
Banasiewicz phone records. At that time, Thurgood told Ted that PacifiCorp would be 
procuring the resource through an RFP to be released shortly, and that the RFP was 
"yours to lose" based upon the work by USA Power Partners over the preceding years 
at Mona. [Ted Dep. at 293-294; Lois Dep. at 281-282] Thurgood sent Ted a follow-up 
email on March 20th confirming the termination of negotiations with USA Power 
Partners. He copied PacifiCorp's corporate counsel on the email. [Ex. 31] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 25: 
Williams did not represent Plaintiffs in any negotiations with PacifiCorp. 
Similarly, Williams did not represent PacifiCorp in any negotiations with Plaintiffs. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it implies Williams did not 
advise and assist plaintiffs in their negotiations with PacifiCorp. 
Williams discussed and met with Ted and Lois regarding USA Power's 
communications and negotiations with PacifiCorp. She had numerous telephone calls 
with Ted and Lois regarding PacifiCorp's initial contact and the upcoming meetings with 
PacifiCorp. She met and discussed their meetings with PacifiCorp before and after the 
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meetings in August and September 2002. [Ted Dep at 168-169, 200-202, 308-310, 
596-599; Lois Dep at 161-166, 169-171, 181-195; Ex. 99; Lois Aff.,Exs. 3-4] Williams 
prepared a marketing tetter for USA Power to include in the marketing material it used 
with potential purchasers, including PacifiCorp, and had access to USA Power's 
marketing material. [Exs. 10-11, 86-87; Williams Dep. at 266-73; Vuyovich Dep. at 97-
103; Ted Dep. at 174-175] Jody Williams made reservations at the New Yorker 
restaurant for Ted and Lois to take Thurgood to lunch in September 2002, and met with 
them after the luncheon. [Ted Dep at 201-202, 600] Ted requested and Williams 
agreed to call Thurgood and "say nice things about" Ted, Lois and Dave to assist USA 
Power in its negotiations with PacifiCorp. [Ted Dep at 163-165; Lois Dep at 170, 230, 
236-237; Ex. 99; Lois Aff.f Ex. 3-6] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 26: 
On February 27, 2003, PacifiCorp sent Plaintiffs a nonbinding expression of 
interest in purchasing the Spring Canyon assets for $2 million. USA Power countered 
PacifiCorp's offer with an offer to sell the assets for $6.5 million. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it inaccurately summarizes and 
minimizes the negotiations and omits other material facts. See Response to paragraph 
24. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 27: 
Plaintiffs claim that PacifiCorp subsequently countered with a $3 million offer and 
the potential of a long term consulting agreement. PacifiCorp denies doing so. 
Plaintiffs also claim they agreed to PacifiCorp's $3 million offer to buy the Spring 
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Canyon assets on March 14, 2003. However, that alleged agreement was not 
conditioned upon a long term consulting agreement with PacifiCorp. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute because it misstates the agreement 
PacifiCorp and plaintiffs reached on March 14, 2003. See Response to paragraph 24. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 28: 
On March 19, 2003, PacifiCorp met with the Utah Division of Environmental Quality 
("UDEQ") to discuss, among other things, whether PacifiCorp could use Plaintiffs' minor 
air permit on the real property it had acquired from Panda next to the Mona substation. 
At that meeting PacifiCorp learned from UDEQ that it could not use Plaintiffs' minor air 
permit. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
USA Powers' air permit at that time allowed operation of one natural gas fueled 
combined cycle turbine generator set with duct burner and ambient air inlet chiller with 
maximum combined rating of approximately 280 MW; the same megawatts as the 
Currant Creek plant PacifiCorp constructed on the Panda property and began operating 
in 2005. [Ex. 11 P279, P302; 167, p. 5] PacifiCorp, moreover, knew that USA Power 
intended to file an amended Notice of Intent ("NOI") for an air permit allowing the 
operation of a 537MW plant by purchasing emission credits. USA Power in fact filed 
such an amendment on April 10, 2003, and the UDEQ indicated it would approve the 
amended air permit upon proof of purchase of the required emission credits. [Ex. 117 
P1277; Ted Dep. at 144-149] Moreover, Williams/HRO's sole site is inadmissible 
hearsay. 
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WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 29: 
PacifiCorp then determined to withdraw from discussions with Plaintiffs over the 
purchase of the Spring Canyon assets because it had already acquired the assets it 
considered key from Panda, the 240 acres adjacent to its Mona substation and the 
meteorological data, and because it could not use Plaintiffs' minor air permit on the 
Panda site, Plaintiffs wanted too much money and their 40 acre site was too small. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to Paragraph 28. 
PacifiCorp purports to have met with the UDEQ Re: USA Power's air permit on 
March 19, 2003. However, even assuming it occurred, this purported meeting would 
have occurred 2 days after Thurgood told Ted on March 17th that PacifiCorp would not 
close the purchase of the Spring Canyon Energy project. [Ex. 252; Ted Dep. at 291-
293; Lois Dep. at 247] 
PacifiCorp did not acquire real property from Panda; it acquired options on two 
parcels of property. PacifiCorp's only documented intention at that time with regard to 
constructing a power plant in Mona was to use the real property on which USA Power 
had an option and air permit and to use the met data from Panda to back-up USA 
Power's air permit. [Exs 354-55] The real property on which USA Power had an 
option was of sufficient size to construct and operate, not just a 225 MW plant, but a 
539 MW plant. [Exs. 10, 11, 117, 164, 354-55; Koltick Rpt. at 17-18] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 30: 
Accordingly, on March 30, 2003, PacifiCorp notified Plaintiffs that "PacifiCorp 
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has decided for our own business reasons that we will no longer continue discussions 
with you on the possible purchase of your Spring Canyon, LLC project and that we will 
not enter into an agreement concerning that potential purchase with USA Power 
Partners." PacifiCorp also indicated, however, that it welcomed a response from 
Plaintiffs on the forthcoming Request for Proposal ("RFP"). 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
Thurgood agreed on March 14, 2003 that PacifiCorp would purchase the Spring 
Canyon project assets for $3 million and he would get authority over the weekend for 
PacifiCorp, as part of that transaction, to enter into a five year development contract 
with USA Power LLC. Thurgood and Ted agreed that Ted, Lois and Dave would be in 
Portland the week of March 17th to sign agreements in principal to that effect. On 
March 17th, while Ted and Lois were in Portland but before Dave had arrived, Rand left 
a message on Ted's cell phone stating that PacifiCorp was not going to go through with 
the deal for "its own business reasons." [Ted Dep. at 291-293; Lois Dep. at 245-247; 
Exs. 249, 252] Stunned by this turn of events, Ted called Thurgood, and Thurgood said 
PacifiCorp was issuing an RFP for proposals to supply power from a plant in Mona 
which needed to be on line by 2005. Thurgood told Ted that USA Power had a huge 
competitive advantage and the RFP "was theirs to lose." [Ted Dep. at 292-293; Lois 
Dep. at 281-282; Ex. 252] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 31: 
As of February, 2003, PacifiCorp had no interest in entering into a power 
purchase agreement with Plaintiffs because it knew at the time it was going to go 
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forward with an RFP to supply power to its east side, including through its Mona 
substation, and that it would never be able to obtain approval fromi various state 
regulatory commissions without conducting an RFP. 
USA RESPONSEE: Disputed. 
See Response to Paragraphs 29-30. The only record Williams/HRO cites for 
Paragraph 31 is the one sentence statement of Stacey Kusters which is inadmissible 
because it is a self-serving, conclusory opinion with no testimonial foundation. [See 
Williams/HRO Ex. FF at 105] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 33: 
In connection with the RFP process, PacifiCorp notified bidders that their offers 
would be compared against a cost-based self-build alternative to be developed by 
PacifiCorp, known as the "Next Best Alternative" ("NBA"). 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs disputed on the grounds it omits material facts and 
is therefore misleading. 
Mark Tallman, the PacifiCorp employee who conducted the pre-RFP workshop, 
reassured Ted and Lois, and the other potential bidders, that the NBA was a Virtual 
bid" - no real assets, and that virtual bids rarely won a bid. He gave no indication that 
the PacifiCorp's NBA would be competing against the other bids. He also assured Ted 
and Lois and the others that all the bids would be kept strictly confidential and not used 
or disclosed to PacifiCorp in its preparation of the virtual bid/NBA. With those 
assurances and Thurgood's opinion, USA Power submitted four pricing proposals using 
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the Spring Canyon site as the production facility. [Ted Dep. at 306-308; Lois Dep. at 
255-257; Exs. 116-17; Koltick Rpt. at 8] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 35: 
The Panda Nebo project position was used as a basis for PacifiCorp's NBA in 
the RFP. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
Panda did not have a project position so PacifiCorp did not have a Panda project 
position as the basis of its NBA. Panda had options to purchase two parcels of real 
property and met data, which were the only real assets PacifiCorp purchased in 
February 2003. Panda/PacifiCorp did not have the essential assets for development of 
a power project in Mona, including: (1) an air permit or NOI for an air permit; (2) an 
option to purchase the necessary water rights, an approved change application for 
water rights or the necessary water rights; (3) an interconnection study to connect to the 
Mona substation; (4) an interconnection agreement to connect to the Mona substation; 
(5) a zoning variance to permit construction of a power plant on the Panda property; (6) 
a fuel transmission study or agreement; (7) no site specific evaluations, studies or 
penalty calculations to determine whether a dry cooled condenser was economically 
feasible in Mona. [Thurgood Dep. at 120-122, 124, 126-127, 131-132, 139, 156, 163-
165, 171-172, 335-336, 394, 406; Rand 30(b)(6) Dep. at 21-24; Exs. 301-02, 355] 
PacifiCorp, within the four month period between purchasing Panda and 
submitting its July 17, 2003 NBA bid, could not have developed and acquired these 
critical assets without using USA Power's confidential information and lawyers. 
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PacifiCorp's independent development and acquisition of those assets would have 
taken between 18-24 months. [Exs. 285-87, 354; Ted Dep. at 407-11, 580-84; Koltick 
Rpt. at 5-6, 9-10, 14-18 (X-429); Micheietti Rpt. (X-422); see ajso Exs. 4,6] PacifiCorp's 
purported time line for the development of Currant Creek showed it took over 30 
months. [Ex. 4] PacifiCorp's internal evaluation of potential opportunities that could 
meet the 2005 peaker addition deadline excluded sites where no development work 
had been done because the development would take 9-12 months to complete. [Ex. 
354 at 5] 
In fact, according to PacifiCorp's own internal documents, PacifiCorp did not 
purchase the Panda site in Mona for the purpose of developing and constructing a 
power plant to meet the need for additional peaker generation beginning in 2005. 
Thurgood recommended and PacifiCorp approved the purchase of Panda's land 
options and met data for four basic reasons: (1) to improve PacifiCorp's bargaining 
position with USA Power to acquire the Spring Canyon Energy project assets [X-355 at 
3, 5]; (2) to keep USA Power from acquiring the Panda site to obtain the met data for its 
Spring Canyon project [ idj ; (3) to use the met data from the Panda site for the Spring 
Canyon site if issues arose relative to the inferred data USA Power submitted to obtain 
its air permit for the Spring Canyon site [ jd at 5]; and (4) to use the Panda site to 
compare "build versus buy alternatives for meeting the 2007 and 2008 IRP target dates 
for assets in the Utah Bubble." [ jd at 8] 
Thurgood also made it clear that PacifiCorp, without the Spring Canyon asset 
acquisition, could not use the Panda acquisition to meet the April 2005 peaking 
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resource need with a combined cycle design. Accordingly, Thurgood was looking at the 
Panda site, if Spring Canyon was not acquired, as a potential build option for meeting 
the 2007 and 2008 IRP target dates for assets in the Utah Bubble; Thurgood was not 
looking at the Panda acquisition as the build option for the 2005 peaking resource 
need. [id. at 8; accord Ex. 354) (no mention of Panda site as potential opportunity to 
meet IRP time frame for supplying peak and base load power for 2005 and 2007] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 36: 
PacifiCorp received over one hundred (100) bids in response to RFP 2003-A, 
including some by Plaintiffs. By August, 2003, PacifiCorp determined that none of the 
bids were more economic than PacifiCorp's NBA, which became the Currant Creek 
power plant in Mona, Utah. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
PacifiCorp only declared itself the winner of its own RFP after it had stolen 
Plaintiffs' trade secrets and attorney and used them to develop the competing NBA bid 
that was materially identical to the bids presented by Plaintiffs. [See Koltick Rpt. at 5, 
9-19; Ted Dep. at 369-78] 
See Response to paragraph 35. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 37: 
Plaintiffs submitted four bids in two separate categories. A report prepared by 
Navigant Consulting, the independent evaluator of RFP 2003-A, lists the final ranking 
relative to the NBA of the various bids submitted. Plaintiffs' highest ranked bid, Bid No. 
135, came in fourth behind Bid Nos. 401, 122 and 301. 
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USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
The record clearly indicates that the bids Plaintiffs submitted in response to the 
RFP finished, at the very worst, in second place. This evidence includes, but is not 
limited to: 
(a) The fact that Williams/HRO's sole support of their "undisputed statement," 
twice demonstrates the true ranking of plaintiffs' RFP bids. 
1. Navigant Consulting's final report indicates that after the final round of 
evaluation, USA Power's bids place in both second and third place. [Ex. J J to 
Williams/HRO's Motion for S.J. Re: Loyalty at 38 & Table I] 
2. Navigant Consulting's final report indicates that "Spring Canyon was 
among the top three bidders" and was simply found to be "less economically 
attractive than [PacifiCorp's] NBA." [Ex. JJ to Williams/HRO's Motion for S.J. Re: 
Loyalty at 41] 
(b) A summary of the peaker bids submitted demonstrates that USA Power's 
bid #135 was ranked second. [Lois Aff. Ex. 1] 
(c) An email exchange between Mark Taliman of PacifiCorp and Howard 
Friedman of Navigant Consulting where Mr. Taliman notes: "Although Spring Canyon 
came in #2, they are not being pursued because the Peaking NBA is the most 
economic choice in the 'peaking' category." [Ex. 178] 
(d) Mr. Tallman's deposition testimony that it was his opinion that USA 
Power's Spring Canyon bid finished in second place. [Taliman Dep. at 167-69] 
(e) Rand Thurgood's statement that "It was [USA Power's] RFP to lose 
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because [USA Power] had done so much work on the project that nobody stood a 
chance to beat [it]." [Ted Dep. at 293; Lois Dep. at 282] 
(f) Dr. Malko's evaluation of the bids and his conclusion that USA Power's 
bid placed at least second. [Malko Rpt. at 15-16] 
(g) David L. Olive's evaluation of the bids and his conclusion that USA 
Power's bid placed at least second. [Olive Rpt. at 14-15] 
(h) The RFP's emphasis on meeting the 2005 deadline, and PacifrCorp's own 
admission that USA Power's Spring Canyon Power Plant was the only development 
capable of meeting a 2005 online date. [Compare Ex. 355; Ex. 354; Ted Dep. at 190; 
With Ex. J J to Williams/HRO's Motion for S.J. Re: Loyalty at 12, 19, 21] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 38: 
Despite determining that none of the bids were economic as compared with the 
NBA, the proposed Currant Creek power plant, PacifiCorp continued to have 
discussions with several of the bidders, including Spring Canyon, because it determined 
that it needed additional power over and above that requested in the RFP. Therefore, 
PacifiCorp prepared a second NBA that was an expansion of Currant Creek with a 
second 500 megawatt plant. Large blocks of power were needed; therefore, two plants 
could have been built in Mona. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
PacifiCorp prepared a short list of bidders for RFP 2003-A allegedly to further 
evaluate and refine those bids to determine whether any of those short listed bids 
ranked higher than Currant Greek. [Ted Dep. at 335-337, 343-351; Ex. 173, P1570; 
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see record cites in Williams/HRO paragraph 38] 
Prior to filing the application for a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity 
("CC&N") for Currant Creek on November 3, 2003, PacifiCorp did not issue another 
RFP. It did not issue a notice for additional generation needs after the July 10, 2003 
notice issued before bid submissions on July 22, 2003. It did not prepare a second 
NBA against which to evaluate the short listed bids, including Spring Canyon's. It never 
told plaintiffs that Spring Canyon's short listed bid was being evaluated for a generation 
need other than the 2005 peaker need identified in the RFP; in fact, PacifiCorp 
represented that was the need for which it was evaluating the short listed bids. [Ted 
Dep. at 335-337, 343-351; Exs. 21, 164, 173, P1570; see record cites in Williams/HRO 
paragraph 38]. 
Plaintiffs' short listed bid, moreover, was compared against Currant Creek, not a 
second NBA. Mark Tallman, in his pre-filed testimony before the Utah Public Service 
Commission to support PacifiCorp's application for a CC&N, unequivocally testified that 
the short listed bids were compared to Currant Creek, and Currant Creek was found the 
most economic. [Ex. 173] PacifiCorp's emails and Navigants' work reflect that Spring 
Canyon's short-listed bid came in second behind Currant Creek and would not be 
considered for any other generation need. [Ex. 178, Lois Aff., Ex. 1] 
Moreover, it would have been impractical, if not virtually impossible, for a second 
power plant to have been built and operated in Mona, particularly by a party other than 
PacifiCorp. [Ted Dep. at 404; Koltick Rpt. at 8 (X-429)] For example, there are real 
problems with regard to emissions, water rights, transmission restrictions and public 
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approval. Indeed, since Currant Creek phase 1 was completed in the Spring of 2005, 
no new plants have been planned or built in Mona. Moreover, the base load plant 
awarded by PacifiCorp under the 2003 RFP, which of course PacifiCorp now owns, was 
built at a site other than Mona. [Ex. 412] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 39: 
PacifiCorp determined in late October, 2003, that none of the bids, including 
those of Spring Canyon, were competitive against the second NBA. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraphs 36-38. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 40: 
PacifiCorp terminated discussions with Spring Canyon in November, 2003 
because PacifiCorp never received the kind of detailed information it needed in order to 
evaluate Spring Canyon's proposed power purchase agreement with USA Power 
Partners. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraphs 36-38. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 43: 
Over Plaintiffs' opposition, the Utah Public Service Commission granted 
PacifiCorp a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for Currant Creek on 
March 5, 2004. The Commission concluded that "the alternative actions discussed 
above [including the Spring Canyon plant] shows no better alternative at the present 
time than proceeding with building a new resource [the Currant Creek plant]." 
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USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
HRO's statement mischaracterizes the PSC's findings. The PSC's sole 
determination was whether or not that agency would grant a "certificate of public 
convenience and necessity." [Ex. 167] In that regard, the agency evaluated five 
courses of action to meet the resource deficiency. In the end, the PSC's concern about 
meeting the 2005 deadline, and the extra time associated with a re-bid or other such 
actions to remedy PacifiCorp's unfair RFP, persuaded the PSC to grant PacifiCorp that 
certificate of convenience and necessity. It was for this reason only that the PSC stated 
"we conclude that review of the [five] alternative [courses of] action discussed above, 
shows no better alternative at the present time than proceeding with building a new 
resource." QdJ 
Moreover, that agency did not and could not address or adjudicate the claims at 
issue - Williams/HRO's breaches and PacifiCorp's theft. Accordingly, this fact is 
entirely irrelevant 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 44: 
Williams had no involvement in PacifiCorp's decision to conduct RFP 2003-A, in 
evaluating the bids received in response to RFP 2003-A, in PacifiCorp's decision to 
build Currant Creek or PacifiCorp's decision to seek approval from the Utah Public 
Service Commission to do so. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
Jody Williams/HRO agreed to represent and represented PacifiCorp in acquiring 
water for a proposed power plant in Mona, Utah that was in direct competition with the 
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proposed Spring Canyon plant in Mona to supply the peak generation needed by June 
2005 for Utah customers. Water was an essential asset for PacifiCorp's development 
of the Currant Creek plant and was an essential requirement for PacifiCorp to win the 
RFP. Williams devised the structure that was used for PacifiCorp's acquisition of water 
rights, and was instrumental in PacifiCorp acquiring its water rights under that structure. 
[Exs. 107-08; Ex. 6, 31-43; Rand Dep. at 207, 209-11, 219-21; Tomsic Aff. No. 3A, Ex. 
8 at Bates number PAC025412)] 
Williams/HRO's agreement to represent and representation of PacifiCorp in 
acquiring water rights for PacifiCorp's competing power plant resulted in PacifiCorp not 
purchasing the Spring Canyon project assets, enabled PacifiCorp to develop the 
Currant Creek project by misappropriating Spring Canyon's confidential development 
information, and in PacifiCorp awarding itself the RFP for a PacifiCorp plant that is the 
proposed Spring Canyon plant. 
At the time Williams/HRO agreed to represent PacifiCorp on March 3, 2003, and 
began to search for water for Currant Creek, PacifiCorp was negotiating with USA 
Power to buy the Spring Canyon development assets, including the water rights options 
Williams had acquired for USA Power. At the time PacifiCorp was negotiating with USA 
Power, it had determined that the Spring Canyon project was the only available project 
in a position to have a new power plant on line to supply the power PacifiCorp required 
for its Utah customers by 2005. At the time PacifiCorp was negotiating with USA Power 
in March 2003, it had reviewed, discussed and knew USA Power's confidential 
development information. [Exs. 7-8, 10-14, 17-19, 31, 69, 115, 165, 253, 265, 354-55; 
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Ex. 99; Williams Dep. at 298-99; Ted Dep. at 163-65, 168-69, 200-02; Lois Dep. at 161-
66, 169-72,384-85 
Thurgood hired Wiliiams/HRO on March 3, 2003, because, with the knowledge 
and information they had acquired in their representation of USA Power and with 
PacifiCorp's use of USA Power's confidential development information, PacifiCorp 
could submit its NBA by July 22, 2003, the lock-down date of the RFP, and award itself 
the RFP. Without Williams/HRO's assistance in acquiring water rights, PacifiCorp could 
not develop the Currant Creek plant in the mere four months that PacifiCorp had to 
submit an NBA and then award itself the RFP bid. The facts uniformly show that the 
development of a project such as Currant Creek takes 18-24 months, as evidenced by 
the time it took USA Power to develop the Spring Canyon project. [Ex. 110 at 20; Ex. 
292; Koltick Rpt. at 6-8, 14-16 (Ex. 429); Ted Dep. at 407-11, 580-84] 
With Williams/HRO on board and with the possession of USA Power's 
confidential development work product, Thurgood could take credit for accomplishing 
the impossible for PacifiCorp. It would allow PacifiCorp to increase Scottish Power's 
rate of return on its PacifiCorp stock by putting the more than $340 million in capital 
costs in the Utah rate base and earn a return. PacifiCorp building and operating a new 
power plant in Utah to service Utah customers would make the Utah Public Service 
Commission look more favorably on PacifiCorp's efforts to earn a rate of return and 
recover its costs. Finding that the NBA was the lowest cost alternative to meet a power 
shortage in comparison to all the bids submitted by third parties in response to an RFP 
would make PacifiCorp more marketable to potential purchasers, and minimize the 
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PSC's scrutiny when PacifiCorp requested a CC&N to construct and operate Currant 
Creek and when PacifiCorp sought a rate increase based on including the Currant 
Creek capital costs PacifiCorp claimed should be put in the rate base. [Ex. 412; Malko 
Rpt. at 21-22; Malko Dep. at 154-55] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 45: 
Williams and Holme Roberts were retained by PacifiCorp in early March, 2003 to 
assist PacifiCorp in acquiring water for a potential power plant. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute this statement to the extent it implies that 
Williams/HRO was not told and did not have knowledge that the power plant was a 
power plant in Mona that would compete with USA Power's Spring Canyon project. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 46: 
At the time PacifiCorp retained Williams in March, 2003 to assist it in acquiring 
water rights, PacifiCorp employed in-house counsel, Michael Jenkins, who provided 
legal services to the resource development group. Part of his duties included locating 
and hiring outside counsel. Mr. Jenkins was familiar with several other law firms and 
attorneys with water law expertise. In the event Williams had been unable to assist 
PacifiCorp with acquisition of water rights in March, 2003, Mr. Jenkins was prepared to 
contact other water law counsel in Salt Lake City who he believed were equally capable 
in assisting PacifiCorp for that assignment. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
There is no admissible evidence to support this assertion. Mr. Jenkins' affidavit 
should be stricken because it is inadmissible. It is nothing more than self-serving, 
conclusory statements with no testimonial foundation. His affidavit also should be 
stricken because it is an attempt by PacifiCorp to misuse the attorney-client privilege by 
having Jenkins submit testimony that helps them with regard to the conflict and at the 
same time, instructing Jenkins not to answer other questions in his deposition about the 
conflict on the ground of the attorney-client privilege. Finally, Jenkins' inadmissable 
statements are not credible because Rand Thurgood, the PacifiCorp employee who 
raised the conflict issue and spoke to Jenkins about the conflict, testified he made the 
decision to hire Williams/HRO and he had no back-up plan of other water lawyers if 
Williams said no. [Thurgood Dep. at 209, 219-20, 242-43; Jenkins Dep. at 46-53; 128-
35] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 48: 
In July, 2003, Williams became aware of a potential water rights source through 
WW Ranches, a water right acquisition and sale business co-owned by water rights 
attorneys Marc Wangsgard and Bill White. 
USA RESPONSE!: Disputed. 
Williams came up with the structure to acquire and source for acquiring water 
rights for PacifiCorp. In addition, those water rights were acquired from that source only 
because Williams was involved in the transaction and instrumental in its successful 
completion. [Exs. 107-08; Rand Dep. at 209, 219-20; [Tomsic Aff. No. 3A, Ex. 8 at 
Bates number PAC025412] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 49: 
WW Ranches conceived of the idea of taking water rights originating in a 
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different county, different water right area and different source and changing the 
location and use of those water rights to that designated by PacifiCorp. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraph 48. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 50: 
On September 2, 2003, WW Ranches and PacifiCorp entered into an 
agreement That agreement was revised and restated on October 6, 2003. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute this statement is material or relevant. 
See Response to paragraph 48. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 51: 
It contemplated that WW Ranches would obtain approval from the state engineer 
for the consumption of 400 acre feet of water for power generation and domestic uses 
at PacifiCorp's proposed Currant Creek plant by changing the use and location of 
certain irrigation company water rights. At the closing of the transaction, WW Ranches 
agreed to deliver assignments to PacifiCorp of its interest in the water change 
applications and certificates for the shares of stock in the irrigation companies. 
Williams had no role in coming up with the idea or in finding the water rights to be sold 
to PacifiCorp. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraph 48 with regard to Williams' role. The remainder of 
the statement is not relevant or material. 
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WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 52: 
The agreement required WW Ranches to diligently, prosecute and complete all 
tasks necessary to obtain the state engineer's approval of the change applications. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraph 48 with regard to Williams' role. The statement is 
not relevant or material. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 53: 
WW Ranches had to obtain final approval of the change applications and deliver 
the certificates for the inigation companies' stock as a condition to closing the 
transaction. Wangsgard and White handled the change application process for 
PacifiCorp. Moreover, White and Wangsgard were fully competent to handle this 
transaction and did not need Williams' assistance. Williams is not the only water lawyer 
in Salt Lake City that could have assisted PacifiCorp. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
Williams was actively and materially involved in the change application process. 
She represented PacifiCorp at public meetings in Mona where the local residents were 
objecting to the change applications; she represented PacifiCorp at a public hearing 
addressing the local residents objections to the change application. [See e.g., Ex. 110 
at 107-08, 147-50] Moreover, her work was key to getting the change application 
approved. See Response to paragraph 48. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 54: 
On April 26, 2004 PacifiCorp and WW Ranches closed the purchase of 
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PacifiCorp's acquisition of stock in the Utah and Salt Lake Canal Company and Goshen 
Irrigation Company, which then gave it the right to use water owned by those 
companies. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it implies that Wiliiams/HRO 
was not involved with that transaction. See Response to paragraph 48. The statement 
is not relevant or material. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 55: 
None of the water rights work that Williams performed for PacifiCorp had any 
impact on the water rights that Plaintiffs had previously acquired with the assistance of 
Williams. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
PacifiCorp's use of water rights located near Utah lake for wells drilled in Mona 
next to the Currant Creek plant had a material adverse effect on the water rights 
Williams had acquired for USA Power. Further, PacifiCorp's water rights have priority 
over USA Power's water rights because they have an earlier origin so that water 
available from the aquifer in Mona must first go to PacifiCorp. That is, if there is a 
drought or some other issue that causes the water levels to drop, PacifiCorp and not 
USA Power gets the water. This very detrimental impact is what formed the basis of 
the local water owners' objections to PacifiCorp's water change application. In fact, 
USA Power brought up this very issue with Williams in the email sent to her on 
November 6, 2003 to which she did not respond. [Ex. 110, 118; Gordon Young Aff. ffl] 
3-6] 
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WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 56: 
The water rights options Plaintiffs acquired from Keyte and Garrett were not 
pertinent to, and had nothing to do with, the irrigation company stock PacifiCorp 
purchased from WW Ranches. 
USA RESPONSEE: Disputed. 
See Responses to paragraphs 48 and 55. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 57: 
Williams did not advise PacifiCorp regarding any aspect of the Currant Creek 
project other than with respect to its water rights acquisition. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraphs 44, 48, 55. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 58: 
Neither Williams nor anyone else at Holme Roberts advised PacifiCorp 
concerning any potential transaction with Plaintiffs. 
USA RESPONSE: This statement is not relevant or material. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 59: 
By October, 2002, Plaintiffs had substantially completed development of their 
Spring Canyon Project site. 
USA RESPONSE Disputed. Williams/HRO's use of the word "substantially 
completed" is not a material fact but Williams/HRO's self-serving argument of the 
evidence. The Spring Canyon project was not completed by October 2002. The UDEQ 
had not issued Spring Canyon an air permit; the state engineering had not issued the 
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change applications for the water options Spring Canyon purchased; Spring Canyon 
had not filed an amended NOI for a 537 MW plant through the purchase of emission 
credits; and the UDEQ had not indicated it would issue the amended air permit upon 
proof of Spring Canyons' purchase of emission credits. [Exs. 10-11, 16, 117; Ted Dep. 
at 144-49] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 60: 
By the time the Plaintiffs had completed the development of their Spring Canyon 
Project, the power industry had just undergone a twenty percent (20%) expansion in 
existing generating capacity, resulting in a steep decline in power prices. As a result, 
many existing plants were unable to cover their debt service requirements and other 
fixed costs. This, coupled with the Enron scandal, and the state of the overall economy 
forced many generators to respond to collateral calls, resulting in a severe tightening of 
capital markets and hesitancy to lend to independent power producers. The fallout 
from this sudden market downturn and lack of financing was that numerous projects 
were canceled or postponed until market conditions improved. The combination of 
market forces, credit concerns and lack of financing forced many power project 
developers to seek bankruptcy protection between 2002 and 2004, including Enron, 
NRG, Morant and PG & E. Others took substantial debt restructuring actions, including 
AES, Reliant, Dinergy, Aquilla, Calpine and the Williams Companies. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
David Olive, one of the expert witnesses in this case, has refuted both the 
accuracy of this dramatic generality and its application to the Spring Canyon project. 
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[Olive Rpt at 3-18 (Ex. 433)] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 61: 
During this time period, the market was highly competitive, distressed, turbulent 
and ripe with experienced, well-capitalized developers, many of which failed and lost 
millions, if not billions, of dollars. Numerous proposed projects were never developed, 
many projects underway were canceled and many projects that were completed were 
not profitable. The viability of the Spring Canyon Project was directly and adversely 
affected by these market conditions. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
David Olive, has categorically refuted this position espoused by defendants1 
expert. [Olive Rpt. at 3-18 (Ex. 433)] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 62: 
USA Power's original plan was to sell the Spring Canyon Project assets to one or 
more independent power non-investor owned utilities or non-regulated subsidiary of an 
investor utility; ie: a merchant power company. Yet, those were the very types of 
companies that were most adversely impacted by the prevailing adverse market 
conditions. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Response to paragraphs 3, 60-61. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 63: 
USA Power unsuccessfully marketed its Spring Canyon Project assets to 
numerous companies. 
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USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it implies the Spring Canyon 
assets were not valuable. It also is not relevant or material to Williams/HRO's 
wrongdoing. 
PacifiCorp clearly, and correctly, believed plaintiffs' assets were valuable. 
Thurgood requested authorization from PacifiCorp to pay up to $3.5 million for the 
Spring Canyon assets, which he was given. Thurgood agreed to pay USA Power $3 
million for the assets. PacifiCorp concluded that, even after PacifiCorp purchased 
Panda's land options and met data, the only project that was in a position to be on line 
by 2005 to meet PacifiCorp's power shortage was the Spring Canyon project. [Exs. 249, 
354-55; Ted Dep. at Ted Dep. at 279, 286-289; Lois Dep. at 245-249] 
Moreover, USA Power devoted more than seven months negotiating with 
PacifiCorp, over seven months submitting proposals in response to PacifiCorp's RFP 
and meeting with PacifiCorp with regard to its proposals, and over five months trying to 
obtain a CC&N to construct and operate the proposed Spring Canyon plant. [Olive Rpt. 
at 16-18 (Ex. 433)] Those dealings with PacifiCorp with PacifiCorp's ongoing 
indications it wanted to purchase the assets, not only consumed USA Power's time, it 
consumed its available resources. []d-] 
The only reason that PacifiCorp did not purchase the Spring Canyon assets or 
award Spring Canyon the RFP is based on Williams/HRO and PacifiCorp's wrongdoing; 
it has nothing to do with the value or marketability of the Spring Canyon project or 
proposed Spring Canyon plant. In fact, USA Power had secured two companies willing 
to provide the equity and help obtain the financing for the construction of the proposed 
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Spring Canyon power plant if Spring Canyon were awarded the RFP, which it would 
have done in the absence of defendants' wrong doing, including Williams/HRO's 
breaches of their fiduciary duty, PacifiCorp's theft of USA Power's trade secrets, and 
Pacificorp's intentional interference with USA Power's contractual relationship with 
Williams/HRO. Those companies, EIF and Quixx Corporation, believed in the financial 
viability of the project and invested funds to assist USA Power in preparing its RFP bids 
and financial pro forma for the bids. [Exs. 117, 421; Olive Rpt. at 15-16; Koltick Rpt at 
17-18; Ted Dep. at 310-13] 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 64: 
The plaintiffs' business plan was a very high-risk business plan. One of the risks 
was the ability to obtain financing. 
USA RESPONSE: Disputed. 
See Responses to paragraphs 3, 63. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 65: 
Plaintiffs had all the permits and governmental approvals needed to construct 
their proposed plant. The only thing lacking was financing. 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute that plaintiffs did not have access to 
financing. See Response to paragraph 63. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 66: 
By March, 2003, Plaintiffs had exhausted their operating funds. Plaintiffs' 
principal, David Graeber, wrote to their money partner, Sooner Power Partners, that 
"USA could not have predicted this scenario that we find ourselves in when we began 
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the project I'm sure many companies in North America could not have predicted the 
paradigm shifts in their respective industries over the past two years as well." 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent this implies that USA Power 
did not have access to equity participation and financing to construct the Spring 
Canyon. See Response to paragraph 63. 
W1LLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 67: 
In May, 2003, Plaintiffs' principal, David Graeber, admitted to Sooner Power 
Partners, that, "Ted and I have been in a defensive position on the Utah project for 
some time because the power markets are non-directional in the Western United States 
as a result of the California fiasco. Who could have predicted the fallout of that mess?" 
"While power reserves are still inadequate, all of the traditional "markets" that the power 
industry used in the past to determine what is good and what is not good have been 
deemed unreliable. Many major companies in the power world that previously could do 
no wrong have lost their balance sheets as well. That is no excuse for our ventures 
difficulties; poor timing for sure. Suffice to say that companies such as Calpine, Shell, 
El Paso, GE, Seamons, PacifiCorp, PG&E, Duke . . . I could go on and on . . . had not 
interpreted the "markets" to their advantage, either. No excuses, just the hard reality. 
20/20 hindsight would surely have kept me from losing my cash, and my valuable time 
for other ventures as well." 
USA RESPONSE: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent that the general market 
conditions with regard to merchant plants impacted the economic viability of the Spring 
Canyon project and that USA Power did not have access to equity participation and 
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financing to construct the Spring Canyon power plant. See Response to paragraphs 3 
and 63. 
WILLIAMS/HRO PARAGRAPH 68: 
On August 16, 2005, in a proceeding before the Utah Public Service Commission 
between PacifiCorp and Spring Canyon regarding a potential qualified facility contract, 
Plaintiffs' principal, David Graeber, testified concerning the adversity between Spring 
Canyon and PacifiCorp and PacifiCorp's request for a waiver of claims, and stated that 
"Williams had very little to do with whether we were awarded the contract" 
USA RESPONSE:: Plaintiffs dispute to the extent it implies that Mr Graeber's 
statement is material or relevant. Mr. Graeber's statements were in a Utah Public 
Service Commission proceeding that had nothing to do with the disputes in this case. 
This action had already been filed and sought damages against Williams/HRO for the 
value of the lost sale to PacifiCorp and the loss of the RFP contract. Mr. Graeber made 
that point by stating that plaintiffs' claims against Williams/HRO "had a lot to do with 
conflict of interest." [Memo, in Supp. Ex. YY] Mr. Graeber's comments about the award 
of the contract were not a reference to the claims and damages in this action but were a 
reference to the Public Service Commission's award of the CC&N to PacifiCorp and not 
to USA Power. USA Power did not and could not have raised the issues that form the 
basis for the liability and damage claims in this case in the proceeding before the 
Commission. USA Power has not raised in this action the propriety of the proceedings 
before the Utah Public Service Commission or its award of the CC&N to PacifiCorp. 
USA POWER'S STATEMENT OF DISPUTED AND UNDISPUTED 
MATERIAL FACTS DEMONSTRATING WILLIAMS/HRO ARE NOT 
ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON PLAINTIFFS5 BREACH OF 
LOYALTY CLAIM 
Plaintiffs' documented dispute of Wiliiams/HRO's purported statement of 
undisputed material facts should be more than sufficient to deny Williams/HRO's 
motion for summary judgment on plaintiffs1 loyalty claim. Even so, the way in which the 
disputes had to be presented created a fragmented presentation of the disputed and 
undisputed facts demonstrating Williams/HRO breached their duty of loyalty and 
caused plaintiffs to suffer substantial economic injury. Plaintiffs, therefore, have set 
forth their statement of disputed and undisputed material facts demonstrating 
Williams/HRO breached their duty of loyalty and plaintiffs suffered substantial injury as 
the result of the breach. 
THE USA POWER PLAINTIFFS 
1. There are three plaintiffs in this case. They are collectively referred to as 
"USA Power." 
a. The first plaintiff is USA Power LLC. USA Power LLC is the 
successor to Acme Project Development, a company formed in 1996 and located in 
New Jersey for the purpose of locating, acquiring and developing electric power 
generation sites. [Lois Dep. at 20-36, 49-50] The three principals of USA Power LLC, 
at all relevant times, were Ted Banasiewicz ("Ted"), Lois Banasiewicz ("Lois"), and 
Dave Graeber ("Dave"). Prior to the formation of USA Power LLC, Ted - a chemical 
engineer with an MBA - had acquired extensive experience in the development of 
power generation projects. [Ex. 114; Ted Dep. at 12-21] Dave - a retired Lieutenant 
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Commander in the Navy with a BBA in finance - had extensive experience in the 
banking industry, providing financial and business consulting to existing and developing 
businesses involved in the power industry, and had been a principal in companies 
involved in developing power projects and generating power. [Ex. 197; Dave Dep. at 
25-39] Lois had extensive experience with companies involved in the power generation 
industry, including accounting and finance experience. [Lois Dep. at 7-25] 
b. The second plaintiff is USA Power Partners, LLC("USA Power 
Partners"). USA Power Partners was formed by USA Power LLC and Sooner Power 
Partners, LLC ("Sooner) on March 1, 2001 to facilitate USA Power, LLC's location, 
acquisition and/or development of electric power generation sites. Under the terms of 
the agreement between USA Power LLC and Sooner, USA Power, LLC was the 
managing member and developer, and Sooner provided the financing. [Lois Dep. at 
36-37, 46] USA Power Partners developed the site for a power plant in Mona, Utah. 
c. The third plaintiff is Spring Canyon Energy, LLC ("Spring Canyon"). 
Spring Canyon is the wholly owned subsidiary of USA Power Partners. Spring Canyon 
was formed in February 2002 for the purpose of holding certain assets related to the 
power project USA Power Partners was developing in Mona, Utah. [Ex. 57; Ex. 11 at 
325-29] 
2. Although USA Power's power project in Mona, Utah was eventually referred 
to as the Spring Canyon project, USA Power LLC and USA Power Partners began 
development of the power project in Mona, Utah in 2001, well before the formation of 
Spring Canyon, and all three plaintiffs owned assets of this project. [Ex. 57; Ex. 11, 
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P325-29; See e ^ , Ex. 146A, 148A; Morris Rpt. at 35; Lois Dep. at 93-94] 
WILLIAMS' PROMISE TO REPRESENT USA POWER IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
ITS SPRING CANYON PROJECT WITH UNDIVIDED LOYALTY~"WE AGREE TO 
REPRESENT YOU AND PERFORM LEGAL SERVICES ON YOUR BEHALF." 
3. By early 2001, USA Power had identified Utah as the site for its 
development of a power project. After extensive research and evaluation, USA Power 
had focused its efforts on two Utah locations, Vernal and Nephi, both of which could 
interconnect with the electrical substation in Mona, Utah. [Ex. 70; Williams Dep. at 44; 
Ted Dep. at 860-61] 
4. USA Power made the decision to develop a site in Utah for a number of 
reasons, including that the regulatory requirements were less complicated and time 
consuming; asset costs were generally lower; and Mona, Utah had a switching station-
that was a major distribution center providing inexpensive access to multiple regional 
markets, including the Utah market. [Ted Dep. at 29-30, 34-39] Perhaps more 
importantly, the market analysis firm - Navigant Consulting, Inc. - that USA Power 
hired to evaluate whether there would be a market for new power transmitted through 
the Mona substation concluded there was a growing need for such power. Specifically, 
it found there would be an ever growing demand for power in Utah which could not be 
served by existing or planned generating facilities in Utah, but could be served by 
transmission from the Mona substation which still had availability for power 
transmission. Navigant also concluded that, as a consequence, PacifiCorp presented 
the best opportunity for USA Power both in terms of purchasing power and becoming 
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an equity investor in the project. [Ex. 10 at P19-P35, P72-P73; Ted Dep. at 255-58, 
261-62] 
5. One of the first steps USA Power took to begin development of a site in 
Utah was to retain a Utah lawyer who had expertise in the acquisition of water rights for 
power generation facilities and who also could provide legal advice and services with 
regard to all aspects of the development as the need arose. USA Power also wanted to 
retain a Utah lawyer who was familiar with the state geography, knew the political 
environment, and who could be USA Power's eyes and ears in Utah since none of the 
principals lived in Utah or had any background regarding Utah. [Ted Dep. at 64, 68, 73-
75, 407] 
6. Jody Williams, a partner at the law firm of Kruse, Landa & Maycock, had 
been recommended as a lawyer who had the experience, knowledge and connections 
to effectively represent USA Power in its development of a Utah sile for an electric 
power plant. [Ted Dep. at 68, 73-79, 407-409] 
7. In April 2001, prior to the selection of the exact Utah site, Ted and Dave 
met with Jody Williams in Salt Lake. The meeting lasted over an hour. Ted and Dave 
explained to Williams that they were looking for a Utah lawyer to assist them in the 
development of a site in Utah for an electric power plant. They generally described the 
nature of the project and the potential customers. Ted and Dave made it clear that the 
lawyer who represented USA Power on this development needed to keep the work 
strictly confidential and remain "under the radar." [See Ex. 73, Ted Dep. at 75-76; Dave 
Dep. at 286-87; Williams Dep. at 51-58, 78-79; see also, Morris Rebuttal Rpt. at ffl| 1, 5; 
Morris Rpt. at 5] 
8. During that meeting, Williams explained that she had an expertise in 
obtaining water rights and had specific experience with power plants because she had 
previously been in-house counsel for PacifiCorp. In so many words, Williams described 
herself as the very type of lawyer who could provide the broad scope and extent of legal 
services that would be necessary to develop the Utah site. Williams did not disclose to 
Ted and Dave that she was currently performing any legal services for PacifiCorp. [Ted 
Dep. at 56-58, 143, 163-65, 213, 407-11] 
9. Based on Williams' representations and presence, USA Power offered 
Williams the position. USA Power would not have retained Williams had she indicated 
she had any conflict of interest or had she attempted to limit her representation in any 
way, because USA Power's development required a lawyer who could be involved in 
every aspect of the development and needed to be kept completely confidential. [Ted 
Dep. at 56-58, 64, 73-75, 143, 407-08; Dave Dep. at 286-87] 
10. In April of 2001, Williams agreed to represent USA Power in its 
development of a site in Utah for an electric power plant. Williams understood and 
believed that such development was the scope of her agreed upon representation and 
Williams did not limit the scope of her representation. In fact, the client intake form 
Williams used for new clients stated that the matter on which Williams would represent 
USA Power was a "power plant." [Exs. 22, 23; see Exs. 47-60; Ted Dep. at 60-63; 
Williams Dep. at 101; Rawson Dep. at 35-38] 
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11. Williams prepared a written retainer agreement reflecting her agreement 
to represent USA Power as its lawyer with regard to its development of a site for a 
power plant in Utah. The retainer agreement did not in any way limit Williams' 
representation to the acquisition of water rights, but instead reflected the broad scope 
of her agreed upon representation. Paragraph 3 of that retainer states: 
Our services may include reviewing documents and assembling relevant 
facts; participating in telephone and office conferences; advising about 
business strategies and transaction structures; negotiating and 
preparing agreements and related documents; drafting 
correspondence, communications, filings and pleadings; researching legal 
issues and relevant facts; preparing for and participating in presentations, 
hearings and conferences; and a variety of other matters. [Ex. 23 
(emphasis added)] 
12. Williams and USA Power believed and understood their relationship was 
governed by the terms of this retainer agreement. [Williams Dep. at 97; Ted Dep. at 
60; Morris Rpt. at 3-5; Morris Analysis at U 5] Not only did the agreement state as much 
- "this is a legally binding contract" - but it also required that "[A]ny change in the terms 
of our representation must be in writing and signed by both of us." [Ex. 23 at 00866] 
Those terms were never modified in writing, or otherwise, and Williams never told USA 
Power that the terms of her representation were any different than those contained in 
the retainer agreement. [Williams Dep. at 97, 101, 108, 134; Ted Dep. at 63; Morris 
Rpt. at 5; Morris Analysis at If 3] 
13. In accordance with the terms of the retainer agreement, Williams began 
representing USA Power on its development of a site in Utah for an electric power plant 
and continued to represent USA Power with regard to that project until November 2003 
when USA Power terminated the relationship. [Exs. 47-60, 69, 82-87, 118, 144A, 
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145A, 146A, 147A, 246-52; Williams Dep. at 238-29, 243, 266; Morris Rpt. at 3-4; 
Morris Rebuttal Rpt. at H 3] 
14. Between April 2001 and November 2003, Williams never terminated her 
representation of USA Power, never told USA Power that she was terminating the 
attorney-client relationship, or in any way made that suggestion to USA Power. [Exs. 
69, 82-85, 94-98, 118; Tomsic Aff. 3A, Ex. 8; Lois Aff., Ex. 2; Williams Dep. at 63-64, 
242-43, 265-66; Ted Dep. at 361-62; Lois Aff. at 8; Morris Rpt. at 3-4] 
15. USA Power, based on Williams' role and services, considered Williams a 
member of its development team for the Spring Canyon project. As a development 
team member, Williams attended strategy and planning meetings when Ted, Lois 
and/or Dave were in Salt Lake. [Williams Dep. at 304-05; Ted Dep. at 77, 152] She 
learned and advised USA Power about "all of the issues associated with the project that 
were then current and . . . how [USA Power] would move on to the next step with each 
issue." [Ted Dep. at 73-75] As one principal of USA Power stated: "[W]e did not make 
a move in Utah without asking Ms. Williams for her opinion." [Ted Dep. at 68] 
16. USA Power Partners paid Williams and her law firms (including HRO) 
almost $100,000 for their legal representation. [Exs. 47-60, 69, 86-87, 89-93; Malko 
Rpt. at 22 (Ex. 419)] 
WILLIAMS AND USA POWER TOGETHER BEGAN DEVELOPING AND 
DEVELOPED A UTAH SITE FOR A POWER PLANT-'TW^E DID NOT MAKE A MOVE 
IN UTAH WITHOUT ASKING MS. WILLIAMS FOR HER OPINION." 
17. After USA Power was confident they could trust Williams and that she was 
representing their interest, USA Power began developing a Utah site for a power plant 
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with Williams' assistance. [Ex. 47-60, 69, 70-71, 79, 86-87, 89-93] 
18. The first critical issue that USA Power and Williams faced together was 
selecting a site from the various Utah locations USA Power had identified. It was only 
after months of research and consulting with Williams that USA Power decided Mona, 
Utah was the most desirable site in Utah to develop a power plant. [Ex. 70-71; Ted 
Dep. at 40-46, 55-57] 
19. After Mona was selected as the site for the development, Williams 
continued to be actively involved in every major aspect of developing a site in Mona for 
an electric power plant, including: 
(1) Creation of Spring Canyon Energy LLC and registration of that 
company as a Utah LLC to hold certain assets acquired for development of the 
Spring Canyon project. [Exs. 57, 137A, 138A; Vuyovich Dep. 81-84; Morris Rpt. 
at p. 3] 
(2) Negotiation of an option for USA Power to purchase real property 
in Mona, Utah, and drafting the option and purchase agreement. [Exs. 56, 57, 
76-78, 135A; Tomsic Aff. 3A, Exs. 1-3; Morris Rpt. at p. 5] 
(3) Researching and drafting an annexation agreement, and assisting 
in obtaining a zoning variance to allow USA Power to build a power plant on the 
optioned real property. [Exs. 48, 51-52, 54, 59, 79-81, 135A, Morris Rpt. at p. 5] 
(4) Reviewing Endangered Species Act issues. [EExs. 48, 70] 
(5) Assisting in obtaining an air permit for the Spring Canyon project 
and identifying air credits USA Power could purchase to increase the air permit 
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authorization from a 225 MW plant to a 525 MW plant. [Exs. 48, 60, 87, 144A; 
Williams Dep. at 167-69; Rawson Dep. at 42-43] 
(6) Hiring Blaine Rawson at HRO to advise USA Power regarding air 
modeling issues for the air permit application. [Exs. 60, 69, 87, 144A, 145A; 
Rawson Dep. at 7-8, 42-43] 
(7) Obtaining the water rights required for the Spring Canyon project, 
including determining and contacting possible sellers, researching the ownership 
and priority of the potential seller's water rights, advising USA Power in the 
negotiations, drafting the Option and Purchase Contracts; obtaining approval of 
the change in ownership of the water rights and the water right's use from 
surface water to ground water. [Exs. 47-52, 54, 58-60, 71, 86, 87, 90, 92, 136At 
139A, 140A, 141 A, 142A, 143A, 144A; Tomsic Aff. 3, Exs. 4-41; Tomsic Aff. 3A, 
Exs. 3-6; Morris Rpt at 5] 
(8) Assisting USA Power in contacting PacifiCorp's transmission 
department for USA Power to obtain an interconnection study and 
interconnection agreement for the Spring Canyon project to interconnect with the 
Mona substation. [Ex. 53, Ted. Dep. at 118] 
(9) Keeping USA Power advised of Panda's - its competitor's -
actions in developing a power plant in Mona. [Exs. 71-73, 99; see Williams Dep. 
at 57-59, 65] 
(10) Working with local government officials to pave the way for public 
support in Mona for the Spring Canyon project. [Exs. 52, 55, 74-76; Williams 
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Dep. at 253-54, 257, 260] 
20. In addition to being instrumental in USA Power's development of the 
Spring Canyon project, Williams was also actively involved with USA Power's efforts to 
market the Spring Canyon project to potential purchasers. She set up and attended 
meetings with third parties such as UAMPS, prepared documents to include in USA 
Power's confidential marketing materials which were provided to potential purchasers 
under confidentiality agreements, and she discussed the confidential material in the due 
diligence books with Ted, Lois and Dave. [Exs. 10-11, 86-88; Williams Dep. at 266-76; 
Ted Dep. at 63-65, 169, 214-15; Lois Dep. at 165, 172-73] 
21. Specifically, Williams was involved in and gave advice to USA Power on 
- USA Power's marketing of the Spring Canyon project to PacifiCorp. For example, 
before USA Power's first meeting with PacifiCorp on August 22, 2002, Ted and Lois 
stopped in Salt Lake to meet with Williams. Williams provided Ted and Lois with advice 
about negotiating strategies, the importance of having a confidentiality agreement, and 
the agenda for USA Power's and PacifiCorp's negotiations. After the meeting with 
PacifiCorp, Ted and Lois again consulted with Williams. Before USA Power's next 
meeting with PacifiCorp on September 11, 2002, Ted and Lois met with Williams in Salt 
Lake and asked her to call Rand Thurgood, the person with whom USA Power was 
dealing at PacifiCorp and who Williams knew from her prior employment at PacifiCorp. 
Ted specifically asked Williams to call Rand Thurgood and say something "nice" about 
them to facilitate negotiations. Williams agreed she would call Thurgood for that 
purpose, and encouraged USA Power to continue its negotiations with PacifiCorp. 
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[Ex. 99; Lois Aff. If 3-6, Ex. 4; Ted Dep. at 163-65, 168-69, 200-02, 213-14, 596-99, 
601-03; Lois Dep. at 161-66, 169-72, 180-95, 236-37, 384-85; Williams Dep. at 246-52, 
275-76, 298-99] 
WILLIAMS REPRESENTED USA POWER AT TWO DIFFERENT FIRMS: "WE WANT 
JODY TO CONTINUE TO REPRESENT USA POWER AT THE NEW LAW FIRM": 
HRO REPRESENTED USA POWER ON ITS DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPRING 
CANYON PROJECT BOTH BEFORE AND AFTER WILLIAMS JOINED HRO 
22. Williams, from April 2001 to July 2002, represented USA Power while she 
was a partner at the law firm of Kruse, Landa & Maycock ("KLM"). [HRO-01846; 
USA1934-35; Exs. 23, 47-60; Williams Dep. at 93-94; Ted Dep. at 54-59] 
23. In July 2002, Williams left KLM and joined the Salt Lake office of Holme 
Roberts & Owen ("HRO") as a partner. She brought Steve Vuyovich, who had been an 
associate at KLM and worked on USA Power matters, with her to HRO. [Williams Dep. 
at 34, 108-16; Vuyovich Dep. at 4-7] 
24. When Williams was hired by HRO, Williams requested that USA Power 
agree she could continue to represent it with regard to its Spring Canyon project and 
take the USA Power files with her to HRO. Because Williams was its lawyer on this 
project, USA Power agreed. Williams sent USA Power a form letter to put on USA 
Power letterhead requesting KLM to send the USA Power files to Williams at HRO. 
USA Power stated and believed Williams would continue to represent it as she had 
before. On July 8, 2002, USA Power notified KLM of its decision to follow Williams to 
HRO and requested that its files be sent to Williams. [Exs. 23, 28; Williams Dep. at 
123-25, 134] 
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25. One month before Williams joined HRO as a partner and while she was 
interviewing for a job, Williams referred USA Power to a lawyer at HRO, Blaine 
Rawson, to assist USA Power with air modeling issues with regard to the air permit 
application. Rawson represented USA on those issues, and was paid for his services. 
[Exs. 24, 25, 26, 145A] 
26. During his representation, Rawson had telephone and in-person meetings 
with the principals of USA Power regarding their project. He met v/ith Williams and 
discussed USA Power's business. He had discussions with USA Power's air quality 
expert, Dr. Guth. He had lunch with the USA Power principals and Dr. Guth in 
connection with his and Williams' work. [Exs. 145A; Rawson Dep. at 7-8, 11-13, 29-30, 
54-57, 119-120] 
27. After Williams joined HRO, Rawson continued to represent USA Power, 
with regard to the Spring Canyon project after Rawson completed the specific project 
on air modeling. In fact, he performed legal work for USA Power on air permit issues as 
late as September, 2003. [Ex. 69; Rawson Dep. at 36-37, 50-52, 54-57, 69, 96-97] 
28. When Williams joined HRO in July 2002, Williams also continued to 
represent USA Power with regard to the Spring Canyon project. For example, after 
Williams and Vuyovich joined HRO, they prepared and finalized a marketing letter for 
USA Power to use in marketing the Spring Canyon project to potential purchasers, 
including PacifiCorp. [Exs. 86-87; Williams Dep. at 266-73; Vuyovich Dep. at 97-103] 
They made inquiries regarding air credits for USA Power to obtain for its air permit. [Ex. 
87] They talked with Ted and Lois over the status and progress of the project. [Exs. 
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86-87, 89-91] Williams set-up and attended meetings with UAMPS and other potential 
purchasers of the Spring Canyon assets. [Exs. 86-88; Williams Dep. at 266-76] 
Williams met with Ted and Lois regarding their negotiations with PacifiCorp and agreed 
to contact Rand Thurgood to put in "a good word" for them. [Ex. 99; Williams Dep. at 
246-52, 275-76, 298-99; Ted Dep. at 163-65, 168-69, 200-02, 213-14, 596-99, 601-03; 
Lois Dep. at 161-66, 169-72, 180-95, 236-37, 384-85] USA Power cc'd Williams on 
USA Power's renewal of the options to purchase land and water for the Spring Canyon 
project throughout 2003, and Williams received those copies. Williams was USA 
Power's lawyer and, as such, those option agreements required all notices to be sent to 
her. [Ex. 11 at P245, P267; Exs. 82-85]. Williams and Rawson represented USA 
Power with regard to air permit issues concerning the Spring Canyon project in 
September 2003. [Ex. 69; Williams Dep. at 274; Rawson Dep. at 54-57] 
29. No lawyer at HRO, including Williams, Rawson and Vuyovich, ever told 
USA Power that they no longer represented USA Power, that USA Power was no 
longer their client, or that their attorney client relationship had been or was terminated. 
[Ex. 118; HRO 02108-2107; Williams Dep. at 63-64, 265-66; Rawson Dep. at 68-70; 
Vuyovich Dep. at 38-39; Ted Dep. at 361-62; Lois Aff. at If 8] 
30. HRO and Williams, while she was at HRO, represented USA Power on its 
development of the Spring Canyon project from June 2002 until November 2003 when 
USA Power terminated Williams and HRO as its lawyers. [Exs. 69, 86-87, 89-98, 118, 
145A, 146A, 147A, 148A; Ted Dep. at 361-62] 
31. Shortly before November 6, 2003, USA Power found out that 
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Williams/HRO had been representing PacifiCorp on its development of a power plant in 
Mona that was in direct competition with USA Power's proposed power plant at its 
Spring Canyon site for the right to supply Utah customers with power beginning in 2005. 
USA Power wrote Williams an email confronting her with this new information, 
confirming its ongoing belief and understanding that Williams was USA Power's lawyer, 
and requesting that Williams contact USA Power immediately to discuss the matter. 
Williams never responded. [Ex. 118; Ted Dep. at 361-62; Dave Dep. at 209-10] 
USA POWER'S DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING OF ITS SPRING CANYON 
PROJECT 
32. USA Power spent over two years and millions of dollars developing the 
design and acquiring the assets necessary to develop the Spring Canyon site for a 
power plant. This time period and cost were in accordance with the standard time and 
cost for such a development. [Koltick Rpt at 14-18 (Ex. 429)] 
33. USA Power designed the proposed plant as a gas-fired, combined-cycle 
plant in a "2X1" configuration with GE 7 FA turbines to supply both base and peak 
power. The proposed capacity of the power plant was a "nominal" 539 MW, meaning 
that was the projected average output with duct firing included. The fuel to operate the 
plant was natural gas to be provided on a lateral line from Questar's Mainline 104 
pipeline. [Ex. 10; Ted. Dep. at 96-114] 
34. The most unique attribute of USA Power's proposed plant was the fact it 
was dry cooled. In 2002, that attribute was unusual for a power plant that size and 
operating at that altitude. A dry cooled condenser was a substitute for water cooling 
traditionally used for combineu uycle projects. USA Power was only able to choose dry 
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cooling versus wet cooling after significant and expensive site-specific analysis and 
Micheletti Rpt at 6-7 (Ex. 422)] 
.. 3r> B) »Ihe hogiiiiiiiKi ol ?.l)in, I ISA POWM, illl'li ' filhrims1 assistance arii! 
advice, had acquired the most critical assets for the development of the power plant 
which USA Power 11 v\ ""« ' f i ' i u i ^ ' l ' l ' ^ i ' n # " >> i"1 « • *|• I '"" | " i " f' r » * • •' </r) 
miles from the Mona substation on which a power plant could be constructea 
operated (Jan. 2002), it had an air permit for operation of a power plan it oi \ the i • sal 
property (Feb. 2002), USA Power had obtained a zoning variance to perm.it tt le 
operation of a power plant on the property (July 2002), the UDAQ had issued an air 
permit for the operation oi . . -10 MV\l plant (Nov. 2002), USA f :""Qwer had an option to 
purchase the water rights necessary to operate a power plant at the Spring Canyon sL_ 
(Aug. Z002), irio Utah Division of water Rights had approved a change application for 
the water rights to be used at the Spring Canyon site (Jan. 2003), an interconnection 
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Canyon site with the Mona substation (Sept 2002), USA Power had a letter from 
Questarto pi wdi IUIIIII-I! \\tv li.inspnitotion In tho iSpiimi i on, HI piiofeil pSopt ,'iRP:"), 
and FERC had determined that the Spring Canyon project is an exempt wholesale 
goner iloi |',i |il ' ' inn [| » in PMI I >< 111 PlIiS P1«c| p >T> P')r»7 P'^ 79 priOP. 
P313; Ex. 16, P1112 1120] • . 
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assets, USA Power retained the consulting firm, Navigant Consulting Inc , to perform an 
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analysis of the viability of the principal power markets easily accessible from the Mona 
substation. Navigant Consulting concluded that the Spring Canyon site had an 
"excellent opportunity" to "strategically target markets" including Utah. Navigant also 
concluded there would be an increasing need for power in those markets. Navigant 
identified Utah as the best opportunity, through PacifiCorp, because of the identified 
need for additional power that could not be met by PacifiCorp's existing or planned 
power plants. [Ex. 10, P10-15, P19-83] 
37. In late Spring 2002, USA Power, based on its extensive work product, the 
analysis and conclusions of its consultants, and the status of the Spring Canyon 
development, determined that was the appropriate time to market the Spring Canyon 
project. That marketing effort included attempts to secure short, medium and long-term -
power off-take or tolling agreements from credit worthy entities. In addition, USA Power 
sought an equity partner with financial and operational strengths to assist with the 
development's completion. [Ex. 10, P14] 
38. To market the project, USA Power and Williams prepared a preliminary 
offering memorandum and two binders that contained the confidential work product of 
USA Power and its consultants. [Exs. 10-11; Ted Dep. at 158-60, 165-66, 170-76, 180-
84; Lois Dep. at 222-24] 
USA POWER'S NEGOTIATIONS WITH PACIFICORP AND PACIFICORP'S PROMISE 
NOT TO USE OR DISCLOSE USA POWER'S CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 
SHARED DURING NEGOTIATIONS 
39. In August 2002, Rand Thurgood, the director of Resource Development at 
PacifiCorp, contacted Ted and Lois Banasiewicz of USA Power Partners. He told them 
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that he had learned of their 'impending air permit and was 11 iiuiested in IMIMIHJ -JIHIH i i r 
[Ted Dep at 153-154] 
At the time Thurgood contacted U" >A I" nvt i I" itiipf-. II ""-iMnisf ?(!(];>, he' 
ating opportunities for developing new assets (or "options" to use his 
parlance) for PacifiCorp. An engineer manager at 
PacifiCorp, Thurgood had no record as a business entrepreneur or power plant 
developer. In fact, pa c j f jco rpS led by Thurgood had 
never built a combined cycle plant, either as a baseload or peaker.5 Nor had I hurgood 
or his group ever built a i U v LU» >l< N I i »l I It i< in u i[ development experience was with 
the "Gadsby 4, 5, and 6" peakers which was a minor project on an existing site ii i Salt 
Lake Uh iltn.ii n >i|i|iii>n HI mi II lit-mi i iiff if iq and site work. [Thurgood Dep. at 44-45, 
58-59; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 81-82] 
' ciiniw-rM't.; rjrsi i>ftqotiation meeting with PacifiCorp occurred on August 
22 2002. However, before that meeting the principals of . . -It 
I dkr . .it, 11 ir i " wiMi Williams. At that time, Williams provided advice about 
negotiation strategies, the importance of having a conlnJ^nlidhty agreement, .inrI the 
agenrlp '••• • , r ; A Power's and PacifiCorp's negotiations. [See Ex„ 7; Ted Dep. at 158; 
LoisAff. LA, 3] 
4z. The August 22nd meeting occurred at PacifiCorp's offices in Portland I he 
principals of USA Power Partners . I IU'IM^U .ai"* de^ rnh^ l fftPit' basic vision for the 
throughout this litigation, PacifiCorp has made reference to its portfolio of power plants as 
evidence that it has the "knowledge" to build a power plant. In fact, ail these plants were built generations 
ago or acquired after construction. In 2002, PacifiCorp's East Side (i.e. Utah) group had not built a large 
power plant within the recent memory of any PacifiCorp employees. 
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power project. However, they told Thurgood that they would not divulge any further 
information until PacifiCorp had signed a Non-Disclosure Agreement limiting its use and 
disclosure of USA Power Partners' confidential, proprietary information. They gave 
Thurgood a draft of a Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure Agreement ("Non-Disclosure 
Agreement") for PacifiCorp to review with its corporate counsel. [E-x. 9; Ted Dep. at 
156,158-160] 
43. After the meeting, USA Power again contacted Williams to discuss the 
negotiations. [Ex. 99; Ted Dep. at 162-65] 
44. The parties met again on September 11 th at the offices of PacifiCorp in 
Salt Lake City. At that time, Thurgood and David Graeber (for USA Power Partners) 
signed the Non-Disclosure Agreement. In that Agreement, PacifiCorp agreed it would 
be receiving confidential information about the Spring Canyon power plant project and 
further agreed not to use or disclose that information for any purpose other than 
evaluating a potential purchase of the Spring Canyon project or a partnership with USA 
Power Partners. [Thurgood Dep. at 288-289; 292-293; Ex. 9] 
45. Once the Non-Disclosure Agreement was signed, USA Power shared its 
confidential work product with PacifiCorp. The USA Power principals handed over 
"Volumes One and Two," which were two three-ring binders containing their work 
product to date in developing the Spring Canyon project. Each volume was stamped 
"Confidential" on its face. Those binders included confidential information. They 
included a marketing study which addressed the need for a power plant resource in the 
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"Utah Bubble;"6 a description of the project including its land and water rights; 
engineerinij ilr^wini|< ml ill •< | n«.>posea pl.ini I j y "', .-.» "markeinui letlei'" from Williams 
which described the acquisition and planned diversion of water; and "site-specific" 
reports and data from Waldron F nriinei-'Niiq WIIN n \AW\ mil tin \ ,in m maiaim u iduie and 
performance curves for Spring Canyon and made specific findings regarding its o i .1, 
performance and any loss of *>ffi< I^ F>»'\ IMI a <H<- """"I11 , l '1 M | l " M "' " l l '• |M '1 ; 
TedDep. at 171, 177-179] . . • " 
46. In the September 11th meeting, the head of PacifiCorp's Resource 
Development team, Rand I hurgood, expressed interest in the Spring ( am/or one e; ! 
and in the extensive work done to date by USA Power Partners in devf *.: a 
site ^ He spe> ificaily told the USA.Power Partners' principals that USA - jwt j i ^ worK 
had given them a "competitive advantage" that would "take him 2-3 years to duplicate 
a .-- -
\fter the September 1 I11' meeting, Thurgood went CMit to lunch with the 
USA riivw-'i 11 I mi I II i i| i ill1 in I'M'uisimi .pm iticjIK' ananymJ by Jmiy UVillons lie 
admitted to USA Power his "surprise" that they had proceeded thus far with the project. 
He further stated lit il hi1 ('*".» MIK.C 1 h>w 1 lpinmit I MMI vwi i n\} luohiiq di uxpanJi ^ 
their existing assets at Hunter and Gadsby for filling PacifiCorp's new power needs. j i-
did not mention • - , [muni mtrnpst in hiiililnni m imn Ilia iiini ,i pi nam pi nit .issd .il lum 
[Ted Dep. at *nr 192, 201; Thumnnri n^n at ?QQI 
6The "Utah Bubble" is the term used to describe that area within central Utah limited by 
transmission restrictions for importing power and thus reliant on new domestic resources. 
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48. After its meeting with PacifiCorp and Rand Thurgood, USA Power again 
consulted with Williams about its negotiations. [Ted Dep. at 168-69] 
49. USA Power Partners had numerous follow-up conversations with 
PacifiCorp in the fall of 2002, after the initial exchange of confidential data. These 
discussions included talks about whether to enter a long-term power purchase 
agreement or sell the assets outright As the parties continued their discussions about 
Spring Canyon, Thurgood specifically asked USA Power Partners to address his 
concerns about the "loss in efficiency" from using dry cooling at the Mona location. 
During these conversations, Thurgood was adamant that dry cooling could not work in 
Mona due to its altitude. [Ted Dep. at 215-217] 
50. On November 21, 2002, Ted and Rand Thurgood had a phone 
conversation that lasted ninety-six (96) minutes, which is reflected in the Banasiewicz 
phone records. The subject of this conversation was the work done for USA Power 
Partners by Waldron Engineering, i.e. how the dry cooling system worked, its effect on 
plant output and the overall value production of the Spring Canyon facility. [Ted Dep. at 
215-216, 231-232; Lois Aff., Ex. 6] 
51. On November 26, 2002, Ted Banasiewicz, in response to the issues 
raised by Thurgood in the September 11 th meeting and subsequent phone 
conversations, delivered to PacifiCorp a report prepared by Waldron Engineering, which 
specifically addressed "loss of efficiency" in dry cooling. [Exs. 14-15] 
52. In this report, Waldron Engineering stated that the "loss of efficiency" from 
using dry cooling at Mona would be less than 3% and the additional capital cost would 
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be approximately $20 million. This was confidential information not previously known to 
PacifiGorp In fv-n II, up t Ih.il Ilium,", Paafi^oip's iesouioe de i/dopini'iil team had never 
even visited Mona, much less modeled it for an air-cooled'project7 [Ted Dep. at 215- ' 
;i'1-7 730-?"1 ' °4 1 *">4 J niiHInnn/M I I, | i i t " "« f \ 1,1 I < . | 
PACIFfCORP'S DECISION TO BUILD ITS OWN POWER PLANT AT MONA: THE 
SPRING CANYON PROJECT IS 'THE ONLY PROJECT THAT HAS ANY 
POSSIBILITY OF MEETING A 2005 OR EVEN A 2006 COMMERCIAL DATE." 
53. In early 2003, after reviewing the Spring Canyon trade secrets, Pacificorp 
'acknowledged USA Power's Spring Can\ «"»n JIOWI p1-1 »' ,l '» ^ "",,hp " " I ;,„ oil: 'o1 \ .,|» ' 
site that [was] capable of meeting a 2005 online date" [Ex. 355 at 3, 5], and that 
u[a]bsent the USA Power site, Generation and C&T are unaware of other entities 
capable of meeting an April 2005 date," [Ex. 355 at 3-4] It was for this reason that 
PacifiCorp again acknowledged in a second internal memorandum that 
"pjhe only protect that has any possibility of meeting peaking for a 2005 or even a • 
2006 commercial date is the Spring Canyon project." [Ex. 354 at 4] And, it was for this 
reason Kan I I Ii mi I Ii in II \n IIIIK i up would later acknowledge tnat USA i'owci 'oad 
done so much work on the project that nobody stood a chance to uc^:
 L ; i , . LTed Dep. 
atz;- ' • -»* "k •" oi ,}n "| • ' . ;. 
I:3ased on this realization, PacifiCorp committed itself to building its own 
plant cl tne IVIona site.8 Its ii litial foci is in n tl lis effoi I: \ fly c .s tl lie p i n cl lase of tl le Pai icla ai id 
' 1 he report-of October 28th was not marked "Confidential." However, if i a follow-up meeting, Ted 
Banasiewicz requested that it be treated as such and there was no objection. [Ted Dep. at 210] 
8Although its siting study would not finish for another couple weeks (late February), it was mostly 
"for show" after PacifiCorp committed to spending hard dollars at Mona. In fact, Ex. 360 shows that 
Rand's own team expressed concern that the siting study might actually nominate another site (Elberta) 
where PacifiCorp had acquired no options. [Ex. 360; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 61] 
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Spring Canyon positions, which were both assets located in Mona, adjacent to the 
Mona switching station. [Exs. 354-55] 
55. The recommendation to develop a plant at Mona was first memorialized 
on January 9, 2003 via a memo ostensibly authored by Barry Cunningham, Senior Vice 
President of PacifiCorp, to the Chief Executive Committee of Pacif iCorp. In his 
deposition, Thurgood admitted he authored "parts" of the memo. [Thurgood Dep. at 
415; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 16-18; Ex. 354] 
56. In the January 9th memorandum, Cunningham/Thurgood stated that "the 
only project that has any possibility of meeting heavy load peaking hours for a 2005 or 
even a 2006 commercial date is the Spring Canyon project." The January 9th memo 
then recommended buying Spring Canyon and represented that the position could be 
acquired for $5 million or less. There was no mention of Panda. [Ex. 354] 
57. On February 5, 2003, Thurgood and Mark Tallman, PacifiCorp's Director 
of Origination, authored a memo for the "Purchase of the Project Positions at the Mona 
Substation Site." In the memo, they sought approval for $5 million to acquire a potential 
development site at Mona, with $3.5 million being allocated for the purchase of Spring 
Canyon. Another $964,818.61 was allocated for the purchase of the Panda power site 
located adjacent to Spring Canyon. In their memo, Thurgood and Tallman identified the 
need for a plant to be available by the 2005 IRP target date and reiterated that only 
Spring Canyon could meet that date. The recommendation to purchase Panda only 
mentioned as assets Panda's option to purchase property adjacent to the Spring 
Canyon site and the Met data it was acquiring. No other assets were mentioned to 
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justify the $964,818.81 price. [Thurgood Dep. at 415; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 16-18; Ex. 
58. PacifiCorp internally agreed on February 5th to give Thurgood authority to 
••purchase tin' Spring (\w\\ /n in assets lum %?I r>l\ '1 Hie oiticulatii'd reason loi I ho D U I ' J M M * 
was the fact that only Spring Canyon was developed enough as a project to permit a 
June 2005 build-out date tui c <; 
approved JRP. The memo specifically referenced Spring Canyon's recently-awarded 
"air permit" and the value that represented (even though the permit was only for 280 
MW). [Ex. 355] 
59 The recommendations in the February 5, 2003 memo were approved that 
• S/j'iiu dale j i Hit;1 i/hiet bxecutive bommittee meeting. Shortly thereafter, Bob Van 
Englehoven was selected to lead the development effort for the new plant to be built at 
Ml MI 11 ii wl»««! H I in lii in nil in 1 I'd i nil iiiii,iiM>h II II II ill ill g in H J I  hi[i al-I I!J, Il hurgood • 
30(b)(6) at 1 18; Van Englehoven Dep. at 20; Ex. 355] 
I ill »-i H ii.iii i "i .'()() r n i l i f 'ni i i 11 ii i in ii ill, iiiilhuii/ed |jumJiiastj ol lJandas 
site in Mona based on Thurgood/Tallman's recommendations. The Panda site had 
been planner I -is H I MINI IIIIIH ' i | , twi l l U'M < HOIMI pi iiiiili i< iiilhli \i ill i pipeii ill in ill i n iii 
Lake. It had no associated water rights, air permit, interconnect agreement, rezoning, 
financial analysis or preliminary engineerimi I \*< it i f^up rlns* i| i m IIn< ^I\P OH I i tun n / 
28th, 2003. [Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 20; Andrews Dep. at 160; Ted Dep. at 50-51, 340] 
Paci f iCorp 's Negotiat ions To Purchase The Spr ing Canyon Assets .'jo. Bui ld lis 
Own Power Plant At Mona 
- on. n.i.. ^ rollow-up meeting with the 
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principals of USA Power. The purpose of the meeting was to try to agree on the price 
of their project. [Ted Dep. at 248] 
62. At the February 18th meeting, USA Power Partners handed over "Volume 
Three" which contained pro forma financial statements for their proposed dry-cooled 
plant at Mona. The work product represented months and months of work by the 
principals of USA Power and their consultants in assessing costs and estimating 
profitability. [Ted Dep. at 248-249; Lois Dep. at 239-243; Ex. 16] 
63. In addition to the confidential cost data and financial projections for the 
project, Volume Three contained a confidential, proprietary marketing study prepared 
by consultants for USA Power Partners. The marketing study indicated that PacifiCorp 
would save "20-40 million dollars a year" by building the proposed power plant at Mona, 
rather than buying power from independent sources. [Ted Dep. at 249-252, 253-254, 
261-262; Ex. 16] 
64. At the February 18th meeting, PacifiCorp verbally offered $5 million for the 
purchase of the assets. USA Power Partners asked that the offer be put in writing. 
This exchange is confirmed in the notebook of PacifiCorp's Ian Andrews who wrote "Go 
on record with offer" in his notes regarding the meeting with USA Power Partners. [Ted 
Dep. at 249-252; Lois Dep. at 241-243; Tomsic Aff. No. 3A, Ex. 8 at Bates number PAC 
25293] 
65. On February 27, 2003, PacifiCorp extended a "non-binding offer" to USA 
Power Partners to purchase the Spring Canyon assets for $2 million. The offer 
included an "Exhibit A" which required the seller to identify the assets, which USA 
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Power Par tners did on March 14 th, 2003 . [Exs. 17A, 18; Ted Dep. at 283; I ois Dep. at. 
249]. 
66. In the first two weeks of March 2003, PacifiCorp and USA Power Partners 
.appeared to finalize negotiations reqanlinq the piiirjirisn ParifiCnrp I.USKI its, nftfi ib ir 
the Spring Canyon assets to $3,000,000, which amount USA Power Partners tentatively 
accepted, along with additional considerations for future employment 
Thurgood and Ted Banasiewicz reached a purchase agreement during a thirty M M-
phone conversation between Ted Banasiewicz and Rand Thurgood, a conversation 
whk.li in i.o lirmed by the Banasiewicz' phone records. [Ted Dep. at 279, 286-289; Lois 
Dep. at 245-249; Ex. 249] 
PacifiCorp's Abrupt Termination of Negotiations. Secret Retention of Williams to 
Acquire Water for Currant Creek and Misuse of USA Power's Confidential 
Information Without Notice to Plaintiffs Or Their Consent 
IM;I "! in I laidi :J, /'"'ill) J, wink1 ""i JillidrniAII !U < "cie representing USA I ::i"ower 
and while PacifiCorp was in negotiations with USA Power to purchase the Spring 
C mynii .us ,i II 'M'in11in iin .'I ll<'i > tignicil tin i uiM iiiilill n>pii stnl I n itif oip In ,n ifiiiiin \f\hiU r 
rights to develop a competing power plant in Mona [Exs. 7-8, 12-14, 17-19, 31, 69, 
115, inn, ?r,'q . • ' - .. ' ' ' -. 
68 l/Vill iams/HRO did not d isc lose their representat ion of Paci f iCorp to USA 
Power or seek U S A Power 's oonsnnl (Wil l iams f i>np ill V I ' I I /HVK h I inp ml 1  1  || 
69 PacifiCorp did i lot disclose to USA Power that it was developing a 
competing power plant in Mona oi that PacifiCorp I lad il nil ecil 1 IS A Power 's lawy-
Wi l l i ams/HRO - to acquire the water r ights for that compet ing plant. [ i \uirgooa uei at 
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264, 329-331; Ted Dep. at 213] 
70. USA Power did not know its lawyers Williams/HRO were acquiring water 
rights for PacifiCorp to use at a competing power plant in Mona - the Currant Creek 
plant. [Ex. 117; Ted Dep. at 213] 
71. When Williams/HRO agreed on March 3, 2003 to represent PacifiCorp in 
acquiring water for the Currant Creek plant in Mona, Williams knew: (1) USA Power 
was negotiating with PacifiCorp for PacifiCorp to purchase the Spring Canyori assets 
[Ex. 99; Williams Dep. at 298-99; Ted Dep. at 163-65, 168-69, 200-02; Lois Dep. at 
161-66, 169-72, 384-85]; (2) she had confidential information she had learned in 
representing USA Power that would benefit PacifiCorp and be detrimental to USA 
Power [Morris Rpt. at 5-6]; and (3) PacifiCorp would be a long-term lucrative cfient of 
Williams/HRO that may take all its legal work to another law firm if she did not agree to 
represent PacifiCorp on this matter. [See Exs. 31-46; Williams Dep. at 110-14] 
72. Rand Thurgood, when he retained Williams/HRO to represent PacifiCorp, 
knew: (1) Williams/HRO represented USA Power on the Spring Canyon project which 
had taken over two years and millions of dollars to develop [Ex. 11; Thurgood Dep. at 
217, 328-331; Ted Dep. at 410-11]; (2) PacifiCorp was facing a power shortage 
beginning in 2005 and intended to issue an RFP, 2003A, for bids to supply power to 
PacifiCorp from the Mona substation beginning in 2005 [Thurgood Dep. at 209, 214-
15]; (3) the Spring Canyon project was the only project in a position to be online by 
2005 to supply power through the Mona substation [Exs. 265, 354-55]; (4) water was an 
essential component for the plant Thurgood wanted to develop to compete against the 
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Spring Canyon project to supply power beginning in 2005 [Thurgood Dep. at 227]; (5) 
Williams possessed invaluable confidential, information about developing a power,plan 
in Mona and obtaining water rights for the plant which would significantly reduce the 
time and expense required for PacifiCorp to develop a competing power plant in Mona 
[Ex ed.Dep. at 410-1 1; I .c >is Dep, at 226, 228 30; 1 hurgood Dep. at 2 1 1 18; 
Williams Dep. at 148] 
.7 nat t ime, III l iuiguod abu knew it \ vas uit ical IJiall Hauli* '<oi|i develop 
and construct the Mona plant used to supply the power required by the RFP. Scottish 
return, and the Utah Public Service Commission had made it clear public utilities, si \c\i 
as PacifiCc i p, • : ::: >i \\ :::!l • ::: i ilh, = a l:i in i ill : n ate base.ai ic::!....n: i ::)t..as inde-
power producers. [Malko Rpt. at 21-22; Malko Dep. at 54-55] PacifiCorp building its 
c mi i piilai it in i III I ::: i i = ,, I lltai.II i based oil i its c v i/i i cle i elk: pi i lei it after winning an RFP would 
give a significant return to Scottish Power, appease the Public Service Commission, 
and enhance PacifiCorp's assets if Scottish Powei decided to sell PacifiCorp. | Id ; Ex. 
386 at Bates No. 16554] Buying USA Power's project - Spring Canyon - would not 
meet these same objectives. [Malko Rpt at 21-22; Malko Dep. at 154-55] 
74 i hurgood and Williams/HRO knew yyj||jams/Hp>Qjs representation of 
PacifiCorp would create a conflict of interest, and, at best, simply engaged in a 
pretextual.conversation - no longer than a minute - in whicl i tl ley agreed tl lei e was i i D 
conflict. [Thurgood Dep. at 217-18; Williams Dep. at 85] PacifiCorp had never before 
asked her whether si le had a coi ifltct representing Pacn 
Dep. at 212]; Thurgood had never retained Williams/HRO to acquire water for any 
power plant development; and had no other lawyer in mind or as a back-up if 
Williams/HRO had said "no." [Thurgood Dep. at 243-44] 
75. Thurgood and Williams/HRO understood that PacifiCorp's development 
and construction of a power plant in Mona sounded the death knell for the Spring 
Canyon project, because only one contract was available under the RFP and only one 
power plant could be built in Mona. [Tomsic Aff. 3, Ex. 48; Ex. 71: See Koltick at 8; 
Olive at 17; Ted. Dep. at 404; Jenkins Dep. at 136-37] Thurgood and Williams never 
discussed whether there was a conflict again. [Thurgood Dep. at 219, 264] Williams 
never did research, sought advice or evaluated whether there was a conflict. [Williams 
Dep. at 89, 153-55, 163-64: see also Vuyovich Dep. at 116-21] 
76. Thurgood, on the other hand, advised PacifiCorp's in-house lawyer, 
Michael Jenkins, of his conversation with Williams after Williams had begun work. 
[Thurgood Dep. at 263] When asked about that conversation, Jenkins asserted the 
attorney-client privilege and refused to state the grounds for his conclusion there was 
no conflict, or provide any other information regarding the conflict issue. [Jenkins Dep. 
at 128-29] 
77. At the time of the Jenkins/Thurgood discussion, Jenkins knew that 
PacifiCorp was negotiating with USA Power to purchase the Spring Canyon project, 
Williams/HRO represented USA Power, and Williams' legal services for PacifiCorp 
were for a power plant that would eliminate the real opportunity for USA Power's Spring 
Canyon project to be awarded a long-term power purchase contract. [Jenkins Dep. at 
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45, 81-82] Jenkins gave Thurgood legal advice with regard to terminating the 
negotiations with USA Power, and Thurgood cc'd Jenkins oi i the email to USA Powei 
terminating the negotiations when he had not cc'd Jenkins on any commuilications with 
USA Power previously. [Ex. 19; Jenkins Dep. at 92-93; Thurgood Dep. at 435] 
• 78 A.1 ter " i Villiai i is ai id II hurgood's pretextual conversation and Jenkins' secret 
determination, Williams/HRO never reevaluated or considered whether their 
i . —. -i • • eek project created a conflict of interest 
even after they learner PacifiCorp had terminated negotiations with USA Power 
[ 1 92; I ed Dep at 308 10]; (2) I DacifiCc »i f ml i< =n J is: .i le d 
RFP 2003-A to supply power to PacifiCorp from the Mona substation beginning in 2005 
acquired the Panda site in Mona [Ex. 66; Williams Dep. at 195]; (4) both PacifiCorp and 
USA Power were submitting competing bids 
at 308-10; Thurgood Dep. at 211, 220]; (5) Wiliiams/HRO's acquisition of water rights 
for PacifiCorp was essential for PacifiCorp's project to be awarded the RFP [Williams 
Dep at 163 34, 2 14, 232-33, 287-89; Thurgood Dep. at 227]; and (6) the water 
Williams acquired for PacifiCorp may adversely affect the water rights she acquired for 
USA Powet [Ex. 104; f hurgood Dep. at 23 7, 239 40] • • 
79 While her "client" USA Power Partners was reaching a "final deal" foi ttle 
S • Car i> • ::: i i sale, attoi i te) \ tflliai i is i,. fitl IOI it 1 i EM e l l si it's knowledge or consent- '' 
was actively working to obtain water for PacifiCorp's competing project. Specifically, 
si ie v as lookii mg foi vvatei i esoi JI ces 1 ' :>i I 'acifiCoi p to pipe into Moi la for use at the 
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Panda site, either for a wet or dry cooled resource. [Williams Dep. at 147-150] 
80. On March 17, 2003, about two weeks after hiring USA Power's attorney, 
Thurgood terminated the discussions with USA Power by leaving a voice mail message 
canceling the parties' meeting in Portland, Oregon to sign agreements in principal. Ted 
Banasiewicz received the news by calling his voicemail that morning while he was 
actually in Portland to sign the agreement with PacifiCorp. [Ted Dep. at 286-292, 407-
411; Lois Dep. at 246-249] 
81. Thurgood sent Ted a follow-up email on March 20th confirming the 
termination of negotiations with USA Power Partners. He copied PacifiCorp's corporate 
counsel on the email. [Ex. 31] 
82. Retained by PacifiCorp, Attorney Williams moved forward aggressively to 
find 6,000 a/f of water for development of the Panda site, an activity expressly approved 
by PacifiCorp's executive committee with a budget of $16 million. In March and April of 
2003, she investigated major industrial sources on the border of Juab County for the 
purchase of water for the Mona project. Notwithstanding PacifiCorp's corporate pretext 
that it was developing a "cost-based alternative" to compare as a benchmark with 
outside bids, Williams' activities were solely consistent with actually developing a large 
power plant in Mona to be owned and operated by PacifiCorp. [Williams Dep. at 191 -
199; Thurgood 30(b)(6) at 91; Exs. 31, 32, 33, 65, 68] 
83. PacifiCorp had not looked for water prior to March 2003. However, as 
engineer Andrews stated in deposition, "our assumption was that water would be 
available." When pressed in deposition, he did not give further information as to this 
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assumption. In fact, he later drew back from that statement and said "there was no 
assumption" and he had not identified a water source in the spring of 2003. [Andrews 
Dep. at 14 . 235-236] 
PacifiCorp Issues An RFP And Awards The Bid To Itself 
. 84. PacifiCorp released RFP 2003-A on June 22, 2003 It called for a 
peaking resource to be on-line by the spring of 2005 PacifiCorp relied on Shaw Stone 
& "t \/dbstei to come up with the actual design and engineer'!! ig of the project to- fit tt iat 
description. PacifiCorp had little or 110 role in engineering or designing- the project. 
85. Spring Canyon, on July 18, 2003, submitted four pricing proposals in 
rcjS(iii nisf1 |i i inn* P f l iisiiiK) its >[ifirit| r in, nn i|iwlo|inif jnl ,*• INK \ \u mi IIIIIIH 
generation facility. The pricing proposals were for both peaking (with duct burners) and 
baseload (withe i it • illi i : t bi JI i iiei s) pi ocli ic tioi 11:1 iat c en i l d II flt t the 
time of the submission, USA Power was the only bidder that had already developed a 
power project to interconnect with the Mona substation. [Ex. 117] 
80 1  he "next best alternative" submitted by PacifiCorp on July 22nd was 
identical in all material respects to Spring Canyoi i 11 le most noteworthy similarity (and 
change fron i tl le ii litial Panda proposal) was-that the project was now 525 MW ai id di y - • 
cooled. The list of identical items includes the followiiig: 
• Size and capacity of plant 
;e of duct firing to increase capacity 
. . . . . . . y: one mile west of Mona) 
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hliB 
• Air cooled condenser 
• Combined cycle combustion 
• Size and Brand of turbines (GE 7FA) 
• Configuration of turbines (2x1 design) 
• Source of fuel (gas) 
• "Zero discharge" waste technology 
• Route of Questar Lateral 
• Peaking Capability. 
• Cost of project (approx. $340M) 
• Representation by Williams 
[Ted Dep. at 370, 371-378; Koltick Rpt at 18] 
87. Despite being earlier identified as "[t]he only project that has any 
possibility of meeting . . . peaking for a 2005 or even a 2006 commercial date" in 
January, 2003, [Ex. 354 at 4; accord Ex. 355] and despite the fact that developing a 
power plant takes at least 18 to 24 months [Koltick Rpt. at 14-16] and PacifiCorp did not 
begin its development until March, 2003, USA Power's bids were judged by PacifiCorp 
to come in second place. [Ex. JJ to Williams/HRO's Motion for S.J. Re: Loyalty at 38 & 
Table I; Lois Aff. fl 9, Ex. 1; Ex. 178; Taliman Dep. at 167-69; Ted Dep. at 293; Lois 
Dep. at 282; Malko Rpt. at 15-16; Olive Rpt. at 14-15] The first place bid was, not 
surprisingly, PacifiCorp's identical NBA. 
88. The PacifiCorp Board of Directors in September of 2003 approved the 
Currant Creek project for construction for a projected cost of $343 million. The method 
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for obtaining the necessary water rights involved drilling new wells just outside the town 
of Mona, within sight of the new power plant. These new wells direct* *: 
existing water owners in the Juab Valley, including USA Power Partners. [Ex. 383; 
Affidavit of Gordon Young, HTI-3-e f< l l 
89. On November 3, 2QU3, PacifiCorp filed an application for a Certificate of 
Convenience and Necessity to construct and operate the Currant Creek plant. On. 
:) i f„ tl ie Coi r H i lissioi i issued! tl ie CCf I [IE, 16 i ] 
90. Some time between November 3 and November t 20C,;-. USA Power 
1 i in i i I mi ii i in in i U i in i in i ii I in mi 11, ii \f\ mill, iin« U\M« , 11 jpi i " ,ei ill ii u) l:""ai - « Au\ u r iero 
of the competing Currant Creek project and plant, which had been awarded the RFP 
(i HIitiar! fl" - I III] 
9 On November 6, 2003 USA Power sent an email to Williams confronting 
her with this new information a h mi it n^i mnflicJ ot mir iest K:v,nnfiiiiiiin| USA I >\A/< M '^ 
belief that Williams was still USA Power's lawyer, and requesting an immediate 
response. [Ex. 118] 
92 Williams never responded. Instead, she continued to represent 
PacifiCorp on the Currant Creek project in its efforts to have a CCN issued. [Exs. 41, 
1 1 1; i Williams Dep. at 292 94] 
USA POWER SUFFERED SUBSTANTIAL ECONOMIC INJURY AS THE RESULT OF 
WILLIAM/HRO'S REPRESENTATION OF PACIFICORP IN DEVELOPING THE 
CURRANT CREEK PROJECT 
93 As a direct result of Williams/HRO's representation of PacifiCorp, 
PacifiCorp abruptly terminated its negotiations with UoA I 'uwt i tui tht> purchase of the 
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Spring Canyon project assets and decided not to close the agreement in principal that 
had been reached between the parties. Under the terms of that agreement in principal, 
USA Power Partners and Spring Canyon would have received $3 million. USA Power 
would have received a five year development contract with PacifiCorp under which it 
would have been paid $2.5 million plus a bonus. [Ted Dep. at 287-88; Lois Dep. at 
143/245; Malko Rpt. (Ex. 419) at 12] 
94. PacifiCorp would have purchased the Spring Canyon assets and not 
retained Williams/HRO, if PacifiCorp did not believe and Williams had not assured 
PacifiCorp that Williams/HRO could acquire the water rights necessary to construct and 
operate Currant Creek. Both Thurgood and Williams knew "the plant can't be built 
without water. It can't be operated without water." [Ex. 110 at, 16-17, 148; accord 
Tomsic Aff. 3, Exs, 46-47; Ex. 68; Ex. 110 at 16-17; Thurgood Dep. at 211-227] 
95. PacifiCorp needed a firm water source in order to "justify building and 
operating [its] plant." [HRO-PC001413; accord Ex. 68; Ex. 110 at 16-17, 148; Thurgood 
Dep. at 211, 227] As Williams acknowledged, it was simply too "unlikely that 
PacifiCorp's proposal [wjould succeed in the RFP process without a firm water supply." 
[Tomsic Aff. 3, Ex. 47; accord Ex. 110 at 148] 
96. Had Williams not agreed to represent PacifiCorp and apply the 
confidential information and knowledge she had learned in representing USA Power, 
PacifiCorp could not have developed the Currant Creek project in the four months 
between when it terminated negotiations with Spring Canyon and submitted its RFP bid 
using Currant Creek. The development of a power project, particularly of this 
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magnitude," takes between 18 and 24 months.' [Koltick. Rpi. ai i4-"io; see aiso .iea i >e p 
at 407-11, 580-81; Lois Dep. at 348-49, :151| 
97 As a direct result of Williams/HRO's representation of PacifiCorp on the 
Currant Creek project, USA Power was not awarded the RFP ti M I(J| il\ I ir mi I 
I p beginning in 2005. [Ted Dep. at 407-i 1, 580-81; Koltick RpL at 14-17; 
Morris Rpt. at 4-6] 
9 I lout ever disclosing her activities to USA Power, Williams/HRO 
secured the water necessary to ensuie it was PacifiCorp and not USA Power that built 
t - urgood U.J; . f* 
was Williams who first suggested that PacifiCorp "Drill @ Mona Use Utah Lake Water 
R i g h K " S h i I mi il ill II 11'iii1 I i | l i i i ' | l | in ill III in III K I i'y> I I IP a if if i H | i I Ml m I ( l i 1 ii/i I f l i j i III II II 1 i| 
manner, but she determined that the plai I was viable. As she told PacifiCorp, the plan 
was viable based oi * " . 
which indicated that Juab was only using a portion of its potential watei This response 
w. is apparently due to the failure of PacifiCori' U \ Inul .JiSPIIPI > "I, Lirge ..|ujntitiH. i il 
water for Mona. [Tomsic Aff. No. 3A, Ex. 8 at Bates number PAC025412)] 
Mark Wangsgard and Bill White, the attorney* -.\',. . upH ^ i ti | M ft I". 
business transaction together to acquire water, gave Jody Williams ciedit tor being 
pivotal in the success of that water transaction. They stated that Williams "saved tl ie 
da} "  because si ie "singlehandediy" secured the acquisition of PacifiCorp's water supply 
and securing the water "would not have been possible without her." [107, 108] 
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urn 
USA POWER'S DAMAGE EXPERT HAS ESTIMATED THE DAMAGES USA POWER 
SUFFERED WITH REASONABLE CERTAINTY 
100. Plaintiffs' damage expert has estimated the losses plaintiffs suffered as a 
result of Williams/HRO's representation of PacifiCorp in developing the Currant Creek 
project. In summary, those damages are: 
(1) PacifiCorp Purchased Spring Canyon Developmental Assets 
USA Power Partners/Spring Canyon Energy: $3 million 
USA Power LLC: $2.3 million 
Total Amount $5.3 million 
(2) PacifiCorp Accepted and Approved Bid and Payments Received 
USA Power Partners: $19.7 million 
USA Power LLC: $5.0 million 
Total Amount: $24.7 million 
(3) PacifiCorp Accepted and Approved Bid and Equity Interest Sold 
USA Power Partners/Spring Canyon Energy: $56.8 million 
USA Power LLC: $5.0 million 
Total Amount: $61.8 million 
[Malko Rpt. at 10 (Ex. 419] 
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ARGUMENT 
PACIFICORP HAS WHOLLY FAILED TO MEET ITS BURDEN OF 
DEMONSTRATING IT IS ENTITLED TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON 
USA POWER'S BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY CLAIM 
USA Power demanded and is entitled to have a jury decide its breach of 
fiduciary duty claim against Williams/HRO. USA Power has presented more than 
sufficient material facts to prove a prima facie case that Williams/HRO breached their 
duty of loyalty, and USA Power suffered substantial economic injury as a result of the 
breach. Any genuine dispute of those material facts can only be determined by a jury 
after weighing the credibility of the fact witnesses, interpreting and weighing the 
exhibits, and evaluating the opinions and basis of the opinions of the parties' respective 
experts. Those are not disputes that can be resolved as a matter of law by this Court 
under the applicable Utah law and record before the Court. Ellsworth Paulsen 
Construction Co. v. 51-SPR. LLC. 144 P.3d 261, 267-68 (Utah Ct. App. 2006) ("A party 
opposing the motion is required only to show that there is a material issue of fact."); 
Draper Citv v. Estate of Bernardo, 888 P.2d 1097, 1101 (Utah 1995) (Non-movant only 
required to present one statement or document disputing movant's "undisputed material 
facts" to create an issue of fact for jury); see Kilpatrick v. Wilev. 909 P.2d 1283, 1292 
(Ut. Ct. App. 1996) ("On a motion for summary judgment a trial court should not weigh 
disputed evidence and its sole inquiry should be whether material issues of fact exist." 
(citation omitted)); Truiillo v. Utah Dept. of Trans.. 986 P.2d 752, 764 (Utah Ct. App. 
1999) ("Trial courts must avoid weighing evidence in assessing credibility when ruling 
on motions for summary judgment."); Butterfield v. Okubo, 831 P.2d 97, 107 (Utah 
1 
h\on 
1992) ("Doubts about whether a non-movant has established a genuine issue of 
material fact should be resolved in favor of permitting the party to go to trial.'*)9 
Williams/HRO's motion for summary judgment on USA Power's breach of 
fiduciary duty claim, in light of the record and the law, must be exposed for what it really 
is. Their motion is not a motion for summary judgment; it is an invitation for this Court 
to throw aside the standards for granting summary judgment, become the jury in this 
case, turn a blind eye to the evidence, and believe only Williams/HRO's argumentative 
spin on the facts. 
If there is any doubt that is the result Williams/HRO seeks, the Court need only 
look at the fundamental premises for their motion: (1) Williams/HRO's statement of 
"material facts" is "undisputed" and (2) there is no evidence from which a jury could find 
that Williams/HRO breached their fiduciary duty or that USA Power suffered damage as 
a result of that breach. USA Power time and again has demonstrated to the Court that 
both those bases are wrong. This is amply demonstrated with even a cursory look at 
the record disputing Williams/HRO's "undisputed facts." See, supra at ffil 1-68; Memo, 
in Supp., Ex. A-ZZ. 
Williams/HRO, moreover, in their own statement of "undisputed facts" 
demonstrate the disputed nature of their "undisputed facts." Just a few of those 
examples prove the point: 
9USA Power has always recognized that the issues of breach, causation, intent, damages and 
trade secret status involve disputed issues of material fact, and therefore refrained from filing fnvolous 
motions for summary judgment or> these issues. On the other hand, Wiliiams/HRO and PacifiCorp have 
filed five separate motions on these issues. Not surpnsingly, their motions contain nothing more than their 
theories of the case and sample arguments for the jury. 
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• In paragraph 5, Williams/HRO claim USA Power hired Williams to assist it 
only in (1) obtaining water rights. 
• However, in paragraph 6, Williams/HRO claim Williams also 
represented USA Power with regard to, (2) Annexation of property, 
(3) Purchase of real property, (4) Organizing Spring Canyon LLC, 
and (5) Obtaining a conditional use permit for Juab County. 
• Moreover, in paragraph 7, Williams/HRO note that USA Power has 
claimed Williams/HRO also (6) discussed strategy for the 
development of the Spring Canyon Project. 
• In paragraph 11, Williams/HRO then acknowledge that attorneys at 
HRO performed legal work regarding (7) air credits as late as 
September, 2003. 
• In paragraph 9, the dispute comes full circle with Williams/HRO's 
stating Williams' representation of USA Power while at HRO was 
limited to water rights. 
• In paragraph 10, Williams/HRO imply their work for USA Power was 
complete as of January, 2003 and therefore any representation was 
terminated at that time. 
• In paragraph 11, Williams/HRO acknowledge that Williams spoke 
with one of the principles of USA Power and that HRO provided 
legal representation to USA Power as late as September 17, 2003. 
• In paragraph 12, Williams/HRO allege their work for USA Power 
completed as of September 17, 2003. 
• In paragraph 27 alone, Williams/HRO actually highlight a disputed issue of 
material fact. 
• "Plaintiffs claim that PacifiCorp subsequently countered with a $3 
million offer and the potential of a long term consulting agreement." 
• "PacifiCorp denies doing so." 
• In paragraph 44, Williams/HRO claim "Williams had no involvement in . . . 
PacifiCorp's decision to build Currant Creek." 
• In paragraph 45, Williams/HRO state their role: "Williams and 
Holme Roberts were retained by PacifiCorp . . . to assist PacifiCorp 
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in acquiring water for a potential power plant." 
• In paragraph 57, Williams/HRO again emphasize a portion of 
Williams' role: "Williams did not advise PacifiCorp regarding any 
aspect of the Currant Creek project other than with respect to its 
water rights acquisitions. 
• In paragraph 51, Williams/HRO claim "Williams had no role in coming up 
with the idea or in finding the water rights to be sold to PacifiCorp." 
• In paragraph 45, Williams/HRO note: "Williams and Holme Roberts 
were retained by PacifiCorp in early March, 2003 to assist 
PacifiCorp in acquiring water rights for a potential power plant." 
• In paragraph 55, Williams/HRO again note Williams role in 
obtaining PacifiCorp's water rights: "None of the water rights work 
that Williams performed for PacifiCorp 
• In paragraph 57, Williams/HRO again emphasize Williams' role in 
acquiring PacifiCorp's water rights: "Williams did not advise 
PacifiCorp . . . other than with respect to its water rights 
acquisitions. 
• In paragraph 53, Williams/HRO then try to minimize Williams' role 
by claiming "Williams is not the only water lawyer in Salt Lake that 
could have assisted PacifiCorp." 
Likewise, the record Williams/HRO filed in support of its motion demonstrates 
the disputed nature of their undisputed facts. A few of these examples punctuate the 
disputes: 
• Williams/HRO claim they completed their work for USA Power by January 
2003. [HRO/Williams Memo at 2 & 1f 5] 
• Williams/HRO attached Williams' Supplemental Affidavit which 
states "after September 17, 2003, Holme Roberts did not perform 
any further or other legal services for any plaintiff." [Williams/HRO 
Memo Ex. M U 3] 
• Williams/HRO attached an HRO invoice, dated October 6, 2003, 
that charged USA Power for work performed by Williams and 
another HRO partner on the Spring Canyon project in September 
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2003. [Williams/HRO Memo, Ex. V] 
• Williams/HRO claim Williams/HRO representation of USA Power was 
limited to acquisition of water rights. [Williams/HRO Memo, ffif 5, 9] 
• Williams/HRO attached KLM and HRO invoices reflecting Williams 
represented USA Power on: (1) Annexation of Property in Mona, 
Utah [Memo, Exs, F, H, t, L]; (2) Air permits [Williams/HRO Memo, 
Exs. F, L]; (3) Transmission issues [Memo, Ex. G]; (4) Real estate 
purchases [Memo, Exs. G, I, J, K, L]; and (5) Forming Spring 
Canyon, LLC [Memo, Ex. K]. 
In short, Williams/HRO effectively demonstrated that there are disputed issues of 
material fact which prevent this Court from granting summary judgment to them. 
The Court, therefore, must deny Williams/HRO's motion for summary judgment 
on USA Power's breach of loyalty claim. 
I. USA POWER HAS PRESENTED PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE WILLIAMS/HRO 
BREACHED THEIR FIDUCIARY DUTY AND THAT BREACH CAUSED USA 
POWER TO SUFFER SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE 
There are four essential elements that USA Power must prove, by a 
preponderance of the evidence, to recover on their breach of fiduciary duty claim 
against Williams/HRO: (1) USA Power and Williams/HRO had an attorney-client 
relationship; (2) Williams/HRO violated their fiduciary duty of undivided loyalty to USA 
Power; (3) as a result of the breach, USA Power suffered injury; (4) the amount of 
damage with reasonable certainty. See Kilpatrick v. Wiley, Rein & Fielding, 909 P.2d 
1283, 1290 (Utah Ct. App. 1996). 
Williams/HRO only challenge USA Power's ability to present evidence to 
establish elements 2 and 3 - violation of fiduciary duty and causation. Williams/HRO 
assert the undisputed material facts require the Court to rule as a matter of law that 
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Wiliiams/HRO did not violate their fiduciary duty to USA Power and that, even if there 
was a breach, the breach did not cause USA Power any damage. Wiliiams/HRO are 
wrong. USA Power has come forward with material facts to establish a genuine dispute 
exists with regard to those two elements and is now entitled to present its claim to the 
jury. 
A. The Material Facts Demonstrate That Wiliiams/HRO Breached Their 
Fiduciary Duty of Loyalty Owed to USA Power 
Utah law has long held that a lawyer owes his client a fiduciary duty of undivided 
loyalty. See Kilpatrick v. Wilev Rein & Fielding. 909 P.2d 1283, 1290 (Utah Ct. App. 
1996); Maraulies v. Upchurch. 696 P.2d 1195, 1201 (Utah 1985); Smoot v. Lund. 369 
P.2d 933, 936 (Utah 1962). The Utah Supreme Court in Smoot concisely defined what 
a lawyer's duty of loyalty means: 
Where an attorney is hired solely to represent the interest of a client, his 
fiduciary duty is of the highest order and he must not represent interests 
adverse to those of the client. It is also true that because of his 
professional responsibility and the confidence and trust which his client 
may legitimately repose in him, he must adhere to a high standard of 
honesty, integrity!,] and good faith in dealing with his client He is not 
permitted to take advantage of his position or superior knowledge to 
impose upon the client; nor to conceal facts or law, nor in any way 
deceive him without being held responsible therefor. 
Smoot. 369 P.2d at 1936: accord Wilev v. Kilpatrick. 909 P.2d at 1290. 
It is well established in Utah that a lawyer who breaches her fiduciary duty will be 
held responsible civilly for that breach and the resulting damage. Kilpatrick, 909 P.2d at 
1290. 
An attorney's breach of her fiduciary duty to her client is a violation of the 
standard of conduct in the legal community. Kilpatrick. 909 P.2d at 1290. To establish 
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that a lawyer has breached the standard of conduct in the legal community, the plaintiff 
must present expert testimony of the applicable standard in the legal community and 
how the lawyer's conduct did not meet that standard. 
Courts have uniformly held an attorney breaches this fiduciary duty of loyalty 
when she represents existing clients with conflicting interests. See e.g., Kilpatrick, 909 
P.2d at 1290. Courts have also held an attorney breaches her fiduciary duty of loyalty 
when she "represents an interest adverse to a former client on a matter substantially 
related to the matter of engagement." Kilpatrick. 37 P.2d at 1141. 
The material facts show Williams/HRO breached their fiduciary duty of loyalty to 
USA Power because they simultaneously represented both USA Power and PacifiCorp 
on matters on which they had conflicting interests. Those facts also show 
Williams/HRO breached their fiduciary duties to USA Power because they represented 
PacifiCorp adversely to USA Power on a matter substantially related to their 
representation of USA Power. 
Williams/HRO argue three separate points in support of their assertion that, as a 
matter of law, they did not breach their duty of loyalty to USA Power by representing 
both PacifiCorp and USA Power in relationship to those parties' development of 
competing power plants. First, Williams/HRO argue that they only represented USA 
Power relative to its acquisition of water. Second, Williams/HRO argue that they 
terminated their representation of USA Power before they began their representation of 
PacifiCorp. Third, Williams/HRO argue that based on these two "facts," there was no 
conflict of interest. 
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Each of these three arguments is wrong. 
1 . There Is An Obvious Disputed Issue Of Material Fact As To 
Whether Williams/HRO Breached Their Duly Of Loyalty Based 
On The Parties' Expert Witnesses5 Competing Expert Opinions 
Both USA Power and Williams/HRO have retained expert witnesses who have 
testified as to their opinion of the applicable standard of conduct in the legal community 
and whether Williams/HRO's conduct violated that standard. Not surprisingly, the 
experts' opinions conflict. That conflict cannot be resolved as a matter of law and must 
be resolved by a jury after all the evidence, including the expert testimony, is presented 
at trial. See, e.g.. Phillips v. Cohen. 400 F.3d 388, 399 (6th Cir. 2005) ("[Competing 
expert opinions present the 'classic battle of the experts' and it is up to a jury to 
evaluate what weight and credibility each expert opinion deserves.") (citations omitted); 
Miles v. Caraway. No. 14-06-00010-CV, 2006 WL 2506064, at * 3 (Tex. App. Aug. 29, 
2006) ("In a battle of competing expert testimony, it is the sole prerogative of the jury to 
determine the weight and credibility of the witnesses."); Lucent Techs. Inc. v. Gateway, 
Inc.. 470 F. Supp.2d 1163, 1177 (S.D. Cal. 2007) ("The issue comes down to the battle 
of the experts. Therefore, the existing issues of genuine material fact preclude 
summary adjudication."); Morrell v. Finke. 184 S.W.3d 257, 282 (Tex. App. 2005) ("In a 
battle of competing experts, it is the sole obligation of the jury to determine the 
credibility of the witnesses and to weigh their testimony.... It is particularly within the 
jury's province to weigh opinion evidence and the judgment of experts.") (citation 
omitted). 
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John K. Morris is an expert qualified to testify about the standard of 
conduct required of an attorney practicing in Utah. He is a Professor of 
Law, Vice President General Counsel at the University of Utah. He has 
had substantial experience addressing fiduciary duty issues in that 
position over the past fifteen years. In addition, he has taught, written and 
consulted on issues related to fiduciary duties and law practice in general. 
He has been qualified and testified as an expert witness in other civil 
litigation involving claims that lawyers breached their fiduciary duties to 
their clients. [Ex.431] 
Professor Morris, after reviewing the extensive record in this case, 
categorically testified that it is his opinion Williams/HRO violated the 
standard of conduct required in this legal community in their 
representation of USA Power as a client. 
In Professor Morris' opinion, the standard of conduct for a lawyer 
practicing in Utah is a fiduciary standard. As fiduciaries, lawyers owe their 
clients the duty of loyalty. [Ex. 431 at 3] That duty of loyalty applies to 
both existing and former clients. With regard to existing clients, the duty 
of loyalty prohibits lawyers "from simultaneously representing different 
clients if the representation of either client is directly adverse to another 
client or if the representation is limited by the lawyer's obligations to 
another client," regardless of whether the subject matters are related. [IdL 
at 4] With regard to former clients, the duty of loyalty prohibits lawyers 
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"from representing another client if the subject matter is the same or 
substantially related to the subject matter of the representation of a former 
client and the interests of the former and present clients are adverse." 
DdJ 
Based on those standards of conduct and the record in this case, 
Professor Morris determined that Williams/HRO violated both the 
standard for existing clients and the standard for former clients. [Id.] 
With regard to USA Power being an existing client, it is Professor Morris' 
opinion: 
When Ms. Williams and HRO undertook representation of 
PacifiCorp in March 2003, Ms. Williams and HRO violated 
their duty of loyalty to plaintiffs because plaintiffs were still 
their clients and plaintiffs were directly adverse to 
PacifiCorp. This situation and the attendant violation of a 
fiduciary duty continued until November 2003 when the 
attorney-client relationship between plaintiffs and Ms. 
Williams and HRO terminated. 
With regard to USA Power being a former client, it is Professor Morris' 
opinion: 
In this case, both loyalty and confidentiality issues are 
present. Ms. Williams and HRO switched sides, a violation 
of their loyalty obligation. In addition, representation of 
PacifiCorp in this substantially related matter posed a risk of 
the advertent or inadvertent disclosure and use of plaintiffs' 
confidential information. 
2. Williams/HRO Represented USA Power On Every Aspect Of 
The Development Of Its Spring Canyon Power Plant And Not 
Just The Acquisition Of Water 
Williams/HRO's representation of USA Power was not limited to the acquisition 
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of water. 
The scope and objectives of an attorney's representation are determined by the 
client when they retain the attorney. See Utah R. Professional Conduct 1.2 (2003); 
Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr. et al., The Law of Lawyering § 5.10 (3d ed. 2007). [Morris Rpt. 
at 4] An attorney may limit her scope of representation, but in order to do so she must 
consult with the client and obtain the client's informed consent. Utah R. Professional 
Conduct 1.2(b) (2003); Hazard, supra at § 5.10; [Morris Rpt. at 4] see also Utah R. 
Professional Conduct 1.2(c) (2005). 
In this case, USA Power hired Williams to represent it on every aspect of the 
development of its Spring Canyon project. [Lois Aff. 1f 7; Ted Dep. at 56-59; Morris Rpt. 
at 5] Williams accepted this role, and never limited her scope of representation to the 
acquisition of water rights. [See Williams Dep. at 101; Rawson Dep. at 35-38] These 
facts are repeatedly demonstrated throughout the record. 
When the principals of USA Power first approached Williams, they sought her 
representation for the development of a power plant. [See Ex. 73; Jody Dep. at 49-50; 
Ted Dep. at 56-59, 64; Morris Rpt. at 5] Williams never limited her representation to the 
acquisition of water. [Lois Aff. If 7; Morris Rpt. at 5] 
When Williams completed a "client information sheet" for USA Power, she 
correctly noted that the "Type of Matter" was a "Power Plant." [Ex. 22; see also Jody 
Dep. at 90-92] Williams never indicated that her representation was limited to the 
acquisition of water. [Ex. 22] 
When USA Power and Williams executed the retainer agreement, it reaffirmed 
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that Williams was representing USA Power with regard to every aspect of the Spring 
Canyon project.10 [Ex. 23; Morris Rpt. at 5] Indeed, the retainer agreement anticipated 
Williams representation would involve pleadings, conferences, negotiations, 
agreements, correspondence, communications, filings, research, presentations, 
hearings, and advising "about business strategies and transaction structures." [Ex 23, f 
3; Ted. Dep. at 63-64] The retainer agreement never limited Williams' representation to 
the acquisition of water. [Ex. 23; Williams Dep. at 101; see also Ted Dep. at 60-63] In 
fact, despite the full panoply of legal services listed, the retainer agreement, never 
even mentioned the acquisition of water rights. [Ex. 23] 
When Williams performed work for USA Power, her work concerned every 
aspect of the Spring Canyon Power Plant. In fact, Williams/HRO even present a 
portion of Williams/HRO's broad scope of representation to the Court as a matter of 
undisputed material fact In Williams/HRO's Purported Statement of Undisputed Facts 
H 6, they expressly acknowledge that, at the very least, Williams/HRO also represented 
USA Power relative to: (1) annexation of property in Mona, Utah; (2) an option to 
purchase real property; (3) organizing and forming Spring Canyon Energy, LLC; and, 
(4) obtaining a conditional use permit in Juab County. [See also Williams/HRO's 
Purported Statement of Undisputed Facts U 7] Thus, it is simply incredulous for 
Williams/HRO to later argue that Williams/HRO's representation of USA Power was 
10Williams and USA Power believed and understood their relationship was governed by the terms 
of the retainer agreement. [Morris Rpt at p 3-5; Williams Dep at 97; Ted Dep. at 60-63; Morris Analysis 
at H 5] Not only did the agreement state as much - "this is a legally binding contract" - but it also required 
that u[A]ny change in the terms of our representation must be in writing and signed by both of us." [Ex. 23 
at 00866] The terms were never modified in writing or otherwise, and Williams never told USA Power that 
the terms of her representation were any different than those in the retainer agreement. [Williams Dep. at 
97, 101, 108, 134; Ted Dep. at 63; Morris Rpt. at 5; Morris Analysis at K 3] 
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limited to the acquisition of water. 
Furthermore, Williams/HRO's statement of work they performed is self-servingly 
narrow. In addition to the legal services Williams/HRO admit Williams performed, 
Williams also learned and advised USA Power on (5) water rights issues, [see e.g.. 
Exs. 47-52, 54, 58-60, 71, 86, 87, 90, 92, 136A, 139A, 140A, 141 A, 142A, 143A, 144A] 
(6) business strategies, [See Ex. 23 at U 3; Morris Rpt. at 3; Ted Dep. at 73-75], (7) 
structure and goals, [Exs. 57,59; Ted Dep. at 67-68, 76], (8) the reasons for selecting 
Mona, Utah as the site of the power plant, [Williams Dep. at 50; Exs. 56, 57, 70-71, 76-
78, 135A; Tomsic Aff. 3, Exs. 1-3], (9) Endangered Species Act issues, [Ex. 48, 70], 
(10) real estate purchases, [Exs. 56, 57, 76-78, 135A; Tomsic Aff. 3, Exs. 1-3; Morris 
Rpt at 3], (11) air permits, [Exs. 48, 60, 87, 144A; Williams Dep. at 167-69; Rawson 
Dep. at 42-43; Ted Dep. at 75], (12) transmission issues [Ex. 53; Ted Dep. at 118], (13) 
actions taken by USA Power's competitor, Panda [Exs. 71-73, 99; see Williams Dep. at 
57-59, 65] (14) public relations, [Ted Dep. at 75; Ex. 52, 55, 74-76; Williams Dep. at 
253-54, 257, 260], and (15) negotiations for the sale of Spring Canyon [Exs. 10-11, 86-
90, 99; Ted Dep. at 200-01, 214-15; Williams Dep. at 266-76] In fact, as a member of 
USA Power's development team, Williams learned and advised USA Power about (16) 
"all of the issues associated with the project that were then current and . . . how [USA 
Power] would move on to the next step with each issue." [Ted Dep. at 73-75] In short, 
Williams learned and advised USA Power about every aspect of the entire Spring 
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Canyon Power Plant.11 Obviously, during the course of all this work, Williams never 
limited her representation to the acquisition of water. 
Finally, when Williams billed USA Power and accepted USA Power's payments, 
she did not limit her fees to the acquisition of water rights. According to the their own 
invoices, Williams/HRO charged and collected tens of thousands of dollars from USA 
Power for work that had nothing to do with the acquisition of water [Ex. 47-60, 69, 86-
87, 144A, 145A, 146A, 147A] 
In light of Williams' initial meeting with USA Power, Williams' own client 
information sheet, Williams' own retainer, Williams' own statement of the facts, 
Williams' own work, and Williams' own bank account, it is untenable for Williams to now 
assert that her representation of USA Power was limited to the acquisition of water. 
3. While Still Representing USA Power Williams/HRO 
Simultaneously Represented PacifiCorp On Its 
Development of a Competing Power Plant in Mona. Utah 
Williams/HRO continued to represent USA Power even after they began 
representing PacifiCorp in March, 2003. 
An attorney-client relationship exists whenever the client reasonably believes the 
attorney represents him. Kilpatrick v. Wilev. Rein & Fielding. 37 P.3d 1130, 1140 (Utah 
2001). Accordingly, "[t]he lawyer's duty of loyalty is not 'a transaction-oriented 
relationship' but 'an ongoing relationship giving rise to a continuing duty to the client 
unless and until the client understands, or reasonably should understand, that the 
11One of the principals of USA Power testified. M[W]e did not make a move in Utah without asking 
Ms. Williams for her opinion." [Ted Dep. at 68] The invoices from Williams' firms corroborate his 
testimony [See Exs. 47-60, 69, 86, 89-98, 146A, 147A, 148A] 
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relationship is no longer to be depended on/" Avianca, Inc. v. Harrison. No. 94-7053, 
1995 WL 650232 at * 1 (D.C. Cir. 1995) (quoting In re Weiner. 586 P.2d 194, 197 (Ariz. 
1978) (disbarring attorney for not disclosing conflict of interest)); accord Ronald E. 
Mallen & Jeffrey M. Smith, Legal Malpractice § 14.3, p. 599 (2007).12 USA Power 
reasonably believed Williams/HRO represented its interests until November, 2003. 
In November, 2003, USA Power was surprised and outraged to learn that 
Williams was representing PacifiCorp on its competing Currant Creek project. [Ex. 118; 
Ted Dep. p. 361-62] Until that point, USA Power had believed Williams/HRO 
represented only its interests. [Ex. 118; Ted Dep. p. 361-62; Morris Rpt. at 3-4;Lois Aff., 
H114-6] This belief was reasonable. 
Williams/HRO had agreed to represent USA Power on every aspect of the 
Spring Canyon development, and that development was not complete.13 [Ted Dep. at 
56-59; Morris Rpt. at 5] Even in November, 2003, USA Power was still acquiring air 
permits, an issue on which Williams/HRO had been hired to work. [Exs. 48,60, 87, 
144A, 216; Williams Dep. at 167-69; Rawson Dep. at 42-43] USA Power was still 
marketing the Spring Canyon project, an issue on which Williams/HRO had been hired 
to work. [Exs. 86-89, 216] USA Power was still maximizing advantages from their 
interconnect agreement, an issue on which Williams/HRO had been hired to work. [Ex. 
Just like every other issue the defendants have presented, "[w]hether an attorney-client 
relationship exists is a question of fact for the jury." Infl Tele-Marine Corp. v. Malone & Assocs, Inc., 845 
F. Supp. 1427, 1431 (D. Colo. 1994); accord Roderick v. Ricks, 54 P.3d 1119, 1128 (Utah 2002). 
13The closest Williams/HRO have ever come to disputing this fact is by arguing that "the Spring 
Canyon Energy project was substantially complete." [Williams/HRO Answer to Interrogatories, p. 40 
(emphasis added)]. However, nowhere in the law is there a Substantially complete" doctrine that 
somehow removes an attorney's ethical or fiduciary duties. 
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53, 74, 216] And, USA Power was still examining issues related to its own water rights, 
an issue on which Williams/HRO had been hired to work. [See e.g., Exs. 47-52, 54, 58-
60, 71, 86-87, 90, 92, 216] In other words, Wiiliams/HRO's representation of USA 
Power had not lapsed. USA Power was still developing its Spring Canyon project, and 
USA Power reasonably believed Williams/HRO would continue to represent it during 
that development. 
Furthermore, there was a constant chain of contact between USA Power and 
Williams/HRO until November, 2003. 
Williams/HRO continued to send invoices to USA Power after March, 2003. 
USA Power received invoices from Williams/HRO in April, 2003, May, 2003, June, 
2003, and July, 2003. [Ex. 94-98; see also HRO-01855] In fact, on October 6, 2003, 
Williams/HRO billed USA Power for legal services she and Rawson performed for USA 
Power regarding emission credits for the Spring Canyon air permit. [Ex. 69] Notably, 
Williams/HRO did not require a new retainer agreement or retainer payment or open a 
new matter or new client form for this work. Instead, Williams/HRO just sent the bill and 
assumed their existing client would pay. [Jody Dep. p. 242-43] 
In addition to sending invoices, Williams/HRO continued to be involved in the 
extensions to USA Power's water and real estate options. [Ex. 82-85; Tomsic Aff. 3A, 
Exs. 3-5] These extensions occurred in July and August of 2003, and Williams/HRO 
were included on each and every extension. [Ex. 82-85; Tomsic Aff. 3A, Exs. 3-5] 
Williams/HRO received these extensions, but never contacted anyone from USA Power 
to declare their representation of USA Power had terminated. [Jody Dep. p. 265-66] 
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In fact, Williams/HRO never did anything to even suggest their attorney-client 
relationship with USA Power had ceased. Williams/HRO never sent a letter indicating 
their representation of USA Power had terminated. [Lois Aff at fl 8; Williams Dep. at 
63-64; see a{so Rawson Dep. p. 68-70; Vuyovich Dep. at 38-39] Williams/HRO did not 
return USA Power's files despite USA Power's request for return of its files in January, 
2005, until Williams/HRO was compelled to produce them in discovery in this case. 
[Lois Aff. ffi{ 8,10, Ex. 2; Williams/HRO Answers to Interrogatories, p. 41] 
In short, USA Power reasonably believed Williams/HRO continued to represent 
its interests based on Wiliiams/HRO's continuing scope of representation, 
Williams/HRO's constant communication, and Wiliiams/HRO's failure to provide any 
indication to the contrary. 
Ignoring all of these facts, Williams/HRO still argue their attorney-client 
relationship with USA Power terminated by March, 2003. In sole support of their 
argument, Williams/HRO baldly assert they completed their work for USA Power by 
March, 2003. [Williams/HRO Memo in Supp. at 2] This assertion is a 
misrepresentation of the facts. Indeed, Williams/HRO's own memorandum 
demonstrates the contrary.14 
In addition to these factual misrepresentations, Defendants have presented the Court with 
contradictory arguments. Defendants claim that Williams/HRO could not have had an attorney-client 
relationship with USA Power after March, 2003 because Williams/HRO was not performing any legal work 
for USA Power at that time. However, in a direct contradiction to this position, Defendants claim they had 
a continuous attorney-client relationship with PacifiCorp in spite of the fact that Williams/HRO had not 
performed any legal work on PacifiCorp's behalf for nearly 1 year. [See PacifiCorp's Answers to 
Interrogatories, p 15] In fact, Rand Thurgood testified he had never even heard the name Kruse, Landa & 
Maycock, the name of the law firm where Williams was a partner from 1993 to 2002. [Thurgood Dep. at 
320] 
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Buried in the appendix attached to Williams/HRO's motion, is the Supplemental 
Affidavit of Jody L. Williams. [Williams/HRO Memo in Supp., Ex. MJ In this sworn 
affidavit Williams testifiers: "After September 17, 2003, Holme Roberts did not perform 
any further or other legal services for any Plaintiff." [Wiliiams/HRO Memo in Supp., Ex. 
M, U 3 (emphasis added)] In her deposition, Williams acknowledged that she 
understood that she was acting as USA Power's attorney when she performed the work 
in September, 2003.15 [Williams Dep. at 243; see also Rawson Dep. p. 57] In other 
words, Williams testified in her deposition and in her affidavit that Williams/HRO 
performed legal services as USA Power's attorney 7 months later than what they now 
present to the Court as an undisputed fact. [See also Williams/HRO's Purported 
Statement of Undisputed Facts fl 11] 
Likewise, the invoices Williams/HRO attached to their own memorandum 
demonstrate the misrepresentation. Williams/HRO have attached an invoice dated 
October 6, 2003, that charged USA Power for work performed by Williams and another 
Partner at HRO. [Memo in Supp. of Summ. J. Re: Loyalty, Ex. V] These invoices are in 
addition to a $1,200 check that Williams/HRO received from USA Power dated August, 
2003. [Tomsic Aff. 3A, Ex. 7] 
As demonstrated by Williams/HRO's own brief and the record in this case, 
Williams/HRO continued to represent USA Power beyond March, 2003. 
15Since Williams believed^she was acting as USA Power's attorney when she performed these 
services in September, 2003, it was certainly reasonable for USA Power to operate under this same belief. 
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4. Williams/HRO Breached Their Fiduciary Duty of Loyalty 
by Simultaneously Representing Both USA Power and 
PacifiCorp 
Williams/HRO breached the duty of loyalty they owed to USA Power by 
simultaneously representing both USA Power and PacifiCorp on the development of 
competing power plants. 
An attorney breaches her fiduciary duty of loyalty when she represents clients 
with conflicting interests. See Kilpatrick. 909 P.2d at 1290; Smootv. Lund. 369 P.2d 
933, 936 (Utah 1962). "A conflict of interest is involved if there is a substantial risk that 
the lawyer's representation of [one] client would be materially and adversely affected . . 
. by the lawyer's duties to another current client." Restatement 3d Law Gov. Lawyers § 
121; accord Utah R. Profl Conduct 1.7; In re Charlisse. No. B194568, 2007 WL 
1180422 at *5 (Cal. Ct. App. April 23, 2007).16 The presence of Williams/HRO's conflict 
of interest in simultaneously representing both USA Power and PacifiCorp is 
demonstrated twice. 
a. Williams/HRO Breached Their Duty By Representing USA 
Power in its Negotiations with PacifiCorp, Williams/HRO's 
Other Client 
Williams/HRO breached their duty of loyalty by simultaneously representing both 
USA Power and PacifiCorp, even though USA Power was negotiating the sale of its 
Spring Canyon project assets to PacifiCorp. As Williams/HRO correctly note, a lawyer 
16
 USA Power never consented to Williams' simultaneous representation of PacifiCorp. [Morris 
Rpt at 6] Moreover, even if Williams had sought USA Power's consent, that consent would be invalid 
because Williams could not reasonably believe she would be able to provide diligent representation to 
both of her competing clients. See Utah R. Profl Conduct 1.7(b)(1), Restatement (3d) Law Gov. Lawyers 
§121 cmt c(l), ill 1 (noting that in a similar circumstance "informed consent of both A and B would not 
suffice to allow the dual representation."). [Morris Rpt at 6] 
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cannot represent "the seller of a business in negotiations with a buyer also represented 
by the lawyer." See Utah R. Prof I Conduct 1.7 cmt. 7. However, Williams/HRO did just 
that. 
Williams/HRO began representing PacifiCorp on March 3, 2003. [Ex. 31] At that 
time, Williams/HRO was also representing USA Power in its negotiations with 
PacifiCorp for the sale of the Spring Canyon Power Plant. These negotiations 
continued until March 17, 2003. [Ex. 19] 
Of course, Williams/HRO now claim that they did not represent USA Power in its 
negotiations with PacifiCorp. However, the facts indicate otherwise. 
To begin with, "negotiations" were specifically included in the list of services 
Williams contracted to provide in the retainer agreement. [Ex. 23 at T[3] Furthermore, 
Williams/HRO actually assisted in USA Power's negotiations with PacifiCorp. 
Williams/HRO prepared marketing materials which were sent to PacifiCorp. [Ex. 10-11, 
86-88; Williams Dep. at 266-76; Vuyovich Dep. at 97-100] Williams/HRO advised USA 
Power about the importance of having an executed confidentiality agreement. [Lois 
Dep. at 183-84; Ex. 9] Williams agreed to call Rand Thurgood, a department head at 
PacifiCorp with whom USA Power was negotiating, and "say nice things" about USA 
Power. [Ex. 99; Ted Dep. at 163-65] Williams advised USA Power about the 
negotiating strategies that USA Power was using with PacifiCorp. [Ted Dep. at 168-69, 
200-01, 308-10, 596-99, Lois Dep. at 161-66, 181-95] Williams made reservations at 
the New Yorker for USA Power and Thurgood to have lunch while they negotiated. 
[Ted Dep. at 201-02, 600] And, although Williams had another appointment that 
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prevented her from attending the meeting at the New Yorker, Williams met with the 
principals of USA Power to discuss and analyze the negotiations. [Ted Dep. at 601-03] 
As these facts indicate, Williams/HRO represented USA Power in its 
negotiations with PacifiCorp. Accordingly, Williams/HRO breached their fiduciary duty 
of loyalty by simultaneously representing "the seller of a business [USA Power] in 
negotiations with [PacifiCorp] a buyer [also] represented by [Williams/HRO].M See Utah 
R. Prof I Conduct 1.7 cmt. 7. 
b. Williams/HRO Breached Their Duty of Loyalty By 
Simultaneously Representing USA Power and PacifiCorp With 
Their Development of Competing Power Plants 
Williams/HRO breached their fiduciary duty of loyalty when they simultaneously 
represented two companies competing for the same project.17 The Restatement (Third) 
of the Law of Lawyering illustrates Williams' conflict of interest through this example: 
Lawyer has been retained by A and B, each a competitor for a 
single broadcast license, to assist each of them in obtaining the license 
from Agency. . . . Lawyer's representation will have an adverse effect on 
both A and B as that term is used in this Section. . . . [LJawyer will have 
duties to A that restrict Lawyer's ability to urge B's application and vice 
versa. 
Restatement (3d) Law Gov. Lawyers § 121 cmt. c(l), ill. 1. The Law of Lawyering 
treatise provides a similar explanation and example: 
Adversity in litigation is not the only basis of a "direct" conf l ic t . . . . 
If, for example, two businesses were not merely competitors in the same 
Even if the Court were to ignore the evidence and assume Williams/HRO's representation of 
USA Power ended in March of 2003, Wiliiams/HRO still breached their fiduciary duty of loyalty. The duty 
of loyalty prohibits a lawyer's representation of a new client in a substantially related manner in which that 
client's interests are materially adverse to the interests of the former client. Kiipatrick, 37 P.3d at 1141. 
In this case, the matters were factually related - both clients were vying for the same contract 
Likewise, PacifiCorp's interests (obtaining the contract) were materially adverse to USA Power's interests 
(obtaining the same contract). 
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industry, but were competing for the same government contract, or the 
last remaining broadcast license in a particular market and each engaged 
the same lawyer to help present their bids or applications, Rule 1.7(a)(1) 
would surely be applicable. 
Geoffrey C. Hazard et al., The Law of Lawyering. § 11.4, p. 11-11 (2007) (emphasis in 
original). 
Williams/HRO's simultaneous representation of USA Power and PacifiCorp is 
analogous with, if not identical, to the scenarios discussed in the Restatement and 
treatise. 
To begin with, USA Power, PacifiCorp and Williams/HRO all understood that 
only one power plant could be built in Mona, Utah. [See Ted. Dep. at 404] Indeed, 
when playing her role as PacifiCorp's attorney, Williams made this fact clear in an email 
that noted either "PacifiCorp or someone else [would] build a plant near Mona." 
[Tomsic Aff. 3, Ex. 49 (emphasis added); accord Ex. 71; Koltick Rpt. at 8; Olive Rpt. at 
17] The RFP also made this fact clear; it resulted in the selection of only one power 
plant. [See Ex. 5; Jenkins Dep. at 136-37] 
Because only one power plant could be developed in Mona, Utah, USA Power 
and PacifiCorp were in direct competition to be the one company that built that power 
plant. As literally two bidders for the same contract, Williams/HRO could not increase 
PacifiCorp's chances of winning the RFP without decreasing USA Power's chances of 
winning that same RFP. 
For example, everyone knew PacifiCorp could not develop its power plant 
without water. [Tomsic Aff. 3, Ex. 47, 49; Ex. 68; Ex. 110, p. 16-47, 148]. Accordingly, 
when Williams/HRO learned of a water source that would satisfy PacifiCorp's needs, 
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Williams/HRO had to choose which of her two current clients would benefit from this 
information. Williams/HRO could (1) inform USA Power of the water source, so that it 
could purchase the water and protect its own development by thwarting PacifiCorp's 
efforts, or (2) inform PacifiCorp of the water source, so that it could purchase the water 
and develop its own power plant, which would thwart USA Power's efforts. No man can 
serve two masters; Williams was no different. 
In short, USA Power and PacifiCorp were not merely competitors in the same 
industry.18 On the contrary, USA Power and PacifiCorp were direct competitors who 
were fighting for the same contract and had engaged the same lawyer to help present 
their bids or applications. This was a clear conflict of interest, and a clear breach of 
Williams/HRO's fiduciary duty of loyalty. See Geoffrey C. Hazard et al., The Law of 
Lawyering. § 11.4, p. 11-11 (2007); [Vuyovich Dep. at 116-21] 
II. WILLIAMS/HRO'S BREACH OF THE FIDUCIARY DUTY OF LOYALTY 
CAUSED USA POWER'S DAMAGES 
Repeating their tireless theory of the case, the defendants suggest there is no 
evidence that Williams/HRO's breach of the duty of loyalty caused USA Power's 
damages. Williams/HRO are flat wrong. 
Defendants' citation to comment six of Rule 1.7 does nothing to further their argument. That 
comment notes that an attorney can represent competing economic enterprises only when the matters of 
representation are unrelated. Utah R. Prof I Conduct 1.7 cmt. 6 (emphasis added). The comment does 
not establish that an attorney can represent competing economic enterprises on their competing bids for 
the same contract. 
Defendants' citation to the Ethics Opinion from the Colorado Bar Association also suffers from this 
same problem. That opinion simply does not address the situation that is currently before the court. See 
Ethics Committee, Colorado Bar Association, Ethics Opinion 58" Water Rights. Representation of Multiple 
Clients, (1981). Instead, that opinion only addresses whether an attorney may represent clients seeking 
water from a river with over 10,000 different water rights for unrelated reasons. Even then, the committee 
notes the potential for conflicts. See id at 3-4. 
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Because, "[pjroximate cause is an issue of fact," USA Power only has to present 
one fact or inference that USA Power would have benefitted if Williams/HRO had 
adhered to the ordinary standard of professional conduct. Harline v. Barker, 854 P.2d 
595, 600 (Utah Ct. App. 1993). USA power has easily surpassed this requirement.19 
But for Williams/HRO's improper actions, USA Power's Sprung Canyon Power 
Plant would be the one power plant operating in Mona, Utah today. Of the few 
developers with competing plans, USA Power's Spring Canyon Power Plant was the 
only one that had all of the necessary elements in March, 2003. [See Ex. 265, 354, 355; 
Ted Dep. at 190, 293; Koltick Rpt. at 6-9] None of the other developers, including 
PacifiCorp, had prepared a power market study, analyzed and determined plant 
configuration and capacity, analyzed "plant-to-load" transmission issues, performed site 
selection, negotiated real estate purchase options, negotiated water rights options, 
prepared conceptual designs, acquired air permits, negotiated fuel transportation and 
interconnect agreements, and had property re-zoned for industrial use. [See Koltick 
Rpt. at 6-9; Ex. 354, 355; Ted Dep. at 190, 293] 
It was for this reason that PacifiCorp itself acknowledged USA Power's Spring 
Canyon Power Plant was "the only viable project site that [was] capable of meeting a 
2005 online date" [Ex. 355, p. 3, 5 (emphasis added)], and that "[a]bsent the USA 
Power site, Generation and C&T are unaware of other entities capable of meeting an 
19Not only is there substantial evidence of causation, but USA Power seeks, as relief, 
disgorgement of all of the fees paid to Williams and her law firms. This relief is appropriate when an 
attorney has breached her fiduciary duty of loyalty. Restatement (3d) Law Gov. Lawyers § 37; Geoffrey C. 
Hazard, Jr. et al. The Law of Lawyering § 8.21 (3d ed. 2007). Furthermore, this relief does not require 
evidence of causation. See Burrow v. Arce, 997 S.W.2d 229, 240 (Tex. 1999); Restatement (3d) Law 
Gov. Lawyers § 37 cmt d; Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr, supra § 4.7 n.4 f[T]he breach is the harm, and the 
client is not required to prove causation or specific injury."). 
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April 2005 date." [Ex. 355, p.3-4] It was for this reason that PacifiCorp again 
acknowledged in a second internal memorandum that "[t]he only project that has any 
possibility of meeting . . . peaking for a 2005 or even a 2006 commercial date is the 
Spring Canyon project." [Ex. 354, p. 4] And, it was for this reason Rand Thurgood from 
PacifiCorp told the principals of USA Power that it "was [USA Power's] RFP to lose 
because [USA Power] had done so much work on the project that nobody stood a 
chance to beat [it]." [Ted Dep. at 190, 293; Lois Dep. at 282] 
However, PacifiCorp refused to purchase USA Power's Spring Canyon project. 
Instead, PacifiCorp decided to steal USA Power's trade secrets and attorney and 
develop and build an identical power plant. [See e.g. Ted Dep. at 379-80] However 
even then, PacifiCorp needed water "to justify building and operating [its] plant." 
[Tomsic Aff. 3, Ex. 46: accord Ex. 68; Ex. 110 at 16-17, 148; Thurgood Dep. at 211, 
227] It was simply too "unlikely that PacifiCorp's proposal wfould] succeed in the RFP 
process without a firm water supply." [Tomsic Aff. 3, Ex. 47; accord Ex. 110 at 148] 
Undeterred by the obvious conflict of interest, Williams/HRO secured the water 
that would ensure it was PacifiCorp and not USA Power that built the Mona power 
plant. [See Ex. 6, 31-43; Rand Dep. at 207, 209-11, 219-21, 394] In fact, PacifiCorp's 
only step in obtaining water was to call Williams; the rest was up to her and HRO. 
[Rand Dep. at 209, 219-20] In the end, the record demonstrates it was Williams who 
came up with the structure for PacifiCorp's acquisition of water rights. It was Williams 
who "saved the day" because she "single handedly" secured the acquisition of 
PacifiCorp's water supply, and securing that water "would not have been possible 
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without her." [Ex. 107, 108; Tomsic Aff., Ex. 8 at Bates stamp PAC025293-94; 
PAC025412] 
Amazingly, it took Williams/HRO only 20% of the time they spent securing similar 
water rights for USA Power. [Ted Dep. at 410] This reduction in time was also key to 
the development of PacifiCorp's competing power plant. [Ex. 110 at 17, 20] PacifiCorp 
had less than 6 months to complete work that would normally take between 18 and 24 
months. [Koltick at 14-16; Ted Dep. at 407-11, 580-81; Lois Dep. at 348-49, 351] 
PacifiCorp described this timetable as "almost impossible to meet" [Ex. 110 at 20] 
Outside experts have described it as absolutely impossible to achieve without stealing 
USA Power's trade secrets and attorney. [Koltick at 14-16] 
In short, had Willnams/HRO not breached their duty of loyalty by switching sides, 
PacifiCorp would not have secured the water it needed "to justify building and operating 
[its] plant," [Tomsic Aff. 3, Ex. 46], and PacifiCorp would not have achieved its 
impossible deadline. [See Koltick at 14-16] Accordingly, the RFP would have been 
fallen to USA Power - the only entity identified as being "capable of meeting a 2005 
online date," [Ex. 355; accord Ex. 354; Ted Dep. at 190], and the second-place RFP 
bidder.20 [Lois Aff., Ex. 1, P2000 (all bidders below 2nd place redacted by PacifiCorp); 
Williams/HRO want the Court to believe that there were a long list of projects which were ahead 
of USA Powers after the RFP. In support, defendants cites Navigant Consulting's Final Report on 
PacifiCorp's RFP 2003-A. However, this report was prepared almost 6 months after PacifiCorp had made 
its RFP decision, and only was prepared in order to legitimize PacifiCorp's actions. [See Williams/HRO's 
Memo in Supp., Exhibit JJ, p. 1] Furthermore, this report itself notes that 1) "Spring Canyon was among 
the top three bidders" and was simply found to be "less economically attractive than [PacifiCorp's] NBA. 
[P. 41] and 2) that USA Power's bid actually placed second, [jd at p. 38 & table I] 
Their position also ignores myriad other documents which all indicate that USA Power's Spring 
Canyon project placed at least in second-place. [See e.g., Lois Aff., Ex. 1, P2000; Exs. 117, 178; Ted 
Dep. at 293; Lois Dep at 282; Tallman Dep. at 167-69; Malko p. 15-16] 
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Ex. 117, 178; Ted Dep. at 293; Lois Dep. at 282; Tallman Dep. at 167-69; Malko, Rpt 
at 15-16] 
Along these same lines, Williams/HRO's actions caused USA Power's 
negotiations for the sale of its Spring Canyon project assets to fail. Before 
Williams/HRO began representing PacifiCorp, USA Power had been involved in 
negotiations with PacifiCorp for the sale of its Spring Canyon assets. [See Ex. 17,18, 
355, 357] In fact, USA Power and PacifiCorp had reached an agreement in principle to 
sell the plant for $3 million plus a Joint Development Agreement [Ex. 252; Ted Dep. at 
286-88] Not surprisingly, the agreement and all further negotiations were called off only 
after Williams/HRO assured PacifiCorp that they could duplicate their efforts and USA 
Power's trade secrets and actually began to do so.21 [Compare Ex. 31 with Ex. 19 and 
PacifiCorp 30(b)(6) Dep. at 29; see a]so Williams Dep. at 166-67; Rand Dep. at 394] 
Of course, Williams/HRO present the Court with factual arguments to the 
contrary. However, these factual arguments are easily dismissed and do nothing more 
than reaffirm that the issue of causation should be decided by the jury. 
First, Williams/HRO assert there is no causation because "Holme Roberts did 
nothing in its representation [of] PacifiCorp that another water lawyer would not and 
could not have done." [Williams/HRo Memo, in Supp., p. 11] However, what another 
PacifiCorp has argued these negotiations were called off because it obtained the Panda project. 
[PacifiCorp's Answers to Interrogatories, p. 25-26]. This assertion is directly contrary to PacifiCorp's 
internal memoranda detailing PacifiCorp's decision to purchase both USA Power's Spring Canyon project 
and the Panda project [Ex. 355] That document states PacifiCorp purchased the Panda project in order 
to assist in "further negotiations with USA Power." [Ex. 355 at 5]. PacifiCorp's position also contradicts 
PacifiCorp's internal memoranda concluding USA Power's Spring Canyon project was the only project 
capable of meeting the 2005 deadline. [Ex. 354, 355] 
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water lawyer could or would have done is a question of fact that cannot be decided as a 
matter of law. Indeed, Williams/HRO do not even present the Court with one factual or 
legal citation on this issue. Instead, they merely ask the Court to decide the issue as a 
matter of law because they say so. 
On the other hand, USA Power has presented detailed evidence that another 
water lawyer would not have been able to perform the same work. A separate water 
lawyer would not have been able to utilize USA Power's confidential information.22 
[See USA Power's Opp. to Partial Summary Judgment Re: Confidential Information] A 
separate water lawyer would not have known or been able to offer the exact price that 
USA Power confidentially offered when it purchased its water rights. [Lois Dep. at 195] 
A separate water lawyer would not have already established the goodwill necessary to 
approve a controversial water permit. [See Ex. 52, 55, 74-76; Williams Dep. at 253-54, 
257, 260] A separate water lawyer would not have been familiar with the type and 
amount of water needed for dry-cooled power plant. [Ex. 47-52, 54, 58-60, 71, 86, 87, 
90, 92, 136A, 139A, 144A] A separate water lawyer would not have spent the months 
of research Williams had spent on Mona water issues. [Ex. 47-60, 69, 86-87, 89-93] 
And, a separate water lawyer would not have been able to duplicate Williams' efforts in 
only 20% of the time, f led Dep. at 190, 410] That is why PacifiCorp had no idea 
where it would have turned had Williams/HRO honored their fiduciary duties and 
refused to represent PacifiCorp; it simply didn't know of any other attorney who could 
22ln addition to being a violation of the duty of confidentiality, it is also a violation of an attorney's 
duty of loyalty to disclose a client'sxonfidential information. See Restatement (Second) of Agency § 395; 
see also USA Power's Opp. to Partial Summary Judgment Re: Confidential Information (Establishing 
Williams/HRO's disclosure of USA Power's confidential information). 
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have performed the same work in the same amount of time. [See Thurgood Dep. at 
242-43] 
Second, Williams/HRO argue that it was White and Wangsgard that did all the 
work, so Williams/HRO's role was irrelevant. However, Williams/HRO ignore that White 
and Wangsgard themselves recognized that "[Ms. Williams] single handedly" secured 
PacifiCorp's water supply. [Ex. 107] Williams/HRO ignore that White and Wangsgard 
admitted that securing PacifiCorp's water "would not have been possible" without 
Williams, [Ex. 107; accord Ex. 108] Williams/HRO ignore that they were "charged with 
the task of obtaining water for [PacifiCorp's] project," [Thurgood Dep. at 220], 
Williams/HRO ignore that Williams suggested the structure for PacifiCorp's acquisition 
of water rights, [Tomsic Aff. 3A, Ex. 8] and Williams/HRO ignore the fact that their own 
pocketbooks were lined with over $200,000 for work they now claim was performed 
solely by White and Wangsgard. [See Ex. 31-45] 
Third, defendants argue that they had nothing to do with the RFP. However, as 
already noted, only one power plant was selected in the RFP process. The evidence 
demonstrates that, at the very least, USA Power's bid placed second in the RFP. [Lois 
Aff., Ex. 1; Ex. 117; 178; Ted Dep. at 293; Lois Dep. at 282; Tallman Dep. at 167-69; 
Malko Rpt. at 15-16] The evidence also demonstrates that PacifiCorp would not have 
won the RFP without a firm water supply. [Tomsic Aff. 3, Ex. 48; accord Ex. 68; Ex. 110 
at 148] Thus, had Williams/HRO not secured the water rights necessary for 
PacifiCorp's competing bid, USA Power - and not PacifiCorp - would have won the 
RFP contract. [Tomsic Aff. 3, Ex. 48; Ex. 68; Ex. 110 at 148; Lois Aff., Ex. 1; Ex. 117] 
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Therefore, even assuming Wiliiams/HRO had nothing to do with the issuance or 
evaluation of the RFP, Williams/HRO's breach of the duty of loyally still caused USA 
Power's injury because it stole the RFP contract that USA Power earned and should 
have been awarded. 
Fourth, Williams/HRO argue that adverse market conditions doomed USA 
Power's Spring Canyon Project. Again, Williams/HRO fail to provide any legal, expert, 
or factual citations. Instead, they continue to ask the Court to rule as a matter of law 
based on their own theory of the case.23 However, the defendants' theory of the case 
does not create an undisputed issue of material fact. On the contrary, USA Power has 
repeatedly and conclusively rebutted the assertion that market conditions doomed USA 
Power's Spring Canyon Plant. [See generally Olive Rpt. at 3-18] Furthermore, aside 
from Williams' personal finances, it is difficult to understand how market conditions 
relate to Williams/HRO's working to ensure her client PacifiCorp was awarded the RFP 
contract instead of her other client, USA Power. 
In short, the work Williams/HRO performed for PacifiCorp was essential to 
ensuring that it was PacifiCorp, and not USA Power, that built the one available Mona 
power plant. 
CONCLUSION 
Williams/HRO want the Court to rule, as a matter of law, that their theory of the 
case erases every disputed issue of material fact and every inference that the jury could 
Ironically, defendants accuse USA Power of relying on nothing besides its own speculation and 
conjecture Apparently the documents, depositions, and experts USA Power cites all amount to 
speculation and conjecture merely because they do not mirror the defendants' theory of the case. 
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draw from those facts. The Court should not accept this invitation in violation of Utah 
law. There is more than sufficient evidence demonstrating Williams/HRO breached 
their duty of loyalty and caused USA Power's damages. Summary judgment should be 
denied. 
DATED: June * £ ? 2007. 
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